behavior, which initiated the changes, was psychogenic; the attitude was intended to relieve the internal pressure; the somatic symptom, which was the consequence of the attitude, was not sought by the person, either consciously or unconsciously.

HORMONAL AND VEGETATIVE DYSFUNCTIONS

The three categories of organ-neurotic symptoms, affect equivalents, physical expressions of a disturbed chemistry, and physical expressions of unconscious attitudes, appear usually in a combined form. Often the symptoms remain limited to a given organ or system of organs, the choice depending primarily on physical and constitutional factors but also on all the other factors that likewise determine the "somatic compliance" in conversion symptoms (see pp. 227 f.). The hormonal-vegetative system, however, cannot be simply classified as one of the various organ systems, such as the intestinal, respiratory, or circulatory system. Rather, the greater part of the functional disturbances in these systems is created through hormonal-vegetative pathways, the symptoms "due to the distorted chemistry of the unsatisfied person" being exclusively determined in this way. Thus when introducing the heading "Hormonal and Vegetative Dysfunctions" before discussing the various organ systems, we only intend to discuss the influence of unconscious attitudes on hormones and to clarify a few points that occasionally are confused.

Attitudes caused by unconscious instinctual conflicts may, of course, influence the hormonal functions and thus produce secondary somatic symptoms not intended as such. The same kind of influence that an unconscious desire has on the production of the gastric juice in cases of peptic ulcer (see p. 245), other desires have on the production of hormones regulating metabolism (cf. 189), for instance a psychogenic identification with the opposite sex.

There is no doubt that in menstrual or premenstrual mental disorders in women, a somatic factor always plays a part, namely, the physical alterations at the source of the instinctual drives. But on the other hand the unconscious significance of the idea of menstruation and the mental reaction to this significance may likewise alter the hormonal events. In cases of disturbances, the premenstrual body feeling represents tension, retention (sometimes pregnancy), dirt, pregenitality, hatred; the menstrual flow may bring relaxation, and is felt as evacuation (sometimes birth), cleanliness, genitality, love; but it may also represent loss of anal and urethral control, Oedipus guilt, castration, the frustration of wishes for a child, and humiliation.

Every pregenital fixation necessarily changes the hormonal status. However, not all orally fixated patients become either obese or extremely thin. Probably this happens if an oral fixation coincides with a certain hormonal constitution. Many cases of obesity and extreme thinness belong in this category.
Hilde Bruch who has had a great and extraordinary experience with obese children (209, 211), states that the majority of cases do not seem to be primarily hormonal in nature but rather psychogenic, that is, brought about by an incorrect economics of energy, by too much food supply and too little motor discharge. Psychoanalytically, this mistake in economy is due to primary psychogenic conflicts or developmental disturbances. "Obesity in childhood represents a disturbance in personality in which excessive bodily size becomes the expressive organ of a conflict" (210).

Wulff has described a psychoneurosis, not infrequent in women, which is related to hysteria, cyclothymia and addiction (1619). This neurosis is characterized by the person's fight against her sexuality which, through previous repression, has become especially greedy and insatiable. This sexuality is pregenitally oriented, and sexual satisfaction is perceived of as a "dirty meal." Periods of depression in which the patients stuff themselves (or drink) and feel themselves "fat," "bloated," "dirty," "untidy," or "pregnant" and leave their surroundings untidy, too, alternate with "good" periods in which they behave ascetically, feel slim, and conduct themselves either normally or with some elevation. The body feeling in the "fat" periods turns out to be a repetition of the way the girl felt at puberty before her first menstruation, and the spells often actually coincide with the premenstrual period. The menstrual flow then usually brings a feeling of relief: "The fat-making dirt is pouring out; now I am slim again, and will be a good girl and not eat too much." The alternating feelings of ugliness and beauty connected with these periods show that exhibitionistic conflicts also are of basic importance in this syndrome. Psychoanalysis discloses that the unconscious content of this syndrome is a preoedipal mother conflict, which may be covered by an oral-sadistic Oedipus complex. The patients have an intense unconscious hatred against their mothers and against femininity. To them being fat means getting breasts, being uncontrolled, incontinent or even pregnant. The urge to eat has the unconscious aim of incorporating something that may relax the disagreeable inner "feminine" tension, eating meaning reincorporation of an object, whose loss has caused the patient to feel hungry, constipated, castrated, feminine, fat; that is, the food means milk, penis, child, and narcissistic supplies which soothe the anxieties. The exhibitionistic behavior signifies a tendency to compel the receipt of these supplies and the fear of not getting them because of repulsive ugliness. The depression signifies the recurrent failure of the tendency to regain the lost stability, a failure that occurs because of the forbidden oral-sadistic means by which this re-establishment is attempted. The ascetic periods, by pacifying the superego, achieve a greater degree of relaxation.

In some cases this neurosis is nothing but a kind of food addiction, and should rather be discussed in the chapter on addictions (see p. 381). In other cases, however, not only body feelings but actual body changes dominate the picture.
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PART I

PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS
A. Introduction

Chapter I

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS ON PSYCHOANALYSIS AND THE THEORY OF NEUROSIS

Concerning the origin of the young science of psychoanalysis one often hears two diametrically opposed opinions. Some people say that Freud transferred the principles of the materialistic biology of his time to the field of mental phenomena, and sometimes they even add that Freud therefore, through being limited to biology, failed to see the cultural and social determinants of mental phenomena. Others state that at a period when the natural sciences were, at their height, Freud's contribution consisted in turning against the spirit of the times and forcing the recognition of the irrational and the psychogenic in defiance of the prevalent overestimation of rationalism.

What should we think of this contradiction? Through gradual development, scientific thinking is winning out over magical thinking. The natural sciences, originating and evolving at definite periods in the development of human society (when they had become a technical necessity), have had to overcome the most violent and stubborn resistances in their attempt to describe and explain actual phenomena. This resistance affected different fields to a different degree. It increased in proportion to the approach of the subject matter of the science to the personal concern of man: physics and chemistry freed themselves earlier than biology, biology earlier than anatomy and physiology (not so long ago, the pathologist was forbidden to dissect the human body), anatomy and physiology earlier than psychology. The influence of magic is greater in medicine than in pure natural science, due to the tradition of medicine, which stems from the activities of the medicine men and priests. Within medicine, psychiatry is not only the youngest branch of this magic-imbued science but it is also the one most tainted with magic.

For centuries psychology was considered a special field of speculative philosophy, far removed from sober empiricism. If one considers the more or less metaphysical questions that used to be of paramount importance, it is easily recognized that the problems discussed continued to reflect the antithesis of "body
and soul," "human and divine," "natural and supernatural." Everywhere evaluations influenced, unfortunately, the examination of facts.

A glance at the history of science teaches that the process of overcoming magic has not been a continuous one. There have been advances and retreats which certainly cannot be explained merely in terms of a history of ideas. The fluctuations in this struggle are dependent on complicated historical conditions. They can be understood only through the study of the society in which the struggle takes place and of the conflicting interests of its various groups. That the history of medical psychology is no exception to this rule can be seen from the interesting book by Zilboorg and Henry (1636).

Psychoanalysis represents in this struggle a definite step toward the aim of scientific thinking in psychology—away from the magical. Recently Bernfeld again stressed the completely materialistic orientation of Freud's teachers and of Freud's own prepsychoanalytic thinking (140).

Certainly it must be admitted that Freud was not the first to consider the field of mental manifestations from a natural-scientific point of view. There were natural-scientific psychologies before him. But compared to the "philosophical" psychologies, these natural-scientific psychologies have always been in the minority, and they have only been able to treat disparate mental functions. An understanding of the multiplicity of everyday human mental life, based on natural science, really began only with psychoanalysis.

Now the question can be answered concerning the contradictory statements of Freud's place in the history of science. The golden days of materialistic biology and medicine simply did not regard the whole field of humanity as their universe of discourse. The neglect of the mental field indicates that the progress of scientific thinking was purchased at the price of allowing one entire realm of nature, the human mind, to remain a residue of religious and magical thinking; and the contradiction in the historic evaluation of Freud's work is solved by recognizing that actually he did both: by opposing the idea that "mind is brain" and by emphasizing strongly the existence of the mental sphere and the inadequacy of physical-scientific methods to deal with it, he won this terrain for science. In spite of assertions that Freud by giving the "subjective factor," the "irrational," its just due has turned against rationalism, his procedure clearly reveals the spirit of that broad cultural trend which proclaimed as its ideal the primacy of reason over magic and the unbiased investigation of reality. What had previously been considered sacred and untouchable, now had to be touched, because the validity of the taboos was denied. Freud investigated the mental world in the same scientific spirit as his teachers had investigated the physical world, which implied the same rebellion against the prejudices that had been taught up to that time. The subject matter, not the method of psychoanalysis, is irrational.
The objection may be raised that such a statement is a one-sided presentation of psychoanalysis. Does not this science include quite a lot of mystic tradition? Did it not develop out of hypnotism and the latter from "mesmerism"? Is it not a "mental healing," which means a sort of magic? Certainly psychoanalysis has developed directly out of magical therapeutic methods. But it has eliminated the magical background of its forerunners. Of course, in every mental development rudiments of earlier phases persist. Actually, it is not difficult to find many magical features in the theory and practice of psychoanalysis. (Probably this would not be difficult in other branches of medicine either.) Psychoanalysis as it is now constituted undoubtedly contains mystic elements, the rudiments of its past, as well as natural-scientific elements toward which it is striving. It cannot help retaining some mystic elements, at least in the same sense in which the activity of a police dog in police investigations is—as Reik has recognized (1295)—a survival of the animal oracle. However, the police dog has the ability to scent out the criminal. It is the aim of psychoanalysis to reduce its magical elements at least to the same level of insignificance as that to which modern criminal investigation tries to reduce the magical elements in its detective methods.

Scientific psychology explains mental phenomena as a result of the interplay of primitive physical needs—rooted in the biological structure of man and developed in the course of biological history (and therefore changeable in the course of further biological history)—and the influences of the environment on these needs. There is no place for any third factor.

That the mind is to be explained in terms of constitution and milieu is a very old conception. What is characteristic for psychoanalysis is what it regards as biological structure, which environmental influences it recognizes as formative, and how it relates structural and environmental influences to each other.

As to the biological structure, a scientific psychology first of all must posit itself within biology. Mental phenomena occur only in living organisms; mental phenomena are a special instance of life phenomena. The general laws that are valid for life phenomena are also valid for mental phenomena; special laws that are valid only for the level of mental phenomena must be added.

Thus a scientific psychology investigates, as does any science, general laws. It is not satisfied with a mere description of individual psychic processes. An exact description of historical processes is its means, not its goal. Its subject is not the individual X but the comprehension of general laws governing mental functions.

Besides, a scientific psychology is absolutely free of moral valuation. For it, there is no good or evil, no moral or immoral, and no what ought to be at all; for a scientific psychology, good and evil, moral and immoral, and what ought to be are products of human minds and have to be investigated as such.

As to the influences of the surroundings, these must be studied in detail in
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their practical reality. There is no "psychology of man" in a general sense, in a vacuum, as it were, but only a psychology of man in a certain concrete society and in a certain social place within this concrete society.

Concerning the relation between biological needs and the formative environmental influences, this book will demonstrate adequately how psychoanalysis approaches the problem. At this point, only the following needs to be said. In the endeavor to investigate the relationship between biological needs and external influences, one or the other of these two forces may be overestimated. The history of psychoanalysis has seen both types of deviation. Certain authors, in their biologicist thinking have entirely overlooked the role of outwardly determined frustrations in the genesis of neuroses and character traits, and are of the opinion that neuroses and character traits might be rooted in conflicts between contradictory biological needs in an entirely endogenous manner. Such a point of view is dangerous even in therapeutic analysis; but it becomes entirely fatal if it is assumed in applications of psychoanalysis to sociological questions. Attempts of this kind have sought to understand social institutions as the outcome of conflicts between contradictory instinctual impulses within the same individuals, instead of seeking to understand the instinctual structure of empirical human beings through the social institutions in which they grew up.

But there are also certain authors who reproach psychoanalysis as being too biologically oriented, and who are of the opinion that the high evaluation of the instinctual impulses means that cultural influences are denied or neglected. They are even of the erroneous opinion that the demonstration of the importance of cultural influences contradicts any instinct theory. Freud's own writings contain, essentially, descriptions of how instinctual attitudes, objects, and aims are changed under the influence of experiences. Thus it is absurd to be of the opinion that the proof of the existence of this influence contradicts Freud.

We agree with Zilboorg that it is not difficult to find in all such "culturistic" deviations a distorted return to magical thinking and to the contrast of body and soul (1637). At first glance it looks as if the stressing of cultural factors, because of their significance for mental development, expressly brought about an emphasis on reality; but actually this viewpoint denies reality by denying man's biological basis.

Certainly not only frustrations and reactions to frustrations are socially determined; what a human being desires is also determined by his cultural environment. However, the culturally determined desires are merely variations of a few biological basic needs; changing the primitive biological values of "gratifying" and "frustrating" into the highly complicated systems of values of modern man is just the thing that can be explained by psychoanalytic study of the history of the particular man and the influences of social forces to which he has been
subjected. It is the task of sociology to study these social forces, their genesis, and their function.

The application of the general principles of natural science to the special field of psychology naturally presupposes the development of new methods of research that are adequate to its subject matter. Attempts to keep the mental realm outside of causal and quantitative thinking ("theory grays the many-colored pattern of life") thwart real insight, as does also a pseudo exactness which believes it necessary to transfer the biological methods of experiment and scientific protocol to a field where these methods are not suitable. (Astronomy also is unable to resort to experiments and nevertheless is a natural science.)

Against the statement that psychoanalysis aims at the full scientific research into mental phenomena, it might be objected that this formulation is either too narrow or too broad. Psychoanalysis maintains that there is an unconscious mental life, and that it studies this unconscious. Since under the term "the human mind" the conscious phenomena are usually understood, it would seem that psychoanalysis is concerned with more than just human mental life. On the other hand it may be asked: is not psychoanalysis above all a psychology of neuroses, or a psychology of instincts, or a psychology of the emotional components in mental life—whereas the more intellectual components and the individual functions, such as perception, the formation of conceptions, judgment, would have to be investigated by other psychologies?

These objections are not valid. The thesis that in investigating the unconscious, psychoanalysis is undertaking something that lies beyond psychic phenomena may be compared to an assertion that optics is investigating something other than the phenomena of light when it occupies itself with the wave lengths of light waves. The existence of the unconscious is an assumption that forced itself upon psychoanalytic research when it sought a scientific explanation and a comprehension of conscious phenomena. Without such an assumption the data of the conscious in their interrelationships remain incomprehensible; with such an assumption, that which characterizes the success of every science becomes possible: to predict the future and to exert systematic influence.

As to the argument that psychoanalysis is concerned with neuroses or with instinctual and emotional phenomena only, it must be admitted that these subjects are predominant in psychoanalytic research. This can be explained historically and practically. Psychoanalysis began as a therapeutic method and even today secures its research material principally because of the happy circumstance that its psychological research method and the medical therapeutic method coincide. What Freud observed during the treatment of his patients, however, he could apply later to an understanding of the mental phenomena of healthy persons. When psychoanalysis then went on to study the conscious phenomena and the various mental functions, it could do this in a way different from that of
other psychologies, for it had previously studied the unconscious and the instincts. It conceives of all these "surface manifestations" as structures that have been formed out of deeper instinctual and emotional sources through the influence of the environment. Of course it should not be claimed that except for the Freudian findings there is no scientific psychological knowledge; but it should be asserted that all psychological knowledge gains new light when considered from the psychoanalytic point of view.

However, this book is not a textbook of psychoanalytic psychology; it limits itself to the theory of neurosis. It is true that neuroses, for the analyst, provide the most fruitful study in the realm of mental phenomena; after having studied the neuroses, it will be easier to study other mental phenomena. In this sense, this is perhaps a first volume of a textbook on psychoanalytic psychology.

The theory of neurosis has the same relation to psychoanalytic therapeutic practice as pathology has to internal medicine: inductively arrived at through practical experience, it furnishes the foundation for further practical work. It represents an attempt to ascertain that which is regular in the etiology, the manifestations, and the clinical course of neuroses, in order to furnish us with a causally directed method of therapy and prophylaxis.

Nothing should be demanded of such a theory that a medical man would not demand of pathology. The search for "regularity" permits a formulation only of that which is of general significance and so, in a sense, does violence to the uniqueness of the individual case. In compensation, however, it gives the practitioner a better orientation, even though it must be remembered that this orientation alone is not sufficient for the actual treatment of individual cases.

We shall endeavor to clarify the theory by clinical examples. But it will remain "theory," that is, abstraction. All the examples tend only to illustrate mechanisms; thus they are illustrations but not case histories. What may be reported in a few lines as a result of psychoanalytic research, sometimes required months of work.

Thus only the typical will be presented here. Actually the psychological facts represented by the terms Oedipus complex or castration complex are infinitely varied. This book presents the framework which, in clinical reality, is filled with thousands of specific facts. Clinical experience with practical cases (supervised work with patients and case-history seminars) cannot be supplanted by a book like this; neither can it substitute for training in psychoanalytic technique. It can, however, give an impression as to why special training in technique is necessary, and why a personal analysis is an irreplaceable part of this training.

Those who have not undergone a personal analysis will probably be able to understand intellectually what is presented in this book; but probably many things will seem to them even more incredible and "far-fetched" than psychoanalytic case reports. Persons who "do not believe in psychoanalysis" will not
be convinced by reading this book. They can only inform themselves about what the teachings of psychoanalysis actually are.

But even this seems very necessary. Many critics who “do not believe in psychoanalysis” do not know what psychoanalysis is about, and are in the habit of ascribing to Freud a great many things he never said or wrote.

However, the reading of case histories offers the best method for remedying deficiencies in personal experience, and is therefore the most important supplement to the reading of this book, just as attendance at clinical lectures or the reading of clinical case reports is the best supplement to the study of pathology.

It is in no way true that in discussing events of human life one has to choose between the vivid, intuitive description of an artist and the detached abstractness of a scientist thinking only quantitatively. It is not necessary and not permissible to lose feeling when feeling is investigated scientifically. Freud once stated that it was not his fault that his case histories gave the impression of a novel. To understand neuroses one would have to read such novel-like case histories as well as books like this; but it can also be promised that such case histories will be understood in quite another way after this book has been studied.

The admission that the practical art of analyzing cannot be acquired through reading this book is no cause to underestimate its value for the student of psychoanalysis. When objections, such as the claim that the essential therapeutic intuition and sensitivity cannot be taught, are hurled at a scientific pathology, it is a sign of magical thinking. Just as scientific pathology is no barrier to the intuitive medical art but an indispensable prerequisite for it, so it is with the theory of neurosis and the practice of psychoanalysis. It is true that not everything can be taught; but first one has to learn what is teachable.

We shall try to engage as little as possible in polemics, but concentrate, rather, on explaining that which already seems established. It is unavoidable that, in the choice of the material to be presented, in the decision as to which problems should be given more space and which less, and in the arrangement of the book, the personal beliefs of the author are reflected. However, since he hopes that his scientific convictions are well founded, he is of the opinion that this will not be a disadvantage.

In one respect, a theory of neurosis differs from a somatic pathology. A pathologist is in a position to assume that his audience knows physiology; he does not have to explain the “biological basic principles” before he demonstrates his real subject matter. Because of the newness of psychoanalytic psychology, we have to clarify first, at least in a sketchy way, the general system by which we shall orient ourselves.

These basic principles were uncovered by the laborious empirical method. It is important to emphasize this, because in what follows it cannot be shown how
these insights were gradually built up from experience; they will be presented, rather, in a definite, somewhat dogmatic fashion, which might lead to a misunderstanding of their nature and appear to be purely speculative. Their form of presentation will be a deductive one; actually, knowledge of these principles has been gained inductively, and further inductive scientific research can and may change them.
Chapter II

THE DYNAMIC, THE ECONOMIC, AND THE STRUCTURAL POINTS OF VIEW

MENTAL DYNAMICS

Mental functions should be approached from the same angle as the functions of the nervous system in general. They are manifestations of the same basic function of the living organism—irritability. The basic pattern which is useful for the understanding of mental phenomena is the reflex arc. Stimuli from the outside world or from the body initiate a state of tension that seeks for motor or secretory discharge, bringing about relaxation. However, between stimulus and discharge, forces are at work opposing the discharge tendency. The study of these inhibiting forces, their origin and their effect on the discharge tendency, is the immediate subject of psychology. Without these counterforces there would be no psyche, only reflexes (405).

With such a starting point, it is apparent that psychoanalytic psychology attempts more than mere description. It explains mental phenomena as the result of the interaction and counteraction of forces, that is, in a dynamic way. A dynamic explanation is also a genetic one, since it examines not only a phenomenon as such but the forces that brought it about as well. It does not examine single acts; it examines the phenomena in terms of processes, of development, of progression or regression.

The idea of looking at mental phenomena as a result of interacting forces certainly was not derived merely by transferring the concept of energy from the other natural sciences to psychology. Originally it happened the other way around: the everyday assumption that one understands mental reactions when one understands their motives has been transferred to physics.

One special kind of mental phenomena, instinctual drives, is directly experienced as an “urging energy.” Certain perceptions have a provocative character: they press for immediate action; one feels oneself impelled by forces of various intensities. In connecting this experience with the reflex pattern, it may be assumed that the instinctual impulses have the general tendency to lower the excitation level by the discharge of tensions that have been brought about by exciting stimuli. Counterforces, to be investigated later, oppose this, and the struggle so created constitutes the basis of the realm of mental phenomena.

This certainly does not mean that psychoanalytic psychology assumes all mental phenomena to be instinctual in nature. It only means that noninstinctual phenomena have to be explained as the effects of external stimuli on biological needs. The noninstinctual part of the human mind becomes understandable as
a derivative of the struggle for and against discharge, created by the influence of the external world. Nor does the cell theory maintain that all living substance is made up only of cells; its position remains justified as long as it succeeds in proving that the noncellular components of living substance, like tendons, hair, or intercellular material, are parts or products of cells. The same holds true for psychoanalytic psychology as long as it can prove that the noninstinctual mental phenomena are derivatives of more primitive instinctual ones. Therefore Freud's short paper, "On Negation" (616), is of principal importance, for therein he shows how the seemingly very remote function of judgment is derived from instincts.

However, the expression Trieb which Freud uses does not signify exactly the same thing as the English expression instinct, as it is customarily translated. Inherent in the concept of instinct is the idea that it represents an inherited and unchangeable pattern; in the German concept of Trieb this unchangeability is by no means implied. On the contrary, the Triebe obviously are changed in aim and object under influences stemming from the environment, and Freud was even of the opinion that they originated under the same influence (588). This incorrect equating of instinct and Trieb has created serious misunderstandings (1105).

The assumption has been made in various forms by many biologists that there is a basic vital tendency to abolish tensions that have been brought about by external stimulation and to return to the energy state that was effective before the stimulation. The most fruitful conception in this respect is Cannon's formulation of the principle of "homeostasis" (241). "Organisms, composed of material which is characterized by the utmost inconstancy and unsteadiness, have somehow learned the methods of maintaining constancy and keeping steady in the presence of conditions which might reasonably be expected to prove profoundly disturbing." The word homeostasis "does not imply something set and immobile, a stagnation"; on the contrary, the living functions are extremely flexible and mobile, their equilibrium being disturbed uninterruptedly, but being re-established by the organism equally uninterruptedly.

It was the same basic principle Fechner had in mind when he spoke about the "principle of constancy" (605), and for which Freud, following Barbara Low, often used the expression "Nirvana principle" (613). It seems more appropriate to see the ultimate goal for all these equalization tendencies as the aim of maintaining a certain level of tension characteristic for the organism, of "preserving the level of excitation," as Freud put it very early (188), rather than the aim of the total abolition of all tension (517).

It can be seen everywhere that this principle of homeostasis does not remain unopposed. Some behavior seems to be directed not toward getting rid of tensions but rather toward creating new tensions, and the main task of psychology
is to study and understand counterforces that tend to block or to postpone immediate discharge.

However, this understanding will never be arrived at if an attempt is made to differentiate a "homeostatic instinct" from other "nonhomeostatic instincts" (1211). Homeostasis is, as a principle, at the root of all instinctual behavior; the frequent "counterhomeostatic" behavior must be explained as a secondary complication, imposed upon the organism by external forces.

Just as there is no homeostatic instinct but only a homeostatic principle at the basis of all instinctual behavior, there is likewise no "instinct to master," as distinguished from other instincts (766, 767, 768). Mastery means the ability to handle outer demands and inner drives, to postpone gratification when necessary, to assure satisfaction even against hindrances; it is a general aim of every organism but not of a specific instinct. However, there is no doubt that there is a "pleasure of enjoying one's abilities," that is, of enjoying the cessation of the tension of "not being able yet," the cessation of anxiety connected with insufficiency of motor control.

Thus the forces whose interaction is supposed to explain the actual mental phenomena have definite directions—toward motility or away from motility. The impulses toward discharge are representative of a primary biological tendency; the opposite impulses are brought into the organism by influences from the outside.

Slips of the tongue, errors, symptomatic acts are the best examples of conflicts between strivings for discharge and opposing forces; some tendency that has been warded off, either definitely by "repression" or by a wish not to express it here and now, finds a distorted expression counter to the opposing conscious will (553).

When tendencies to discharge and tendencies to inhibit are equally strong, there is externally no evidence of activity; but energy is consumed in an internal hidden struggle. Clinically this is manifested by the fact that individuals subject to such conflicts show fatigue and exhaustion without doing perceptible work.

MENTAL ECONOMICS

With this example we find ourselves in the field that Freud has called psychoeconomics (588). The above-mentioned persons were tired because they were consuming energy in a struggle between inner forces. When a person suppresses an irritation and subsequently in another situation reacts violently to an insignificant provocation, it must be assumed that the first quantity of irritation, which was suppressed, was still at work in him as a readiness to discharge, later seizing the first possible opportunity. The energy of the forces behind the mental phenomena is displaceable. Strong impulses demanding discharge are more dif-
difficult to restrain than weak ones; however, they can be restrained if the counterforces are equally strong. What quantity of excitation can be borne without discharge is an economic problem. There is a "mental energy exchange," an economic distribution of the energy at hand between intake, consumption, and output. Another example of the usefulness of the economic concept is seen in the fact that neuroses frequently break out at puberty and at the climacterium. The person affected was able to withstand a certain amount of undischarged instinctual excitation; however, when physical changes increased the absolute quantity of this excitation, the countermeasures no longer sufficed. Countless other examples exist which bring home the importance of the economic point of view for the understanding of factually observed phenomena. The person who was tired after having done nothing represents but a special type of general inhibitions due to silent internal tasks. Those who have inner problems to solve must apply a great deal of their energy to them, and there remains little for other functions.

The concept of a "quantity" of mental energy is exactly as justifiable or unjustifiable as the introduction of other scientific working concepts that have proved practical. It is regrettable that this quantity cannot be measured directly; it may be measured indirectly by its physiological manifestations.

CONSCIOUS AND UNCONSCIOUS

In the exposition of the dynamics and economics of the mental organization, nothing has been stated as yet about the significance of whether a given phenomenon is conscious or unconscious. This is due to the fact that the differentiation is initially purely descriptive, not quantitative. Posthypnotic suggestion demonstrates the existence of a psychic unconscious before our very eyes. The forgetting of a name makes us feel it subjectively. One knows that one knows the name and still one does not know it.

When the dynamic and the economic points of view are applied, the problem of conscious or unconscious should be put in the following way: Under what circumstances and through what energies does the condition of consciousness arise? It is in these terms that all mental qualities should be examined. Too, the feelings of pleasure and pain as qualities are describable only; to "explain" them means to determine under what dynamic and economic conditions they are experienced.

This way of putting the problem would find a simple justification if a direct correlation could be found between fundamental quantities and the definite qualities that appeared only with them: for example, if Fechner's hypothesis—that every increase in mental tension is felt as displeasure and every decrease as pleasure—could be confirmed. Many facts are in accordance with such a view-
point, but unfortunately there are contradictory facts, too (555, 613). There are pleasurable tensions, like sexual excitement, and painful lacks of tension, like boredom or feelings of emptiness. Nevertheless, Fechner's rule is valid in general. That sexual excitement and boredom are secondary complications can be demonstrated. The pleasure of sexual excitement, called forepleasure, turns immediately into displeasure if the hope of bringing about a discharge in subsequent end pleasure disappears; the pleasure character of the forepleasure is tied up with a mental anticipation of the end pleasure. The displeasure of boredom turns out, on closer inspection, not to correspond to a lack of tension but rather to an excitement whose aim is unconscious (422). A further discussion of the problem at this point would lead us too far astray (cf. 613). It was brought up in order to demonstrate that attempts to co-ordinate quantitative factors and qualitative phenomena are warranted.

Returning to the quality "conscious," the fact whether or not an impulse is conscious reveals nothing of its dynamic value. Conscious phenomena are not simply stronger than unconscious ones; nor is it true that everything unconscious is the "real motor" of the mind, and everything conscious merely a relatively unimportant side issue. The many memory traces that can be made conscious by a simple act of attention are "unimportant" though unconscious (they are called preconscious). Other unconscious phenomena, however, must be imagined as intense forces striving for discharge but kept in check by an equally strong force, which manifests itself as "resistance." Unconscious material under such high pressure has only one aim: discharge. Its freely floating energy is directed according to the "primary process"; that is, it is unburdened by the demands of reality, time, order, or logical considerations; it becomes condensed and displaced, following only the interests of increased possibilities of discharge. This mode of functioning of the archaic mind remains effective in the realm of the unconscious; in the more differentiated parts of the mind it gradually becomes supplanted by the organized "secondary process" (590).

THE MENTAL STRUCTURE

Mental phenomena are to be regarded as the result of the interplay of forces pressing respectively toward and away from motility. The organism is in contact with the outside world at the beginning and at the end of its reaction processes, which start with the perception of stimuli and end with motor or glandular discharge. Freud looks at the mental apparatus as modeled after an organism floating in water (608). Its surface takes up stimuli, conducts them to the interior, whence reactive impulses surge to the surface. The surface is differentiated gradually with respect to its functions of stimulus perception and discharge. The product of this differentiation becomes the "ego." The ego pro-
ceeds selectively in its reception of perceptions as well as in its allowing impulses to gain motility. It operates as an inhibiting apparatus which controls, by this inhibiting function, the position of the organism in the outside world. Alexander in his "vector analysis" regards all mental tendencies as combinations of intake, retention, and elimination (44). We add: living begins with intake; but with the initial intake the first urge to eliminate appears; retention, however, arises later under complicating influences.

The ego develops abilities with which it can observe, select, and organize stimuli and impulses: the functions of judgment and intelligence. It also develops methods of keeping the rejected impulses from motility by the use of energy quantities kept ready for this purpose; that is, it blocks the tendency toward discharge and changes the primary process into the secondary process (552, 590). All this takes place by means of a special organization which aims to fulfill its different tasks with a minimum of effort (principle of multiple function) (1551).

Underneath the organized periphery of the ego lies the core of a dynamic, driving chaos of forces, which strive for discharge and nothing else, but which constantly receive new stimulations from external as well as internal perceptions, influenced by somatic factors that determine how the perceptions are experienced (590, 608). The organization proceeds from the surface to the depth. The ego is to the id as the ectoderm is to the endoderm. The ego becomes the mediator between the organism and the outer world. As such it has to provide protection against hostile influences from the environment as well as enforcement of gratification even against a restricting outside world. There is no reason to assume that the ego, created for the purpose of ensuring the gratification of the organism's impulses, is in any way primarily hostile to the instincts.

What does the differentiation of ego and id have to do with the qualities of conscious and unconscious? It would be simple if ego and conscious, id and unconscious could be co-ordinated. But unfortunately things are more complicated. That which takes place in consciousness consists of (corresponding to "intake" and "discharge") perceptions and impulses. We may regard imagery as consisting of impulses with a weaker cathexis (774). However, not all impulses and perceptions are conscious. There are "below threshold" stimuli which can be proved to have been perceived without ever having been conscious (1228). Further, there are repressed perceptions, in hysterical blindness, for example, where the effectiveness of unconscious perceptions can be observed. There is also unconscious motility, as in somnambulism. Unconscious perceptions and movements have specific peculiarities which differentiate them from the conscious ones. All living organisms must maintain exchanges with the outside world through the basic functions of perception and motility—this is true even before there is any differentiation of an ego, and in the same way that nourish-
ment and breathing must be performed by each living cell even before there is a
differential development of a multicellular respiratory and metabolic apparatus.
Before a systematic conception of reality can be developed there must of neces-
sity exist a certain unsystematic perception.

Consciousness comes into being at some point in the process of systematiza-
tion (see p. 34). This process depends on the ability to utilize memories. Mem-
ory traces are remnants of perceptions; they apparently arise on a second level
below that of the perceptions themselves (522, 615). The ego broadens out from
the layer of these memory traces, called the preconscious. The differentiation of
the ego is a gradual process. There are deeper layers of the ego which are uncon-
scious. The transition from ego to id is a gradual one and is only sharp at
those points where a conflict exists. However, where such conflict does arise,
even highly differentiated forces of the ego become unconscious again.

The portion of the conscious that is best known is the "repressed"—that
which is unconscious because strong, dynamic forces hinder its becoming con-
scious. The repressed pushes toward consciousness and motility; it consists of
impulses seeking outlets. In this seeking activity it tends to produce "derivatives,"
that is, to displace its cathexes onto associatively connected ideas that are less
objectionable to the conscious ego. In psychoanalysis, preconscious derivatives are
encouraged and caught by the patient's attention; this is the way repressed con-
tent gradually becomes known. The repressed consists, first of all, of the ideas
and conceptions connected with the aim of the warded-off impulses which, by
being warded off, have lost their connection with verbal expression; by regain-
ing verbalization, unconscious ideas become preconscious (590). But it is also
meaningful to talk about unconscious sensations, feelings, or emotions. Cer-
tainly the qualities of feelings come into being only by being felt. But there
are tensions in the organism which, were they not hindered in their discharge
and development by blocking counter-cathexes, would result in specific sensa-
tions, feelings, or emotions. They are unconscious "dispositions" toward these
qualities, unconscious "longings for affects," strivings toward development of af-
facts that are held in check by opposing forces, while the individual does not know
that he has such readiness toward rage or sexual excitement or anxiety or guilt
feeling or whatever it may be (608). Of course, such "unconscious dispositions
toward affects" are not theoretical constructions but may be observed clinically
in the same way that unconscious ideas may be observed: they, too, develop
derivatives, betray themselves in dreams, in symptoms, and in other substitute
formations, or through the rigidity of the opposing behavior, or, finally, merely
in general weariness.

The mental apparatus, however, does not consist only of an ego and an id.
Its further development brings a further complication.

Previously it was stated that the question as to the nature of the forces block-
ing discharge was the basic one of all psychology. In the main, these forces were
thrust upon the mind by the environment. It is the consideration of reality that
keeps the ego from immediately complying with the discharge drive of the im-
ulses. However, such inhibiting tendencies, which according to the definition
are derived from the ego, are not in all respects the opposite of "instinctual
drives." Often, for example in ascetics or moral masochists, the anti-instinctual
behavior betrays all the characteristics of an instinct. This contradiction can be
explained genetically. The energy with which the ego carries out its instinct-
inhibiting activities is drawn from the instinctual reservoir of the id. A portion of
the instinctual energy is changed into counterinstinctual energy. A certain part
of the ego which inhibits instinctual activity develops on the one hand closer to
the instincts and on the other hand is in conflict with other parts of the ego that
are hungry for pleasure. This part, which has the function (among others) of
deciding which impulses are acceptable and which are not, is called the super-
ego. While the ego is also a representative of the outside world, here again we
have a special representative of the outside world within the first representative
(608).

INITIAL ESSAY AT A DEFINITION OF NEUROSIS

After bringing forth the dynamic, economic, and structural points of view,
an initial attempt will be made to clarify what takes place in a neurosis. Is there
any common denominator in the manifold neurotic phenomena that may be
utilized for comprehending the essential nature of neuroses?

In all neurotic symptoms something happens which the patient experiences
as strange and unintelligible. This something may be involuntary movements,
other changes of bodily functions and various sensations, as in hysteria; or an
overwhelming and unjustified emotion or mood, as in anxiety spells or depres-
sions; or queer impulses or thoughts, as in compulsions and obsessions. All
symptoms give the impression of a something that seems to break in upon the
personality from an unknown source—a something that disturbs the continuity
of the personality and that is outside the realm of the conscious will. But there
are also neurotic phenomena of another kind. In "neurotic characters" the per-
sonality does not appear to be uniform or disturbed only by one or the other
interrupting event, but openly so torn or deformed and often so involved in the
illness that one cannot say at what point the "personality" ends and the "sym-
tom" begins. But different as "symptom neuroses" and "character neuroses"
seem to be, both have this in common: the normal and rational way of handling
the demands of the external world as well as the impulses from within is sub-
stituted by some irrational phenomenon which seems strange and cannot be
voluntarily controlled. Since the normal functioning of the mind is governed by
a control apparatus that organizes, leads, and inhibits deeper archaic and more
instinctual forces—in the same way that the cortex organizes, leads, and inhibits impulses of the deeper and more archaic levels of the brain—it can be stated that the common denominator of all neurotic phenomena is an insufficiency of the normal control apparatus.

The simplest way to "control" stimuli is to discharge by motor reactions the excitation they arouse. Later the immediate discharge is replaced by more complicated control mechanisms of counterforces. This control consists in a distribution of counterenergies in an adequate economic stability between incoming stimuli and outgoing discharges.

All neurotic phenomena are based on insufficiencies of the normal control apparatus. They can be understood as involuntary emergency discharges that supplant the normal ones. The insufficiency can be brought about in two ways. One way is through an increase in the influx of stimuli: too much excitation enters the mental apparatus in a given unit of time and cannot be mastered; such experiences are called traumatic. The other way is through a previous blocking or decrease of discharge which has produced a damming up of tensions within the organism so that normal excitations now operate relatively like traumatic ones. These two possible ways are not mutually exclusive. A trauma may initiate an ensuing blocking of discharge; and a primary blocking, by creating a state of being dammed up, may cause subsequent average stimuli to have a traumatic effect.

A model of the first type can be seen in irritations that everyone experiences after little traumata, like a sudden fright or some smaller accident. The person feels irritated for a certain time, cannot concentrate because inwardly he is still concerned about the event and has no energy free for attention in other directions. He repeats the event in his thoughts and feelings a few times—and after a short while his mental stability is re-established. Such a little traumatic neurosis can be explained as flooding of the organism by amounts of unmastered excitation and as attempts at a belated mastery. The severe traumatic neuroses must be looked at from the same angle (see pp. 117 ff.).

A model of the second type of neurosis, characterized by a previous blocking of discharge and called psychoneurosis, is represented by the artificial neuroses that have been inflicted upon animals by experimental psychologists (65, 286, 923, 1109). Some stimulus which had represented pleasant instinctual experiences or which had served as a signal that some action would now procure gratification is suddenly connected by the experimenter with frustrating or threatening experiences, or the experimenter decreases the difference between stimuli which the animal had been trained to associate with instinct gratification and threat respectively; the animal then gets into a state of irritation which is very similar to that of a traumatic neurosis. He feels contradictory impulses; the conflict makes it impossible for him to give in to the impulses in the accustomed
way; the discharge is blocked, and this decrease in discharge works in the same way as an increase in influx: it brings the organism into a state of tension and calls for emergency discharges.

In psychoneuroses some impulses have been blocked; the consequence is a state of tension and eventually some "emergency discharges." These consist partly in unspecific restlessness and its elaborations and partly in much more specific phenomena which represent the distorted involuntary discharges of those very instinctual drives for which a normal discharge has been interdicted. Thus we have in psychoneuroses, first a defense of the ego against an instinct, then a conflict between the instinct striving for discharge and the defensive forces of the ego, then a state of damming up, and finally the neurotic symptoms which are distorted discharges as a consequence of the state of damming up—a compromise between the opposing forces. The symptom is the only step in this development that becomes manifest; the conflict, its history, and the significance of the symptoms are unconscious.

NEUROTIC SYMPTOMS AND AFFECTS

These considerations of the essence of the neuroses call forth an objection that should not be overlooked. Much of the given characterization of neurotic phenomena seems valid also for a category of very normal mental phenomena, namely, of affective or emotional spells.

Actually a search for a common denominator for all sudden outbursts of affect reveals a close relationship between outbursts of this kind and neurotic phenomena.

Affective spells consist of (a) movements and other physiological discharges, especially changes in the muscular and glandular functions, and (b) emotional feelings. Both the physical and the mental phenomena are specific for any given affect—and in particular the correlation of both phenomena is specific. Emotional spells occur without the consent or even against the will of the individual; persons who undergo emotional spells have "lost control." Apparently something of a more archaic nature is substituted for the normal ego—there is no doubt that children and infantile personalities are more unstable emotionally.

Such spells occur as a response to (a) extraordinarily intense stimuli, the quantity of which explains the temporary insufficiency of the normal control apparatus of the ego; in this case the emotional spells seem to be a kind of emergency control supplanting the normal ego control; or (b) to ordinary stimuli when certain conditions obtain in the organism. The simplest example is displaced rage. A slight precipitating factor evokes a fit of anger if there was a readiness for it in the organism rooted in a previous experience that afforded this tendency no means of expression. In general the organism tends toward emotional regressions if it
is in a state of tension. This is why an unduly intense emotional reaction generally can be regarded as a “derivative” of something that was previously suppressed. In summary, emotional spells occur when the normal ego control has been rendered relatively insufficient by (a) too much influx of excitation, or (b) a previous blocking of the efflux (191, 440, 697, 1013, 1021).

This definition is identical with that given for neurotic symptoms. The neurotic symptoms, too, are discharge phenomena that occur without the consent of the ego; and if their precipitating factors, too, are analyzed, either an increased influx of excitation (traumatic neuroses) is found or defense activities of the ego that had previously blocked discharges and thus brought the organism into a state of tension (psychoneuroses). Thus the causation of emotional spells and of neurotic symptoms is essentially the same: a relative insufficiency of ego control because of either increased influx or blocking of discharge. Both emotional spells and neurotic symptoms are partial substitutes, of a more archaic nature, for the normal ego motility. Neurotic symptoms could be called a kind of “personally structured” affective spells. The difference lies in the nature of what is substituted. In neurosis the substitute is subjectively determined in the history of the individual. In affect the substitute is objectively determined; the syndrome is more or less the same in different individuals and is caused by chemically induced nervous reactions—just where it comes from, we do not know. The impression that there is a general similarity between neurotic and emotional spells impelled Freud, after having discovered the historical determination of the hysterical fit, to look for a historical determination of the anxiety syndrome also (618).

The similarity between neurotic symptoms and emotional spells seems less striking in the case of compulsive symptoms. However, the compulsive symptom is less primitive than other neurotic symptoms; it is not a simple breaking through of the repressed forces. Similarly, not all affects have the character of sudden spells; the compulsive symptoms may be compared to tension affects like grief. If a conversion symptom corresponds to an outburst of intractable sexual excitement or of rage, then the compulsive symptom is paralleled by the more gradual work of mourning. Both compulsion and mourning represent a secondary elaboration of the original tendency toward stormy discharge.

The psychoneuroses are essentially the result of a conflict between instinctual demands and defensive forces of the ego. This knowledge shows how best to organize a theory of neurosis. To be studied are (a) the defending ego and its development, (b) the instincts and their development, (c) the types of conflicts between the two, their motives, methods and manifestations, and (d) the consequences of the conflicts, the neuroses proper.

However, these four points cannot be strictly separated from each other; they are too closely interwoven. We shall have to deal with the same facts repeatedly, looking at them from different angles. The interrelationship between ego and
id makes it necessary to subdivide the ego chapter; first the early stages of development of the ego will be taken up, next the development of the instincts, and only then the later development of the ego. A brief chapter about the psychoanalytic method of research precedes the discussion of mental development.
Chapter III
THE METHOD OF PSYCHOANALYSIS

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

What follows is neither a presentation of the technique of psychoanalysis nor an explanation of the therapeutic procedure. The former is beyond the scope of this book and the latter will be discussed later (Chapter Twenty-three). Only a few basic facts will be presented concerning the scientific method used in gathering the psychological and psychopathological findings that are to be discussed (cf. 748, 779).

Today the presentation of the principles of the psychoanalytic method is easy. Historically they were gradually developed out of the needs of psychotherapeutic practice (188). Every bit of newly acquired method brought forth new findings which again could be used in improving the method. Today it is possible to justify the method by explaining its theoretical background. Actually the theory did not precede the method; rather, it was established with the help of the method.

THE BASIC RULE

Dynamic psychology has the task of reconstructing, from certain given manifestations, the constellation of forces that produced the manifestations. Behind the changing manifest picture are its dynamic foundations, impulses striving for discharge and inhibiting counterforces. The initial efforts of the analyst are devoted to eliminating obstacles that prevent a more direct expression of these forces. He undertakes to achieve this by the so-called basic rule. The patient is requested to say everything that enters his mind, without selection.

To understand the meaning of this rule, we should recall how a person acts in everyday life who does not follow the rule. His impulses toward actions or words are determined by (a) external stimuli of any kind to which he reacts, (b) his physical state which gives him internal stimuli and determines the intensity and mode of the impressions by external stimuli, (c) certain conceptual goals, the thought of what he wants to do or say, which makes him suppress that which does not belong to the subject, and (d) the derivatives of all the warded-off impulses that try to find discharge.

The psychoanalyst wants to understand the last group of determinants and for this purpose tries to exclude the first three as much as possible, with the aim of making this last more recognizable. The external stimuli during the psychoanalytic hour are reduced to a minimum and remain relatively constant.
In his earlier days Freud even asked patients to close their eyes for the purpose of excluding distracting visual perceptions (543, 544). Later, however, it turned out that the danger of inducing the patient to isolate the analytic procedure from "open-eye reality" is usually greater than the possible gain.

An acute extraordinary physical state, such as pain, hunger, or an impending real danger, actually is a hindrance to the production of fruitful associations because it overshadows the production of derivatives.

A patient used to dream exclusively about food, and the analysis apparently made no progress. It turned out that he actually did not have enough to eat. After he succeeded in getting a job, the "oral" dreams disappeared and the analysis went on normally.

The elimination of the third disturbing factor, the conscious conceptual goals of the ego, is the main object of the basic rule. When the selective conceptual goals of the ego are excluded, what is expressed is determined rather by tensions and impulses within the individual awaiting the opportunity to gain expression. The analyst tries to make the patient learn to eliminate the conceptual goals and not to select the things he tells. In fact, the patient is not to be active at all; his one task is not to prevent the expression of impulses that rise within him.

"To tell everything" is much more difficult than one imagines. Even the individual who conscientiously tries to adhere to the basic rule fails to tell many things because he considers them too unimportant, too stupid, too indiscreet, and so on. There are many who never learn to apply the basic rule because their fear of losing control is too great, and before they can give expression to anything, they must examine it to see exactly what it is.

It is, therefore, not so simple for the unconscious to find expression simply by attempting to obey the basic rule. It is true that the regulation eliminates thousands of conceptual goals of everyday life, but it cannot eliminate all the counterforces of the ego. Even if it were possible to cut off all purposeful thinking and to concentrate only on what comes up spontaneously, still the pure drives striving for discharge would not be encountered. The very strongest and deepest resistances—that is, those that originated in childhood and that are directed against unconscious instinctual outbursts—cannot be swept out of existence by a stipulation to tell everything. Thus the utterances of a patient obeying the rule are not simply a reflection of the unconscious that now becomes conscious. The picture presented is, rather, one of a struggle between certain unconscious impulses (which reveal themselves relatively more clearly in analysis than in ordinary conversation) and certain resistances of the ego, which likewise are unconscious to the subject or become apparent to him in distorted form only. In the patient's expressions, minima and maxima of an approach to something "really meant" can be recognized.
THE METHOD OF PSYCHOANALYSIS

INTERPRETATION

Now, what does the analyst do? (1) He helps the patient eliminate his resistances as far as possible. Though he may apply various means, fundamentally the analyst calls the attention of the patient, who is either completely unaware or insufficiently aware of his resistances, to the effects of his resistances. (2) Knowing that the utterances of the patient are really allusions to other things, the psychoanalyst tries to deduce what lies behind the allusions and to impart this information to the patient. When there is a minimum of distance between allusion and what is alluded to, the analyst gives the patient words to express feelings just rising to the surface and thereby facilitates their becoming conscious.

This procedure of deducing what the patient actually means and telling it to him is called interpretation. Since interpretation means helping something unconscious to become conscious by naming it at the moment it is striving to break through, effective interpretations can be given only at one specific point, namely, where the patient’s immediate interest is momentarily centered. The actual shocking infantile instinctual impulses are so far removed from the possibility of being felt that, in the beginning, interpretation is of course not concerned with them but rather with their derivatives. Defensive attitudes are closer to the patient’s capacity to understand and so are interpreted first.

It has been asked why the theoretical knowledge about content and mechanisms of neuroses cannot be applied toward shortening the regrettably long time required by psychoanalysis. If it is known that the basis of a neurosis is the so-called Oedipus complex, why not tell the patient immediately that he loves his mother and wants to kill his father, and cure him by this information? There was once a comparatively large school of pseudo analysis which held that the patient should be “bombarded” with “deep interpretations” (1479); and even psychoanalytic literature contains statements to the effect that a speedy, “deep interpretation” can overcome the patient’s anxiety (958). Efforts of this kind remain necessarily unsuccessful. The unprepared patient can in no way connect the words he hears from the analyst with his emotional experiences. Such an “interpretation” does not interpret at all.

Even the mere information that something within him is fighting his adherence to the basic rule tends to make the patient discover something in himself of which he was previously unaware. An interpretation that directs the patient’s attention to something hitherto unnoticed serves the same purpose as does the histology teacher who tells his pupils what to look for in the microscope. Of course it is not mere lack of experience that prevents the analysand from noting his attitude. There are powerful motives that make him unwilling to know.

Actually resistances are attacked not only by interpretation; other means of influencing people to do something unpleasant are used as well. The analyst
tries to convince the patient that the unpleasant task is necessary; his friendly feelings toward the analyst are utilized. However, wherever possible, interpretation is used. The concurrence of perceiving the interpreter's words and the preconscious presence of the derivative in statu nascendi changes the dynamic conflict between defense and warded-off impulses in favor of the latter and new, less distorted derivatives can be tolerated. The interpretation splits the ego into an observing and an experiencing part so that the former can judge the irrational character of the latter.

How can the analyst know what the words of the patient actually allude to? Resistances have twisted his utterances beyond recognition. It is the task of the analyst's interpretative work to undo and make retroactive the distortion caused by resistances. This work of reconstruction has often rightly been compared to the interpretation of archaeological findings. It can be more readily demonstrated with examples of errors, slips of the tongue, and dreams than with neuroses in toto (553).

DEVICES OF DISTORTION

There are many ways in which distortion is brought about. A few examples of the devices employed in distortion may be enumerated:

1. Links may be missing in the associations of the patient which, when examined, reveal themselves as being connected with affects, specific recollections, or, generally, specific attitudes that may be expected in certain situations. When the analyst observes such hiatuses, he knows that the censoring forces of the ego have been busy with their scissors.

2. Affects that have once been suppressed express themselves in some other connection. If a man must swallow his anger at his boss, he may easily become enraged at his wife. Therefore, when the analyst observes that an affect is incommensurate with a given situation—whether it be too strong or whether it be different in quality—he knows that he is dealing with a derivative of something else.

3. Not only affects may reveal themselves as "substitutes"; the distortion may also consist in replacing any idea with another one which is associatively connected. Whatever the patient expresses, not only in words but also in movements, attitudes, errors, may be allusions to something else. The associative connections are of various kinds. Allusions and what is alluded to may have common or similar characteristics. What is said and what is meant may represent different parts of one and the same whole. So long as the analyst does not know the whole, he cannot surmise what is meant. The more the analyst knows about the history of his patient, the better he can understand. Neurotic symptoms, especially, often become understandable only through their historical connections.
Since the unconscious continually strives for expression, the best way for the analyst to find out what is actually meant is to look for a common factor in the various utterances of the patient. Frequently it is the interplay or the contradiction between the patient’s various statements or between his words and his gestures or between his words and his feelings that puts the analyst on the right trail. At times the very manner in which the patient relates something or experiences something must itself be interpreted as the expression of a specific unconscious thought. Also to be noted is the fact that everyone shares a common reservoir of expressions that serve to distort meaning—symbolism.

The interpretative work of the analyst does not, of course, consist in stopping to examine every utterance of the patient by saying to himself: “Did he omit something here? Is the patient’s remark only a fragment of some complete train of thought? Perhaps I must find some historical connection in it. What is the connection between the patient’s utterance and what he said five minutes ago, or yesterday? Is the patient’s facial expression in harmony with or in contradiction to what he is saying? Is that which he just mentioned to be found in Freud’s table of symbols? Is his affect commensurate with his utterance?” and so on. By the time the analyst considers all these points the patient will have gone on to something else. No, discovering what the patient really means does not involve the conscious analysis of all possible distortions but rather an intense empathy with the personality of the patient. In performing this part of his task the tool of the analyst is his own unconscious.

Does this admission deny the scientific character of the psychoanalytic method? How can the analyst, working with his intuition, actually know if that which he has surmised is really correct? The answer to this question may be postponed for the time being.

An interpretation, it has been stated, can only be effective if it is given at the moment when the distance between what is said and what is meant is at a minimum. How can the analyst know when to interpret? He must constantly have an awareness of the strength of the resistances operative at any given moment.

**TYPES OF RESISTANCES**

Resistances find expression in manifold ways. Everything that prevents the patient from producing material derived from the unconscious is resistance. It is impossible to tabulate the various ways in which resistance can be expressed. The patient may stop talking, or he may talk so much that a common factor cannot be deduced from his utterances. What he says appears to deviate further and further from what he actually means; it seems to be extensive rather than deep.
If we call the patient’s attention to this, he may reply: "You asked me to say *everything* that comes to my mind. If my associations tend to spread out in all directions, should I therefore abandon the basic rule of analysis?" The answer is simple: The patient must follow the basic rule as closely as he can. If, however, no common factor develops, the analysis is confronted with an antecedent problem, which must be recognized before what is actually meant can be surmised: *Why* do the patient’s associations extend in all directions? Both the analyst and the patient must co-operate to find out why the patient expresses his resistance in this specific form.

The patient may forget certain things, important events of the day before, or something that has already been discussed in the analysis. He may criticize every comment of the analyst; he may feel antagonistic or ill at ease.

It is the aim of analysis to demonstrate to the patient the disturbing residues of the past in his present feelings and reactions—to connect the present with the past. Thus a certain form of resistance consists in the patient’s talking only about the present and refusing to see the past; in the converse form of resistance the patient talks only about childhood memories and refuses to see their representations in present reality.

It is the aim of analysis to confront the patient’s reasonable ego with the irrational emotions effective within him. Thus a certain form of resistance consists in the patient’s always being reasonable and refusing to have any understanding for the logic of emotions; in the opposite type of resistance the patient floats continuously in unclear emotional experiences without getting the necessary distance and freedom which would permit him to look at them reasonably.

All these are forms of resistance that are easily recognizable as such. Some resistances, however, operate far more secretively. A patient may, for example, appear to be doing good analytic work; he may make progress in understanding the forces working within him, sense connections, and dig up new childhood recollections—and yet there is no change in his neurosis. This may be due to the operation of various hidden resistances. A certain attitude of the patient, which itself has not been analyzed, may nullify the effect of the analysis. For instance, he may have a feeling of doubt: "That would all be very fine if it were true, but I don’t know if it is true." Or the patient may have understood what his associations and the analyst’s interpretations showed him and yet the knowledge remains entirely separated from his real life. It is as if he said to himself: "This is all valid only as long as I lie on the couch." Or a patient may accept everything the analyst tells him merely as a matter of courtesy; but it is just this courteous attitude which protects him from reliving to the full his instinctual conflicts, and which therefore must first be analyzed. There are intellectual resistances in which patients try to refute the theoretical validity of psychoanalysis instead of seeking to clarify their own mental life. But there are also intellectual resistances of the
reverse type: some patients become enthusiastic supporters of psychoanalysis in order to avoid applying it to themselves.

An acute resistance, one that is directed against the discussion of some particular topic, is far easier to handle than "character resistances." These are attitudes which the patient had previously developed in order to maintain his repressions, and which he now exhibits toward the analyst. These attitudes must first be broken down before the repressions can be resolved.

**TRANSFERENCE**

"The repetition of previously acquired attitudes toward the analyst is but one example of the most significant category of resistance, the handling of which is the core of analysis: the transference resistance. Understanding the contents of the patient's unconscious from his utterances is, relatively, the simplest part of the analyst's task. Handling the transference is the most difficult.

It seems very natural that in the course of an analytic treatment the patient should produce powerful affects. They may appear as anxiety or joy, as an increase in inner tension beyond the point of endurance, or as a happy feeling of complete relaxation. They may also take the form of specific feelings toward the analyst: an intense love, because the analyst is helping him, or bitter hatred, because the analyst forces him to undergo unpleasant experiences. But the problem becomes more complicated when a patient's affect is in contradiction to what is happening in the analysis, as, for example, when a patient hates the analyst for helping him, or loves him for imposing an unpleasant restriction. The problem is even more complicated when the patient obviously misconstrues the real situation and loves or hates the analyst for something which, in the judgment of the analyst, is nonexistent. Such misconstruing of the actual psychoanalytic situation is a regular occurrence in almost every analysis. Freud was at first surprised when he met with this phenomenon (577); today Freud's discoveries make it easy to understand it theoretically. The analytic situation induces the development of derivatives of the repressed, and at the same time a resistance is operative against it. The derivatives may make their appearance as highly concrete emotional needs directed toward the person who happens to be present. Resistance distorts the true connections. The patient misunderstands the present in terms of the past; and then instead of remembering the past, he strives, without recognizing the nature of his action, to relive the past and to live it more satisfactorily than he did in childhood. He "transfers" past attitudes to the present.

In analysis, transference has a twofold aspect. Fundamentally it must be considered as a form of resistance. The patient defends himself against remembering and discussing his infantile conflicts by reliving them. Transference
actions (since the object is not the right one and the situation is not fitting) serve the purpose of distorting the original connections, and the discharge thus attained is necessarily insufficient. The analysand, seeking immediate satisfaction of derivatives instead of facing his original impulses, attempts to use a short-circuit substitute for his repressed drives. On the other hand, the transference offers the analyst a unique opportunity to observe directly the past of his patient and thereby to understand the development of his conflicts.

In everyday life, too, there are transference situations. It is a general human trait to interpret one’s experiences in the light of the past. The more that repressed impulses seek expression in derivatives, the more hampered is the correct evaluation of the differences between the present and the past, and the greater is the transference component of a person’s behavior. However, the psychoanalytic situation in particular promotes the production of transference in two ways: (1) The environment which is reacted to has a relatively uniform and constant character and therefore the transference component in the reactions becomes much more pronounced. (2) Whereas in other situations people react to a person’s actions and words—thus provoking new reactions and creating new realities all of which obscures the transference character of the original action—the analyst, in contrast to this, provides no actual provocation to the patient and responds to his affective outbursts only by making the patient aware of his behavior. Thus the transference character of the patient’s feelings becomes clearer. The analyst’s reaction to transference is the same as to any other attitude of the patient: he interprets. He sees in the patient’s attitude a derivative of unconscious impulses and tries to show this to the patient.

Practically, this task is far more difficult than any other type of interpretation. Were the analyst to behave as the patient’s parents had previously done, he could not help him, for then what had occurred in the patient’s childhood would merely be repeated. And were the analyst to behave in a contrary way, he would not be able to cure the patient either, for then he would only be fulfilling the patient’s resistance wishes. The analyst, therefore, must do neither the one nor the other. If he were to feel flattered by the love of the patient and responded in kind, or if he were hurt by the patient’s feeling of hate, in short, if he were to react to the affects of his patient with counteraffects, he could not successfully interpret; for the patient could respond to interpretations in some such way as: “No, I love you or hate you not because of unresolved love or hate tendencies of my past but because you have actually behaved in a lovable or hateful way.”

There are several reasons why analytic institutes require that all analysts themselves first be analyzed. One of the reasons is that in psychoanalytic courses it is not possible to give clinical demonstrations, and consequently the future analyst can learn analytic technique only by personal experience. A second reason is that the analyst’s own repressions would make him overlook certain
things in his patient, or see others in an exaggerated way and therefore falsify their significance. Much more fundamental is a third reason. It is not easy to face the innumerable and various affects with which patients bombard the analyst without reacting with counteraffects, whether conscious or unconscious. The unconscious tendencies of the analyst to express his own unresolved love and hate tendencies by reacting to transference with countertransference must therefore be eliminated through a training analysis.

Systematic and consistent interpretative work, both within and without the framework of the transference, can be described as educating the patient to produce continually less distorted derivatives until his fundamental instinctual conflicts are recognizable. Of course, this is not a single operation resulting in a single act of abreaction; it is, rather, a chronic process of working through, which shows the patient again and again the same conflicts and his usual way of reacting to them, but from new angles and in new connections.

**CRITERIA FOR THE CORRECTNESS OF INTERPRETATIONS**

The problem of how the analyst knows his interpretations are correct has been postponed until now. A familiar objection made to psychoanalysis is that interpretations are arbitrary, that the analyst more or less projects his own fantasies onto the patient. He is said to make things easy for himself: if the patient says "yes" to an interpretation, that is taken as a proof of its validity; if he says "no," he thereby shows a resistance to the interpretation, proof positive of its validity. As for scientific certainty, there simply is no evidence of it.

What is the real situation? As a matter of fact, it is correct that a patient's yes usually is accepted as a confirmation and that, under certain circumstances, a no is not regarded as a refutation. Freud very rightly called attention to an analogous situation, that of the judge (596). The confession of an accused person is generally valid as proof of guilt, although in exceptional cases the confession may be false; but a denial on the part of the accused is by no means proof of innocence. The difference between the accused and a psychoanalytic patient is merely that the former consciously conceals the truth, the latter unconsciously.

Hence neither a yes nor a no in reply to an interpretation is a final criterion as to its validity. It is rather the manner in which the yes or no is expressed. Certainly there is a kind of no that merely represents a final attempt to maintain an attitude that has become insupportable. There are various signs by which such a patient betrays, immediately after uttering his no, that he has been inwardly affected by the interpretation and feels that what the analyst has called to his attention really exists within himself. But in general one can say that an interpretation to which the patient objects is wrong. That does not necessarily mean that it is wrong in content, that, for instance, the impulse which the analyst sur-
mised and imparted to the patient had never been operative. The interpretation may be correct in content but incorrect dynamically or economically, that is, given at a moment when the patient could not grasp its validity or get any farther with it. Sometimes a yes may be simulated by the patient out of politeness or negligence or fear of the consequences of a contradiction or for some other reason, whereas his behavior may show that inwardly he is saying no.

To put it differently, it is not a matter of the words used by the patient in responding to an interpretation. In giving an interpretation, the analyst seeks to intervene in the dynamic interplay of forces, to change the balance in favor of the repressed in its striving for discharge. The degree to which this change actually occurs is the criterion for the validity of an interpretation. It is the patient's reactions in their entirety that give the answer, not his first yes or no. A valid interpretation brings about a dynamic change, manifested in the subsequent associations of the patient and in his entire behavior.

Freud once compared psychoanalysis to a jigsaw puzzle, in which the aim is to construct a complete picture out of its fragments (550). There is but one correct solution. So long as this is not discovered, one can perhaps recognize isolated bits, but there is no coherent whole. If the correct solution is found, there can be no doubt as to its validity, for each fragment fits into the general whole. A final solution reveals a unified coherence in which every hitherto incomprehensible detail has found its place. And, also before this happy point is reached, dynamic-economic changes in the state of the patient are decisive for determining whether or not the procedure of the analyst is adequate.¹

¹ Many problems merely touched upon in this chapter are discussed at some length in (438).
B. The Mental Development

Chapter IV

EARLY MENTAL DEVELOPMENT: THE ARCHAIC EGO

Methodological Difficulties in the Investigation of the Early Phases of Development

In contrast to the affect storm or emotional spell, where the phenomena are determined by biological and phylogenetic factors, in the neuroses the phenomena are conditioned by the individual history. Since earlier levels of development are retained or returned to in neuroses, they cannot be understood without a thorough knowledge of these early stages. The following chapters, therefore, present a brief and schematic outline of mental development.

Conclusions concerning early mental life have been very slowly worked out from the material gained in the analysis of adult neurotics. Later these findings were confirmed through direct observation of children. The earliest years have necessarily remained most obscure. First, it is not always imperative to go back to the earliest period in order to analyze and cure a neurosis; second, it becomes increasingly difficult to grasp mental reactions the further one delves into periods in which there is as yet no language and in which many later separate functions are still undifferentiated from each other. Attempts to overcome these obstacles by the direct observation of infants are difficult before the development of speech; data gained in this way allow a variety of psychological interpretations. The temptation is great to apply concepts and ideas valid for higher stages of maturation to the behavior of young children. In fact it seems that this criticism applies to various psychoanalytic studies about the early phases of the ego. Few systematic observations of infants have as yet been undertaken from the standpoint of psychoanalysis (645, 671, 1300, 1301, 1302, 1303, 1596). Observations made by experimental psychologists have contributed much (134, 714); however, such research approaches the material chiefly in a way very different from that of psychoanalysis.

The analysis of psychotics with their regression to primitive ego phases greatly increases the knowledge of these earliest stages. Analysis of psychotics
does for the understanding of early mental development what analysis of neurotics with their return to infantile sexuality did for the understanding of the infantile stages of sexuality. The psychoses are, of course, not the only states where regressions of the ego are observable. In the healthy person, too, archaic ego functions return under conditions of intoxication, exhaustion, and especially in the states of falling asleep and awakening (726, 837, 1540).

THE EARLIEST STAGES

The mental functions represent a progressively more complicated apparatus for the mastery of stimuli. Thus the earliest phases must be comprehended by means of the expressions "excitation" and "relaxation," and only the later phases can be characterized in more definite and differentiated terms.

The ego becomes differentiated under the influence of the external world. Correspondingly, it can be said that the newborn infant has no ego. The human infant is born more helpless than other mammals. He cannot live if he is not cared for. Innumerable stimuli pour out upon him which he cannot master. He is not in a position to move voluntarily and is not able to differentiate the encroaching stimuli. He knows no object world and has no ability yet to "bind" tension. One can guess that he has no clear consciousness but has at most an undifferentiated sensitivity to pain and pleasure, to increase and decrease of tension. Precisely the functions that later constitute the ego and consciousness are not yet developed: the taking in of the external world (perception), the mastery of the motor apparatus (motility), and the ability to bind tension by counter-cathexis.

Of course, even prior to the development of the ego there are reactions to stimuli; the subsequent functions of the ego are carried out in an undifferentiated manner by the organism as a whole.

The origin of the ego is not a homogeneous process. It begins with (or perhaps even before) birth and is in a strict sense never completed. At birth, the organism emerges out of a relatively quiet environment and enters an overwhelming state of stimulation with a minimum of protection from stimuli. This flooding with excitation without an adequate defense apparatus is, according to Freud, the model for all later anxiety (618).

Probably this being flooded by excitation is highly unpleasant and evokes the first mental tendency, namely, the tendency to get rid of the state of tension. When the outside world succeeds in helping the infant cope with these stimuli satisfactorily, he falls asleep. New stimuli, such as hunger, thirst, cold, awaken him. The first traces of consciousness do not differentiate between ego and nonego but rather between greater and lesser tension; at this time relaxation is concomitant with loss of consciousness. If every need could be immediately taken care of, a conception of reality would probably never develop.
THE FINDING OF OBJECTS AND THE CONSTITUTION OF THE EGO

The life of the infant alternates between hunger (cold and other disturbing stimuli) and sleep. Hunger (and disturbing stimuli) leads to a state of tension and thus to a tendency to get rid of the tension. It disappears with satiation, and sleep, a relative freedom from stimuli, sets in. The first signs of object representation must originate in the state of hunger. When more distinct beginnings of the later ego functions appear, the infant's grasping of the fact that something has to be done by the outside world in order to alleviate stimuli leads to the first longing toward objects. An object relationship of this primitive kind exists only as long as the object is absent. With its appearance, the longing disappears and sleep follows (425).

Before the establishment of this "first object" the infant is physically dependent on persons whose ministrations keep him alive. These persons, however, are not the infant's objects in a psychological sense, since he is not aware of the outside world but only of his own tension or relaxation. The first awareness of an object must come from a longing for something already familiar to the infant—something that has the ability to gratify needs but that is not present at the moment (507).

The first acceptance of reality is only an intermediary step on the road to getting rid of it. This is the point at which a contradiction of basic importance in human life arises, the contradiction between longing for complete relaxation and longing for objects (stimulus hunger). The striving for discharge and relaxation, the direct expression of the constancy principle, is necessarily the older mechanism. The fact that external objects brought about the desired state of relaxed satisfaction introduced the complication that objects became longed for; in the beginning, it is true, they were sought only as instruments which made themselves disappear again. The longing for objects thus began as a detour on the way to the goal of being rid of objects (of stimuli). This is probably meant when it is sometimes stated that hate is older than love. The truth is, however, that the first object relations are neither hate nor love but the still undifferentiated forerunner of both (79).

The origin of the ego and the origin of the sense of reality are but two aspects of one developmental step. This is inherent in the definition of the ego as that part of the mind which handles reality (205, 700). The concept of reality also creates the concept of ego. We are individuals inasmuch as we feel ourselves separate and distinct from others.

In the development of reality the conception of one's own body plays a very special role (608). At first there is only the perception of tension, that is, of an "inside something." Later, with the awareness that an object exists to quiet this tension, we have an "outside something." One's own body is both at the same
time. Due to the simultaneous occurrence of both outer tactile and inner sensory data, one's own body becomes something apart from the rest of the world and thus the discerning of self from nonself is made possible. The sum of the mental representations of the body and its organs, the so-called body image, constitutes the idea of I and is of basic importance for the further formation of the ego (1372). The body image does not coincide with the objective body; for example, clothing or phantom extremities may be included within it (521, 1612).

A compulsion neurotic patient was obsessively worried about his clothes which had to fit perfectly because otherwise he felt extremely distressed. He had a kind of hypochondriasis about clothes. It turned out that actually it was his physical well-being about which he was concerned. Something wrong with his clothes meant something wrong in his body. The clothes were included in his body image.

EARLY PERCEPTION AND PRIMARY IDENTIFICATION

The first state without any object representation is called primary narcissism (585). The first reactions to objects recognized as such contain much, integrated as a unit, which will later be further differentiated. These reactions are like reflexes; that is, every stimulus demands an immediate reaction, in accordance with the constancy principle. Stimulus intake and stimulus discharge, perception and motor reaction stand extraordinarily close together; they are inseparably interwoven. Primitive perception is precisely characterized by its closeness to motor reaction. One perceives by first changing one's body through the influence of the perceived object—and then taking cognizance of this bodily change. Many perceptions usually considered optic are really kinesthetic (379, 1456). Similarly, eidetic research has shown that primitive optic perceptions are bound up with motor reactions ready for discharge (83); the same is shown by the findings of the motor attitudes in hypnagogic and hypnopompic hallucinations (837).

The original connection between perception and motor action is also demonstrated by Freud in his paper, "A Note upon the Mystic Writing Pad" (615). He makes clear the activity in the function of perception. As long as intensive stimuli from the outside world flood the organism, the organism experiences this passively. The construction of a perception apparatus, coinciding with an apparatus protecting against too intense stimuli, brings about a change from passivity to activity. The perceptions take place rhythmically, obviously under the influence of centrifugal (motor) throbs of cathexes, which may be regarded as a first attempt at mastering the outside world. This is the basis for the differentiation of systems of perception and systems of memory (552), and the origin of a more differentiated consciousness. After the completion of this differentiation, the organism is in a position to protect itself against too much influx
of stimuli by shutting off the function of perception (917). The newly formed ego can again sink back into the id. This ability can be observed in fainting and in the symptoms of traumatic neuroses. It is clearly the model for all later defense mechanisms and can be applied against internal pains as well as against displeasure of an external origin. Repression, too, may be looked upon as a specific blocking of the perception of particular instinctual demands. Another kind of return of the ego into the id takes place in sleep.

An important function of the ego is the phenomenon of fascination which Bernfeld described (130). A primitive attempt at the mastery of intense stimuli consists in the primitive ego's imitating that which is perceived. Apparently, perceiving and changing one's own body according to what is perceived were originally one and the same thing. Goldstein's patients with brain injury could compensate for their alexia by outlining the letters they saw with head movements, and then they could read by becoming aware of their kinesthetic sensations (704, 1476). This primitive imitation of that which is perceived is a kind of identification, the awareness of which brings perception.

Another primitive reaction to the first objects appears simpler and more comprehensible: the infant wants to put them into its mouth. It was hunger, repeatedly disturbing the peacefulness of sleep, which compelled the recognition of the outside world. The experience of satiation, which first banished this tension, then became the model for the mastery of external stimuli in general. The first reality is what one can swallow. Recognizing reality originally means to judge whether something helps to gain satisfaction or whether it raises tensions, whether one should swallow it or spit it out (616). Taking-into-the-mouth or spitting-out is the basis for all perception, and in conditions of regression one can observe that in the unconscious all sense organs are conceived as mouth-like (420, 430).

The primitive reactions of imitating what is perceived and the oral introjection of what is perceived belong close together. "Identification" in normal psychology and in psychopathology gives the impression, as Freud always emphasized (606, 608), of being a regression, a "secondary" identification, repeating an archaic "primary" one. The concept of a primary identification denotes that actually "putting into the mouth" and "imitation for perception's sake" are one and the same and represent the very first relation to objects. In this primary identification, instinctual behavior and ego behavior are not differentiated from each other. It is all one: the first (oral) object love, the first motor reaction to external stimuli, and the first perception (408). Identifications play a great part in the process of building up the subsequent ego, whose nature therefore depends on the personalities of the persons around the infant (cf. 101). The imitation of the external world by oral incorporation is also the basis for the primitive mode of thinking, called magic, to be discussed later.
This incorporation, which is the first reaction to objects in general and the precursor of the later sexual and destructive attitudes, in a psychological sense destroys the existence of the object. The attitude that the object exists only for the ego's satisfaction and may disappear once satisfaction is achieved can still be observed in some childish types of love. But the aim of the incorporation of objects does not necessarily reflect a subjective destructive tendency toward the object. This primary incorporation is the matrix of what later becomes love as well as destructive hate, but it is not yet either of these. An exaggerated desire to destroy, which actually appears in some children (and is not merely later projected back into childhood by manic-depressive patients), is not active in every infant sucking at the mother's breast. Certainly the existence of early infantile oral-destructive drives can be proved in pathological cases. The oral strivings of the normal infant do not contain such highly destructive aims and such correspondingly great fears of retaliation. Too, it must not be forgotten that incorporation is only secondarily destructive, its objectively destructive nature being used for subjective purposes; the first hostile strivings toward objects, which bring pain or hinder pleasure, is not to swallow them but to spit them out. It is also questionable whether the same object which once brought satisfaction and later refuses satisfaction is recognized as one and the same by the primitive ego; it is more likely that first there are different conceptions of a "good" object, which one wants to possess by swallowing, and a "bad" object, which one wants to spit out and only later wants to destroy by swallowing. It is a matter of definition whether primitive incorporation is designated "ambivalent" and the ambivalence of emotions thus described as "congenital." It is ambivalent in so far as elements of subsequent love and hate are contained in it; it is not ambivalent in so far as love and hate as opposites do not exist as yet (707). An urge to get satisfaction without consideration of the object (whereby the object may be destroyed) and an urge to destroy an object out of hate are not the same.

To return to the study of perception: The differences between the perceptions of infants and of adults have the consequence that they experience the world differently. Observations made on psychotics, who have regressed to primitive modes of perception, confirm the fact that they experience the world in a more vague and less differentiated way. Objects are not necessarily sharply distinguished from one another or from the ego or from parts of it. The first images are large in extent, all enveloping and inexact. They do not consist of elements that are later put together, but rather of units, wholes, which only later are recognized as containing different elements. Not only are perception and motility inseparable, but also the perceptions of many sense organs overlap. The more primitive senses, especially the kinesthetic sensations and the data of depth sensibility (proprioception) prevail.

Besides the form of infantile perception, the contents that are perceived are also
different. Hermann called perceptions “which the small child possesses, but which later disappear for inner or external reasons,” primal perceptions (778). The different nature of these primal perceptions is partly due to the biological characteristics of the child. The world appears to the child in quite another perspective due to his small size and to his different experience of space (134, 1147). To a greater part the characteristics of archaic perception result from its “unobjective” character, its emotional nature. The world is perceived according to the instincts as a possible source of satisfaction or as a possible threat; instinctual wishes and fears falsify reality. A more objective perception presupposes a certain psychological distance of the perceiving ego from the data of perception, a judgment about the sources of the experienced sensations and, more than that, a correct judgment, an ability for differential learning, whereas the primitive experiences are felt as still undifferentiated wholes which make their appearance repeatedly. The pleasure principle, that is, the need for immediate discharge, is incompatible with correct judgment, which is based on consideration and postponement of the reaction. The time and energy saved by this postponement are used in the function of judgment. In the early states the weak ego has not yet learned to postpone anything (575).

OMNIPOTENCE AND SELF-ESTEEM

The primitive ego, in contrast to the more differentiated ego, is considered weak, that is, powerless in relation to its own instincts as well as to the outside world. But since the psychological separation of the ego from the external world is still incomplete, through comprehending the outside world or parts of it within itself, the ego comes to feel itself omnipotent. Ferenczi spoke of a first unlimited omnipotence, which persists as long as no conception of objects exists. It becomes limited through the experiencing of excitation which cannot be mastered and which leads to un-co-ordinated discharge movements. When these are understood by the environment to be a signal calling for a change in the situation, the child may experience this train of events as an “omnipotence of movements” (457).

The separation of the ego from the external world is not a sudden but a gradual process.

It is, of course, also a heterogenous process, since ego-forming encounters with reality and with one’s own body occur in connection with manifold needs. The subsequent ego, therefore, has manifold “nuclei” (694, 695). A final ego is formed by a synthetic integration of these nuclei, and in certain states of ego regression a split of the ego into its original nuclei becomes observable.

There always remain certain traces of the original objectless condition (878), or at least a longing for it (“oceanic feeling”) (622). Introjection is an
attempt to make parts of the external world flow into the ego. Projection, by putting unpleasant sensations into the external world, also attempts to reverse the separation of ego from nonego. There is a stage in development in which anything unpleasant is considered nonego, anything pleasant is considered ego, which Freud called the purified pleasure ego (588). The most primitive method of getting rid of pain was to "hallucinate it away," a method that quickly breaks down in the face of reality. Then the young organism tries to join pleasurable stimuli to the ego and unpleasurable ones to the nonego. In later life, traces of this phase are manifested in persons who without question acknowledge any pleasurable body sensations as "their own" but reproach aching organs as if they did not belong to them. Many other traces persist from the "transitivistic" world in general. An example of this is presented by the child who when playing hide-and-go-seek closes his eyes and believes he now cannot be seen. The archaic animistic conception of the world which is based on a confusion of ego and nonego is thus illustrated; it is a kind of reverse identification. The outside world is perceived as having the ego's characteristics, just as in primary identification the ego is perceived as having the object's characteristics (265, 712, 802).

When the child is forced through experiences to renounce his belief in his omnipotence, he considers the adults who have now become independent objects to be omnipotent, and tries by introjection to share their omnipotence again. Certain narcissistic feelings of well-being are characterized by the fact that they are felt as a reunion with an omnipotent force in the external world, brought about either by incorporating parts of this world or by the fantasy of being incorporated by it ("secondary narcissism") (608). Religious ecstasy, patriotism, and similar feelings are characterized by the ego's participation in something unattainably high. Many social phenomena are rooted in the "omnipotents' " promise to the powerless of the desired passive participation on condition of their fulfillment of certain rules.

The individual's experiences connected with omnipotence lead to a most significant need of the human mind. The longing for the oceanic feeling of primary narcissism can be called the "narcissistic need." "Self-esteem" is the awareness of how close the individual is to the original omnipotence (1238).

The primitive methods of the regulation of self-esteem arise from the fact that the first longing for objects has the character of a longing for the removal of disturbing displeasure, and that the satisfaction by the object removes the object itself and revives the narcissistic state. The longing for the return of omnipotence and the longing for the removal of instinctual tension are not yet differentiated from each other. If one succeeds in getting rid of an unpleasant stimulus, one's self-esteem is again restored. The first supply of satisfaction from the external world, the supply of nourishment, is simultaneously the first regulator of self-esteem.
The tendency to participate in the adult's omnipotence after the renunciation of one's own differentiates itself from the desire for the satisfaction of hunger. Every token of love from the more powerful adult, then, has the same effect as the supply of milk had on the infant. The small child loses self-esteem when he loses love and attains it when he regains love. That is what makes children educable. They need supplies of affection so badly that they are ready to renounce other satisfactions if rewards of affection are promised or if withdrawal of affection is threatened. The promise of necessary narcissistic supplies of affection under the condition of obedience and the threat of withdrawal of these supplies if the conditions are not fulfilled are the weapons of any authority (427, 436).

Subsequently narcissistic and sexual needs become differentiated; sexual needs develop in the relationship to objects, narcissistic ones more in the relationship between ego and superego. Every feeling of guilt lowers self-esteem; every fulfillment of ideals raises it. But since, as in all mental development, the old and primitive remain underneath the new, so a part of the relationship to objects remains governed by the needs of self-esteem. This is best studied in persons who are fixated at this level. They need a narcissistic supply from the outside in order to maintain their self-esteem. Among such persons there are innumerable subtypes. There are aggressive types who want to procure by force the essentials that the wicked outside world withholds, and there are types who try to avoid force and instead seek the essential supplies by submissiveness and demonstration of suffering. Many persons try both methods simultaneously.

The fact that erotic and narcissistic needs compel the child to ask for affection, and the imperative character of this longing, allows us to speak of a passive object love in small children. The child wants to get something from the object without returning anything. The object is as yet no personality but an instrument for providing satisfaction (73).

The stage of primary narcissism, in which omnipotence was felt and "mastery" was no problem yet, is thus followed by a period of passive-receptive mastery in which difficulties are overcome by influencing powerful external objects to give what is needed. Whenever the subsequent active types of mastery fail or do not offer any hope of success, a temptation is at hand to fall back to the state of passive-receptive mastery.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF MOTILITY AND ACTIVE MASTERY

The development of active mastery is a long and complicated process. The mastery of the motor apparatus, too, is a task that the human infant only gradually learns in constant connection with the maturation of the sensory apparatus. It is, from a psychological point of view, a gradual substituting of actions for mere discharge reactions. This is achieved through the interposing of a time
period between stimulus and reaction, by the acquisition of a certain tension tolerance, that is, of an ability to bind primitive reaction impulses by counter-cathexes (575). The prerequisite for an action is, besides mastery of the bodily apparatus, the development of the function of judgment. This means the ability to anticipate the future in the imagination by "testing" reality, by trying in an active manner and in a small dosage what might happen to one passively and in an unknown dosage. This type of functioning is in general characteristic of the ego.

Learning to walk, to be clean, and to speak are the main steps in the development of the mastery of physical motor functions. Walking and control of the sphincters form the foundation of the child's independence; these abilities help to develop the reality principle (575) and to overcome receptive dependence and the necessity for immediate discharge. The faculty of speech changes the anticipating functions of the ego; the establishment of name symbols for things consolidates consciousness and gives the possibility of anticipating events in the model world of words. The ability to judge reality and the ability to tolerate tensions are two aspects of one and the same faculty. To direct one's actions according to external necessity means to be able to foresee dangers and to fight or avoid them.

ANXIETY

The biological helplessness of the human infant brings him necessarily into states of painful high tension. States in which the organism is flooded by amounts of excitation beyond its capacity to master are called traumatic states (605). The pain of the unavoidable early traumatic states, still undifferentiated and therefore not yet identical with later definite affects, is the common root of different later affects, certainly also of anxiety. The sensations of this "primary anxiety" can be looked upon partly as the way in which the tension makes itself felt and partly as the perception of involuntary vegetative emergency discharges (690, 993). Freud suggested that the act of being born might be considered as an experience in which the syndrome of this primary anxiety is established. He had found that the apparently meaningless syndromes of hysterical attacks are historically determined—that is, that they had been purposeful in a certain situation in the past—and his hypothesis was based on the idea that normal affects might have a historical origin in an analogous way (596). Certainly this primary anxiety is in no way created actively by the ego; it is created by external and internal stimuli, still unmastered, and in so far as it is experienced as a conscious painful feeling, it is experienced passively, as something that occurs to the ego and has to be endured (431, 714).

In later life, experiences that are comparable to primary anxiety occur in persons who have to endure traumatic events. Uncontrollable spells of over-
whelming anxiety, felt as something terrible that floods a helpless personality, form a typical symptom of traumatic neuroses. A similar type of anxiety is felt when sexual (and perhaps also aggressive) excitement is not permitted to take its normal course. Thus it becomes probable that traumatic anxiety or panic is dynamically the same thing as primary anxiety—the way in which an insufficiency of mastery, a state of being flooded with excitation, is passively and automatically felt.

When the child learns to control his motility, purposeful actions gradually take the place of mere discharge reactions; the child can now prolong the time between stimulus and reaction and achieve a certain tolerance of tension. The characteristic capacity for "trying out" that is thus acquired changes the ego's relation to its affects. Affects are originally archaic discharge syndromes that supplant voluntary actions under certain exciting conditions. Now the growing ego learns to "tame" affects and to use them for its own anticipating purposes (440). This holds true also for anxiety (618).

With anticipatory imagination and the resultant planning of suitable later actions, the idea of danger comes into being. The judging ego declares that a situation that is not yet traumatic might become so. This judgment obviously sets up conditions that are similar to those created by the traumatic situation itself, but much less intense. This, too, is experienced by the ego as anxiety. However, how different is this fear as compared with the original panic! Instead of an overwhelming spell of anxiety, a more or less moderate fear is experienced, which is utilized as a signal or protective measure. This anxiety is an anticipation of what might happen (618). The purposeful components which appear in anxiety in the face of danger are to be accredited to the judging ego; the unpurposeful components, like the possibility of paralysis, are due to the fact that the ego does not produce the anxiety but only uses it; it has no better means at its disposal (1485).

A complication that occurs in neurotic anxiety will be met with often in the following chapters. Sometimes the expectation of danger, instead of precipitating a purposeful fear that might be used to avoid a traumatic state, precipitates a traumatic state itself. The ego's judgment "danger ahead!" is followed by an overwhelming panic; the ego called forth something it cannot control. The attempt at taming anxiety has failed, and the original wild panic recurs and overwhelms the ego. This happens if the whole organism is in a state of tension which could be described as a latent readiness for the development of panic. The ego's judgment of danger then has the effect of a match in a powder barrel. The intention of lighting the match as a signal fails because it frees a vast power, incomparably mightier than the limited powers of the force that tried to use the match (see p. 133).

The content of the primitive ego's ideas of anxiety is determined in part
directly by its biological nature and in part indirectly by its animistic ways of thinking, which make the ego believe that its environment has the same instinctual aims as it has itself (combined with much more power). In these animistic misunderstandings the primitive talion principle is at work, according to which any deed may be undone (or must be punished) by a similar deed inflicted on the original doer.

The most fundamental anxiety is apparently connected with the infant’s physiological inability to satisfy his drives himself. The first fear is the (wordless) fear of the experience of further traumatic states. The idea that one’s own instinctual demands might be dangerous (which is the ultimate basis of all psychoneuroses) is rooted in this fear.

However, this does not mean that the ego is hostile to instinctual impulses from the very beginning or always in fear of being overrun by too intense inner strivings. Since the ego learns to master and actively to satisfy its impulses, it would not need to produce an anxiety of this kind after having achieved this ability, and normal adults actually do not fear their impulses. Certain neurotics who are still afraid of the experience of their own excitement, at least beyond a certain intensity of this excitement, are so not because of a primary “anxiety of the intensity of their own excitement” (541) but because other types of anxiety have caused them to block the natural course of their excitements, turning pleasure secondarily into an intense displeasure (431, 1522) (see pp. 543 f.).

This leads sooner or later to the fear that external means of satisfaction might possibly fail to arrive. It is the “fear over loss of love” or rather loss of help and protection. This fear is more intense than it would be if it represented only a rational judgment about real danger because the early self-esteem is regulated by means of external supplies so that a loss of help and protection means also a loss of self-esteem. An ego that is loved feels strong, a deserted one weak and exposed to danger. An ego that is loved fears the possibility of being deserted.

The animistic way of thinking and feeling complicates matters. If a child fantasies devouring his environment and then meets a rebuff, he fantasies that he might be eaten by the parents. In this way do fantastic anxieties of physical destruction originate. The most important representative of this group is castration anxiety, which eventually becomes the main motive for the defense activities of the ego (1417).

The ways by which the normal ego learns to overcome its early and still untamed anxieties is very characteristic. Whenever the organism is flooded with a very large quantity of excitation it attempts to get rid of it by subsequent active repetitions of the situation that induced the excessive excitation. This takes place in the early games of little children (605, 1552) and in their dreams as well (722). Between the original flood of excitation and these repetitions there is one fundamental difference: in the original experience the organism was passive; in the case
of the repetitions, the organism is active and determines the time and degree of excitation. At first the passive experiences that aroused anxiety are reproduced actively by the child in his play in order to achieve a belated mastery. Later on, the child in his play not only dramatizes the exciting experiences of the past but he also anticipates what he expects to happen in the future. The use of fear as a signal is but one example of the purposeful use of this anticipation.

When the child discovers that he is now able to overcome without fear a situation that formerly would have overwhelmed him with anxiety, he experiences a certain kind of pleasure. This pleasure has the character of "I need not feel anxiety any more." It makes the child's play evolve from mere attempts at discharge to mastery of the external world by means of repeated practice. "Functional pleasure" is pleasure in the fact that the exercise of a function is now possible without anxiety (984), rather than the gratification of one specific type of instinct (766, 767, 768). It is the same pleasure that makes children enjoy the endless repetitions of the same game or of the same story, which has to be told in exactly the same words (1457).

Economically, this pleasure can be explained in the following way. An expenditure of energy is associated with the anxiety or the fearful expectation felt by a person who is uncertain whether he will be able to master an expected excitation. The sudden cessation of this expenditure brings its relieving discharge which is experienced by the successful ego as a "triumph" (436) and enjoyed as functional pleasure. Usually the pleasure originating from this source is condensed with an erogenous pleasure which again has become possible due to the overcoming of anxiety. When a child is tossed in the air by an adult and caught, he feels undoubtedly on the one hand erogenous pleasure in equilibrium (and cutaneous) sensations, and on the other hand pleasure due to an overcoming of the fear of falling. If he is certain that he will not be dropped, he can take pleasure in having thought he might have been dropped; he may shudder a little, but then he realizes that this fear was unnecessary. To make this pleasure possible, conditions of reassurance must be fulfilled. The child must have confidence in the adult who is playing with him and the height must not be too great. Thus in time real learning through practice occurs. When repeated experience has shown that the fear was groundless, the child becomes more courageous (423).

Both anxiety and functional pleasure disappear when the ego is sure of itself and no longer holds an anxious expectation in readiness. Adults no longer enjoy any special pleasure when they engage in long-familiar and automatic activities which made them very proud when first accomplished in their childhood (527, 530).

In neurotics, however, a pathogenic defense may perpetuate childhood fears. The anxieties remain effective, for the most part blocking the "dangerous"
activities entirely; sometimes, however, the ways of fighting anxiety are repeated, too, and the ego may experience a "functional pleasure" of overcoming the fear by repetitions of the feared activity (435) (see pp. 480 ff.).

THINKING AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SENSE OF REALITY

The ability to recognize, to love, and to fear reality is developed in general before the learning of speech. But it is the faculty of speech that initiates a further decisive step in the development of reality testing. Words allow for a more precise communication with objects, and also for making more precise the anticipation by trial actions. This anticipation of action now becomes thinking proper and consolidates consciousness finally (590). Of course there already had existed a consciousness without words, which can be observed later in regressive states as "preconscious fantasy thinking" (1426, 1545, 1546, 1547). But this is merely the undifferentiated predecessor of thinking, in which all characteristics of the primitive ego are still to be seen, such as wide scope of concepts, similarities taken as identities, parts as wholes, and in which the concepts are based on common motor reactions. Schilder has shown that every single thought before formulation, has gone through a prior wordless state (1363).

The acquisition of the faculty of speech, of the understanding that certain noises are used as symbols for things, and of the gradual capacity for rational use of this faculty and understanding (252, 1452, 1453; cf. also 1450) is a decisive step in the formation of the ego. The ways by which the ego proceeds from integrated to differentiated, from whole units to constituent elements, from large scope to narrow confines, can be investigated with the help of studies of the phenomena of aphasia.

Tying up words and ideas makes thinking proper possible. The ego has now a better weapon in handling the external world as well as its own excitations. This is the rational content of the ancient magical belief that one can master what one can name. The striving for mastery of instinctual drives in this way doubtless adds to intellectual development. A shift from emotional fantasy to sober reality takes place which serves the purpose of combating anxiety. A pathological distortion of this is the flight of the compulsive character from all emotion to the shadowy world of words and concepts (see p. 295). The lofty intellectual interests that make their appearance at puberty also serve to master the instinctual excitement of that period (541).

The achievement of the faculty of speech is experienced as the acquisition of a great power. It turns the "omnipotence of thought" into an "omnipotence of words" (457). The child's earliest speech is a charm directed toward forcing the external world and fate to do those things that have been conjured up in words.
Certain words retain their original magical power, for example obscene words (451), oaths, solemn formulae, or poetry.

Thinking itself is a further elaboration and differentiation of the more primitive types of judgment which distinguished between what can be swallowed and what is better spit out, and, subsequently, between harmless and dangerous things; reaction, again, is postponed, and this postponement occurs by means of trial acting; the movements necessary for the planned action are done on a small scale, by which what is planned and its consequences are "tasted." Muscular actions accompanying thinking have been demonstrated by experimental psychology (482, 776).

The working principle of the ego generally consists in a retardation of automatic id functions which provides the possibility of using these functions purposefully and in an organized way. In the same way that primary anxiety later is "tamed" and reduced to an "anxiety signal," so does the ego in the process of thinking tame two archaic automatic reactions: the drive to discharge tensions, which is slowed down, and the tendency to hallucinatory wish fulfillment, which is reduced to the imagination of the prospective events and subsequently of the abstract symbols of these events.

Just as the taming of anxiety may fail and the signal may start a recurrence of the primary panic, the tendencies to discharge at all costs and the hallucinatory wish fulfillment may come back in thinking. If persons are tired, asleep, intoxicated or psychotic, they think in another and more primitive way; and even in healthy, good thinkers who are wide-awake, every single thought runs through initial phases that have more similarity with dream thinking than with logic (1363). The characteristics of this prelogical emotional thinking have been investigated in detail by both analytic and nonanalytic psychologists (1545, 1546, 1547). It is less fitted for objective judgment as to what is going to happen because it is relatively unorganized, tolerates and condenses contradictions and is ruled by emotions and hence full of wishful or fearful misconceptions. This thinking according to the primary process seems to be directed only by the striving for discharge and is remote from any logic. But it is thinking nevertheless, because it consists of imaginations according to which later actions are performed, and it is done with reduced energy. It is carried out more through pictorial, concrete images, whereas the secondary process is based more on words. The retranslation of words into pictures in dreams and in fatigue is well known. Preconscious pictorial thinking is a magical type of thinking (916, 1047). The object and the idea of the object, the object and a picture or model of the object, the object and a part of the object are equated; similarities are not distinguished from identities; ego and nonego are not yet separated (1104). What happens to objects might (by identification) be experienced as happening to the ego, and
what happens to the ego causes the same thing to happen to the object, a
"transitivism" which makes the technique of "magical gestures" possible: by
making a gesture someone forces another person to do the same thing.

If a person feels ashamed, he looks away or covers his eyes with his hand; this
means: "Nobody is to look at me." Children believe that they cannot be seen if
they cannot see. One child had the idea that when the conductor closes his eyes,
the train passes through a tunnel.

Another strange characteristic of archaic thinking is represented by symbolism.
In adults a conscious idea may be used as a symbol for the purpose of hiding an ob-
jectionable unconscious idea; the idea of a penis may be represented by a snake, an
ape, a hat, an airplane, if the idea of penis is objectionable. The symbol is con-
scious, the symbolized idea is unconscious. The distinct idea of a penis had been
grasped but rejected. However, symbolic thinking is vague, directed by the
primary process. It is not only a method of distortion; it is also a part of the primal
prelogical thinking. Again, the censoring ego uses regressive methods. Again,
when distorting through symbolism, the ego in its defensive activities makes
use of mechanisms that previously operated automatically without any intent.
The use of symbols is a falling back into an earlier primary stage of thinking, by
means of which intended distortions are brought about. In dreams, symbols ap-
pear in both aspects, as a tool of the dream censorship and also as a character-
istic of archaic pictorial thinking, as a part of visualizing abstract thoughts (552,
596).

The regressive nature of symbolic distortions explains two facts: (a) that the
symbols, being a residual of an archaic way of perceiving the world, are common
to all human beings, like affective syndromes; (b) that symbolic thinking occurs
not only where distortions have to be made but also in states of fatigue, sleep,
psychosis, and generally in early childhood, that is, in all states where archaic ego
characteristics are in the foreground.

Silberer explained symbolism as an "apperceptive insufficiency of the ego"
(1427, 1428, 1429, 1430). He certainly was right, although his superficial classi-
fication of symbols according to the cause of this insufficiency cannot be accepted.
Jones is not convincing in his statement that retracing symbolism to insufficient
apperception is like retracing slips of the tongue to fatigue (882). Slips of the
tongue are not an essential part of the state of fatigue (they are only precipitated
by this state), whereas it is an essential part of archaic thinking with insufficient
apperception to experience the world in symbols. However, archaic symbolism
as a part of prelogical thinking and distortion by means of representing a re-
pressed idea through a conscious symbol are not the same. Whereas in distortion
the idea of penis is avoided through disguising it by the idea of snake, in prelogi-
cal thinking penis and snake are one and the same; that is, they are perceived by a
common conception: the sight of the snake provokes penis emotions; and this fact is later utilized when the conscious idea of snake replaces the unconscious one of penis.

Primitive symbolism is a part of the way in which conceptions are formed in prelogical thinking: comprehension of the world radiates from instinctual demands and fears, so that the first objects are possible means of gratification or possible threats; stimuli that provoke the same reactions are looked upon as identical; and the first ideas are not sums built up out of distinct elements but wholes comprehended in a still undifferentiated way, united by the emotional responses they have provoked.

These characteristics suffice to explain some of the common symbols, namely, the symbols based on similarity, on *pars pro toto* or on identity of the provoked responses, such as tools = penis, shell = vagina, but also departure = death, riding = sexual intercourse, king = father. In other cases the similarity of the provoked reactions is not obvious, but it can be found by an exact analysis of the child's emotional experiences (460). In this way the symbolic equation money = feces can be explained (see p. 281). However, in still other cases the connection between symbol and what is symbolized is not understood. The children who dream about spiders and mean cruel mothers (23) do not know anything about the spider's sexual characteristics. Ferenczi believed that the disgust reaction toward reptiles contains a kind of phylogenetic memory (497) and Freud was inclined toward similar speculations in this respect (632). This question must remain open.

The fact that the earliest thinking is not in accordance with reality but has all the archaic and magical features that have been described might be used as an objection to the statement that it, too, is "preparation" and an attempt to master reality. But the inadequacy of this type of thinking does not contradict the fact that it is relatively more adequate than immediate discharge and wish-fulfilling hallucinations.

However, this anticipation becomes incomparably more adequate through the development of words. The faculty of speech changes this prethinking into a logical, organized, and more adjusted thinking which follows the secondary process. Thus it is a decisive step toward the final differentiation of conscious and unconscious and toward the reality principle (575, 590).

Yet even after speech, logic, and the reality principle have been established we find that prelogical thinking is still in operation and even beyond the role it plays in states of ego regression or as a form of purposeful distortion. It no longer fulfills, it is true, the function of preparing for future actions but becomes, rather, a substitute for unpleasant reality.

The first ideas of objects came into being when a remembered gratification was missing. The first ideas about objects were both a substitute for the missing real
object and attempts to master the real object magically. Primitive thinking attempted to control the object in a magical way (which, at that time, was believed to be real). The secondary type of thinking strives to control it in a real way. But when this real way fails, when reality is too unpleasant or one is unable to influence it, one regresses again to the magical method. In the older child and the adult, the two types of thinking have the two different functions of preparation for reality (anticipation of what is probable) and of substitution for reality (anticipation of what is desirable).

This co-ordination of types of thinking with different functions is valid in general only. Practically there are certain ways of returning from daydreaming to reality (art) as well as of using word thinking for withdrawal from reality (compulsive thinking).

As long as thinking is not followed by action it is called fantasy. There are two types of fantasy: creative fantasy, which prepares some later action, and daydreaming fantasy, the refuge for wishes that cannot be fulfilled. The former, rooted in the unconscious, certainly also starts in the primary process and imagination, but develops out of this sphere. The latter becomes a real substitute for action in the state of "introversion," when the "small" movements accompanying fantasy become intense enough to bring discharge. The problem has been discussed whether military games in boyhood increase or decrease belligerent tendencies. Does fantasy stimulate the wish so that the tendency to realize fantasied ideas increases, or does fantasy channelize the wish so that what has been satisfied in games no longer needs to be satisfied in earnest? The answer becomes obvious in the case of sexual fantasies. If a man merely anticipates in fantasy prospective sexual intercourse, his tension and his longing for fulfillment increase; but if his fantasies stimulate him to masturbation, the tension decreases or vanishes. A preparatory fantasy has regressed to the substitute type.

Neurotics are persons whose real actions are blocked. There are two ways of expressing this blocking which demonstrate very well the contrast between magical pictorial daydreaming and abstract preparatory thinking. The hysterical type regresses from action to unworded daydreaming; his conversion symptoms are substitutes for actions. The compulsive type regresses from action to the preparation for action through words; his thinking is a kind of eternal preparation for actions that never are performed.

It might perhaps be expected that one remains in direct contact with reality as long as one's thinking remains concrete, but that thinking ceases to serve as a preparation for real actions when it becomes too abstract, when it operates with sophistry and classification rather than with symbols for objects. This is true, but only to a certain degree. The pictorial nature of the elements of certain "concrete" thoughts may start daydreams instead of preparatory thinking.
Logical thinking presupposes a strong ego that is capable of postponements, tolerant of tensions, rich in counterpathexes, and ready to judge reality according to its experience. If the ego is weak or tired or asleep or without confidence in its own ability and desirous of a receptive type of mastery, then the pictorial type of thinking becomes more attractive than objective intelligence. It is understandable that tired persons prefer the movies to Shakespeare and an illustrated magazine to difficult reading, that dissatisfied persons without any possibility of actively influencing their situation ask for more illustrations in newspapers or for comic strips rather than for difficult intellectual pursuits. Whenever reality becomes unpleasant, more pictorial daydream substitutes are sought.

DEFENSES AGAINST IMPULSES

Up to now the reality principle appeared as the ability to postpone the final reaction. But certain reactions not only have to be postponed but even curtailed more or less permanently. Simultaneously with the increasing mastery of motility—that is, with the change of mere discharge movements into actions—a non-discharge apparatus, a defense apparatus, also is developed. The ego learns to ward off impulses that are either dangerous or inappropriate. Mechanisms that first were used against painful external stimuli now become turned against inner drives.

The ego wants to be satisfied. It seems paradoxical that it frequently turns against its own instinctual demands. Causes that bring about such a paradox have already been mentioned. They are:

1. The biological fact that the infant is not able to control his motor apparatus and that he therefore requires external help to satisfy his instinctual demands leads to the consequence that he slips into traumatic situations, since the outside world cannot always immediately be at hand. The temporary disappearance of primary objects has in itself a traumatic effect because the child’s tender longings become deprived of their possibility of discharge. The memory of painful experiences of this kind leads to the first impression that instinctual excitations may be a source of danger.

2. Threats and prohibitions from the external world create fear of instinctual acts and their consequences. Such external influences may be of two somewhat different types: (a) objective and natural ones—the fire will burn the child who instinctively grasps at it—or (b) the dangers may be artificially produced by educational measures. Voluntarily or involuntarily, adults give children the impression that instinctual behavior is to be decried and that abstinence is praise-worthy. The effectiveness of these impressions is due not only to the adult’s real physical power but also to the dependency of the child’s self-esteem upon getting affection.
3. The dangers feared may be entirely fantastic, in so far as the world is "projectively misunderstood" by the child. The violent force of his own repressed impulses is projected and makes him expect drastic punishments; the expected punishment is a retaliatory damage to the "sinful" parts of the body.

4. Later on a fourth factor comes into being through the ego's dependence on the superego, which is an intrapsychic representative of the objective, educational, and projectively misunderstood external world. This fourth factor turns anxiety into guilt feeling.

This systematic outline gives an answer to the problem of how forces that are hostile to the discharge of instinctual impulses originate.

FURTHER REMARKS ABOUT ADAPTATION AND REALITY SENSE

It is true that psychoanalysis has studied the defensive aspect of the ego more thoroughly than the development of its positive forces of adaptation (762). However, the ideas of defense and of adaptation are interwoven. Adaptation in a dynamic sense means finding common solutions for the tasks represented by inner impulses and outer (inhibiting and threatening) stimuli.

Hartmann, in a very interesting paper, tried to show that adaptation has been studied by psychoanalysts too much from the point of view of mental conflicts. He points out that there is also a "sphere without conflict," originating, it is true, in antitheses between organism and environment (750).

Because of the importance of these antitheses, the term sphere without conflict seems misleading, as tending toward an undynamic point of view. The ego's maturation is a result of the continuous interplay of the organism's needs and the environmental influences. Certainly the active types of mastery are rather complicated processes, many details of which still have to be investigated; but in the main it is understood how perception and motility are developed in connection with instinctual needs and with the functions of judgment and thinking (1176).

A field where the study of adaptation is especially fruitful is the psychology of will or desire. Biological needs are molded and modified through evaluations of the ego (or by influence of the superego); and just how these modifications occur, how subjective values are created by the influence of systems of values handed down by tradition, is one of the points clarified by individual psychoanalyses.

Constitutional factors as well as experience determine how far the development of the sense of reality succeeds, how far the primal, vague, magical, fear-ridden world based on projections and introjections becomes an objectively judged "real" world, responded to by the individual's alloplastic forces and uninfluenced by hopes and fears, and how far the old forms persist. It never
succeeds entirely. Objective reality is differently experienced by different individuals. Laforgue had this in mind when talking about the relativity of reality (1003, 1004). In neurotics all the misjudgings of reality and all the inability to differential learning (which cause outer events to be experienced as repetitions of a few patterns only and which are characteristic for the archaic ego) make their appearance again.

Behind all active types of mastery of external and internal tasks, a readiness remains to fall back to passive-receptive types of mastery; this readiness has a very different intensity in various individuals as well as under various cultural conditions.

The sociological significance of the types of mastery that are encouraged or discouraged by various historically determined institutions was stressed by Kardiner in his promising earlier writings (918, 919, 920). Later, however, he felt that the social determination of the predominance of certain ego types in given cultures was incompatible with Freud’s ideas about instincts (921).

The development of the ego and of the id does not occur separately but is interwoven, the one influencing the other. But before describing the development of the id, two concepts of fundamental importance to the psychology of the neuroses must be discussed: fixation and regression.

In mental development, earlier levels still persist along with or underneath higher levels. Constitutional or experiential factors may cause this to become more transparent. In ego fixations or ego regressions an earlier level of ego development persists or returns, which may mean various things. It may refer to isolated ego functions which retain or again take on certain features of a more primitive phase. In this sense the eidetic types may be designated as perception fixations. Thinking may have retained a more magical character than in normal persons, as in compulsion neurotics, where early overdeveloped intellect is to be seen simultaneously with superstition and with unconscious belief in omnipotence and in the law of retaliation. The relationships to objects may show primitive features. There may be fixations at the earlier love levels, with aims of incorporation, or at the types of self-esteem regulation characteristic of small children. Finally the ego fixation may limit itself to a repetitious use of specific types of defense (429) (see pp. 523 ff.).
Chapter V

EARLY MENTAL DEVELOPMENT (CONTINUED): DEVELOPMENT OF INSTINCTS, INFANTILE SEXUALITY

WHAT ARE INSTINCTS?

Freud suggested that two kinds of excitation should be distinguished: one that is evoked by external, perceptual, discontinuous stimuli and another that arises from continuous instinctual stimuli within the organism (971).

This statement, however, deserves more detailed consideration. All perceptions, all sensory stimuli, whether they originate without or within the organism, have a "provocative character," provoke a certain urge to action. In the archaic types of perception this connection with motility, as has been pointed out, is more distinct than it is later. The intensity of the urge varies with the variable physical states of the body. Food has a variable meaning for the individual, depending on whether he is hungry or satiated; this also holds true for sexual stimuli. Only the physical conditions that determine the urge, the chemistry of the body, and not the sensory stimuli can rightly be called the sources of instincts. A certain impulse to action arises from every perception, whether it be internal or external. Under specific somatic conditions these impulses take on the character of urgent instinctual drives (1023, 1024).

At first glance one finds many contradictory presentations of the essence of the instincts both in Freud's writings and in psychoanalytic literature in general. First, instinct is explained as "the measure of the demand made upon the mind in consequence of its connection with the body" (588); an urgent state of tension, caused chemically and manifested through a sensory stimulus, is to be discharged. This concept is very illuminating since it is consonant with the reflex pattern as the basis for all mental functions, and it is clearly this concept of instincts that has enabled psychoanalysis to rest on a biological basis (555). In the same passage, Freud calls instinct "a borderline concept between the mental and the physical" (588); phenomena of instincts can be considered from the physical aspect by examining the source of instinct, or they can be considered from the mental aspect by examining the drive and the resultant psychological phenomena. At another place, instincts are called "mystical forces" whose mode of operation we investigate without knowing anything about their existence (628). That sounds strange since psychoanalysis tries to eliminate everything mystical. What is meant is that we are aware of the experience of instinctual impulses and actions but never of "the instinct." What constitutes the unity of "one instinct" is highly debatable. The definition will vary according to the classification applied, that is,
according to whether aim, object, or source is made the main criterion. It is therefore necessary to define these concepts.

The aim of an instinct is its satisfaction or, more precisely, the very specific discharge action which dispels the physical condition of excitement and thus brings about satisfaction. The object of an instinct is that instrument by which or through which the instinct can attain its aim. The source of an instinct is the chemicophysical status which causes a sensory stimulus to bring about excitement (588). What instincts are to be distinguished and how many depends on whether the aim, the object, or the source is chosen as the basis of classification. In terms of aim or object an infinite number of instincts might be described. However, psychoanalysts know how readily interchangeable objects and aims can be. (This very fact makes it paradoxical to attribute to Freud the opinion that “instincts” represent entirely unchanging rigid patterns [1105].) Thus a classification according to source would be the preferable one. Unfortunately, physiology here disappoints us; the instinctual sources are a purely physiological problem, and in this field our knowledge is not yet sufficient. In spite of this deficiency two categories of instincts are definitely discernible.

The first category is represented by certain simple physical needs which, incidentally, present the best model for the course of an instinct: somatic changes cause certain urgent sensory experiences; the urge precipitates a specific action which eliminates the somatic change and relaxation is felt. The character of drive becomes especially apparent when the normal course is hindered. Examples are breathing, hunger, thirst, defecation, urination. Since the satisfaction of these urges is vital, the actions can be postponed for a short time only and their aims cannot be altered. Consequently there is hardly any variability in these needs and for psychology they are of relatively minor importance. The assumption that it is the lowering of the excitation level—relaxation—that is experienced by the ego as pleasure can be easily verified with these instincts.

Recognition of the second group as a cohesive unit was made possible only by psychoanalytic research (555). This is the group of the sexual instincts. In contradistinction to the imperative instincts discussed above, the sexual instincts, if they cannot find gratification in their original form, have the capacity to change, to alter their objects or aims, or to submit to repression by the ego and then to make themselves apparent again in various ways and in different disguises. The widely circulated reproach is still heard that Freud explains everything as sexual. This is far from correct, for Freud recognizes other instincts besides sexual ones. But it is true that Freud explains as sexual many phenomena which had previously not been recognized as having any connection with sexuality—in particular, the neuroses. He recognizes that human sexuality is by no means limited to the impulses and actions that lead more or less directly to sexual intercourse. He recognizes the field of infantile sexuality (550, 551, 552, 555).
It is generally known today that children exhibit numerous types of instinctual behavior which in content are identical with the drives which in perverse individuals replace normal sexuality. Indeed, it is difficult to observe children without seeing manifestations of this kind. Consequently, today it seems less appropriate to phrase the question: "Is there an infantile sexuality?" than to ask: "How was it possible that so obvious a phenomenon as infantile sexuality was not observed before Freud?" This striking oversight is one of the best examples of "repression."

Why does Freud call these infantile phenomena sexual? First, because they constitute the native soil from which the sexuality of the adult subsequently develops; second, because every adult who is in any way blocked in his sexuality falls back to infantile sexuality as a substitute; third, because the child experiences his sexuality with the same emotions the adult feels toward his; fourth, because the aims of these strivings are identical with the aims observable in adult perversions, and no one has ever doubted that the perversions are anything but sexual.

It is probable that the sexual instincts have a common chemistry as their basis. The study of the hormones has taught us some things about the sources of sexuality, but present knowledge is far from sufficient. Chemical changes in the body initiate sensory stimuli in the erogenous zones, bringing forth impulses of a particularly urgent character, demanding actions that lead to changes at the place of stimulation. The physiological basis of sexual impulses is comparable to the physiological occurrences that arouse sensations such as itching or tickling. Insect bites or internal physiological conditions produce chemical changes causing sensory stimuli in the skin which, in turn, create feelings of an especially urgent kind; the impulse to scratch is aroused and scratching finally leads to a change at the source.

However, although scratching may be effective through changing the blood supply to the itching area, one gets the impression that scratching represents a remainder of a much deeper biological reflex which is also of basic importance for sexual discharges: the reflex to get rid of organs that create disturbing sensations. The autotomy of lizards' tails shows this biological tendency to its full extent. Later this reflex may degenerate to the idea to "scratch away" an itching area of skin, and probably also to the idea of the "detumescing" discharge in sexual tension (1242). An evaluation of the concept of autotomy shows the relativity of the contrast between satisfaction of an instinct and defense against an instinct; the autotomic reflex may be a common root for both the instinctive act and the defense against the instinctive act.

Subsequently sexual phenomena become much more complicated, but in the last analysis they remain within the same frame of operational mechanisms. During puberty, the various impulses of infantile sexuality fuse into a harmonious whole—the sexuality of the adult. But this development may undergo a
variety of disturbances. Anxieties and other experiences of the child may cause single components to resist the fusion. In particular, the repressed components of infantile sexuality continue to exist in the unconscious, unchanged. When the adult person later experiences a sexual disappointment, he tends to fall back to infantile sexuality. The result is that the conflicts that raged about his sexuality in childhood likewise become mobilized again.

CLASSIFICATION OF INSTINCTS

The exceptional role that the displaceability of energy gives to the sexual instincts was the starting point for Freud's first classification of instincts. He found that neurotics fell ill because of their repression of certain experiences, and that these experiences were always representatives of sexual wishes. The forces fighting the sexual wishes were anxieties, guilt feelings, or ethical and esthetic ideals of the personality; these countersexual forces could be summarized as "ego instincts," since they serve the purpose of self-preservation. Thus the first classification of instincts, distinguishing "sexual instincts" from "ego instincts" (542, 548, 555, 585, 596), was supposed to represent the neurotic conflict, that is, the fact of repression. When Jung denied this dualism of instincts and wanted to call all ego instincts libidinal (907), his unification at that time would have obscured the newly discovered fact of repression (364).

Today repression is not conceived of as a conflict between two groups of instincts; the conflict is rather a structural one. The ego wards off certain demands of the id. And from the concept that the ego is a differentiated surface layer of the id, it is no longer tenable to expect the ego to harbor innately other instincts than are present in the id. Even if the instincual energies in the ego are treated otherwise than in the id, it must be assumed that the ego derives its energy from the id and contains primarily no other kinds of instincts.

The criticism of the first classification of instincts originated in the discovery of narcissism, that is, of the libidinal character of some instincual wishes, which until then had been attributed to the ego instincts. Part of the "egoism," of the high evaluation of one's own ego, turned out to be of the same nature as the sexual instincts with which objects are loved; this becomes manifest in the displaceability of the energy of the ego to objects and vice versa. The sum of interest turned toward one's ego and to outside objects is, for a given time, constant. He who loves himself more is less interested in outside objects and vice versa (585). Freud compared man in respect to libido with an amoeba that can stretch out pseudopodia, originally concentrated within its own body substance, toward the outside world, and then can draw them back again (585). Accordingly the designations ego libido and object libido are applied. However, there is no difference in quality between the two; by a mere displacement proc-
ess, ego libido changes into object libido and vice versa. With these findings the former division of instincts into ego instincts and sexual instincts has become inadequate. The fact that this division reflected the facts of repression led at first to an attempt to preserve it. Freud undertook this on the assumption that the ego instincts were cathected with two different qualities of psychic energy: with "interest," corresponding to the energy of the ego instincts, and with libidinal elements, which constitute narcissism (585). Such a conception could not be maintained. After the recognition of displaceable libidinal elements, the view could no longer be accepted that in the repressing and in the repressed (or, in today's terminology, in the ego and in the id) there are two fundamentally different kinds of instincts at work. Both ego interests and libidinal drives, which later certainly are often in conflict with each other, have evolved from a common source.

Freud then proposed his new classification of instincts (605, 608). This new classification has two bases, one speculative and one clinical. The speculative basis is the conservative character of the instincts, as characterized by the constancy principle, namely, the fact that instincts tend toward getting rid of tensions. But there is also a phenomenon that seems to run contrary to the constancy principle, namely, a hunger for stimuli, seen most distinctly in the sexual instincts. Thus it seems as if the "Nirvana principle" characterizes some instincts and the hunger for stimuli others.

The clinical basis of the new Freudian theory is the existence of aggression. Aggressive tendencies of all kinds constitute a considerable proportion of all human drives. In part they manifest a reactive character; that is, they are the response to frustrations and have as their goal the overcoming of frustrations (335). In part they appear closely connected with certain sexual drives, especially with sexual drives that are prominent in pregenital levels of libido organization. Other aggressions seem to arise quite apart from sexuality. Besides, there is the riddle of masochism, the fact that under certain circumstances our usual orientation in human behavior, the pleasure principle, seems to be put out of action, and self-destructive tendencies come to the fore. Further, clinically, masochism and sadism always are bound together; wherever masochism is found, analysis shows that a sadistic drive has undergone a "turning against the ego" (555, 601). The opposite also exists: an external sadistic type of behavior may veil an unconscious masochistic aim.

Freud combined the speculative and the clinical bases into a new instinct theory (605) which states that there are two qualities in the mind: a self-destructive one, the "death instinct" (which can be turned toward the outside world and thus become a "destructive instinct"), and an object-seeking quality, striving for higher units, the eros. The objection that in reality there is neither a pure self-
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destructive nor a pure object-seeking behavior is overcome by assuming that the real mental phenomena are composed of various "mixtures" of these qualities (138, 144, 890, 900, 1014).

CRITICISMS OF THE CONCEPT OF A DEATH INSTINCT

There are many possible objections to this new theory (425). Here the following may suffice. The instinctual aim of destruction is the opposite of the sexual search for an object to be loved; of this there is no doubt. Questionable, however, is the nature of this antithesis. Are we dealing with basically different instinctual qualities or is this contrast again a matter of differentiation of an originally common root? The latter seems more probable. One could group all the phenomena collected under the heading of death instinct not as a special type of instinct but as expressions of a principle, valid for all instincts; in the course of development this principle might have been modified for certain instincts by external influences. The concept of the constancy principle, as a starting point for all instincts, allows for a unified thesis not only for all mental processes but for all living processes in general as well. Just in that group of drives, the sexual instincts, where hunger for stimuli, search for objects, and striving for higher units becomes especially clear, it is most demonstrable that they strive for relaxation and for getting rid of tensions. Hence it is not possible that for one kind of instinct the constancy principle is valid and for another kind stimulus hunger is valid. On the contrary, stimulus hunger as a principle contradicting the constancy principle must be genetically a derivative of the constancy principle or a special elaboration of it. When the infant is awakened by somatically conditioned hunger, he follows his constancy principle and desires to quiet the hunger and to fall asleep again. When he later recognizes the external world as necessary for this achievement, he strives toward this necessity and asks for contact with this outside world. The goal of being stimulated by the external world is an intermediary one, a detour to the goal of not being stimulated (see p. 35).

Of course, the existence and importance of aggressive drives cannot be denied. However, there is no proof that they always and necessarily came into being by a turning outward of more primary self-destructive drives. It seems rather as if aggressiveness were originally no instinctual aim of its own, characterizing one category of instincts in contradistinction to others, but rather a mode in which instinctual aims sometimes are striven for, in response to frustrations or even spontaneously.

Aims are sought more readily in a destructive way the more primitive the maturation level of the organism—perhaps in connection with the insufficiently developed tolerance toward tensions. The archaic instinctual aim toward objects
is incorporation, which is as much an attempt to achieve closeness as an attempt to destroy the object. It is the matrix of both. Freud describes this proneness to destructiveness on the archaic levels by saying that death instinct and eros are still "defused," while they fuse gradually during maturation, eros neutralizing death instinct (608). The facts are that in these early periods libidinal and aggressive tendencies are so interwoven that they never can be entirely separated from each other; it seems as if these stages represent an integrated state, from which, later, eros and aggression are differentiated; only later do love and hate develop as opposite qualities.

Likewise a death instinct would not be compatible with the approved biological concept of instinct as discussed above. The thesis of an instinct source that makes the organism react to stimuli with drives toward "instinct actions," which then change the source in an appropriate manner, cannot be applied to a death instinct. The dissimulation in the cells, an objective destruction, cannot be a "source" of a destructive instinct in the same way that the chemical sensitizing of the central nervous system in regard to stimulation of the erogenous zones is the source of the sexual instinct. According to the definition, the instinct attempts to remove the somatic changes at the source of the instinct. The death instinct does not attempt to remove the dissimulation.

It seems, therefore, as if the facts on which Freud based his concept of a death instinct in no way necessitate the assumption of two basically opposite kinds of instincts, the aim of one being relaxation and death, the aim of the other being a binding to higher units. In the chapters on masochism and depression an attempt will be made to show that the clinical facts of self-destruction likewise do not necessitate the assumption of a genuine self-destructive instinct and that all occurrences beyond the pleasure principle can be looked upon as created by external forces that disturbed the principles innate to the organism (see pp. 358 ff. and 387 ff.).

The idea that the concept of a death instinct is neither necessary nor useful does not refute possible speculations that life might be looked upon as a "process leading to death." The young organism embodies an abundance of prospective potentialities. Every moment of life that is lived through produces "structure" which limits the prospective potentialities, makes the organism more rigid, and brings it nearer to the inorganic. Whoever accepts this point of view may see in the mental functions once again a special case of the process of life in general.

We may summarize. Unquestionably there are often conflicts between the ego's interests and its sexual drives; there are quite as often conflicts between aggressiveness and sexual tendencies. However, both kinds of conflicts have a history; they came into being at a certain point of development and remain conflicts only as long as certain conditions prevail. There is no necessity to assume that either of these two pairs of opposites represents a genuine and un-
conditioned dichotomy, operative from the very beginning. For a better classification of instincts, we shall have to wait until physiology develops more valuable theses about instinctual sources.

INFANTILE SEXUALITY

If we turn now to the study of the development of sexuality we are able to leave speculation and return to an empirical basis.

The characteristics of the polymorphous perverse infantile sexuality are well known from Freud’s *Three Contributions to the Theory of Sex* (555). Infantile sexuality differs from adult sexuality in several respects. The most impressive difference lies in the fact that the highest excitation is not necessarily located at the genitals, but that the genitals, rather, play the part of *primus inter pares* among many erogenous zones. The aims, too, are different; they do not necessarily lead toward sexual intercourse but linger at activities that later play a role in forepleasure. Infantile sexuality may be *autoerotic*, that is, take the child’s own body or parts of it as its object. The components, which are directed toward objects, bear archaic features (incorporation aims and ambivalence). When a partial instinct is blocked, “collateral” partial instincts become correspondingly strengthened.

The small child is an instinctual creature full of polymorphous perverse sexual drives or, to put it more correctly, full of a still undifferentiated total sexuality which contains all the later “partial instincts” in one. Reality seems to be judged at first only as to whether it is compatible with instinct satisfaction. Reality, as conceived of by the primitive ego, is colored by the status of its sexual aims. Every kind of excitation in the child can become a source of sexual excitement: mechanical and muscular stimuli, affects, intellectual activity, and even pain. In infantile sexuality excitement and satisfaction are not sharply differentiated although there are already orgasmlike phenomena, that is, pleasureful sensations that bring relaxation and the end of sexual excitation. In time, however, the genitals begin to function as a special discharge apparatus, which concentrates all excitation upon itself and discharges it no matter in which erogenous zone it originated.

It is called genital primacy when this function of the genitals has become dominant over the extragenital erogenous zones, and all sexual excitations become finally genitally oriented and climactically discharged. The antithesis to genital primacy is the earlier pregenital period, when the genital apparatus has not yet assumed dominance, and as a result the relaxation achieved is never complete. The road from the early pregenital strivings to genital primacy can be described from two different points of view: from that of the change of the leading erogenous zones, and from that of the types of object relationships.
First of all it must be emphasized that the concept of developmental phases is a relative one, serving as a better means of orientation only. Practically, all phases gradually pass into one another and overlap.

When one attempts to organize the abundance of phenomena in infantile sexuality, one is struck by a period in which these phenomena are relatively few and the number and intensity of direct sexual manifestations are diminished. This is the so-called period of latency, extending from the sixth or seventh year of life until puberty. It is true that sexual manifestations never completely disappear; cultures have been described in which a period of latency seems to be lacking, and even in our culture there are many children who do not renounce their masturbation during these years; but even in these cases, sex is less in the foreground than it is earlier and later. Freud was of the opinion that the occurrence of the period of latency is a characteristic of the human species. The early blossoming of infantile sexuality is, as it were, "doomed to destruction" by nature, and this fact is a biological precondition for repression and thus for neuroses (618). Other authors have pointed out that since among some primitive tribes a latency period never appears, cultural restrictions must be responsible for the renunciation of sexual wishes (1102, 1278). However, there is no clear-cut contradiction between "biologically" and "socially" determined phenomena. Biological changes may be brought about by former external influences. It may be that the latency period is a result of external influences that have been in effect long enough to have left permanent traces; perhaps at this point we are watching external influences becoming biological. At any rate, during this period the forces operative against instinctive impulses, such as shame, disgust, and so forth, develop at the price of instinctual energies.

Thus preadult sexuality generally can be divided into three major periods: the infantile period, the latency period, and puberty. The beginning and the end of the infantile period are very well known today, whereas that which lies in between is still in need of much research. It is possible that in this in-between stage accidental variations are of greater import than they are in the beginning and end phases.

THE ORAL STAGE

The beginning is the oral (more correctly the intestinal) state of organization of the libido (13, 555). In discussing the development of the ego, factors were brought out as to how the knowledge of reality comes about in connection with experiences of hunger and satiation. Further, it was evident that the first perceptions were connected with a kind of oral incorporation, and that the first judging was the decision whether or not a substance was edible. These findings may now be supplemented by a discussion of the autoerotic phenomenon of thumb-
sucking. Thumbsucking is already evident in the newborn child and can, of course, be considered an innate reflex. That does not prevent us from noting that this reflex is concerned with a type of stimulation that usually is tied up with the function of nourishment but has become independent of it. Thumbsucking shows that the pleasure gained from breast or bottle is based not alone on the gratification of hunger but on the stimulation of the erogenous oral mucous membrane as well; otherwise the infant would disappointedly remove his thumb, since it produces no milk. There, sexual excitement has originally leaned upon the need for nourishment; in a similar way early sexual excitement has also leaned upon other physiological functions, upon breathing and cutaneous sensations and upon the sensations of defecation and urination.

It is not necessary to go into detail here about the many phenomena in which oral eroticism is still retained in the adult: kissing, perverse practices, drinking and smoking customs and many eating habits. One must not forget, however, that in drinking and smoking we are not dealing only with oral eroticism. Alcohol and nicotine are also toxins, which by chemical means produce wished-for changes in the balance of instinctual conflicts. These changes diminish inhibitions, heighten self-esteem, and ward off anxiety, at least for a short time and to a certain extent.

The aim of oral eroticism is first the pleasurable autoerotic stimulation of the erogenous zone and later the incorporation of objects. Animal crackers, loved by children, are significant remnants of early cannibalistic fantasies (165). The appearance of an especially intense greed, either manifest or, after its repression, in the form of derivatives, is always traceable to oral eroticism. Many peculiarities of persons fixated at this level can be explained by realizing that in this period objects are not looked upon as individuals but only as food or providers of food. By incorporating objects one becomes united with them. The “oral introjection” is simultaneously the executive of the “primary identification.” The ideas of eating an object or of being eaten by an object remain the ways in which any reunion with objects is thought of unconsciously. The magical communion of “becoming the same substance,” either by eating the same food or by mixing the respective bloods, and the magical belief that a person becomes similar to the object he has eaten are based on this fact. Abundant evidence of this is to be found in experiences ranging from religious rites to everyday habits. Handshaking means that union is sealed by letting one’s body substance flow into the other person’s. And a companion is still a “com-panion,” a person whose bread is identical with ours.

Corresponding to the specific aims of oral eroticism and in accordance with the principle of animistic misunderstanding, we find specific oral fears, especially the fear of being eaten (414, 618).
Analytic experience shows that the fear of being eaten often serves as a cover for a more deeply hidden castration anxiety (566, 599). This is not to be taken as an objection to the archaic nature of this fear. The distortion, which aids in the defense against castration anxiety, may operate through regression.

Of course, the idea of being eaten is not only a source of fear but under certain circumstances may also be a source of oral pleasure. There is not only a longing to incorporate objects but also a longing to be incorporated by a larger object. Very often, the seemingly contradictory aims of eating and of being eaten appear condensed with each other. In the chapter on the ego the longing to be rejoined with an object to which one had yielded one's omnipotence was described. This rejoining, too, is unconsciously thought of as a kind of being eaten by a larger, more powerful object; it depends on individual circumstances whether this idea is met with positive longing or with anxiety (712).

Clinical experience shows that aims of oral incorporation often assume a sadistic character. This probably occurs under the influence of unknown constitutional factors or as a reaction to frustrations. Psychoanalysis of persons suffering from depressions or addictions shows that actually the sadistic character of the incorporation fantasies did not become added on later but was actually operative at the time of the oral phase. However, that is certainly no reason for assuming that every infant sucking at his mother's breast has the desire to kill and destroy her in a sadistic manner. The clinical material of British analysts who hold this point of view (958, 959, 1309) certainly should not be doubted. What is doubtful, however, is that the cases described are typical; they represent, rather, pathological cases with special oral-sadistic fixations (99, 429).

However, incorporation destroys the object objectively. This fact gives all the aims of incorporation a more or less "ambivalent" character. It has already been stated that this ambivalence does not exist from the very beginning. As long as there is no conception of objects, it is meaningless to talk about ambivalence. However, as soon as a conception of objects is developed, the objectively destructive character of the incorporation facilitates a connection of ideas of incorporation with sadism, especially if definite frustrations have been endured (26).

The oral-sadistic fantasies, reconstructed in the analysis of orally fixated patients (cf. 104) and sometimes manifest in orally oriented psychoses, are so fantastic that certain authors are even of the opinion that real experiences are not at all important for their formation (1312). Actually, however, these "fantasies" express the ways in which an undeveloped archaic ego perceives (and misunderstands) a frustrating reality.

Abraham differentiated two subphases of the oral stage: a preambivalent one in which subjectively no object exists and only pleasurable sucking is sought, and an ambivalent phase, appearing after the eruption of teeth, which has the aim of biting the object (26). Analysis of sadistic perverts often reveals that at
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the bottom of their symptoms there is a fixation on the oral sexual aim of biting (1205). This co-ordination of sucking and the phase before the establishment of objects, and of biting and oral-sadistic drives, does not entirely fit, however; often oral-sadistic sucking fantasies directed against objects can be observed (vampire).

Of the neuroses, the manic-depressive cycle and the addictions present manifestations of fixation on the oral level. However, since in mental development earlier developmental levels still persist behind the more mature ones, oral-erotic characteristics are also present in all other neuroses.

Because of their significance for the later development of neuroses, it is advisable to elaborate again upon the concepts of fixation and regression which were discussed in the chapter on the ego (see p. 53). It was stated that in mental development the progress to a higher level never takes place completely; instead characteristics of the earlier level persist alongside of or behind the new level to some extent. Disturbances of development may occur not only in the form of a total arresting of development but also in the form of retaining more characteristics of earlier stages than is normal. When a new development meets with difficulties, there may be backward movements in which the development recedes to earlier stages that were more successfully experienced. Fixation and regression are complementary to each other. Freud used the simile of an advancing army in enemy territory leaving occupation troops at all important points. The stronger the occupation troops left behind, the weaker is the army that marches on. If the latter meets a too powerful enemy force, it may retreat to those points where it had previously left the strongest occupation troops (596). The stronger a fixation, the more easily will a regression take place if difficulties arise.

What are the factors responsible for evoking fixations? Unquestionably there are hereditary tendencies that account for the various erogenous zones being charged with different amounts of cathexis or different degrees of ability for discharge. Little is known about such constitutional factors. Psychoanalysis did succeed, however, in studying the kinds of experience that favor the development of fixations.

1. The consequence of experiencing excessive satisfactions at a given level is that this level is renounced only with reluctance; if, later, misfortunes occur, there is always a yearning for the satisfaction formerly enjoyed.

2. A similar effect is wrought by excessive frustrations at a given level. One gets the impression that at developmental levels that do not afford enough satisfaction, the organism refuses to go further, demanding the withheld satisfactions. If the frustration has led to reression, the drives in question are thus cut off from the rest of the personality; they do not participate in further maturation and send up their disturbing derivatives from the unconscious into the conscious. The result is that these drives remain in the unconscious unchanged, constantly
demanding the same sort of satisfaction; thus they also constantly provoke the same defensive attitudes on the part of the defending ego. This is one source of neurotic “repetitions” (see p. 542).

3. One frequently finds that excessive satisfactions as well as excessive frustrations underlie a given fixation; previous overindulgence had made the person unable to bear later frustrations; little frustrations, which a less spoiled individual could tolerate, then have the same effect that a severe frustration ordinarily has.

4. It is understandable, therefore, that abrupt changes from excessive satisfactions to excessive frustrations have an especially fixating effect.

5. Most frequently, however, fixations are rooted in experiences of instinctual satisfaction which simultaneously gave reassurance in the face of some anxiety or aided in repressing some other feared impulse. Such simultaneous satisfaction of drive and of security is the most common cause of fixations.

THE ANAL-SADISTIC STAGE

The analysis of compulsion neuroses enabled Freud to insert between the oral and phallic periods another organizational level of the libido, namely, the anal-sadistic level (581). Anal pleasure certainly is present from the beginning of life. However, in the second year of life the anal-erogenous zone seems to become the chief executive of all excitation which now, no matter where it originates, tends to be discharged through defecation. The primary aim of anal eroticism is certainly the enjoyment of pleasurable sensations in excretion. Later experience teaches that stimulation of the rectal mucosa may be increased by holding back the fecal mass. Anal-retention tendencies are a good example of combinations of erogenous pleasure with security against anxiety. Fear of the originally pleasurable excretion may lead to retention and to the discovery of retention pleasure. The possibility of achieving a more intense stimulation of the mucous membrane, and with it a more intense sensation through the increased tension of retention, is responsible for the tension pleasure which is greater in anal eroticism than in any other eroticism. Persons who, in their pleasures, seek to prolong the forepleasure and to postpone the end pleasure are latently always anal erotics.

The origin and character of the connection between anal and sadistic drives, hinted at in the term for the organization level (anal sadism), is analogous to the discussed connection between orality and sadism. It is due partly to frustrating influences and partly to the character of the incorporation aims. However, two factors must be added. First, the fact that elimination objectively is as “destructive” as incorporation; the object of the first anal-sadistic action is the feces themselves, their “pinching off” being perceived as a kind of sadistic act; later on, persons are treated as the feces previously were treated. Second, the
factor of "social power" involved in the mastery of the sphincters: in training for cleanliness, the child finds opportunity effectively to express opposition against grownups.

There are physiological reasons for the connection of anal eroticism to ambivalence and bisexuality. Anal eroticism makes the child treat an object, namely feces, in a contradictory manner: he expels the matter from the body and retains it as if it were a loved object; this is the physiological root of "anal ambivalence." On the other hand the rectum is an excretory hollow organ; as an excretory organ it can actively expel something; as a hollow organ it can be stimulated by an entering foreign body. Masculine tendencies are derived from the first faculty, feminine tendencies from the second; this is the physiological root of the connection between anal eroticism and bisexuality (846).

The first anal strivings are, of course, autoerotic. Pleasurable elimination as well as (later) pleasurable retention can be attained without any object. The fact that this pleasure is experienced at a time when the primary feelings of omnipotence are still operative can be seen in the magical narcissistic overvaluation of the power of the individual's bowel movements; this finds expression in many neurotic and superstitious remnants (19). Though the pleasure is attained by the stimulation of the rectal mucous membrane, the feces, as the instrument by which this pleasure is attained, also become a libidinal object. They represent a thing which first is one's own body but which is transformed into an external object, the model of anything that may be lost; and thus they especially represent "possession," that is, things that are external but nevertheless have ego quality. The impulse to coprophagia which certainly has an erogenous source (representing an attempt to stimulate the erogenous zone of the mouth with the same pleasurable substance that previously stimulated the erogenous zone of the rectum) simultaneously represents an attempt to re-establish the threatened narcissistic equilibrium; that which has been eliminated must be reintrojected. A similar attempt at cutaneous reintrojection is represented by the impulse to smear (1050). Thus the feces become an ambivalently loved object. They are loved and held back or reintrojected and played with, and they are hated and pinched off.

Certain anal pleasures are first perceived in the sensations accompanying the mother's care when diapers are changed. This care and, later on, conflicts aroused by the child's training toward cleanliness gradually turn the autoerotic anal strivings into object strivings. Then, objects may be treated exactly like feces. They may be retained or introjected (there are various types of anal incorporation) as well as eliminated and pinched off (21, 26). The training for cleanliness gives ample opportunity for sensual and hostile gratifications. The "narcissistic overvaluation" (19) expresses itself now in a feeling of power over the mother in giving or not giving the feces. Other anal tendencies directed at objects are
the impulses to share anal activities with somebody else: to defecate together, to watch and exhibit anal activities, to smear together, to defecate on another person or to have another person defecate on oneself. All these anal object strivings are ambivalently oriented. They may express tenderness in an archaic way, as well as, after their condemnation, hostility and contempt ("to play a dirty trick on somebody") (463, 1074).

Abraham took this contradictory attitude of the anal erotic toward the object world as a starting point for his suggestion to subdivide the phase of anal organization of the libido into an earlier period having a sadistic aim in excretory pleasure without consideration for the object, and a later period characterized by a prevalent retention pleasure where the object is conserved (26). The consideration of the object's well-being, which constitutes love, probably starts in this second anal phase; its first manifestation is the readiness to sacrifice the feces for the object's sake.

Just as frustrations in the oral period through animistic misunderstanding lead to the formation of specific oral anxieties, so do frustrations in the anal period form specific anal anxieties. As a retaliation for anal-sadistic tendencies, fears develop that what one wished to perpetrate analy on others will now happen to oneself. Fears of physical injury of an anal nature develop, like the fear of some violent ripping out of feces or of body contents.

The other erogenous zones and partial drives are somewhat neglected in analytic literature since they do not become leading executive zones. Nevertheless, conflicts around them often play as decisive a role in the genesis of neuroses and in character formation as oral and anal eroticisms do.

URETHRAL EROTICISM

The appearance of infantile urethral eroticism is so closely interwoven with infantile genital eroticism that not much can be said about it before infantile genitality is discussed. Nevertheless, in later stages it often appears as a pre-genital opponent to genuine genital sexuality. The urethral-erotic child necessarily becomes aware of the difference between the sexes with reference to urinating. Thus urethral eroticism often appears in combination with the castration complex.

Certainly the primary aim of urethral eroticism is pleasure in urination. However, there is also a secondary urethral-retention pleasure, analogous to the anal-retention pleasure, as well as conflicts revolving about it. This is more frequent in girls, probably for anatomical reasons. At any rate it does not seem justifiable to make retention pleasure synonymous with anal pleasure and excretory pleasure with urethral pleasure, as Ferenczi once tried to do (497).

The original aims of urethral eroticism certainly are autoerotic ones, just as
are those of anal eroticism; later, urethral eroticism, too, may turn toward objects. The urethral apparatus then becomes the executive of sexually exciting fantasies about urinating at objects, being urinated on by objects, or of fantasies in which the connection with urination is more concealed (1337).

Children often actively wet their pants or bed for the sake of autoerotic pleasure. Later, enuresis may develop as an involuntary neurotic symptom having the nature of an unconscious equivalent of masturbation (see pp. 232 ff.). In general, the pleasure in urinating may have a double character: it may have, in both sexes, a phallic and even sadistic significance—urinating being the equivalent of active penetration with fantasies of damaging or destroying—or it may be felt as a "letting flow," as a passive giving oneself up and foregoing control. The aim of letting passively flow may be condensed with other passive aims in boys, like being fondled on the penis or being stimulated at the root of the penis or at the perineum (at the prostate) (1071). Whereas the active phallic part of urethral eroticism in boys is soon replaced by normal genitality, passive urethral-erotic aims may come in conflict with genitality, frequently condensed with anal aims; passive male urethral eroticism may, it is true, sometimes be combined with rather sadistic fantasies, as the analysis of cases of severe ejaculatio praecox shows (14). The idea of letting flow frequently is displaced from urine to tears. In women, later urethral-erotic difficulties most frequently express conflicts centered around penis envy.

Since the pleasure in the retention of urine is less outspoken than in the retention of feces, and in boys may even be entirely absent, the conflicts in the realm of urethral eroticism are less characterized by a struggle between drives to eliminate and drives to retain than by a temptation to enjoy primitive erogenous pleasure in excretion and narcissistic pride in controlling the sphincter of the bladder. This pride is due to the fact that failures in urethral cleanliness are usually punished by putting the child to shame—much more so than failures in rectal cleanliness. It is not easy to say whence the deep connection between urethral eroticism and shame comes; but it can be stated that just as the idea of being eaten is the specific oral fear and the idea of being robbed of the contents of the body the specific anal fear, so shame is the specific force directed against urethral-erotic temptations. Ambition, so often described as an outcome of urethral-erotic conflicts (794, 881), represents the fight against this shame (see p. 139).

OTHER EROGENOUS ZONES

The entire surface of the skin as well as all mucous membranes function as an erogenous zone. All skin stimulation, touch, as well as temperature and pain sensations are potential sources of erogenous stimulation which, if it meets internal contradiction, may result in conflicts. Temperature eroticism in particular
is often combined with early oral eroticism and forms an essential part of primitive receptive sexuality. To have cutaneous contact with the partner and to feel the warmth of his body remains an essential component of all love relationships. In archaic forms of love, where objects serve rather as mere instruments for gaining satisfaction, this is especially marked. Intense pleasure in warmth, frequently manifested in neurotic bathing habits, is usually encountered in persons who simultaneously show other signs of a passive-receptive orientation, particularly in regard to the regulation of their self-esteem. For such persons, "to get affection" means "to get warmth." They are "frozen" personalities who "thaw" in a "warm" atmosphere, who can sit for hours in a warm bath or on a radiator.

Touch eroticism is comparable to scrophophilia, both representing the excitement brought about by specific sensory stimuli. After the achievement of genital primacy these sensory stimulations function as instigators of excitement and play a corresponding part in forepleasure. If they have been warded off during childhood they remain isolated, demanding full gratification on their own account and thus disturbing sexual integration. Touch eroticism is not necessarily connected with scrophophilia.

In the case of a sculptor with neurotic inhibitions, specific fears which had become connected with the goals of touch eroticism formed the basis of the neurosis.

It would be interesting to study the development of touch eroticism in blind persons (223). The sublimation of touch pleasure is of great importance to the ego in learning to master the external world (1405).

Pleasure aroused by painful stimuli of the skin is the erogenous basis of all types of masochism (see p. 359).

When the goals of skin eroticism are no longer autoerotic but have become directed toward objects, the archaic aim of incorporation is very distinct. "Introduction through the skin" plays a significant role in the magical thinking of all times as well as in the unconscious sexual fantasies of neurotics (1050).

Skin eroticism is not always to be distinguished from muscle eroticism or from the sexualization of the data of depth sensibility (1338). Muscle eroticism is manifested in many games, sports, and so on, and, pathologically, in many conversion symptoms or in inhibitions of certain (sexualized) muscle activities. Sexual pleasure gained from sensations of depth sensibility in neurotic phenomena is of far greater importance than is generally accepted (410, 444, 526, 837, 1384, 1386, 1391). The importance of pleasures and fears around kinesthetic sensations as well as around sensations of the senses of equilibrium and space have been mentioned in connection with the archaic levels of the ego. Since the excitement (and the conflicts) aroused by these sensations form an essential component of infantile sexuality, the sensations themselves may later become repre-
sentatives of infantile sexuality in general. Kinesthetic sensations of the early
ego levels are experienced by adults and older children while falling asleep,
which may contribute to disturbances of sleep if these sensations, because of
their latent sexual significance, have a frightening effect. The return of old
and unclear equilibrium and space sensations is often the external sign for a
remobilization of unconscious infantile excitement. They seem to be of special
importance wherever sensations of excitement turn into sensations of anxiety
(see p. 203).

The connection between anxiety and equilibrium sensations may have a deep
physiological origin. Various authors have stressed the point that in the infant
the fear of losing stability may form the pattern according to which, later on,
other anxieties are built (72, 780, 1391).

PARTIAL INSTINCTS

Scoptophilia, the sexualization of the sensations of looking, is analogous to
touch eroticism. Sensory stimuli which are normally initiators of excitement
and executors of forepleasure may, if too strong or repressed, later resist sub-
ordination under the genital primacy. Wherever sensations of sense organs are
sexualized all the features described as characteristic for primitive perception
can be observed again: activity of the perceptual organs, motility inseparably
connected with perception, "incorporation" of the perceived with a resultant
change of the ego along the lines of what has been perceived. Observation of a
child who is looking for libidinous purposes readily shows what the accompan-
ing features or prerequisites of pleasurable looking are: he wants to look at an
object in order to "feel along with him."

This is especially clear in the analysis of perverse voyeurs. Those who want to
observe couples always identify themselves in fantasy with one of the two part-
ners or even with both (see p. 348).

Very often sadistic impulses are tied up with scoptophilia: the individual wants
to see something in order to destroy it (or to gain reassurance that the object is
not yet destroyed). Often, looking itself is unconsciously thought of as a sub-
stitute for destroying ("I did not destroy it; I merely looked at it").

The typical obsessive idea in women that they must compulsively look at men's
genitals often represents a distorted expression of the sadistic wish to destroy
men's genitals.

In many scoptophilic fantasies, the fantasy of incorporating through the eye
the object seen is particularly clear (430). Scoptophilia is the main component
in children's sexual curiosity which often has the quality of an instinctual drive.
"Knowing sexual facts" may substitute for the observation of sexual facts and become a sexual aim of its own (249, 461, 1059). It may become displaced and give rise to the well-known continual asking of questions which can be so annoying to grownups. It may also become sublimated into a real interest in research, or its repression may block any intellectual interest, depending upon what experiences have become associated with this instinctive sexual curiosity (251, 561).

"Primal scenes" (e.g. observing adults during sexual activities) or the birth of a younger sibling are the most common experiences that may stimulate or block curiosity.

Like other sexual components, scoptophilia may become the object of specific repressions (8). Freud once wrote a special paper about the various outcomes of these repressions (571). Extreme cases occasionally occur in shy, inhibited persons who actually do not dare to look at their environment. There are specific fears that are dreaded by inhibited voyeurs as a talion punishment. The "evil eye" and "being turned to stone" are examples (1430). Generally, shyness may be called the specific fear corresponding to the scoptophilic impulse (see pp. 177 f.).

The counterpart to scoptophilia is exhibitionism, which usually appears together with scoptophilia. Freud pointed out that this may be due to the fact that both have a common precursor in the sexual aim of looking at oneself (588). Due to this origin, exhibitionism remains more narcissistic than any other partial instinct. Its erogenous pleasure is always connected with an increase in self-esteem, anticipated or actually gained through the fact that others look at the subject. In the perversion of exhibitionism this gain is used as a reassurance against castration fears (see pp. 345 ff.). In a magical way exhibitionism which gives erogenous pleasure may simultaneously be used to influence the onlookers in various ways, either for apotropaic purposes (483, 634, 1249) or for showing them by magical gestures what they are supposed to do (555, 1296).

The relationship to the castration complex causes exhibitionism to have a different development in each sex. Since the man may quiet castration anxieties by exhibiting his genitals, masculine exhibitionism remains fixed to the genitals where it plays a role in sexual forepleasure. In women, since the idea of being castrated inhibits genital exhibitionism, there is a displacement of exhibitionism to the body as a whole. There is no feminine perversion of genital exhibitionism, but nongenital feminine exhibitionism plays a large role both inside and outside the sexual sphere (736) (see pp. 346 f.).

Just as there is a sexual impulse of touching and looking, so there are also sexual impulses of hearing, tasting, and smelling. About the connections between the so-called lower senses and sexuality, the same statements can be made as about the sexual connotations of kinesthetic sensations. The lower senses as well as the kinesthetic participate to a relatively great extent in the general orientation of the child; thus they are also highly cathected with infantile sex-
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uality. Emotions (excitement as well as anxiety) which originally were connected with infantile sexuality may later be remobilized in a conflict situation around sensations of smelling, tasting, or hearing; again, where these sensations, represent sexual impulses toward objects, the ideas of incorporation are in the foreground (11, 420, 838). In states of regression, scopophilia often recedes into the background, whereas auditory and olfactory conflicts come to the fore again.

Actually phenomena of taste sexuality for the most part coincide with oral eroticism, and phenomena of smell sexuality with anal eroticism. Nevertheless their vicissitudes may be studied separately (838).

Sadism and masochism likewise certainly may be designated as normal partial instincts; they are present in all children. It may be that sadism initially develops from the instinctive greediness with which the incorporation aims of the pregenital impulses are prosecuted, representing a way of striving for instinctive aims rather than an original instinctual aim in itself. Another root of sadism is the negative instinctual aim of getting rid (“spitting away”) of painful stimuli. Both greediness and hate become condensed when the destruction or the damage of an object turns into an instinctual aim of its own, the completion of which produces a kind of erogenous pleasure.

All pregenital impulses, in their aims of incorporation, seem to possess a certain destructive component. Unknown constitutional factors, and above all, experiences of frustration, greatly increase this destructive element. In addition to oral and anal sadism other erogenous zones may serve as sources of sadism. It is often the specific repression of this sadistic component of infantile sexuality that later leads to conflicts and thus to neuroses.

Masochism, the direction of the destructive component in sexuality against the individual’s own ego, is the counterpart to sadism. It is of special theoretical importance since its manifest aim of self-destruction seems to contradict the pleasure principle. The problem is whether this is due to a genuine self-destructive instinct operative “beyond the pleasure principle” (605) or whether this contradiction is only an apparent one, the masochistic phenomena being reducible to changes in the direction of sadistic drives, necessitated by the environment (601, 1277, 1299). This will be discussed in connection with the perversion of masochism (see pp. 358 ff.). Concerning the partial instinct of masochism, it may suffice to say that its erogenous basis is represented by the component of skin (and muscle) eroticism, which is aroused by (not too intense) painful stimuli. Freud called this erogenous masochism (613). All further phenomena of masochism may be regarded as elaborations of this type of eroticism, provoked by certain experiences (see pp. 360 ff.). In principle, these elaborations can be understood in the following ways:

1. They may represent a turning of sadistic impulses against the ego.
2. They may represent a necessary evil in so far as experience has brought
the conviction that pleasure can only be attained by bearing a certain amount of pain; thus enduring this pain becomes an unfortunate but unavoidable intermediary aim. The masochistic act may represent a “lesser evil”: by a self-destructive act one unconsciously pays a small price to avert a greater dreaded evil (1240). This is the psychology of “sacrifice.” A greater hurt is averted by voluntarily submitting the ego to an earlier and lesser one.

3. The mechanism generally used to master traumatic experiences may complicate a person’s sexuality: when something unpleasant is expected, it may be anticipated actively to a controllable degree and at a known time.

4. Experiences may inhibit activity and provoke a regression toward receptive behavior. Many masochistic phenomena appear in analysis as a strengthening of a passive-receptive giving oneself up for the sake of the pleasure of regaining participation in omnipotence. One’s own smallness can be enjoyed if it serves as a way of feeling that one participates in somebody else’s greatness (817, 819).

THE PHALLIC PHASE; CASTRATION ANXIETY IN BOYS

At the conclusion of infantile sexuality, the genital concentration of all sexual excitement is achieved. The interest in the genitals and in genital masturbation attains a dominant significance, and even a kind of genital orgasm makes its appearance. Freud called this phase the infantile genital organization or the phallic phase (609).

The fact that a general genital discharge of all kinds of sexual excitement comes into being around the fourth or fifth year of life certainly does not mean that the genitals did not previously function as an erogenous zone. As an organ of erogenous sensitivity the genitals are highly effective from birth on; genital masturbation can be observed in infants. Genital erogeneity is as primary as the anal- and urethral-erotic elements, and is not created by a displacement of these elements (497). However, the genital organs and the urinary organs coincide to a high degree. The first genital strivings are certainly closely interwoven with the urethral-erotic ones.

Displacements of pregenital cathexes onto genital impulses, however, do occur and increase the genital erogeneity. It is such displacement that is described in the formula: sexual excitement, wherever originated, becomes more and more concentrated at the genitals and eventually discharged in the genital way.

Whatever the physiology of erogeneity may be, from a psychological point of view it must be said: there is not a specific oral libido, anal libido, and genital libido; there is but one libido which may be displaced from one erogenous zone to another. But where certain fixations have developed, forces are at work that resist such a displacement, so that, for example, pregenital fixations in
neurotics hinder the progressive genital concentration of excitement during the sexual act.

The displacements that govern the later vicissitudes of anal eroticism have been studied and described in detail by Freud and others (593, 832, 1634). Likewise a retrograde displacement of anal cathexes to oral functions may occur (1143, 1489) and does occur regularly in stammering (see pp. 311 ff.).

The infantile genital organization has common trends and differences as compared with adult sexuality. The similarities concern the genital concentration and the object relations. In general, the child at the phallic phase resembles the adult from a sexual standpoint more than is generally realized. Under our social conditions the main expression of the infantile genitality is masturbation, although acts resembling sexual intercourse occur, too.

This is perhaps the moment to insert a few general remarks about masturbation (cf. 455, 580, 1588). Masturbation, that is, the stimulation of one's own genitals for the sake of sexual pleasure, is normal in childhood; and under present cultural conditions is also normal in adolescence, and even in adulthood as a substitute when no sexual object is available. If a person whose sexual activities are blocked by external circumstances absolutely refuses to make use of this way out, analysis always reveals some unconscious fear or guilt feeling as the source of the inhibition (626). Patients who did not masturbate during adolescence likewise reveal that their sexual urges were overwhelmed to a high degree by fear and guilt feelings. This indicates a poor prognosis; it is usually due to an especially deep repression of infantile masturbation (1264, 1267).

The earliest masturbation of infants is a simple autoerotic stimulation of the genitals. Later the masturbatory activities become connected with fantasies concerning objects; in masturbation at the phallic phase, this is always the case (555).

An important function of normal masturbation in childhood can be retraced from data furnished by dreams and by unconscious thinking. There, masturbation is regularly equated with play. The play of children, as we know, at first has the function of achieving a belated mastery of intense impressions; later it anticipates possible events to a degree and at a time that suit the ego, preparing the child for future excitements (605, 1552). Similarly infantile masturbation may serve as a means of learning gradually the active mastery of the experience of sexual excitation.

The genital discharge of masturbation may be used as a discharge for sexual wishes of any kind. Its psychological valence varies accordingly. Fears or guilt feelings vary with this valence. Although it is understandable that children whose masturbation is prohibited by adults develop fears and guilt feelings about their activity as such, and even, according to the animistic misunderstanding, expect fantastic punishments like castration, analysis shows that fears and guilt feelings concern rather the accompanying fantasies. In the phallic phase, these fantasies, as a rule, express more or less directly the Oedipus complex (to be discussed later). In adolescence and later life, frequently not only fears and guilt feelings are still connected with masturbation but there is even a distinct resistance on the
part of the patients against enlightenment about the harmless nature of masturbation. They seem to have some unconscious interest in believing that masturbation is a dreadful thing. Analysis, as a rule, shows that a guilt feeling arising from the tendencies of the Oedipus complex has been displaced toward the activity that serves as an outlet for these unconscious fantasies (the conscious masturbatory fantasies being a distorted derivative of the unconscious Oedipus fantasies); this displacement serves as a safeguard for the repression of the Oedipus complex. If the patients were to believe that masturbation as such is harmless they would not be rid of the guilt feeling; they would have to look for its source and might become aware of the repressed; thus they prefer to feel guilty "because they masturbate" (76, 789).

Masturbation is certainly pathological under two circumstances: (a) whenever it is preferred by adult persons to sexual intercourse, and (b) when it is done not occasionally for the purpose of relieving a sexual tension but at such frequent intervals that it reveals a dysfunction with respect to the capacity for sexual satisfaction.

A preference for masturbation instead of sexual object relationships shows either directly a neurotic shyness and inhibition due to deep fears or guilt feelings or there is a supposed "higher pleasure" achieved in masturbation, for the most part rooted in perverse fantasies which the patients do not dare to perform in reality or which actually could not be performed in reality; this, however, is due to unconscious fears connected with the idea of the sexual approach of real objects. Masturbation in this case is a kind of perverse symptom, a substitute for sexual activity when real activity is neurotically inhibited.

Overfrequent masturbation reveals its character as a neurotic symptom at first glance. It occurs when the capacity for satisfaction is disturbed. Problems regularly connected with this type of pathological masturbation are (a) conflicts centering around hostility and aggressiveness aimed at forcibly bringing about the lacking satisfaction, and (b) conflicts centering around the expectation of punishment for this aggressiveness. Unfavorable effects of the overfrequent masturbation may be perceived and even striven for as a well-deserved "castration" punishment. Masturbation of this type ceases if and when analysis succeeds in reestablishing the capacity for sexual satisfaction.

Thus it is clear that masturbation in adults under some circumstances operates as a symptom of a neurosis; but it does not create a neurosis. However, it may be a part of a vicious circle: if neurotic shyness induces a person to masturbate rather than to approach an object sexually, he never learns that an object actually is capable of giving a higher pleasure; the way to the masturbatory "substitute" is an easy one, and this ease may bring a kind of "spoil" that is, make the subject more unwilling to sustain the difficulties of attaining an object, and thus increase the shyness that was the first cause of his masturbation.

Masturbation as such does not produce neuroses. It has been proven clinically, however, that unsuccessful masturbation, that is, masturbation that increases sexual tension but is not capable of discharging it adequately, results in actual neurotic symptoms (76, 1268).

Since the genitals in the infant play only the part of primus inter pares, autoerotic activities of little children are by no means limited to genital masturbation. All erogenous zones may be stimulated autoerotically. If, however, an adult or
an older child indulges predominantly in various kinds of anal, oral, urethral, muscular (etc.) masturbation equivalents, analysis regularly reveals that this represents a regressive substitute for genital masturbation after the latter had been repressed (733).

The relations of masturbation to neurasthenia, hypersexuality, and compulsion neurosis will be discussed in the respective chapters.

There are, of course, also characteristic differences between infantile genitality at the phallic phase and the full genitality of the adult. Particularly characteristic for a boy at this age is a manly pride, which is limited, of course, by thoughts that he isn't quite grown up, that his penis is smaller than his father's or that of other grown men. This fact is a severe narcissistic blow; the children resent being children and the idea of having too small a penis may become the expression of later neurotic inferiority feelings which actually are due to the impression of having been inferior to the father in the Oedipus rivalry (cf. 566).

The boy at the phallic phase has identified himself with his penis. The high narcissistic evaluation of this organ can be explained by the fact that just at this period it becomes so rich in sensations, and distinct tendencies actively to pierce with it come in the foreground.

Up to then, active phallic impulses have been coexistent with passive strivings to have the penis fondled (1071). Passive phallic strivings, subsequently often found at the basis of severe cases of ejaculatio praecox, are regularly condensed with urethral-erotic strivings and, as a rule, actually governed by "prostate sexuality" (see pp. 82 f.).

The fear that something might happen to this sensitive and prized organ is called castration anxiety. This fear, to which such a significant role for the total development of the boy is ascribed, represents a result and not a cause of this high narcissistic evaluation (423). Only the high narcissistic cathexis of the penis at this period explains the efficacy of castration anxiety; its forerunners in oral and anal anxieties over loss of breast or feces (36, 39, 1466) lack the dynamic force characteristic of phallic castration anxiety.

Castration anxiety in the boy in the phallic period can be compared to the fear of being eaten in the oral period, or the fear of being robbed of the body's contents in the anal period; it is the retaliatory fear of the phallic period; it represents the climax of the fantastic fears of body damage.

In the last analysis the idea of castration may be based upon traces of the ancient biological reflex of autotomy (1242); less deeply but more certainly it is based upon the archaic retaliatory idea of talion: the very organ that has sinned has to be punished.

However, children's surroundings meet their disposition toward such fantastic ideas of punishment more than halfway. Many adults, upon seeing a boy masturbate, still threaten him with "cutting it off." Usually the threat is less
direct, but other punishments are suggested, either seriously or jokingly, which the child interprets as threats of castration (1051). But even experiences which objectively do not contain any threat may be misinterpreted in this sense by a boy with a guilty conscience; for example, the experience that there are really beings without a penis: the observation of female genitals. Sometimes an observation of this kind lends a serious character to a previous threat that had not been taken seriously (566). In other cases the achievement of the phallic phase alone may suffice to activate past threats which had not made too intense an impression during pregenital periods.

The castration anxiety of the little boy may be represented by manifold ideas, the special form of which becomes understandable through his individual history. There are infinite possibilities; a few of the more frequent ones will be mentioned.

After an operation the castration fear may be displaced to the operated area—for example, after a tonsillectomy. A child who has had to witness the decapitation of a fowl or has been impressed by stories about decapitation may substitute the idea of decapitation for that of castration. Conscious or unconscious fears of blindness or of injury to the eye, and also of being petrified, point to conflicts around scotophilia. The localization of the fear at the thumb is indicative of thumbsucking.

The nature of the danger that is believed to be threatening the penis likewise varies. It might be believed that the penis is endangered by a masculine enemy, that is, by a penetrating, pointed tool, or by a feminine enemy, that is, by an encompassing instrument, depending upon whether the father or the mother appeared as the more threatening person, or depending upon what special fantasies the boy has had about sexual intercourse. Persons with oral fixations may fear that the penis will be bitten off, which results in confused ideas made up of both oral and genital elements.

Sometimes specific experiences shape rather grotesque forms of castration fear.

A boy who became sexually excited by equilibratory sensations aroused by turning himself around was later afraid his penis might fly away.

An orally oriented patient, in whom sexual gratification unconsciously was thought of as an eating process, and who had made his father his main sexual object, had heard about cancer and microbes. After having seen the female genitals as a young boy, he had developed the following fantastic idea: if I dare to eat my father's penis (or what comes out of my father's penis), the little bugs, which are the matrix of future children, will devour my penis from within.

Sometimes boys are less frightened by the idea that some harm may be done to their penis in the future than by the idea that their masturbatory activity may actually have injured their penis, that their penis is not a whole one any more,
and that this may be found out some day. This might be called the feminine type of castration complex in boys. Circumcision or medical treatment in the genital region may facilitate its development, as may the sight of an adult’s or older boy’s bigger penis. Men with this type of castration complex frequently suffer from the conscious obsessive fear that their penis is too small. Their conviction is due to an impressive observation in childhood about the size of somebody else’s penis when their penis actually was small. “Femininity” in boys does not always have the meaning: “I think I am already castrated.” On the contrary, a turning to femininity (which is a turning away from an active use of the penis) often is attempted as a reassurance against a possible future castration: “If I act as if I had no penis any more they will not cut it off.” Or even: “If castration cannot be avoided anyhow, I prefer to perform it actively in anticipation of what must come, and I shall at least have the advantage of ingratiating myself with the threatening person.”

That adults so easily and eagerly threaten or joke about castration is, of course, an expression of their own castration complexes. Frightening others is an excellent method of quieting one’s own fears. In this way castration complexes are passed on from generation to generation. We do not know how they came into being originally, but certainly they have a long history of development.

In many primitive (and civilized) societies, the adult generation places restrictions on the sexual freedom of the younger generation. The initiation rites that associate sexuality with painful experiences are an example of such conditions imposed upon the younger generation (1284). It may be that in certain cultures genital injury was actually perpetrated against those who rebelled.

The intensity of castration anxiety corresponds to the intense evaluation of this organ during the phallic stage. The same valuation makes the boy decide, when he faces the question of either giving up his genital functions or endangering his penis, in favor of renunciation of the function. An adult person might ask: “What good is an organ when I am forbidden to make use of it?” In the phallic period, however, the narcissistic factors outweigh the sexual, so that possession of the penis is the major objective (612).

Problems of this kind are due to another characteristic of the phallic stage. The boy at this age, according to Freud (609), does not yet take the possession of a penis as a matter of sex determination. He differentiates not in terms of male and female but in terms of with penis and castrated. When he is forced to accept the existence of persons without a penis, then he assumes that they once did have one but lost it. Analysts, who have confirmed such findings, have asked the question as to whether this way of thinking may not be a result of a previous repression. It may be that the boy has a more primary reason to fear the female genitals than castration fear (oral anxieties of a vagina dentata as a retaliatory fear for oral-sadistic impulses) and that he therefore tries to deny their
existence. The idea that girls once had a penis but that it was cut off would represent an attempt at such a denial. True, it brings with it the anxiety "This could happen to me, too," but it has the advantage of denying the primary existence of the feared female genitals (898). However, one does not get the impression that boys find any consolation in knowing that creatures have had their penises cut off; this idea seems, rather, to be very frightening. Furthermore it seems natural for the boy to assume, as long as he is not taught otherwise, that everyone is built just as he is. Thus this assumption is not necessarily based on fear; rather, the insight that the assumption is incorrect arouses the fear.

THE PHALLIC PHASE IN GIRLS; PENIS ENVY

It is usual to refer to a phallic period in girls also (146, 609). What is meant by this? First, that the clitoris at that time is the part of the genital apparatus that is richest in sensations and that attracts and discharges all sexual excitation. It is the central point of masturbatory practices as well as of psychic interest. Second, it means that the girl, too, divides people into "phallic" and "castrated"; that is, the knowledge that there are creatures with a penis is typically reacted to not only by an attitude "I, too, would like to have that," but also by the idea "I once did have it but I lost it" (20, 555, 617, 626).

Objections have been raised to these findings of Freud; however, they do not seem convincing. Concerning clitoris sexuality, there is no doubt that it plays the most prominent role in the girl's sexual excitement. True, it is not the only infantile female genital sexuality. Several authors have shown that there is also an early vaginal sexuality (360, 1079). Others have gone so far as to state that clitoris erogeneity appears so strong because it is an overcompensating substitute for a repressed vaginal organization of the libido (744, 815, 1161). Certainly it has to be admitted that the genital excitability of girls is not limited to the clitoris. No one doubts the high erogenous sensitivity of the labia, the vulva, or the introitus. (However, as a rule, stimulation of these parts leads to discharge by the clitoris in this period.) It is difficult to judge whether the vagina beyond the introitus plays a regular role in this infantile stage. Clinical findings of foreign bodies in the vagina or even uterus apparently justify such an assumption (360). However, one has the impression that an infantile vaginal sexuality can hardly be separated from sensations at the vulva or labia. There is no evidence that it is present regularly or with great intensity, that it is then repressed, and that a reacting to such regular repression would be the cause for the intensity of clitoris sexuality in little girls (419, 421).

The objections to the regular occurrence of a primary envy reaction to the sight of a penis have been supported by the following argument. Analyses undergone by women with a strong penis envy show that these women have
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gone through a "flight from womanhood" (812), that they have developed some fear of their own femininity and have therefore built up a reactive penis envy. There is no doubt that such clinical findings are correct; but they do not contradict the existence of a primary penis envy. In the analysis of compulsion neurotics we find at first a host of repressed anal and sadistic drives, then later discover that deeper levels contain unconscious genital strivings, which have been warded off by a regression to anal-sadistic strivings. We, then, do not say that the reactive nature of anal-sadistic strivings contradicts the existence of an original anal-sadistic period in the child's libidinal development; we understand, rather, that the reactive strivings have used regressive paths. Similarly a woman who has made a flight from womanhood may develop a secondary penis envy by a reactive reinforcement of a primary penis envy. Often this can be proven clinically (421, 899, 1007, 1313).

Certainly the little girl, like the boy, as long as she is not taught otherwise, feels that everyone is built as she is. When she has to realize that this is not true, she feels this as a severe disadvantage. It has often been asked what determines this surprising reaction: is it actually only a psychological consequence of the anatomical distinction between the sexes (617), or is it rather a reaction to previous social experiences which gave the impression that girls are inferior (814, 1538)?

There is no doubt that every girl has the feeling that the possession of a penis provides direct erogenous advantages in masturbatory or urinary respects; the possession of a penis, in the girl's eyes, makes the possessor more independent and less subject to frustrations (811). This feeling is probably due to the concentration of all sexual feelings at the clitoris at this time, the clitoris being "inferior" as compared to the penis. The envy usually is condensed with the idea that the lack of a penis is a kind of punishment, whether deserved or unjust; in this respect the girl's idea of having lost a penis and the boy's idea that he may lose his penis are completely analogous. In the girl, too, the animistic misinterpretation of the world is effective as is the expectation of talion punishment. The fact that the girl thinks "I have been punished" whereas the boy is afraid "I may be punished" is responsible for remarkable differences in their respective later development (612, 617).

In older girls and in adult women, however, things become more complicated. In our culture, there are many reasons why women may envy men. Masculine strivings of any kind may be added to the primary penis envy, especially after unfortunate experiences, frustrations, and repressions in the feminine field. What is regarded as masculine and as feminine varies enormously in different cultures, and these cultural patterns and the conflicts around them complicate the "psychological consequences of the anatomical distinction" (617). In this respect Fromm's summary seems wholly accurate: "Certain biological differences result
in characterological differences; such differences are blended with those which are directly produced by social factors; the latter are much stronger in their effect and can either increase, eliminate, or reverse biologically rooted differences" (655).

Evidence substantiates Freud's postulation of a phallic period in girls if it is kept in mind that this expression implies a physiological dominance of clitoris sexuality and a psychological conflict around penis envy. The postulation seems more problematic when it is assumed to imply that clitoris sexuality would always go hand in hand with outspoken masculine fantasies, and that clitoris sexuality would have as its aim the penetration of a hollow organ, as a rule of the mother, with the regular unconscious aim of procreating a child with her (1006). This would simply mean that the girl prior to the latency period is a kind of boy. Certainly it sometimes occurs that the preoedipal mother fixation is accompanied by masculine genital wishes (626, 628); but this is not always the case. Unquestionably, pure feminine fantasies can accompany clitoris masturbation. It is true that small girls regularly have impulses to enter into the mother; but as a rule this is not thought of as a clitoris activity but much more as an oral fantasy stemming from the earliest infantile period. Such fantasies are constructed in terms of penetrating into the mother's body with the teeth and of eating its contents (958). Some authors have been misled by such oral-sadistic fantasies in women to write of an early phallic phase, which is supposed to occur much earlier than Freud's phallic phase (761). The fantasy of having a child with the mother actually arises frequently in the unconscious of girls; but usually they fantasy the mother as the creator and themselves as the bearer of the child (421).

The significance of the phallic period for the female sex is associated with the fact that the feminine genitals have two leading erogenous zones: the clitoris and the vagina. In the infantile genital period the former and in the adult period the latter is in the foreground. The change from the clitoris as the leading zone to the vagina is a step that definitely occurs in or after puberty only, though it certainly is prepared and introduced by the push toward passivity which the girl experiences when shifting from her preponderant mother fixation and turning toward the father. It offers new opportunities for disturbances in development when either a strong fixation on clitoris sexuality or a repulsing fear of vaginal sexuality or both conditions work against the establishment of vaginal primacy. However, there is an analogy to this complication in the masculine sex. It is strange how little it is noted in analytic literature that the masculine genital apparatus, corresponding to its "bisexual" nature (216, 1243), likewise possesses two centers. If passive men, in whom passive anal and urethral tendencies are predominant over active phallic ones, are questioned as to where they feel the most intense sensations, they answer with about equal frequency: at
the root of the penis, at the perineum, or in the rectum. What they actually refer to is a point that is not accessible from the outside and that is equidistant from the root of the penis, the perineum, and the rectum. This point lies in the prostatic part of the urethra and corresponds to the embryologically important seminal colliculus. Much of what is supposed to be anal and urethral sexuality in men is in reality collicular sexuality (798, 942). However, the seminal colliculus plays a lesser role in the life of men than the clitoris does in the life of women.

It has been stated that the boy's envy of the woman's ability to bear children is as intense as the girl's envy of the boy's penis (163). This argument, however, is not very convincing. It is true that children may have a passionate wish to give birth to babies, a wish that is doomed to frustration. But this disappointment affects girls as well as boys—little girls cannot have babies either. But little boys can actually get pleasure from their penis.

THE ARCHAIC TYPES OF OBJECT RELATIONSHIPS

The second point of view in the development of infantile sexuality is the alteration of the relationships to objects. Because the two aspects of sexual development are interwoven, this point has already been touched upon. In general, this development proceeds from an objectless state to aims of incorporation (first total, then partial), then to other ambivalent aims in which the object is merely an instrument for the sake of one's own pleasure, and finally to real love.

The state without objects is the primary narcissistic state, the sexual aims of which are entirely autoerotic. The very first types of object relationships have been discussed in connection with the ego development. What was called primary identification there is identical with what might be called oral incorporation from the point of view of the instincts. The first positive instinctual behavior toward a desired object consists in diminishing the distance between oneself and the object, and finally in swallowing it (later limited to taking it into the mouth). The first negative instinctual behavior toward a repulsive object consists in increasing the distance and in "spitting it out" (later condensed with eliminating it according to the pattern of defecation). The first incorporation is tied up with the objective destruction of the object, just as the object image disappears again when satisfaction is reached. This is the common root of hate and of love. Later the object is conserved at least for the purpose of having it available for the next time of need. There is no doubt that orality is the model for all incorporation; but similar aims are imagined in the realm of all other erogenous zones, too. Special mention has been made of the introjection through the skin (1050) and through the eye (430); respiratory (420) and auditory introjection (838) have been described. The personality of the object to be incorporated seems to be of very
limited importance. As a subject it does not matter—it only has to be able to procure satisfaction and may disappear afterward. The image of mother has this potentiality whereas the image of stranger does not offer the hope of gratification but increases tension (73).

An object relationship may be called ambivalent, it has been stated, as soon as an impulse to destroy and an impulse to preserve the object coexist. The first aggressive reaction is represented by spitting away. Later, aggressive reactions may also be represented by introjection. Abraham showed how later conflicts of ambivalence may be solved by the aim of partial incorporation (26). A part of the object is made a permanent property by incorporation, while the remainder is preserved in the external world.

The early object relationships are complicated by the fact that direct erotic aims are as yet not clearly distinguished from the narcissistic aim of participating again in omnipotence. Consideration of the object begins to develop during the anal period (26). The earliest consideration, however, is still dominated by narcissistic aims and is ambivalent. The object is to be influenced by every means available to offer the necessary satisfaction. If this is achieved, the object fuses again with the ego. Some neurotic persons remain fixated to this phase, governed by passive aims, incapable of any active consideration of the loved object. Behavior of this kind is also called narcissistic, though it is entirely different from the objectless primary narcissism.

LOVE AND HATE

Before the egoistic attitude to the objects with all traces of the ambivalence associated therewith is overcome, children frequently are in love with themselves (secondary narcissism). They are capable of distinguishing objects and of loving objects as long as the objects procure satisfaction. If they do not, the child "identifies" with the object and loves himself instead of the object (608). This, however, is certainly not yet love. One can speak of love only when consideration of the object goes so far that one's own satisfaction is impossible without satisfying the object, too. This kind of feeling oneself in union with the object has surely something to do with identification. On the other hand we distinguish between object relationship and identification and we assume that understanding for the real object stops where identification becomes the means of the relationship. In love, it must be a kind of partial and temporary identification for empathic purposes which either exists alongside the object relationship or alternates with it in short intervals. We know nothing about the specific nature of this identification. We can only say that the experience of a full and highly integrated satisfaction facilitates it, and that genital primacy (ability to have an adequate orgasm) is the prerequisite for it (81, 1270, 1272).
Persons in whom the genital primacy is lacking, that is, orgastically impotent persons (1270), are also incapable of love. The full capacity for love not only changes the relations toward other persons but also the relation toward one’s own ego. The contrast between object love and self-love again is a relative one: in primary narcissism there is self-love instead of object love; in secondary narcissism there is a need for self-love (self-esteem) which overshadows object love. With the capacity for object love another, higher, postnarcissistic type of self-respect becomes available (652).

It can be stated that at the height of full genital satisfaction identification comes back on a higher level; a feeling of flowing together, of losing one’s individuality, of achieving a desired reunion of the ego with something larger which has been outside the boundaries of the ego, is an essential constituent of this satisfaction.

Consideration of the object as a condition of a full development of object relationships was called the erotic sense of reality by Ferenczi (505), who pointed out that a full appreciation of reality is lacking in persons who remain fixated at the precursive stages of love.

In the establishment of this consideration the development of tenderness plays a decisive part. But what is tenderness? Freud described it as an outcome of inhibition in the aim of sensual tendencies (555). Other authors have doubted this origin, stressing the fact that tender and sensual object relations do not exclude each other, and that a real love necessarily comprehends both tender and sensual strivings. If tenderness and sensuality so often are actually in conflict with each other, this is due to a secondarily defensive isolation rather than to the basic contradictory nature of these two conflicting forces. Schultz-Henckc tried to reduce them to different erogenous sources, suggesting that sensuality might be rooted in genital eroticism and tenderness in skin eroticism (1412); there is, however, a genital tenderness as well as a cutaneous sensuality. Thus it seems that the development of tenderness is not very likely to explain the type of “higher identification” which in love determines consideration of the object; it may rather be the other way round, that tenderness comes into being when object strivings (probably of an aim-inhibited nature) meet with the aforementioned kind of identification.

The fact that in this type of identification there is also a regressive element in love is clearer in women than in men. The passive aim of female sexuality is more closely related to the original aims of incorporation than is the active aim of male sexuality. Therefore, passive sexuality has more archaic features than active sexuality. The aim of being loved is more stressed in women than the aim of loving—the narcissistic need and the dependency on the object are greater (585).

The regressive element in love, however, is not limited to women. In the proc-
ess of falling in love it comes to the fore with men, too. In this state it is obvious that an archaic type of self-regard (or even of omnipotence) comes back again in an oceanic feeling of losing one’s ego boundaries (622). The ego accentuation is displaced from the ego to the partner: “I am nothing, the partner is everything”; and further: “I become everything again by being permitted to participate in the partner’s greatness” (606). This idea may even falsify the “erotic sense of reality” (505): when a person in love estimates his partner’s virtues he usually is not very realistic; by his projection of all his ideals onto the partner’s personality, the reunion with him becomes the more enjoyable (850). This circumstance was characterized by Freud in the statement: the state of being in love represents a “group of two” (606). There is a gradual transition from the state of being in love to the perversion of extreme submissiveness (see pp. 351 ff.).

The nature of the identification on a higher level which constitutes love is still obscure; more is known about the time in which this decisive step normally is taken. According to Abraham (26) this takes place during the anal phase. It is established as soon as “retention pleasure” outweighs “elimination pleasure.” A kind of tender feeling toward one’s own feces (which once were ego but now are objects) usually forms as important a forerunner of tenderness as do feelings toward the mother’s breast, the bottle, or the mother herself. All three of these were also once ego but now are objects.

Not only love but hate also presupposes a complete awareness of the object, which capacity is still lacking in the small child. Small children actually destroy objects and push around and hurt other children, and so on, probably not because they have a positive striving for destruction but rather because they do not care at all; their object interests are limited to potential sources of gratification and to potential threats, their “aggressive” goal is the end of uncomfortable situations, not a positive pleasure in destroying. The goal of positive destruction originates later, probably first as a means to enforce other goals (as a quality with which a goal is pursued in the case of difficulties or frustrations) and then, subsequently, as a goal in itself. It has already been explained why a pregenitally oriented organism is more inclined to include destructiveness with its erotic aims. In a normal genitally oriented person aggressiveness is a means of achieving his goals under certain adverse circumstances; the repression of these means may create as much a handicap in life as the repression of the ability to love.

SOCIAL FEELINGS

The object relationships of a mature person do not consist solely of love and hate. There are also: (1) Object feelings of less intensity, sympathy and antipathy of various degrees. They are not essentially different from love and hate; libido-economic changes may make them turn into love and hate, which proves
that they are of a libidinal nature and originate through inhibition of aims. (2) In mental development the previous phases never disappear entirely; thus normal persons also have, to a certain degree, ambivalences and incorporation aims. The latter are responsible for the many object relationships that still are interwoven with identifications. (3) Among these identification relationships one type is of special importance: the use of objects as ideal models to be imitated or as bad examples to be avoided. (4) And this in turn forms a transition to the type of relations in which an object is not reacted to as such but is used as an instrument to relieve some inner conflict. Different types of such use will be discussed later (see pp. 496 ff. and 508 ff.).

All these types of object relationships which are not love or hate may have originated in childhood relationships to persons other than the parents, for example, to siblings. They are basic for what is called social feelings, that is, for the forces within individuals that favor group formation. Aim-inhibited strivings (under our cultural conditions especially of a homosexual nature), identifications (which are responsible for the blocking of intragroup aggressions, so essential for any group formation), and the choice of models and examples among objects are the mechanisms at the basis of group formation (606, 607, 624).

Freud clarified the relation of “aim-inhibited strivings” and “identifications” on the one hand and “choice of models and examples” on the other in group formation by stating: if several persons have set the same object in the place of their superego (as their ideal model or as their meaning example), they identify, consequently, with each other and develop tender aim-inhibited feelings toward one another (606). Redl complemented this formula by stating: if several persons have used the same object as an instrument to relieve similar inner conflicts, they also tend to identify with each other and to feel tenderly toward one another (1258).

It is perhaps worth while to add that social psychology is by no means limited to the study of what is going on in individual minds when groups are formed in this way or of how such groups operate; it must likewise face and solve problems of an entirely different nature, namely, not only that of subjective but also of objective groups, of the similar effects that similar external stimuli have on different individuals.

THE MOTHER AS THE FIRST OBJECT

The first object of every individual is the mother. This statement is not to be taken literally, for there are no grounds for assuming that the physical act of birth in any way binds the child psychologically to the mother. That person who performs the first care of the child is to be considered the mother. Groddeck maintained that children fed by a wet nurse may for the rest of their lives manifest conflicts or difficulties that originate from the situation of having had “two mothers” (720). Clinical experience does not confirm this idea which seems
highly improbable. In the beginning there are no images of objects; the first object representations are diffuse and the process of forming images of objects takes place very gradually. The idea of mother is certainly not present at the beginning. Though it is very difficult to describe, we must assume that the first ideas concerning things which may bring satisfaction but which are momentarily absent include simultaneously the mother’s breast (or the bottle), the person of the mother, and parts of the child’s own body. The actual perception of a “person,” which would make a distinction between mother and wet nurse possible, does not exist as yet. Later on, the child does learn to differentiate impressions; then the first differentiation is probably between “trusted” and “strange” impressions. “Strange” is felt as “dangerous”; narcissistic supplies are expected from the “trusted” sources. The “trusted” parts of the mother are “loved”; gradually the mother is recognized as a whole and “oral union with the mother” becomes the simultaneous aim of the undifferentiated erotic and narcissistic needs. In this way the mother attains a unique possibility for exerting influence.

The development of object relationships in the masculine sex is simpler because the boy in his later developmental states remains bound to his first object, the mother. The primitive object choice, developed from the care of the child, takes the same direction as that which arises from the attraction of the opposite sex. Of course the boy loves his father and other objects, too, and of course the boy suffers frustrations from his mother and may also hate her; but the boy’s love for his mother remains the dominant striving during his infantile sexual phase. The contradictory strivings of love and hate, or of love for mother and love for father, and so on, seem temporarily to coexist without disturbing each other. It is characteristic of the primary process that contradictions may coexist without leading to disturbing conflicts. As the ego becomes stronger this gradually becomes impossible and conflicts do arise. The boy begins to realize that his love for the mother, his identification love for the father (based on the formula “I would like to be as big as he is and be allowed and able to do all that he does”), and his hatred of the father (based on the fact that the father has certain privileges) conflict with one another. “I love mother and hate father because he takes mother for himself” is an expression for the way in which the boy’s impulses typically are condensed, under the conditions of family upbringing. This is called the positive Oedipus complex (552); it usually starts in the third year of life, occasionally earlier (93, 955), and reaches its climax in the fourth and fifth year. The high point of the Oedipus complex coincides with the phallic stage of libido development. We speak of a negative Oedipus complex in a boy when love for the father prevails and the mother is hated as a disturbing element in his love for the father (608). Certain traces of this negative Oedipus complex are normally present along with the positive. Constitutional factors and experience may augment this greatly.
A man patient with a very strong and ambivalent father complex had the following dream: "I got a long letter from my father. He wrote me that somebody had died. Finally, he asked me whether I would marry him."

In general, boys with a special development of the negative Oedipus complex have repressed phallic strivings toward the mother and mobilized pregenital passive aims toward the father instead. Sometimes, however, things are a little more complicated. Analysis of pregenitally oriented compulsive characters or of certain homosexuals sometimes shows that an infantile phallic period has not disappeared with the repression of an Oedipus complex directed at the mother, but that the repressed impulse connected with the penis had been directed toward the father. Love and competition are not mutually exclusive. The normal identification of a boy with his father, characterized by the formulae, "I should like to be like father," "I should like to have a penis like father's," "I should like to participate in father's penis," may, in certain cases, grow into a kind of love which may best be described as an apprentice complex, a temporary feminine submission to the father in order to prepare oneself for a later masculine competition with him. If this love meets a castration threat, this may result in an abandonment of the phallic position and make the boy turn to the mother again, but no longer in a phallic Oedipus striving but rather in a pregenital, passive, protection-seeking, identifying way.

It has been mentioned that in the phallic phase the narcissistic fear about the penis is stronger than the object relationship. Thus finally, castration anxiety leads to the renunciation of the boy's passionate Oedipus love for his mother, since its gratification could be attained only at the price of endangering the penis (612).

THE CHANGE OF OBJECT IN GIRLS

The object development in girls is somewhat more complicated. The girl undergoes one more step of development than the boy, namely, the transfer from the first object, the mother, to the opposite sex, the father. This transition takes place relatively late, between the ages of three and six; nevertheless it must be assumed that it is conditioned not only by experiences but is biologically founded as well. (Men's beards do not appear before puberty and still this phenomenon is not psychologically conditioned.) The biological foundation does not alter the fact that it is interesting to study the psychological connections under which this change of object takes place, especially since these mental factors not only influence the form the biologically determined process will pursue but also determine many complications and developmental disturbances that are important for the neuroses (626, 628, 1090).

The most important experiences that precipitate, facilitate, impede, or form the change of object are disappointments coming from the mother, which cause a turning away from her. Among these, weaning, training for cleanliness, and the birth of siblings have the most important repercussions. However, these disappointments are borne by boys without turning them away from the mother.
There is another disappointment, however, which is specific for the female sex. It was already mentioned that girls typically react to the discovery of the penis with a primary penis envy. Many girls, who for certain reasons have tendencies toward self-reproach, may react to this primary penis envy with strong guilt feelings, as though they themselves had injured their bodies. But all of them make the mother actually responsible: she deprived them of something, or she took something away from them (626). It is this specifically feminine disappointment that forms the main motive for the turning away from the mother. Remobilized anal- and oral-receptive elements prepare the ground for the subsequent femininity. The aim is now to get from the father the "supplies" that the mother had denied them. In the girl's fantasy, the idea "penis" is replaced by the idea "child," and the clitoris as a leading zone may again be regressively replaced by anal and especially oral—that is, receptive—demands (612, 617, 626). This revival of receptive longings has various consequences. Normally it prepares for the later vaginal sexuality, which often shows characteristics of an oral or anal origin of its cathexes (66), and of normal female receptivity. Actually pregnancy is a kind of incorporation. In pathological cases oral-sadistic strivings, too, may become remobilized and influence the woman's later sexuality in an unfortunate way. Certain character disorders are rooted in experiences connected with this step.

The described turn toward passivity may, of course, in predisposed girls also mobilize the masochistic sexual components discussed above (see pp. 73 ff.), and thus give rise to the development of a more or less pronounced masochistic perversion. In no way, however, does it seem warranted to identify the passive aims of normal female sexuality with masochism (322).

It is understandable that this development is open to many disturbances and that conflicts about the preoedipal love for the mother play an important role in the neuroses of women. In normal development, too, the relationship of women to their mothers is more frequently ambivalent than is that of most men to their fathers. Some remnants of the preoedipal mother fixation are always found in women. There are many women whose masculine love objects have more characteristics of their mother than of their father (626, 628).

The aims of the preoedipal mother fixation usually are first of all pregenital ones; but there are certainly also genital impulses directed toward the mother, and it is the genital disappointment that leads to the final renunciation. However, there is no reason to assume that the little girl originally is in every respect a little boy and that a negative Oedipus complex regularly would precede the positive (1006, 1007; cf. also 190, 421, 894, 899, 1313).

Once the attachment to the father is accomplished, the girl, under normal circumstances in our cultural milieu, develops an Oedipus complex analogous to that of the boy. The love for the father is combined with a guilt-laden jealousy
hatred of the mother. Of course this jealousy hatred is condensed with old hate impulses from the preoedipal phases.

The general discrepancy in the development of object relationships for both sexes was expressed by Freud in the following formula: The masculine Oedipus complex is resolved by the castration complex; it is given up because of castration anxiety. The feminine Oedipus complex is brought about by the castration complex; out of disappointment over the lack of a penis, the girl's love turns toward the father (612).

THE OEDIPUS COMPLEX

In both sexes, the Oedipus complex can be called the climax of infantile sexuality; the erogenous development from oral eroticism via anal eroticism toward genitality, as well as the development of object relationships from incorporation via partial incorporation and ambivalence toward love and hate, culminate in the Oedipus strivings, which as a rule are expressed by guilt-laden genital masturbation. An overcoming of these strivings, to be replaced by adult sexuality, is the prerequisite for normality, whereas an unconscious clinging to the Oedipus tendencies characterizes the neurotic mind.

In individual cases, "love for the parent of the opposite sex" and "death wishes against the parent of the same sex" may mean various things, the special form of which depends again on constitution and experience. Investigating the formative experiences, we find a variability not easy to survey. Not only do the personalities of the parents make a lot of difference, but also the conceptions love and death vary from child to child. Love is built up of many components, and the relative accent on the different components may vary greatly; death may be thought of in many ways; a death wish may even be sadistically sexualized and thus simultaneously give expression to the negative Oedipus complex (418, 828).

There is no perception that does not immediately enter into emotional connections. Thus all experiences participate in determining the special form of the Oedipus complex, the experiences at the time of the phallic phase as well as the previous ones which may color the Oedipus complex pregenitally through fixations. Unique traumatic experiences are as important as chronic influences.

Traumatic experiences, especially stressed by psychoanalysis from its very inception, frequently are the decisive factors if the Oedipus complex has not been surmounted in a normal way. In talking about genital strivings, genital factors should be considered first. By seduction children's genitality may be aroused prematurely, and the intensity of the excitement which was stimulated by external factors may be beyond the child's power of control; this creates traumatic states which connect the realms of "genitality" and "threat" with each other. Anything that increases fears and thus increases sexual repressions causes dis-
turbances in the subsequent overcoming of the Oedipus complex. In this way threats and all experiences that subjectively signify threats become effective, like accidents, injuries, deaths, and the sudden and unexpected sight of adult genitals. By means of displacement, pregenital experiences may have the same effects as genital ones, especially sudden oral and anal frustrations. Especially important for the forming of the Oedipus complex is everything the child learns or thinks about the parents' sexual life, the more so if it is experienced suddenly. Often combinations of real experiences and wrong interpretations are decisive. Here the realm of the sadistic perception of sexuality must be mentioned. A so-called primal scene (599), that is, the observation of sexual scenes between adults (between the parents) by the child, simultaneously creates a high degree of sexual excitement—the nature of which varies according to the child's age—and the impression that sexuality is dangerous. This impression is caused by the fact that the quantity of excitement is beyond the child's capacity to discharge and is therefore experienced as traumatically painful; the child may also sadistically misinterpret what he perceives, or the sight of adult genitals may give rise to a castration fear. The subjective content, the degree and time of the effect of a primal scene vary according to the details of the scene perceived. External circumstances and individual factors determine what the child actually becomes aware of, what he surmises and how he incorporates into previous mental experience what he has seen and surmised, and whether this incorporation and elaboration occur at the moment of viewing the scene or afterward (cf. 7, 1166).

Instead of a primal scene all kinds of primal-scene substitutes may have been experienced: observations of animals, of nude adults, and even of scenes that objectively are entirely nonsexual but that are subjectively experienced as sexual. The effectiveness of such scenes is greater if other objectively harmless experiences readily facilitate a transference of what had been witnessed to the parents. Arguments between the parents are often equated with sexual scenes by children, and thus create a sadistic idea of sexuality.

Whether or not the sight of the genitals of adult persons creates morbid fear in children will depend on the whole previous history of the child, that is, on the psychic connections into which the new experience enters (1273).

Freud has called the infantile idea of observing the parents during intercourse a primal fantasy which, if not actually experienced, will in all probability be produced in fantasy, the child utilizing all the hints reality offers him (596). Certainly the effects of such a fantasy can never be the same as the effects of a real experience.

Another important typical traumatic event is the birth of a sibling. This may be experienced as a sudden disturbance of Oedipus gratifications because the mother's care must now be shared with somebody else; or perceptions and specu-
lations about pregnancy and birth may increase sexual curiosity and sexual anxieties. Both may result in a tendency toward regression into babyhood.

Concerning chronic influences, a child’s reactions and wishes toward the parents depend on their behavior and personalities. Unusual behavior will provoke unusual reactions. This is to be seen in the family anamnesis of the average neurotic. Neurotic parents bring up neurotic children, and the children’s Oedipus complex reflects the parents’ unsolved Oedipus complex. Very often the mother loves the son and the father loves the daughter. The parents’ unconscious sexual love for their children is greater when their real sexual satisfaction, due to external circumstances or to their own neuroses, is insufficient. This love is felt by the children unconsciously as a sexual temptation, increasing their Oedipus complex; and sometimes it is even unconsciously felt by the parents, who then make up for it by sudden threats or frustrations, so that frequently the same children are excited and then frustrated by the same parents.

The ideal Oedipus complex reflects a triangle situation. Actually the Oedipus complex is most outspoken in only children (195, 637, 1116, 1339). Special forms of the Oedipus complex are created where more or less than three persons are present. Within the frame of the family, brothers and sisters represent persons who from the standpoint of the Oedipus strivings are superfluous. First of all, they are objects of jealousy (1039); individual circumstances determine whether their presence increases the unconscious hate toward the parent of the same sex or decreases it by means of diversion (827). But siblings may also serve as objects for the transference of love, especially older ones or those who are only a little younger, so that the world has never been experienced without them. If there are several older brothers or sisters, we may see “doublets of the Oedipus complex”; what is experienced with the parents is experienced with the older brother and sister a second time. This may have a relieving effect, but may also create new conflicts.

A patient with several older brothers had the following dream: “I return home with my mother after a walk and find that a gang of robbers has meanwhile taken possession of our home.” The robbers stood for his brothers, with whom he had to share his mother again after returning from their walk.

Younger siblings, who usually are felt as competitors, may also be looked upon as one’s own children, especially if the difference of age is great, and thus either stimulate the Oedipus complex (for example, in girls they may not only create the jealous idea “Father [or mother] will love the baby instead of me” but also the idea “Father gave mother the baby instead of me”) or decrease the Oedipus wishes by a substitute fulfillment.

The counterpart, the Oedipus complex with too few participants, is developed in children who grow up either with only one parent or without any parents.
When one parent has died or left the family, the child's development will be decisively affected by whether or not the child has known this parent at all, whether or not there are stepparents, when and under what circumstances they entered the family, and by the behavior and the attitudes of the remaining parent (168, 355, 760).

Even children who have not known the missing parent are aware that such a parent once existed, that other children live with their father and mother. They therefore have a tendency to feel themselves exceptions, privileged to ask for certain compensations. In general the following can be stated. If the parent of the same sex has died, this is felt as a fulfillment of the Oedipus wish, and thus creates intense feelings of guilt. If the parent of the opposite sex has died, the frustrated Oedipus love most often creates a fantastic idealization of the deceased. The details depend on when and how the child became aware of the death. Three consequences seem especially important. First, an increased attachment to the remaining parent; the character of this attachment is determined by this parent's attachment to the child, and is usually of an ambivalent nature (355). Second, a frequent and intense unconscious connection between the ideas of sexuality and death, the two being connected by the conception of "secrets of the adults"; this may create an intense sexual fear, due to the idea that sexual fulfillment may bring death, or even a masochistic trend in which dying (reunion with the dead parent) may become a sexual goal. Third, a mourning person regresses to the oral phase; if this takes place at an early age, it implies permanent effects in the structure of the Oedipus complex and character; the Oedipus love as well as all later object relations are interwoven with identifications. The second and third points also hold true in connection with the early experience of the death of a sibling (1325).

A woman patient was afraid of marriage. Her mother had died when she was five years old. The patient had developed the fantasy that this death in some way had been due to childbirth or sexuality. As a punishment for the Oedipus gratification which she had felt at her mother's death, she now expected that she would have to endure the same fate if she married.

This is somewhat similar to a patient who as a boy reacted to his mother's death with anxiety and hypochondriasis. He had identified himself with the mother, and now was afraid that sexual satisfaction with the father might kill him as, in his fantasy, it had killed his mother. Here the condensation of the sexual secret with the secret of death was especially clear, because it colored the castration anxiety, shaping it into a fear that things might disappear.

A woman patient whose father had died when she was a baby later had a tendency to hate everybody: men because none of them were like her father who on account of his death had become idealized; women because her mother had taken the father for herself, letting him die before the daughter had had any opportunity to enjoy him.
In the case of the boy, if the father is missing (or "weak") this might create a predisposition toward femininity, because children identify more with the parent who is regarded as the source of the decisive frustrations.

Conflicts between the parents, divorce, and separation may have similar effects. If the children themselves are the subject of parental arguments, this circumstance easily creates an intensification of the complete Oedipus complex and a fixation on narcissism which makes them expect that everybody will feel the same exaggerated interest in them that the parents have shown, an expectation doomed to disappointment.

The parents of a chronically depressed and generally inhibited woman patient had been divorced when she was only a year old. She had never seen her father. Her Oedipus complex became centered around the following fantasy: "Father did not like to live with mother; she was not worthy of him. I am different; one day he will come to take me with him." He did not come. This frustration aroused an intense hatred. The patient's depression represented a turning of this hatred against her own person. Her depressive loss of self-esteem meant: "I also am not worthy of being loved by my idealized father."

Unusual behavior on the part of the parents creates unusual Oedipus complexes on the part of the children. Unusual behavior again means unusual indulgence, unusual frustrations, or both. Unusual spoiling necessarily causes unusual frustrations, because spoiled children have not learned to take frustrations and therefore experience slight frustrations as severe ones. Planned educational measures are of less importance than the unintentional, natural, everyday behavior of the parents (1458). Two factors may be pointed out as especially significant. First, the mother's attitude toward the child's sex: some mothers wish for a son and make their daughters feel this. Second, the parents' attitudes toward each other, for these attitudes mold the child's ideas about sexuality.

Thus the family morals influence the form of the Oedipus complex of the children. To what extent a child feels his instinctual impulses to be permissible and to what extent naughty depends not only, for example, on whether and how his masturbation is prohibited but also, and even more, on the general attitude of the parents toward sex, which is constantly manifested by them, with or without their knowledge. This includes the reaction of the parents to the child's attitudes toward themselves, toward other children, toward masturbation, as well as their attitudes about weaning and training for cleanliness during the child's oral and anal development. Pregenital fixation gives the subsequent Oedipus complex an irrevocable pregenital cast. Especially worth mentioning are the passive-receptive forms of male Oedipus complexes created by maternal over-protection (1041). Certain types of authoritative fathers by their behavior block any possibility of the child's becoming independent.
A patient, forty years of age, with an intense ambivalent fixation upon his tyrannic father, having had a cold, received a wire from his father from a distant city: “Because of uncertain weather, do not leave house today.”

There is still one very important factor which today creates different surroundings for different children and which may influence the special form of the Oedipus complex, namely, the parents’ social position. Most children unconsciously equate “socially low” and “instinctual, uninhibited,” and “socially high” and “sublimated, inhibited.” If a person from a well-to-do home feels especially attracted to those of a lower social level, analysis frequently reveals not only a longing for reassurance against humiliation (castration) through intercourse with equally “humiliated” (castrated) persons but also a longing for the prohibited sensuality. This may be rationalized as an urge to help improve social conditions.

Many children, in their Oedipus daydreams, develop fantastic ideas of not really being the child of their parents; they dream of being some kind of foundling, an offspring of some family of very different social standing; this may be either a high and especially privileged family or a very poor and low one. Fantasies of this kind, called by Freud “family romance” (552), may serve various purposes: narcissistic pride, stubbornness, revenge on the parents, and hope for future gratifications.

However, unconscious fantasies about social differences do not tell much about the ways in which realities, due to social differences, influence the child’s Oedipus complex. Actually they do so continually because sexual experiences as well as sexual frustrations vary according to social patterns. Freud has shown this in detail (596), and one needs only to recall, for example, the sexual, aggressive, and frustrating experiences of slum children to become aware of this. Experiences connected with the father’s social position certainly shape the children’s love or hate, awe or contempt, admiration or pity for him (496).

The impression nevertheless prevails that the objectively important factor of the social standing of the family finds less reflection in the form of the child’s Oedipus complex than one might expect. This is rooted in the fact that the same set of morals (or even the same uncertainties in regard to morals) is effective in different social strata of one and the same society.

The idea has been suggested of investigating the advantages and disadvantages of family education (which creates Oedipus complexes) by comparing average children, ones who have been brought up in families, with children who have grown up outside of any family circle, for example, in institutions. However, even institutional children are not uninfluenced by the concept of family. They learn sooner or later that the institution of the family exists, that other children have fathers and mothers, and that in this respect they themselves are at a disadvantage. Thus they, too, have their Oedipus complex. They not only develop instinctual bindings of love, hate, jealousy, and so on, toward their educators,
but in addition they develop fantasies about father and mother similar to the
ideas of children reared within a family, only especially formed by their fantastic character. Their Oedipus complex is characterized by the discrepancy between fantasy and reality (250). What has been said about children who did not know one of their parents also holds true for institutional children, and in a double sense. If they do not grow up at one certain place but are subject to frequent changes of environment, this is not only reflected in typical disturbances of their character formation (see pp. 373 f. and 504 ff.), but they never get an opportunity to develop any lasting object relationships and their Oedipus complex remains pure fantasy. In any sort of permanent community there are always adults who serve as substitutes for the parents, but the fact that they were not the real parents will reflect itself in the special form of the Oedipus complex.

The special form of the individual Oedipus complex is shaped by experience. But what about the Oedipus complex itself? Is it a biological fact, inherent in the human species, or is it a product of the social institution of the family, subject to the same changes as this institution?

First it must be said that the difference between biologically determined and socially determined is a relative one. We stressed the point that Freud does not assume that instincts represent unchangeable patterns; they are rather residuals of older environmental influences (588). It was no innate mystical Oedipus complex that created the family as a place where it might be satisfied; it was the family that created the Oedipus complex. In the second place, the answer depends on the definition of Oedipus complex. The human infant is biologically more helpless than other mammalian children. He needs care and love. Therefore, he will always ask for love from the nursing and protecting adults around him, and develop hate and jealousy of persons who take this love away from him. If this is called Oedipus complex, the Oedipus complex is biologically founded.

However, Freud uses this term in a stricter sense: it signifies the combination of genital love for the parent of the opposite sex and jealous death wishes for the parent of the same sex, a highly integrated combination of emotional attitudes which is the climax of the long development of infantile sexuality. In this sense the Oedipus complex is undoubtedly a product of family influence. If the institution of the family were to change, the pattern of the Oedipus complex would necessarily change also. It has been shown that societies with family configurations different from our own actually have different Oedipus complexes (1101). Efforts to explain different family configurations as "repressions of the Oedipus complex" (891) seem to have failed.

The problem of the origin of the Oedipus complex is thus reduced to the problem of the origin of the family, an interesting and still unsolved chapter, which lies beyond the province of a theory of neurosis. Freud postulated a hypoth-
esis about the phylogenetic origin of the Oedipus complex in some prehistoric period when mankind was organized in hordes, led by a chief who one day was killed and eaten by his sons, this incorporation inaugurating the first "remorse" and inhibition (579). This is not the place to discuss the fascinating hypothesis of Totem and Taboo. The hypothesis does not alter the fact that the sexual conflicts of children would be different if they did not live together with their parents and a few brothers and sisters, exposed to the typical family conflicts of sexual excitation and frustration. Different environments provoke different reactions.

Any child at the height of the Oedipus complex must experience disappointments and narcissistic injuries; the competitor is a grown-up and this gives him advantages and privileges. These narcissistic injuries are reacted to in very different ways by different children, depending on their constitution, the concrete ways in which the injuries are experienced, and all earlier experiences. Every child longs to be adult and plays "adult."

However, being a child has advantages, too. Whenever a child is afraid of his own emotions and of the implacability of erotic and aggressive impulses, he may take refuge in the attitude: "All this is not too serious because I am still a child," and in the receptive longing for external help.

Both the longing to be adult (if contradicted by guilt feelings) and the feeling of being protected as long as one still is a child cause fixations and subsequently make many neurotics behave and feel as if they still were children at the phallic phase.

A patient who was a successful doctor of many years' practice found out in his analysis that whenever a pharmacist filled a prescription he had written, he felt in amazement: "The pharmacist, a grown-up man, actually does this work for no other reason except that I, a child, have written a prescription!"

**TYPES OF OBJECT CHOICE**

It would be wrong to imagine that in childhood there are no other love objects than the parent of the opposite sex. Also siblings, uncles, aunts, grandparents (458, 877), friends and acquaintances of the parents may be of decisive influence. Many children experience love affairs of a sort with other children of the same or opposite sex or with adults. Probably more such affairs between children would occur if education did not aim at prohibiting them. Concerning the mechanisms of object choice, Freud distinguished between the anaclitic type of choice—in which an object is chosen because it provokes associations about another original object of the past, usually the parent of the opposite sex, sometimes the parent of the same sex, siblings, or other persons from the infantile environment—and the narcissistic type of choice, in which an object is chosen because
it represents some characteristic of the person's own personality (585). Both types, the anaclitic and the narcissistic, may operate in (a) a positive way: the object chosen is similar to the past object or to one's own ego; in (b) a negative way: the object chosen is the opposite of the past object or of one's own ego; or in (c) the ideal way: the object chosen represents what one once wished the past object or one's own ego might be (585).

THE PROBLEM OF FEMALE CASTRATION FEAR

In boys, castration anxiety eventually makes the suppression of the Oedipus complex necessary. In girls, there seems to be no castration anxiety that could be considered a dynamic force. The idea of having lost an organ cannot condition the same restrictions of instinct as the idea that one might lose an organ by instinctual activity. True, many women, after their disappointment, have unconsciously built up the fantasy of possessing a penis (502). But an anxiety concerning a merely fantasied organ cannot have the same dynamic effect as a threat against a real organ.

It is not easy to answer the question about castration anxiety in women (1240). First, it can be asserted that the Oedipus complex in women actually is not combated to the same degree and with the same decisiveness as it is in men. There are many more women who all their life long remain bound to their father or to father figures, or in some way betray the relationship of their love object to their father, than there are men who have not overcome their mother fixation (1496). Second, analysis shows that other and older fears, above all the fear over loss of love, are stronger in women and in many ways take over the role that castration anxiety plays in men. Third, the fear that the state of being castrated, thought of as an outcome of a forbidden activity, might be found out often limits the girl's sexual expressions considerably; the idea of having destroyed one's own body is often encountered, as is that of having lost all possibility of bearing children, or at least of having healthy children, and other anxieties which anticipate that the disgrace is found out. Fourth, there are anxieties about anticipated retaliatory genital injuries which replace castration fear. Just as animistic misunderstandings determine unreal pregenital anxieties, so they also determine fantastic genital anxieties. Girls often do not know that they have a preformed hollow organ in their vagina, and this explains the fantastic fear that their genital longing to be penetrated by the father's organ may lead to bodily injury. Despite all this, the analysis of some women still reveals an unconscious fear that an organ will be cut off as a punishment for sexual practices.

An operation on the thumb had been undergone in childhood in the case of a woman in whom this anxiety was very marked. This real threat of amputation was then displaced to the fantasied penis.
Preanalytic authors (for example Wedekind) and more recently Fromm have emphasized the point that differences in the dominant anxieties of the sexes are partly due to the physiological differences in the performance of sexual intercourse (655). The man needs an erection to perform the act; the woman needs no corresponding change in her own body (she is capable of performing the act even without enjoyment) but is dependent on the man’s erection. Thus the man’s fear is a fear of impotence or failure; the woman’s fear is a fear of being left alone or of loss of love.

No doubt this physiological difference contributes to the prevalent roles of castration fear or fear over loss of love in man and woman respectively. However, this cannot be more than a relatively late secondary contribution. The relative preponderance of the respective fears is established in childhood, long before the first experiences in sexual intercourse.

The change of object is one factor that complicates the development of women in comparison to men. A second factor is the double nature of female genital sexuality. There is no doubt that the “prostate sexuality” of men, which is so closely connected with anal and urethral eroticism, does not play as significant a role as does clitoris sexuality. However, it should not be forgotten that not only these physiological differences are responsible for a greater proclivity toward the development of neuroses in women; there are also—and this is of greater importance—cultural and social differences in the upbringing of the sexes as related to instincts.

**SUMMARY**

Abraham summarized the history of libido development by a diagrammatic table (26) which is presented here with slight modifications and an anticipatory additional column, Dominant Point of Fixation. The warnings Abraham expressed when publishing this table must also be repeated: “The table is comparable to the timetable of an express train, in which only a few of the most important stations are enumerated. What is situated between them necessarily remains disregarded. It must also be mentioned that the stages which in the main columns are recorded on the same level do not necessarily coincide.”
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stages of Libidinal Organization</th>
<th>Stages in Development of Object Love</th>
<th>Dominant Point of Fixation in</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Early oral (sucking) stage</td>
<td>Autoeroticism (no object, preambivalent)</td>
<td>Certain types of schizophrenia (stupor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Late oral-sadistic (cannibalistic) stage</td>
<td>Narcissism: total incorporation of the object</td>
<td>Manic-depressive disorders (addiction, morbid impulses)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Early anal-sadistic stage</td>
<td>Partial love with incorporation</td>
<td>Paranoia, certain pre-genital conversion neuroses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Late anal-sadistic stage</td>
<td>Partial love</td>
<td>Compulsion neurosis, other pre-genital conversion neuroses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Early genital (phallic) stage</td>
<td>Object love, limited by the predominant castration complex</td>
<td>Hysteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Final genital stage</td>
<td>Love (postambivalent)</td>
<td>Normality</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter VI

LATER PHASES OF DEVELOPMENT: THE SUPEREGO

EARLY STAGES OF THE SUPEREGO

The fear of punishment and the fear of losing the parents’ affection are different from other anxieties motivating defense. While other dangers demand cessation of the dangerous activity unconditionally, in the case of these fears the activity may be continued in secret or the child may pretend he feels “bad” in situations where he actually feels “good.” (Ferenczi once said in a lecture on this subject: “And out of this lie morality came into existence.”)

An important step in further maturation is accomplished when prohibitions set up by the parents remain effective even in their absence. Now a constant watchman has been instituted in the mind, who signals the approach of possible situations or behavior that might result in the loss of the mother’s affection, or the approach of an occasion to earn the reward of the mother’s affection. This watchman fulfills the essential function of the ego: to anticipate the probable reactions of the external world to one’s behavior. A portion of the ego has become an “inner mother,” threatening a possible withdrawal of affection.

This internalization of the mother takes place through an act of introjection. Introjection is the first instinctual aim directed toward objects; subsequently it is also used as an expression of hostility because it is capable of bringing about the disappearance of objects; finally it may regressively replace more differentiated object relations. As an attempt at defense against objects, introjection frequently fails, for the fear of the external object may still continue as a fear of the introjected object.

The introjection of the parents’ prohibitions brings about an adjusting alteration within the ego. Alterations of this kind are the forerunners of the superego, which Ferenczi has designated as sphincter morals (595).

This term stresses the importance of training for cleanliness in the development of this “preconscious.” When asked to evacuate the bowels under certain conditions only, the child experiences the conflict between “should” and “would like to.” The intensity of the impulses to be suppressed and the feelings toward the adult who asks for this suppression determine the outcome.

Originally the child certainly had the wish to do the things the parents do; his aim was an identification with the parents’ activities, not with their prohibitions. The standards and ideals of the parents are an essential part of their personality. If children want to identify themselves with the parents, they also want to identify with their standards and ideals. Prohibitions are accepted as a part of
laboratory projects. The growth of the impression that the parents facilitate the acceptance of prohibitions. The actual identification with the prohibitions becomes a displacement substitute for the intended identification with the parents' activities.

It is strange that the forces opposing instinctual impulses frequently have the stormy and irrational character of instincts themselves. This is most clearly discernible in the phenomenon of moral masochism; but the same thing can be observed in every normal guilt feeling, with its impulsive demand for a chance to make good, and in every analysis in the instinct-ridden character resistances.

Freud, in his book *The Ego and the Id*, raised the question as to the instinctual characteristics of the anti-instinct forces and answered: the anti-instinct forces have an instinctual character because they are derivatives of instincts (608). The instinctual attitudes of the children toward their parents are turned into forces hostile to the instincts by an introjection of the parents. Thus through the influence of the external world instinctual impulses have been transformed into anti-instinctual impulses.

"Internalized parental prohibitions," the forerunners of the superego, are very strong in so far as they threaten the child with terrible punishment, the ideas of which are created by the aforementioned misapprehension; but they are weak in so far as they may be easily disobeyed or circumvented whenever no one is looking or when some other circumstance seems to permit something previously forbidden. The introjected objects can be easily warded off by a new projection, and the functions of the forerunners of the superego can be again shifted to persons in the external world (1266). Policemen or bogeymen represent these "externalized pre-superegos." The child fluctuates between giving in to his impulses and suppressing them; there is as yet no unified organized character in the prohibitions. At any rate, it is a situation where under the influence of the external world one portion of instinctual energy is utilized for suppressing other instinctual energies; and this change of direction is produced by an introjection.

**THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE SUPEREGO**

Now the problem of how the Oedipus complex is normally resolved may be taken up again. The answer is: the object relationships of the Oedipus complex are regressively replaced by identifications (608). The introjection of the objects of the Oedipus complex furthers the development of the ego and complicates it in a decisive way. The frustration of the Oedipus complex causes a regression from more differentiated types of object relationships to introjection and orality, and the sexual longing for an object is replaced by an asexual alteration within the organization of the ego.

The identifications that resolve the Oedipus complex are, of course, not com-
plete ones. They replace the sexual and hostile impulses toward the parents (at least the greater part of them); a tender object relationship with inhibited aims, however, continues along with the identification. That part of the ego that was altered by identification, “the introjected parents,” cannot immediately fuse with the rest of the ego, for the objects introduced into the ego are too magnificent, and the distance between them and the ego feeling of the child is too great. The newly introjected objects become combined with the parental introjects already present in the form of the previously described forerunners of the superego. In describing this phase, Freud states: “The broad general outcome of the sexual phase governed by the Oedipus complex may, therefore, be taken to be the forming of a precipitate in the ego. . . . This modification of the ego retains its special position; it stands in contrast to the other constituents of the ego in the form of a superego” (608).

The ego “borrows” from its strong parents the strength that enables it to suppress the Oedipus complex. In this way the resolution of the Oedipus complex brings about the marked and decisive “step within the ego” (606), which is so important for subsequent ego development and which by its organization is differentiated from its forerunner—the superego.

The concept of the superego opens up a flood of problems that are often discussed but in no way entirely solved (cf. 37, 232, 348, 775, 781, 782, 835, 838, 843, 877, 895, 1175, 1179, 1196, 1287, 1289, 1333, 1379, 1567, 1602). Here it will suffice to sketch a few of these problems.

If the superego were simply an identification with the frustrating object of the Oedipus complex, then one would expect that the boy would develop a “motherly” superego and the girl a “fatherly” one. This is not the case. It is true that in accordance with the “completeness” of the Oedipus complex, everyone bears features of both parents in his superego. Under our cultural conditions, however, generally for both sexes the fatherly superego is decisive; in women, moreover, a motherly superego is effective as a positive ego ideal. Men who, contrary to the rule, have a pronounced motherly superego have regularly had a dominant mother (658, 1041, 1266). The outstanding identification takes place with that parent who was regarded as the source of the decisive frustrations, which in a patriarchal family is usually the father but which in exceptional cases may be the mother. Thus the substitution of an unattainable object relationship by an identification is not a simple matter. Apparently under normal circumstances biological reasons prohibit a boy from developing a too intense identification with a woman, or a girl with a man. The attempts at solving these problems have not yet advanced beyond Freud’s formulation: “It would appear that in both sexes the relative strength of the masculine and feminine sexual dispositions is what determines whether the outcome of the Oedipus situation shall be an identification with the father or with the mother. This is one of the ways in
which bisexuality takes a hand in the subsequent vicissitudes of the "Oedipus complex" (608).

THE FUNCTIONS OF THE SUPEREGO

With the establishment of the superego various mental functions are altered. Anxiety changes in part into guilt feelings. It is no longer an external danger, loss of love or castration, which is feared, but an inner representative of this danger, which threatens from within. The "loss of the superego's protection" or "the inner punishment performed by the superego" is felt as an extremely painful decrease in self-esteem and in extreme cases as a feeling of annihilation. It has been stated repeatedly that small children need some kind of narcissistic supplies for maintaining their equilibrium. The privilege of granting or refusing these supplies is now taken over by the superego. The fear of being punished or abandoned by the superego is the fear of annihilation through lack of these supplies (see p. 136).

As long as this fear exists, the ego feels the need to abolish it just as urgently as it feels an instinctual drive. The origin of this drive is an example of how the origin of instincts may be understood in general: they come about through the incorporation of external demands (588).

The ego behaves toward the superego as it once behaved toward a threatening parent whose affection and forgiveness it needed. It develops a need for absolution. The need for punishment is a special form of the need for absolution: the pain of punishment is accepted or even provoked in the hope that after the punishment the greater pain of guilt feelings will cease. Thus the need for punishment can again be understood as the choice of a lesser evil. Instead of castration, a sacrifice is offered in order to obviate castration. The sacrifice is actively undertaken and is less unpleasant than the passive waiting for something to happen. However, sometimes things are more complicated. Just as "being beaten by the father" may become a sexual aim in masochists, so, too, may "being beaten by the superego" (613) (see pp. 364 and 501 f.).

After the superego is established, it decides which drives or needs will be permitted and which suppressed. The logical judgment of the ego as to whether an impulse might bring forth danger is now complicated by illogical guilt feelings. The ego now has to respect, besides reality, still another, often irrational, "representative of reality."

The superego is the heir of the parents not only as a source of threats and punishments but also as a source of protection and as a provider of reassuring love. Being on good or bad terms with one's superego becomes as important as being on good or bad terms with one's parents previously was. The change from parents to superego in this respect is a prerequisite of the individual's
independence. Self-esteem is no longer regulated by approval or rejection by external objects, but rather by the feeling of having done or not having done the right thing. Complying with the superego's demands brings not only relief but also definite feelings of pleasure and security of the same type that children experience from external supplies of love. Refusing this compliance brings feelings of guilt and remorse which are similar to the child's feelings of being not loved any more.

The same mechanisms of defense which are used against uncomfortable affects in general may also be brought into play against guilt feelings (see p. 136).

Guilt feelings that accompany the performance of a misdeed and the feelings of well-being that come with the fulfilling of an ideal are the normal models for the pathological phenomena of depression and mania.

The fact that self-esteem is dependent upon whether or not ideals are fulfilled makes the ways of regulating self-esteem as numerous as ideals are. Ideals are created in the child not only by real models to be imitated but also by stories, teachings, and dogma; they are transferred by tradition and are culturally and socially determined.

Sometimes attempts have been made to distinguish ego ideals, the patterns of what one would like to be, from the superego, which is characterized as a threatening, prohibiting, and punishing power. But it was Freud's insight into the origin of the superego that showed how closely interwoven these two aspects are (608). They are as intermingled as were the protecting and threatening powers of the parents. Even the ways in which these functions are tied up by "promises of protection on condition of obedience" are transferred from the parents to the superego.

Freud was criticized for not having differentiated between "real" ideals which are wholeheartedly accepted by the total personality and "ungenuine" ideals which one believes one has to follow because an external or introjected authority demands it (653). But even the most genuine ideals have been created by introjection. The difference lies in the commensurability or incommensurability of introject and subject, that is, in the previous history of the relationship to the objects whose introjections formed the ideal.

The relationship between superego and the external world is based on the fact that the superego is derived from the introjection of a piece of the external world; it is, therefore, the inner representative of a certain aspect of the external world. Since the same is true of the ego, in a certain sense the constitution of the superego is a duplicate of the constitution of the ego; a second ego, a "super" ego, is now formed which, it is true, is limited to the spheres of threat and promise, of
punishment and reward. The incorporation of this piece of the external world occurs relatively late; thus the superego remains that part of the mental apparatus closest to the outside world. Many persons remain influenced in their behavior and self-esteem not only by what they consider correct themselves but also by the consideration of what others may think. Superego and objects that make demands are not always clearly distinguished. Superego functions may easily be reprojected, that is, displaced onto newly appearing authority figures. (This occurs especially when, for external or internal reasons, an active mastery of the external world becomes impossible.) A clinical confirmation of the existence of this close relationship between superego and outside world is found in delusions of reference. Superego functions (since they are, in a sense, half ego and half external world) are the ones that most readily appear when a patient, after experiencing a loss of the objective world, tries to regain it, without being fully able to do so (see pp. 431 f.).

The fact that the construction of the superego takes place on a higher level than the construction of the ego will become evident from the following discussion. The deepest layer of the ego is formed by sensations from one's own body; kinesthetic (and also olfactory) orientation in general are older than visual orientation. Visual orientation, however, also occurs very early and prevails in the preconscious fantasy type of thinking. The decisive step toward the consolidation of the conscious part of the ego is taken when the auditory conception of words is added to the more archaic orientations. In contradistinction, the sensations that form the basis of the superego begin with the auditory stimuli of words. Parental words of admonition, encouragement, or threat are incorporated by way of the ear. Thus the commands of the superego as a rule are verbalized (11, 608, 628). "The step within the ego" is felt by the child by "hearing the inner voice of conscience" (1289); accordingly, a person's relation to language is often predominantly governed by superego rules (838).

The superego is related to the id through its genesis. The most essential objects of the id, the objects of the Oedipus complex, live on in the superego. This genesis explains the urgent, instinctlike, irrational character of many superego strivings, which, in normal development, must be overcome by reasonable judgments of the ego (433). "The superego dips deeply into the id" (608).

On the one hand, the superego's strictness corresponds to the previous real strictness of the parents; on the other hand, due to the intimate relations between the superego and the id, it depends on the instinctual structure of the child (which in turn depends on constitution and previous experiences); a child who unconsciously hates the parents fears retaliation and may experience this retaliation from his superego. Thus the strictness of the superego may also express the original hostility of the child toward the parents.
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THE "PASSING OF THE OEDIPUS COMPLEX"

The establishment of the superego brings to an end the strivings of the Oedipus complex and starts the period of latency. The superego, according to Freud, is the heir of the Oedipus complex (608, 612).

It is now understandable how it comes about that the Oedipus complex is the normal climax of infantile sexual development as well as the basis of all neuroses: the presence of Oedipus strivings is normal at a certain age but pathological at any other. The neurosis, based on an undue persistence of the Oedipus complex, is a retaining of a stage of development that normally should have been overcome (618).

However, we have evidence to indicate that the statement "a neurotic person has retained his Oedipus complex, whereas a normal person has not" oversimplifies matters. The analysis of dreams of normal persons (552) and also of works of artists (559, 568) shows that the Oedipus complex is still active in normal adults, too. The dreams, it is true, are not a full proof; in the state of sleep old childhood situations may be revived which during the day are perhaps not active at all. Nevertheless it must be admitted that the axiom given above is not absolutely correct; the normal adult, too, still has his Oedipus complex, but there is a quantitative difference between the normal and the neurotic individual. In any mental development, earlier stages persist to a certain extent behind the more recent ones and may be revived under special circumstances. The normal person has few "troops of occupation" remaining at the position "Oedipus complex," to use Freud's metaphor (596), the majority of his troops having marched on. However, under great duress they, too, may retreat, and thus a normal person may become neurotic. The person with a neurotic disposition has left nearly all his forces at the Oedipus complex; only a few have advanced, and at the slightest difficulty they have to go back and rejoin the main force at their first stand, the Oedipus complex. Thus the neurotic disposition is not characterized by the existence of an Oedipus complex but rather by a failure of the passing of the Oedipus complex.

The way in which this passing takes place (612) is necessarily reflected in the later personality. As a rule this occurs differently in each of the sexes. The boy gives up his sensual and hostile Oedipus wishes because of a castration fear, the intensity of which is due to the hypercathexis of the penis during the phallic phase. The complex, according to Freud, "is smashed to pieces by the shock of threatened castration" (612). In girls, however, it is given up because of fear over loss of love, because of disappointment, shame, and also fear over physical injury (see p. 99). All of these forces are of a lesser dynamic value than castration fear; thus the passing of the Oedipus complex in girls generally comes about in a more gradual and less complete way. Freud was of the opinion that this is the
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psychological basis for later character differences in the sexes (617; cf. also 843, 1164).

If the formation of the superego did not entirely succeed but was limited in its extent by a previous repression of the Oedipus strivings, the individual who thus retains a disposition for the development of neuroses feels a sense of failure over the frustration of his infantile sexuality. The narcissistic hurt aroused by this failure forms one of the sources of subsequent neurotic feelings of inferiority (585).

VICISSITUDES OF THE SUPEREGO

Identification with the objects of the Oedipus complex is but one example of many identifications that occur throughout life, first as a forerunner of any object relationship and later coupled with other object relationships and as regressive substitutes for them (408). These other identifications may influence the superego. Whereas early identifications constitute a great part of the ego's structure, some of them, which have been described as the pre-stages of the superego, stand out in contrast to the rest of the ego and assume the functions of observation, protection, criticism, and punishment. In identifications that occur in later life, it makes a considerable difference whether the introject is absorbed by the ego or takes the side of the superego. A person's ideals certainly are not unchangeable after he has entered the latency period. It is rather characteristic for normal development that ideals and values become more independent of the infantile models when the libidinal ties to the family are abandoned. Everybody experiences the dethronement of the parents; normal persons experience it more gradually, neurotic ones often more suddenly and with fear or triumph. Other persons who serve as models, or certain ideas, may become introjected into the superego and modify its content.

The adjustment of a newly acquired introject of this sort with the superego often gives rise to complications. If the new ideas bring but a new comment or a slight modification of old ideals, the situation is not difficult. Sometimes, however, internal or external circumstances may create "parasites of the superego" which usurp the functions of the superego for a varying length of time (603). This occurs, for example, under hypnosis (1235) or under the influence of mass suggestion (606). Extremely violent conflicts between an established superego and new introjects are found as the unconscious basis of depression (see pp. 393 ff.).

Reprojection of the superego onto external persons occurs frequently and in different forms. Certainly neither a belief in "ideal models" nor a certain degree of "social fear" (need for approval by others and fear of rejection) is necessarily pathological. If various persons take the same object as a representative of their superego, this circumstance makes them identify with one another, the basic
mechanism of group formation (606). The belief in authority in general is always
due to a projection of superego qualities (651). Other forms of reprojection of
the superego are pathological—for example, projections that are carried out in
the course of the ego’s struggle against the superego in order to eradicate guilt
feelings (see pp. 293 f. and 496 ff.).

To a certain degree the automatic and strict functioning of a rigid superego
in normal persons is later replaced by a reasonable judgment of the real results
of one’s prospective actions.

THE LATENCY PERIOD

The influence of the superego first manifests itself typically after the passing
of the Oedipus complex (612) as a cessation or as a decrease of masturbatory
activities and of instinctual interests in general. Changes of partial instincts
through inhibitions of their aims, sublimations of various kinds, and often
reaction formations manifest themselves. The character of the person, that is, his
habitual manner of handling external and internal demands, becomes consol-
idated during this period (63, 555, 800).

PUBERTY

The relative equilibrium of the latency period lasts until puberty. Then there
is a biological intensification of sexual impulses. The ego, developed in the mean-
while, reacts differently than before, depending upon previous experience. All
the mental phenomena characteristic of puberty may be regarded as attempts to
re-establish the disturbed equilibrium. Normal maturation proceeds in such a
way that upon the attainment of genital primacy the ego accepts sexuality as an
important component of its personality and learns to adjust to it.

This is not simple in societies with our cultural conditions. The psychological
task in puberty is the adaptation of the personality to new conditions which
have been brought about by physical changes. However, this task of adaptation
would be less difficult if the new conditions were really entirely new. Actually
they are similar to the experiences of the period of infantile sexuality and of the
Oedipus complex. Therefore, the conflicts of these times also reappear. How-
ever, in the interim they have become more complicated. The relatively pleasant
equilibrium of the latency period has stabilized certain attitudes hostile to in-
stincts, which may now increase anxiety and instability. During the latency period
the instinctual demands themselves have not changed much; but the ego has.
It has developed definite patterns of reaction toward external and internal
demands. When in adolescence the ego comes into conflict with instinctual
drives, the situation is different from what it was in childhood. Contradictory
attitudes come to the fore. Side by side or following one another appear genital
heterosexual impulses, all kinds of infantile sexual behavior, and attitudes of extreme asceticism, which not only try to suppress all sexuality but everything pleasant as well. The increased strength of the genital demands has a physiological basis. The return of infantile sexual impulses is partly due to the fact that genital primacy has not yet been completely established, and puberty brings with it an increase in total sexuality; in part, however, the return of infantile impulses is caused by the child’s fear of the new forms of his drives, which makes him regress to the old and more familiar forms. The asceticism of puberty is a sign of fear of sexuality and is a defense against it. A similar set of contradictions in behavior is characteristic of the psychology of puberty also outside the strictly sexual realm. Egoism and altruism, pettiness and generosity, sociability and loneliness, cheerfulness and sadness, silly jocularity and over seriousness, intense loves and sudden abandonments of these loves, submission and rebellion, materialism and idealism, rudeness and tender consideration—all are typical. These contradictions can be traced back by analysis to conflicts between the newly strengthened drives and anxieties or defensive tendencies. The effectiveness of these defensive tendencies is not a sufficient basis for the assumption that the ego is primarily hostile to its instincts or basically afraid of them. It is true that up to a certain point every unexpected emotional experience, especially if it is intense, may have a frightening effect until the ego becomes familiar with the new phenomenon and learns to master it. This also holds true for the first pollution or the first menstruation. But for the most part the usual fears of new instinctual phenomena are much more intense than the fright over the initial incidents themselves would be. During the period of infantile sexuality and especially at the time of the suppression of the Oedipus complex, the child learned to consider sexual impulses as dangerous. In a society that treated infantile sexuality differently puberty, too, would assume a different course (1102).

As a matter of fact, in puberty sexual development seems to set in again just at the point at which it was abandoned at the time of the resolution of the Oedipus complex. Before the incestuous bindings are resolved, an intensifying of the strivings of the Oedipus complex regularly occurs. The fears and guilts connected with the Oedipus complex are primarily responsible for the fact that the ego in puberty is often very hostile to the instincts and very afraid of them. If it were possible finally to liquidate the Oedipus complex by satisfactory sexual experiences with nonincestuous objects, adjustment would be easier. The fact that this is difficult to achieve under present-day conditions leads to the intensification of the Oedipus complex and therefore to the intensification of sexual anxieties (1278). The prolonging of puberty, that is, the expenditure of so much time and work to restore the psychic equilibrium and to accept sexuality as a part of life, is definitely culturally conditioned (128). “Comparative pubertal research” under different cultural and social conditions is a sphere of study that has hardly begun.
These conflicts between drives and anxieties are felt consciously by present-day adolescents principally in the form of conflicts around masturbation. The heightened genital strivings sooner or later find expression in masturbatory activity. Only when the repression of infantile masturbation has been too intense is it not resumed at puberty. Fears and guilt feelings which originally were connected with the accompanying Oedipus fantasies are now displaced to the masturbatory activity. Adolescent personalities react differently to these fears and guilt feelings; they may take sides more with the drive and try to fight the anxiety (or the parents representing the prohibition); or they may, more frequently, side with the anxiety and the parents, and try to fight instinctual temptations as well as rebellious tendencies. Often they do both successively or even simultaneously. Some adolescents fight their consciences by proving to themselves that they are not worse than others; they congregate on a narcissistic basis for the purpose of swapping stories about sexuality, or even for common instinctual activity; others withdraw, hide their masturbation and their longings entirely and feel ostracized and lonesome, unable to participate in the "sexual" or "knowing" gatherings of the others. Fixations on the first type of reaction are represented subsequently by "impulsive characters," and fixations on the second subsequently by erythrophobics.

It is probably because of social factors that adolescents frequently prefer to meet in homosexual gatherings. In this way they avoid the exciting presence of the other sex and at the same time avoid being alone; thus they may find the reassurance they are looking for. However, what has been warded off returns, and the friendships that were founded in the hope of avoiding sexual object relationships assume a sexual character more or less obviously. Occasional homosexual experiences between adolescents should not be looked upon as pathological so long as they appear as temporary phenomena of adaptation and do not result in definite fixations.

The frequent preference for homosexual objects at this age may be due not only to shyness in regard to the other sex (and to cultural tradition) but also to the continued narcissistic orientation of the greater part of the object needs of that time.

Some types of modern pubertal reactions have been studied by Anna Freud (541). She described the ascetic type already mentioned who suppresses everything pleasant together with sexuality. Frequently periods of asceticism alternate with periods of wild instinctual activity. The increased intellectual, scientific, and philosophical interests of this period represent attempts at mastering the drives and the connected emotions. Anxiety often provokes partial regressions at puberty. This explains the contradictions in adolescent behavior toward objects. Many relations at this age represent identifications rather than genuine love; and in many ways objects are used as mere instruments to relieve inner
tensions, as good or bad examples, as proofs of one's own abilities, or as reassurances. The "rudeness" sometimes shown by adolescent boys is often meant to intimidate others for the purpose of overcoming their own anxiety. Objects are easily abandoned if they lose their reassuring significance.

Puberty is overcome, that is, sexuality is worked into the personality, when the capacity for full orgasm is attained. Disturbances in this sphere, rooted in previous repressions, serve as the basis for neuroses. Persons afraid of the definiteness of adulthood, that is to say, the definiteness of their instinctual demands which they feel they must accept when growing up, resent growing up and prolong their puberty. Such prolongation is made easy for them by various cultural conditions (128). They may then, at least for a certain time, enjoy dependence and the advantages of youth in reality, whereas they anticipate future grandeur and independence in fantasy, while not daring to test the reality value of these fantasies in the slightest detail.

In psychoanalytic literature, there is less to be found about the normal course of puberty than about infantile sexuality (exceptions: 76, 128, 129, 139, 183, 226, 255, 256, 541, 555, 643, 678, 800, 836, 888, 1118, 1255, 1624, 1626, 1627). This is explicable by the fact that infantile sexuality was discovered by psychoanalysis, whereas puberty had been widely studied before. In no way is this period unimportant. It is true that puberty is a "repetition" of the infantile sexual period, and only rarely are conflicts encountered in puberty that have not had forerunners in infantile sexuality. Nevertheless, experiences in puberty may solve conflicts or shift conflicts into a final direction; moreover, they may give older and oscillating constellations a final and definitive form. Many neurotics give an impression of adolescence. They have not succeeded in getting on good terms with their sexuality. Therefore, they continue the behavior patterns of adolescent children, that is, of an age at which it is usually considered normal not to have achieved these good terms and to feel life as a provisional state, with "full reality" still waiting in an indefinite future.
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PSYCHOANALYTIC THEORY OF NEUROSION
A. Traumatic Neuroses

Chapter VII

TRAUMATIC NEUROSES

THE CONCEPT OF TRAUMA

The basic function of the mental apparatus is the re-establishment of stability after a disturbance by external stimuli. This is achieved first by discharge of the excitement aroused, later by its "binding" and by combinations of discharge and binding. Whenever the maintenance of a (relative) equilibrium fails, a state of emergency arises. Too high an influx of excitement within the given unit of time is the simplest type of such an emergency.

However, the expression "too high" is a relative one; it means beyond the capacity of mastery. This capacity depends on constitutional factors as well as on all of the individual's previous experiences. There are stimuli of such overwhelming intensity that they have a traumatic effect on anyone; other stimuli are harmless for most persons but traumatic for certain types with a readiness to become overwhelmed traumatically. Such "weakness" may have a constitutional root. It further depends on the mental economics of the person: for a child, the disappearance of a beloved person may be a trauma, because the libidinal strivings directed toward this person, having lost their aim, overwhelm the child; an adult is more subject to traumatic experiences when tired, exhausted, or sick. Another decisive difference is whether or not, at the time of the trauma, motor reactions are possible; the blocking of external motor activity increases the probability of a breakdown, and foxhole waiting is more dangerous than active warfare. The most important factor, however, is represented by previous repressions; those persons are "weak" whose binding capacity is fully taken up by the maintenance of earlier repressions. Thus trauma is a relative concept; factors of mental economy, dependent on constitution as well as on previous experiences and on the actual conditions before and during the trauma, determine what degree of excitation overtaxes the individual's capacity.

The ego may be regarded as having been developed for the purpose of avoiding traumatic states. Its sifting and organizing (discharging and binding) of incoming excitation are facilitated by its ability to anticipate in fantasy what might
occur, and thus to prepare for the future. Economically, such preparation consists of making ready amounts of countercathexis for the purpose of binding the excitations to come. Events that have not been anticipated are experienced more forcefully than those prepared for. Therefore, an incident is likely to have a traumatic effect in direct relationship to the unexpectedness with which it occurs.

Unmastered quantities of excitement, built up by sudden overwhelming events as well as by chronic strain, create very painful sensations of tension, and set in motion pathological and archaic attempts to master what could not be mastered in the usual way. A kind of emergency regime of discharge is created (1292), partly as an automatic function against the will and without any participation on the part of the ego and partly by the remaining and restored forces of the ego.

The symptoms of traumatic neuroses are (a) blocking of or decrease in various ego functions, (b) spells of uncontrollable emotions, especially of anxiety and frequently of rage, occasionally even convulsive attacks, (c) sleeplessness or severe disturbances of sleep with typical dreams in which the trauma is experienced again and again; also mental repetitions, during the day, of the traumatic situation in whole or in part in the form of fantasies, thoughts, or feelings, (d) psychoneurotic secondary complications.

**BLOCKING OF OR DECREASE IN EGO FUNCTIONS**

The blocking of ego functions can be explained as a concentration of all mental energy available on one task, the building of counterenergies to master the intruding overwhelming excitation. The urgency of this task makes all the other ego functions relatively unimportant; these functions have to relinquish their energies in favor of the emergency task which completely governs the person.

The blocking of some of the functions, especially of the perceptive and apperceptive ones, acts simultaneously to prohibit the influx of further excitation. The excitation already at hand has to be mastered before new stimuli can be accepted. The organism develops different ways of protecting itself against too great a quantity of stimulation (*Reizschutz*) (605); refusing to accept new stimulation is a primitive means of re-establishing such protection after it had been broken down by the trauma.

Among the functions that might be weakened or blocked, because they have become relatively unimportant after the trauma, is sexuality. Generally the sexual interest of traumatic neurotics is diminished, and in male patients temporary impotence occurs very frequently (340, 1616). Although this symptom often may be due to psychoneurotic complications, it may also be an entirely unspecific symptom. The sexual energy, like other mental energies, is mobilized for the purpose of mastering the intruded excitation and is no more at the disposal
of sexuality. Just as sexual interest generally decreases in sick persons because they become narcissistic, so may sexual energy lose its specific character after a trauma (340).

In traumatic neurotics regressive phenomena of all kinds in the realm of the instincts as well as of the ego have been described. They are to be looked upon as the result of a general loss of differentiation of the higher functions, again for the purpose of the overwhelming task, the “unspecific” mastery. Besides, this “primitivation” may serve another purpose as well: helpless persons usually tend to regress to the times of their childhood, because as children they actually were helped by “omnipotent” grownups. Traumatic neurotics sometimes develop a kind of demonstrative attitude of helplessness and passive dependence and show certain oral trends; this is a regression to the more primitive passive-receptive type of mastery of the outer world following their failure to succeed in an active way. This reaction will be stronger in persons who were inclined to this type of mastery even before the trauma: limited in their active abilities from the beginning, they will more quickly go into a traumatic state than persons with a more active ego.

Ego blocking, represented in fainting as a response to a trauma, is the most archaic and primitive “defense mechanism.” In fainting, the organism, which has been overwhelmed with too intense stimuli, shuts out the influx of further stimuli. The complicated defense mechanisms of the psychoneuroses may be looked upon as partial faintings. In fainting, all perception is blocked; in repression, some selected perceptions are blocked (see p. 144).

EMOTIONAL SPELLS

The various emotional spells, too, represent more archaic and involuntary emergency discharges. To a certain extent, they are entirely unspecific; a person after suffering a trauma may be restless, hyperkinetic, may tend to cry and shout. In part, these reactions are specific and their nature can be explained either by the motor and sensory situation at the moment of the trauma or by the pre-traumatic history of the person. The fact that the emotional quality of such spells is most often felt as anxiety or rage is important and should be kept in mind. A study of the development of anxiety shows that all later spells of anxiety represent repetitions of early traumatic states. The objective state of being flooded with unmastered excitation is subjectively felt as being very painful, and the quality of this pain is very similar to anxiety. This is brought about partly by the unmastered inner tension itself and partly by involuntary vegetative “emergency discharges” (618). Later states of rage, too, are rooted in situations of frustrations, that is, in states where an urgent need is not fulfilled and the available discharges are not adequate. Thus anxiety and rage in traumatic
neurotics represent discharges of excitations that were aroused in the traumatic situation but could not be discharged sufficiently. Their specific nature, however, often can be explained by the emotions felt (or aroused but not felt) during the trauma. In this sense the emotional spells belong in the category of "repetition symptoms" in traumatic neurotics, to be discussed later.

The archaic epileptic syndrome probably functions as an emergency outlet in certain constitutionally predisposed individuals (917).

SLEEP DISTURBANCES AND REPEITION SYMPTOMS

Sleep presupposes a state of relaxation. An organism flooded with excitation is unable to relax. It is understandable that the unmastered amounts of excitation in the traumatic neurotic makes sleeplessness one of his main symptoms.

The active repetition of the trauma in dreams, which is so torturing to the patient, is economically a relief for him nevertheless. The archaic ego, before it was able to anticipate the future, mastered the outer world by the active repetition of what had been experienced passively. The repetition dreams of the traumatic neurotic represent a regression to this primitive mode of mastery; by experiencing again and again what once had to be gone through in the trauma, the control may slowly be regained. It brings belated discharge and thus helps to get rid of tensions (605). Besides, these dreams make sleep possible in spite of the inner tension.

Repetitions of the trauma are not limited to dreams. They occur also in the waking state. In part they are conscious: the patient cannot free himself from thinking about the occurrence over and over again. In part they are unconscious: the patient experiences spells or makes certain ticlike movements which manifestly have no meaning whatsoever but which in analysis betray themselves as repetitions of movements performed in the traumatic situation, or as movements that would have been purposeful in the traumatic situation but were omitted.

It may occur that the movements do not fit into the precipitating traumatic situation but into some still older and forgotten situation which had been newly remobilized by the trauma (1434).

Whereas an obsessive rumination about the trauma represents an attempt at the belated binding of the intruded excitation, the active repetition of what has been passively experienced, like the emotional spells and movements, represents attempts at belated discharge. If such active repetition is compared to the aforementioned mobilization of a passive-receptive attitude, it is seen that the same goal may be striven for by precisely opposite means.

A trauma is a situation in which a person's usual modes of adjustment have failed; he then has to find new, and better ways of adaptation. This statement does not differ from what has already been said. Adaptation consists in nothing
more than a complicated system of bindings and primitive discharges. One aspect, it is true, is stressed more when the term adaptation is used, that is, the active role of the ego. Actually, when the ego and its modes of adaptation fail, two things occur: (1) the ego is overwhelmed and symptoms beyond the ego occur, which are experienced passively; (2) the ego as soon as possible tries to re-establish its control even to the extent of applying more archaic principles of mastery—by regressing, if necessary (922).

Since the ego differentiated itself gradually from the id and there are deep archaic layers of the ego still very close to the id, it is not easy to state whether a given symptom of a traumatic neurosis occurs because the ego was overwhelmed or whether the ego makes an attempt at a new, archaic, and undifferentiated type of mastery. The word adaptation stresses the second point of view; actually, the concept of traumatic neurosis includes and justifies the first aspect: that not only the ego “adapts” itself, but also that something happened to which the organism was not “adapted.”

PSYCHONEUROTIC COMPLICATIONS

It is not possible to describe the psychoneurotic complications that occur in traumatic neuroses before the psychoneuroses themselves have been studied in detail. After having discussed the psychoneuroses, a separate chapter will be devoted to neuroses that represent a combination of traumatic and psychogenic elements (see pp. 541 ff.). To complete the picture of the traumatic neuroses, however, it is necessary to characterize even at this point certain psychoneurotic trends that are never entirely missing in traumatic neuroses.

Every person has a certain amount of warded-off instinctual energies which are kept from being discharged by defensive forces and which try to break through nevertheless. As long as a certain stability prevails between the repressed impulses striving for discharge and the defensive forces preventing this discharge, the person may suffer from a certain impoverishment of his personality but otherwise remain relatively well. But any disturbance of this equilibrium brings the danger of a breaking through of the repressed impulses and the necessity to develop new and more effective means of defense—in other words, the danger of a neurosis (431). Experiences that precipitate neuroses always represent alterations in the earlier, relative equilibrium between warded-off impulses and warding-off forces (see pp. 454 ff.).

Freud has pointed out that in the etiology of neuroses the precipitating cause and the neurotic disposition (that is, constitution plus infantile experiences) are complementary. An individual who as the result of his constitution and infantile fixation has a neurotic predisposition will respond to even a minor difficulty with a reactivation of his infantile conflicts and therefore with a neurosis; an individ-
ual with less predisposition may also develop a neurosis, if his life experiences happen to be sufficiently severe. There is an etiological series of cases; at one end of the series are cases in which the actual precipitating cause is of no practical importance, and at the other, cases in which the specific precipitating cause plays a predominant role (596).

There is no doubt that a certain percentage of what is described as traumatic neuroses actually are psychoneuroses that were precipitated by some accident. This can be corroborated by the fact that sometimes there is a grotesque disproportion between the comparative insignificance of the "trauma" and the rather severe neurosis it is supposed to have precipitated. The more intense the previous repressions and the more unstable the equilibrium in the defense conflicts, the quicker an experience will have a traumatic character. Every individual has a "breaking point." However, in different persons the ease with which this point may be reached varies greatly.

In persons with a neurotic disposition there is not only a quantitative impoverishment of the ego which permits stimuli to provoke traumatic situations; there is also a qualitative sensitization at certain points of "complexes." Experiences in the realm of the complexes tend to have traumatic effects. (This will become clearer in the discussion of psychoneuroses.)

It would be a paramount task for army induction psychiatry to screen out personalities for which the military situation as such is a "complex point." Ideas of "belonging to a great unit," as well as the provision of food and shelter, the limitation of personal responsibility, and an environment that almost excludes the other sex, have, of course, significance for everybody. The specific nature of this significance, however, varies enormously. Frequently the military situation involves a certain mental "infantilization," the army and the superiors representing the sheltering but also threatening parents. Some persons may accept this without much of a conflict and even be helped by it. Others, however, to whom the infantilization means a remobilization of repressed infantile conflicts, may become sensitized and weakened in their capacity for resistance. Still others may, according to their childhood experiences, be strengthened and weakened simultaneously or successively, or feel more protected under certain conditions, less protected under others; for instance, more protected as long as there is no combat, less in combat, or vice versa; or more protected in victory, less in defeat. Simmel explained the typical attitude of the soldier as an expectation of parental protection; this expectation may give place to a sudden and severe disappointment (1434).

Severe traumata that upset the entire economy of the mental energy also of necessity upset the equilibrium between the repressed impulses and the repressing forces. The first type of such a disturbance is a general and unspecific one. For the purpose of fulfilling the overwhelming task of a belated mastery of the intruding excitation, all differentiated mental functions, including sexuality, may be robbed of their specific cathexes; this also holds true for the cathexes that
have been bound by conflicts of repression. The cathexis of the defending forces may be mobilized first; this is a general reason why repressed forces make a more or less open reappearance after traumata. The picture thus created is that of an unspecific disintegration of the personality, in which the abolition of differentiations and the regression toward childish dependence are predominant.

In a more specific way, latent neurotic dispositions may be mobilized by a trauma either (a) by an increase in the anxiety that motivates repression or (b) by an increase in the repressed instinctual forces.

If a person had developed a certain amount of castration anxiety or anxiety over loss of love, and subsequently has overcome this anxiety by certain inner reassurances (“It is not so bad after all, and probably there is no real castration, and I shall not be abandoned for good”), the experience of a trauma is apt to upset these reassurances and to remobilize the old anxieties. Persons who, for example, have hitherto denied their fears by partial regression to the security of primitive narcissism and omnipotence are forced by the trauma to admit that they are not omnipotent after all, and the old anxieties reappear. This is especially true in one type of anxiety over loss of love. Some persons have the capacity for hanging on to the belief that fate will protect them, just as their parents had protected them before in their childhood. Such persons experience a trauma as a betrayal by fate which refuses to protect them any longer. The frightening idea of having lost the protection of a powerful person with superego qualities varies in intensity according to the degree to which the subject had already submitted to a passive-receptive attitude before experiencing the trauma. This submission may have been acute, as in a soldier or sailer in combat, or chronic, as in persons whose self-esteem has remained dependent on constant reassurance of being protected or loved. The latter are not only inclined especially toward the development of traumatic neuroses but also traumatic neuroses in this personality type will be governed more by depressive clinical pictures (1244).

It was mentioned that chronic stress may have the same effect as a trauma. There is one particular kind of chronic stress that has a specific result: Extreme frustrations, which make a person feel that he is really abandoned and not cared for by anybody or anything, precipitate in adult persons states of apathy that are comparable to “primary depressions” in children (see p. 404) or even to the way in which hospitalized infants without mother’s love remain somehow subdued.

The effect of castration anxiety is particularly clear in cases where the trauma has brought the intense danger of physical injury. (However, it is well known that traumatic neuroses occur more often in cases that have not suffered real injuries.) There are quite a number of postoperative traumatic neuroses, where, for instance, the patient had not been mentally prepared and the operation was
then regarded as a castration. This actually occurs more frequently after genitourinary operations than after operations involving other parts of the body (514).

The fact that the castration fear created by an operation increases with the degree to which the operation has a traumatic effect necessitates a mental hygienic preparation of patients before surgical operations. Children especially have to be prepared by objective enlightenment about what is going to happen before they are operated upon, to avoid serious shocks.

The degree in which a trauma is experienced as a loss of the protection of fate or as castration is dependent, of course, upon the pretraumatic history of the patient. The intensity of the unconscious readiness to develop anxieties and the ways in which persons have learned to deal with anxieties are decisive.

What is most characteristic in the reaction to a trauma is that associative connections are immediately established between the trauma and the infantile conflicts that become activated. Old infantile threats and anxieties suddenly reappear and assume a serious character. The trauma may be experienced as a mere repetition of other older traumata of childhood. It has been mentioned that sometimes the symptoms of spells in traumatic neuroses may reveal themselves as determined not by the physical situation in the actual traumatic situation but by the physical situation in some forgotten childhood scene. The whole “trauma” may have a screening function (686).

Staudacher studied a war neurosis precipitated by the explosion of a grenade in which the patient’s reaction was determined in all its details by a childhood experience that took place at the age of three (1472).

Concerning an increase in the repressed impulses, it seems unlikely that a severe trauma should also be felt as a kind of temptation. It is true that in general a trauma is frightening and does not bring any instinctual satisfaction or temptation. But actually, there are persons whose sexual instinct has undergone a sadomaso-chistic distortion, and who have an immense (conscious or unconscious) interest in all dangerous, extraordinary, cruel, and “thrilling” events. The more an interest of this kind is repressed, the more likely it is that a trauma may unconsciously give the feeling: “Now, my sexual fantasies are becoming real at last.” In this sense the trauma may be perceived as a sado-masochistic temptation. It is more probable, however, that it is perceived as a mixture of temptation and punishment: “What I have wished for is happening now; and it is happening in a terrible way, so that I shall be punished for having wished it.” The trauma may signify the breakdown of a counterphobic attitude (see p. 549).

A third type of remobilization of latent conflicts by a trauma is the arousing of old conflicts between the ego and the superego. Even without having discussed the nature of these conflicts as yet, it will be conceivable that an ego when experiencing a trauma may not only feel “fate, the successor to my parents, is abandon-
ing and castrating me" but also "And it serves me right, because I am guilty." This attitude, repeating on an internal level conflicts that originally existed between the external world and the ego, turns certain traumatic neuroses into a narcissistic affliction.

All military psychiatrists know the depressive features in traumatic neuroses of soldiers whose "buddy" was killed while they themselves were saved. This does not necessarily presuppose that they have felt especially ambivalent toward the lost comrade. What they feel guilty about is rather that they had hoped that if "somebody's number is up," it may be another fellow and not they themselves.

In his discussion of war neuroses, Freud called attention to a fact that complicates the role played by the superego in traumatic neuroses (603): the intrapsychic representative of fate may consist not only of the genuine superego, which has been acquired in childhood, but also be made up of later and more superficial identifications with various other authorities. Such superficial and passing identifications may sometimes be very influential and come into conflict with the genuine superego. Freud spoke of these formations as "parasitic doubles of the superego," which for certain periods may usurp the power of the superego. Rado has demonstrated that the intrapsychic representation of a hypnotist may be considered as a parasitic superego. (It is even a "parasitic double of the ego") (1234). Freud stated that war conditions may create a "war superego" of this kind, which not only permits the expression of impulses otherwise forbidden but even makes demands that are tempting to the ego because its genuine superego never permitted such impulses to be brought into action. According to Freud, one finds in many war neuroses that a "peace ego" rises in defense against a "war superego" (603).

Whether or not a sudden influx of unexpected stimulation has a traumatic effect depends upon the personality experiencing the event. This concerns the actual situation at the moment of the trauma as well as the entire infantile history. As to the actual situation, first of all, the state of preparedness is decisive: the more preparation, the less likely a trauma. Traumatic neuroses are more intense when the trauma encounters an ego exhausted by a long endured stress (presupposing that the stress was not a kind of "expectation" of the event, in which case is would be a favorable circumstance) (1244).

As to the specific structure of the personality at the time of the trauma, Simmel and Rado showed that it is not only a "war superego", which in soldiers increases the dangers of a "neurotic breakdown"; the whole war situation is psychologically characterized by two contradictory features: it demands actions that represent instinctual outlets hitherto forbidden; but simultaneously it frees the personality from responsibility and causes a certain re-establishment of the old oral-receptive way of mastering the outer world. The commanding officer has the
responsibility and the power; and he is believed to have the duty of and the capacity for giving protection. The disappointment is all the greater when this expectation fails (1244, 1434).

Not only are the commandments and prohibitions of the superego different in war from those that were valid in peace, but the "infantilization" in the military situation involves many of the superego's functions being reprojected onto the superiors. If the superiors fail in their role of protectors and rewarders, the worst has occurred, since the soldier is no longer in the habit of functioning as his own superego. The hatred thus mobilized against the nonprotecting father substitute may be condemned by the still existing superego and thus create guilt feelings and new severe conflicts.

The infantile history decides the degree of stability of the personality, that is, its amount of latent conflicts ready to be mobilized. In general: the more repressions, the less free energy is at hand to master newly arriving excitations, and the greater the readiness for traumatic effects. The fact that the development of a traumatic neurosis is contingent upon childhood history justifies the attempts to exclude from the armed forces potential victims of traumatic neuroses.

The fact that the pretraumatic personalities are reflected in traumatic neuroses betrays itself in the multiplicity of the clinical pictures, and also in the change of the clinical pictures in different cultures and times, analogous to the change of the clinical pictures of psychoneuroses in different cultures and times.

In World War II there are reported many more schizophrenic or schizoid episodes of short duration that ended spontaneously than in World War I. If reality becomes unbearable, the patient breaks with reality. But enough preconscious attention remains to re-establish the contact with reality as soon as it becomes bearable again. It may be that the recent prevalence of psychotic mechanisms in traumatic neuroses corresponds to the prevalence of "character disorders" among the psychoneuroses (see p. 447).

SECONDARY GAINS

In the traumatic neuroses, secondary gains play an even more important role than in the psychoneuroses; these are certain uses the patient can make of his illness which have nothing to do with the origin of the neurosis but which may attain the utmost practical importance. The symptoms may acquire secondarily the significance of a demonstration of one's own helplessness in order to secure external help such as was available in childhood. The question how to combat or to prevent secondary gains often becomes the main problem in treatment. In cases where a neurosis has been precipitated by a comparatively minor incident, the incident itself is often placed in the foreground by the patient, who in this way succeeds in again repressing the mental conflicts mobilized by it. Obtaining financial compensation or fighting for one creates a poor atmosphere for
psychotherapy, the more so if the compensation brings not only rational advantages but has acquired the unconscious meaning of love and protecting security as well. Yet anyone who has a psychoanalytic understanding of the neurotic processes will not equate neurosis to simulation and will not repudiate compensation altogether. It may be that there is no fundamental solution of the question how compensations should be handled that would be equally valid for all cases. Perhaps the idea of giving one single compensation at the right time may be the best way out.

Since the course and the special nature of the symptomatology of traumatic neuroses are to a great extent dependent upon the "psychoneurotic complications" involved, many of their problems will be more easily approachable after the discussion of the psychoneuroses.

PSYCHOANALYSIS IN THE THERAPY OF TRAUMATIC NEUROSES

In traumatic neuroses, we see two sets of spontaneous attempts at recovery that seem to be actually contradictory: (a) attempts to get distance and rest, to collect energy, as it were, for the task of belated mastery: the stopping of or decrease in ego functions and the undoing of differentiations, a withdrawal toward a fresh start for the reconstruction of the collapsed equilibrium; (b) attempts at belated discharges: motor phenomena, emotional spells, repetition phenomena. The first set could be called the quieting-down method, the second the stormy method—both aimed at the same end of belated mastery.

Therapy can and should imitate both ways. On the one hand the therapist may give rest, reassurance, the satisfaction of wishes for passivity and dependency—"take-it-easy" suggestions. On the other hand he may give catharsis, the opportunity for stormy discharges and for the repeated re-experiencing of the trauma and a verbalization and clarification of the conflicts involved. The second method is, when applicable, a more direct help; the first one becomes necessary when the ego is too frightened, when a working through of the traumatic event is still unbearable and would still be too much of a repetition of the traumatic character of the experience. Apparently the therapeutic task in traumatic neurosis consists in finding out which blend of the two methods is necessary in a given case. To find the relatively correct amount of catharsis and reassurance is the main task of therapy, and it is of comparatively minor importance by which method catharsis as well as reassurance are achieved. While in general it will be better to encourage the patient to talk as much as possible about the trauma and to tell his experiences over and over again, some patients first need rest and greater distance from their experiences before they are capable of abreaction.

The more a traumatic neurosis has induced a secondary psychoneurosis, the more other measures will become necessary. Those are the cases that need psycho-
analysis, the prognosis of which will depend on the nature of the induced psycho-neurosis. Cases in which the “traumatic” change represents a hysterical reaction are as amenable to psychoanalysis as hysterias are. Frequently, as has been mentioned, pronounced narcissistic admixtures are evident, which makes the prognosis of psychoanalysis more doubtful.

Kardiner described cases in which traumatic neuroses did not tend toward a spontaneous cure but rather toward the development of lasting defects of the personality (922). In these cases, the blocking of or decrease in ego functions, characteristic for every traumatic neurosis, created a lasting decrease in perception, judgment, and interest in the external world, a readiness to withdraw from any contact with reality, probably corresponding to a fear of repetition of the trauma. The resulting picture is that of a very restricted personality living a simple life on a low level, comparable to certain psychotics or to personalities that have overcome a psychosis with scars in their ego. Several cases of this irreparable type have been described (1142). Probably this unfavorable development is due to constitutional or psychoneurotic complications of a narcissistic nature. In such cases, therefore, psychoanalysis, too, may become difficult. Early treatment is indicated, before the alterations created by the trauma are imbedded too deeply into the personality.

The traumatic neuroses offer a unique opportunity to study the fact that the ego is an apparatus developed for the purpose of overcoming past traumata and for avoiding future traumata; traumatic neuroses represent an insufficiency of this basic function of the ego.
B. Psychoneuroses, the Neurotic Conflict

Chapter VIII
THE MOTIVES OF DEFENSE

WHAT IS A NEUROTIC CONFLICT?

The psychoneuroses are based on the neurotic conflict. The conflict results in the blocking of necessary discharges and in this way creates a state of being dammed up. This state gradually gives rise to a relative insufficiency of the ego's capacity to master excitation. The precipitating factors of psychoneuroses must be looked upon as relative traumata; stimuli which, were it not for the state of being dammed up, would have been mastered without difficulty, now create a relative insufficiency (see pp. 454 ff.).

The neurotic conflict, by definition, is one between a tendency striving for discharge and another tendency that tries to prevent this discharge. The intensity of the tendency toward discharge, it has been stated, depends not only upon the nature of the stimulus but, even more, upon the physicochemical state of the organism. In general it is permissible to equate the tendencies that strive for discharge with drives (“instinctual impulses”); the sieving of drives, that is, the decision as to whether or not their discharge should be permitted, has been defined as a function of the ego. Therefore, the general formulation would be: the neurotic conflict takes place between drives, that is, the id and the ego (608, 611).

ARE NEUROTIC CONFLICTS BETWEEN OPPOSING INSTINCTS POSSIBLE?

Is this formula valid for all neurotic conflicts? Or would it be conceivable for a neurotic conflict to take place between two instinctual demands with contradictory aims? Certain clinical facts seem to prove, for example, that homosexuality may repress heterosexual impulses or that sadism may repress masochism (42, 601).

However, if the history of conflicts of this type is investigated it is regularly found that the apparent conflict between instincts merely covers or represents another conflict between an undesirable instinct and some fear or guilt feeling.
that objects. This objecting force succeeded in increasing the intensity of some other drive—the aim of which was opposed to that of the original objectionable drive—because this increase helped strengthen the intended defense. An instinctual conflict at the basis of a neurosis is always a structural conflict as well; one of the conflicting instincts represents the ego, that is, is sustained by an ego defense, or strengthened for purposes of ego defense. Although itself an instinct, it acts as a defense against a more deeply repressed instinct. The concepts of "instinct" and "defense" are relative; the two are always interpenetrated; reaction formations especially make use of reinforcements of instincts with opposite aims. Instincts contradictory in aim, without such reinforcement by the defending ego, would not conflict with each other. Within the realm of the id there is no conception of contradiction, logical order is here nonexistent. Instincts contradictory in aim can be satisfied one after the other, sometimes even simultaneously, by one and the same derivative. Freud raised the question as to why certain persons experience contradictory instincts as conflicting and are troubled about them, whereas others do not feel them as conflicting at all (629). The answer is that this depends upon whether or not the contradiction between the instinctual aims involves a structural conflict as well (433, 438).

In the last analysis, anxiety and guilt feelings motivating structural conflicts also express instinctual demands, namely, demands of a self-preserving instinct, or of an instinct to preserve mother's love.

To summarize: The fact that there are conflicts between instincts does not necessitate any change in the formula: the neurotic conflict takes place between the id and the ego.

THE EXTERNAL WORLD IN NEUROTIC CONFLICTS

The motives of defense are rooted in external influences. However, the external world as such cannot repress. It can only compel the ego to develop repressing forces. Without an intrapsychic institution that represents and anticipates the external world, no defense and no neurosis could arise. An original conflict between the id and the external world must first have been transformed into a conflict between the id and the ego before a neurotic conflict can develop.

The external world cannot ward off impulses except through the ego. However, external perceptions perhaps may be warded off, and in this way participate in a neurotic conflict. In the discussion of traumatic neuroses, fainting and the blocking of further perceptions demonstrated that the external world (the perceptions) may be warded off. A similar phenomenon occurs in psychoneuroses: there are negative hallucinations, representing a warding off of some part of
the external world; there is forgetting or the misinterpreting of outer events to achieve wish fulfillment; there are all kinds of mistakes in reality testing under the pressure of derivatives of unconscious wishes or fears. Whenever a stimulus gives rise to painful feelings, a tendency is developed not only to ward off these feelings but also to ward off the stimulus.

However, none of these neurotic falsifications of reality can be distinguished exactly from repressions that are directed against one’s own impulses. The external world is warded off as a possible source of punishment or as a possible source of temptation to unconscious objectionable drives. Situations are avoided or forgotten because they represent an inner instinctual demand. Here, again, the conflict between the ego and the external world reflects a conflict between the ego and the id.

Sometimes a part of the external world is warded off not to avoid the mobilization of an instinct but to deny the idea that the instinctual act may be dangerous or cause pain; that is, the prohibitive character of the external world may be warded off. In general, this type of denial cannot be carried far in neuroses because the reality-testing function of the ego prevents a too obvious falsification (541).

Freud once expressed the opinion that herein may lie the basic difference between neurosis and psychosis. Both disturbances are based on a conflict between an instinctual impulse and a fear of the possible pain connected with it: the neurotic individual represses the instinct and thus obeys the threatening external world; the psychotic individual denies the external world and obeys his urgent instinct (611). This contrast, however, is only relatively valid (614). First of all, wish-fulfilling falsifications also occur in every neurosis. Freud studied them especially in fetishism (621); and he showed later that frequently persons who consciously know some fact very well indeed behave as if they had not noticed it or did not believe it. The ego of such persons is actually split into a conscious part that knows reality and an unconscious part that denies reality. Often such a split manifests itself in slips and errors (633, 635). Second, there is no doubt that psychotics who falsify reality do not always do so in terms of a simple wish fulfillment; very often they do so to escape an instinctual temptation, or to defend themselves against their instincts, exactly as neurotics do, only applying other mechanisms and deeper regressions (cf. 663) (see pp. 439 ff.).

To summarize: There are defensive attitudes against painful perceptions just as there are defenses against any pain. Nevertheless, in psychoneuroses based on the blocking of discharge, the defenses against instinctual impulses remain in the foreground; defenses against perceptions (and affects) seem to be performed first and foremost in the service of defenses against instincts. Again: the neurotic conflict takes place between the ego and the id.
THE SUPEREGO IN NEUROTIC CONFLICTS

The superego, of course, brings some complication into the picture. The conflict ego vs. id would in some neuroses more correctly be written ego + superego vs. id, and in others ego vs. id + superego.

After the superego has been established, it is responsible to a great extent for the decision as to which discharges are permitted and which are negated. The warding-off ego acts under the command of the superego, and wherever it is not simple anxiety but guilt feelings that motivate the defense, the formulation ego + superego vs. id is correct.

On the other hand, in many neuroses (especially in compulsion neuroses and, to an extreme degree, in depressions) the ego defends itself against guilt feelings. All the defense mechanisms usually employed in the fight against instincts may also become directed against the “anti-instincts” originating in the superego. In such cases, the ego develops a double countercathexis, one against the instincts and another one against the superego. And the warded-off guilt feelings may in turn break through against these defenses in a distorted form, in the same way as instincts do: ego vs. id + superego (see pp. 290 ff. and 397 ff.).

Again we may summarize: The superego may participate on either side in the neurotic conflict, but the formulation remains valid: the neurotic conflict takes place between the ego and the id.

ANXIETY AS MOTIVE FOR DEFENSE

Let us recapitulate what already has been stated about the motivations of neurotic conflicts (see pp. 51 f.). The infant, unable to attain satisfaction by his own efforts, necessarily often gets into traumatic situations, from which the first idea arises that instincts may be dangerous. Then more specific experiences show that instinctual acts may actually be dangerous; this impression may be warranted, or may be based on an animistic misinterpretation. The ego turns against instincts because it believes—correctly or incorrectly—them to be dangerous. Thus the problem of anxiety is the essence of any psychology of neurotic conflicts (618).

The primary anxiety, or the first experiences out of which later anxiety develops, is a manifestation of unmastered tension. It is an automatic occurrence that takes place whenever the organism is flooded with excitement; the symptoms of the traumatic neurosis show that it is not limited to infancy. This primary or traumatic anxiety occurs automatically, makes its appearance as panic, and is experienced by the ego passively; it can be understood partly as the way in which the unmastered tension makes itself felt and partly as an expression of vegetative emergency discharges.

Later on, the ego learns to use previously automatic archaic reactions for its purposes. The ego’s judgment of impending danger brings the organism into
a state similar to that of a trauma, but of lower intensity. The “tamed” anxiety, thus developed by the ego in the case of danger, may be called an anxiety signal, for it is used to indicate the necessity for starting defensive action (618). That component of anxiety appropriate to danger situations, preparation for defense, arises from the fact that it is the ego that uses anxiety; what is inappropriate, the fact that anxiety sometimes blocks the pertinent attitude, is due to the circumstance that the ego has no other material at hand than an archaic automatic mechanism.

Thus in the last analysis, all anxiety is a fear of experiencing a traumatic state, of the possibility that the organization of the ego may be overwhelmed by excitation. However, after the ego is developed enough to control instinctual actions and to bring about gratifications, the instinctual impulses ought not to be frightening anymore. If they still are, it is due to the fact that fears over loss of love or of castration have induced the ego to block the normal course of its excitaments, thus creating an insufficiency of discharge (431).

Sometimes, as has been stated, the ego’s capacity to tame anxiety fails. The judgment that was intended to avert a traumatic state may actually induce it. This happens in the anxiety spells of anxiety hysterias, but it also happens in normal persons when they react to danger with paralyzing panic. The ego’s intention to give an anxiety signal fails when the person in whom the failure occurs is, as a result of previous repressions, in a dammed-up state; the slight anxiety added by the judgment of danger acts like a lighted match in a powder keg.

Among a group of persons subjected to the same real danger, those are more likely to react with panic who have no opportunity to master their tension in any other way. Such opportunity may be blocked by external circumstances; it is easier to master anxiety while some task is to be fulfilled or some motions can be made than if one is forced to wait quietly. Or the opportunity may be blocked by internal circumstances, by a state of “readiness for anxiety,” due either to antecedent strain or to previous repressions. This also holds true for children, whose reaction, besides, is also dependent on that of the grownups around them (541).

This triple stratification of anxiety may be summarized in a short table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ANXIETY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Trauma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety automatic and unspecific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Danger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety in the service of the ego, affect created by anticipation, controlled and used as a warning signal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Panic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ego control fails, affect becomes overwhelming, regression to state (1); anxiety spell in anxiety hysteria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The same triple stratification of anxiety will be found again in all other affects.

Should the anxiety signal be designated as a countercathexis? This seems warranted because it is initiated by the ego and based on an active anticipation of some future possibility. On the other hand it is the expression of an automatic occurrence in the depth of the organism as a consequence of the ego's reaction; it is not created by the ego; it is, rather, used by it. In this sense, the anxiety signal is a typical example of the dialectic nature of countercathexis in general. The forces the ego uses against the instincts are derivatives of the instincts themselves.

GUILT FEELINGS AS MOTIVE FOR DEFENSE

The neurotic conflict becomes more complicated when anxiety is replaced by guilt feelings. Guilt feelings represent a topically defined anxiety, the anxiety of the ego toward the superego.

Guilt feeling proper—that is, the feeling “I have done wrong,” a painful judgment about some past occurrence which has the character of remorse—must be distinguished from feelings of conscience which do not judge the past but the future: “I should do this,” or “I should not do that.” This part of conscience has a warning function and directs future actions of the personality.

Having designated the ego’s judgment “Do not do that, otherwise something terrible may happen” as the root of “danger anxiety,” we now may assume that the warning conscience feeling is a special case of the same ego function: “Do not do this, otherwise some specific terrible thing may happen.”

What is this specific thing? What does “punishment by the superego” or “loss of the superego’s love” actually mean? Obviously, that type of pain is feared which is actually felt, to a greater or less degree, in guilt feeling proper. The warning function of conscience expresses the ego’s tendency to avoid the pains of intense guilt feelings. These pains constitute a specific displeasure, the avoidance of which is the aim of the conscientious person. As long as a real punishment is feared, or hell is thought of as a threatening reality, there is no true conscience yet, for the tendency to avoid punishment and hell does not differ from tendencies developed by other anxiety signals. In “conscience” the fear is internalized, and the danger threatens from within. Fear is felt not only lest something terrible occur within the personality but also lest there be a loss of certain pleasurable feelings, such as well-being, protection, and security, which were hitherto present. This feared loss may be characterized as a loss of self-esteem, the most extreme degree of which is a feeling of annihilation.

To summarize, the warning conscience says: “Avoid this or that action, otherwise you will experience a feeling of annihilation.” Guilt feeling proper is more
or less a materialization of this threat, which in turn may be used to avoid future similar actions, which might even intensify the feeling of annihilation.

This feeling of annihilation must be characterized as a cessation of the narcissistic supplies which were initially derived from the affection of some external person and later from the superego.

The consideration that what the normal conscience tries to avoid has actually happened in melancholia makes the melancholic feeling of annihilation comparable with the paralyzing panic in the third type of anxiety. The table of triple stratification given for anxiety may also be applied to the problems of guilt feeling. Conscience and warning guilt feelings correspond to the second state (to the warning “danger anxiety”), the melancholic feeling of annihilation to the third state, panic. But what corresponds to the first state of “trauma”?

In anxiety, the first state was the unspecific painful experience which the infant had to undergo in a traumatic state. In the case of guilt feeling the situation must be similar, but more specific. The assumption that here the feeling of a “danger from within” is not so much based on a general “traumatic tension” but on specific feelings of hunger can be supported by many clinical experiences about the connection between guilt feelings and oral strivings, to be discussed more fully later (see p. 136). Thus a new triple stratification may be formulated for guilt feeling:

**GUILT FEELING**

| (1) Trauma | Feeling of hunger or annihilation automatic |
| (2) Danger | “Annihilation” in the service of the ego, affect created by anticipation, controlled and used as a warning signal |
| (3) Panic | Ego control fails, affect becomes overwhelming, regression to state (1); “annihilation” spell in melancholia |

Now an important complication must be added: the primary actual hunger is for milk. Later on, narcissistic supplies are missed in the same way in a kind of mental hunger.

Total lack of narcissistic supplies makes even grown-up people apathetic and pseudo depressed—in extreme cases they may even try to satisfy their hunger by a regression into a state of hallucinatory wish fulfillment. This apathy is the model of what subsequent guilt feelings tend to warn of.

When the ego is sufficiently developed to form a judgment that there is danger of a cessation of essential narcissistic supplies, the aim of its signal, “annihilation
may occur,” must be to influence objects to furnish these supplies. This state represents the anxiety over loss of love which plays so important a role as a motive for defense.

In persons whose self-esteem is regulated by the anxiety over loss of love, secondary anxieties and guilt feelings may be aroused if they try to enforce the necessary supplies by objectionable means. Particularly unfortunate are persons who need narcissistic supplies but who at the same time unconsciously are afraid of receiving them.

The anxiety over loss of love, or rather the anxiety arising out of loss of narcissistic supplies, turns into anxiety over loss of the superego’s supplies, and the fear into guilt feeling. Thus the second stage of the table about guilt feeling must be divided into two substages: in the first, the loss of narcissistic supplies threatens from without, in the second from within. Now the parallelism between anxiety and guilt feelings may be completed with the table on page 137.

The change from state (2a) in the table to (2b) is initiated when the anticipating ego begins to guard against any action on its part that might result in a loss of the necessary parental love; the change is completed with the resolution of the Oedipus complex by the introjection of its objects. The state (2b) is an essential characteristic of mental normality. Everyone continually experiences slight “conscience signals” which regulate behavior and which are of far greater importance as constituents of the so-called mood than general anxiety signals are.

“Conscience” becomes pathological when it (a) functions in too rigid or too automatic a manner, so that realistic judgment about the actual outcome of intended actions is disturbed (“archaic superego”) or (b) when the breakdown toward “panic” occurs and a greater or lesser sense of complete annihilation is experienced instead of a warning signal, which is the case in severe depressions. The causes of such failure of conscience will be investigated later (see pp. 388 f.). Here a few remarks are pertinent on certain features that are characteristic of guilt feelings in general.

Guilt feelings are connected intimately with oral sensations, or rather with intestinal sensations. The monograph by Nunberg about guilt feelings (1175, 1179; cf. also 849, 1178) supplies abundant evidence on this thesis. For example, remorse and compulsion symptoms with the significance of atonement as well as all attempts to “undo” something in order to satisfy conscience are regularly unconsciously thought of as a giving back of contents of the body (959). And this is the case not only if the deed itself has been regarded as an incorporation. It arises, also, from the circumstance that the superego is felt as an introject pressing from within.

The refusal of food by depressed persons generally expresses the idea that this pressure from internalized objects should not be increased by incorporating still other objects (see pp. 389 and 394).
| (1) Trauma | Anxiety automatic and unspecific | Feeling of annihilation automatic, caused by:  
|            |                             | (a) lack of food  
|            |                             | (b) lack of affection (of narcissistic supplies) |

| (2) Danger | Anxiety in the service of the ego, affect created by anticipation, controlled and used as a warning signal | “Annihilation” in the service of the ego, affect created by anticipation, controlled and used as a warning signal  
|            |                             | (a) Before establishment of the super-ego: anxiety over loss of love (over loss of narcissistic supplies)  
|            |                             | (b) After establishment of the super-ego: conscience (regulating inner narcissistic supplies) |

| (3) Panic  | Ego control fails, affect becomes overwhelming, regression to state (1); anxiety spell in anxiety hysteria | Ego control fails, affect becomes overwhelming, regression to state (1); “annihilation” spell in melancholia |
Disgust feeling not only has an oral character in general but an oral-sadistic character in particular. The term *qualms of conscience* expresses this as well as the German *Gewissensbisse*, both expressions being mere descriptions of the way in which the sensations are actually felt.

However, guilt feelings are not manifested in bowel sensations alone. The genetic relation to anxiety is shown in the fact that a bad conscience may produce the same circulatory and respiratory sensations as anxiety. "My heart is heavy," or "I am not able to breathe freely" are expressions of bad conscience.

In the case of depression, a decisive pathogenic regression increases this sadistic nature of the superego.

The idea has been expressed that anxiety may correspond to the repression of sexuality, whereas guilt feeling may correspond to the repression of aggressive drives (97, 624). This seems too gross a co-ordination.

The ego, wedged between instinctual demands and guilt feelings, has two possibilities: it may obey the superego and turn against the drives, or it may rebel against the superego. There are as many compromises possible between obedience to and rebellion against the superego as there are compromises between obedience to and rebellion against external authorities. A very frequent type of compromise is temporary ingratiating for the purpose of preparing a later rebellion.

A few words are relevant about the conception of a need for punishment. The pressure from the part of the superego to which the ego is exposed creates first of all a need for getting rid of this pressure, for regaining the lost self-esteem, and for reassurance against possible feelings of annihilation. This aim is best achieved by "forgiveness." After the experience that punishment may be a means of achieving forgiveness, a need for punishment actually may develop. The punishment longed for is a means of achieving forgiveness; the individuals in question certainly would prefer it if they could achieve forgiveness without first undergoing punishment. In "moral masochists," however, the situation may be more complicated: punishment may be asked for not as a means for forgiveness only but also as a kind of distorted substitute for sexual gratification (see pp. 364 and 501 f.).

**DISGUST AND SHAME AS MOTIVES FOR DEFENSE**

Less is known about other affective motives of defense, but it seems that their origin and development can likewise be clarified by applying the table of triple stratification.

Disgust as a motive of defense certainly is directed against oral demands, a fact that connects it with guilt feelings. Actually, certain feelings of disgust are very
similar to certain types of guilt feelings, for example, disgust with oneself. The connection with anal eroticism is, of course, also obvious.

Applying the triple stratification table to disgust, we may say:

1. The forerunner of disgust is an archaic physiological defense syndrome which is automatically produced as soon as something repulsive reaches the digestive tract. The first negative judgment of the infant's pre-ego is "This is not edible," which means "I should spit this out."

2. The strengthened ego learns to use this reflex for its purposes and turns it into a defense—first into an expression of negation in general (616), later into a defense against certain sexual, especially oral and anal, drives. This, again, is a signal: "If you do not give up this demand, you will have to spit and vomit."

In a normal child a part of his anal-erotic interest in feces may be turned directly into a readiness to develop reactions of disgust (555). Overly intense disgust reactions betray their character as a reaction formation by an occasional breaking through of the original coprophilia in dreams or in symptomatic acts. The disgust of hysterics as a response to sexual temptation may be looked upon as an extreme denial of unconscious receptive sexual strivings: "I not only do not want to take anything into my body; I even want to spit or vomit something out of my body."

3. There are neurotic "attacks of disgust," corresponding to "panic" in anxiety, in which the ego, because of previous blockings, is completely overwhelmed by the affect which was intended for defense purposes (440).

*Shame* as a motive for defense is mainly directed against exhibitionism and scoptophilia. It is not simply a specialized form of castration anxiety (fear of the castrating "evil eye") (430, 1420), but a more specific feeling, in the last analysis undoubtedly also rooted in a primitive physiological reflex pattern (470, 555, 636, 1177). Shame, too, in many respects is connected with guilt feelings—"shame of oneself" (588).

"I feel ashamed" means "I do not want to be seen." Therefore, persons who feel ashamed hide themselves or at least avert their faces. However, they also close their eyes and refuse to look. This is a kind of magical gesture, arising from the magical belief that anyone who does not look cannot be looked at.

It is an interesting fact but one not easy to explain that shame seems to be connected in a specific manner with the phenomena of urethral eroticism. That the specific shame punishment of pillorizing is customarily used against wetting only shows that the same connection between shame and urethral eroticism was already effective in the previous generation. The aim of ambition based on urethral eroticism is to prove that there is no need to be ashamed anymore.

Probably the following phases may again be differentiated: (1) Shame as an archaic physiological reaction pattern. Being looked at is automatically equated with being despised. (2) The ego uses this physiological pattern for defense purposes; signal: "If you do this or that, you may be looked at and despised."
The signal fails to operate in dammed-up persons, so that an overwhelming paniclike shame is experienced.

As in guilt feelings, the ego may turn not only against instinctual impulses in obedience to disgust and shame but may also ward off the effects of disgust and shame themselves (440, 1486).

**SUMMARY**

In the neurotic conflict (between the ego and the id) an instinctual drive seeks discharge in a struggle against an opposing anxiety (guilt feeling, disgust, shame). The drive tends toward the world; the counterforces tend toward withdrawal from the world. The drive seems to be governed by its hunger for objects; the counterforces seem to be governed by a striving to avoid objects.

**ARE THERE ANY INNATE PRIMARY ANTI-INSTINCT FORCES?**

Do any innate tendencies exist to suppress or inhibit sexual or aggressive impulses, besides externally aroused feelings of anxiety, guilt, shame, and disgust, tendencies that might operate even without frustrating experiences? Perhaps the helplessness of the human infant, which necessarily brings about traumatic states, suffices to create a primary hostility of the ego to the instincts? Perhaps a taboo on incestuous love, which is so drastically expressed in many primitive societies, may be something innate, and a main cause for the forces effective against the Oedipus complex?

Ideas of this kind do not seem to be warranted. There is no evidence that hypotheses of this type are necessary for the purpose of explaining the facts of the neuroses. The effects of infantile helplessness would ordinarily be overcome when the child is no longer helpless; if they persist, it is due to experiences that convinced the child of the dangerous nature of his impulses. Whenever we analyze neurotics, whose incest taboo has made them repress their Oedipus complex, we find that experiences are responsible for the anxieties and guilt feelings, and that they are the motivating forces for their repression.
Chapter IX
THE MECHANISMS OF DEFENSE

CLASSIFICATION OF DEFENSES

Ego defenses may be divided into (a) successful defenses which bring about a cessation of that which is warded off, and (b) unsuccessful defenses which necessitate a repetition or perpetuation of the warding-off process to prevent the eruption of the warded-off impulses.

Pathogenic defenses, which are at the basis of neuroses, belong to the second category: when opposed impulses cannot find discharge, but remain in suspension in the unconscious and are still heightened by the continued functioning of their physical sources, a state of tension results and a break-through may occur.

Hence the successful defenses are of less importance in the psychology of neuroses; they are actually less understood (cf. 1032). However, the borderlines between the two categories are not always sharply defined, and sometimes it is not possible to distinguish between "a drive changed by the influence of the ego" and "a drive that breaks through in a distorted way against the will of the ego and unrecognized by it." The latter type of impulse will produce cramped attitudes, will repeat itself again and again, will never permit full relaxation, and will cause fatigue.

SUBLIMATION

The successful defenses may be placed under the heading sublimation. This term does not designate a specific mechanism; various mechanisms may be used in successful defenses, such as a change from passivity to activity, a turning round upon the subject, a reversal of aim into its opposite (588). The common factor is that under the influence of the ego, aim or object (or both) is changed without blocking an adequate discharge. (The factor of valuation usually included in the definition of sublimation had better be omitted [127, 137].) Sublimation is to be differentiated from defenses that use countercathexes; sublimated impulses find their outlet, though drained via an artificial route; whereas the others do not. In sublimation, the original impulse vanishes because its energy is withdrawn in favor of the cathexis of its substitute. In the other defenses the libido of the original impulse is held in check by a high countercathexis (555, 1499).

Sublimations require an unchecked stream of libido just as a mill wheel needs an unimpeded and channeled flow of water (773). For this reason, sublimations appear after a repression has been removed (596, 599). Metaphorically, the defensive forces of the ego do not oppose the original impulses head on, as in the
case of a countercathexis, but impinge at an angle, producing a resultant, which unifies instinctual energy and defensive energy and is free to proceed. Sublimations are distinguished from neurotic substitute gratifications by their desexualization; that is, the gratification of the ego is no longer an obviously instinctual one.

What drives may experience such a vicissitude and what circumstances determine whether or not sublimation is possible?

If the pregenital impulses and the concomitant aggressive attitudes are not warded off by the development of a countercathexis (which would exclude them from the subsequent development of the personality), they are organized later under the genital primacy. The more or less complete achievement of this organization is the prerequisite for a successful sublimation of that part of pregenitality which is not used sexually in the forepleasure mechanisms. It is highly improbable that a sublimation of adult genital sexuality exists; the genitals represent an apparatus for the achievement of full—that is, unsublimated—orgastic discharge. Pregenital strivings are the object of sublimation. If, however, the pregenital strivings have been repressed, and remain in the unconscious, competing with genital primacy, they cannot be sublimated. The capacity for genital orgasm makes the sublimation (desexualization) of pregenital strivings possible (308).

What determines whether or not the ego will succeed in arriving at such a fortunate solution is not easy to say. Sublimation is characterized by (a) an inhibition of aim, (b) a desexualization, (c) a complete absorption of an instinct into its sequela, and (d) by an alteration within the ego. All these qualities can also be seen in the results of certain identifications, as, for example, in the process of formation of the superego. The empirical fact that sublimations, especially those that arise in childhood, depend upon the presence of models, upon incentives directly or indirectly supplied by the environment, corroborates Freud's assumption that sublimation may be intimately related to identification (608). Moreover, the cases of disturbances in the capacity to sublimate show that such an incapacity corresponds to difficulties in making identifications (173). Just as with certain identifications, sublimations, too, may more or less successfully combat and undo infantile destructive impulses (1422, 1424), but also and in a distorted fashion give way to these same destructive impulses; in a certain sense, every artistic fixation of a natural process is a "killing" of this process (1332). Forerunners of sublimations can be seen in certain children's games, in which sexual strivings are satisfied in a "desexualized" way after some distortion of aim or object; and identifications are also decisive in this type of game (541, 956).

The extent of the diversion of aim in sublimation varies greatly. In some cases the diversion is limited to an inhibition in aim; the person who has made the
sublimation does exactly what his instinct urges him to do, but does so after the instinct has been desexualized and subordinated under the organization of the ego. In other types of sublimation, changes occur that are much more far reaching. It is even possible that an activity opposite in direction to the original instinct may really have replaced the original instinct. Certain disgust reactions—usual among civilized people—that show no trace of the infantile instinctual tendencies against which they were originally developed belong in this category (555). This is identical with what Freud has described as transformation into the opposite; after its completion the entire force of an instinct operates in the opposite direction (588).

PATHOGENIC DEFENSES

Conflicts between instinctual demands and fear or guilt feeling are not necessarily pathological. The way in which the conflicts are handled determines whether the further course is a normal or pathological one. As long as normal instinctual demands have their place within the total personality and can achieve periodic satisfaction, the remaining conflicts have a relatively minor intensity and can be solved without pathological results. The ability to discharge instinctual tensions by periodic gratification is the best guarantee for mental health and also a prerequisite for undisturbed sublimation. The parts of instincts which during childhood have clashed with defenses of the countercathexis type, however, are excluded from this possibility of periodic discharge. The countercathexes do not change the warded-off instincts into anything else; rather they suppress them. They simply attempt to block their discharge, thereby causing them to lose connection with the remainder of the personality and to remain unchanged in the unconscious. Herein lies the danger of the break-through, which is the basis of neuroses.

This development explains two facts of decisive importance: (1) The warded-off instincts exert a constant pressure in the direction toward motility. Deprived of their possibility for direct discharge, they use any opportunity for indirect discharge, displacing their energy to any other impulse that is associatively connected with them, increasing the intensity of this substitute impulse or even changing the quality of the affect connected with it. Such a substitute impulse is called a derivative (589, 590). Most neurotic symptoms are such derivatives. (2) All pathogenic defenses have their roots in childhood; and there is no psychoneurosis that is not rooted in childhood.

The isolating effect of childhood defenses explains why a patient whose infantile sexual impulses are freed from repressions by psychoanalysis does not simply strive to satisfy these infantile strivings that have now become conscious. After the infantile defenses have been canceled, the isolation is undone and the warded-off strivings are connected again with the total personality. They now
participate in the maturity of the personality; infantile drives turn into adult ones, which can be discharged. Thereafter, remainders can be handled by sublimation or by other more effective types of suppression.

In discussing the traumatic neuroses, it was noted that the state of being flooded with excitation gave rise to the need for blocking acceptance of further stimulation; perception and other ego functions were blocked or diminished by forceful counterathexes. These types of "defenses," especially their climax—fainting—may be regarded as the pattern according to which all other pathogenic defenses are formed: fainting is a complete cessation of the functions of the ego; other defense mechanisms consist of a partial cessation of certain functions of the ego (410).

In the last analysis fainting as a defense mechanism and as the blocking of endangered functions is an outgrowth of a deep-seated biological reflex which causes not only endangered functions but also endangered organs to be abandoned (autotomy). This reflex, with its aim to get rid of a tense organ for the sake of homeostasis, can be looked upon as the common root of both gratification of instincts and defense against instincts.

DENIAL

The tendency to deny painful sensations and facts is as old as the feeling of pain itself. In little children a wish-fulfilling denial of unpleasant realities is a very common thing, a simple expression of the effectiveness of the pleasure principle.

The ability to deny unpleasant parts of reality is the counterpart of the "hallucinatory wish fulfillment." Anna Freud has called this type of refusal to acknowledge displeasure in general "pre-stages of defense" (541). The gradual development of reality testing makes such wholesale falsification of reality impossible (575). However, these tendencies toward denial try to remain operative. They succeed best against certain single internal perceptions of a painful nature. Freud explained that the "negation" of such a perception may be a compromise between becoming conscious of the data given by the perception and the tendency to deny. The statement "I am glad that I have not had a headache for such a long time," made prior to the onset of a headache, means "I feel the headache coming, but for the time being I can still deny it." "I do not know whom this person in my dream represents, certainly not my mother," means "I feel that this person represents my mother, but I am still able to deny it" (616).

All attempts at denial in later phases of development have, of course, the ego's functions of perception and memory as their adversaries. Painful experiences and the memories of painful experiences, automatically reproduced whenever anything resembles the original painful experience, force the organism to abandon the methods of hallucinatory wish fulfillment and simple denial (507). The gradual development of the ego and of the reality principle strengthens experi-
ence and memory and slowly weakens the tendency to deny. As long as the ego is weak, the tendency toward denial may remain relatively superior; in later childhood, the characteristic solution is that the objectionable truth is denied effectively in play and fantasy, whereas simultaneously the reasonable part of the ego recognizes the truth and the playful or fantastic character of the denial (176, 541). Some of this “denial in fantasy” remains in the normal adult who, knowing an unpleasant truth, nevertheless (or, rather, therefore) may enjoy daydreams that deny this truth. However, in adults, daydreams of this kind have an “unimportant” character and merely represent a refuge that brings a short relief from the burdens of reality, whereas games and denials in childhood are of major importance. Only in the case of severe disturbances of the function of reality testing (psychoses) do serious and important denials remain victorious in adults. To a minor degree, a split of the ego into a superficial part that knows the truth and a deeper part that denies it may, as an outcome of “denial in fantasy,” be observed in every neurotic. Though knowing the truth, he may act as if it did not exist (614, 633, 635). Freud described this first in the fetishist, who consciously knows the anatomy of the female genitals but who, in his neurotic symptoms, acts as if women had penises (621).

Sometimes the struggle between denial and memory can be directly observed. An unpleasant fact may alternately be acknowledged and denied. If in this situation a kind of substitute object can be offered to perception or memory—one which though related to the objectionable fact is harmless—the substitute will be accepted and the struggle will be decided in favor of repression. The repressing ego, while involved in such a struggle with perception and memory, is seeking a substitute idea or a substitute experience. It develops a “hunger for screen experiences” (409, 413, 686, 1437).

This explains the existence of retroactive “screen memories” (553). The ego searches its store of memories for images which it may offer to its consciousness as a substitute. But also actual perceptions that occur during the struggle are immediately scrutinized by the ego as to their suitability for forming substitute images. The ego has a “free quantivalence” for screen experiences, and is economically relieved upon finding them. This relief is often experienced by children in a characteristic way, which may be called the command to remember (413). During an experience which is more or less harmless, but which may form the basis of a later screen memory, the child senses a kind of inner command: “Attention: This scene you are to remember throughout life!” Sometimes this is felt not as a strict command but as a wish to test one’s memory.

There is a significant connection between command to remember and *déjà vu*. The unconscious situation in both phenomena is very similar in that an actual experience is associated with a repressed one and serves as a substitute for it (582). Although the ideas “I have experienced this once before” and “I am going
to remember this throughout life" differ greatly, the feelings that accompany
the two types of experience are very similar; occasionally a déjà vu experience is
actually connected with a command to remember. However, in déjà vu the re-
pression has already been completed, the ego does not want to be reminded of
something that has been repressed, and the feeling of déjà vu consists of its being
reminded of it against its will. In the command to remember, repression is still
in conflict with memory. The ego actively approves of the actual experience
because with its help it can complete the repression.

At times some actual occurrence is experienced with a feeling similar to déjà
vu: "So it is really true that . . . ". This may mean either that the actual occurrence
is reminiscent of something that was repressed, and this repression is now endan-
gered by the occurrence (the repressed often being a guilt feeling), which is ex-
perienced as uncanny. Or it may mean that what is "really true after all" is a
reality free from frightening unconscious conceptions that were anticipated in
connection with it; that is: "I no longer need to be afraid of things I had mis-
takenly connected with reality." In that case the feeling similar to déjà vu is
relieving and pleasurable (442, 631).

Sometimes certain types of behavior toward other persons can be explained as
attempts to facilitate denials of unpleasant facts. For example, the obvious aim of
lying is to make the other person believe something that is untrue or to disbelieve
something that is true; the aim of habitual lying, however, may unconsciously
be to produce the same effect in the liar himself. The attempt to convince someone
of the reality of something that is unreal is made as a proof of the possibility that
some data of memory may also be erroneous. The person who is deceived serves
as a witness in the argument between one's memory and the tendency toward
denial (437) (see pp. 528 f.).

PROJECTION

The first judgment of the ego distinguishes between edible and nonedible
objects: the first acceptance is swallowing, the first rejection is spitting out (616).
Projection is a derivative of the first negation; it has the content of "I want to spit
it out" or, at least, of "I want to put distance between it and myself." Projection
is essential in that early stage of development of the ego which Freud has
called the purified pleasure ego (588) in which everything pleasurable is ex-
perienced as belonging to the ego ("something to be swallowed"), while every-
thing painful is experienced as being nonego ("something to be spit out").

So long as the line of demarcation between ego and nonego is not yet sharp,
which is true in the early years of childhood and again in psychoses, the mecha-
nisms of the state of the purified pleasure ego may be used by the ego for de-
fensive purposes. Emotions or excitations which the ego tries to ward off are
"spit out" and then felt as being outside the ego. The offensive impulse is per-
cived in another person instead of in one's own ego. Thus in the defense mecha-
nism of projection the same holds true as in anxiety and guilt feeling: archaic
reactions which in the early phases of development occur automatically later are tamed by the ego and used for its defensive purposes. However, this primitive mechanism of defense can be used extensively only if the ego's function of reality testing is severely damaged by a narcissistic regression, thus blurring the boundaries between ego and nonego once more. The fact that projection is of utmost importance in archaic animistic cosmologies fits in with its essentially archaic nature (401, 810, 854, 886, 937, 967, 1484).

When the development of the libido leads to an overcathexis of the excretory functions, these functions, too, may be used as physical models for projection. To get rid of an objectionable object or impulse by removing it from the body in the way feces are eliminated is a very frequent fantasy (26). In paranoia, the disease in which projection reaches greatest height, this fantasy achieves its climax in persecutory delusions in which the persecutor outside the patient represents the sensations he feels in his bowels (1203, 1465) (see pp. 428 ff.).

In general, the organism prefers to feel dangers as threats from without rather than from within because certain mechanisms of protection against overly intense stimuli can be set in motion against external stimuli only. Many projections give the impression that internal stimuli are misapprehended as external ones, with the intent of applying this protection to inner stimuli also (605).

Whether every projection of certain tendencies or feeling attitudes necessarily always represents an expulsion of previously internalized objects—that is, in the last analysis, either a spitting out or a defecation—can hardly be decided clinically.

Usually, projections in general are not performed at random but are directed toward some point in reality where they are met halfway. The paranoid person is sensitized, as it were, to perceive the unconscious of others, wherever this perception can be utilized to rationalize his own tendency toward projection. He senses keenly the unconscious of others when this enables him to become oblivious of his own unconscious (607). Just as the "monsters" in the manifest content of a dream represent a "water animalcule" from daily life (1328), so the monster of paranoid delusion may be a distortion of a microbe of reality.

Animism is the most important general example of projection in normal ego development. Paranoid patients, whose function of reality testing is severely distorted, produce the most extreme projective misinterpretation of reality. Neurotic patients do the same thing to a lesser degree by misunderstanding the actual reality in the sense of their unconscious needs.

INTRODUCTION

Originally, the idea of swallowing an object is an expression of affirmation (616). As such, it is the prototype of instinctual satisfaction, not of defense against instincts. At the stage of the purified pleasure ego, everything pleasant
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is introjected. In the last analysis all sexual aims are derivatives of incorporation aims. Simultaneously, introjection is the prototype of regaining the omnipotence previously projected onto adults. Incorporation, however, although an expression of "love," objectively destroys the objects as such—as independent things in the external world. Upon becoming aware of this fact, the ego learns to use introjection for hostile purposes as an executive of destructive impulses and also as a model for a definite defense mechanism (449, 454, 662, 886, 967, 1484).

Incorporation is the most archaic aim directed at an object. Identification, performed by means of introjection, is the most primitive type of relationship to objects. Therefore any later type of object relationship, upon meeting with difficulties, may regress to identification, and any later instinctual aim may regress to introjection. The use of introjection as a defense mechanism, again, provides an example of how primitive automatic mechanisms later are tamed and used by the ego for its purposes.

REPRESSION

Relatively less archaic is the mechanism of repression proper, certainly a derivative of the "denial" discussed above. It consists of an unconsciously purposeful forgetting or not becoming aware of internal impulses or external events which, as a rule, represent possible temptations or punishments for, or mere allusions to, objectionable instinctual demands. The purposeful exclusion of these data from consciousness is obviously intended to hinder their real effects as well as the pain on becoming aware of them. However, although the repressed is not felt consciously it remains effective. The ego can get rid of it entirely only in those instances which have been designated as sublimation and which sometimes are called successful repression. In repression proper, based on continual counter-cathexis, the repressed remains effective from the unconscious (159, 589, 999).

The pattern of repression is exemplified best in the case of the simple forgetting of a name or an intention. Analysis reveals that a name or an intention is forgotten if a suppressed motive resisted it, usually because it was associated with some objectionable instinctual demand. In the case of tendential forgetting, the fact that the repressed still persists in the unconscious is sensed directly in the subjective feeling that one ought to know what has been forgotten, or even that one does know it "somehow," "it is on the tip of the tongue," although actually one does not know it (553).

Sometimes certain facts are remembered as such, but their connections, their significance, their emotional value are repressed.

Conflicts arise when new experiences occur that are connected with what had previously been repressed. Then there is a tendency on the part of the repressed to use the new event as an opportunity for an outlet; it tends to displace its energies to it, to turn the new event into a "derivative." The tendency to use such a
displacement as a means of gaining discharge sometimes succeeds. If neurotic exaggerations—namely, attitudes in which a relatively harmless thing is emotionally overevaluated—are analyzed, the results demonstrate that they are derivatives of something that had been repressed; the seemingly absurd emotional value becomes understandable as a product of displacement. At other times the attempt of the repressed to find an outlet in the form of derivatives fails: a tendency then develops to repress any event associatively connected with the originally repressed material, in short, a tendency to repress the derivatives just as previously the original demand was repressed. This is called secondary repression (Nach draengen) (589). The impression arises that the repressed is like a magnetic force attracting everything that has any connection with it, so that it, too, becomes repressed; actually, it does not attract associatively connected material into the repressed, but tries to transform it into a derivative, whereupon the same forces that had originally repressed it repress the new material as well.

Sometimes derivatives of the repressed are alternately admitted to discharge and themselves repressed. Certain formations of this kind, such as daydreams, may be enjoyed in a highly emotional way up to a certain degree; but they are entirely and instantly forgotten when this degree is transgressed (590). The same holds true for dreams, where there is likewise but one step from highly emotional dreams, which obtrude obsessively upon consciousness, to dreams that are entirely forgotten.

Thus repressions may either betray themselves by voids—that is, by the fact that certain ideas, feelings, attitudes that would be expected as adequate reactions to reality are actually missing—or they may betray themselves by the obsessive character with which certain compensating ideas, feelings, and attitudes that represent derivatives are clung to (1532). The first is to be seen in secondary repression; the second in screen memories (553) and in obsessional ideas.

There are many connections between repression and projection as well as between repression and introjection. Sometimes repressed ideas are unconsciously felt as objects that have been removed from the ego; this brings repression near to projection. At other times repressed ideas are felt as if they had been swallowed, a similarity to introjection based on the fact that what has been swallowed has ceased to be visible but is nevertheless still effective from within (1436). Dreams occurring in the course of an analysis often show that the repressed material is unconsciously looked upon as swallowed food, or even as feces or vomitus.

Repression proper is the main mechanism of hysteria. It expresses an attitude in which the objectionable thing is treated simply as if it were nonexistent. Perhaps the fact that sexual impulses very often are repressed, whereas aggressive impulses are more often the subject of other defense mechanisms, is due to the circumstance that education frequently handles the subject of sex by simply not
mentioning it, whereas the existence of aggressiveness is acknowledged but is designated as bad. The more consistently educators apply prohibitions by acting as if the objectionable things did not exist, the more repression proper is encouraged in children. The inconsistency of present-day education, uncertain as to which instinctual claims to permit and which to suppress, resulting in initial permission and in subsequent sudden, unexpected (and therefore frequently more cruel) deprivation, favors the use of defense mechanisms other than repression.

The motive of repression is unquestionably the tendency to withhold that which has been repressed from motility (552). Proof of this is the fact that repression becomes superfluous when the inactivation is guaranteed in some other way. Compulsion neurotics are able to think obsessively about murder because through the application of the mechanism of isolation they are sure that they will not actually commit the crime (see pp. 289 f.).

Orgel described a manifest Oedipus dream that occurred after the patient had had some experience that made him actually hate his mother. Under other circumstances he certainly would have repressed his incestuous wishes. The hatred which assured him that he would not actually make love to his mother permitted the temporary lifting of the repression (1208; cf. also 1033).

Since the repressed continues to exist in the unconscious and develops derivatives, repression is never performed once and for all but requires a constant expenditure of energy to maintain the repression, while the repressed constantly tries to find an outlet (589). This expenditure may be observed in clinical phenomena: for example, in the general impoverishment of the neurotic person who consumes his energy in the performance of his repressions and who therefore does not have enough energy at his disposal for other purposes. This explains certain types of neurotic fatigue. Some of the typical neurotic feelings of inferiority correspond to awareness of this impoverishment (585); attitudes are developed to avoid situations in which a new mobilization of the repressed may occur (phobias); and attitudes even appear which, to ensure that the repressed remains repressed, are contrary to those of the original impulses.

In describing repression, Freud first differentiated between the destiny of the repressed idea and the destiny of the quantity of emotional cathexis of the repressed idea (589). The idea, that is, the ideational content, is forgotten; the emotional cathexis, however, may make its appearance through displacement to another idea. It is certainly true that sometimes the displacement of the cathexis to a less objectionable derivative, which finds discharge or access to consciousness, facilitates the repression of the original idea, as in screen memories (354, 1532). However, it is not possible to separate the conceptions of "idea" and "cathexis of the idea" entirely. If the whole cathexis were displaced, the original idea would no longer exert any pressure toward motility, the defensive struggle would become superfluous, and the whole process would then be called sublimation rather than repression. Actually the typical "derivatives" contain only a part of the repressed
cathexis. Not mere "ideas" are repressed but "impulses," that is, cathected ideas of future actions, wishes for actions (of course not only primary id wishes but also their later elaborations and ego attitudes). The displacement of the emotional cathexis to a derivative already represents a kind of failure on the part of the repressing forces, which could not attain their aim of suppressing every expansion of the repressed impulse. However, this failure may facilitate the task of keeping the original idea unconscious.

REACTION FORMATION

There are many neurotic attitudes that are obvious attempts to deny or to repress some impulses, or to defend the person against some instinctual danger. They are cramped and rigid attitudes, hindering the expression of contrary impulses, which sometimes nevertheless break through in various ways. In such traits, psychoanalysis as an "unmasking" psychology can prove that the original opposite attitude still exists in the unconscious. These secondary opposite attitudes are called reaction formations (555).

Do reaction formations represent a separate and independent mechanism of defense? They seem rather to be a consequence and reassurance of an established repression. But at least they signify a certain type of repression, which can be distinguished from other repressions. It is a type of repression in which the countercathexis is manifest and which therefore succeeds in avoiding oft-repeated acts of secondary repression. The reaction formations avoid secondary repressions by making a "once-and-for-all," definitive change of the personality. The person who has built up reaction formations does not develop certain defense mechanisms for use when an instinctual danger threatens; he has changed his personality structure as if this danger were continually present, so that he may be ready whenever the danger occurs. Examples are the cleanliness or the sense of order of the compulsion neurotic who struggles, by means of those character traits, against his instinctual demands for dirt and disorder. The rigidity of such cleanliness or sense of order as well as the occasional breakings through of dirtiness and disorder betray the reactive quality of these character traits.

A break-through may occur in dreams as well as in the waking state. An occasional instinctual action may become possible again and the reaction formation may become insufficient under certain economic or qualitative conditions. Most pathological character traits correspond to the reaction formation type; that is, whereas normal character traits permit discharge, the majority of pathological traits primarily serve the purpose of keeping still existent opposite tendencies in the unconscious (see pp. 471 ff.).

Certain mechanisms of defense represent intermediate forms between simple repression and reaction formation. A hysterical mother who unconsciously hates her child may develop an apparently extreme affection for the child, for the purpose of making the repression of her hatred secure. Descriptively, this may be called a reaction formation. But it does not imply a change of the total personali-
ity in the direction of kindness or consideration in general. The kindness remains limited to the one object, and even there it has to be re-established whenever the occasion demands. In contradistinction, a compulsion neurotic who develops a true reaction formation against hatred turns once and for all into a rigidly and generally kind personality (618).

A reaction formation may make use of drives, the aims of which are opposite to the aims of the original drive. It may increase the strength of drives of this kind the better to hold the original drive in check, and in this way a conflict between an instinctual impulse and an anxiety or a guilt feeling may be masked as a conflict between conflicting instincts. For example, a man may be reactively pregenital for the purpose of warding off genitality; another person may be reactively (pseudo) genital to ward off pregenitality; or reactively heterosexual to ward off homosexuality or vice versa; reactively passive-receptive to ward off aggressiveness or vice versa (1279).

The fundamental difference between a reaction formation that suppresses an original impulse and a sublimation in which the original impulse finds discharge is not always clearly recognized in psychoanalytic literature. This is partly due to a contradictory terminology. The classification of attitudes according to which the attitudes are superseded or suppressed does not necessarily coincide with the classification according to which the attitudes are subdivided into those that work in the same direction as the original impulse (or a slightly modified one) and those that are diametrically opposed. The following diagram may serve to clarify:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attitudes that work</th>
<th>A. in the same or B. in the opposite modified direction site direction as the original drive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attitudes by which the instinct is</td>
<td>I. superseded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I. superseded</td>
<td>IA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II. suppressed</td>
<td>IIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We call I (which includes IA and IB) sublimation and II (which includes IIA and IIB) reaction formation. The usual sublimation is represented by IA; but there is also the type of IB: for example, if in a normal person an original anal interest is replaced by a certain not too intense disgust for feces without an intense unconscious interest in feces remaining (555). The typical reaction formation would be represented by IIB; but there are also “counterphobic” attitudes of the category IIA in which doing the same thing one originally feared serves the purpose of holding the original intensive wish in check (435).

Sterba has advocated the contrary nomenclature. He wished to designate formations in which there is no trace of the original instinctual demand (IIB) as “true reaction formations,” thus including the origin of the super-ego among the reaction formations (1493). Because in psychoanalytic ter-
minology the term reaction formation has gained currency to designate formations due to countercathexis, we would prefer not to follow Sterba’s suggestion.

To clarify the relation between reaction formation and sublimation let us compare (a) a child who learns to write well and enjoys it very much, (b) a child who has an inhibition for writing, (c) a child who writes very constrainedly and meticulously, and (d) a child who smears. All of them have displaced anal-erotic instinctual quantities to the function of writing. In the first child a sublimation has taken place; he no longer wishes to smear but to write. The other children have not succeeded in channelizing this impulse. They are forced to inhibit it through a countercathexis, or to “robot” through reaction formations, or even to retain the original impulse in an unchanged way.

Whereas the sublimation of any instinctual demand into an ego function increases the effectiveness of this function, a reaction formation against a “sexualized” function necessarily decreases it.

Sublimation is related to reaction formation in the same way that the successful construction of the superego is related to an immutable repression of the Oedipus complex.

It is sometimes stated that sublimation is necessarily a kind of repression; the painter who has sublimated his smearing impulse does not consciously know anything about his anal eroticism. This depends on the definition of repression. If the disappearance of the original aim from consciousness is called repression, every sublimation is a repression (a “successful” one: through the new type of discharge, the old one has become superfluous). If, however, the definition of repression includes the conception of a continuous countercathexis, repression and sublimation exclude each other. For the man who has repressed his smearing impulses by a countercathexis, the idea of painting would have to be repressed, too, because it is too similar to the original smearing. However, there are neurotic artists whose productions are mixtures of sublimations and neurotic symptoms.

UNDOING

There are no sharp lines of demarcation between the various forms of defense mechanisms. Reaction formation was related to repression, and undoing (618) is related to reaction formation. In reaction formation, an attitude is taken that contradicts the original one; in undoing, one more step is taken. Something positive is done which, actually or magically, is the opposite of something which, again actually or in imagination, was done before.

This mechanism can be most clearly observed in certain compulsive symptoms that are made up of two actions, the second of which is a direct reversion of the first (567). For example, a patient must first turn on the gas jet and then turn it off again. All symptoms that represent expiations belong in this category, for it is the nature of expiation to annul antecedent acts. The idea of expiation itself is nothing but an expression of belief in the possibility of a magical undoing.

Paradoxically, the undoing sometimes does not consist of a compulsion to do the opposite of what has been done previously but in a compulsion to repeat the
very same act. Analysis shows that this is based on the following unconscious intention. The first act was done in connection with a certain unconscious instictual attitude; it is undone when this same act can be repeated once more under other inner conditions. The aim of the compulsion to repeat is to carry out the very same act freed of its secret unconscious meaning, or with the opposite unconscious meaning. If, because of the continued effectiveness of the repressed, some part of the original impulse insinuates itself again into the repetition which was intended as an expiation, a third, fourth, or fifth repetition of the act may become necessary (cf. 88).

An irreligious patient who obsessively had to pray for the health of his sick mother had the further compulsion of slapping his mouth lightly after having said the prayer. This was an undoing of the warding-off symptom, a return of the warded-off death wish toward the mother which meant: “I am putting the words of prayer back into my mouth.” The same mechanism is operative in children who think that a false oath is permissible if, while making the gesture of the oath with their right hand, they secretly make the opposite gesture with the left hand.

Another patient suddenly felt a compulsion to crane his neck upward. It turned out that, shortly before, he had been riding down in an elevator and had thought that the rapid downward movement might have injured his brain (a disguised castration anxiety, “displaced upward”). The symptom of craning the neck upward was an “undoing”: the upward motion of the head was intended to throw the brain back to the place from which it slipped, and thus to annul the previous castration.

This symptom represents a special case of the frequent type of compulsive symptoms that are based on the magic of symmetry and that often have the unconscious meaning of undoing. If anything has been touched on the right side, a similar object has to be touched on the left side. The meaning is that the equilibrium between instinct and counterinstinct should not be disturbed. If it has been disturbed on one side of the scale, it has to be “undone” on the other. The “number magic” of compulsion neurotics makes them prefer even numbers because they do not disturb the equilibrium as odd ones do (see p. 288).

Often an intention to “undo” fails because what has been warded off returns in the very measure of warding off; “undoing” turns into “doing it again.” This happens when the undoing consists in performing the very same act but with another attitude; instead it may be repeated with the same attitude. An example: A patient with scruples in regard to the unnecessary expenditure of money bought a newspaper for a nickel; unconsciously to him this was equivalent to a visit to a prostitute. He regretted it and, wishing to undo the act, decided to return to the newsstand. He was uncertain what to do because he would have been ashamed to return the paper to the boy and to ask for the money. Then it occurred to him that the purchase of a second paper might ease his mind. But the stand was already closed. Thereupon he took another nickel out of his pocket and threw it away.
Like reaction formation, the defense mechanism of undoing may be brought about by a reactive increase in the strength of a drive opposed to the original drive, thus condensing the defensive attitude with an instinctual attitude striving for erogenous pleasure. When a child experiences defecation as a loss of his narcissistic integrity and develops a tendency for compensating coprophagy (or, later, when the adult indulges in reading while on the toilet), this coprophagy represents both an undoing of the defecation and an oral-anal pleasure. When a person with castration anxiety regresses to the anal level and substitutes the idea of losing feces for the idea of losing the penis, the frequent repetition of defecation gives reassurance that the loss is not permanent; while the ego "is concerned in undoing the castration . . . the id by the same process is indulging in anal impulses" (1054). This possibility of simultaneous reassurance and pleasure is probably the explanation for the fact that the mechanism of undoing is so often applied in conflicts around anal eroticism.

A special significance is connected with actions and attitudes aimed at the undoing of imaginative destructions. Strivings for reparation may or may not be successful in holding sadistic drives in check. They may be the main motive for artistic or scientific sublimations (1422, 1424) as well as for painful compulsive rituals (895, 959).

A failing of the mechanism of undoing, due to the invasion of the defense by the warded-off impulses, explains several phenomena frequent in compulsion neurosis: (a) the increase in the number of necessary repetitions because no repetition gives complete reassurance that this time it is done without the instinctual intention, (b) some forms of counting compulsions, the unconscious meaning of which is to count the number of necessary repetitions, (c) the ever broadening scope of the ceremonious assurances, (d) obsessive doubts which sometimes are doubt as to whether the undoing has succeeded, and finally, in certain cases, (e) the futility of all these measures (see pp. 306 ff.).

**ISOLATION**

Another mechanism of defense prevalent in compulsion neuroses and of very general significance for psychopathology is isolation (618). Here the patient has not forgotten his pathogenic traumata, but has lost trace of their connections and their emotional significance. He shows the same resistance to a demonstration of the true connections that a hysterical shows to the reawakening of his repressed memories. Thus here again a countercathexis is operative; its operation consists in keeping apart that which actually belongs together (1000).

Sometimes the patient interpolates real spatial or temporal intervals between the two realms that are supposed to be kept separate. Spatial intervals are arranged so that certain things (representing ideas that are to be kept apart) can-
not touch each other, or a certain order is assigned to them which maintains a distance between them. Temporal intervals are planned so that after an action there is an intermission keeping the act from impinging upon any other one. Measuring such temporal intervals is sometimes one of the determinants of a neurotic compulsion to count.

Of practical importance is the patient who hinders any therapeutic effect of his analysis by carrying on the whole analysis "in isolation." The analysis is accepted only as long as the patient lies on the couch, but remains isolated from the rest of his life. Sometimes such patients have to begin and end the analytic hour with certain rituals, which serve to isolate the analytic sessions from what occurs before and after (438).

The most important special case of this defense mechanism is the isolation of an idea from the emotional cathexis that originally was connected with it. In discussing the most exciting events, the patient remains calm but may then develop at quite another point an incomprehensible emotion, without being aware of the fact that the emotion has been displaced. Extremely objectionable ideational contents, like murder or incest wishes, may become conscious in the form of obsessions, because the obsessional neurotic is able to feel these ideas as mere thoughts, securely isolated from motility. The emptiness of affect, which is so characteristic for certain compulsion neurotics and which creates a serious difficulty in treating them, is based on an isolation of this type. Certain patients are even able to feel their emotions fully, but only as long as they can somehow pretend to be merely playing or to be making thought experiments or the like, that is, as long as the emotions remain isolated from "seriousness."

Compulsive patients withdraw from the frightening experiences of emotional impulses into the "isolated" world of words and conceptions. In obsessive brooding, the repressed returns: involuted philosophical ideas, which were intended as a protection against instinctual impulses, become as highly important emotionally as instinctual impulses are for the normal person (see p. 297).

An isolation that occurs very frequently within our culture is that of the sensual and the tender components of sexuality (572). It is a consequence of the repression of the Oedipus complex that many men (and also quite a number of women) do not succeed in attaining full sexual satisfaction because sensuality can be enjoyed only with persons toward whom they have no tender feelings or, even, toward whom they have contemptuous feelings or none at all. "They cannot desire where they love, and they cannot love where they desire" (572). The institution of prostitution gives men of this type an opportunity to isolate their objectionable sensuality from the rest of their life, and thus relieves them of the necessity to repress it.
THE MECHANISMS OF DEFENSE

Many children try to solve conflicts by isolating certain spheres of their lives, from one another, such as school from home, or social life from the secrets of their loneliness; one of the two isolated spheres usually represents instinctual freedom and the other good behavior. They even split their personality and state that they are two children with different names, a good one and a bad one, and deny the good one's responsibility for the bad one's deeds.

Whether the famous cases of "dual personality" should be called isolations or repressions depends upon whether or not the person in one state knows about the existence of the other state. These cases show that isolation and repression are basically related to each other.

Also in the cases which Freud called "split of the ego" (621, 633, 635) an unpleasant knowledge is kept isolated from the rest of the personality.

Another type of isolation is represented by attempts to solve conflicts around ambivalence—that is, conflicts between love and hatred of the same person—by splitting the contradictory feelings so that one person is only loved, another one only hated, a countercathexis preventing the two feelings from having contact with each other. An example is the contrast of the good mother and the wicked stepmother in fairy tales (552).

Failure of an attempt at isolation can be seen in the frequent obsessive blasphemies. In order to isolate the awe-inspired positive attitude toward the father figure from all aggressive or sensual ideas, a religious attitude was intended; in the obsessive blasphemies, this intention fails.

Although isolation occurs in all cases of compulsion neurosis, there are some persons in whom this mechanism dominates the picture to such an extent that they offer excellent demonstration material of this mechanism. The following case (411) illustrates this point.

A young man of seventeen became neurotic as a result of his conflict about masturbation. For a time he masturbated without any guilt feeling and often also watched when his schoolmates indulged in mutual masturbation. He then heard his minister deliver a sermon, advising against association with anyone who masturbated. Since in childhood the patient's genitality had been inhibited by an excessive fear of castration, he took the minister's sermon to heart and decided to follow his advice and no longer speak to boys who masturbated. This had particular reference to a boy who, he knew, masturbated a great deal. For a while he succeeded in keeping his resolution. But then to avoid contact with the boy, he developed certain phobias and compulsive procedures to maintain the avoidance. First, whenever he met the boy, he had to spit; an obsessive decree about the number of times he had to spit was never clarified in analysis. The phobia spread; he refrained from any contact with the family and friends of "The Avoided One." (The patient gave the boy this title in order to avoid using his name.) Then, because the avoided one was the son of a barber, the patient kept away from barbershops. Later he even avoided contact with persons who let themselves be
shaved by barbers, and found it imperative to stay away from the section of the city where the barbershop of the boy's father was situated.

And then the entire neurosis developed quickly into an "isolation neurosis." He made the compulsive stipulation that the members of his family, particularly the women, which meant his grandmother, mother, and sister, were not to go into the forbidden neighborhood. He suffered greatly because his relatives would not accept this restriction of their freedom. He himself followed his own prohibition implicitly; but more stringently he limited his actions, the more intensely was he forced obsessively to think of the forbidden section of the city. It is easy to understand that this caused him pain. But he gave an unexpected explanation of the pain. It was painful, he said, because at home he saw his mother and grandmother, and therefore ought not to think of the forbidden localities or persons. Although he was aware of the relation between his illness and masturbation, he ignored the connection. His masturbation had been given up without much apparent difficulty. But in its stead, the neurotic effort to keep the idea of "member of the family" separated from "uncongenial persons and localities," to isolate them from each other, became more and more definite.

This isolation became the chief topic of the neurosis. The patient allowed himself to think of "uncongenial "things" but tried to avoid thinking of "congenial" persons at the same time. He thus demonstrated that the Oedipus complex was the content of his masturbation. The elaboration of this effort on the part of the ego to defend itself against the Oedipus complex by means of isolation led in a few months to a compulsion neurosis of the severest type.

The patient was like the man in Wedekind's play who was not supposed to think of a bear. Whenever the patient thought of the avoided one he immediately thought of his grandmother. This tormenting symptom he called connecting. He was able to use a defense to deal with it, namely, a so-called disconnecting, which is a good example for an "undoing" mechanism. After he had simultaneously thought of a forbidden locality and a congenial person, if he could form a mental picture of the uncongenial thing, completely isolated and freed from all congenial adjuncts, everything was set right again, and he was quieted. Before long, the patient was absorbed in making "disconnections" from morning till night.

Two other components which tend to increase the severity of a spreading compulsion neurosis then appeared: an immense extension of the field of symptomatology, and an invasion of the symptoms by the warded-off impulses.

The division of objects into congenial and uncongenial ones gradually embraced all persons and all localities. Thus "schoolmates" became "uncongenial," "relatives" became "congenial"; but also all other persons, through superficial associations, were placed in one category or the other and so were subject to connections and disconnections.

After having undergone a connection, he could not leave the place where he happened to be, nor could he interrupt the activity that engaged him at that moment, until he had completed disconnecting. This condition was most distressing to him. Thus it was always problematic whether he would be able to rise from the couch after his analytic hour, and he would be tortured throughout the hour by the fear that it might end just between a connection and a disconnection. Finally, the defense itself came to give expression to the rejected impulses. The compulsion to disconnect made it necessary for the patient to have a sufficient
number of congenial persons, places, and things in constant readiness. The desire
to put a quick end to the tormenting tension brought about a return of the re-
pressed from the repression. The patient frequented uncongenial places and took
careful notice of uncongenial persons, so that he might have them in readiness
in case he needed them. However, he was not able to do this with all uncongenial
objects. The avoided one, for example, remained avoided. In time he had a gradu-
ated series of differentiations. There were objects that were phobically avoided
as completely uncongenial; then there were less uncongenial ones searched for
which he had to have in readiness; then somewhat indifferent ones, slightly con-
genial ones, and completely congenial ones. He finally consciously exerted himself
to think of uncongenial objects only, hoping that he would then more easily bring
about the disconnection. Since the thought "uncongenial objects" stood for "mas-
turbation," he now was unconsciously masturbating continually. And in point of
fact, when his tension was greatest and he could not make a disconnection in spite
of all his effort, he would occasionally, to his great astonishment, have an ejacula-
tion.

Freud has drawn attention to a normal prototype of isolation and to a point
relating to its origin (618).

The normal prototype is the process of logical thinking, which actually con-
sists of the continued elimination of affective associations in the interest of ob-
jectivity. Compulsion neurotics, in their isolation activities, behave like carica-
tures of normal thinkers. This throws light on a factor of importance in analytic
therapy. Free association appears to be essentially a suspension of the normal
isolating countercathexes. The isolations that characterize normal thinking are
supposed to be suspended by the injunction to express whatever comes to mind,
so that the original unconscious connections may reappear. Since compulsion
neurotics invest a considerable part of their countercathexes in the special mecha-
nism of isolation, they find it difficult to associate freely. Indeed, some compul-
sion neurotics never learn to do so. They always desire order, routine, system.
From the psychological point of view, this means that they do not wish to dis-
pense with their isolations.

Genetically, the mechanism of isolation is related to the ancient taboo of
touching. Threshold rituals and paving-stone compulsions express conflicts as
to whether or not to obey this taboo (30, 390). The taboo of touching, as the pro-
totype for the mechanism of isolation, may be directed against any instinctual
impulse. There are no forbidden impulses, whether of a sensual, aggressive, or
tender nature, the aim of which would not presuppose a touching of the object.

REGRESSION

The concept of regression was discussed previously (see pp. 53 and 65). When-
ever a person meets a frustration, there is a tendency for him to long for earlier
periods in his life when his experiences were more pleasant, and for earlier types of
satisfaction that were more complete. The intensity of this tendency increases with
two factors which are closely interrelated: the degree of hesitancy with which
the individual accepts newer modes of satisfaction and the degree to which he is
fixated to earlier types. Can regression, in this sense, be called a mechanism of
defense?

The typical compulsion neurotic, experiencing a conflict between his phallic
Oedipus wishes and his castration fear, substitutes anal-sadistic wishes for his
Oedipus demands. Thus, actually, regression is a means of defense (618). What
must be admitted, however, is that the part played by the ego in regression is dif-
f erent from the part it plays in all other defense mechanisms. Other defense
mechanisms are set in motion by an activity of the ego (although in this activity
the ego may use more archaic and automatic mechanisms); in regression the ego
is much more passive. Regression happens to the ego; in general, regression seems
to be set in motion by the instincts which, blocked from direct satisfaction, seek
a substitute. The precondition for the use of regression as a mechanism of de-
fense is, therefore, a peculiar weakness of the ego organization (see p. 305).

It has been mentioned that there is a complementary relation between fixation
and regression; it is easy to give up something that is not very important. The
more intense the pregenital fixations, the weaker the subsequent phallic orga-
nization. An individual fixed on the anal level will advance only with reluctance
to the phallic phase, and he will always be prepared to relinquish his new acquisi-
tion upon slight disappointment or threat. However, very intense and sudden
disappointments and dangers may provoke regressions even in individuals with-
out strong fixations.

Two types of regression deserve special mention. The first is regression from
adult forms of sexuality to infantile ones. This regression is the prerequisite of
neuroses. Any disappointment in or threat to adult sexuality may influence a
person to revert to those levels of his infantile sexuality to which he is uncon-
sciously fixated; in other words, to levels that have been repressed and remained
unchanged in the unconscious. However, a neurosis develops only if this mobi-
lization of infantile sexuality in turn brings about a remobilization of the old
conflicts which once in childhood raged around infantile sexuality. The re-
gression to infantile sexuality may be limited to the leading erogenous zone, so
that, for instance, a hysterical, orally fixated person may express his genital
Oedipus wishes in fantasies of fellatio or in oral symptoms. Or there may be
a full regression in which not only the consummation of genital wishes may
be expressed in a pregenital way but also the whole complex of pregenitality,
including such characteristics as ambivalence and bisexuality, replaces genital-
ity. In this sense, the typical compulsion neurotic has given up his genitality and
has become anal sadistic once more (see pp. 274 ff.).

The second special case of regression is the regression to primary narcissism,
or to the stage of development before the final differentiation of ego and id. If
the deepest regression occurs, it is a resumption of the very oldest type of defense—blocking of the ego.

What determines the choice of types of defense mechanisms will be discussed later (see pp. 523 ff.).

DEFENSES AGAINST AFFECTS

So far, discussion has been confined to the mechanisms of defenses against instinctual drives. Instinctual drives are warded off, however, because of anxiety or guilt feeling, that is, to avoid the pain of traumatic panic or of loss of self-esteem. Thus in the last analysis any defense is a defense against affects. "I do not want to feel any painful sensation" is the first and final motive of defense (589, 590). Although the more organized defenses against instinctual drives are of greater importance in the psychogenesis of neuroses, it should not be forgotten that archaic, less systematic defenses against affects are operative, too. Even the experience of anxiety or guilt feeling, which motivates defense against instinctual drives, is painful, and actually there are defenses that tend not to avoid instinctual actions or situations of temptations or punishment but that tend directly toward the avoidance of the very feeling of anxiety or guilt. This is especially marked in certain archaic character formations where large-scale defenses against anxiety may be observed (see pp. 479 ff.).

BLOCKING (REPRESSION) OF AFFECTS

It appears that the ego, having once been overwhelmed by affects, can regain its strength to such an extent that in similar recurring situations it may have adequate countercathexes on hand to ward off a new complete development of the affect. We may speak of unconscious affects as well as of unconscious sensations; in both instances there are certain states of tension which, were they not hindered in their development and discharged by countercathexis, would result in affects and sensations respectively, unconscious strivings toward the development of affects, which are held in check by opposing forces. "Unconscious sexual excitement" or "unconscious anxiety" can be observed clinically in the same way as unconscious material can be observed in general; the blocked unconscious dispositions toward affects develop derivatives, betray themselves in dreams, in symptoms, and in other substitute formations; they betray themselves merely in a general weakness which is caused by excessive consumption of energy (590, 608). "Emotional frigidity" (see pp. 477 ff.) and certain types of de-personalization (see pp. 479 ff.) are examples of general emotional blocking. It has been said that a disproportion between the precipitating factor and the affect reaction is an index of the presence of repressions; it may be added that, through the development of derivatives, a general affective instability is the first consequence of affect defense through the blocking of discharge. The person may have learned
to defend himself secondarily against this instability by strengthened counter-cathexes. If affective instability is the first result of affect defenses, general affective rigidity is the second.

**POSTPONEMENT OF AFFECTS**

The simplest derivatives are the delayed outbursts of affects. The temporal displacement, resulting simply in a later appearance of the affect reaction and in thus preventing the recognition of the motivating connection, is the most frequent special case of affect displacement. This type of defense is most frequently instituted against the affects of rage (or annoyance) and grief. Rage can obviously be endured without discharge for a short period, but for a short period only; then it must be released, no matter against whom. In the affect of grief, postponement seems to be an essential component. What happens in mourning is nothing other than a gradual "working through" of an affect which, if released in its full strength, would overwhelm the ego, that is, the quantity of cathexes released by the loss of the object. What today is called grief is obviously a postponed and apportioned neutralization of a wild and self-destructive kind of affect which can still be observed in a child's panic upon the disappearance of his mother or in the uninhibited mourning reactions of primitives (597, 1640) (see p. 394). Hence it is understandable that the mechanism of affect postponement has been studied with special reference to the phenomenon of grief. Freud's patient "wolf-man" did not show any reaction upon the death of his sister, but burst into tears at Pushkin's grave (599). Helene Deutsch has devoted a paper to this question (332).

Postponement of affect is, however, by no means limited to rage and grief. Pfister investigated the reaction of the ego to acute mortal danger and repeatedly found an absence of fear during the period of acute danger, but a subsequent appearance of intense fear when the danger was past (1225). Such postponement of fear may have a lifesaving effect because it makes possible purposeful action which otherwise might have been paralyzed by the fear. Similarly, the anxiety symptoms of traumatic neurotics represent in part such delayed fear. A "delayed fright" sounds like a contradiction, because fright is a sudden and immediate reaction. And yet there is such a thing. Frightful experiences may be calmly accepted by the person in question, who is, however, engulfed by fright some moments later. During these moments, the ego has been able to prepare itself, to protect itself from being completely overwhelmed.

The postponement of fright is so well known to movie writers that it is not only frequently used but also designated by a special term: double-take. It is illustrated by the anecdote according to which a man comes home after a strenuous day of work and finds a telegram about the death of a relative, reads it while going to bed and then exclaims: "Oh, what a terrible shock this will be in the morning!"
THE MECHANISMS OF DEFENSE

Not infrequently, postponed reactions of shame and disgust can be observed.

A patient had, in the course of his analysis, resumed the infantile habit of anal masturbation. In his analysis he explained that in so doing he had soiled his fingers. It was striking that he showed no disgust reaction, although his character would have led one to expect it. A few days later, he reacted to a relatively slight provocation with a disproportionately strong outburst of disgust.

The delay of reactions of fatigue while under stress, until the danger is over, apparently is based on the same mechanism.

Sometimes, after the endurance of great pain or of severe strain, a kind of apathy, of loss of sensitiveness to pain, and of frigidity toward feelings can be observed. This, too, must be due to a similar mechanism, protecting the ego against affects or sensations that would be overwhelming.

DISPLACEMENT OF AFFECTS

Postponement is but one special case among many types of displacement of affects (552). Another subtype is displacement in respect to the object. The affect, which was suppressed in relation to one object, bursts forth against another object. This type of displacement may be combined with postponement as in the case of the wolf-man’s reaction at Pushkin’s grave (599). The displacement of the feared object is known from animal phobias (566).

AFFECT EQUIVALENTS

The defense is more successful if the person can deceive himself as to the character of his own emotion. The typical discharge innervations may occur, wholly or partially, but their psychic significance remains unconscious. This is the way in which the so-called affect equivalents originate (see pp. 237 f.). Anxiety equivalents were described by Freud in his earliest work on anxiety neuroses (545, 547). Equivalents of mourning were collated by Landauer (1011). It cannot be doubted that all other affects can likewise be replaced in a similar way by equivalents of somatic sensations. It is characteristic of certain compulsive personalities that when analysis has successfully attacked their affect blocking, they begin to complain of certain changes in body sensations, without realizing their psychic significance. Before they can again experience the affects fully, they first find the road to affect equivalents. Schreber’s somatic “basic language” (574) consists of affects reduced to body sensations.

REACTION FORMATIONS AGAINST AFFECTS

The denial of the true significance of an affect may be increased to a compulsive adherence to the opposite emotional attitude. Impudence may be developed as a defense against feelings of guilt, courage as a defense against fear.
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Not infrequently, postponed reactions of shame and disgust can be observed.

A patient had, in the course of his analysis, resumed the infantile habit of anal masturbation. In his analysis he explained that in so doing he had soiled his fingers. It was striking that he showed no disgust reaction, although his character would have led one to expect it. A few days later, he reacted to a relatively slight provocation with a disproportionately strong outburst of disgust.

The delay of reactions of fatigue while under stress, until the danger is over, apparently is based on the same mechanism.

Sometimes, after the endurance of great pain or of severe strain, a kind of apathy, of loss of sensitiveness to pain, and of frigidity toward feelings can be observed. This, too, must be due to a similar mechanism, protecting the ego against affects or sensations that would be overwhelming.

**DISPLACEMENT OF AFFECTS**

Postponement is but one special case among many types of displacement of affects (552). Another subtype is displacement in respect to the object. The affect, which was suppressed in relation to one object, bursts forth against another object. This type of displacement may be combined with postponement as in the case of the wolf-man's reaction at Pushkin's grave (599). The displacement of the feared object is known from animal phobias (566).

**AFFECT EQUIVALENTS**

The defense is more successful if the person can deceive himself as to the character of his own emotion. The typical discharge innervations may occur, wholly or partially, but their psychic significance remains unconscious. This is the way in which the so-called affect equivalents originate (see pp. 237 f.). Anxiety equivalents were described by Freud in his earliest work on anxiety neuroses (545, 547). Equivalents of mourning were collated by Landauer (1011). It cannot be doubted that all other affects can likewise be replaced in a similar way by equivalents of somatic sensations. It is characteristic of certain compulsive personalities that when analysis has successfully attacked their affect blocking, they begin to complain of certain changes in body sensations, without realizing their psychic significance. Before they can again experience the affects fully, they first find the road to affect equivalents. Schreber's somatic "basic language" (574) consists of affects reduced to body sensations.

**REACTION FORMATIONS AGAINST AFFECTS**

The denial of the true significance of an affect may be increased to a compulsive adherence to the opposite emotional attitude. Impudence may be developed as a defense against feelings of guilt, courage as a defense against fear.
We are accustomed to shame and disgust being used as sexual defenses. Thus we are prone to regard strikingly shameless behavior, or an ostentatious recourse to the disgusting, as an eruption of infantile sexual instincts rather than as a reaction formation against affects. But such an “eruption of instincts” is not necessarily simply constructed. Editha Sterba’s analysis of a “shameless girl” showed that at least in this case there was not a definite lack of shame but a complicated reaction formation against a preceding period strongly characterized by intense shame (1486). The “counterphobic attitudes” (435) are reaction formations against anxiety (see pp. 480 ff.).

Change of Quality of Affects

It is also conceivable that the effect of defense mechanisms of the ego specifically changes the quality of affect experiences. Freud’s old conception that under certain conditions sexual excitement is transformed into anxiety (551, 558) has not yet been refuted.

Isolation of Affects

Affects may be isolated from their entire psychic connections by a special expenditure of countercathexis. The analysis of affect disturbances consists largely in the re-establishment of connections that have been lost through distortions of this kind. Sometimes certain affect excitations are admitted only under certain conditions which unconsciously mean some reassurance against danger, but not under others, for instance, only so long as no real or serious character is ascribed to them.

Projection and Introjection of Affects

Affects may be projected, that is, perceived in someone else, to avoid perceiving them in oneself. The idea of an introjection of an affect seems to make no sense. However, the expression to swallow one’s emotion should be taken into consideration. Undoubtedly there is an affect defense through introjection of the object against whom the affect was directed, as, for example, the mechanism of “identification with the aggressor” when an object is feared (541).

Like all defenses, defenses against affects may fail. Persons who deny their affects may, under some conditions, be completely overwhelmed by the return of their affects. Hence affect defenses frequently show a double-edged character; the absence of affect may be reversed into an attack of affect; an affective attitude of the nature of a reaction formation may be reversed into the original opposite affect.

Defenses against Guilt Feelings

There is a group of defenses against affect that deserve special attention be-
cause of their clinical importance: the defenses against guilt feelings. They are characteristic for certain types of neuroses in which the ego is compelled to establish a double countertransference and to struggle against objectionable id wishes and superego demands simultaneously.

Guilt feelings may be repressed. Frequently rationalizations as to the necessity of committing a forbidden deed secure a repression of guilt feelings. Macbeth’s belief in the witches’ prophecy is an attempt to convince himself that the murder was necessary, and that he does not have to feel guilty about it. His realization that he has misunderstood the prophecy, when it is too late, represents the return of the repressed guilt feeling from the repression (442).

Frequent in occurrence are attempts at projecting guilt feelings. “Someone else has done it, not I” is the leitmotiv of many a neurotic character.

There are different types of quasi-projections of guilt feelings. Any guilt can be borne more easily if someone else has done the same thing. For the sake of the feeling of relief that can thus be attained, persons who either have done something about which they feel guilty or wish to do such a thing are searching for another person in the same situation; they feel greatly relieved if they succeed in finding anyone who does or has done the same deed. They may even provoke other persons to do things about which they feel guilty. The relieving function of sharing the guilt is one of the basic factors in the psychology of art. The artist relieves his guilt feeling by inducing the audience to participate in his deed in fantasy, and the spectator relieves his guilt feeling by becoming aware that the artist dares to express forbidden impulses (1332). Similarly the motive for telling a joke always consists of an attempt to get the approval of the audience for the underlying guilt in the offensive impulses concealed in the joke (556, 1294). Sharing the guilt is also of basic importance in group formation (1258).

Even if the guilt feeling is too intense to be overcome by sharing the guilt, a projection may still work in the form of a tendency to denounce tendencies in others which the person tries to deny in himself. This is the old story of the mote in the brother’s eye.

At times the superego, which had its origin in the introjection of an external object, is reprojected onto external objects for the purpose of getting rid of guilt feelings. Compulsion neurotics often try to avoid a sense of guilt by appealing to others to forgive them.

A compulsive patient used to relate his obsessive scruples at the beginning of the analytic hour and then would not associate to them. He eventually explained that his scruples had disappeared as soon as they were expressed. Since the analyst was not so infuriated or frightened as to fall out of his chair but listened, the patient felt free to assume that his scruples were trivial.

Similar phenomena are very frequent in ordinary social life. The individual needs confirmation by others or the applause of an audience as signs of forgive-
ness. An external pardon achieves the same end as the seduction of another person to share in the guilt.

The patient mentioned above had an obsessive need to read the newspaper aloud. He felt indignation at the many examples of injustice in the world, but he needed the company of another person who would share his indignation. His reading aloud was intended to mitigate his internal sense of guilt, the agreement of his listener justifying his own aggressive tendencies.

Many forms of exaggerated need to communicate with others or of compulsive loquacity are variations of the same tendency. They originate in a need to gain the approval of other persons for something inwardly felt as prohibited.

By provocation, seduction, ingratiating, and confession, the environment is drawn into the conflict between the ego and the superego, in the hope of obtaining some relief. Much of what is called object relationships are actually pseudo object relationships, in which the subject does not develop any feelings toward the object as a person but uses the object as an instrument for achieving relief in a conflict with his superego (see pp. 293 f., 496 ff., and 518 ff.).

Can there be any such thing as an introduction of a guilt feeling? At first glance this seems to be impossible. However, the “borrowed” guilt feeling (608, 1005), created by identification with another person who is likewise supposed to feel guilty, may be used in assuagement of one’s own guilt feeling.

Certainly there are many reaction formations to guilt feelings. People may behave extremely and provocatively nonchalant and carefree, may even be proud of “having no conscience scruples,” only to learn in analysis that their attitude needs a great amount of countercathexis to hold severe guilt feelings in check. Certain impulsive characters, by their unscrupulous behavior, protest against the intense pressure they feel from their very strict superego. In a less obvious manner, this may be the unconscious meaning of certain compulsive symptoms, the significance of which is a rebellion against the superego and the acquisition of proofs of innocence.

An isolation of guilt feeling is a frequent occurrence in compulsion neurotics; they do things without any guilt feeling, and experience an exaggerated feeling of guilt on some other occasion without being aware of the connection (567). Also, impulsive psychopaths, who often are considered to have no superego at all (1603), reveal in analysis that they have temporarily isolated the demands of their superego, so that these demands are not effective when the “psychopath” gives in to his impulses (1466) (see pp. 374 f.).

Regression as defense against guilt feelings may be observed in the case of moral masochism, where conscience, which has its origin in the Oedipus complex, is sexualized again and used as an occasion for distorted gratification of Oedipus wishes (613). A certain kind of regression is effective also in less extreme cases where the reaction to the superego is to resume, in some transference
action, the type of behavior which had previously been shown toward the parents in order to achieve forgiveness or punishment.

Actually, defensive conflicts are more complicated than this description indicates. An isolated conflict between one particular drive and one particular opposing anxiety rarely occurs. More frequently there are complex and powerful interactions between many drives and many anxieties. A defensive struggle is rarely brought to a successful conclusion by one particular defensive activity. Defenses may be more or less successful; they may work under certain circumstances and be insufficient under others. All the minutiae of everyday life are perceived either as temptations for repressed impulses or as warnings of possible punishments, and may thus disturb the equilibrium anew. Certain experiences may evoke the return of what has been warded off in the defense, which may in turn necessitate defenses against the defenses. There are reaction formations against reaction formations. Conditions favorable and opposed to the objectionable impulses arise, so that many contradictory layers develop; however, the layers are not placed evenly one above the other but are full of rifts. Throughout the development of the individual, both progression and regression are operative. The actual picture is confusing until analysis succeeds in separating the layers historically. Here only a description has been given of the individual mechanisms by which the separate layers are constructed.
Chapter X

THE DIRECT CLINICAL SYMPTOMS OF THE NEUROTIC CONFLICT

CLASSIFICATION OF THE DIRECT CLINICAL SYMPTOMS OF THE NEUROTIC CONFLICT

The neurotic conflict is not yet a neurosis. However, the effectiveness of the conflict manifests itself in certain pathological phenomena, which nevertheless are also frequently called neurotic.

The clinical symptoms of the neurotic conflicts are either direct expressions of the activities of the defensive forces, that is, manifestations of the countercathexis, or symptoms arising from the relative insufficiency of the ego in the state of being dammed up.

The activity of the defensive forces may manifest itself in various ways. First of all, the anxieties or guilt feelings motivating the defense may be conscious as such, though the person does not know what he feels afraid of or guilty about. Other manifestations of the countercathexis differ according to the mechanism of defense used. The results of denial and projection are manifest as such; introjection expresses itself in identification; repression shows itself in voids in the patient's thoughts, feelings, memories, behavior patterns or in the intensity with which substitute formations are preserved; reaction formations betray themselves by their rigid character, which is nevertheless often broken through; undoing and isolation form certain compulsive symptoms; regression changes the wishes and behavior of the personality. All the pathogenic defenses, however, build up resistances against attempts to interfere with their operation. Some of the manifestations of defenses are regularly expressions of the warded-off forces at the same time; therefore they will be discussed in the chapters on symptom formation that follow. A pure manifestation of countercathexis, however, is presented by specific avoidances and inhibitions of functions arising from a defense against these functions.

The symptoms of the relative insufficiency of the ego created through the state of being dammed up are called actual-neurotic symptoms and are very similar to the symptoms in traumatic neuroses, since the decrease in discharge resulting from the defensive conflict creates the same condition as the heightened influx of stimuli from a trauma. There are negative symptoms, consisting of general inhibitions of ego functions—in this case traceable to a decrease in available energy because of the energy consumed in the defensive struggle—and positive symptoms, consisting of painful feelings of tension, of emergency discharges representing attempts to get rid of the tension and including emotional
spells of anxiety and rage, and producing sleep disturbances due to the impossibility of relaxation (cf. 41).

SPECIFIC AVOIDANCES AND INHIBITIONS

Persons with specific countercathexes frequently avoid certain situations or objects or activities or fields of interest or qualities of feeling, sometimes without being aware of the avoidance, sometimes with full consciousness of it. Or instead of a full avoidance, there may be a decrease in functions or a specific lack of interest.

Sometimes such persons feel consciously that they just “hate” the fields in which they are inhibited; sometimes they feel afraid of them or embarrassed if they have to face them; sometimes they assume that they have no objection to these fields but are merely “not interested” in them; sometimes they are not aware of the existence of any avoidances, but there are objective hiatuses in their mental continuity and analysis has to expose them and to make the persons face their antipathies; sometimes they may like to engage in the “inhibited” activities but experience the inhibition as an ego-dystonic disturbance occurring against their will. An intense dislike of formal parties, a shyness at such affairs, a lack of interest in or understanding of music, a feeling of fatigue and lack of power on occasions where others would feel rage, and a psychogenic sexual impotence are illustrations of these possibilities. It is not clear what determines the type of inhibition that is developed. It depends partly upon the person’s constitution and history and partly on actual libido-economic circumstances.

Analysis always shows that the specifically avoided situations or the inhibited functions have unconsciously an instinctual (sexual or aggressive) significance. It is this instinctual significance against which the defense really is directed. What is avoided is an allusion either to a temptation for the warded-off drive or to a feared punishment or both.

IMPOTENCE AND FRIGIDITY

The instinctual significance of inhibited functions is, of course, manifest where the inhibition concerns sexuality. Sexual inhibitions constitute the most frequent symptoms occurring in every type of neurosis, and range from slight shyness in approaching the opposite sex to complete impotence or frigidity. The inhibition may be felt as an antipathy to sexual activities or as a lack of interest in them; it may be effective without any awareness by the individual (e.g., the individual may feel that it is mere chance that he has not found any partner, whereas actually he or she has actively prevented the possibility of finding a partner); or it may manifest itself as impotence or frigidity occurring when the individual
consciously is longing for satisfaction. The inhibition may cover the whole field of sexuality or only certain aspects of it—for example, only sensuality or only tenderness or only the experience of orgasm or only certain types of partners or only certain accompanying features associatively connected with infantile experiences that aroused sexual fears. The inhibitions may be effective whenever the conditions arousing the infantile fears are present or only under certain special circumstances as, for example, in the absence of some specific reassurance.

It may happen that precisely the manifest inhibition offers an opportunity for some unconscious drive to find a distorted outlet. Persons who are unconsciously afraid of injuring their sexual partners may actually hurt them by their inhibited behavior; a feminine-receptive or masochistic attitude may find expression in a man's impotence, a sadistic one in a woman's frigidity. However, this is incidental. Essentially, impotence and frigidity are not returns of the repressed from the repression but clinical manifestations and bulwarks of the defense itself. Unconsciously the person believes that sexual activity is dangerous, and the defensive force that therefore demands avoidance of the sexual act is sustained and assured by physical interference with the physical reflexes. Impotence is a physical alteration arising from a defensive action by the ego which prevents the carrying out of an instinctual activity regarded as dangerous. The part of the ego that exerts this action certainly is an unconscious one; it is the part in which castration anxiety is operative and which has at its disposal pathways that are not subject to voluntary control (448, 1474).

The ego renounces sexual pleasure if this pleasure is believed to be connected with an intense danger. As a rule, the basic danger implied is castration, the unconscious idea being that the penis might be injured while in the vagina. Fear over loss of love plays a smaller part as a cause of impotence. Fear of one's own excitation, however, may complicate the castration anxiety. The reason these dangers are believed to be connected with sexual intercourse is obvious: the fear was once connected with infantile sexual aims; these infantile sexual aims were warded off and have thus been preserved in the unconscious; they come up again whenever sexual excitement is experienced. Since the preservation of infantile sexual aims is one of the characteristic traits of neurosis, disturbances of potency are found as accompanying manifestations of all neuroses.

The nuclear complex of infantile sexuality is the Oedipus complex. In the simplest and most typical cases, impotence is based on a persistence of an unconscious sensual attachment to the mother. Superficially no sexual attachment is completely attractive because the partner is never the mother; in a deeper layer, every sexual attachment has to be inhibited, because every partner represents the mother (555).

But this is not necessarily true of all cases. There is the "complete Oedipus complex" (608). The man with an unconscious feminine orientation may like-
wise avoid exercising his sexual functions because of anxiety, and "feminine identification" plays an important part in the psychogenesis of more stubborn cases of impotence (1475). That does not mean that "homosexuality represses heterosexuality" but rather that the same factors which made the man homosexu- sexual make him impotent toward women.

Undoubtedly the rejection of all other feared infantile sexual aims, that is, of pregenital fantasies, may also determine an impotence (111).

There are all degrees of impotence as well as innumerable variations of frequency. Many men are not constantly impotent, but experience only occasional failures or even only weakness of erection. Such relative impotence affords a special opportunity for analyzing the unconscious fears involved by analyzing the occasions on which the disturbance occurs. It invariably turns out that such occasions tend either to mobilize special infantile strivings or to increase special infantile anxieties.

Many men are impotent toward one woman or toward one type of woman and not toward others. Frequently, such men isolate sensuality from tenderness and are impotent toward women they love (572). Many men have subjective conditions of love, that is, conditions instrumental in soothing unconscious anxieties which oppose the sexual pleasure. These conditions may dictate, for example, the partner's body type or the behavior expected of the partner; the degree of the conditions may vary from being mere preferences to absolute necessities without which complete impotence occurs.

The following case gives a typical example of conditions for potency with the significance of reassurance against infantile fears:

A patient experienced his first sexual failure when he and his partner lay in bed covered by a blanket. He immediately blamed the blanket; and actually, later on, he was always potent when lying uncovered, impotent when covered by a blanket. This was a kind of claustrophobia. The patient had a sense of security as long as he had the feeling of being in control, and he had this feeling as long as he was able actually to see what was going on. Analysis brought out that as a boy he used to masturbate only when covered by a blanket because this condition was a guarantee of not being seen. Thus his present condition of potency could be translated: "What I am doing here is not masturbation, is not what I did as a child, and what I am still unconsciously afraid of."

Of course, it may be added, this patient's sexuality was a mere narcissistic need to prove his potency. His intention was to show off: "You see how free I am!" He had many girl friends, but no deep or tender relationship with any of them. On a deeper level the idea of not being covered during intercourse meant having a way open for escape.

Paradoxically, sometimes conditions for potency seem to be less a reassurance against what had been feared in childhood than a stressing of the very facts that had once been frightening. The underlying idea is that potency is possible only
if the man proves to himself that he can now face that which he once feared (counterphobic attitude) (435).

The form of impotence known as *ejaculatio praecox* represents a more severe disturbance than the inability to get an erection. In ejaculatio praecox the intensity and frequency of the symptom likewise vary greatly. A relatively short duration of the act may signify only a mild form of disturbance, whereas a chronic ejaculatio ante portas is a severe disorder. In typical cases, Abraham found three frequent and mutually supplementary determinants (14): (1) A leading feminine orientation, as in cases of severe disturbances of erection. This orientation is noticeable in the nature of the leading erogenous zone: the climax of excitement is felt at the root of the penis and the perineum (or, more precisely, at the "feminine" zone in the prostatic tract of the urethra) rather than at the glans and the shaft of the penis. This condition may indicate a constitutionally enhanced bisexuality; but it may also arise as a reaction to a psychogenic inhibition of active phallic sexuality. (2) A sadistic orientation, which is concealed under ostensible passivity, and which has as its aim to soil and to injure the woman (the mother). This sadism is typically pregenital, its execution a urethral-anal one; actually the passive prostatic sexuality of men never can be isolated from urethral and anal trends. We shall see later that cases of chronic neurasthenia are characterized by attempts to use the genital apparatus for pregenital aims (see p. 191); actually ejaculatio praecox is a frequent symptom in cases of this kind. (3) An intensified urethral eroticism which makes the individual unconsciously regard semen in the same way he regarded urine as a child. Also characteristic for cases of chronic ejaculatio praecox are strong feelings of guilt about masturbation, corresponding to the pregenital and sadistic aims of this masturbation. In the symptom, the patients try to inhibit the expression of these objectionable aims, which nevertheless find a distorted expression (1530).

Severe cases of ejaculatio praecox may also be rooted in conflicts of an oral-erotic nature. The patient may unconsciously be identified with a nursing mother; his original conflicts around being fed may have turned into conflicts around feeding, which find a distorted expression in the disturbance of ejaculation.

Certain mild forms of ejaculatio praecox are more related to hysteria, and the disturbance occurs only occasionally. The ejaculatio in these mild cases is not in the form of a flow but in the form of spasmodic spurts, and there are other signs that the genital development was completed. This genital form of ejaculatio praecox shows a displacement of the prohibition of masturbation onto the prohibition of touching, the symptom expressing the idea: "The penis should not be touched." In these genital cases the prognosis is much more favorable than in the pregenital cases related to chronic neurasthenia (1267, 1268).

The disturbance of *ejaculatio retardata* has, as a rule, more of the character of a true conversion symptom. It may express unconscious fears about dangers
supposed to be connected with the ejaculation (castration, death), or strivings, anal (retaining) or oral (denial of giving [108, 110]) sadistic or masochistic in character.

Much has been written about female frigidity. Satisfactions that may be hidden in the symptom have been described, the role played by clitoris sexuality has been stressed, even anatomical causes for frigidity have been sought (171). But in general there is no doubt that frigidity is the expression of an inhibition of a complete sexual experience, rooted in anxiety about a danger which unconsciously is associated with the full attainment of the sexual aim—a condition completely analogous to male impotence (322, 796). The general cause for the frequency of cases exhibiting various degrees of frigidity is unquestionably ascribable to the education of girls which succeeds in creating the association between “sexuality” and “danger.”

Here, too, it appears that the gratification of a persisting infantile sexual aim is perceived as a danger to be avoided, either as a danger of being injured or as a danger of losing love, both fears being frequently perceived as a fear of one’s own excitement. As in impotence, the degree of severity of the disturbance varies greatly. There are women who occasionally fail to achieve a full vaginal orgasm, and those who never achieve such an orgasm but who do experience excitement and may achieve an orgasm at the clitoris. There are women who can be aroused but who never achieve any climax, and others who occasionally cannot be aroused at all. Finally, there are cases of total frigidity, whose genital erogeneity is entirely blocked. In these cases “not to feel anything” expresses the idea: “I do not want to have anything to do with it,” which is a special case of the general type of defense of estranging oneself from one’s own body. This estrangement is the same as in the sensory disturbances of hysteria (see p. 227).

The “dangerous” infantile sexual aims, which are connected with sexuality in cases of frigidity, vary more than the unconscious infantile sexual aims in impotent men, due to the fact that the sexual development of girls is more complicated than that of boys. Primary in significance, of course, is again the Oedipus complex; unconscious comparisons of the sexual partner with the father may disturb sexual enjoyment, just as thoughts of the mother may cause impotence in men. Then there is also the “masculine identification.” However, masculine identification in women and feminine identification in men are not simply analogous. The facts of penis envy and of the long preoedipal attachment to the mother offer more opportunities for the development of fixations and disturbances. Since the aims of the preoedipal mother fixation are mostly pregenital ones, we see fears concerning pregenital aims very frequently as causes of frigidity (626, 628). Fear of losing control seems to be in the foreground. Very often one finds that the terrible thing that may happen when control is lost at the climax of excitement is unconsciously thought of as a loss of control of the
sphincters and especially, in women with a penis envy and a heightened urethral eroticism, as involuntary wetting (421).

Masculine identification is connected with another point of great importance in frigidity. Many frigid women are frigid vaginally only; the clitoris has preserved its normal or more than normal excitability. Since the clitoris is the primary erogenous zone in feminine infantile genitality, such frigidity can be considered a form of arrested development. The refusal of the clitoris to turn over its primacy to the vaginal zone may be due to an anxiety related to the vaginal zone (which probably is the decisive factor); or it may be due to a special heightening of clitoris erogeneity, which may either be constitutional or be acquired during the phallic period. The actual state of affairs is further complicated by the aforementioned fact that clitoris masturbation, which is responsible for the excitability of the clitoris becoming fixed, serves as an outlet not only for aut erotic and masculine fantasies but also for definitely feminine sexual fantasies.

Like impotence, frigidity may secondarily give opportunity for a distorted expression of unconscious drives—of masochistic strivings or even of active sadistic impulses (“revenge on the man”), but certainly neither masochism nor hatred alone could determine frigidity; only the anxiety about what would happen if a striving for suffering or hatred were yielded to can be decisive. However, what has been warded off may return and penetrate the defensive measures.

Vaginismus is related to frigidity as reaction formation is to repression; not only is the sexual excitement inhibited, but something positive is done to ensure the maintenance of such an inhibition and to make intercourse physically impossible. The typical cases of vaginismus develop spasms which make the insertion of the penis impossible. Cases of penis captivus are the subject of many anecdotes but are rarely described in scientific literature. The anecdotes are probably based more on male castration fears and female active castration tendencies than on real occurrences. Vaginismus frequently is no pure inhibition but rather a positive conversion symptom; it then not only expresses the tendency to offer an obstacle to sexuality but also a distorted unconscious wish. This wish may be the idea to break off the penis and to keep it; in other words, vaginismus may be an expression of the revenge type of the female castration complex (20), or a spasm of the floor of the pelvis may be an expression of an anal conception of penis envy: the idea of pressing out and/or of retaining an anal penis (1136).

Whereas a man’s impotence is obvious, a woman’s frigidity can be hidden. Many women who feel their frigidity not as a virtue but as a being crippled lie about their condition. Various secondary complications and neurotic reaction patterns may develop out of such a denial of the symptom. Loss of erection in men cannot be hidden. There are, however, various ways in which a relative impotence may be disguised so that analogous secondary complications may occur in men, too. The most frequent complication of this type is an attempt to
overcompensate the sexual inhibition. Women as well as men may behave especially "oversexed," to cover up an original inhibition. The narcissistic need to prove that one is not impotent or frigid is a frequent cause of pseudosexual behavior, that is, for sexual behavior which preponderantly is not produced directly out of a sexual need but out of a narcissistic need (see pp. 515 ff.).

Inhibitions of sexual intercourse are not necessarily the only genital inhibitions. Other genital functions, too, may be inhibited if they represent objectionable drives. A psychogenic resistance to pregnancy certainly can influence the course of pregnancy and childbirth in an unfortunate way, probably chiefly by influencing the muscular functions but also to some extent the circulatory and metabolic ones (27, 322, 359, 816, 902, 1128, 1139a, 1306). Whether there is a psychogenic inhibition of procreation, that is, a psychogenic sterility, is not certain. Some authors believe it, and cases in which women after years of sterility have become pregnant immediately after their decision to adopt a child (1210) increase such a suspicion.

INHIBITIONS OF PARTIAL INSTINCTS

Other specific inhibitions occur not directly in the sexual sphere but in those functions which in childhood had a sexual significance. In impotence and frigidity, the fears and guilt feelings that create the defense, and thus the inhibition, were so closely connected with the sensations of sexual excitement that they became shifted from infantile sexual functions to adult ones when the excitement was shifted in the same direction. In inhibitions that correspond to the repression of a particular component impulse, the infantile functions themselves remain inhibited (618).

If oral impulses have been subjected to specific repressions, a frequent result is in an inhibition of eating, or of eating certain kinds of food which are unconsciously reminiscent of the objects desired by the repressed oral-erotic strivings. Again, the inhibitions extend from hatred of such food or general lack of interest or enjoyment in food, to hysterical vomiting or spasms of the jaws (384, 1106, 1574). The oral inhibitions may be displaced onto other activities with a hidden oral significance, such as drinking and smoking, social activities, or reading (1512).

It is true that children who refuse to eat may do so to express some negative feelings toward their parents (or parental surrogates). However, the more such protests are concentrated on eating alone, the more probable it is that the basis of the protests is a specific oral conflict, and that the defense is not only directed against frustrating objects but against oral drives as well. Such defense is especially marked if the oral drives, after having been frustrated, have acquired a sadistic character.
Orality, as the oldest field of instinctual conflicts, can be used later on to express any other instinctual conflicts, especially if experiences in infancy have left an oral fixation that facilitates a displacement from subsequent frustrations (primal scenes, birth of siblings) to oral conflicts. Any conflict between activity and receptivity may result in eating disturbances. Since parents who have had difficulties in helping their children to make an adequate adjustment on an oral level usually have difficulties again in training their children for cleanliness, and since, among the anal frustrations, the prohibition of taking feces into the mouth is especially stressed, it is understandable that anal conflicts, too, may be expressed by children through oral inhibitions, through inhibitions in eating (1489), as well as through inhibitions in speech (291, 292, 708) (see pp. 311 ff.). If a refusal to eat has an especially stubborn character, expressing primarily the attitude “I will not let myself be controlled; I eat when and what I like,” then anal components are mainly involved.

In the genital sphere, eating usually has the unconscious significance of “becoming pregnant,” and this equation, too, may cause various inhibitions in eating. Since a high percentage of all oral pregnancy theories are based on the belief that the woman eats the man’s penis, revenge types of feminine castration complexes (20), if inhibited, may also result in eating inhibitions.

Specifically disliked kinds of food unconsciously symbolize milk, breast, penis, or feces (126). However, a refusal of food does not necessarily represent a repression of eating cravings. A specific food may be rejected obstinately because it is not the desired one: “I do not want this food but that”; or “I do not want food but love (or a penis, or a child).” In this instance, it is not a drive that is refused but the acceptance of a substitute (24).

Specific eating taboos may secondarily become rationalized or idealized (see pp. 485 ff.). It is cruel to eat animals, or dirty or unhygienic to eat this or that. Rationalizations of this kind are often suggested by modern food theories which tend to prohibit naïve sexual pleasure in food and to connect eating with the superego sphere. You are not supposed to eat what is good but rather “what is good for you” (1111).

If an eating taboo in later life is neither rationalized nor fixated in ego-dystonic conversions like vomiting or spasms of the jaws but becomes the core of a more or less ego-syntonic pathological behavior, this is called anorexia nervosa. Anorexia regularly can be traced back to eating disturbances in childhood which under certain libido-economic circumstances are subsequently taken up again (1324). Like the disturbances in childhood, later anorexias, too, may have a very different dynamic significance. It may be a simple hysterical symptom expressing the fear of an orally perceived pregnancy or of unconscious sadistic wishes. It may be a part of an ascetic reaction formation in a compulsion neurosis. It may be an affect equivalent in a depression, in which the symptom of
refusal of food makes its appearance before other signs of the depression are developed. It may be a sign of the refusal of any contact with the objective world in an incipient schizophrenia.

However, two other types are chiefly thought of first if anorexia is mentioned. The one is an organ neurosis in which an interrelation of oral mental conflicts and hormonal metabolism is operative, the one influencing the other, resulting in a total loss of appetite and in loss of weight (1121, 1555) (see p. 260). The other type is a severe psychogenic developmental disturbance of the ego in which the anorexia in an orally fixated person is only one symptom of a general disturbance of all object relationships.

A patient of Eissler’s (361) had not gone beyond an extremely archaic stage of ego development. The mother “remained the most important part of the patient’s ego.” The refusal of food represented the longing for the primary, still undifferentiated gratification by the mother and its sadistic distortion after frustration. The mother’s total lack of tenderness and physical affection had created a severe disturbance in the patient’s construction of her body image. A case of Lorand’s was disturbed in a similar way (1082).

Since a repression may manifest itself either by an inhibition or by an exaggeration of a compensating opposite, the antithetic states of “anorexia” and “pathological craving for food” (bulimia) are related to each other, at least in the same sense as melancholia and mania are related to each other. As a rule, infantile eating inhibitions are found in the childhood history of subsequent food addicts (see p. 381).

Repressions of anal eroticism create specific anal inhibitions, either inhibitions in the physical functions like constipation (which simultaneously may bring a distorted discharge to anal-erotic strivings for retention) or an anal prudishness or a reactive cleanliness. Again, inhibitions of this kind may be combined with a substitutive obsessive interest in anal matters on some other level (21, 883, 1143).

How specific repressions of exhibitionism may create specific social inhibitions which occasionally are decisive for the individual’s later life has been popularized by Moss Hart’s Lady in the Dark (745).

If scotophilia has been repressed, inhibitions of looking come to the fore (571). In extreme cases they may develop to such an extent that the person actually becomes unable to look at things and instead lives in abstractions only. In less extreme cases, the patient may turn away from seeing a special class of objects, for example, of things that remind him of facts that once aroused castration anxiety (8). Often frightening sights result directly in subsequent inhibitions of looking, and frightening sounds in subsequent inhibitions of hearing.

Fright, as is well known, paralyzes. Inhibitions in the realm of motility may mean “I am frightened”; very often they mean “I am paralyzed by a frightening sight,” that is, by a sight that makes one face the possibility of castration or death.
Myths and fairy tales, dreams and neurotic symptoms portray petrification as the specific punishment for scopophilic interests (296, 500). "Stone" means "immobility," and this punishment signifies the body feeling of motor inhibitions arising from fright. It may simultaneously be an anticipation of death or castration (430).

INHIBITIONS OF AGGRESSIVENESS

Whether aggressiveness is looked upon as a separate class of instinctual demands or as a way in which frustrated or pregenitally fixated persons try to approach their instinctual aims, there is no doubt that in either case there are various and frequent specific inhibitions of aggressiveness due to anxieties and guilt feelings in persons whose aggressive or sadistic (and masochistic) tendencies have been repressed. In this class belong the reactive kindness and politeness typical for compulsion neurotics. Frequently these persons avoid all arguments and react with "breakdowns" when certain conditions cease to be effective, which unconsciously mean reassurance that everything is peaceful. Many persons develop sexual inhibitions because for them sexual excitement and rage have become too closely interwoven. Such is the case when the frustrations of infantile sexuality have led to an intense longing for destructive revenge, the intrusion of which into any excitement is now rightly feared. Many an "occupational inhibition" turns out to be actually an inhibition of aggressiveness, since under our cultural conditions, aggressiveness is necessary for a healthy career. Characters of this type literally or emotionally withdraw from the world because for them it is a world filled with murder which they might either have to deal out or suffer. The passivity created in this manner in its turn may either become sexualized (passive homosexuality or oral receptivity being increased to hold a feared aggressiveness in check) or it may be overcompensated by a layer of cramped and false counterphobic aggressiveness.

An emotionally very cold patient, who monotonously discussed apparently indifferent matters for many analytic months, considered all aggression "unintelligent," neglected his technical profession because, as he said, all technical inventions are misused for warfare and he was not willing to further this purpose; he would, nevertheless, not associate for two minutes without subjecting conventional institutions or the behavior of other persons to intense criticism. Indeed, intellectual critique was the sole matter of his associations. In this manner, his warded-off impulses "forced themselves out through all pores," to use Freud's expression (553).

Another emotionally paralyzed patient, who usually turned all his aggressions against himself and could not harm a fly, aggravated his symptoms to the extent of yielding completely to every compulsion, even to the mildest. In self-justification he said: "I want to find out if the analyst can remove my symptoms if I do not want him to." Thus he distorted the analytic situation into a battle, the very thing he was supposedly trying to avoid.
Persons with a repressed intense hatred may perceive any activity as aggression; thus severe cases block all activity (469). "Specific inhibitions of aggressiveness," then; lose their specificity and turn rather into the generally inhibited types.

The contents of unconscious fears, too, may lead to definite inhibitions: a person governed by fear over loss of love will have to avoid anything that increases the danger of not being loved, and thus will develop definite social inhibitions corresponding to his social dependency. A person who is afraid of his own excitement will block all activities that might increase his excitement. And, last but not least, a man with a castration anxiety will develop specific inhibitions corresponding to the specific form of his castration anxiety. An individual, for example, who as a child was frightened by a tailor's scissors may become inhibited from going to the tailor's, and eventually become negligent in appearance.

INHIBITIONS OF SEXUALIZED FUNCTIONS

The same inhibitions that were applied to sexual functions in the cases discussed until now may also be applied to any function that has been sexualized through a previous displacement. In reference to this process, Freud stated: "We have gained insight into this situation, and understand that the ego function of an organ becomes affected whenever the erogeneity, that is, the sexual significance of this organ, increases. If I may be allowed a somewhat scurrilous comparison, I should say that the organ behaves like a cook who no longer wants to work in the kitchen because she and the master of the house are having a love affair. When the act of writing, which consists in letting a liquid out of a tube onto a piece of paper, acquires the significance of coitus, and when walking becomes the symbolic substitute of stamping on the body of Mother Earth, then both writing and walking have to be discontinued because it is as if the performance of these actions meant the carrying-out of the forbidden sexual acts. The ego thus gives up the functions in order to avoid the necessity of undertaking new repressions" (618).

On closer study, one sees that there actually is a dual origin to inhibitions of this type; practically, however, it is difficult to distinguish between them. The sexualization of a function leads to an inhibition, either because the ego is striving for or because it is blocking the sexualized pleasure. In some instances it may be very important to know whether the ego is functioning poorly because it is seeking sexual gratification, instead of performing its nonsexual task, or because it discontinues the sexualized function out of anxiety.

All the ego functions presuppose an overcoming of the phase of the pleasure principle in which they were used in the service of direct pleasure seeking. Thus a "sexualization" of an ego function is also a failure in "deseexualization." Müller-Braunschweig developed the theory that the process in the young child of discovering his own organs and their functions is a process that closely resembles
identification (1162, 1163). By mastering an excitation, the mastered function becomes a part of the ego and is thereby desexualized. Thus the ego function of the organ is established; any regression toward its autoerotic use impairs the function. The artist has sublimated his impulse to smear through a kind of identification with smearing activities; the pseudo artist who still (or again) seeks direct sexual pleasure in smearing impairs his ability.

Disturbances of functions that served the purpose of suppression of sexuality may gradually turn into hidden substitute gratifications; however, such cases are not to be considered as pure inhibited states any more but rather as conversions.

Just as any organ may serve as an erogenous zone, so may any function become the victim of an inhibition. It is impossible, therefore, to enumerate all possible types of inhibitions. A few types which are of clinical importance will be discussed.

Mention should be made, first of all, of social inhibitions consisting of a general shyness which may manifest itself in a fear of blushing or in the conversion symptom of blushing (erythrophobia). Severe cases may be inhibited to such an extent that they withdraw from any social contact; they anticipate possible criticisms to a degree that makes them hardly distinguishable from persons with paranoid trends. Less severe cases are unconsciously governed by the fear that (and the desire that) their masturbation may be found out or by sexual (scoptophilic) aggressive strivings (118, 356, 405) (see pp. 518 ff.).

Deserving special emphasis are certain body inhibitions both in the motor and sensory spheres. Motor inhibitions include not only such gross signs as hysterical abasia or physical clumsiness but also the more delicate awkwardnesses and purposeless motor actions and even the many local muscular spasms and rigidities of normal and neurotic persons. However, motor inhibitions are not necessarily manifested by hypertonic phenomena but may also appear as a limp and hypotonic muscular slackness which excludes the possibility of speedy and precise functioning (see p. 247). Among the sensory inhibitory disturbances are the sensations of physical estrangement and the whole field of inhibitions in respect to internal perceptions which are usually intimately associated with motor dysfunctions; the sensory inhibition (insufficient awareness of one's own body) causes secondary motor disturbances (410).

In addition to physical inhibitions, there are mental ones. Quite a percentage of so-called feeble-mindedness turns out to be pseudo debility, conditioned by inhibition (103, 173, 393, 843, 957, 1019, 1020, 1099, 1192, 1403). The existence of the mechanism of intellectual inhibition can be studied in every analytic hour marked by resistance. Every intellect begins to show weakness when affective motives are working against it. Analysts talk jokingly of "slight dementia by resistance."
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People become stupid ad hoc, that is, when they do not want to understand, where understanding would cause (castration) anxiety or guilt feeling, or would endanger an existing neurotic equilibrium. Actually, psychoanalytic interpretations are nothing but attempts to give the patient insight or to show him connections when emotional resistances hinder his spontaneous understanding.

There are two main reasons why an ego may be induced to keep its intellect permanently in abeyance.

1. A repression of sexual curiosity may block the normal interest in knowing and thinking (561). Often the inhibited sexual curiosity corresponds to an intense unconscious scoptophilia (103) or stands in intimate relationship to sadistic impulses (1097, 1397); the consequent "stupidity" may represent simultaneously an obedience to and a rebellion against the parents from whom the patient had suffered frustrations of his curiosity (174, 519). Understanding the genetic relationship between the impulse to know and oral pleasure or, later, manual grasping pleasure and still later anal mastery (249, 461, 1059, 1405) makes it easier to understand why oral, manual, and anal repressions play such an important role in intellectual inhibitions, the latter appearing as "mental obstipation" (393, 1403). The stupidity that manifestly expresses the inhibition of curiosity may unconsciously be used in various ways to satisfy this very curiosity by gaining access to scenes that would be kept secret from a "less stupid" child (1099).

2. Exactly as in other inhibitions, the inhibited intellectual functions may have been sexualized in a much stricter sense. Actually, the function of thinking may be equated with the sexual functions in both men and women; its inhibition, then, has the meaning of castration (or of the avoidance of castration) (1192). The sexualization of the function of thinking always has special anal connotations (see pp. 299 f.).

Studies have been made of a number of specific disturbances of intelligence, such as the failure of children in certain subjects at school, or their inability or unwillingness to study certain things. The analytic study of such cases corroborates what has been said about inhibitions in general. The particular subject, or something associated with the first instruction in this subject, or the personality of the teacher and his way of teaching, or an accidental feature that essentially had nothing to do with the subject proper, like a particular number in mathematics or a particular letter in reading or writing, proved to be associated with fundamental conflicts around infantile sexuality (909, 1067, 1068, 1227, 1234, 1257, 1360, 1528, 1543, 1639, 1641, 1644, 1645, et al.).

Closely connected with the inhibition of thinking are the inhibitions of speech, ranging from hysterical mutism and stuttering to insecurity in the manner of expression or in the choice of words. Occasionally speech difficulties appear only in certain situations or in the presence of certain persons, situations or persons
promoting the mobilization of old unconscious conflicts. Since thinking is inti-
mately connected with speech, the conditions producing speech difficulties are
quite similar to those producing inhibitions of thinking (see pp. 311 ff.).

Mental inhibitions are not limited to the sphere of intellect. There are also
inhibitions in the spheres of emotions and will. Like psychogenically stupid
persons, there are also persons who are psychogenically cold and affectionless or
indecisive and weak. Because their emotions are connected with instinctual
conflicts, such persons inhibit their emotional life to avoid the conflicts;
or they displace unconscious conflicts and therefore feel contradictory about
any utterance of their will. They may overcompensate for emotional im-
maturity by an intense development of their intellectual life. There is also a real
repression of the affective life, a sort of shutting out of all direct and warm rela-
tionships with persons and things, a general frigidity, so to speak. Such attempts
to block all feelings may or may not be successful. Sometimes in such persons,
explosive emotional outbreaks occur under certain exceptional circumstances or
in dreams (see pp. 417 ff.). The alienation of one's own feelings, characteristic for
compulsion neurotics, generally is a result of a long development. Sometimes,
however, a general frigidity may originate in one specific traumatic scene so
fraught with emotion that from then on the subject becomes afraid of emotions
altogether. The phenomena of depersonalization, too, are to some extent related
to these reactions; they are inhibitions of particular feelings or other internal
perceptions, the countercathexis appearing as heightened self-observation (see
pp. 418 ff.).

Inhibitions in the sphere of will are operative within persons who avoid inde-
pendent decisions of any kind. This disturbance may be part of an obsessive
tendency to doubt everything and to prepare for action instead of to act, which
in severe cases may lead to a disastrous "paralysis of will" (109, 567). Or the
disturbance may be due to a defect in the functions of the superego; the capacity
of will is renounced and the making of decisions is left to others because of fear
of aggression or of need for external approval (803) (see p. 520). Various kinds
of conflicts with objects may also find expression in a neurotic indecisiveness
(115).

It is very probable that a certain proportion of "lack of talent" is not due to an
actual absence of ability (772), but to a special psychogenic inhibition. This
seems to be true of a great many so-called unmusical people. In the course of
analysis, a number of such individuals come to admit that music is not actually a
matter of indifference to them, but that it is unpleasant. This feeling of unpleas-
antness then turns out to be connected with their repressed infantile sexuality
(125, 845). The same point of view applies to persons with inhibitions in regard
to painting, and even to some cases of color blindness and tone deafness (1505).

Other specific inhibitions have a still more complicated origin than the exam-
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ples hitherto discussed. Certain persons with a particularly intense sense of guilt dating back to their infantile sexual conflicts labor under the constant necessity of paying off a debt to their conscience (618). The extreme representatives of this type are the personalities described by Freud under the headings “those wrecked by success” (592), the “criminal from a sense of guilt” (592), and the “moral masochists” (613). These individuals seem to feel that they must not utilize the talents or the advantages that are theirs by natural endowment and character; they inhibit those of their functions that might lead to success. Their inhibitions gratify the demands made by the superego on the ego.

Freud has repeatedly called attention to the fact that one of the most difficult tasks in psychoanalysis is that of conquering a severe unconscious sense of guilt (613, 629). There are, however, cases more amenable to treatment where the patient does not bow so completely to his superego that he fills his whole life with ruinous inhibitions, but instead inhibits one or two specific functions. To this group belong a considerable number of the so-called occupational neuroses, like writer’s cramp or violinist’s cramp (352, 867).

“Occupational inhibition” is not, of course, psychologically a unit. It occurs whenever a person’s occupation requires the performance of actions that have become inhibited. Thus all types of inhibitions may form the basis of occupational inhibitions (952, 1318). However, four things are worth mentioning: (1) Work, under present-day conditions, is the way to independence and success. Thus all conflicts around dependence and independence (orality) and around ambition may present themselves in the form of inhibitions of working. This explains why occupational inhibitions often represent the superego type of inhibition. (2) Under present-day conditions children often become acquainted with the conception of work under the aspect of “duty,” demanded by authorities, as the opposite of “pleasure.” All conflicts around authorities, all struggles between rebellion and obedience, therefore, may be expressed in the attitudes toward work. (3) Modern ideologies make it possible for persons who try to repress any instinctual demands to do so by becoming relatively hard workers, robots so to speak, without any pleasure in work but compelled to do it uninterruptedly (“reactive type of work”) (see p. 472). If the repressed impulses then rebel, the rebellion necessarily takes the form of a disturbance in working ability. (4) Often the conception of “occupational inhibition” is connected with “neurotic disturbances of attention and concentration.” These disturbances are not specific but rather general symptoms of the state of being dammed up.

In other cases the inhibited spheres are still more circumscribed. Certain situations, like open streets or high places, are avoided because of their connection with instinctual conflicts. These phobias will be discussed in the chapter that follows.
Every forbidden instinctual drive, be it a sensual, hostile, or tender one, strives for expression in action in the establishment of a contact with objects. Therefore, any one of them may lead to a general inhibition of motor activity. Inhibitions of playing, which some children develop, represent an inhibition of sexual or hostile impulses that would have been expressed in the game. The rejection of certain entire fields of activity frequently turns out to be a generalized inhibition of masturbation; social inhibitions sometimes can be traced back to sexual fantasies built up by the child about adult social intercourse; inhibitions of intellectual grasp may represent inhibitions of sexual perceptions, for example, of recognizing the difference between the sexes (174). Some persons feel inhibited when they have to greet people or show any other social amenity. The root of this inhibition lies in unconscious ambivalence (594, 1290).

Everyone feels certain functions or situations as "unpleasant" in an irrational way, that is, has fields where he is slightly inhibited. Everyone, because of inhibitions, is deprived of one or another mode of experience that might normally be his. Many patients, upon completion of analysis, state that they have acquired a new sense of the fullness of life; this new feeling probably appears not only because they are relieved of the necessity of spending a great deal of energy on repressions and symptom formation but also because those experiential capacities that were inhibited have become accessible anew. However, the removal of an inhibition of this sort is by no means an easy task; the older and the more ingrained a given inhibition, the more difficult it is to remove. Psychoanalysis of children, in this respect, is in a better position than psychoanalysis of adults. It may succeed in preventing inhibitions from becoming deeply rooted in the personality, and thus may act as a prophylactic agent.

Some inhibitions fulfill their task; by avoiding or inhibiting the function in question, the remobilization of old feared conflicts is likewise avoided. Most inhibitions, however, due to the fact that the repressed tends to return and to develop derivatives, become structurally quite intricate. Inhibitions may widen to neighboring fields as well as inaugurate a highly cathected "substitute" by displacement of their energy. The person then gives the impression of being somewhat exaggerated in one respect or another; and the analysis reveals that the exaggerated field is a substitute for something that is lacking.

In still other cases, complicated secondary adaptations of the personality to the inhibition are inaugurated, denials and reaction formations against them as well as overcompensations of them (see Chapter Twenty).

In summary, the relation between the conception of "inhibition" and the conceptions of "repression" or "pathogenic defense" may be stated as follows. The inhibited states are clinical symptoms of the effectiveness of repression or other pathogenic defenses.
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ACTUAL NEUROSES, SYMPTOMS OF UNSPECIFIC INHIBITIONS

Any defensive mechanism using a countercathexis necessarily creates a certain impoverishment of the personality. The patient must engage in unfruitful defense measures, and thus is impoverished in the rational activities of life. The results are manifold inhibitions of ego functions and a chronic fatigue, or at least a readiness to get tired.

This chronic fatigue doubtlessly is physical in character and probably due to the fact that the muscular attitudes of persons undergoing mental stress are altered (1523). It is very interesting that physiological research has shown that the degree of fatigue is not in direct proportion to the degree of obvious muscular stress but is rather dependent on the mental state in which the muscular task was fulfilled. Persons in conflict tend to become tired more quickly than persons with a free mind. However, the problem remains as to how the conflicts create the chemical alteration basic to fatigue (increase of lactic acid in the muscles and lowering of blood sugar); probably they do so by changing the person's muscular behavior.

The awareness of this chronic impoverishment and fatigue constitutes a portion of the neurotic inferiority feelings (585). Energies that are needed for the defensive struggles are deflected from other functions.

The patients become generally disinterested and moody. Some of them feel simultaneously the paralyzing fatigue due to impoverishment and the tension and restlessness originating in the warded-off impulses that demand discharge. They feel the necessity for an outlet and nevertheless a lack of enthusiasm and interest in anything that might be used as an outlet. They want to be told what to do (because the real aims are unconscious) and they reject all suggestions (because they want no substitute) (422).

Neurasthenic disturbances of the ability to concentrate, which form the main complaint of so many neurotics, are of the same nature. The first reason such patients cannot concentrate on a conscious task lies in their unconscious preoccupation with a more important internal task, their defensive struggle. In severe cases, archaic and integrated activities replace the more recently acquired and differentiated ones; a resistance is developed against differentiated tasks and even against the acceptance of new stimuli, the reaction to which would need new amounts of energy. Another cause of the disturbance of concentration is the fatigue originating in the consumptive defensive struggle. Actual neurotics are hypersensitive and irritable because their state of relative insufficiency of ego control makes them react to slight stimuli as if they were intense ones.

The feeling of being bored probably is generally, at least in its neurotic exaggeration, a state of excitement in which the aim is repressed; anything the person can think about doing is felt as not adequate to release the inner tension. Bored
persons are looking for distraction, but usually they cannot be distracted because they are fixated to their unconscious aim (422).

The inner tension expresses itself often as an external muscular rigidity; other persons are more hypotonic and lax; still others are characterized by alternations of hyper- and hypotonic states (410). The "irritable weakness" of neurasthenia is an expression of this simultaneity of fatigue and tension.

The general neurotic inhibition due to quantitative impoverishment is an accompanying feature of all types of neuroses. Any repression may manifest itself objectively as an inhibition. However, there are pathological states in which the general inhibition dominates the clinical picture, sometimes in an acute, sometimes in a chronic form. The acute form sets in when some actual situation demands an immediate and sharp defensive measure; it disappears when the task is fulfilled or the situation is changed. The chronic form appears as a lifelong attempt to keep down some "dangerous" impulse, at the expense of the development of the total personality. Such persons seem to live less intensely than others; they are conspicuous for their apathy, indifference, and lack of initiative. In unconscious content, the chronic forms, as a rule, represent defenses against aggressive and sadistic impulses.

Freud described a patient who would fall into a state of apathy under conditions which in a normal person would provoke an attack of rage (618). Analysis of chronically apathetic individuals reveals that they were originally extremely aggressive, but because of castration anxiety inhibited their aggression and sometimes turned it against their own ego.

A patient with a passive personality, the "model-boy" type, had been quite spoiled in the first years of his life, which he spent with his mother and grandmother. He sustained sudden and severe frustrations at the hands of his father soon after they met for the first time. It was about that time that a brother was born. In the process of defending himself against onsets of severe rage and hatred, he became afraid of action and withdrew into a kind of vita contemplativa. In consequence, he was always kind and polite, but cold, without any real contacts, longing to receive love and attain success without, however, any activity on his part. He withdrew from acting to talking, and in his daydreams he became a great orator who, merely by making speeches, won more admiration than others by their deeds.

Theoretically, the difference between these reactions and hebephrenia may readily be defined. In the inhibited states, the object relationships are impoverished because the unconscious relationship to childhood objects must be held in check; in hebephrenia, the cathexis is actually withdrawn from the objects, not merely from external behavior. In clinical practice, however, it is not always easy to make this differentiation. Even in hebephrenia the narcissistic regression may be a gradual one, and incipient hebephrenics, too, present a picture of extremely apathetic individuals with deep underlying conflicts over their hostility to objects (see p. 423).
ANXIETY NEUROSIS

The dammed-up state creates a relative insufficiency of normal ego control. Actually, the first clinical symptoms of actual neuroses are very similar to those of traumatic neuroses. The neurotic, being engaged in an acute inner defense struggle, becomes restless, agitated, upset, and feels that he needs some change but does not know what it should be. He, too, then develops symptoms in the form of “emergency discharges,” such as apparently unmotivated emotional attacks, chiefly anxiety spells, and disturbances of physical functions which are in part inhibitions and in part equivalents of anxiety.

As a matter of fact, even in actual neuroses, these general symptoms often appear in a more “specific” form, which is determined by the history of the personality.

Such patients feel tense and do not know what to do to make relaxation possible again. Very often they refuse to go to bed at night because they cannot achieve the relaxation necessary for sleep, and those with yearnings for the earlier oral-receptive type of mastery cannot rid themselves of the idea that somebody must come to “liberate” them. Their not-going-to-bed becomes a kind of magical procedure to enforce this liberation. Frequently, vicious circles come into being when the patients become afraid of the violence of their own attempts to enforce magical help; they get fears of retaliation and therefore with still greater intensity refuse to go to bed, that is, to abandon control.

The fact that attempts to increase the countercathexis in order to bind the excessive amounts of excitation alternate with involuntary emergency discharges explains the aforementioned succession (or simultaneity) of hypomotility, with general lack of interest and with loss of elasticity, and hyperemotional restlessness. The clinical picture is similar to that of a person whose sexual excitement is stopped before gaining its natural discharge. Actually the condition in both cases is the same. The difference consists only in the circumstance that the interruption in the course of excitement is due to internal defenses, whereas in the case of interruption of sexual intercourse the disturbance is an external one (789).

Actually, Freud’s advice is still valid: if a person suddenly becomes irritable and moody and develops spells of anxiety or a general readiness for anxiety, one should first ask about his sexual life. Sometimes stopping the practice of coitus interruptus is sufficient to effect a cure (545, 547, 551).

The anxiety in these states, like the anxiety in traumatic neuroses, is a direct and automatic expression of the state of being dammed up, representing, in part, simply the way the flooding by uncontrolled amounts of excitement makes itself felt and, in part, involuntary vegetative emergency discharges (1117, 1371).

Reich pointed out that during sexual excitement typical autonomic nervous reactions occur. In normal sexual intercourse these autonomic cathexes become
gradually transformed into genital ones, and find a genital outlet in orgasm. If
the orgastic function is disturbed, this change does not take place. The autonomic
system remains overcharged, and this fact produces anxiety (1270).

POSITIVE NEURASTHENIC SYMPTOMS

If the actual-neurotic state is characterized not so much by anxiety as by other
emergency discharges, combined with the various symptoms described above, it
is usual to speak of neurasthenia. This condition is psychoanalytically not pre-
cisely defined; probably a more exact definition would be the task of further
physiological research about the chemical transformations in excitement, satis-
faction, frustration, and being dammed up.

The positive actual-neurotic symptoms as vegetative discharges—nevertheless
discharges, after other ways of discharging have been blocked—present a chal-
denge to physiology. A normal instinctual satisfaction means a physical (chemical)
alteration at the source of the instinct. If an instinctual need is not adequately
satisfied, the chemical alteration connected with the gratification of the drive is
missing, and disturbances in the chemistry of the organism result. Undischarged
excitement and affects mean an abnormal quantity and quality of hormones, and
thus alterations in physiological functions (see p. 238).

Freud once inclined to the belief that neurasthenic symptoms might be an
outcome of exaggerated masturbation (558, 580). Probably a more correct formu-
lation would be: Neurasthenia is an outcome of insufficient orgasm; it occurs if
masturbation has become insufficient; that is, if anxieties and guilt feelings disturb
the satisfactory character of the masturbation (1268).

The physical symptoms of neurasthenia vary greatly, depending upon the
constitution and the history of the personality. In the foreground of the picture
are either retentive spastic symptoms as expressions of the attempts to block
discharges, such as muscular and vasomotor spasms, constipation, and various
types of headache, or explosive involuntary “emergency” discharges, such as
diarrhea, sweating, tremor, and restlessness (201, 1010, 1381).

There is a gradual transition from neurasthenic symptoms to real organ neu-
roses in which retention and discharge symptoms are much more specific and in
which intermediary factors are interpolated between defensive struggle and physi-
ocal expression (see p. 238).

DISTURBANCES OF SLEEP

If a person spends a night in an uncomfortable situation, such as an uncom-
fortable sitting position, his sleep is more or less disturbed; he either does not
succeed in falling asleep or, having fallen asleep, he feels exhausted rather than
rested the following morning. To achieve the complete fulfillment of the func-
tion of sleep, tensions must be excluded from the organism, a prerequisite, impossible in this case because of the uncomfortable position of the body.

Neurotic disturbances of sleep are based on a similar impossibility of relaxation. In the case of the uncomfortable position of the body this impossibility was externally determined, whereas in neurotic disturbances it is due to internal causes. Clinging to certain cathexes, despite the wish to sleep, has the same effect as has continued tension in certain muscles: either the state of sleep is not attained or, if it is, the function of sleep is disturbed and the effect on the organism is enervating rather than refreshing. After continued monotonous physical movements, falling asleep is usually very difficult because the muscular areas involved still tend to continue the movements. (It is interesting to note that if a person nevertheless does succeed in falling asleep, he dreams that he is still keeping up the movements; the unconscious meaning of such dreams is: “My sleep need not be disturbed by impulses to keep on skiing, riding, etc., for they correspond to my actions: I am actually skiing, riding, etc.”)

The same condition, occasioned by an uncomfortable position or unconscious motor impulses, is even more frequently brought about by unconscious stimuli that resist the wish to sleep and still retain their cathexes. As is well known, the function of dreaming in general serves the purpose of making sleep possible even under the adverse condition of the continuance of unconscious cathexes (552). A quantitative increase in such dream-forming cathexes may endanger the possibility of maintaining the sleeping state through dreams. In a state of being dammed up, this inability to master the cathexes that resist sleep through dreams usually first becomes apparent in the frequent occurrence of dreams that fail, that is, in recurrent nightmares (876); and eventually sleep may become almost completely impossible (358, 441, 1113).

Furthermore, it is not only the cathexes of repressed wishes that may make sleep impossible. Acute worries or affect-laden expectations, whether agreeable or disagreeable, particularly sexual excitement without gratification, make for sleeplessness. In the case of neurotic disturbances of sleep, the unconscious factors of course outweigh the others.

The idea that the autonomy of the cathexes of the repressed, acting in opposition to the wish to sleep, either makes sleeping impossible or impairs its refreshing effect is so plausible that one wonders how restful sleep is possible at all, since everybody has repressions. With particular reference to neurotics, one would expect that all of them would suffer from disturbed sleep.

Actually the impairment of the function of sleep is one of the most common neurotic manifestations and is encountered in almost every neurosis (1152); however, sometimes it is possible to explain why such a disturbance is relatively slight. Some neurotics have learned to render harmless the sleep-disturbing stimuli coming from the repression by applying secondary measures, by channelizing
them; however, it must be admitted that this does not sufficiently solve the problem. The fact that sometimes intense repressed cathexes seem not to interfere with the relaxation necessary for sleep obviously depends upon still other (constitutional?) factors. It is certain that the sleep-disturbing effect of the repressed is greater for all those involved in acute defensive conflicts than for those who have learned to avoid acute secondary repression struggles through rigid ego attitudes.

Some neurotic sleep disturbances are not of the general actual-neurotic type hitherto described. The ego opposing the warded-off impulses knows that these impulses push forward with greater force in the state of sleep or while falling asleep than during the wakeful state. Therefore, the ego fears the state of sleep or of falling asleep. This is the most general explanation of sleep phobias; fear of sleep means fear of the unconscious wishes that may arise in sleep (638, 1201). Frequently such a fear arises after the experience of a nightmare of traumatic effect. Fear of sleep then is a fear of dreaming, that is, of a failure of repression.

There are very definite instinctual temptations which more frequently than others are associated with the idea of sleeping. Inasmuch as the voluntary control of motility is lost during sleep, it is first and foremost the fear of forbidden instinctual actions which can assume the form of fear of sleep (175). It is understandable that children who are bedwetters, or adults who as children used to wet their beds, want to avoid sleep in order to avoid any opportunity for bedwetting. That which is valid in childhood for the executives of urethral (or anal) functions is later valid for the executive of the genitals. We know that young men with conflicts of conscience about masturbation undertake to substitute nocturnal pollutions for masturbation because they then feel less responsible. But the super-ego does not always accept this excuse. The fear of sleep or of falling asleep is very often a fear of the temptation to masturbate. Further, the state of falling asleep is accompanied by a reactivation of archaic levels of ego consciousness, and archaic forms of ego experience have in turn frequently become representatives of excitations experienced in the earliest period of development. Persons who have oral-erotic and skin-erotic repressions try to avoid everything that reminds them of the original period of their oral-erotic and skin-erotic excitations; and the ego states which they must experience when falling asleep arouse such recollections. These are, therefore, felt as prohibited temptations, which can become a motive for entirely avoiding the state of sleep or of falling asleep (1594). The main neurosis of orality, melancholia, goes hand in hand with the most serious disturbance of sleep. A further specific instinctual temptation that may be suggested by the state of sleep is the remembrance of a primal scene, which took place at night when the child was supposed to be asleep.

The unconscious association that disturbs sleep may also be a specific and unique one, explicable only by the life history of the individual (309).

Frequently, the state of sleep does not signify a temptation but rather some punishment or catastrophe, associatively connected with certain drives. The fact that the state of sleep precludes the free use of motility makes some persons fear sleep as an obstacle to their fleeing from supposed dangers or punishments. Not only may the unconscious thought arise that one may be castrated during sleep but the very loss of consciousness in sleep may itself have the meaning of castration.
This is not the place to analyze the neurotic fear of death in detail; it is regularly due to unconscious conceptions associated with the ideas of dying or being dead and to a turning away from active impulses to kill (see pp. 208 ff.). If such a fear once has been established, it can easily lead to disturbances of sleep by equating sleep and death with each other.

Most frequently, however, disturbances of sleep unconsciously represent temptation and punishment simultaneously. The curtailment of ego functions occurring in the state of sleep is at the same time feared as the loss of the ego’s censorship over the instincts, that is, as an opportunity to do anything one pleases, and as a minor death, as a castration, as a terrible consequence of pursuing instinctual activities.

The conflicts around disturbances of sleep may have a further development. The ego undertakes various measures in order to regain the lost control, sometimes with greater success, sometimes with less. An interesting example of such attempts may be observed in the sleep rituals of compulsion neurotics. Sleep is possible only as long as certain measures are carried out, which are intended to exclude the danger that is unconsciously associatively connected with the state of sleep (441).

The pavor nocturnus of children, as well as the occurrence of frequent nightmares, is a failure of such measures; the repressed, and thereby the fear of it, returns and disturbs sleep (123, 1098, 1232, 1341, 1343, 1407, 1548).

The manifold possibilities of sleep phobias should not mislead one into underestimating the more important actual-neurotic side of neurotic disturbances of sleep. In general, sleep presupposes a total relaxation; and a state of inner tension is therefore connected with the disturbance of sleep.

GENERAL REMARKS ABOUT CHRONIC NEURASTHENIA

If an actual neurosis is not due to a mere external disturbance of libidinal economy but rather to a defensive struggle, the state of being dammed up, after a certain time, is usually further elaborated. However, there are certain forms that remain on the level of neurasthenia. It is not easy to state what causes such a development (201, 1381). What can be stated with certainty is that the excitement, which cannot find any outlet, in such cases is exclusively pregenital in nature; in chronically neurasthenic individuals, even the genitals appear unconsciously to serve pregenital aims (1268). This circumstance may, for example, find expression in the symptom of ejaculatio praecox (14; cf. also 477). Sometimes analysis of the form of the masturbation suffices for the recognition of its pregenital latent content (1262). Since the attempted satisfaction never can be achieved, the patients try masturbation again and again, and this explains why compulsive masturbators and their extreme types, masturbation addicts (see p. 384), are frequently chronic neurasthenics. Masturbation may become the uniform response to any kind of stimulus.

A disturbance of the economy of the instinctual demands is the more likely
to produce lasting effects, the less able the person is to treat difficulties actively, that is, the more he inclines toward passive-receptive longings. Actually chronic neurasthenics are always persons with a heightened narcissistic need. The types that will later be described as impulsive personalities, addicts and persons disposed to depressions, are often at the same time chronic neurasthenics.

It is understandable that some of the actual-neurotic symptoms, especially the physical ones, are very painful. Since a medical examination in such cases cannot find any cause for the pains, the complaints of the patients often are called hypochondriacal. And actually, there is not always a sharp borderline between neurasthenia and hypochondriasis (see p. 262).

THERAPEUTIC PSYCHOANALYSIS IN ACTUAL NEUROSES

With regard to therapy, those types of actual neuroses that are due to an unfortunate sexual regimen do not need any other therapy than a change of this regimen. Likewise, acute states of "nervousness" due to some specific experience, which upset the equilibrium between defensive forces and warded-off instincts, are frequently only temporary and end spontaneously when a new equilibrium is found. Cases in which an acute neurosis can be caught in statu nascendi, as long as actual-neurotic symptoms still are more in the foreground than psycho-neurotic symptoms, often are readily accessible to psychoanalysis; and for states of anxiety that can be caught before the anxiety is finally fixated on a certain object, an especially good prognosis can be given. In contrast, the prognosis is poor in cases of chronic neurasthenia and hypochondriasis. It will become clear later why the lack of genital primacy and narcissistic orientation greatly hamper the therapeutic possibilities of psychoanalysis.

Actual-neurotic symptoms become further elaborated in different ways. Sometimes the symptoms themselves impress the patient in a traumatic way; he then may develop a kind of secondary traumatic neurosis (see p. 457). The sensations may unconsciously be interpreted as castration or as the loss of protection by the superego, which may be met by an intensification of the defending forces, and thus create a vicious circle. In cases with narcissistic fixations, actual-neurotic symptoms may induce increased self-observation and form the core of a hypochondriasis. And, last but not least, actual-neurotic symptoms may be transformed into psychoneurotic symptoms by a further and more specific elaboration.

Actual-neurotic symptoms form the nucleus of all psychoneuroses. Unspecific anxiety and general irritability and moodiness are present at the start of any psychoneurosis (392, 447). Actual-neurotic symptoms may also reappear at the conclusion of a psychoneurosis: if psychoanalysis succeeds in freeing a patient's repressed sexual energies, but the external situation prevents him from finding an opportunity for achieving the satisfaction of which he is now capable, psychoneurotic symptoms may again be replaced by actual-neurotic ones.
Chapter XI

ANXIETY AS NEUROTIC SYMPTOM: ANXIETY HYSTERIA

THE NATURE OF THE PSYCHONEUROTIC SYMPTOM

A change in a state of being dammed up, caused by a neurotic conflict, seems possible only through a break-through of the original impulse or through an intensification of the defense. Actually, however, there is a third possibility which at first glance seems paradoxical: both may occur simultaneously. Compromises are found in which the objectionable impulse finds some substitute outlet, but the substitute outlet may help to ward off the remainders of the original impulse. A part of the dammed-up energy is discharged, but in such a way as to intensify the defense against the rest. The typical neurotic symptom expresses drive and defense simultaneously. Slips, errors, and symptomatic acts constitute comparatively simple examples wherein the formation of compromises of this sort can be studied in relative isolation (553).

The great reservoir for substitute formations is constituted of daydreams. Wish-fulfilling fantasies which are developed as playful refuge and as a substitute for unpleasant reality (see pp. 49 f.) can easily be used as derivatives by warded-off impulses. Such fantasies, being intensified by the displacement of the cathexis of warded-off impulses, may offer a substitute discharge; but if they increase excessively or come too close to the repressed content, they in turn may be warded off. Neurotic symptoms, then, are not always direct expressions of the repressed impulses, but rather indirect ones determined in their specific form by derivative daydreams that are interpolated between the original impulse and the final symptom (590).

The simplest example for a derivative that may or may not find an outlet is given in an exaggerated or qualitatively changed affect. If a person reacts to an event in an exaggerated way or with a type of affect that seems inadequate, this is a sign of displacement; the affect actually belongs to some other situation which had been warded off.
The production of derivatives and the struggle of these derivatives for admission to motility are regulated by special mechanisms of symptom formation. The prevailing mechanisms of symptom formation determine the symptomatology and clinical course of a neurosis. Consequently the following chapters which deal with the mechanisms of symptom formation will at the same time examine the characteristics of the specific psychoneuroses.

It must be stressed, however, that practically all cases of neurosis exhibit various mechanisms of symptom formation concurrently. Freud stated definitely that in every compulsion neurosis there is a nucleus of conversion hysteria (599) and that behind every neurosis in general there is an infantile anxiety hysteria (618). Present-day character disorders, in which the ego itself is drawn into the illness, are multiform in regard to their underlying mechanisms. It is more exact, therefore, to diagnose mechanisms than to diagnose neuroses.

However, in any branch of medicine, diagnosis and special pathology are of relative value only. No single clinical case ever presents a disease entity as it is described in the textbook. Nevertheless everyone recognizes the theoretical and practical importance of diagnosis and special pathology. Certain features may differ from the typical, but by and large typical features prevail and only an understanding of the typical gives a foundation for an understanding of the atypical. In psychoanalytic investigation the customary method of procedure is to attain understanding of the usual complicated phenomena by a preliminary study of more unusual but more transparent examples. In the study of the neuroses, the typical mechanisms of symptom formation represent just such more readily understood instances. They represent typical components, atypical combinations of which constitute the majority of actual individual neuroses. In this sense we shall proceed from the simpler to the more complex. The descriptions of mechanisms that follow do not imply that the mechanisms always or even very frequently occur in these isolated forms. The chief value of the classification is a heuristic one.

**ANXIETY IN ANXIETY Hysteria**

The simplest compromise between drive and defense consists of the anxiety that was the motive for the defense becoming manifest, whereas the reason for the anxiety is repressed.

In anxiety neurosis, a general inner tension manifests itself as a constant, freely floating anxiety or readiness for anxiety. In anxiety hysteria, however, the anxiety is specifically connected with a special situation, which represents the neurotic conflict.

If the ego that appraises the danger—"This instinctual action or situation may bring castration or loss of love"—intends to "warn" in the same sense as a normal ego warns of a real danger, in anxiety hysteria this intention entirely fails. What
was intended to prevent a traumatic state actually induces one. This state of affairs was mentioned in connection with the triple stratification of anxiety, where it was stated that in such cases the warning anxiety regresses to panic anxiety (see p. 133). This failure of the warning function of the ego finds its explanation in the fact that a heightened inner tension (the state of being dammed up) had previously created a general readiness for anxiety, a powder keg in which the danger signal of the ego acts like a match.

A tense person reacts to a danger situation differently from a normal person. The normal person develops a certain fear which may be used by the ego. The tense person develops a latent readiness for explosion which, through an additional influx of fear from the perception of danger, causes him to become paralyzed. In the same way that a “nervous” person reacts to a real danger with panic instead of feeling fear and reacting accordingly, he also reacts to an imaginary danger with panic.

Most often a diffuse readiness to develop anxiety of the nature of an anxiety neurosis has existed for a certain period. Then something occurs which unconsciously mobilizes the basic pathogenic conflict. The ego intends to warn, the warning fails, and the first spell of the anxiety hysteria occurs. From then on the readiness to develop anxiety is bound to the specific situation that aroused this first anxiety spell. The limitation and specification of the feared situation can be described as a kind of secondary binding of the primary diffuse anxiety to the specific content (392, 873, 875). The continual explosive readiness in anxiety neurosis is now controlled as long as no matches of allusion to the specific situation are lighted. However, if these specific situations are touched upon, the anxiety becomes manifest. Secondly the ego develops measures that attempt to fight off this anxiety, too. Anxiety hysteria, in which the fear that motivated the defense is still manifest, is the simplest kind of psychoneurosis. Thus the first neurotic reactions in children have, as a rule, the character of anxiety hysterias. All the other neuroses have elaborated the anxiety further.

THE DISPLACEMENT IN ANXIETY HYSTERIA

What determines the choice of the specific content? What situations or persons are believed to be dangerous?

In certain cases there is not much displacement; anxiety is simply felt in situations where an uninhibited person would experience either sexual excitement or rage. In discussing inhibited states, it has been mentioned that an inhibition sometimes manifests itself in a certain fear that is developed whenever the inhibited field is touched upon. Besides impotence and frigidity, there is also a sex phobia; that is, some persons, especially women, become frightened in the face of sexual temptations and try to avoid them. There are general eating
phobias, and more specialized phobias about special kinds of food that have become connected with unconscious conflicts, either through historical associations or through their symbolic significance. There are anal phobias which try to avoid anal excitations at any cost. There are fighting phobias, seen in persons who become frightened whenever aggressive behavior would be indicated. For such cases, a formula is valid which would be an oversimplification in more complicated cases: what a person fears, he unconsciously wishes for.

In other and still simple phobias, the feared situation does not represent a feared temptation; rather, it is the threat that causes the temptation to be feared: castration or loss of love. There are knife and scissor phobias, the implication of which is that the touch or even the sight of these instruments awakens the feared thought of a possible castration (and, it is true, in most cases also an unconscious temptation for a repressed hostility). Certain persons are afraid of seeing cripples or of witnessing accidents, which means: "I do not want to be reminded of what might happen to me" (and, again, the fear may also arise from such sights being a temptation for unconscious hostile wishes). Small children are afraid of being left alone, which for them means not being loved any more.

The fear of being turned into stone through a forbidden sight does not only mean death (and castration) but also expresses fear of the sensations of anxiety themselves. The idea of being stone represents the idea of being paralyzed by fear.

All these cases are characterized by their lack of displacement. More frequent, however, are cases of anxiety hysteria in which the defensive forces have achieved more than a mere development of anxiety and subsequent phobic attitudes. The connection between the feared situation and the original instinctual conflict has become more concealed. It is not sexual situations that are feared any more but rather sexualized situations. Regularly the feared situation or persons have a specific unconscious significance for the patient. In a more distorted way, they again symbolize either a temptation for a warded-off impulse or a punishment for an unconscious impulse or a combination of both.

This also holds true for all neurotic misapprehensions of actual events in terms of the past, even if not accompanied by patent anxiety: the warded-off impulses seek opportunities for satisfaction, but their reactivation likewise mobilizes the old anxieties; the neurotic repetitions consist in misunderstanding actuality in the sense either of unconscious temptations or of unconscious punishments or in both senses.

Examples of anxiety situations that represent unconscious temptations: The idea of open streets in agoraphobias is, as a rule, unconsciously conceived as an opportunity for sexual adventures. The idea of being alone is perceived of as temptation to masturbate.

Examples of the punishment character of anxiety situations: The feared street is thought of as a place where one might be seen and caught; being alone means
being unprotected against the punishing powers of the bogeyman. What anxiety hysteric's fear often represents substitutes of the idea of castration. In little Hans, the unconscious meaning of the fear of being bitten by a horse was a regressive oral expression of the idea of being castrated (566). Another patient, who was afraid of being bitten by a dog, was astonished when analysis revealed that this fear, judging by the accompanying physical sensations, actually referred to his genitals.

Many hypochondriacal fears mean either "I may become castrated" or "It may turn out that I am already castrated." There are sickness phobias in persons during whose childhood castration fear was displaced to the idea of being sick. Frequently, in such cases "being sick" means "having fever," the sensations of the feverish state representing the feared infantile sexual excitement.

An example of the simultaneity of temptation and punishment is given in the case of the wolf-man (599). He had developed a passive-feminine attitude toward his father, and was afraid that the satisfaction of these feminine wishes might carry with it the dreaded castration. His fear of being eaten by the wolf was simultaneously a regressive oral expression of the wish to submit to his father and of the threat of being castrated.

Fears of being run over or of falling from a high place are typical expressions of feminine masochistic wishes and, at the same time, of the connected castration fear (884). Falling from a high place, connoting the danger of being killed, certainly represents punishment, probably most often punishment for wishes of killing; however, the sensation of falling itself simultaneously represents the sensations of sexual excitement which, having been blocked in their natural course, have acquired a painful and frightening character. The fear of being confined in a narrow space or a fear of narrow streets signifies the fear of the very sensations of anxiety which are experienced as a constriction and augmented through the painful vegetative sensations that replace blocked sexual excitement. Fear of high places later may be replaced by the conversion symptom of getting dizzy spells when looking down from high places. This symptom is physical expression of a mental anticipation of actual falling.

A simultaneity of punishment and temptation is, as a rule, also the basis of the frequent fear of "going crazy." With regard to this fear, it should be kept in mind that it may be justified. The rule that a person who is afraid of insanity does not become insane is not true; many incipient schizophrenics are aware of their increasing estrangement. However, more frequently this fear is not a warranted judgment but is rather a phobia. Even as a phobia the fear has an objective basis: what the patient senses in his fear of becoming crazy is the interaction of his unconscious strivings, especially the instinctual (sexual or aggressive) impulses operative within him (871). In this sense, the fear of going crazy is but a special case of the general fear of one's own excitement. Since the feared excitement of infantile sexuality is most often experienced in connection with masturbation, the warnings of adults that "masturbation drives people crazy" may easily be accepted by children as a substitute for the idea of castration.

Sometimes the idea of insanity has, unconsciously, a more specific significance. Experience may have established the equation head = penis, and therefore insanity = castration. A child may, depending upon various experiences, connect various ideas with insanity. The idea of being an idiot is sometimes connected
with the idea of having a big head (hydrocephalus) which, as a representation by the opposite, again may mean castration. Babies have big heads; older siblings often hate babies and are, therefore, afraid of hurting them. "I might become an idiot like the baby" or "I might get a big head like the baby" may represent both the feared envy of the baby and the anticipated punishment for this envy.

Fears of being ugly or dirty may have the same significance as fears of being sick or insane; ugliness or a repelling appearance means being sexually excited (or being in a rage) or being castrated (or pregnant) or both. Phobias of this kind may form a transitional state toward delusions.

Still another example for a simultaneity of temptation and punishment is given by the states which Ferenczi has described as Sunday neuroses (484). On Sundays, some persons regularly suffer from anxiety (or from depressions). Sundays generally are looked upon as days when sexual activities are more likely to occur than on other days; but Sundays are also the days on which children are more under the supervision of their fathers.

What, now, is the relation between the manifest anxiety situation and its unconscious instinctual significance?

The fact that there is a displacement at all certainly is traceable to the defense, which makes the original ideas unconscious and thus necessitates the development of substitutes. The substitute, as Freud formulates it, "on the one hand has certain associative connections with an idea which was rejected; while on the other hand, because of the remoteness of that idea, it escapes repression" (590).

The displacement shows that in anxiety hysteria the defense is not limited to the development of anxiety or to avoidance of situations in which the anxiety would occur. The development of substitutes proves that repression and other defense mechanisms are used as well. The anxiety in anxiety hysteria initiates a powerful repressive activity.

Due to repression, phobias frequently have an indefinite, nebulous content, comparable in their lack of clarity to the manifest content of dreams; it often takes a great deal of analytic work to ascertain precisely what the patient is afraid of. In some cases the content of the fear had at one time been clear and definite, but later in the course of the neurosis it became vague and indefinite. The forces of repression continue to wage war on the symptom as an offshoot of the repressed. Thus an understanding of a complicated or vague symptom of long standing may frequently be attained by determining the circumstances of its first appearance.

The advantage offered by the displacement is that the original offensive idea does not become conscious. To be afraid of a horse instead of the father, as in the case of little Hans (566), has certain other advantages, too. Those who threaten are hated. If an individual no longer feels threatened by his father but by a horse, he can avoid hating his father; here the distortion was a way out of the conflict of ambivalence. The father, who had been hated and loved simultaneously, is loved only, and the hatred is displaced onto the bad horse (618). Freud
also brings to our attention the fact that a boy is forced to associate with his father every day, whereas the threatening horse can be avoided simply by not going outdoors. To fear the wolf instead of the father (599) has still further advantages: horses were frequent in city streets in Hans's time, whereas wolves are to be seen only in picture books which one does not need to open, or at the zoo where one does not have to go very often (618). If a person has become afraid of going out, it is possible to avoid this feared situation, whereas one's own body and its sensations cannot be avoided; an advantageous projection from an internal instinctual danger to an external perceptual danger has taken place.

A projection of this kind, that is, the attempt to escape from an internal dangerous impulse by avoiding a specific external condition which represents this impulse, is the most frequent type of displacement in anxiety hysteria. It is true that the original danger, in the last analysis, also was an external one, for it is not the instinctual expression that is feared but its external consequences (castration, loss of love). But although the phobic individual primarily flees from his threatening parents, he nevertheless is in flight from his own impulses; for the external danger of castration is determined by his behavior.

The projection is more clearly evident in cases in which anxiety over an external object has supplanted a guilt feeling; an object in the external world is now feared instead of one's own conscience.

In certain animal phobias, the projection of one's own feared impulses is still more pronounced than it was in little Hans. A case described by Helene Deutsch had the following simple construction. An unconsciously passive-feminine young man was afraid of hens because they reminded him of his libidinous wishes and of the danger of being castrated, with which these wishes were associatively connected. He merely projected his internal instinctual conflict onto an avoidable external object (327).

Often not only the goal of an impulse is projected onto an external object but one's own sensations of excitement as well.

A projection seems to be lacking, however, in children's neuroses, when the feared external object "animal" simply replaces another feared external object "father."

The paths selected by the displacement are determined by various factors. To a considerable extent they are determined by the history of the individual. The significance of phobias cannot, therefore, be understood without taking into consideration the patient's history. In part the paths of displacement depend on the nature of the drives that are warded off. Anxiety over being eaten, for example, may correspond to oral-sadistic longings, anxiety over being murdered to death wishes.

It has been mentioned that anxiety over being eaten or over being bitten may be a disguise for castration anxiety. In such a case the castration fear has
become distorted in a regressive way, that is, by choosing as a substitute an archaic autonomous fear. The regression may be a partial one, and frequently we see manifestations of anxiety that contain elements of both being eaten and being castrated. Among manifestations of this kind are the fantasies of the vagina dentata, and that of intrauterine castration (414).

Phobias about infection and touching often express the tendency to avoid dirt, and show that the patient has to defend himself against anal-erotic temptations.

Again it is possible that genital Oedipus wishes have been regressively replaced by anal impulses, and that in this way castration anxiety has regressively been supplanted by anal fears. The frequent bathroom and toilet phobias which are observed in children and in compulsion neurotics, such as a fear of falling into the toilet, of being eaten up by some monster coming from it, or the rationalized fear of being infected, as a rule show signs of a condensation of ideas of dirt with castration ideas.

Fear of open streets is often a defense against exhibitionism or scoptophilia. The role of these two partial instincts is even more prominent in phobias connected with appearing in public, whether this appearance involves special conditions such as being looked at (stage fright) or is merely a fear of being in a crowd.

The anxiety attacks of a female patient with agoraphobia and crowd phobia had the unconscious definite purpose of making her appear weak and helpless to all passers-by. Analysis showed that the unconscious motive of her exhibitionism was a deep hostility, originally directed toward her mother, then deflected onto herself. "Everybody, look!" her anxiety seemed to proclaim, "my mother let me come into the world in this helpless condition, without a penis." Originally the attack represented an attempt to exhibit a fantasied penis; the knowledge that this object was fictitious produced the transformation from perversion to anxiety hysteria.

The aforementioned fears of being ugly or otherwise repulsive (e.g., of exuding a bad odor) reveal themselves as fears of one's own exhibitionism. Persons with such fears are unconsciously striving to show their sexual excitement and are afraid of being rejected or punished for it. Further, this exhibitionism often has an aggressive, mandatory meaning. The patients may feel entitled to compensation and try to force by magical means the persons looking at them to give this compensation. The fear is that this intention may fail. The ugliness may represent pregnancy or the state of being castrated; making a demonstration of it may signify a magical gesture, as exhibitionism often is intimately connected with an equally strong scoptophilia. If the fear of being ugly or "stinky" is replaced by the conviction that this is the case, this is a transitional state toward delusion, as erythrophobics in general are prone to develop paranoid trends. The basic underlying feeling is one of guilt. In women the conviction of being repulsive (or ugly or physically disabled or unable to bear healthy children) is based on an
awareness of their lack of a penis, an idea that is connected with masturbatory and incestuous guilt feelings; likewise in boys, an anxiety of this kind usually means that the terrible consequences of masturbatory activities may be found out.

In a case of perfume addiction, this symptom could be traced back to a previous fear of exuding a bad odor. The patient was fixed on an anal concept of sexuality. She was not only afraid that an early anal masturbation might be found out but also that she might give expression to her sexual longings, which were colored by a sadistic, castrating attitude toward boys and which she perceived in the special form of exuding an odor in their direction.

Stage fright and erythrophobia, however, are most often not simple expressions of the warding off of heightened exhibitionism and scoptophilia. The fact that the exhibitionism has been heightened is, as a rule, the result of other previous instinctual conflicts, the exhibition not only being aimed at producing sexual pleasure but also at producing or enforcing reassurance against anxieties, guilt, and inferiority feelings. The anxiety hysterias in question represent the failure of such strivings for reassurance. The idea is by magical gestures to force spectators to prove that no castration has occurred, or to give the approbation needed to contradict a guilt feeling; if the spectators do not fulfill these demands immediately and adequately, violent (oral) sadistic tendencies may be developed against them. Thus the unconscious content of erythrophobic and stage-fright types of fear (and shame) is not only the idea that exhibitionistic actions may provoke castration or loss of love, but more specifically the idea that what is done to protect the person’s self-esteem against danger may result in the opposite, in his complete annihilation. And this again might be comprehended in different ways. Either the patient believes unconsciously that he is castrated and fears that his attempts to deny it might fail and that everything that was intended to make people like and feed him might result in their disliking him and withdrawing all support or he may be afraid of his own charming power: the sight of him might hurt and castrate the spectators and they will not be able to give anything any more; he is afraid of his own violent aggressiveness, often reduced to “aggressive looking” (96, 118, 356, 405, 446, 501, 522, 1085, 1568).

A fear of examinations is closely related to erythrophobia and stage fright. However, some of the above-mentioned features are here still more outspoken: an authority, an external representative of the superego, is about to decide whether one is accepted and permitted to participate in certain privileges, that is, to obtain the narcissistic supplies, or whether one is rejected and sentenced to isolation and narcissistic hunger. The relationship between modern examinations and primitive initiation rites has rightly been stressed (523, 1481). How a person reacts to this situation depends both on his sexual feeling relationship to authorities (to the father) and on his narcissistic needs. An anxiety hysteria will result whenever the person sexualizes the examination situation in the hope of
thereby overcoming his inferiority feelings and castration fear, and then has to face the possibility of his efforts having the opposite result. Usually, conflicts around passive-feminine longings complicate the situation in examination phobias (105, 158, 405, 866, 1256, 1344, 1520).

Other typical phobias are directed against other partial instincts. Anxieties of high places are frequently connected with unconscious ideas concerning erection. Claustrophobias and fears of suffocation are often specially directed against fantasies of being in the mother's womb (1056). Fears of falling, of heights, car and railway phobias, show at first glance that they are developed in an attempt to fight pleasurable sensations connected with equilibrium stimulation.

This last factor, the struggle against sexual excitation as perceived in the pleasurable sensations of equilibrium, plays a special part in many anxiety hysteries.

Abraham has shown that it is not only exhibitionism and scoptophilia that are warded off in agoraphobia; in cases of fear of going out onto the street, the function of walking itself has acquired a definite sexual meaning, which presupposes an intensified equilibrium eroticism, possibly due to a fixation at the time of learning to walk (6, 9; cf. also 1282, 1402).

A patient's agoraphobic fears were accompanied by the feeling that his legs were being pulled, or that they were running away of their own accord. Analysis showed that the prohibition of his masturbation coincided in time with his learning to walk. As a little boy, he took much pleasure and narcissistic pride in walking. His legs and their functions had usurped the place of the thwarted functions of his penis. A subsequent intensification of old conflicts permitted the fear of castration to become manifest, in the new field, as a fear of losing his legs (410).

Once this has attracted attention, it can be realized that many phobic fears directly concern sensations of equilibrium.

Sensations of equilibrium play an important part as a source of sexual excitement in children as well as in adults. Since sensations of the same sense generally are also an essential component of the experience of anxiety, connections between sexual excitement and anxiety are closer in the case of equilibrium eroticism than in any other partial instinct. Conflicts around erogenous sensations of equilibrium give rise to equilibrium phobias; but also the development of phobias in general, that is, the establishment of a close connection between sensations of anxiety and of sexual excitement, mobilizes infantile equilibrium eroticism. Often sensations of equilibrium have become the representatives of infantile sexuality in general. Many persons who have no conscious memory of having masturbated as children do remember various games and fantasies involving the situation of their body in space, about changes in the size of their body or of certain parts of their body, of ideas of their beds being turned around, or of still vaguer sensations:
“Something is rotating.” Other persons do not remember any pleasure connected with sensations of this kind but do remember anxieties about them, alienations of the body or of certain organs, or fears about space sensations, all of which are the result of the repression of an older pleasure. Anxieties of this kind very often form the core of anxiety hysterias (444).

**PROJECTION OF ONE’S OWN EXCITEMENT IN ANXIETY HYSSTERIA**

These facts must now be connected with the role played by projection in anxiety hysteria. In many phobias the physical state of sexual or aggressive excitement (frequently expressed in sensations of equilibrium and space) is projected and represented by a feared external situation (526, 1384, 1386, 1391). Persons who are afraid of falling asleep or of being anesthetized or of having fever are chiefly afraid of being overwhelmed by painful sensations of equilibrium and space. Often patients are afraid of monotonous noises, such as the ticking of a clock or other rhythmic occurrences; actually they are afraid of their own heart beat (or genital sensations) which are represented to them by what they notice in the external world.

In claustrophobias, the idea of being confined is not experienced so pressingly if there is any possibility of escape. The anxiety increases to the utmost when the idea arises that one might want to leave the room and be unable to do so. Mostly the feeling is that sudden suffocation might occur and that in this event there must be a way of escape. Persons who are afraid of trains, boats, and airplanes state that the worst fear is the impossibility of getting out if they should so desire, and that when on a train they hold their breath from one station to the next. That means that the excitement is projected onto the vehicle that precipitated the excitement, and the need for a sudden escape from the room in which one is confined is a need for escape from one’s own feared excitement as soon as it has reached a certain intensity (431, 1522).

Phobias of vehicles, rooted in the warding off of erogenous sensations of equilibrium and space, have definite relations to the somatic disease of seasickness. The vegetative excitements aroused by equilibrium sensations in a purely physical way have a distinct similarity to sensations of anxiety, and these excitements may have become associatively connected with “too much sexual excitation” in childhood. Neurosis and seasickness, then, may influence each other. Persons with claustrophobia and similar neuroses probably tend more toward the development of seasickness; and an occasional seasickness in a hitherto nonneurotic person may mobilize infantile anxieties and have the effect of a trauma reactivating the memory of a primal scene. There are also conversion hysterias which are an elaboration of vehicle phobias in the sense that vomiting or dizziness, as a physical anticipation of feared equilibrium sensations, may have supplanted the anxiety.
There are also "claustrophobias in time" rather than in space. Some patients experience a fear of having no time, of always being "cooped up" by their duties, which is as oppressive to them as the space sensations are to the claustrophobic, and which also has the same psychological significance. Other persons are afraid of "broadness" in time; they hasten from one activity to the next one because empty time has for them the same significance as empty spaces for some agoraphobics.

Clinical experience shows that certain types of neurotic indecision are based on the same fear. Any definite decision means the exclusion of the possibility of escape and is therefore avoided. Certain forms of stubbornness represent a highly emotional rejection of commands, which are sensed as closing the ways of escape.

What is feared in an inordinate excitement is obviously a kind of breaking down of the organization of the ego.

A patient felt anxiety in a car only when somebody else, not when he himself, was driving. "Why should I be afraid," he said, "if I can stop the car at any time?"

It is the loss of voluntary decision that is feared, frequently represented in the unconscious by the idea of loss of control of bladder and rectum (557); and this loss of control is represented by the vehicle's moving uninfluenced by the wish of the passenger, by the room that cannot be left of one's own volition, and originally by the increasing sexual excitement approaching orgasm.

In Reich's analysis of the normal and pathological course of sexual excitement, he has explained that a phase of voluntary movements is followed by one of involuntary convulsions of the muscles on the floor of the pelvis; in this second phase the act can no longer be interrupted voluntarily without intense displeasure; the full development of this phase is the condition for an economically sufficient discharge in orgasm (1270). This loss of the ego at the climax of sexual excitement is normally also the climax of the pleasure. Certain egos, the "orgastically impotent ones," according to Reich (1270), do not experience this pleasure. For them, it turns into anxiety, loss of ego control and painful sensations of narrowness, suffocation or bursting.

The train or the room represents one's own body, or at least its sensations, which one tries to get rid of by projection.

What has been said about claustrophobia in general is certainly true about the special "mother's womb" type of claustrophobia, the fear of being buried alive (406). The two interpretations,"The feared room represents mother's womb" and "The feared room represents one's own body sensations," may be connected with each other by a third: "The feared room represents the interior of one's own body."

It is well known but not much discussed that the majority of agoraphobics show specific conditions of their symptom related to the width of the feared
street. Sensations of narrowness are also a basic element of the experience of anxiety. Persons whose excitement turns into anxiety feel a stricture in breathing, as if the chest had suddenly narrowed. (The opposite feeling of expansion, of being “broad” again, is physiologically connected with overcoming anxiety and is pleasurable; but representing a sudden change in the sphere of “broadness,” it may also serve, through “representation by the opposite,” as a symbol for getting frightened.) It is an attempt to protect oneself against painful sensations of narrowness (or broadness) if one feels the “street” and not the body as “narrow” or “broad,” and this circumstance may explain projection in agoraphobia. Some patients are afraid of narrow streets only, others fear broad places, still others are paradoxically afraid of both; and most of them fear a sudden change in the width of the street through which they are passing. Many agoraphobics also show the condition whose significance has been discussed in claustrophobia: they have to make sure of the possibility of escape, which represents the wish for an escape from their own sensations.

ANXIETY HYSTERIA AND ANIMISM

When a phobic person passes through a narrow street, he gets frightened because he feels as “narrow” as the street; he “introjects” the street’s narrowness. If his fear is intense, he may even feel a relatively broad street as narrow; he projects his own narrowness. For him, because of the way he experiences his anxiety, the conceptions of narrowness and fear are identical. The same feelings are aroused in him by a narrow street and by another frightened person. He even behaves as if the street itself were afraid.

The primitive misapprehension of the world that assumes that processes we feel in ourselves also take place in the objects around us is called animism. The phobic mechanisms described make use of the animism still effective in the unconscious.

One common type of animistic misapprehension of the world is very similar to the way in which the agoraphobics connect their feelings of fear with the narrowness of a street. Sachs described the role played by narcissistic projection in the feelings with which we react to nature (1329). “Consciousness of nature” does not consist in becoming aware of the real physical and geographical elements in nature, but in becoming aware of feelings within ourselves, which we believe are connected with those physical or geographical elements (cf. 380).

It is true that not all projections of feelings into nature connote nature’s becoming a representative of our own feelings. Nature may also represent another person, and feelings connected with it may have originated in feelings toward that person. A mountain, for example, may represent the father’s penis, the endless ocean or desert may represent the mother’s womb. But even in emotions
aroused by mountains or oceans in this way, the narcissistic element is not entirely lacking. A person sensing himself in a landscape does not simply feel love or hatred for the natural objects, but generally experiences a kind of identification with the landscape, the unio mystica with “father’s penis” or “mother’s womb.” In general it may be assumed that in “consciousness of nature” a projection of the kind described is at work. The esthetic categories used to describe landscapes are proof of that. We talk about “sublime” or “lovely” landscapes because we feel sublime or lovely when seeing a landscape of this kind. It is true that the same landscapes vary in effect according to the mood of the observer; and it is likewise true that certain landscapes create, or at least mobilize, the same or similar feelings in different persons: the endlessness of flat prairies makes man melancholic, mountains make man more active and impulsive; this effect is achieved by the reflection of projections back onto the ego.

There are numerous phobias (or preferences up to a certain intensity, and phobias beyond it) about landscapes, moods of the weather, light and shadow effects, times of the day, and so on. If these were collected and described in detail, they would teach much, not only about the projections in question but also about the historical connections between infantile sexual excitation and the feelings that later are projected. Probably many phobias of darkness or twilight contain memories of primal scenes.

The same holds true for fears of surroundings that imply the loss of the usual means of orientation, fears of eternity, of uniform noises, of the cessation of customary routines or sequences. Some anxieties about death are anxieties over the loss of temporal orientation, that is, the loss of forces that protect against the dangerous world of unmastered infantile excitement (328).

REGRESSION AND AGGRESSIVENESS IN ANXIETY HYSTERIA

A common factor in all phobias is the regression to childhood. In childhood, dangers could be overcome by finding protection at the hands of more or less omnipotent objects in the external world. The phobic, who fears his impulses or the subsequent punishment, tries to regain that favorable situation where external protection was available. In this sense, all phobics behave like children, whose anxieties are soothed if the mother sits by the bedside and holds their hand. Such a demand for reassuring measures on the part of parent substitutes is especially evident in those agoraphobics who feel protected in the presence of a companion. Since not all agoraphobics make this condition, the libidinal conflicts around the person who is used as a companion cannot represent the basis of agoraphobia in general. However, in many cases the findings of Helene Deutsch (325) can be confirmed. She stated that in phobias in which the companion is essential, the relationship to this companion is of basic importance.
The companion not only represents the protecting parent but also the unconsciously hated parent; his presence serves the purpose of diverting the patient's mind from unconscious fantasies to reality, that is, of reassuring him that he has not killed this person who is walking safely at his side. In such cases, the fear that something may happen to the patient is often preceded by a fear for the safety of the same person who, later on in the agoraphobia, is used as a companion.

A morbid fear for the well-being of one or several specific persons represents a frequent form of anxiety hysteria of its own. Analysis shows that the person who has to be protected represents an unconsciously hated person, who, therefore, actually needs protection not from external dangers but rather from inner death wishes (792, 1283). Often what has been repressed returns from the repression, and continuous caretaking or reassuring affection may become objectively a torture. Especially frequently, parents show a behavior of this kind toward their children (618); however, sometimes children also show it toward their parents.

The transformation of the earlier fear that the other person may be harmed into the phobic anxiety concerning oneself is due to a self-punitive identification with the unconsciously hated object. Many obsessive symptoms, which try to protect an unconsciously hated object in a more or less torturing and more or less magical way, represent this pre-stage of anxiety hysteria. These cases are clearly a transition to compulsion neuroses.

On a superficial level the companion protects the patient from temptation. A man cannot approach strange women and a woman cannot be approached if both are in the company of their respective spouses. The youth or the girl cannot have adventures if accompanied by their parents. The idea that the companion watches brings relief from the necessity to watch one's own impulses.

Freud has pointed out that the same procedure may give expression to numerous instinctual wishes. When a girl demands that her mother be with her constantly, she succeeds in fulfilling her unconscious desire to separate her mother from her father (618). The compulsion exerted upon the companion may gratify any hostile impulses in regard to this person.

The fact that the regression to childhood in phobias is a search for protection against an instinctual danger is not always seen very clearly.

Alexander writes about agoraphobia (53): "Such a patient is afraid in a situation which entails no danger for him. The symptom becomes intelligible only when one realizes that the patient has regressed to an early emotional attitude of childhood. As a child he felt safe only near his home and was afraid to go far from it. At that time, of course, his anxiety might have been quite rational because as a child he had not the capacity of sufficient orientation. The question in such a case is: why does the patient regress to such an unpleasant experience of his past? The analytic study then shows that this patient uses the symptom to barter a lesser evil for a greater. What he is really afraid of is not being far away from
home, but of loneliness and lack of human contact. He does not have the confidence that he can solve this problem in his actual life situation; his symptom, fear when on the street, helps him to deceive himself about this seemingly insoluble issue. He persuades himself that he is afraid of the street, and thus saves himself the painful realization of how alone and isolated he is in his life. He also saves himself from the effort to build up a human relationship for which he feels inadequate and unwilling. This symptom has an additional determination. The patient craves to be back in the past as a child when his dependent feelings were satisfied; however, putting himself back into childhood in fantasy he must also face the unpleasant side of childhood: childish insecurity and fear.”

However, the patient is not seeking the unpleasant experiences of his childhood as a lesser evil, but rather the relative security of that time, which came from the protecting adults. The actual anxiety of the neurotic which makes him long for the greater security of his past is not “loneliness and lack of human contact” but a remobilization of his infantile instinctual conflicts.

The regression in anxiety hysteria in general, as in all hysterias, is a limited one; the main temptation which has to be warded off is represented by the wishes of the genital Oedipus complex. Phallic wishes and castration fears may be disguised in a pregenital form. However, there are also cases in which a pregenital basis is more in the foreground. In some cases, the defense against aggressive temptations plays the decisive part (282, 325, 797, 935). Sometimes the fear of one’s own excitement is based on the fact that this excitement actually contains self-destructive components which originate in a sadistic impulse, turned away from the object against the ego, so that a fear of death might appear under circumstances which, in normal persons, would lead to an attack of rage. This is true particularly in cases where there is a combination of anxiety hysteria with compulsion neurosis, in which cases a relatively intense participation of destructive tendencies can be recognized, frequently by virtue of the associative bridge of the unconscious equation looking = eating (430). The above-mentioned cases of street phobia in which a certain person is chosen as a protecting companion belong in this category. Their ambivalent conflict stands out sharply (325).

Even ambivalent persons without any agoraphobia often need a kind of companion, that is, an object supplying affection, interest, confirmation, protection, a kind of magical helper (653). The dependence on external supplies for the maintenance of self-esteem is a sign of an early, usually oral, fixation. The relationship to magical helpers is necessarily an ambivalent one: the helpers are hated not only as representatives of the hated Oedipus object but also because of the inadequacy of their protective power.

Aggression, of course, also plays a very considerable part in cases of anxiety hysteria centered around a morbid fear of death (206, 207, 254, 1638). It is questionable whether there is any such thing as a normal fear of death; actually the idea of one’s own death is subjectively inconceivable (591), and therefore prob-
ably every fear of death covers other unconscious ideas. Certainly this is the case in intense and pathological death phobias. To understand them, one has to find out what ideas unconsciously are connected with the concept of death. Sometimes these ideas are libidinal in nature and become understandable through the history of the patient (284, 641, 1153, 1330, 1632). (For example, "to be dead" may mean a reunion with a dead person.) More frequently certain childhood experiences have turned a fear of castration or loneliness (loss of love) into a fear of death. Two connections are most often encountered: (1) The idea of death may be a fear of punishment for death wishes against other persons; it has been mentioned that certain persons react with fear of death to situations where others would feel rage; this is obviously a turning of destructive impulses against one's own person. (2) A fear of death may represent a "fear of one's own excitement." "Dying" has become an expression for the sensations of an overwhelming panic, that is, for the distorted conception which these patients have formed of orgasm. Every type of excitement tends toward ultimate relaxation. In cases in which the achievement of such relaxation is regarded as the terrible sensation of loss of one's ego, it may be identified with "death," and on occasions when other persons would hope for sexual excitement, death may be feared (1280).

Another example of a phobia in which unconscious sadistic strivings are predominant and which is, for the most part, combined with compulsion neurosis is the frequent fear of infection. The fear of being infected is, first of all, a rationalized fear of castration. Venereal infection as a real danger connected with sexual activity may serve as a rationalization of unreal dangers unconsciously believed in (1614). On a deeper level, the fear of infection represents a defense against feminine wishes, infection standing for impregnation. And on a still deeper level this fear is an expression of pregenital fantasies of incorporation, bacilli being the equivalent of introjected objects with a destructive (and destructible) character (1459). The interrelationship of sadism and masochism can easily be reflected in ideas of infection because it is equally possible to be infected by other persons and to infect them.

The idea of infection also lends itself to a rationalization of feelings connected with the archaic taboo of touching. In magical thinking, the characteristics of any object are thought of as material substances which may be communicated by touch in the same way as dirt or germs are communicated. The archaic fear of touching may vary in instinctual content. Freud called attention to the fact that there is no impulse whose goal would not involve the touching of an object, whether this drive aims at a hostile, a sensual, or a tender approach to another person, or at an autoerotic touching of one's own body (618), and all these impulses may be phobically feared. Frequently the objects that must not be touched show at first glance their character as genital symbols. These persons interpreted
the prohibition of infantile masturbation, which frequently takes the form of "don't touch," as if it were literally merely a prohibition of touching, or they interpreted it in this way in "spiteful obedience." They may develop types of masturbation in which they avoid the touching of their genitals with their hands (1262). Not infrequently a wish to masturbate that has been warded off has been altered by regression, so that the phobia appears to be a protection against anal-erotic wishes to be dirty or to soil. Occasionally this is immediately apparent: things that are believed to be dirty, such as doorknobs, or things that come in contact with the water closet must not be touched; or the prohibition may concern things that are used for cleaning the body (see pp. 288 f.).

Cases in which the anxiety changes from a fear of impending infection to the idea of having been infected may represent transitional stages, in which a phobic idea is in process of becoming a delusion. Ideas of this sort may be hypochondriacal in nature, such as notions of being devoured by bacteria or cancer cells, or of being poisoned (948). However, apprehensions of this sort are also met with in pure anxiety hysterias, where they correspond to unconscious conflicts over castration or impregnation.

FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF ANXIETY HYSTERIAS

Most often the outbreak of an anxiety hysteria is followed by the development of a phobia, that is, of an avoidance of the situation or of the perceptions that produce the anxiety. Sometimes the anxiety can in fact be avoided by the development of an appropriate phobia, at the cost of a certain limitation of the ego's freedom. The illness can be brought to a standstill, the instinctual danger has been completely and successfully turned into a perceptual danger.

However, in other cases the development is not favorable. In the first stages, the neurosis may be complicated by a secondary traumatic neurosis, induced by the first anxiety spell which is experienced as a trauma (1569). Many anxiety hysterias develop, out of such an experience, a fear of anxiety, and simultaneously a readiness to become frightened very easily, which may create a vicious circle. Some phobias do not succeed in their attempts at projection and develop progressively; the projection becomes inadequate and the phobic conditions increase in scope. For example, a patient may at first not be able to walk across a certain square, later on he cannot go out of doors, and finally, perhaps, not even out of his room. The elimination of external situations has not diminished the effectiveness of the drives that were stirred up by the avoided situation. The impulses continue to operate. The fact that they do not find an outlet makes them still more intense, and this necessitates the extension of the phobia (590). Whether or not the projection succeeds depends on the economic equilibrium between
impulses and opposing anxiety; and that means on the whole previous history of the personality (see pp. 551 ff.).

The projection of one's own excitement may sometimes succeed in the sense that a patient gets rid of certain anxieties, restlessness, and kinesthetic sensations if certain conditions are fulfilled which represent a projection of these features. If a patient can feel some external anxiety, restlessness, noise, confusion around him, he may get rid of the anxiety, restlessness, noise, and confusion within. There are not only persons who have a thunderstorm phobia (which means those who have projected their sensations onto the thunderstorm, and who thus have externalized but not overcome their anxiety), but there are also persons who enjoy thunderstorms, because becoming aware of the external noise enables them to achieve the aim of their projection: the actual noise outside makes them feel that there is no noise inside any more, and that therefore they no longer need to be afraid.

Certain persons state that they need "stimulation" or "distraction" to work at their best. They have neurotic disturbances of concentration. Their work is disturbed by inner tensions which make themselves felt as restlessness. However, they can overcome the disturbing feelings by seeking surroundings that provide external restlessness.

The sociological role of the so-called Caféhaus in certain parts of Europe (or of the club in other countries) is certainly complicated and cannot be explained by a simple psychological formula. The following case history may be significant in this respect.

A patient was an excellent worker in the Caféhaus—and he preferred the noisy ones, with music playing and many people around—but was unable to work in his study at home, where he was alone and everything was quiet. It is true this man found certain instinctual satisfactions in the café (especially scoptophilic and homosexual ones); but that was not particularly important. The fact that he felt he had to run away when it was quiet, but was able to become relaxed and quiet when people were making noise around him, was of greater importance (444).

It would be worth while to study which types of personality, when neurotically disturbed in their concentration, need absolute quiet around them and which types require the opposite. Probably it will turn out again that there are not two opposite types but that the need for external quiet or noise has again a double-edged character. What is comfortable and relaxing up to a certain degree of intensity may suddenly become unpleasant and frightening beyond this intensity. That persons can get rid of their anxieties by reassuring themselves that they are able to frighten others is simple enough (541, 784, 895, 971, 1298). But sometimes this simple mechanism is complicated by a successful projection of the kind under discussion here: persons with anxieties create an atmosphere of
anxiety around them, and feel better if this anxiety is outside themselves. This also may have a double-edged character: if they succeed too well, and discover that everyone around them is really frightened, they may feel that they have destroyed their potential protection, are endangered by retaliation, and suddenly become extremely frightened themselves.

If often happens that individuals with phobias cannot succeed in avoiding the feared situations. Again and again they are forced to experience the very things they are afraid of. Often the conclusion is unavoidable that this is due to an unconscious arrangement of theirs. It seems that unconsciously they are striving for the very thing of which they are consciously afraid. This is understandable because the feared situations originally were instinctual aims. It is a kind of "return of the repressed out of the repression." The urge of the original drives, which are still effective, is also the basis for all attempts to overcompensate phobias by counterphobic attitudes (435), by a preference for situations originally feared (see p. 480).

Phobias, that is, the avoidance of situations that create anxiety, are not the only means by which the ego tries to cope with anxiety. Other methods of defense against anxiety, like the sexualization of anxiety, intimidation of others, identification with the frightening objects, collection of external reassurances are also used in anxiety hysteria (see pp. 479 ff.).

THE REPRESSING FORCES AND THE REPRESSED IN THE SYMPTOMS OF ANXIETY Hysteria

Any psychoneurotic elaboration of the consequences of the state of being dammed up results in a compromise between the conflicting forces. As a rule, this compromise consists of a substitutive and therefore painful discharge of a derivative to which a part of the cathexis of the repressed had been displaced; but the discharge of the derivative facilitates (or at least does not impede) the warding off of the remaining original impulse. At first glance, an anxiety spell seems, like a state of inhibition, a pure manifestation of the defending forces which give their danger signal when temptation or punishment approaches. However, the anxiety spells have the character of an emergency discharge also. The displacements in anxiety hysteria doubtlessly created substitutes for the impulse originally warded off, thereby facilitating the original defense. Thus anxiety in anxiety hysteria actually is more than a manifestation of the defending forces. It is a psychoneurotic symptom, although the unconscious anxiety motivating the defense still finds its expression as such.

If other psychoneurotic symptoms not connected with manifest anxiety are artificially suppressed, manifest anxiety, as a rule, makes its appearance. This shows that anxiety hysteria is relatively more primitive than other psychoneu-
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roses. The neurotic symptoms without anxiety are more complicated elaborations in which the person has learned to avoid or to bind anxiety (618).

ANXIETY HYSTERIA IN SMALL CHILDREN

The primitive character of anxiety hysteria is also expressed in the fact that anxiety hysteria is the typical neurosis of childhood (cf. 175). To some extent, symptoms of anxiety hysteria seem to be regular incidents in the normal development of any child, at least under present cultural conditions. There is hardly a child who has not at some time been afraid of being alone or of the dark or of animals. Fear of the dark may be reduced to the fear of being alone. Freud quotes a child who was afraid of the dark as saying: “If someone talks, it gets lighter” (596).

To be left alone is an objective danger for the helpless child. However, the child actually is not afraid of objective dangers, which he is not able to judge. (Many worries connected with child rearing would become superfluous if children were able to judge real dangers adequately.) What the child fears is much more the possibility of a “traumatic situation,” of being overwhelmed by excitation. It is not the objective helplessness of the child that creates his anxieties but his helplessness in the face of his drives which he is unable to discharge without the help of other persons. Besides, the disappearance of a loved person also prevents any expression of his love, and thus creates a state of being dammed up. It appears, as Freud said, as if the child were not yet able to manage the longing for absent beloved ones in any better way than by letting it be transformed into anxiety (596).

The relationship of anxiety to the instinctual conflicts is more obvious in the animal phobias. The child is not as arrogant as the adult person, who tries to believe in a fundamental difference between human beings and animals. A child can easily imagine human beings in the form of animals (579), and the animals feared in the phobias are as a rule distorted representations of human beings, usually of the father. The representation of the father as an animal signifies the sexually excited father. It expresses the perception of the father as animal-like, that is, as a passionate, sexual, or aggressive being. This frightening aspect of the father may sometimes express his punishing (castrating) force, as in the case of little Hans (566), and at other times the frightening aspects of the sexual demands directed toward him, as in the case of the wolf-man (599).

The case described by Helene Deutsch, which was mentioned before (327), shows that not all animal phobias are constructed in that way. The animal does not necessarily represent the feared parent. It may be a direct projection of one's own drives.

Likewise small animals such as insects, spiders, flies, and so on, which are often
feared in phobias, do not represent the father. A spider may sometimes mean "the cruel mother" (23), but more frequently creatures of this kind are either symbols of genitals or feces, or of little children (brothers and sisters) (552), depending upon the unconscious equation child = feces (593). A patient whose conflicts centered around her hatred for her younger brother was afraid of all insects and believed, in her retaliation fear, that all insects are poisonous.

Some of the early anxiety hysterias find a spontaneous cure after a certain time. It is as if the children simply grow out of them. (Others do not have this favorable outcome; they form the basis of later neuroses in adult life.) This is made possible by two circumstances: (1) The ego of the child is still developing; the early anxieties are due to the incapacity to achieve active discharges; when the ego becomes stronger it becomes able to master its excitation with the help of its increased mastery of motility. (2) Where fear over loss of love was the reason for warding off certain impulses, increased experience and confidence may convince the child that such a danger does not exist, and the warding off becomes superfluous (see pp. 547 f.).

**THE PRIMAL SCENE**

It is not possible to discuss anxiety in children without mentioning anew the so-called primal scene, that is, the observation of sexual scenes between adults, especially between the parents (599).

Such an event creates a state of great excitement in a child. This excitement, not being produced spontaneously by the child but brought to it by external stimuli, goes beyond the capacity for mastery as yet developed. The scene, therefore, is likely to produce a "traumatic state" by flooding the organism with an inappropriate excitation. Thus such an experience is likely to connect the ideas of sexual excitation and danger. This connection may be further increased by misinterpretations of what is perceived (misinterpretations which, in turn, may be due partly to the fact that the child is in a "traumatic state"—but also, partly, simply to ignorance and animism). The most frequent types of misinterpretation are the interpretation of sexual intercourse as a cruel, destructive act, and the interpretation of the female genitals as a result of castration.

The psychic content of the aroused excitement and its intensity vary according to the child's age and previous history. Individual factors will determine what the child perceives, how he interprets his perceptions, what mental connections are established, and whether interpretations and the mental connections are made immediately or later: for example, identification with the parent of the same sex or with the other parent, fixation on the state of libido organization that prevails at the time, or special coloring of the Oedipus complex. But what is always present is the linking together of the conceptions "sexual satisfaction" and "danger," which creates a disposition for subsequent neurosis.
It has been mentioned that certain uncanny experiences of sensations of equilibrium and space may be the remnants of infantile sexuality. In psychoanalytic practice, we have the habit of stating, when sensations of this kind come up, such as unclear rotating objects, rhythmically approaching and receding objects, sensations of crescendo and decrescendo, that "primal-scene material is approaching." Practically, that is true. But of course sensations of this kind are not specific for "becoming aware of sexual scenes in the surroundings." They are, rather, specific for being overwhelmed by excitation.

It is well known that while falling asleep the inhibiting forces decrease before the drives do, and that, therefore, in this state the temptation to masturbate is most intense. In falling asleep, also, archaic types of ego feelings are regressively experienced before consciousness is lost and a high percentage of these "archaic ego feelings" are felt as sensations of equilibrium and space. A normal person is not bothered much by these sensations. He may even not be aware of them, unless he expressly directs his attention to them (837). This is different in persons whose infantile masturbation is represented by these sensations, and these again are mainly persons who have had primal-scene experiences. A minority of these persons may still enjoy such sensations as a kind of masturbation equivalent. The majority, after repression, are afraid of them, and in extreme cases such fears may become the cause of severe sleep disturbances.

Thus it is understandable that a marked tendency toward anxiety dreams and pavor nocturnus frequently follows a primal scene or an "equivalent" of a primal scene (7, 1166).

THERAPEUTIC PSYCHOANALYSIS IN ANXIETY Hysteria

In general, anxiety hysteria presents a definite indication for psychoanalysis, and only in the presence of some special contraindication should one advise against analysis. The capacity for transference is excellent. However, cases exhibiting compulsive symptoms and based more on pregenital and aggressive conflicts are less favorable. Freud has called attention to a modification in technique necessary in analyzing typical phobias. After the framework of the neurosis has been loosened enough by the analysis, the analyst must actively intervene in order to induce the patient to make his first effort to overcome the phobia; he must induce the patient to expose himself to the feared experiences for the purpose of bringing the full force of the neurotic conflict into the open (600).
Chapter XII
CONVERSION

WHAT IS CONVERSION?

In conversion, symptomatic changes of physical functions occur which, unconsciously and in a distorted form, give expression to instinctual impulses that previously had been repressed.

Any neurotic symptom is a substitute for an instinctual satisfaction; since excitement and satisfaction are phenomena that express themselves in a physical way, the leap into the physical sphere, characteristic for conversion, is in principle not so strange. However, conversion symptoms are not simply somatic expressions of affects but very specific representations of thoughts which can be retranslated from their "somatic language" into the original word language (543, 550).

The problem of conversion symptoms can be approached by a comparison with spells of affect. These, as was previously stated, occur when an intense stimulus (or a normal stimulus when a state of being dammed up exists) temporarily overthrows the ego's mastery of motility, and an archaic discharge syndrome replaces purposeful actions (and such syndromes subsequently may be tamed and used by the re-established ego). Conversion symptoms, too, are characterized by a sudden overwhelming of the ego's mastery of motility and by involuntary physical discharge syndromes. The difference, however, is that in normal affects the syndromes that supplant action are similar in every human being; we do not know where they originated, and revert to phylogenetic speculations for an explanation. The syndromes of conversion symptoms are unique in every individual, and analysis shows where they originate: they are historically determined by repressed experiences in the individual's past. They represent a distorted expression of repressed instinctual demands, the specific type of the distortion being determined by the historical events that created the repression.

PREREQUISITES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF CONVERSIONS

There are two prerequisites for the development of conversions, one of a physical, the other one of a psychological nature. The physical prerequisite is the general erogeneity of the human body, which makes it possible for every organ and every function to express sexual excitement. The psychological prerequisite is a prior turning from reality to fantasy, a replacement of real sexual objects by fantasy representatives of infantile objects; this process is called introversion.
It will be recalled that after the establishment of thinking as a testing action two types of thinking can be distinguished, one that prepares for action and one that substitutes for action. The first one is logical and verbalized, and functions according to the reality principle; the second is archaic, pictorial, magical, and functions according to the pleasure principle. Daydreams represent the second type of thinking; they are a pleasant substitute for a painful reality. Very often, daydreams find connections to repressed demands, become overcathected by displacement from the repressed and in this way become derivatives of the repressed (564).

In their introversion, hysterics have regressed from a disappointing reality to the magical thinking of daydreaming. This may be conscious as long as the daydreams remain far enough from the repressed contents, especially from the objectionable Oedipus complex, but if they come too close, they, too, will be repressed (see p. 193). They then return from the repression, distorted as conversion symptoms.

Due to the introversion, hysterical individuals appear to be turned inward. Their symptoms, instead of presenting actions directed outward (alloplastic activities), are mere internal innervations (autoplasic activities). In other words, the fantasies of hysterical individuals, after having been repressed, find plastic expression in alterations of physical functions. In this connection Ferenczi spoke of “hysterical materialization” of the fantasies (486, 489). Hysterics, when “materializing,” only exaggerate something that likewise appears in normal fantasy, indeed in all thinking. Thinking, replacing action, is still a bit of action; the innervations of the actions that are thought of take place during the thinking, only to a lesser degree (482). It is this “bit of action” that is especially marked in introverted hysterics and that forms the basis of the innervations constituting the conversion symptoms.

**HYSTERICAL SPELLS**

The aforementioned possibility of retranslating conversion symptoms from their somatic language into the original word language is best demonstrable in major hysterical spells, which have become rare nowadays. These spells are pantomimic expressions of sometimes rather complicated fantasy stories (565, 1620). They can be analyzed in every detail, in the same way as dreams, and they use the same distortion mechanisms as dreams.

It is worth while to recall what these distortion mechanisms consist of: condensation, displacement, representation by the opposite, exaggeration of details that represent the whole, reversal of the sequence of events, multiple identification, symbolism, and suitability for plastic representation (552).

If the “latent seizure thoughts” are analyzed (as “latent dream thoughts” are analyzed from a manifest dream) it turns out that they represent a mixture of
elements of forgotten events and of fantastic dream stories constructed around
the events (550, 1620). They represent distorted expressions of the Oedipus
complex and of derivatives of the Oedipus complex. Sometimes the spells clearly
betray that they stand for a sexual gratification and they may terminate in states
resembling orgasm. Freud compared the loss of consciousness at the height of
the attack to the momentary loss of consciousness at the height of orgasm (565).
In other cases the spell does not connote fantasies directly concerning intercourse
or seduction; instead the daydreams are focused rather around some aspect of
pregnancy or childbirth. The classical example is seen in the well-known cases of
hysterical pseudo pregnancy (150, 804); but many a hysterical vomiting is also of
this nature. The seizure may likewise express sexual sensations characteristic for
a person of the opposite sex with whom the patient has identified (562).

At the height of her fits, a woman patient used to have jerking convulsions in
her arms. Analysis revealed that they portrayed the spasmodic contractions of
the penis during ejaculation. A similar significance became evident in the sneez-
ing spells of a hysterical woman patient; her nose represented her fantasied penis.

The seizure may also express pregenital actions which have become substit-
tutes for the original Oedipus ideas.

Not all hysterical spells occur in the form of specific pantomimic actions or
movements which give the analyst direct hints as to the past situation or day-
dream of which they form a part. Sometimes the manifestations of a spell are
much less specific and occur either in the form of convulsions (see "motor dis-
turbances," pp. 223 ff.), of exaggerated or apparently entirely unmotivated emo-
tions or "moods," or as screaming, crying, or laughing spells (1464).

Spells of this kind, too, are the emotional climaxes of complicated unconscious
fantasies. The screaming, crying, laughing, then, are comparable to emotions felt
on awakening from a dream, although the dream itself has been forgotten. The
manifest emotion permits a few general conclusions about the emotional nature
of the latent thoughts but nothing more can be said about it unless the latent
thoughts are analyzed. Hysterical screaming, for example, may be the expression
of very different emotions. Sometimes the type of screaming alone gives a hint.
It may be an infantile screaming for help (1419), it may be an expression of the
helplessness (and the joy) of a woman sexually attacked, it may belong to dreams
about childbirth, or it may be an expression of rage; it may also mean an enuncia-
tion of "masculinity." The laughing in laughing spells frequently expresses tri-
umph because of the fantastic fulfillment of hostile wishes (436), especially of
revenge ideas arising from the revenge type of the female castration complex (20);
however, the laughing may also simply be a pars-pro-toto distortion of sexual
excitement, in the way in which children often express any type of excitement by
obsessive and exaggerated laughing. Hysterical crying frequently corresponds to
a "displacement upward" of conflicts around sexualized urination (428, 1055).
Related to seizures are those conversion symptoms that consist in a pathological appearance or disappearance of normal physical needs, like attacks of hunger or thirst, a need to defecate or urinate (759), or a sudden lack of appetite or thirst, constipation or oliguresis (1577), or difficulties in breathing. All these conversion symptoms are rooted in periods of infantile sexuality when other physical functions were still in the service of pleasure seeking, which permits the physical symptoms to lend themselves to the expression of sexual fantasies. Hunger, thirst, and excretory needs may supplant sexual longing; anorexia—a denial of sexual longing; constipation, or oliguresis may express retentive tendencies connected with pregnancy wishes or incorporation fantasies (frequently occurring in accordance with the equation child = penis = feces) (593, 832); vomiting and diarrhea may express resistance to both pregnancy wishes and incorporation fantasies.

MONOSYMPOTOMATIC CONVERSIONS

The historical basis of conversion symptoms is often very clear in monosymptomatic conversion symptoms. Instead of a memory, an innervation occurs, which had actually taken place in the forgotten situation. Breuer's first patient, Anna O, had a paralysis of her arm whenever she was unconsciously reminded of her feelings toward her father. At the time her father died, she had been sitting at his bedside with her arm pressed against the chair at the side of the bed (188).

It is misleading to call monosymptomatic hysterias organ neuroses, because this expression should be reserved for another type of neurosis (see pp. 236 ff.); but nevertheless it is frequently done. For example, so-called cardiac neuroses are often really monosymptomatic conversion hysterias, the cardiac symptoms expressing sexual excitement, anxiety, or both, connected with specific unconscious daydreams.

The monosymptomatic hysterias frequently demonstrate Ferenczi's conceptions of hysterical "materialization" and "genitalization" (489). Repressed thoughts find their substitute expression in a material change of physical functions, and the afflicted organ unconsciously is used as a substitute for the genitals. This "genitalization" may consist of objective changes within the tissues, for example, hyperemia and swelling, representing erection; or it may be limited to abnormal sensations imitating genital sensations. The so-called stigmata belong to this category (487, 1167).

A patient suffering from a cardiac neurosis related that the continual palpitation of his heart was accompanied by the feeling that his heart was getting larger and larger, that his whole chest was becoming more and more tense, up to a certain almost unbearable point, and that then the whole process would stop, the
palpitation would cease, and his heart would "shrink" again. These sensations represented an increasing erection, finally ending with orgasm.

A few days after this interpretation was given, the patient reported that a new symptom had set in. He now felt as if his heart were breaking open in order to take something in. Thus the "genitalization" of the heart in this case had a bisexual significance: it represented the masculine as well as the feminine genitals.

HYSTERICAL PAINS AND HYSTERICAL IDENTIFICATION

Conversion symptoms are intermittent or continuous discharge processes that appear in place of inhibited infantile sexual impulses with which they are connected by unconscious associations. A first type of hysterical pain, Freud states, "was really present in the situation when the repression took place" (618). In cases in which the original physical pain was experienced by the patient himself, the repetition of the pain in the conversion symptom is a substitute for a desired pleasant excitement which had somehow become connected with it; the pain is now simultaneously a warning signal not to yield to those pleasant sensations.

A patient suffered from pain in the lower abdomen. The pain repeated sensations she had felt as a child during an attack of appendicitis. At that time she had been treated with unusual tenderness by her father. The abdominal pain expressed simultaneously a longing for the father's tenderness and a fear that an even more painful operation might follow a fulfillment of this longing.

Childhood diseases are often very impressive episodes in the development of instinctual conflicts in a child, sometimes in the nature of satisfactions (gaining more love or other types of love from the parents; or experiencing the body in a new way), oftener in the nature of threats (the disease may be perceived as castration or, generally, as a punitive consequence for previous masturbation or other instinctual behavior). Sensations experienced in fever are very apt to signify the sensations of a feared instinctual excitement, pleasurable up to a certain degree, painful and frightening beyond it. Subsequent conversion symptoms, in repeating pains of childhood diseases, mean the repetition of the instinctual conflicts developed or mobilized by these diseases. In other cases the associative connection between the instinctual conflict and the disease that is initiated may be a more superficial one. The special form of a conversion symptom that imitates a past sickness may be a mere time signal showing that a symptom alludes to an impulse from the time of this sickness.

In general, the formulation holds: whenever a functional disturbance has become associated with an emotional conflict in childhood and this conflict has been repressed, any subsequent allusion either to the functional disturbance or to the emotional conflict is apt to mobilize both components of the whole syndrome, the functional disturbance becoming the conscious manifestation, the
emotional conflict the unconscious driving force of conversion symptoms (313, 316).

In a second type of hysterical pain, the original feelings that are imitated in the conversion symptom may, however, have been experienced not by the patient but by another person whom the patient imitates by producing his symptom. Hysteria, as is well known, may imitate any and every disease, a circumstance that makes the clinical picture of conversion hysteria so very multiform. This "hysterical identification" which expresses the wish to be in the place of another person needs further comment.

Identification is the very first type of reaction to an object. All later object relationships may under certain circumstances regress to identification. The hysterical identification is characterized by the fact that it does not involve the full amount of cathexis available (408). There are several variations of identifications of this kind.

1. The simplest case is the "hysterical identification with the fortunate rival," that is, with a person whom the patient envies and whose place he had wished to occupy from the beginning. Freud's patient Dora developed a cough like that of Mrs. K, whom she unconsciously perceived as a rival. Dora envied Mrs. K's sexual experiences; because of her guilt feelings about this rivalry she could not put herself in Mrs. K's position, in the place she would have liked, but had to select Mrs. K's affliction as the point of identification (557). This identification by way of her sense of guilt replaced the intended identification in instincual experiences. It is as with King Midas, who was so greedy for gold. His wish was granted, but in such a way that he was destroyed by his gold.

The mechanism of Midas' punishment can frequently be observed in all types of neuroses, in compulsion neuroses perhaps still more frequently than in hysterias. Obsessions may express the idea: "You shall get what you wished for, but in a way, to a degree, or at a time where it shall destroy you." In symptoms of this kind there are various layers of drive and defense condensed with one another, and it is not easy to distinguish between the instinctive impulse returning from repression and the tendency of the superego which caricatures the instinctive impulse for punitive purposes.

2. It sometimes happens that a woman whose hysteria is due to her Oedipus complex makes an identification not with her rival, her mother, but with her beloved father. This is a more complicated situation. Whenever a person is forced to relinquish an object, he may develop a tendency to compensate for the loss by identifying himself with the object (608). When a hysterical woman takes over her father's illness, she shows that she is vainly attempting to free herself from him.

A patient's hysteria imitated tuberculosis. Her father, as a young man, had
been affected by this illness. She had furthermore taken up the same profession as her father, and was very close to manifest homosexuality.

An identification of this sort at the same time furnishes an opportunity for the gratification of the negative Oedipus complex (562).

3. The most frequent form of hysterical identification takes place with an object toward whom the patient has no genuine object relationship. It is formed “on the basis of identical etiological needs.” Freud used a hysterical epidemic in a girls’ school as an example. A girl reacts with a fainting spell to a love letter, and then the other girls also get fainting spells. The unconscious meaning is: “We should like to get love letters, too” (606). The object of the identification has no other significance than that she got a gratification for which the subject had likewise longed. Again, the fact that painful experiences are produced is an expression of the repressing forces, a kind of Midas wish fulfillment: “You wanted to be as happy as X? Well, just for that, here is the punishment she got!”

Identification on the basis of identical etiological needs, being temporary in character and performed with an object toward whom there is no other relationship, affords an opportunity to discuss the relationship between identification and imitation. This mechanism looks like a simple imitation; it is, however, unconscious. Any imitation, whether conscious or unconscious, presupposes a kind of identification, that is, an alteration of one’s own ego which follows the pattern of an object model. However, the identification at the basis of imitation, as contrasted to other types of identification, is a superficial, limited, capricious one, employed for one definite purpose only. This purpose may or may not be conscious. Unconsciously, anyone may be imitated who as a prototype seems to promise some libido-economic advantage, some possibility of finding relief from internal conflicts. Related to this is the phenomenon of the infectiousness of slips and errors (1285, 1524).

4. There are also “multiple identifications,” especially in seizures. A hysterical patient may simultaneously or serially play the part of various persons with whom she has identified herself, according to any of the described types. The seizures of such patients very often represent the enactment of a whole drama.

The classical example for this is Freud’s patient who tried to take her clothes off with her right hand while making an effort to keep them on by grasping them with her left. She was identifying herself simultaneously with a man raping and a woman being attacked (562; cf. also 471).

A climax of multiple identifications is shown by the famous case of “multiple personality” (1065, 1586).

Hysterical identifications may even take place with a pain actually never experienced by the model for identification, but only in the fantasy of the hysteric.

One day a patient felt an intense pain in her finger. She stated that she felt as if she had cut her finger with a knife. She was in love with a cousin, a medical
student, who did not live in the same city. She fantasied that perhaps, just at the moment she felt the pain, he might have cut himself while dissecting. This fantasy, giving the pleasure of a magical connection with the loved one, was a conscious daydream. The unconscious continuation of this daydream was the symbolic equation *knife = penis* and *cutting = coitus*. The analysis also revealed very clearly that the cousin was a substitute for the father, while her identification with a corpse led to specific infantile sexual theories.

In a certain sense it is even possible to speak of "hysterical identifications with oneself," namely, with a past ego state (387). Many conversion symptoms have the significance of a regression into that period of childhood when the repression occurred, the maintenance of which is now endangered.

In some hysterical pains the repetition of past actual (or imagined) pains is less impressive than an anticipation of desired events or of a prospective punishment for them. The pains may be a part of unconscious sexual fantasies. They may express the idea of being raped; some abdominal pains and even some headaches express the idea of being pregnant. Such painful illustrations of daydreams, however, are not necessarily opposed to the hysterical pains hitherto described. They illustrate the feared and hoped-for future by means of remobilizing related actual experiences of the past.

**HYSTERICAL HALLUCINATIONS**

Hysterical hallucinations "were perceptions at the time of the repression" (618).

A patient suffered from the torturing hallucination of a metallic taste in her mouth. It turned out that as a child she had been accustomed to drink by putting her mouth directly to the faucet. At that time what was now being hallucinated had been an actual perception. The childhood practice was a cover for unconscious wishes to perform fellatio.

Olfactory hallucinations, too, sometimes can be reduced to definite real perceptions of the past which had some instinctual significance. This certainly does not contradict the fact that hallucinations of this kind simultaneously may express a phobia concerning body odor. There are also transitional states between hysterical and psychotic hallucinations (just as between hysterical fears and delusions) (see p. 444).

**HYSTERICAL MOTOR DISTURBANCES**

"Motor paralysis is a defense against action" (618), namely, against an objectionable infantile sexual action.

Hysterical paralysis is usually accompanied by an increase in tonus; this represents both an insurance against the objectionable sexual action and a distorted substitute for it. Hysterical "masturbatory equivalents" often assume this guise. Historical circumstances and somatic compliance (see pp. 227 f.) determine which
particular part of the musculature is affected by the paralysis. Symptoms of this kind are said to appear more frequently on the left side of the body than on the right; this may be explained, as suggested by Ferenczi, by the idea that the left side of the body is in general more accessible to unconscious influences than the right, because right-handed persons have less conscious interest in it (489). In addition the symbolic significance of right and left must be taken into account, right meaning correct and left meaning wrong (1479), sometimes, especially, right meaning heterosexual and left meaning homosexual (1463).

Hysterical mutism is a special case of hysterical paralysis. It may express a hostility or an anxiety (a feared sexual temptation) toward the persons in whose presence the symptom develops, a general lack of interest in the persons with whom talking would be possible (Dora became mutistic in the absence of the man she loved [557]), or it may mean death or castration.

A spasm is a means of securing suppression of action, and simultaneously a tonic substitute for action.

A spasm, limited to a certain part of the body, may represent erection; however, that is not necessarily the case. The muscular spasm may simply be the physical expression of repression. Hypertonus may be the representative of the general attitude “I have something to suppress.”

In a woman patient who experienced a severe spasm of the pelvic floor during sexual intercourse this symptom was, first of all, a generalized vaginismus, ensuring her resistance to sexual experiences; it also represented hostile impulses toward her sexual partner and tendencies to protrude a fantasied hidden penis. Ferenczi has shown how a general “suppression spasm” may be created by a displacement of the function of the anal sphincters (a part of the pelvic floor) to the muscular system in general (505).

Some hysterical spasms have the function of an assurance of a specific inhibition. They occur if an activity is intended that is prohibited by the superego, either because of its hidden sexual meaning or because, in the case of moral masochists, a forbidden success might be achieved by it. Of this type are writer’s and violinist’s cramp (867).

The famous arc de cercle which has become rare nowadays represents, according to Freud, the innervations antagonistic to coitus, a representation by the opposite, expressing simultaneously the repressed desire and the repressing forces (565). Other writers have added that the symptom also gives expression to a masculine striving, an attempt to protrude a concealed penis (1564), as well as to a feminine one, the idea of childbirth (1025).

Contracture is a displacing substitute for an intended but inhibited muscular innervation. It usually represents the tonic rigidity which is the result of a struggle between opposing impulses.

Convulsions, too, represent affect equivalents or are a pantomimic expression of a sexual, an aggressive, or a sexual-aggressive daydream. Sometimes hysteri-
Cal convulsions imitate organic convulsions that the patient had witnessed. The so-called hystero-epilepsy will be discussed later (see p. 267).

HYSTERICAL DREAM STATES AND DISTURBANCES OF CONSCIOUSNESS

Hysterical dream states are closely related to seizures. As in seizures, the daydreams, which represent derivatives of the repressed, involuntarily take possession of the personality, but here the pantomimic discharge is lacking. The daydream, an outgrowth of Oedipus fantasies, breaks through as such, removing the patient from reality (3, 196). Sometimes the sexual meaning of this absence is directly apparent in a voluptuous pleasure the patient obtains from it. More often the affect, too, is repressed, and the new wave of repression against the mobilized derivatives keeps them so remote from awareness that the patient himself is unable to give any account of what he has experienced and is aware only of a gap in his consciousness (1015).

A kind of mixture of hysterical spells and hysterical dream states is represented by the conversion symptom of *sleepwalking*. The “dream state,” here, is a physiological one; sleepwalking occurs during normal night sleep; but a “pantomimic discharge” is achieved. This discharge sometimes only expresses the restlessness due to internal tension in an unspecific way. More frequently the discharge is a highly specific one. The movements of the sleepwalker are in response either to his manifest dream or to the latent conflicts at the basis of the dream. Sometimes running away from bed, which is felt as a place of temptation, is in the foreground; more frequently the sleepwalking has a positive goal toward which the patient is striving: either a place of potential gratification of unconscious impulses or a place of effective reassurance against them or both simultaneously (711, 717, 1286, 1341, 1343).

The typical aim of infantile sleepwalking is the wish to participate in the adults’ night life. The typical goal is the parents’ bedroom, signifying either a place where sexual secrets may be witnessed or disturbed or a place where protection against nightmares and temptations is to be found, but usually both. If sleepwalking is combined with loss of bladder control, this is not necessarily a proof of organic petit mal but may be a sign of the child’s unconscious sexual excitement. Sometimes sleepwalking expresses a tendency to run away from home. The old superstition of a connection between sleepwalking and moonlight is due partly to the emotional value of moonlight, which is simultaneously “light” and “darkness” and therefore suited to express unclear infantile conceptions of sexuality and sexual observations, and partly to the symbolic significance of the moon, *moon* = *mother* (430, 1322, 1579).

It is not known what physical or mental circumstances make it possible to use the motor system during sleep, in contradiction to the general rule that, normally, in the process of falling asleep the motor system is paralyzed first (595),
but in accordance with the fact that in hypnotic sleep the motility is freely accessible to hypnotic commands.

Disturbances in consciousness generally correspond to the repression of a current derivative of infantile sexuality (1015, 1336). The transitory elimination of all consciousness is, so to speak, a generalized repression, probably the archaic pattern of all repression (410). The ideational content of the impulses entering dream states or causing disturbances of consciousness is as varied as the fantasies that produce hysterical symptoms in general. In the dream state, the transitory clouding of consciousness may not only express repression but may have an unconscious significance of its own. It may (a) represent orgasm, (b) have the significance of death, which again may mean either death wishes against some other person turned against one's own ego or have some unconscious libidinal meaning, or (c) serve as a blocking (and distorted expression) of hostile impulses of all kinds. This is especially true for hysterical spells of hypotonus and sudden fatigue, which may sometimes form transitional states toward organic narcolepsy. Disturbances of consciousness, because of their effect on the environment, afford an opportunity for all sorts of secondary gains. In all hysterical dream states and disturbances of consciousness, the differential diagnosis of epileptic equivalents must be taken into consideration.

HYSTERICAL DISTURBANCES OF THE SPECIAL SENSES

Hysterical disturbances of special sensory perceptions represent elective "hysterical disturbances of consciousness," and what has been said about disturbances of consciousness in general holds true here, too. The disturbances of sensory perceptions represent the rejection of upsetting sexual perceptions. Inhibitions of this kind may extend from blindness or deafness, via negative hallucinations, to restricted limitations in the use of the senses, mentioned in the discussion of inhibitions (see p. 177). Symptoms of this kind sometimes start after a trauma as a posttraumatic ego inhibition (917), but soon get a hysterical "meaning" and are retained as conversion symptoms.

The restrictions of sensual perceptions are also a symptom of hysterical introversion, that is, of a lack of interest in external events; this lack of interest increases the possibility of substituting fantasies for realities.

Hysterical disturbances of vision were the subject of a very enlightening article by Freud (571). A hysterical "I cannot see" means "I do not want to see." It indicates a repressed impulse to look (and to exhibit). From a punitive standpoint it says: "Because you wish to see something forbidden, you shall not see at all" (367). A constriction of the visual field has often been described as characteristic for hysterics. Ferenczi explained it by the fact that peripheral vision has less significance for the ego, and is therefore more readily sexualized (489).
The sexualization of vision is not always due to simple scoptophilia or to the unconscious "genitalization" of the eye. The eye may also represent pregenital erogenous zones symbolically. As a sense organ it may express oral-incorporative and oral-sadistic longings in particular (430). Neurotic difficulties in reading usually are due to oral-sadistic conflicts (1512).

A defense against oral-sadistic strivings is also the usual cause of another conversion symptom of vision: micropsia, that is, the phenomenon that objects appear as if seen through a reversed opera glass. Hallucinations and illusions of the sense of space seem generally to repeat experiences from the earliest oral times (410), but in micropsia, this is especially evident. A patient of Inman's experienced this symptom whenever her intense and frustrated oral longing was mobilized (831). A patient of Bartemeier's had very early displaced an intense food envy onto her eyes; her micropsia expressed a tendency to push objects into the distance; this was an attempt to defend herself against the idea of killing objects by means of her eyes and a distorted return of this warded-off impulse (89).

HYSTERICAL DISTURBANCES OF SENSATION

Disturbances of sensation, in the same way as paralyzes and sensual inhibitions, at first glance impress one more as a defense rather than as a return of the repressed. The elimination of sensation facilitates the suppression of memories that appertain to the body areas affected. However, they also serve the repressed impulses, for because of this very anesthesia, the anesthetic field may be used more by unconscious fantasies. Hysterical disturbances of sensation in general are repressions of internal perceptions in the same way that sensory disturbances are repressions of external ones (489).

Hysterical hypalgia is a kind of localized fainting; certain sensations that would be painful are not accepted. The basic mechanism probably is related to the archaic defense of "delay of affects" (see pp. 162 f.).

SOMATIC COMPLIANCE

In all these symptoms the entire cathexis of the objectionable impulses seems to be condensed into a definite physical function. The choice of the afflicted region is determined by the following:

1. By the unconscious sexual fantasies and the corresponding erogeneity of the afflicted part. A person with oral fixations will develop oral symptoms, a person with anal fixations anal ones; and fixations, for their part, depend on constitutional factors as well as on past experiences. However, the regression to fixation points in conversion symptoms is limited to the choice of the organ. What are expressed in a pregenital zone are genital fantasies; that is, nongenital organs are "genitalized" (489). It has been stated that chronic neurasthenics use
their genitals in a pregenital way (see p. 191); now it must be added that conversion hysterics use their pregenital zones in a genital way (565, 571).

2. By purely physical facts. It is apparent that a symptom will more readily utilize an organ that presents a locus minoris resistentiae. Such a locus, again, may have been created by a constitutional weakness or by an acquired disease. An individual of strong vasomotor lability will be more subject to vasomotor symptoms; an organically myopic individual is more likely to produce eye symptoms.

This type of "somatic compliance" is certainly at work in the cases that are called "hysteric superstructure of organic diseases" (285, 1028, 1508). Organically determined symptoms may simultaneously afford opportunity for the rise of a distorted expression of repressed impulses; that is, they may acquire a secondary conversion meaning. They are not produced by conversion but they are used by conversion, and hence they may continue on a psychological basis after the organic cause that created them has ceased to exist.

3. The choice of the organ may depend on the situation in which the decisive repression occurred. Those organs are likely to become the seat of disturbances that were most active or under the highest tension at the moment the decisive repression occurred (316, 532).

4. Sometimes the choice of the afflicted organ seems rather to be determined by the ability of the function of the organ to express symbolically the unconscious drive in question. Incorporative tendencies can be better expressed by the mouth, the respiratory organs, and the skin, eliminatory tendencies by the intestinal tract and also by the respiratory system. Convex organs like hand, foot, nose, breasts may symbolize the penis and represent masculine wishes; concave organs like mouth, anus, nostrils, flexing sides of extremities may symbolize the vagina and represent feminine wishes.

ARCHAIC FEATURES IN CONVERSION

Conversion symptoms are not limited to the voluntary muscular system but occur in the realm of the vegetative system as well. The urge to express unconscious sexual wishes in a distorted physical way has at its disposal a far more extensive area than has conscious will. As is well known, hypnotic commands have an influence over many more physical functions than normal conscious will; a concentrated training of constitutionally predisposed personalities may make these functions accessible to autosuggestive measures also (1410). The same functions are also made use of by conversion. Generally, the "archaic" ego controls more of the body functions than our adult ego does. The hysterical "hyperfunctions" represent a regression to the archaic conditions that still ob-
tain in early childhood. Actually, the described characteristics of archaic motility and perceptions (see pp. 36 ff. and 41 ff.) can be observed again in conversion hysterics.

The insight into this regressive nature of the phenomenon of conversion may be taken as a starting point for speculations about the archaic origin of the capacity for autoplastic conversion. Lamarck’s theory of the evolution of species may be recalled, according to which evolution took place through the autoplastic adaptation of the body to the demands of the environment. A hysterical conversion may be a sort of last vestige of this primitive capacity of animals for autoplastic adaptation.

During normal development to adulthood certain capacities of the body are lost which become available again to the hysterical individual. Ferenczi once remarked that education is not only the acquisition of new faculties but also the forgetting of others, which, if not forgotten, would be called supernormal (489). This implies that the repression of autoeroticism also forces into repression some of the functions by means of which autoeroticism was effective.

The “hysterical hyperfunctions,” as a return of the repressed, demonstrate the fact that hysterics by repressing their infantile sexuality repressed too much of their body functions. In hysterics the body is more or less “alien” to the conscious ego; they failed to identify their ego with their body. In the state of the “purified pleasure ego” (588) everything that was painful was regarded as nonego; those persons regarded their body as painful, and accordingly perceived it as nonego. They are inhibited both in respect to motility and sensibility. Persons who look upon their bodies as alien, when developing conversion symptoms with apparent “supernormal” physical capacities, are more readily able to repudiate the psychogenic nature of their symptoms.

Although there is no full regression of the personality to pregenitality in conversion hysteria, nevertheless there is, especially in women, often a regression to the instinctual aims of incorporation. This is shown not only in the predominant role played by identification in conversion hysteria but also in more direct signs. The fellatio idea is extraordinarily common in the unconscious fantasies of hysterical women (globus hystericus). Analysis shows that this idea is a distorted expression for the wish to bite off and incorporate the penis. This fantasy is abundantly overdetermined. In individual cases the following meanings seem to be of different relative importance. It may mean (a) a displacement upward of genital wishes, (b) the idea of impregnation, (c) a revenge on the man who possesses the envied organ, that is, an expression of active castrating tendencies, and (d) an incorporation of the castrated penis and an identification with the man (398, 497, 499).

By this fantasy the sexual partner is deprived of his penis. For the hysterical woman the fantasy of genital union is so closely bound up with the Oedipus wish
that she becomes incapable of real love. She can love, to quote Abraham, only if the genitals are excluded, because the genitals represent the objectionable part of love. The hysterical woman seeks to set up this condition when, in fantasy, she excludes the genitals by biting them off (26).

An organ afflicted with a conversion symptom may also represent an object that has been introjected. However, in spite of such an incorporation the object still remains in the external world, too; hysterical introjection is a partial rather than a total regression from an object relationship to identification.

GENERAL SIGNIFICANCE OF CONVERSION

Conversion hysteria is the classical subject matter of psychoanalysis. As a matter of fact the psychoanalytic method was discovered, tested, and perfected through the study of hysterical patients (187, 188, 542, 543, 544, 548); the technique of psychoanalysis still remains most easily applicable to cases of hysteria, and it is psychoanalytic treatment of hysteria that continues to yield the best therapeutic results.

The compromise character of the symptoms, which express the repressed forces as well as the repressing ones, and the dynamic relationship between instincts and counterinstinctual forces are especially demonstrable in conversion.

Some people blush at the slightest reference to a sexual subject. This is, first of all, certainly an expression of defense; simultaneously, however, it also betrays sexual excitement, the fact that the blushing individual responds to the sexual hint. The conversion symptom of habitual blushing as a rule expresses conflicts around exhibitionism (and around struggles for narcissistic supplies, sought by means of exhibitionism).

In social gatherings which unconsciously represent sexual temptation, a patient regularly was seized with a need to defecate, which forced her to leave the room. She thus extricated herself from the disagreeable situation; but on the other hand, by her symptomatic act, she also showed, by regressing to an infantile expression of sexual excitement, that she had been stimulated.

From the standpoint of the repressed impulse, the conversion symptom is the distorted substitute for sexual gratification on the part of the hysterical person who is incapable of genuine sexual gratification. The fact that the "substitute gratification" of the symptom is not felt consciously as pleasurable but is usually rather a severe suffering is due to the effectiveness of the repressing forces. Sometimes this suffering can be regarded as a punishment inflicted upon oneself in order to undo guilt feelings (37). However, there are also symptoms that represent instinctual gratification exclusively and have no punitive significance; symptoms of which the patient himself is unaware certainly cannot serve as a punishment.

In conversion symptoms the countercathexis may manifest itself in various
ways. It may also be secondarily intruded upon by the returning original impulses in various ways. In cases of motor and sensory disturbances as well as in disturbances of consciousness, the inhibition of function is due to the counter-cathexis, but it also gives opportunity for the use of the inhibited function to express unconscious fantasies. In the case of hysterical pain, the attention directed to the protection of the painful organ, as a manifestation of the countercathexis, has replaced the original attention directed toward avoiding the tempting or threatening situation (618). The striving to rationalize all symptoms as "physical," too, is a manifestation of the countercathexis. A kind of hysterical reaction formation is at work when an unconscious hatred is overcompensated in the form of an exaggerated consideration (618).

**OEDIPUS COMPLEX, MASTURBATION, AND PREGENITALITY IN CONVERSION SYMPTOMS**

Freud's statement that the Oedipus complex is the nuclear complex of the neuroses is particularly valid in hysteria, which remains on the level of the phallic phase of sexual development. Hysterical individuals have either never overcome their early object choice or else were so fixated on it that after a disappointment in later life they again returned to it. Because all sexuality thereby comes to represent to them the infantile incestuous love, the urge to repress the Oedipus complex represses all sexuality.

That hysteria occurs more frequently in women than in men is due to the fact that the sexual development of women is more complicated. The process of giving up the clitoris for the vagina may fail of completion. But not only Oedipus complex and "heterosexual identification" are characteristic for the structure of hysteria; inseparably connected with it are other characteristics, such as the particular means by which the Oedipus complex is suppressed. Frequently, children who have been allowed to become too intensely fixated on their parents are subsequently prohibited by those same parents in some particular manner from gratifying their Oedipus wishes. Among hysterical individuals, the type known as mother's boy is frequently to be found, or women who seem to have no need of men, but inordinately admire their father.

However, it would be erroneous to think that the ultimate content of the hysterical symptoms, the Oedipus complex, becomes immediately apparent under analysis. Between the Oedipus fantasies and the symptoms of the adult, the intermediate formations of daydreams are interpolated. And between the original Oedipus fantasies and the later daydreams there are inserted infantile masturbatory fantasies, whose Oedipus character is sometimes rather distorted. The conflicts which were originally connected with the Oedipus complex frequently are displaced onto the act of masturbation. That is why so frequently the strug-
gle against masturbation is found as the unconscious content of hysterical symptoms. Spasms, rhythmical muscular contractions, and sensory disturbances often proved to be simultaneous defenses against and substitutes for masturbatory activities (357, 559, 733).

Daydreaming, which consciously may be designed to suppress masturbation, is mainly unconsciously an elaboration of the original masturbatory fantasies. Sometimes this secret relationship becomes manifest again under certain circumstances in an unexpected manner (537). If the person succeeds in repressing the connections between the fantasies and the masturbation, the unpressed fantasies, as unconscious equivalents of masturbation, sometimes develop into some exaggerated obsessive interests in certain fields. These interests are occasionally felt by the persons themselves as antimasturbatory measures, but betray themselves in analysis as offshoots of masturbatory fantasies connected with the Oedipus complex. The same holds true for certain habitual autoerotic games and symptomatic acts which give discharge to fantasies, in the main without the person being aware of them or at least of their importance for his mental equilibrium.

The fantasies that intervene between the Oedipus complex and the hysterical symptom sometimes themselves are of a genital nature, for example, ideas of pregnancy and childbirth. But this is by no means necessarily so. As intermediary links between the Oedipus wish and the apparently innocuous daydream, ideas are found originating in any erogenous zone and in any partial instinct. Although they are intermediary links only, they are certainly not unimportant from a practical point of view. Their discovery and working out may demand more time and attention in analysis than does the basic Oedipus complex, and the form the Oedipus complex itself has acquired as a result of the individual’s past infantile experiences can be elicited only through the careful analysis of these intermediary constructions (418).

An example of intermediary oral fantasies: A patient complained of vomiting and nausea. In associating, she became aware that the symptom occurred whenever she had eaten fish. Following this insight, she revealed several ideas dealing with the cruelty of eating animals. To eat fish seemed to her especially cruel, because fish had “souls” (the gut of a herring in German is called Seele, i.e., “soul”). The patient’s father was dead. The idea of eating his soul to make it part of her own body was a screen for the unconscious fantasy of sexual union with him.

An example of a pregenital expression of predominantly genital wishes in a conversion symptom is presented by bedwetting, the most frequent masturbatory equivalent in children (91, 227, 263, 557, 667, 769, 793, 934, 1044, 1595).

Infantile (nocturnal or diurnal) enuresis is a sexual discharge. Urinary excretion originally served as an autoerotic activity which gave the child urethral-erotic (and cutaneous) satisfaction. Memories of these autoerotic sensations are some-
times revived by patients under analysis—for example, in cases of ejaculatio praecox, where semen and urine are unconsciously equated. If, however, an already trained older child returns to this form of infantile satisfaction, it is no longer autoerotic; it is connected with fantasies concerning objects. If it is no longer performed actively and with conscious sexual pleasure but happens against the individual's will, it certainly may be called a conversion symptom. Between the infantile autoerotic wetting and the later symptom of enuresis there was a time of masturbation; and the enuresis represents a substitute and equivalent of suppressed masturbation. In some cases it is actually possible to demonstrate that a prohibition of masturbation served as a stimulant in the direction of the development of enuresis as a substitute behavior. Like masturbation, enuresis may fulfill the role of an efferent function for various sexual wishes. At the height of the development of the Oedipus complex it is first and foremost a discharge instrument of the Oedipus impulses. But just as in the case of other conversion symptoms, various intermediary wishes are interpolated between the deeply repressed Oedipus complex and the final urethral- and skin-erotic symptoms. It is interesting to note that bedwetting is very often an expression of sexual fantasies proper to the opposite sex. Girls in whom urethral eroticism is well marked are almost always dominated by an intense envy of the penis. Their symptom gives expression to the wish to urinate like a boy. In boys the incontinence usually has the meaning of a female trait; such boys hope to obtain female kinds of pleasure by "urinating passively." Further, the passive way of urinating may express a regression to the early passive-receptive ways of pleasure, a yearning for the freedoms of babyhood. Actually, enuresis frequently represents a wish to have the privileges of a baby again. The symptom is often precipitated by the birth of a sibling. Sometimes the bedwetting in such cases has a pronoucedly aggressive, spiteful significance aimed at hurting the parents' feelings: "I will take the privileges of a baby, which you deny me." The aggressive and spiteful significance of the symptom may give an opportunity to express simultaneously other pregenitally (orally) determined ideas of revenge; this frequently occurs in those cases of enuresis that form the basis for a subsequent ejaculatio praecox.

The symptom of enuresis may have various consequences in the further development of the child. The tendency to suppress the symptom may, in a twofold way, influence character development. (1) It may turn the unspecific fear of "one's own dangerous impulses" into the specific fear of "losing control." And it is not infrequent that in analyzing patients' difficulties in giving in to free association in the analytic cure, a fear of wetting is found as the basis. (However, the fear of being overwhelmed by one's own excitement may also have other origins.) This is more frequently found in girls, where frigidity is often characterized by the unconscious idea that a full yielding to the climax of excitement would bring the disgrace of losing bladder control. The fact that this fear is more frequent in women probably is due to the circumstance that the retention of urine for the purpose of preventing enuresis is more apt to evoke a secondary erogenous retention pleasure (analogous to the anal retention pleasure) in girls than in boys. (2) The general fear of one's own dangerous instincts might acquire the special quality of shame. The specific connection between shame and urethral eroticism has already been mentioned (see p. 69). Whereas rectal incontinence in children is usually directly and actively punished, enuretic children are made to feel
ashamed. Pillorizing is the most frequent punishment. Ambition as a urethral-erotic character trait is the striving to avoid this kind of shame (see pp. 492 f.).

Fecal incontinence is a much rarer occurrence in older children than urinary incontinence. It, too, has to be looked upon as a conversion symptom, expressing an unconscious tendency for anal discharge of instinctual conflicts. If it only happens occasionally, it probably represents an equivalent of anxiety. If it happens habitually, however, it represents a retention of anal sexual execution or a regression to it as an equivalent or substitute for masturbation. This certainly is a sign of a marked anal-erotic orientation. Actually, a history of anal incontinence is found more frequently in persons who subsequently develop compulsion neuroses than in those who develop hysterias.

It seems like a contradiction of the general thesis about hysterics’ repressing their sexuality that hysterics so often are described as persons who are constantly preoccupied with sexuality, and who tend to “sexualize” any human relationship. But this contradiction is only an apparent one. Just because these persons block their sexuality, their sexuality is dammed up inside them, and therefore comes out in unsuitable places and at inconvenient times. Hysterical erotomania is a pseudo hypersexuality caused by lack of satisfaction (see pp. 242 ff.).

Sometimes patients with conversion symptoms are entirely free from anxiety; sometimes conversion and anxiety symptoms are developed alongside each other. The binding of the energy which has been dammed up through the neurotic conflict in alterations of somatic functions provides a certain capacity for discharge or at least for a more permanent binding of the cathexes, and as such is a means of getting rid of anxiety or of avoiding the open outbreak of it. In the cases in which anxiety is developed alongside conversion symptoms, this secondary elaboration of the anxiety has failed or was not sufficient.

COURSE AND PSYCHOANALYTIC TREATMENT OF CONVERSION HYSTERIA

Certain reactions of the patient’s ego to conversion symptoms are so characteristic for hysteria that a few words about them may be said here in anticipation. On the one hand the ego attempts to continue the effort to repress the symptoms as a derivative of infantile sexuality, just as it previously repressed infantile sexuality itself. By so doing, the ego strives to separate the symptoms from the rest of the personality, to ignore them; when the tendency to deny the symptoms succeeds, the patient’s attitude toward his symptoms is what Charcot, as reported by Freud, called la belle indifférence des hystériques (589). On the other hand since they are unavoidable, the ego endeavors to utilize the symptoms for its own purposes. If it must suffer, it wishes to get as much out of it as it can. In this way, secondary gains from the illness are established, which are to be differentiated from the primary one, namely, the avoidance of facing the Oedipus complex. To say that a wish for a pension can cause a hysteria has been justly
compared by Freud to the idea that a soldier in battle had his leg shot off in order to get a pension (618).

The prognosis of psychoanalysis in cases of conversion neuroses is favorable. In typical cases, the course of the treatment is especially satisfactory, in so far as the patients react immediately to interpretations with alterations in transference and symptomatology and thus offer an unfailing criterion of the progress of the analysis. Psychoanalytic therapy is most clearly indicated except in cases where individual complications originating in external circumstances or in the character structure of the patient (481) unpleasantly complicate the situation. Only those factors which, apart from the diagnosis, generally are barriers to psychoanalytic therapy (see pp. 575 ff.) are contraindications here, too. Wherever immediate help is mandatory, or where the complicated apparatus of analysis seems unnecessary because simpler measures will suffice, or in those rare cases where hysteria seems to be the best way out of an intolerable real conflict, or where there is an exceptionally great secondary gain, or advanced age, it is, of course, necessary to give careful consideration to the question whether or not to start psychoanalytic treatment.
Chapter XIII

ORGAN NEUROSES

WHAT IS AN ORGAN-NEUROTIC SYMPTOM?

Nor all somatic changes of a psychogenic nature should be called conversions because not all are translations of specific fantasies into a “body language.” Unconscious instinctual attitudes may influence organic functions in a physiological way, also without the changes having any definite psychic meaning. This difference, though very simple, is not always recognized. It was defined long ago by Freud in his paper on the psychogenic disturbances of vision (571). He says:

“Psychoanalysis is fully prepared to grant, indeed to postulate, that not every functional visual disturbance is necessarily psychogenic. ... When an organ which serves two purposes overplays its erotogenic part, it is in general to be expected that this will not occur without alterations in its response to stimulation and in innervation, which will be manifested as disturbances of the organ in its function as servant of the ego. And indeed, when we observe an organ which ordinarily serves the purpose of sensorial perception presenting as a result of the exaggeration of its erotogenic role precisely the behavior of a genital, we shall even expect that there are toxic modifications as well in that organ. For both kinds of functional disturbances ... we are obliged to retain, for want of a better, the time-honored, inapposite name of neurotic disturbances. Neurotic disturbances of vision are related to psychogenic as, in general, are the actual neuroses to the psychoneuroses; psychogenic visual disturbances can hardly occur without neurotic disturbances, though the latter surely can without the former. Unfortunately, these neurotic symptoms are as yet little appreciated and understood, for they are not directly accessible to psychoanalysis.”

The sentences quoted are of basic importance, although the terminology is rather confusing. There are two categories of functional disturbances. One of them is physical in nature and consists of physiological changes caused by the inappropriate use of the function in question. The other one has a specific unconscious meaning, is an expression of a fantasy in a “body language” and is directly accessible to psychoanalysis in the same way as a dream. Freud calls both categories neurotic and does not suggest any special term for the first category, whereas the second category is called psychogenic. This is rather confusing, because any misuse of an organ is psychogenic, too. It would be preferable to call the first category of symptoms organ neurotic, whereas for the second category the term conversion should be reserved.
Whereas the concept of conversion is very strictly defined, the first category needs further clarification.

Between the realm of organic disorders from mechanical, physical, and chemical causes and the field of conversion, there stretches a large field of functional and even anatomical alterations, which the term organ neurotic is meant to embrace. The modern term “psychosomatic” disturbances has the disadvantage of suggesting a dualism that does not exist. Every disease is “psychosomatic”; for no “somatic” disease is entirely free from “psychic” influence—an accident may have occurred for psychogenic reasons, and not only the resistance against infections but all vital functions are continually influenced by the emotional state of the organism—and even the most “psychic” conversion may be based on a purely “somatic” compliance.

The quotation from Freud contains the key for a classification of the organ-neurotic or psychosomatic phenomena. These sentences actually allude to two different things. Functional changes due to “toxic” influences, that is, to changes of the chemistry of the unsatisfied and dammed-up person, are not necessarily identical with changes caused by an unconscious use of these functions for instinctual purposes. Moreover, a third and simpler possibility must be considered first—the already mentioned affect equivalents. Thus four classes of organ-neurotic symptoms have to be distinguished: (1) affect equivalents; (2) results of changes in the chemistry of the unsatisfied and dammed-up person (expressions of “unconscious affects”); (3) physical results of unconscious attitudes or unconsciously determined behavior patterns; (4) all kinds of combinations of these three possibilities.

AFFECT EQUIVALENTS

All affects (archaic discharge syndromes that replace voluntary actions) are carried out by motor or secretory means. The specific physical expressions of any given affect may occur without the corresponding specific mental experiences, that is, without the person’s being aware of their affective significance. Sexual excitement as well as anxiety may be supplanted by sensations in the intestinal, respiratory, or circulatory apparatus (545). A certain percentage of what are called organ neuroses actually are affect equivalents. Especially the so-called cardiac neuroses, which sometimes are conversion hystericias, seem frequently to be anxiety equivalents. The same holds true for those vegetative neuroses that occur when a compulsion neurotic or a reactive neurotic character gets disturbed in its relative rigidity. There are also “subjective affect equivalents.” Once an emotion in childhood has become associated with a certain physical attitude, this attitude may be used in later life as a (distorting) expression of the emotion in question (316).

The fact that affect equivalents have a diminished discharge value as compared
with fully experienced affects may result in the affective attitude becoming chronic (Breuer and Freud called it strangulated affects) (188). Symptoms created by chronic affective attitudes without adequate discharge may cease to be pure affect equivalents and belong rather in the next category.

THE DISTURBED CHEMISTRY OF THE UNSATISFIED PERSON

In the discussion of the nature of actual-neurotic symptoms (see pp. 185 ff.) the physical orientation of expressions like source of an instinct, satisfaction, frustration, state of being dammed up, became clear. These expressions refer to chemical as well as to nervous alterations. It is the hormonal state of the organism that forms the source of the instincts. The way in which external stimuli are perceived and reacted to depends upon it, and the instinctsual action that brings about the cessation of the drive does so by altering the disturbing chemical condition. The omission of such action, whether determined by external circumstances or, as in the psychoneuroses, by internal inhibitions, necessarily interferes with the natural chemistry of the processes of excitation and gratification.

The normal interrelationship of hormonal physiology and instinctsual phenomena has been the subject of a study by Benedek and Rubenstein, who tried to correlate psychoanalytic findings in women patients with their ovarian cycle (102). Although some of their conclusions may be open to criticism and require thorough checking, it can be stated that they have shown that instinctsual impulses are actually dependent upon the hormonal state, and that psychodynamic changes secondarily influence the ovarian function.

Whereas actual-neurotic symptoms proved to be general and unspecific expressions of the state of being dammed up (see p. 188), symptoms due to the changed chemistry of a person with a disturbed instinctsual economy may also be of a more specific nature; furthermore, other intermediary factors may be interpolated between the original drive and the final symptoms. In especial, those unconscious readineses to develop specific affects that are the result of repressions certainly change the physical functions of the individual, and eventually the tissues themselves (41, 43, 48, 313, 315, 317, 1359, 1607). They have been called unconscious affects (608). In affect equivalents the mental content of the affect has been warded off, whereas the physical concomitants of the affect do take place. Now we are talking about states in which even the physical discharge is really warded off (see p. 188). Everybody knows what a latent rage or a latent anxiety is: a state in which neither rage nor anxiety is felt but where there is a readiness to react with exaggerated rage or exaggerated anxiety to stimuli that would normally provoke a slight rage or a slight anxiety. Certainly the qualities of feelings come into being only by their being felt, but there are states of tension which, were they not hindered in their development and discharge, would result in specific emotions. These are unconscious dispositions toward these quali-
ties, unconscious "readiness for affects," strivings for their development, which are held in check by opposing forces, even while the individual is unaware of such readiness. "Unconscious" anxiety (1629) and "unconscious" sexual excitement in this sense are paramount in the psychology of the neuroses.

In considering the relationship between actual neuroses and psychoneuroses we may add that, theoretically, all psychoneuroses could be described as a sub-category of symptoms due to the disturbed chemistry of the dammed-up individual. Freud always stressed the fact that all neuroses will turn out, in the last analysis, to be organic diseases. However, this organic basis of the average psychoneurosis is entirely hypothetical, whereas certain physical symptoms of "unconscious" or "strangulated" affects are now accessible to research. Unconscious affects probably cause quantitatively and qualitatively different pourings out of hormones, and in this way influence the vegetative nervous system and the physical functions (343). Alexander is of the opinion that the difference in the hormonal state in conscious and in unconscious affects is only due to the chronicity of the so-called unconscious affective attitudes (56). It is more probable, however, that the physical concomitants of unconscious affects are also qualitatively different from those of conscious ones. It is even possible that these pourings out may be as specific as the physical syndromes of conscious affects, but this has been insuffciently investigated as yet.

**PHYSICAL RESULTS OF UNCONSCIOUS ATTITUDES**

The behavior of a person is continually influenced by his conscious and unconscious instinctual needs. Whereas the oscillations of conscious drives are regulated automatically through instinctual actions, warded-off impulses, which cannot find an adequate outlet but over and over seek to find discharge and to produce derivatives, have less obvious and more lasting effects. Attempts at substitute outlets are continued or repeated, and this may eventually produce physical alterations.

A simple example: A habitual forced clearing of the throat, kept up over weeks and months, has a drying effect upon the throat and may eventually result in a pharyngitis. Or the habit of sleeping with the mouth open also dries the throat and may cause a pharyngitis. Both habits at times may have organic causes; at other times they certainly are an expression of unconscious wishes (532). There are many kinds of behavior that provoke common colds (1125, 1352). Various authors have illustrated occurrences of this kind in detail (43, 56, 311, 317, 342, 343, 532, 1356, 1592) and have written papers about special "psychosomatic" conditions, to be quoted later.

To summarize: An unusual attitude, which is rooted in unconscious instinctual conflicts, causes a certain behavior. This behavior in turn causes somatic changes in the tissues. The changes are not directly psychogenic; but the person's be-
behavior, which initiated the changes, was psychogenic; the attitude was intended to relieve the internal pressure; the somatic symptom, which was the consequence of the attitude, was not sought by the person, either consciously or unconsciously.

**HORMONAL AND VEGETATIVE DYSFUNCTIONS**

The three categories of organ-neurotic symptoms, affect equivalents, physical expressions of a disturbed chemistry, and physical expressions of unconscious attitudes, appear usually in a combined form. Often the symptoms remain limited to a given organ or system of organs, the choice depending primarily on physical and constitutional factors but also on all the other factors that likewise determine the “somatic compliance” in conversion symptoms (see pp. 227 f.). The hormonal-vegetative system, however, cannot be simply classified as one of the various organ systems, such as the intestinal, respiratory, or circulatory system. Rather, the greater part of the functional disturbances in these systems is created through hormonal-vegetative pathways, the symptoms “due to the distorted chemistry of the unsatisfied person” being exclusively determined in this way. Thus when introducing the heading “Hormonal and Vegetative Dysfunctions” before discussing the various organ systems, we only intend to discuss the influence of unconscious attitudes on hormones and to clarify a few points that occasionally are confused.

Attitudes caused by unconscious instinctual conflicts may, of course, influence the hormonal functions and thus produce secondary somatic symptoms not intended as such. The same kind of influence that an unconscious desire has on the production of the gastric juice in cases of peptic ulcer (see p. 245), other desires have on the production of hormones regulating metabolism (cf. 189), for instance a psychogenic identification with the opposite sex.

There is no doubt that in menstrual or premenstrual mental disorders in women, a somatic factor always plays a part, namely, the physical alterations at the source of the instinctual drives. But on the other hand the unconscious significance of the idea of menstruation and the mental reaction to this significance may likewise alter the hormonal events. In cases of disturbances, the premenstrual body feeling represents tension, retention (sometimes pregnancy), dirt, pregenitality, hatred; the menstrual flow may bring relaxation, and is felt as evacuation (sometimes birth), cleanliness, genitality, love; but it may also represent loss of anal and urethral control, Oedipus guilt, castration, the frustration of wishes for a child, and humiliation.

Every pregenital fixation necessarily changes the hormonal status. However, not all orally fixated patients become either obese or extremely thin. Probably this happens if an oral fixation coincides with a certain hormonal constitution. Many cases of obesity and extreme thinness belong in this category.
Hilde Bruch who has had a great and extraordinary experience with obese children (209, 211), states that the majority of cases do not seem to be primarily hormonal in nature but rather psychogenic, that is, brought about by an incorrect economics of energy, by too much food supply and too little motor discharge. Psychoanalytically, this mistake in economy is due to primary psychogenic conflicts or developmental disturbances. "Obesity in childhood represents a disturbance in personality in which excessive bodily size becomes the expressive organ of a conflict" (210).

Wulff has described a psychoneurosis, not infrequent in women, which is related to hysteria, cyclothymia and addiction (1619). This neurosis is characterized by the person's fight against her sexuality which, through previous repression, has become especially greedy and insatiable. This sexuality is pregenitally oriented, and sexual satisfaction is perceived of as a "dirty meal." Periods of depression in which the patients stuff themselves (or drink) and feel themselves "fat," "bloated," "dirty," "untidy," or "pregnant" and leave their surroundings untidy, too, alternate with "good" periods in which they behave ascetically, feel slim, and conduct themselves either normally or with some elation. The body feeling in the "fat" periods turns out to be a repetition of the way the girl felt at puberty before her first menstruation, and the spells often actually coincide with the premenstrual period. The menstrual flow then usually brings a feeling of relief: "The fat-making dirt is pouring out; now I am slim again, and will be a good girl and not eat too much." The alternating feelings of ugliness and beauty connected with these periods show that exhibitionistic conflicts also are of basic importance in this syndrome. Psychoanalysis discloses that the unconscious content of this syndrome is a preoedipal mother conflict, which may be covered by an oral-sadistic Oedipus complex. The patients have an intense unconscious hatred against their mothers and against femininity. To them being fat means getting breasts, being uncontrolled, incontinent or even pregnant. The urge to eat has the unconscious aim of incorporating something that may relax the disagreeable inner "feminine" tension, eating meaning re-incorporation of an object, whose loss has caused the patient to feel hungry, constipated, castrated, feminine, fat; that is, the food means milk, penis, child, and narcissistic supplies which soothe the anxieties. The exhibitionistic behavior signifies a tendency to compel the receipt of these supplies and the fear of not getting them because of repulsive ugliness. The depression signifies the recurrent failure of the tendency to regain the lost stability, a failure that occurs because of the forbidden oral-sadistic means by which this re-establishment is attempted. The ascetic periods, by pacifying the superego, achieve a greater degree of relaxation.

In some cases this neurosis is nothing but a kind of food addiction, and should rather be discussed in the chapter on addictions (see p. 381). In other cases, however, not only body feelings but actual body changes dominate the picture. Cer-
tain cases of obesity, especially of cyclical obesity, accord in structure with Wulff’s description.

In a patient who actually lost a great deal of weight with every menstruation, which brought a sudden relief from an unbearable premenstrual tension, the changes in weight were mainly due to cyclical alterations of her water metabolism. When the patient felt disorderly inwardly, her metabolism actually behaved in a disorderly manner. Water played a leading role in the unconscious fantasies of this patient. The deep pregenital mother binding as well as the early penis envy were urethroerotically determined; “castration,” because of certain childhood experiences, was thought of as “developing a hydrocephalus.”

In another case the periodic changes of weight were due to actual spells of stuffing. The craving for food was a craving to get rid of the dangers of femininity; but on the other hand it created a severe guilt feeling because of its hidden sadistic meaning. The patient felt well and “masculine” when, after menstruation, she succeeded in being ascetic. Both cases had irregularity of the menses, described by their doctors as “probably due to psychogenic factors.”

**DIGRESSION ON HYPER- AND HYPOSEXUALITY**

Before discussing special organ systems with reference to organ neuroses, a digression should be made into the psychology of hypo- and hypersexuality, although their connection with alterations in the hormonal functions is problematic or even doubtful. Theoretically, of course, such cases may be purely organic in nature, the result of a somatic endocrine disorder. Not much is known about neurotic reactions in such cases.

Much more frequently the hypo- or hypersexuality is apparent only and is due to psychogenic factors.

The diagnosis of “hyposexuality” is frequently due to a gross mix-up in the concepts of genitality and sexuality. Ostensibly deficient in sexual desire are those persons whose libido runs along other than genital channels. In the final analysis, all neurotic persons suffer from a disturbance of their sexuality, which, in their unconscious, has an infantile significance. The amount of libido bound in their symptoms or deprived by repression from adequate discharge is lacking in their actual sexual behavior. The neurotic’s constant struggle with his repressed sexuality diminishes his disposable sexual energy. In certain cases the amount lacking may be sufficiently small to let the patient’s sexual life superficially appear undisturbed, and to let him feel subjectively as if his sexuality were satisfactory. However, the great majority of neurotics have gross and manifest sexual disturbances. These disturbances may express themselves in a diminution of conscious sexual interest. (They may, however, also be expressed in the very opposite way: sexuality, deprived of its natural outlet, may “sexualize” everything.) A psychogenic decrease in sexuality thus is no separate clinical entity but rather a
phenomenon that may occur in all neuroses, and that is to be included among the states of "inhibitions" (see p. 169).

The impression of hypersexuality may be created by the same factors that produce hyposexuality. Deprived of real satisfaction, many neurotic persons strive time and again (and always in vain) to discharge through genital activity the sexuality they are unable to satisfy. They thus produce the impression of being very vigorous genitally (555). If neurotics boast of the number of times in succession they can perform the sexual act, it takes no very profound analysis to perceive that the apparent plus conceals a real minus. A normal person loses his desire when satisfied. The neurotic suffers from an incapacity for satisfaction; he is "orgastically impotent" (1270). Hence he may attempt to achieve satisfaction by persistent repetitions of the sexual act. The inability to achieve satisfying relaxation also explains why most "hypersexual" persons are chronic neurasthenics as well; the amount of libido that finds no outlet in their genital activity produces restlessness, disturbance of the capacity for work, and so on.

The inability to attain genuine end pleasure induces many neurotics to lay more stress on the forepleasure mechanisms. This can hardly be ascribed to a greedy need of perpetual pleasure (1220); rather the cause is to be sought in the insufficiency of their orgastic function. (Usually an exaggerated insistence on forepleasure is determined by an anal-erotic fixation, for pleasure due to tension is experienced most acutely in anal retention.)

What has been said until now is correct for all neurotics. There must be an additional factor determining the nature of those cases in which the "hypersexuality" is so marked as to dominate the clinical picture,

Don Juan's behavior (1251) is no doubt due to his Oedipus complex. He seeks his mother in all women and cannot find her (572). But the analysis of Don Juan types shows that their Oedipus complex is of a particular kind. It is dominated by the pregenital aim of incorporation, pervaded by narcissistic needs and tinged with sadistic impulses. In other words, the striving for sexual satisfaction is still condensed with the striving for getting narcissistic supplies in order to maintain self-esteem. There is a readiness to develop sadistic reactions if this need is not immediately satisfied.

It is due to the archaic nature of the typical Don Juan's Oedipus complex that he is so little interested in the personality of his objects. He has not passed the archaic pre-stages of love. His sexual activities are primarily designed to contradict an inner feeling of inferiority by proof of erotic "successes." After having "made" a woman, he is no longer interested in her, first because she, too, has failed to bring about the longed-for relaxation, and second because his narcissistic need requires proof of his ability to excite women; after he knows that he is able to excite a specific woman, his doubts arise concerning other women whom he
has not yet tried. Perverse inclinations of any kind may give rise to similar clinical pictures. An unconsciously homosexual man, for example, may be aroused by sexual contact with women but not satisfied; he then vainly seeks satisfaction in more and more sexual activity.

Pollution dreams following sexual intercourse betray the fact that the intercourse has been exciting but not satisfactory; they demonstrate an orgastic impotence; analysis of dreams of this kind leads to an understanding of the above-mentioned factors.

In general, exaggerated sexual activity is an "obsession" like any other exaggerated activity; that is, it is a derivative, an unsuccessful attempt to use the genital apparatus for discharging some nongenital, warded-off, and dammed-up need.

Actually an apparent sexual behavior sometimes covers a striving for power or prestige (see pp. 515 ff.). However, the exaggerated striving for power and prestige has, in such persons, a history that leads back again to infantile sexuality. Power and prestige are needed as defenses against an anxiety that has become connected with infantile sexual strivings.

Nymphomania, which is feminine pseudo hypersexuality, is based on the analogous psychological structure. A superficial anamnesis often shows that nymphomanic women are either totally frigid or at least do not have orgasms regularly or readily. The fact that intercourse may excite them but cannot satisfy them creates the desire to force the unattainable satisfaction by renewed and increased attempts, or by trials with different men or under different circumstances. And as in the male Don Juans, analysis shows that the condition depends on a marked narcissistic attitude, on a dependency on narcissistic supplies, on an intense fear over loss of love, and a corresponding pregenital and sadistic coloration of the total sexuality. The attitude toward the object is typically ambivalent because, consciously or unconsciously, he is believed to be responsible for the failure to attain satisfaction. The sadistic attitude is manifest in the attempt to coerce the partner by violence into "giving" complete sexual satisfaction and therewith a re-establishment of self-esteem. This may be combined with the revenge type of the female castration complex (20). What is so intensely desired is associatively intimately bound up with the envy of the penis, and thus nymphomanic passion often aims to fulfill the wish fantasy of depriving the man of his penis. The manner in which this penis is incorporated in fantasy indicates that the ostensibly incessant genital desire is pseudo genital and, basically, of an oral nature. Analysis uncovers early infantile experiences in the realm of the pre-oedipal mother relationship which from the beginning gave the subsequent Oedipus complex an oral, demanding imprint (421). Normally with the transposition of the sexual excitability from the clitoris to the vagina, the previous oral orientation is mobilized again. Nymphomanic women are excessively
affected by this process, so that their vagina unconsciously signifies a mouth. Again, as in the case of male hypersexuality, similar symptoms may appear as a result of other unconscious perverse inclinations.

Not all hypersexual men and women have the capacity for alloplastic action. If persons of this type are more inhibited, excessive masturbation takes the place of excessive sexual intercourse. Excessive masturbation represents an attempt to find a genital discharge for nongenital tensions, which cannot succeed (see p. 384).

**GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT**

A good example of an organ neurosis psychoanalytically understood as a physical result of an unconscious attitude is peptic ulcer as seen by the research work of the Chicago Psychoanalytic Institute (43, 758, 1031).

Persons with a chronically frustrated oral-receptive demanding attitude, who have repressed this attitude and often manifest very active behavior of the reaction-formation type, are, unconsciously, permanently "hungry for love." It would be even more exact to state that they are "hungry for necessary narcissistic supplies," and the word hungry in this connection has to be taken literally. This permanent hunger makes them act like an actually hungry person does. The mucous membrane of the stomach begins to secrete, just as does that of a person who anticipates food, this secretion having no other, specific psychic meaning. This chronic hypersecretion is the immediate cause of the ulcer. The ulcer is the incidental physiological consequence of a psychogenic attitude; it is not a distorted satisfaction of a repressed instinct.

It may be questioned whether this etiology is valid for all cases of ulcer. It is possible that the functional changes which, in some cases, are brought about by repressed oral eroticism may be determined in other cases by purely somatic causes.

It is easily understandable that a colitis may be brought about by unconscious anal impulses that are continuously effective, similar to the way by which the secretions of the gastric juices are produced by unconscious oral demands. Such a colitis is the result of the organism's being chronically under eliminative and retentive pressure, as an ulcer may be the result of a chronic receptive pressure. The conflict between eliminative and retentive tendencies itself may be determined in different ways. It may represent a simple conflict between (anal) sexual excitement and fear; or the feces may represent introjected objects which the person wishes to preserve as well as to get rid of (67, 305, 306, 1034, 1165, 1589).

Children who like to postpone defecation (either for the sake of retention pleasure or because of fear) later often develop obstipation; the retention, which was-voluntary in the beginning, has become an organ-neurotic symptom (555). The prolonged continuance of an obstipation must influence the smooth muscles
of the intestinal tract. A spastic colon, that is, a readiness to react to various stimuli either with constipation or with diarrhea or with both, is either an anxiety equivalent or a sign of the patient's fixation on the anal phase of his libidinal development. No matter what stimulus started the excitation, the execution is an intestinal one. It may also be a symptom of a continuous and repressed aggressiveness, sometimes as a revenge for oral frustrations (104, 110, 302). In a deeper layer, then, diarrhea may express generosity or a readiness to sacrifice. Or it may reflect fantasies concerning internalized objects.

In neurasthenia, constipation is one of the characteristic symptoms. This is due to the fact that "retention" generally characterizes the state of being dammed up, which is the basis of neurasthenia (1268, 1381). Also among organ-neurotic symptoms in general, retention symptoms are frequent. However, organ-neurotic symptoms are also "emergency discharges." Some symptoms are compromises between retention and elimination. Some cases of spastic colitis have obstipation and diarrhea alternately. Certain types of pathological defecation betray a castration anxiety, displaced to the anal sphere.

Alexander took the relation between ulcer and colitis as a starting point for the idea that neuroses in general and organ neuroses in particular could be understood in their specific nature by measuring the relative participation of the three basic directions in which an organism's tendencies toward the external world may be effective: reception, elimination, and retention. He called the investigation of the relative participation of these three factors in a given phenomenon vector analysis (44). This point of view certainly is useful—for example, in the study of the differential etiology of ulcer and colitis. It also has drawbacks which will be discussed later (see p. 526).

MUSCULAR SYSTEM

The physical effects of the state of being dammed up emotionally are readily reflected in the muscular system. Pathogenic defenses generally aim at barring the warded-off impulses from motility (the barring from consciousness is only a means of achieving this); thus pathogenic defense always means the blocking of certain movements. This inhibition of movements means a partial weakening of the voluntary mastery of motility. Thus the struggle of the defense reflects itself in functional disturbances of the voluntary muscular system. The existence of these disturbances contradicts Alexander's idea that all disturbances in the muscular functions are conversions, whereas disturbances in the vegetative functions are organ neuroses (48, 56). When persons with localized or general muscular spasms that hinder their motility try to relax their spastic muscles, they are either totally unable to do so or they may fall into emotional states, as patients in a psychocathartic treatment do if their thoughts approach their com-
plexes. This shows that the spasm was a means of keeping the repressed in repression. The observation of a patient during an acute struggle over repression likewise demonstrates this. A patient in psychoanalysis who can no longer avoid seeing that an interpretation is correct, but nevertheless tries to, frequently shows a cramping of his entire muscular system or of certain parts of it. It is as if he wanted to counterpoise an external muscular pressure to the internal pressure of the repressed impulses seeking an outlet in motility.

A patient whose speech was impeded was at first entirely unable to talk in analysis. She became visibly spastic whenever she tried to talk, tensing her muscles and clenching her fists. She experienced her inability to speak physically; she felt cramped, especially in the chest and limbs; she could “let nothing out” of her; after an hour of silence, she was as exhausted as after violent physical exertion. When she again became able to speak, it was like a sudden release. “I can’t tell you how physical that is,” she would say. Characteristically, the patient described her spasms as localized beneath the lower ribs (spasm of the diaphragm).

Ferenczi noted that many patients, particularly while showing resistance, display “an exaggerated stiffness in all limbs... which can turn into catatonic rigidity while exchanging greetings or taking leave, which need not necessarily imply schizophrenia. With the progress of the analysis, the physical tensions may disappear along with the solution of the mental ones” (505).

The muscular expression of an instinctual conflict is not always a hypertonic one. Hypotonic lax (“flappy”) muscular attitudes, too, block or hinder muscular readiness. Hyper- and hypotonic states may alternate; thus the whole field is better designated as psychogenic “dystonia” (410).

Dystonia and intensity of repression are not necessarily proportionate to each other. Not only the question whether and to what extent mental conflicts find expression in alterations of muscular function but also the type and location of these alterations are very different in individual cases. Whether the dystonia concerns more the skeletal or the smooth muscles or both is different in different persons, probably due to both constitutional and early environmental influences; and this difference is decisive for the subsequent “psychosomatic” history. The location of the symptoms depends on physiological as well as on psychological factors. One of these factors is easily recognizable; it is the specificity of the defense mechanism used. In the case of compulsion neurotics the mechanism of displacement of spasms of the sphincters will play a more important part; in hysterics, the blocking of inner perceptions will be more predominant. Investigation will have to show in what cases and under what circumstances defense and muscular dysfunctions run parallel and where they diverge considerably.

Spasms paralyzing skeletal muscles are one of the physical signs of anxiety; they may appear as an anxiety equivalent.

A patient reported that her calisthenics teacher used to call her attention to the extremely cramped, tense condition of the muscles in her neck. Her attempts
to relax only increased the tension, and a feeling of nausea would follow. Analysis revealed that as a child the patient had seen a pigeon having its neck wrung and had then watched the headless pigeon flapping about for a while. This experience had given lasting form to her castration complex; she had an unconscious fear of being beheaded, which also manifested itself in other symptoms, modes of behavior, and directions of interest.

In some persons a dystonic behavior is an expression of an anal retentive tendency (505). Not only fear but also other affects, especially spite and suppressed rage, may be physically expressed as a muscular spasm.

That sexual drives are at the basis of a dystonia is frequently substantiated by the fact that the most severe spasm is that of the pelvic muscles. The original autoerotic libidinization of the muscular system may be regressively revived. Just as repression represents a dynamic struggle between impulse and counter-cathexis, so does the dystonia represent a struggle between motor impulse and a tendency to block the intended movement.

Psychogenic dystonia seems to be decisive in certain organ-neurotic gynecological conditions, in which a hypotonus of the pelvic muscles may have unfavorable consequences that were not necessarily unconsciously intended as such (27, 359, 902, 1128, 1139, 1144, 1306). Psychogenic dystonia may also be the decisive etiological factor in conditions like torticollis (268, 270, 1576).

It is very interesting that these disturbances of muscular functions are mainly co-ordinated with disturbances of inner sensitivity and of body feeling. The muscular functions become normal again if it is possible to re-establish awareness of the warded-off body sensations. Actually, dystonic phenomena accompany hysterical disturbances of sensitivity and general frigidity (410).

A patient with strong exhibitionistic leanings, overcompensated by excessive modesty, had to undergo an examination by a gynecologist. She struggled against it for a long time, fearing that she could not survive such an ordeal. Just as it was finally to take place, something strange happened. She suddenly lost all feeling of her own body. The lower part of her body was “alien,” did not belong to her any more, and she could now let herself be examined.

Another patient demonstrated the connection between spasm and alienation. At a time when her castration anxiety, connected with infantile masturbation, had been mobilized in her analysis, she had to undergo an operation necessitating an anesthetic. She awoke from it feeling a “stiffness” in her arms and simultaneously having the sensation that her arms did not belong to her. This condition repeated itself on several occasions in analysis when her associations touched on the subject of infantile masturbation.

Thus organ-neurotic dysfunctions of the muscles are closely interwoven with corresponding dysfunctions in muscular sensations (1311).
The existence of a psychogenic dystonia has been taken as a starting point for various forms of "relaxation" therapies of neuroses (334, 839, 1280, 1410). However, usually the relaxation is not attainable as long as the defensive conflicts prevent it; sometimes a lax hypotonus is mistaken for relaxation; or a split between the mental state and its physical expression is achieved, so that a change of the muscular attitude may occur without a corresponding change in the mental dynamics. But apparently there are cases in which a genuine mobilization of the mental conflicts reflected in the muscular state may be evoked by the therapist through a kind of "seduction" to relaxation; this possibility may warrant the use of relaxation exercises as a method or as an auxiliary of cathartic treatment (see p. 555).

A continuous misuse of the muscles for "neurotic" spasms has necessarily a tiring effect. Actually the fatigue characteristic for all actual-neurotic states is probably due to the "dystonic" innervation of muscles. This fatigue is most outspoken in cases of inhibited aggressiveness; often it can be directly called an equivalent of depression.

Not much study has been done concerning psychogenic pains in muscles. Sometimes such pains are fully developed conversion symptoms. At other times, however, pains seem to be the result of dystonia. This probably holds true for certain types of lower backache.

Rheumatic diseases, the symptoms of which of course are not limited to the muscular system, apparently may also be influenced by psychogenic components, or at least by psychogenic predispositions. Dunbar distinguishes between two types, one of which is more "extraverted" and traumatophilic, tending toward afflictions of the joints, the other more "introverted," ambivalent, vacillating between activity and passivity, and inclined toward heart afflictions (343).

Not much is known about the part played by psychogenic factors in the etiology of some types of arthritis (1087, 1214, 1534). There are indications that in somatically predisposed personalities a continuous unconscious tendency to suppress movements may result not only in muscular spasms but also in unspecific alterations of the tissues of the joints.

A case of arthritis of the Bechterew type was characterized by the extremely important role played by pleasure in movements (and exhibitionism) during childhood. The girl had intended to become a dancer who would charm audiences by her beauty. Her father's criticisms broke up these fantasies and made her believe that she was rejected because of her lack of a penis. Thereafter she felt that she was not permitted to dance. She developed an intense reactive aggressiveness of which she was afraid and for which she tried to overcompensate. To the patient, her arthritis, which began many years later, meant punishment for and final prohibition of her dancing ambition, her exhibitionism and her reactive castration tendencies. The significance of these factors in the etiology of the arthritis was not disclosed.
Breathing, like other muscular functions, has its characteristic dystonia. Variations of respiratory rhythm, especially transitory cessations of breathing, and variable and irregular participation of individual parts of the thorax in the act of breathing are the ways in which continuous, small psychological alterations exert an influence on the process of respiration (50, 54, 515). These phenomena become particularly evident when a new action or motion is initiated and in every change of direction of attention (807, 1519, 1539). The intimate connection between anxiety and respiration makes it probable that these constant variations in the respiratory function express slight degrees of anxiety. The "normal" respiratory dystonia may be considered as an anxiety signal of low intensity. It is as if the ego were cautiously testing the path, whenever a new thing is perceived, a new action undertaken, or the attention redirected—wondering, so to speak, whether or not it should be afraid.

"Signal anxiety" is a lower degree of "traumatic anxiety." Certainly crass alterations of the respiratory function also play an essential part in intense anxiety spells, and may later be used as anxiety equivalents. The awareness of the role played by respiratory sensations in anxiety in general explains the fact that every anxiety, to a certain extent, is felt as a kind of suffocation (741). Therefore, neurotic anxiety manifesting itself in respiratory symptoms is not necessarily a sign that the warded-off impulses concern respiratory eroticism. The reverse, rather, may be true: respiration may acquire an erotic quality only after and because anxiety has become connected with sexual excitement.

Sometimes a manifest fear of suffocation covers a repressed idea of castration. A patient imagined that the analyst might cut off his supply of air with scissors. He fantasied that his supply of air was arranged like that of a diver's and was being cut off by his analyst, thus choking him. This fantasy was a cover for the anxiety lest the scissors cut off his penis. The connection between the ideas of castration and suffocation was the fear that he might suffocate during sleep under the blanket, a fear that had been prominent during his latency period. While under the blanket, he used to indulge in masturbatory fantasies.

However, the respiratory function may also have become "sexualized." In infancy, smelling and sniffing are not only connected with sucking (1184) but are in themselves a source of erogenous pleasure; this pleasure and infantile conflicts around it may be remobilized in a subsequent neurosis. Intake and outlet of air may symbolize "incorporation" and "projection of what had been incorporated." In primitive thinking, the respiratory apparatus becomes the site of incorporated objects, in the same way as does the intestinal apparatus. Primitive people, psychotics, and children sense that, by breathing, they are taking in some substance from the outer world and returning some substance to it. The
incorporated substance is invisible and therefore suitable for conveying magical ideas, which is reflected in the equations of life and soul with breathing (1320). Breathing further lends itself to magical use because of the fact that it is the one vegetative function that can be regulated and influenced voluntarily. Inhaling the same air as another person means to be united with him, while exhaling means separation. “Respiratory introjection” is closely tied up with the “taking in of odors,” that is, with anal eroticism on the one hand and with the idea of identification with dead persons (“inhaling the soul”) on the other (420).

In bronchial asthma, it is particularly a passive-receptive longing for the mother which is expressed in pathological changes of the breathing function (531, 535, 1190, 1563, 1615). The asthmatic seizure is, first of all, an anxiety equivalent. It is a cry for help, directed toward the mother, whom the patient tries to introject by respiration in order to be permanently protected. This intended incorporation as well as the instinctual danger against which it is directed are characteristically of a pregenital, especially anal, nature; in fact, the whole character of the typical asthmatic patient shows pregenital features; the Oedipus complex of patients suffering from asthma has a typically pregenital character. Often the introjection is fantasied as already accomplished, and there are conflicts between the ego of the patient and his respiratory apparatus, representing an introjected object. It must be added that in asthma, purely somatic factors (of an allergic nature) (1355, 1509) likewise play a role, as well as full conversions (of a pregenital nature) (see pp. 321 ff.).

French and Alexander, who made a detailed psychoanalytic study of bronchial asthma (535), summarize their results in the following way which fully accords with the previous description: “... first that the asthmatic attack is a reaction to the danger of separation from the mother; second, that the attack is a sort of equivalent of an inhibited and repressed cry of anxiety or rage; third, that the sources of danger of losing the mother are due to some temptations to which the patient is exposed.” The task of “mastering the fear of being left alone governs the patient’s whole life” (318).

It has been mentioned that common colds are frequently an unintentional result of various neurotic behavior patterns (1125, 1352, 1590). It can be easily explained why the very persons who are afraid of colds tend to catch them frequently. Their fear expresses insight into their tendency to catch colds, and through the returning of the repressed, their attempts to avoid colds paradoxically direct them into situations that make them susceptible to colds.

The various kinds of “nervous coughing” may be classified as follows (443): (1) Coughing of an organic origin may produce disturbances of the mental economy; the patient’s adjustment to the symptom may fail in the sense of a “patho-neurosis.” (2) A cough of organic origin may be used secondarily for the purpose of giving discharge to repressed impulses, especially for expressing conflicts
around incorporation. (3) Nervous coughing may be a conversion symptom, either a hysterical identification with a coughing person (557) or it may, through memories of organic childhood coughs, express some instinctual conflicts of childhood (1591). (4) Some nervous coughing is of the nature of a tic, being a substitute for and an equivalent of embarrassment or hostility. (5) Nervous coughing may be an organ-neurotic symptom, caused by a cold induced by some psychogenic behavior.

HEART AND CIRCULATORY SYSTEM

Rage and sexual excitation as well as anxiety manifest themselves physiologically in functional circulatory alterations. The heart is considered the organ of love, the heart beats fast in rage and fear, the heart is heavy if one feels sad. Vago- and sympathetic reactions are the very essence of the physical components of affect syndromes. These components may always serve as affect equivalents if a person wards off awareness of his emotions. Any kind of "unconscious emotion" may express itself in acceleration of the pulse.

However, certain personalities seem to be especially predisposed to develop just this type of expression. These personalities are by no means identical with those who have somatically impaired hearts. The "nervous heart" often has objectively the strongest power of resistance. The "somatic compliance" of the nervous heart, it seems, lies not in the heart but rather in the vegetative nervous system and its chemical and central control systems (71).

However, the contents of the leading conflicts also seem to be characteristic for these personalities. Whereas sexual excitement certainly may occasionally disguise itself also as palpitation, a chronic irritability of heart and circulatory system is more typically due to unconscious aggressiveness and retaliation fear of aggressiveness. Characteristically, such patients suffer from an inhibited hate toward the parent of the same sex, and simultaneously from a fear of losing his or her love or affection, if this hate were openly expressed. The fear of being abandoned, carried over from infantile experiences, takes the form of a fear of death. Very often an identification with a cardiac sufferer in the patient's environment is in the foreground (especially if the patient has wished for the death of this person and now fears retaliation). Attacks are frequently precipitated if circumstances necessitate competition with the parent of the same sex; the patient then tries unconsciously to escape into a passive-dependent attitude (344, 1129, 1150, 1608). These are apparently the typical unconscious conflicts in cases called effort syndrome (342, 1572).

A patient with heart symptoms had not only generally identified himself with his father, a cardiac sufferer, but unconsciously had introjected his father and then equated his heart and his father (see pp. 219 f.).
It has been demonstrated that extrasystoles are sometimes immediate reactions to events that stimulate repressed conflicts (728). However, certainly not all extrasystoles have such a tangible mental precipitator.

Deutsch and Kauf (312) have studied the physiological pathways of nervous system and chemical control by which psychogenic factors may influence the circulatory functions.

There seems to be a correspondence between the fact that persons who block the external discharge of their emotions entirely are more disposed toward reaction within the circulatory system and the physiological fact that the circulatory system, as contrasted with the digestive and respiratory tracts, is closed and not capable of intake or discharge.

General vasomotor reactions such as blushing, turning pale, fainting, and dizzy spells are very common in neuroses. This is due to the fact that vasomotor expressions are in the foreground of the physical manifestations of all affects and that vasomotor reactions are ready channels for emergency discharge whenever muscular discharge is blocked.

Vasomotor alterations, probably in combination with certain dystonic muscular phenomena, are also the cause of the majority of nervous headaches. The physiology of nervous headaches still presents many unsolved problems; psychologically it can be stated that actual-neurotic headaches, expressing a state of inner tension, organ-neurotic headaches, due to a more specific behavior caused by an unconscious conflict (e.g., specific muscular tensions during sleep), and conversion headaches (e.g., expressing pregnancy fantasies) should be distinguished from one another.

Investigation of the personalities of patients suffering from migraine show that they must regularly be classified as "neurotic characters" of marked emotional instability (1544). They are easily frightened or depressed, are always ready to accept blame, have sexual inhibitions, and frequently an intense attachment to their parents. The authors stress that the patients give the impression of constantly fighting an unconscious hostility (972). Fromm-Reichmann (656) is of the opinion that the symptom is produced when an unconscious hostile tendency is directed in particular at the destruction of an object's intelligence ("mental castration") and guilt feelings turn this tendency instead against one's own head.

The severe "vegetative neuroses," like Quinke's edema or Raynaud's disease, have not yet been psychoanalytically investigated as to their possible psychogenic components.

**BLOOD PRESSURE**

Even in cases where the exact physiological pathways by which an organ-neurotic symptom is actually brought about are not yet known, it is possible to
see what the underlying psychogenic attitude is. An example for this is essential hypertension which just recently has been made the subject of psychoanalytic research (51, 52, 783, 1134, 1353, 1413, 1571, 1572). Cases of essential hypertension are characterized by an extreme, unconscious instinctual tension, a general readiness for aggressiveness as well as a passive-receptive longing to get rid of the aggressiveness. Both tendencies are unconscious and are effective in persons who superficially seem to be very calm and permit themselves no outlets for their impulses. This unrealized inner tension seems to be at least one of the etiological components of essential hypertension; it becomes effective through hormonal influences due to unconscious conflicts via vasomotor responses and the kidneys; further physiological research will have to show exactly in which ways. The increase in essential hypertension in modern man is probably connected with the mental situation of individuals who, having learned that aggressiveness is bad, have to live in a world where an enormous amount of aggressiveness is asked for.

SKIN

For physiological reasons, manifestations on the skin often express irritations in the endocrine-vegetative system, and it is this connection that explains the tendency for the skin to become the site of emergency discharges in states of nervous tension. The simple symptom of nervous sweating and the symptom of dermography are examples for the general vegetative irritability of the skin in response to (conscious and unconscious) emotional stimuli. These symptoms may be chronic as a sign of the patient's state of inner tension or they may appear as temporary symptoms during actual neuroses; or they may appear in the form of "spells," whenever an event touches upon unconscious conflicts; or they may have become elaborated into conversion symptoms (676, 1151, 1199, 1387, 1507, 1510). There is no doubt that cutaneous irritability reflects vasomotor instability. A dermatologist who specialized in the study of the psychology of dermatoses, Barinbaum, put the problem as follows: "One would like to know how the excitation of a disturbed libido economy influences the vessels of the skin, since function and state of the skin depend on its vessels to the highest degree" (86).

The tendency of the skin to be influenced by vasomotor reactions, which in turn are evoked by unconscious impulses, has to be understood from the point of view of the general physiological functions of the skin. Four characteristics of the skin as the external cover of the organism, representing the boundary between it and the external world, are of general importance.

1. The skin as the covering layer has, first of all, a general protecting function. It examines incoming stimuli and, if necessary, blanks them or even wards them off. For the purpose of applying the same protective measures against internal stimuli, the organism has a general tendency to treat disturbing internal stimu
as if they were external ones (605). This tendency also holds true for repressed impulses seeking discharge. In the same way that muscles become rigid unspecifically in the struggle against repressed impulses, so vasomotor functions of the skin, too, are used as an “armor.” Physiology will have to explain how these vasomotor changes result in the outbreak of a dermatosis.

2. The skin is an important erogenous zone; if the drive to use it as such is repressed, the recurrent tendencies for and against cutaneous stimulation find somatic expression in cutaneous alterations.

The erogeneity of the skin is not limited to touching stimuli. Sensations of temperature are the source of an erogenous pleasure which is an important component of infantile sexuality. The displeasure of feeling cold and the pleasure of being warm again are as old as the displeasure of being hungry and the pleasure of being fed again. Actually oral and temperature eroticism regularly make their appearance together. Therefore, the narcissistic supplies, wanted urgently by persons with oral fixations, are thought of not only as food but also as warmth.

In addition to the stimuli of touching and temperature, pain, too, may be a source of erogenous cutaneous pleasure. In cases where the sexual aim of being beaten is paramount, this pleasure has become the representation of the individual’s total sexuality (see pp. 359 ff.). Actually, sado-masochistic conflicts are often found as the unconscious basis of dermatoses.

It has been suggested that outbreaks of psoriasis in particular may represent sadistic impulses turned against one’s own ego (381, 1240). However, it does not seem probable that psoriasis has the nature of a conversion symptom. Psychogenic forces may be rather one determining factor among others, and it may be that certain sadistic strivings, if not discharged, influence the skin via chemical and nervous alterations.

3. The skin as the surface of the organism is the part that is externally visible; this makes it a site for the expression of conflicts around exhibitionism. These conflicts in their turn concern not only a sexual component instinct and opposing fear or shame but also various narcissistic needs for reassurance. Hence the same unconscious conflicts found in phobias around beauty and ugliness (see p. 201), in cases of perverse exhibitionism (see pp. 345 ff.), or in cases of social fear and stage fright (see pp. 518 ff.), may also be found as the basis of dermatoses.

4. Anxiety equivalents, too, may be localized as reactions of the skin. Anxiety is physiologically a sympathicotonic state, and sympathicotonic reactions of vessels in the skin may represent anxiety.

As to special affections of the skin, the torturing symptoms of pruritus probably are an organ-neurotic result of repressed sexuality in predisposed individuals (341). In men with pruritus ani and perinei, there seems to be a more specific connection with congestion due to undischarged anal-erotic (homosexual) trends (1351). It can sometimes be observed that the symptom becomes worse whenever latent homosexuality is mobilized. However, the impression persists that the pruritus has no specific “meaning” that could be retranslated into words. Prob-
ably the unconscious anal longings change the vascular responses of the whole region in such a way as to influence its chemistry. The corresponding comment can be made about pruritus vulvae in women who do not dare to masturbate and dam up their genital excitement.

Urticaria, as is well known, may have a varied etiology. It may be an allergic reaction without mental connotations. It may be an organ-neurotic "dermatosis." Saul and Bernstein are of the opinion that attacks of urticaria occur in states of an intense frustrated longing that cannot find any other discharge (1357; see also 1194). It may be that "emotional urticaria" is the expression of an allergic reaction to certain hormones mobilized by the emotion.

Perhaps further research will make it possible to subdivide the dermatoses into damming-up types and discharge types.

**EYE**

It has been mentioned that the mechanisms of organ-neurotic symptoms were first described by Freud in the example of eye symptoms (571; see also 823).

There has been some discussion in psychoanalytic literature about psychogenic myopia. In taking psychogenic myopia as a kind of conversion symptom, the question was asked: What does the patient gain by not being able to see distant objects or by hiding his face behind a pair of spectacles (720, 860)?

Put in this way, the question seems unwarranted. If there is a psychic factor in the genesis of myopia, it must be an organ-neurotic one. From the point of view of research, it is probably more useful to discover what somatic changes in the eye have resulted from its being used for libidinous purposes than to regard the incapacity to see at a distance as a symbol of castration.

Myopia is caused by an elongation of the axis of the eyeball. This elongation is attributed partly to the external muscles of the eye and partly to alterations in the lens and to general vegetative changes that alter the contour of the eyeball itself. It would seem, then, that an incapacity to see distant objects has no psychic significance but is the involuntary, mechanical sequel to sympathico-parasympathetic processes which affect either the external optic muscles or the sympathico-parasympathetic tonus within the eyeball. But what causes these processes? In any event the vegetative nervous system is, of course, dependent on the unconscious affective status of a person. Constant use of the eye for libidinous gratification of scoptophilic impulses may cause it actively to strain in the direction of objects in order psychically to incorporate them. It is conceivable that this may finally result in a stretching of the eyeball (430).

This, of course, is putting the problem very crudely. Exact knowledge of the mechanisms of such stretching would be necessary to explain why many persons with particularly strong scoptophilic impulses are not at all shortsighted. There is no difficulty about the converse fact, namely, that many shortsighted persons
show no sign of a marked unconscious scoptophilic tendency. There is no reason to suppose that every case of myopia is psychogenically determined. While the stretching of the eyeball may sometimes be due to the attempt to incorporate objects at the bidding of scoptophilic impulses, in other cases the origin of the disability is undoubtedly purely somatic.

Patients with psychosomatic disorders of a more severe type and those who are chronically inclined to respond to any strain with physical symptoms usually show a rather clear-cut narcissistic orientation. This is a remarkable difference between them and conversion hysterics. Sometimes the organ neurosis gives the impression of being a protective defense against (and an equivalent of) a psychosis (1120, 1442). It can be assumed that the increase in cathexis of organ representatives, characteristic for all narcissistic states, facilitates the development of organ-neurotic symptoms.

PROBLEMS OF THE PSYCHOGENESIS OF ORGANIC DISEASES AND OF PATHONEUROSES

Not every organic symptom wherein analysis can demonstrate a correlation between it and mental connotations is necessarily of an organ-neurotic nature. Nothing happens in the organism without being drawn secondarily into the mental conflicts of the individual. The existence of such a connection alone does not prove anything about the genesis.

The coexistence in a patient of a tumor and of unconscious ideas of pregnancy or even the analytic proof of a coincidence of the development of a tumor and an intensification of the wish for pregnancy must not lead to unwarranted etiological conclusions. Even if the patient at a time preceding the diagnosis of the tumor dreams of being pregnant, though this would perhaps show that unconsciously he was aware of the tumor before he knew of it consciously, it does not indicate that the wish to be pregnant may have caused the development of the tumor.

A further complication in the relation between an organic symptom and mental conflicts is brought about by the fact that somatically determined conditions may secondarily change the psychic attitudes of the individual. The adaptation to pain or to changes of body functions is not always easy. The ways in which this adaptation is attempted, and whether or not it succeeds, depend, of course, on the total structure of the personality, its history, and its latent defense struggles. First of all, the somatic process in the organ requires much of the libido and the mental attention of the person; again, his other interests and object relationships are relatively impoverished, which explains why in general being sick makes a person narcissistic (585). Besides, the disease or physical change may unconsciously represent something to the patient which disturbs the existing equilibrium between repressed and repressing forces; a disease may, like a
trauma, be taken as a castration or as an abandonment by fate, or at least as a threat of castration or abandonment; it may also be perceived as a masochistic temptation, or mobilize some other latent infantile longing and in this way provoke a neurosis.

The narcissistic withdrawal of the sick person as well as his unconscious misinterpretations of the disease in terms of instinctual conflicts are at the basis of the fact that neuroses sometimes develop as a consequence rather than as a cause of somatic diseases. Ferenczi called neuroses that are consequences of somatic diseases pathoneuroses (478).

Freud's statement that the sick person withdraws his libido from objects and becomes narcissistic (585) has been doubted because, according to Freud himself, this is what occurs in psychoses (574). Is it conceivable that the same process may be operative under such different conditions as the feelings of a mentally normal, physically sick person and a schizophrenic? The difference between the physically and the psychotically ill person is, to be sure, considerable. But there are also certain characteristic similarities, namely, the loss of externally directed interests and the increase in self-observation and self-interest. The physically ill individual has relegated a small part of his libido, and for a short time only, to the same fate as the psychotic individual has imposed on almost the sum total of his libido.

A confirmation of this point of view is to be found in the fact that pathoneuroses often show reactions that are psychotic in character. This led Meng to speak of pathopsychoses (1120). It is also true that individuals with a tendency toward narcissistic regression are predisposed to the development of pathoneuroses, and that pathoneuroses are most likely to develop as a result of an affliction of those organs that are most highly cathected narcissistically, such as the genital organs and the brain. Pathoneuroses also express the difficulties of the task of adapting oneself to the real (or imaginary) limitations set by a disease. Extreme cases try to deny or to overcompensate real consequences entirely; the majority of acute postoperative psychoses belong to this group (62, 1368, 1628). Ferenczi and Hollos have proved that much of the symptomatology of general paresis is not a direct consequence of the degenerative processes in the brain, but an indirect pathoneurotic reaction on the part of the patient to his becoming aware of the cerebral impairment (484; see also 1376). The aim of some psychoses after mutilating operations is very evidently a denial of the unpleasant reality; the clinical picture then is dominated by the struggle between the data of perception and the tendency to deny them.

In other organic brain diseases, too, the reaction of the mental personality to the disease—the struggle between attempts to adapt oneself to or even to make use of the organically determined symptoms and attempts to deny them—comprises part of the clinical picture (281, 723, 864, 1028, 1206, 1373, 1379, 1382,
The conflicts are very illustrative, even contributing to the understanding of the adaptive functions of the normal ego during its development. Likewise Jelliffe’s attempts to “psychoanalyze” encephalitic symptoms (861, 862, 865; cf. also 801) should be understood as a study of the ways in which the personality reacts to or makes use of the symptoms rather than as a belief in the “psychogenesis” of encephalitis.

Sometimes the acute narcissism provoked by an organic disease operates as a precipitating factor for the outbreak of an ordinary psychosis.

A special category of pathoneuroses, appearing mostly in combination with disturbances “due to changed chemistry,” are the hormonal pathoneuroses.

A quantitative or qualitative change at the source of the instincts must necessarily also influence the intensity and nature of the instinctual conflicts and their mental outcome. The authors who have worked in this field stress especially the interrelation of hormonal and mental data, that is, the fact that neurotic symptoms or attitudes in hormonally sick persons also influence the hormonal state. A psychogenic identification with a member of the opposite sex, for instance, may change the hormonal equilibrium; but also certain changes of the hormonal equilibrium may facilitate this type of identification.

Therese Benedek analyzed patients with hyperthyroidism and was able to show that the somatically increased anxiety and restlessness stimulated mental reactions that differed in accordance with the different pre-morbid personality structure of the patients (98). The anxiety was regularly connected with aggressive strivings, sometimes expressed by an increased strictness of the superego, and was antagonistic to heterosexual libido (cf. 1061).

A case of eunuchoidism, psychoanalytically treated by Carmichael (244), showed a similar kind of interrelationship.

The childhood history of this patient showed nothing that would have trespassed the realm of normality. The organic disturbance manifested itself at puberty, and mental difficulties started when the patient became aware of it. He unconsciously interpreted his disease as “castration.” He developed into a “model boy,” whose anal and compulsive character became more and more pronounced. His character showed many traits that represented attempts at a denial or overcompensation of his “inferiority.” He even tried to deny the existence of any sexual feeling, and produced a complete amnesia for all his infantile sexual memories. Likewise, he denied and overcompensated his intense aggressive impulses which were based on his feeling of “being different.”

Kasanin had the opportunity to study analytically two patients with tumors of hormonal glands (928).

One patient had a tumor of the adrenal gland, the other a teratoma of the pineal body. Their mental pathological behavior seemed partly to be determined by an attempt to fight off or deny the somatic symptoms; partly, however, it seemed...
that the anxiety and depression experienced by the patients were not genuine emotions but rather the physiological syndrome of the emotions without the accompanying mental experience of the specific feelings. This might have been due to defense; however, it might also have been due to the fact that the hormonal alterations produced only the peripheral physiological signs of affect and not the centrally determined full experience.

Daniels published a detailed report of a patient with diabetes mellitus (303, 304).

The patient was an intensely oral character with a mental structure of the addict type. Changes in the insulin requirements and in the urine sugar level were directly related to alterations of the emotional conflicts. The patient experienced much anxiety, which certainly was partly of a physiological origin, and developed various methods to ward off this anxiety by means of its sexualization.

According to Dunbar (343) inconsistency and indecisiveness are characteristic traits of diabetic personalities. Diabetics have an increased tendency toward homosexuality, or at least a bisexual or pregenital orientation. They show signs of social anxiety and of a weak ego. They show similarities to the compulsive character (see pp. 530 ff.) and even tendencies toward psychotic reactions of a cyclothymic as well as of a paranoid type. During the illness, frequently a progradent disintegration of the total personality can be observed; hence diabetes has been called the psychosomatic psychosis.

It seems that there are cases of "emotional glycosuria," due to the disturbed chemistry of the unsatisfied person. They have a good prognosis; their exact physiological pathways are not known.

Meng and Grote psychoanalytically investigated cases of pathological thinness (1121). They did not find anything very specific but were able to show that mental factors play a definite role in the ups and downs of the disease, that is, that they influenced the hormonal state.

Severe cases of anorexia show definite hormonal pathology; probably in some cases these alterations are primary ones. In others a primary disturbance of mental development, fixating the ego at the oral phase, may induce secondary hormonal changes (361, 1082, 1555). The mental significance of this fixation may vary; sometimes an anorexia represents an equivalent of a depression (see pp. 176 f.).

The same holds true for obesity. There are severe glandular disturbances (Fröhlich's disease, status adiposogenitalis) which influence the psychosexual development in the sense of retardation, oral fixation, and weakness of genitality. And there are other cases of "genuine obesity" that represent organ neuroses, starting with psychogenic developmental disturbances and resulting in hormonal abnormalities (209, 210, 211, 1327).

The opposite of a pathoneurosis would be a "patho-cure" of a neurosis that disappears with the outbreak of an organic disease. This happens in moral
masochists whose neuroses represent first of all a suffering by which they pacify their superego. Neuroses of this type become superfluous when replaced by another kind of suffering (see p. 550).

Whenever a connection between an organic symptom and a mental conflict is encountered the first question must be: has the conflict produced the symptom or the symptom the conflict? No doubt there is sometimes a vicious circle, symptom and conflict perpetuating each other (182, 242, 317, 343, 858, 1137, 1233, 1414, 1442, 1511, 1573).

HYPOCHONDRIASIS

Hypochondriasis is an organ neurosis whose physiological factor is still unknown. It may be assumed that certain psychogenic factors, namely, a state of being dammed up and a narcissistic withdrawal, or rather a readiness to react to a state of being dammed up with narcissistic withdrawal, create organic changes which then in turn give rise to hypochondriacal sensations.

Theoretically, two situations have to be distinguished, though actually they are closely interwoven: (1) Organic processes due to the lack of adequate discharge heighten the tension in certain organs; this heightening makes itself felt as painful sensations. (2) A withdrawal of object cathexes changes the mental economics so that amounts of libido that were normally connected with the ideas of objects now intensify all ideas concerning one's own organs (585, 1374).

The term object cathexis means that the sum total of the ideas and feelings a person has in regard to another person constitutes an "intrapsychic object representation" (408), and that this representation is cathexed with a special amount of mental energy. In an analogous way, an individual's own body and its organs are represented intrapsychically by means of a sum of memories of sensations and their interrelations. The "body image" (1372) thus created has great significance for the constitution of the ego. It is not simply identical with the real body. Clothes, amputated members, or even one's automobile may be included in the body image, whereas "alienated" organs are excluded from it. Hence there are also "intrapsychic organ representations." "Narcissistic withdrawal" means a transfer of libido from object representations to organ representations.

That clothes unconsciously may be treated as parts of the body was demonstrated by a patient whose obsessive worries about his clothes turned out to be, descriptively as well as structurally and genetically, a "clothes hypochondriasis."

The chemical and nervous reactions to the state of being dammed up may sometimes precipitate an intrapsychic overcathexis of the organ representations. In other cases the processes may occur in the opposite order: a regression to narcissism may change secondarily the physical functions of the organs. This is
the case in the hypochondriacal sensations at the beginning of schizophrenic processes.

The relation between catheches of organ representations and physical processes in the organs manifests itself also in the previously discussed narcissism of sick persons. Apparently, in order to bring about the healing of a diseased organ and to raise the organ's resistance to the illness, an increase in the cathexis of the organ representation is needed, or is at least beneficial. Thus the "body libido" has a general vital function. There is not only a morbid plus of organ catheches in hypochondriasis; a morbid minus is conceivable as well. It can be assumed that self-sustenance depends upon the infusion of a certain amount of cathexis to the organ representations. Tausk spoke of a "libidinal tonus" of all organs (1531). In hypochondriasis as well as in psychoses, the results of a pathological libidinal hypertonus of the organs are manifested. In persons who are afraid of their body sensations and ward them off, there may also be a pathological libidinal hypotonus of the organs.

Not every alienation of an organ and not every removal of parts of the body or of sensations from the conscious body image can be interpreted as a pathological diminution of the cathexis of the organ representation. The organs or sensations may be really repressed, that is, invested with cathexis, and yet at the same time counteracted and prevented from becoming manifest by an equally intense countercathexis (410).

Hypochondriasis rarely appears as an isolated neurosis (1488). It appears more frequently as a factor complicating the picture of some other psychopathological condition. It is often combined with acute anxiety neurosis or neurasthenia. To a slight degree it is a complicating factor in some compulsion neuroses. To a higher degree it is an important complication in all psychoses, especially in their initial stages. Hypochondriasis may be brought about by a primary hypercathexis of the organ representations (in psychoses), or by primary unknown organic manifestations of the state of being dammed up (in actual neuroses).

Among the impulses that are withdrawn from object to organ representations in hypochondriasis, the hostile and sadistic impulses appear to play a particularly pronounced role. The orginal hostile attitude toward an object is turned against the ego, and hypochondriasis may serve as a gratification of guilt feelings.

Hypochondriacal sensations ("hypochondriacal delusions") should be differentiated from hypochondriacal anxiety, although frequently these two conditions are encountered together. In cases in which anxiety prevails, there seems to be rather an isolated hypercathexis of the organ representations, and in cases where sensations prevail, actual organic alterations.

It sometimes happens that psychoanalysis uncovers in a surprisingly clear and definite way the unconscious significance of a given hypochondriacal anxiety. As a rule it represents, in a distorted manner, castration anxiety.
As an example, the continuation of the analysis of the wolf-man by Ruth Mack Brunswick should be quoted. The wolf-man's outspoken hypochondriacal delusions bore definite earmarks of castration anxiety (1088).

Not infrequently psychoanalysis can also clarify the infantile history of the displacement of castration anxiety to hypochondriasis. Certain experiences may have transformed castration anxiety into fears of becoming ill or physically altered. The results are often clear-cut "sickness phobias." In such cases, as a rule, the mechanism of introjection has acquired outstanding importance. When hostile impulses become turned away from an object onto one's own organs, this process unconsciously is perceived as an introjection, usually an oral one, occasionally an anal, epidermal, or respiratory one. Hence the hypochondriacally affected organ represents not only the endangered penis but simultaneously the object which, along with its ambivalent cathexis, was introjected from the external world into one's own body.

The hypochondriasis of one patient had on the higher levels the significance of castration as a punishment; on a deeper level it meant a passive sexual gratification (pregnancy); on a still deeper level the organ affected was equated with the introjected object. The patient's nose, which played the chief role in his illness, stood not only for the endangered penis and the nostrils for a kind of anal feminine sex organ; the nose also stood for his dead mother, whom he had incorporated via the respiratory system (420).

Simmel has stressed especially the unconscious equation of the hypochondriacally affected organ and the introjected object. He writes: "The introjected parental substitute becomes the morbid material which must be eliminated if the patient is to recover," and further states that an organ may represent this morbid material (1436, 1438).

Painful sensations and the fear of physical illness also appear in conversion and anxiety hysteria respectively, and there are cases in which it is practically a matter of choice whether they should be considered hysterical or hypochondriacal. As a rule, however, it is not difficult to differentiate the hypochondriacal from the hysterical individual on the basis of personality traits that are due to differences in their libidinal situation. The typical hypochondriac is a conspicuously narcissistic; seclusive, monomaniacal creature (1380). Hypochondriasis is thus a transitional state between reactions of a hysterical character and those of a delusional, clearly psychotic one.

A patient with a severe vasomotor neurosis suffered from attacks of pseudo angina pectoris. The attacks appeared for the first time when the patient, soon after the death of his mother, learned that his father, too, had become seriously ill. The patient, an infantile-narcissistic individual who was fixated to his parents and had hitherto been unable to live without them, thus found himself suddenly confronted with the danger of having to face life alone. The pseudo angina had
for him, first of all, the obvious meaning of an identification with his father, who was ill with heart disease. The patient lost interest in his parents as well as in other objects and devoted himself to his attacks and his fear of dying. He was afraid that his heart would abandon him, just as in reality he faced the danger of being deserted by his father. Although he obviously surrendered himself in a passive, rather masochistic manner to his illness, he also constantly cursed his own heart, thus showing that he had transferred the ambivalence he once felt toward his father onto his heart. In particular the patient’s dreams showed that his attitude toward his illness and his infantile attitude toward his father coincided. The validity of the unconscious equation heart=introjected father does not necessarily mean that an “introjection of the father into the heart” created the attacks. The attacks were organ neurotic in nature; that is, they were brought about by certain vasomotor responses of the patient which in turn were due to his repressed emotions.

Mention should be made here that not only may hypochondriasis in adult persons be an outcome of castration anxiety in childhood but sometimes, also, analysis reveals that some patients with a severe castration anxiety, who were frightened as little boys, then went through a period of a more or less severe hypochondriasis about their penis which later became limited to a simple fear.

PSYCHOANALYTIC THERAPY IN ORGAN NEUROSES

The great variety of phenomena designated organ neurotic makes impossible any general statement about their psychoanalytic treatment. There are states that have become “organic” to such an extent that immediate physical treatment is necessary. But whenever the symptoms are the outcome of chronic unconscious attitudes, psychoanalysis is indicated for the purpose of making this attitude conscious and thus overcoming it.

Freud stated that the organ-neurotic symptoms are not “directly accessible” to psychoanalysis. Indirectly they are. If the anxiety or other obstacles hindering the adequate discharge of a person’s impulses are removed by analysis, the indirect symptoms disappear without having been made a specific object of psychoanalysis. The change of the function cannot be “analyzed” because it has no unconscious meaning; however, the attitude that produced it can be analyzed, and if the attitude is given up or the state of being dammed up is overcome, the involuntary consequences likewise disappear (41, 1350, 1592).

It is clear that the attitude or the blocking of discharge and not the symptom itself is the object of analysis. A trial analysis will first have to estimate the relative etiological importance of the unconscious factors and establish a dynamic diagnosis. A hysteria with the symptomatology limited to one single organ is, of course, not more difficult to analyze than any other hysteria; but the closer an organ neurosis is to a psychosis, the more doubtful is the prognosis.
As to the treatment of pathoneuroses, a number of them, as should be expected from the nature of the disturbance, run an acute course and recover spontaneously, when the basic somatic disease disappears. If the disease served as a precipitating factor of a genuine neurosis or psychosis, the treatment depends on the nature of the neurosis or psychosis provoked.

Regarding hypochondriasis, again the rule is valid: the more hysteriform the picture (hypochondriasis simply representing castration anxiety), the better the prognosis; the more narcissism predominates, the more doubtful and uncertain. In regard to the ability to develop transference, severe hypochondriacal neuroses differ but little from psychoses.

The ease or difficulty of eliminating the disturbances of an individual libido economy depends on the extent to which the individual has become psychologically ready for the establishment of genital primacy; a person who has failed completely or almost completely to reach the level of infantile genitality, upon which a therapy subsequently has to rely, is badly off (1267). The decision whether or not to apply psychoanalytic therapy to such cases depends upon the capacity for the development of a transference and the status of the infantile genitality. These factors can be ascertained by trial analysis only. Yet one may say that in doubtful cases the indications are nevertheless in favor of psychoanalysis: many individuals of this type cannot be helped by any other therapeutic method, and psychoanalysis offers at least some hope.

APPENDIX: EPILEPSY

Much has been written about the "psychosomatic" relationship in epilepsy. This uncanny-complex of symptoms is certainly prearranged organically; nevertheless the appearance of the syndrome sometimes seems to be dependent on mental factors, and in some cases even to be aroused by mental factors. How would psychoanalysis classify such a disease (3, 90, 267, 269, 271, 272, 276, 280, 339, 623, 714a, 765, 857, 863, 997, 1030, 1092, 1123, 1276, 1478, et al.)?

The epileptic seizure is best compared to a spell of affect. A traumatic stimulus, or a normal stimulus occurring when the organism is dammed up, precipitates a prearranged discharge syndrome, which breaks through the normal ego dominance over motility. This definition is equally valid for an affect attack and an epileptic seizure. The epileptic seizure can be looked upon as a kind of special affect attack, which occurs only in certain organically predisposed personalities. The predisposition consists in the patient's readiness to react to certain stimuli, or to the pressure of certain dammed-up states, with the production of this archaic syndrome of explosive convulsive discharge.

It is this predisposition that is caught in the characteristic changes of the electroencephalogram.
The stimuli that provoke the archaic reaction are of various kinds. Attacks of the "symptomatic" (Jackson) type occur as reflexive responses to purely physical stimuli; an organic injury of the brain results in higher levels of brain organization being inhibited and an archaic type of reaction being again produced. In genuine epilepsy, probably a more subtle brain defect of a still unknown type has the same effect; but the nature of the provoking stimuli and of the antecedent tension may become more specific. In some cases it becomes clear that specific mental impulses, instead of being reacted to on a higher level, provoke the seizure in a short circuit, as it were. Such a disease cannot be called an "organ neurosis of the brain" in the sense that a psychogenic attitude might have changed the reaction patterns of the central apparatus; however, it can be called so in the sense that the pressure of the repressed toward motility precipitates an archaic physiological syndrome, given a certain somatic disposition. It is, says Freud, "as if the mechanism of the abnormal impulsive discharge were organically prepared in advance, to be called upon in quite different conditions, both during disturbances of the cerebral activity due to serious histolytic and toxic affections, and also in case of inadequate control of the psychic energy" (623).

Clinical experience indicates that epileptic personalities are (a) generally very narcissistically oriented, showing the described features of an archaic ego and always ready to substitute identifications for object relationships, and (b) show very intense destructive and sadistic drives which have been repressed for a long time and which find an explosive discharge in the seizure. The repression of the destructive drives is due to an intense fear of retaliation, which often is very conspicuous in the clinical picture. As is well known, the aura is that part of the epileptic seizure that varies the most. It can therefore be expected that the aura, which precedes the more uniform "archaic discharge syndrome," will reveal more about the specific nature of the precipitating mental stimuli. This expectation is fulfilled. Hendrick, by psychoanalyzing the contents of the aurae of several cases, found that before the seizure a tendency toward the development of anxiety had been mobilized; then the incipient anxiety spell had been blocked, and the epileptic seizure occurred as a kind of substitute for the anxiety that was not experienced. "Discharge through the central nervous system replaced the discharge of autonomic tensions" (765). Experiences that provoke the spell turn out, in analysis, to be either allusions to repressed drives that were once experienced with anxiety or projective representations of the sensations of anxiety itself. The blocked anxiety probably is always a fear of the possibility that an intense and dammed-up destructiveness may be turned against one's own ego. The ability to supplant anxiety by the specific central convulsive phenomena would represent a purely physiological problem.

Bartemeier drew attention to the fact that in neurotic and normal persons, certain archaic explosive discharges occur which may be looked upon as normal
prototypes of epileptic seizures, such as twitchings while falling asleep, grinding of the teeth and clenching of the jaw during sleep, unintentional biting of the tongue, and certain momentary disturbances of attention (90). All these phenomena are facilitated in states of fatigue and ego regression and in situations of latent rage.

Epileptic phenomena, outside the realm of seizure and aura, have not been investigated psychoanalytically as yet. However, a general speculative remark may be permitted about the final deterioration of certain cases. If the assumption is correct that the mental apparatus fulfills the functions of elaborating and finally discharging incoming stimuli, it is conceivable that a decisive change in the methods of discharge, through the establishment of a simple explosive and undifferentiated method, may result in a simplification and undifferentiation of the total mental apparatus.

There is a gradual transition between genuine epilepsy and conversion hysterias, in which epileptiform seizures express a definite idea and show all the characteristics of hysterical motor symptoms (hystero-epilepsy) (368, 647, 714a, 770, 1259, 1335, 1611).
Chapter XIV

OBSESSION AND COMPULSION

THE PHENOMENON OF COMPULSION

In all psychoneuroses the control of the ego has become relatively insufficient. In conversion symptoms, the ego is simply overthrown; actions occur that are not intended by the ego. In compulsions and obsessions, the fact that the ego governs motility is not changed, but the ego does not feel free in using this governing power. It has to use it according to a strange command of a more powerful agency, contradicting its judgment. It is compelled to do or to think, or to omit certain things; otherwise it feels menaced by terrible threats.

Derivatives of warded-off impulses betray their nature as derivatives by their exaggerated character, that is, by the disproportion of the accompanying emotions or by the rigidity with which they are adhered to. Obsessional ideas are, first of all, derivatives. Sometimes they have preserved their character as impulses; sometimes they have lost it, and consist only of intense ideas that have to be thought about; their persistence represents the energy of some other associatively connected impulsive idea that had been warded off.

Sometimes the transition of a phobia into an obsession can be observed directly. First, certain situations are avoided; then constant attention is exerted to ensure the necessary avoidance. Still later, this attention assumes an obsessive character, or another positive obsessive attitude is developed, so irreconcilable with the situation originally feared that the avoidance is assured. Touching rituals replace taboos; washing compulsions, fears of dirt; social rituals, social fears; sleeping ceremonial, fears of falling asleep; rituals about the manner of walking, inhibitions of walking; compulsive ways of dealing with animals or cripples, the corresponding phobias.

Some phobic ideas gain an obsessive character by their mere intensity, for example, ideas of being ugly or of having a bad odor. They are obsessive ideas as long as the patient feels: “I am compelled to feel as if this or that were the case”; they are delusions if the patient is convinced of their basis in fact.

In other cases an obsession does not provide the avoidance of what was originally feared but compels the person to do just that which he originally was afraid of. Obsessions of this type are not caused by a need for maintaining a phobia but rather by a fight of the original impulse or of the personality against the phobia.

Such obsessions are but one category of counterphobic attitudes (435) (see pp. 480 ff.). An example is presented by a patient who had an obsessive interest in sailing and water sports which was an outcome of an infantile fear of flushing the
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toilet. Fear of high places may be supplanted by the obsessive impulse to jump down.

Compulsions are obsessions that are still felt as impulses; they, too, are derivatives; their intensity, too, expresses the intensity of warded-off drives.

There are cases in which the distortion of the original instinctive impulse consists only in the fact that the “instinctive” urge has been changed into a “compulsive” urge. Obsessive thoughts about incestuous or murderous acts are not uncommon. They appear stripped of their character as instinctual wishes and of their appropriate emotional equality. Patients who try to express the fact that the horrible ideas are not felt as wishes often say that compulsive ideas of this kind “leave them cold.” Actually, since compulsions are tormenting, they do not leave them cold at all (6x8). The defensive forces did not succeed in making the patients unaware of what is going on within them; they did succeed, however, in transforming the original drive into a compulsive form; the nature of this transformation is the problem of the mechanism of symptom formation in compulsion neurosis.

A patient who suffered from the fear that he might give the impression of being a homosexual had the following obsessive thought whenever he became acquainted with a man whom he had not met before: “With this man I could have homosexual intercourse.” He did not feel any sexual excitement or impulse, and was entirely unaware of the fact that the obsessive idea expressed a wish.

Other obsessions and compulsions do not seem to express a distorted instinctual urge but, as has been mentioned, an assurance of the defending forces. Compulsion can be described as a command from within. The idea of “being commanded” certainly is rooted in the child’s experiences with grownups who used to “command” him, especially, in our culture, in experiences with the father. In compulsions this father commands from within; and an “inner father representative” is called superego. Thus in the formation of compulsive symptoms the superego plays a part different from that in conversion.

Now, it seems, we have arrived at contradictory statements. First it was stated that the phenomenon of compulsion is a distortion of the phenomenon of instinctual urges; now it seems as if it were a derivative of commands once given by the father to suppress instinctual demands.

INSTINCT AND DEFENSE IN COMPULSION SYMPTOMS

Actually, the phenomenon of compulsion is a condensation of both instinctual and anti-instinctual forces. The manifest clinical picture reveals the first aspect more in some cases, in others the second. The first holds true for obsessive incestuous or murderous ideas. More frequently the symptoms obviously express
distorted commands of the superego; the defensive or penitential significance is emphasized much more than in conversion symptoms. The danger from which the person tries to protect himself is less in the nature of external loss of love or castration; it is rather a threat from within. What is mainly feared is a kind of loss of self-respect or even a feeling of "annihilation"; in other words, guilt feelings have a more decisive significance as the motive for the pathogenic defense. This is consonant with the fact that compulsion neuroses in children start later than hysterias, usually in the latency period.

In certain cases it is obvious that compulsions stand for superego commands. A patient with a washing compulsion, feeling the command "Go and wash yourself," simply repeats what he once heard as a child. It is of no importance that actually the parents gave this command for the sake of physical cleanliness, whereas the compulsion neurotic uses it as a defense against "dirty thoughts"; for as a child the patient felt that if the parents knew about his dirty thoughts, they would tell him to wash.

The same holds true of compulsions that are not felt as positive commands but rather as threats. The patient has obsessive ideas about what would happen if he yielded to the temptation. For example: "If you do this or omit that, you will die"; or: "If you do this or omit that, you will have to do this or that penance"; or: "If you do this or omit that, your father will die." In analysis, it turns out that the actions that have to be counteracted or avoided have an objectionable instinctual significance; as a rule they represent the tendencies of the Oedipus complex, distorted, it is true, in a very characteristic way. The threatening punishments mean either the danger that once was believed to be connected with the forbidden instinct (castration or loss of love) or some active self-punishment that should ward off (and substitute for) castration or loss of love. The threat "Or your father will die," which does not fit this interpretation, can be explained as a sudden awareness of the "anxiety signal." It means: "What you are intending to do is not a harmless thing; the truth is that you want to kill your father; if you give in to the temptation at hand, the murder of your father might be the outcome."

Whereas some compulsive symptoms are distorted modes of perceiving instinctual demands and others express the anti-instinctual threats of the superego, still other symptoms obviously show the struggle between the two. Most of the symptoms of obsessive doubt can be covered by the formula: "May I be naughty, or must I be good?" Sometimes a symptom consists of two phases, one representing an objectionable impulse, the other the defense against it. Freud's "rat-man," for instance, felt compelled to remove a stone from the road because it might hurt somebody, and then felt compelled to put it back again (567). In discussing the mechanisms of "undoing," occurrences of this kind were mentioned (see pp. 153 ff.).
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Sometimes it can be observed how, in the course of a compulsion neurosis, a symptom may change its significance. A symptom that first expressed the defense may become more and more an expression of the returning original impulse.

A patient was able to dispel an anxiety which appeared after masturbation by tightening the muscles of his legs. This tension was later replaced by a rhythmic pounding on the legs, and still later by another masturbatory act. Another patient felt remorseful after taking gymnastic exercises. Analysis showed that the exercises represented masturbation. Then this remorse, with which he had come to terms in an obsessional manner, finally made him think: “Now masturbate, and ruin yourself completely!” and he was compelled to masturbate several times in succession without any pleasure.

Patients who have to reassure themselves that they have turned off the gas jet are often compelled to touch the jet again, so that the act which was intended to ward off the danger actually might precipitate it. A patient again and again had to rearrange the objects on top of a bookcase to keep them from falling on someone’s head, thus giving them a real chance to fall. To protect their dear ones from their hostile impulses, many compulsion neurotics guard them against imaginary dangers so devotedly that in reality they torment them, expressing the hostility in spite of themselves.

The climax of a “returning of the warded off” is represented by a woman patient observed by Waterman. She suffered from so extreme a phobia against dirt that she remained in bed all day when she had the feeling that her clothing or the room in general was dirty. Her fear of dirt, on these days, would prevent her from leaving her bed at all, with the result that eventually she arrived at the point where she actually did soil the bed.

Thoughts like “Now you have ruined yourself by exercise, thus it serves you right if you ruin yourself entirely by masturbation” indicate how to explain the paradox that an instinctual content may be experienced as if it were a superego command. Symptoms of this kind represent a compromise between the warded-off drive and the threatening superego; the drive expresses itself by the ideational content, the superego by the commanding form into which the original impulse has been distorted. Pleasureless compulsive masturbation represents the peak of this kind of condensation. An apparent sexual act is performed not for the sake of sexual pleasure but for the purpose of punishment and the suppression of sexuality. This is frequently the end result of a long development; a compulsion, which was a defense against masturbation, is replaced, through a return of the repressed, by another masturbation which now has a compulsive and punitive character. The “Midas” punishment through spiteful pseudo wish fulfillment (see p. 221) is characteristic for many compulsion neurotics. Occasionally, compulsion neurotics will put an end to a state of doubt and hairsplitting by masturbating.

A similar development is frequent in regard to “masturbatory equivalents.”
Compulsions such as knocking or ceremonial muscular movements, or rituals prescribing the mode in which things must or must not be touched, were first directed against masturbation, but may have turned into equivalents of masturbation. Sometimes the patient, in some vague way, is aware of this connection, and has in turn to punish himself for his “naughty” compulsive behavior. At other times, the patient has no inkling of the meaning of his symptom (357, 467, 733).

Compulsive rituals generally represent a caricature of masturbation (503). Sometimes a symptom which apparently has no connection with masturbation reveals such a connection when analyzed. A patient was forced to count up to five or six whenever she turned on a faucet or even passed a faucet. She was completely dominated by penis envy, so it could be expected that a symptom related to a water faucet would have some connection with her penis envy. Actually, she remembered that once, when her finger was infected, her mother had frightened her by telling her that the finger would have to be cut off. Thus the ritual was to be interpreted as follows. The sight of the faucet (of a penis) forced the patient to convince herself that she had not four but five or even six fingers. Later in analysis, it turned out that the ritual had a closer connection with masturbation; she used to masturbate by holding her finger in front of her genitals and letting the urine flow along it as if the finger were a penis.

The Oedipus complex often can be seen as the center of the warded-off impulses, sometimes even on cursory examination, which, in hysteria, repression would render entirely impossible.

A patient, unfortunately not analyzed, complained of two types of obsessive impulses. Whenever he saw a woman he was compelled to think: “I could kill that woman”; and whenever he saw knives or scissors he would think: “I might cut off my penis.” The first of these two impulses originally had been expressed in the form “I could kill my mother”; its extension to other women was already a distortion by means of generalization. The patient lived a lonely life, and his only sexual outlet consisted in wet dreams in which he saw himself strangling women or killing them by some other method. Thus his impulse to murder women was a distorted expression of his incestuous desire. Eliminating this distortion, it can be stated that the patient suffered from two impulses: to attack his mother sexually and to chop off his penis. Now his impulses can be understood as a biphasic symptom: the first half represents the gratification of the Oedipus wish, the second half the punishment the patient dreaded.

Unintelligible symptoms become intelligible when their history is studied. The original form in which they first appeared is closer to the unconscious meaning. A symptom may be an allusion to some event in the patient’s past; this allusion cannot be understood so long as the whole context is not known.

Before going to bed, a patient was compelled to spend a long time repeatedly opening and closing the window. That symptom first appeared when, as an adolescent, he and his roommate would fight as to whether the window should
be opened or closed. Thus the later compulsion meant: “Which of us will win? Which of us is the stronger?” With this formula as a starting point, it eventually became clear that the patient’s problem was mobilized by the homosexual temptation involved in sharing the same room with his friend. The real question was whether he should compete with men as a man or resign himself to complying with their wishes in a passive, submissive, feminine way. This proved to be the conflict in which his compulsion neurosis was rooted.

REGRESSION IN COMPULSION NEUROSIS

The example given above of the open expression of the Oedipus wishes, in which the patient felt the two impulses of killing women and cutting off his penis, is typical of the manner in which incestuous wishes are distorted in compulsion neuroses. The patient talks about “killing” his mother, when he actually means having sexual intercourse with her. The patient’s sexual dreams were evidently sadistic in nature. Thus not only was an infantile attachment to the mother operative, but specifically a sadistic distortion of this attachment.

Overt or concealed tendencies toward cruelty, or reaction formations against them, are constant findings in compulsion neuroses. With equal constancy anal-erotic impulses and defenses against them are found in the most varied forms. This constant association of traits of cruelty and of anal eroticism in compulsion neuroses, to which Jones first drew attention (879), was what convinced Freud of the close relationship of these two types of phenomena, and of the existence of an “anal-sadistic” stage of libido organization (581).

In hysteria, the repressed ideas remain unaltered in the unconscious and continue to exert their influence from there. In so far as the Oedipus complex is the basis of compulsive symptoms, too, this also holds true for compulsion neurosis; but here, in addition to the Oedipus complex, very strong anal and sadistic impulses, which originated in the preceding period, regularly are operative and combated. The anal-sadistic instinctual orientation of the compulsion neurotic can, as a rule, be easily recognized in the clinical picture, once attention has been directed to this point. Compulsion neurotics are generally and obviously concerned about conflicts between aggressiveness and submissiveness, cruelty and gentleness, dirtiness and cleanliness, disorder and order. These conflicts may be expressed in the external appearance and the manifest behavior, whereas questions concerning sexual life are characteristically answered: “So far as that goes, everything is in order.” The physiological functions seem to be in order because they are isolated from their psychological content; the physiological discharge in the patients’ sexual activities is not an adequate discharge for the sexual tension which is really expressed in their ideas about cruelty or dirt. Sometimes the anal-sadistic orientation reveals itself in the form of reaction formations only, like overcompensatory kindness, an exaggerated sense of justice or cleanliness, an
incapacity for any aggression, punctiliousness in all matters relating to money. Mixtures of reaction formations and direct anal or sadistic outbreaks may make the patient's behavior appear contradictory. The patients are simultaneously orderly yet disorderly, neat yet dirty, kind yet cruel.

A patient, who was not analyzed, complained in the first interview that he suffered from the compulsion to look backward constantly, from fear that he might have overlooked something important behind him. These ideas were predominant: he might overlook a coin lying on the ground; he might have injured an insect by stepping on it; or an insect might have fallen on its back and need his help. The patient was also afraid of touching anything, and whenever he had touched an object he had to convince himself that he had not destroyed it. He had no vocation because the severe compulsions disturbed all his working activity; however, he had one passion: housecleaning. He liked to visit his neighbors and clean their houses, just for fun. Another symptom was described by the patient as his "clothes consciousness"; he was constantly preoccupied with the question whether or not his suit fitted. He, too, stated that sexuality did not play an important part in his life. He had sexual intercourse two or three times a year only, and exclusively with girls in whom he had no personal interest. Later on, he mentioned another symptom. As a child, he had felt his mother to be disgusting and had been terribly afraid of touching her. There was no real reason whatsoever for such a disgust, for the mother had been a nice and popular person.

This clinical picture shows that the patient's sex life was oriented anal-sadistically, and that incestuous fear was the basis for this distortion.

In analysis, the anal-sadistic orientation of compulsion neurotics becomes, of course, still much clearer. All compulsion neurotics, Freud stated, have "secret scatologic rituals" (555) which are partly anal-erotic games, partly reaction formations against such games, and partly both at once. W. C. Menninger has collated the most typical and frequent types of scatologic rituals (1143). The patients are always on guard against unconscious anal tendencies mixed with hostilities—for instance, against a drive to play "dirty tricks" on their fellow men.

Thus Freud stated that the instinctual organization of the compulsion neurotic resembled that of the child in the anal-sadistic phase of development. This seems to contradict the typical observation that the compulsion neurotics are engaged in a defensive struggle against the Oedipus complex, the climax of which is not supposed to be reached before the phallic period. Another apparent contradiction lies in the fact that in spite of the anal sadism, many compulsions are closely related to genital masturbation.

The explanation of these apparent contradictions is to be found in the concept of regression. One gets the impression that the anal-sadistic impulses grew at the expense of the original phallic Oedipus impulses; the genital Oedipus impulses decreased in strength as the anal-sadistic impulses increased. The pa-
tient, in attempting to ward off his Oedipus complex, regressed, in part, to the anal-sadistic level (567, 581, 596, 618).

However, the compulsion neurotic is no coprophiliac. Since his anal-sadistic impulses, too, are intolerable, or because in regressing to them the offensive element of the Oedipus complex was not entirely eliminated, the patient has to continue his defensive fight against the anal-sadistic impulses. The interpolation of regression complicates the picture of compulsion neurosis as compared with hysteria.

Freud’s theory that regression to the anal-sadistic level forms the cornerstone in the construction of compulsion neurosis can explain many facts that otherwise would be contradictory.

That the warded-off impulses in compulsion neurosis are composed of phallic Oedipus tendencies and genital masturbatory impulses on the one hand and nevertheless are anal-sadistic in nature on the other is now comprehensible. The defense was first directed against the phallic Oedipus complex and supplanted it with anal sadism; then the defense continued against the anal impulses.

Occasionally analysis can show the actual process of regression and can prove that the compulsion neurosis came into being after it.

A girl suffered from the obsessive fear that a snake might emerge from the toilet and crawl into her anus. In analysis it turned out that this fear had had a forerunner: the first anxiety had been that the snake might be in her bed. To protect her from the phallic anxiety, a regression had taken place; the location of the fear was changed from the bed to the toilet, from genitals to anus.

A boy, still in the period of latency, was seized by an overpowering anxiety whenever he had an erection. He stated that he was afraid that he might injure his penis. He developed the habit of masturbating whenever he had an erection in order to get rid of it. This, however, created new anxieties. Later on, he developed the urge to urinate and to defecate very frequently. After this, he developed an extensive compulsion neurosis. It is evident that the genital impulses at first incessantly asserted themselves in spite of the menacing fear of castration, that they were then replaced by pregenital strivings, and that only after the regression to anal eroticism did the compulsion neurosis make its appearance.

A more indirect but almost experimental proof for the anal-sadistic regression in the etiology of compulsion neurosis is furnished by the rare cases in which a hysteria after a relinquishment of genitality is replaced by a compulsion neurosis. Freud observed this process in a woman who, owing to external circumstances, ceased to place any value on her genital sexual life (581). Something similar frequently can be observed after the climacterium, when organic factors have provoked a regression.

The operation of regression can also be proven by cases in which it fails in its defensive purpose. Though shifting his interest to the anal field, the patient, in
such cases, does not succeed in avoiding castration fear. Instead he develops what might be called an anal castration fear. An otherwise compulsive patient may become incapable of defecating except in small or unformed masses, thus trying to avoid the danger of “losing an organ.” The material treated by Freud under the heading of the symbolic equation \( \text{feces} = \text{penis} \) (563, 593) owes its origin in part to this regression.

Some of the typical fears relating to the toilet in children and in compulsion neurotics, such as fear of falling into the toilet bowl or of being eaten up by some monster coming from it or the rationalized fear of being infected there, prove in analysis to refer to castration anxiety. They are regressive distortions of the fear of castration. A child whose various fears could be traced back to a terror of seeing that his feces had disappeared expressed the fear that his penis might disappear in the same manner.

As in oral fears, the fact that anal fears cover castration anxieties does not contradict the autonomous nature of pregenital fears. This distortion of castration anxiety is a regressive one, formed by the remobilization of the old pregenital anxiety over the loss of feces. It is often very difficult to determine which fraction of an anal anxiety represents a vestige of original pregenital anxiety, perhaps contributing a certain quality to the castration fear right from the beginning (the pregenital experiences of parting with the breast and with the fecal masses are archaic forerunners of the idea of castration) (36, 1466), and which fraction is regressively distorted castration anxiety.

It is an ever recurrent source of surprise to find that, after analysis has uncovered a whole anal-sadistic world dating back to very early years of childhood, completely repressed memories appear of a still earlier period, purely phallic in orientation, which had been shattered by castration anxiety. It is important not to be misled into thinking that newly appearing memories with reference to anal-sadistic impulses are memories from the time of the original anal-sadistic organization. Very often they are not original but regressive in nature; they came after the phallic Oedipus complex; and the original pregenital organization must be dated still earlier.

Clinical material in which ideas and modes of behavior appropriate to the genital level are found intermingled with anal-sadistic material is abundant. Certain compulsion neurotics, for example, perceive sexuality in anal terms only, as if it were a bathroom affair; others regard sex as a financial matter—which may be expressed, for example, by prostitution fantasies—or as a matter of property. A man may lay much stress on retaining his semen in intercourse as long as possible, sometimes with the idea of increasing the forepleasure, sometimes with the idea of “preserving” the semen, sometimes rationalized as consideration of the woman’s feelings; analysis shows that he does with his semen what he previously had done with his feces. In still other cases, the sadistic distortion of the entire sexual life is more in the foreground than the anal one. For certain
compulsion neurotics sexual intercourse unconsciously means a fight in which a victor castrates a victim. Men patients of this kind may have no other interest in sex than to get the reassuring proof that they are not the victim (it seems that they never can achieve a full reassurance); women patients may develop longings to look at male genitals or to touch them, in which concealed expressions of destructive wishes are manifested.

The immediate effect of regression is twofold: the enhanced sadism combines with the Oedipus hostility felt for the parent of the same sex and imposes new defensive tasks on the ego; and the emergent anal eroticism changes the sexual aims and, in this way, the behavior of the person. Anal eroticism, it has been stated, is always bisexual in nature; the anus being simultaneously an active expelling organ and a hollow organ which may be stimulated by some object entering it (see p. 67). Vacillation between the original masculine attitude, now reinforced and exaggerated by the active-sadistic component of anal eroticism, and the feminine attitude represented by the passive component of anal eroticism (163) forms the most typical conflict in the unconscious of the male compulsion neurotic. The phallic Oedipus attitude is inhibited by the idea that gratification means the loss of the penis. The regression imposes a feminine attitude, yet does not entirely destroy the original masculine one.

The simultaneous emphasis on the opposite ideals of independence and submission in modern education increases the conflict between active-masculine and passive-feminine strivings in compulsion neurotics. This conflict may assume various forms. Superficial activity may be stressed as a reaction formation against deeper passivity and vice versa. In many ways an actual passivity may become rationalized as an activity. A normal compromise of this kind is the identification love of the boy for his father; by being temporarily feminine toward him he gets a promise of future participation in his masculinity. This "psychology of the pupil," passive toward the master for the purpose of later becoming master himself, is open to several pathological distortions (see p. 89).

The aim of the feminine wishes of male compulsion neurotics is not, of course, to be castrated; it is rather the wish for something to be inserted or retained in the body. The idea that this wish, too, is not a reliable protection against castration, that castration may even be a prerequisite for its gratification, causes the most intense anxiety, which in turn furnishes the motive for further defense. This was the state of affairs in the wolf-man, who repressed his inverted Oedipus complex because of castration anxiety. His fear of being eaten by the wolf expressed both his feminine wishes toward his father and his castration anxiety connected with them (599).

In this way, all sexual gratification may become so cemented with fearful ideas of castration that finally the one becomes inconceivable without the other. Often the patient behaves as if he unconsciously sought castration, but what he
actually is searching for is something that will bring an end to the anxiety that prohibits his pleasure. The “castration” actually sought is either a castration symbol only, a lesser evil which the patient is ready to suffer in order to avoid full castration, or it is an active anticipation of what he otherwise would have to endure passively. Frequently, after the patient has carried out some activity that symbolizes castration, he goes through a ritual that stands for its “undoing.”

Like bisexuality, ambivalence is a characteristic of increased anal eroticism. A marked ambivalence of the object relationships is typical of the pregenital stages of libidinal development; it reappears when the genital organization is given up again. In so far as an anal fixation is a precondition of the anal regression, the two qualities associated with it, bisexuality and ambivalence, can be looked upon as a precondition of the regression. But in so far as the regression intensifies and makes persistent the anal-sadistic orientation, bisexuality and ambivalence, being attributes of this orientation, are results of the regression.

In conversion hysteria with intestinal symptoms, the anal regression is limited to the choice of the afflicted organ that is used for expressing genital fantasies. This is different in compulsion neurosis. Here a full regression to the world of anal-erotic wishes and attitudes takes place and changes the total behavior. Frequently even the olfactory orientation characteristic of anal-erotic children and lost in normal adults comes back in compulsion neurotics (202). Often the regression also brings more or less narcissistic features to the fore, the increased bisexuality giving opportunity for fantasies about intercourse with oneself. There are transitional states between compulsion neuroses and manic-depressive psychoses or schizophrenias.

**DIGRESSION ABOUT THE ANAL CHARACTER**

Freud discovered that certain character traits are preponderant in persons whose instinctual life is anally oriented (563). These traits are partly reaction formations against anal-erotic activities and partly sublimations of them. The main traits of this kind are orderliness, frugality, and obstinacy. Actually, persons falling ill with compulsion neurosis regularly show an intensification of these trends. Therefore it is necessary to discuss them at this point.

The training for cleanliness in infancy is of great importance for the development of the relation between the child’s ego and his instinctual drives. This training is the first situation in which the child may or may not learn to postpone or renounce a direct instinctual gratification out of consideration for the environment. On this occasion, the child acquires the active mastery of decisive instinctual demands; but simultaneously the hitherto “omnipotent” adult becomes dependent, to a certain degree, on the will of the child (see pp. 67 and 487 f.).

The anal character traits formed in the conflicts around this training have in
part qualities of resistance offered by the instinct to the demands of the environment, in part qualities of obedience to them, and in large part form compromises between these two trends (21, 194, 883, 1143).

Frugality is a continuation of the anal habit of retention, sometimes motivated more by the fear of losing, sometimes more by erogenous pleasure. Orderliness and obstinacy are more complicated. Orderliness is an elaboration of the obedience to, obstinacy of the rebellion against the environmental requirements covering the regulation of excretory functions. Under certain (constitutional and environmental) circumstances, obstinacy may become so extreme that the person in question is compelled always to do the exact opposite of what is required of him.

A compulsion neurotic patient used to sleep during the day and remain awake all night because “he could not see the point” of doing the customary thing. This obstinacy, however, was rather a kind of “rationalization” of a neurotic difficulty due to the dammed-up state of this patient’s libido.

The word obstinacy *(ob-stinare)* itself expresses the idea “to hold one’s position in spite of somebody.” Originally, stubbornness meant only resistance, to pit one’s will against somebody else’s; later, it meant pitting one’s own will against superior inimical forces; still later (because the inimical forces are superior), getting one’s way indirectly, not through force but through guile, in a mode wherein the weak one may be unexpectedly strong. Stubbornness is a passive type of aggressiveness, developed where activity is impossible. This occurs for the first time in a child’s life when he is able to spite the grownups’ efforts by tightening his sphincters. Still later, the “power of the powerless” may be not of a real but only of a magical nature; and then a kind of “moral” superiority may replace the “magical” superiority. The entrance of the moral factor into the picture shows that the superego plays a decisive part in the later development of stubbornness. The same means a child applies to resist the superior forces of his educators he may apply later in his fight against his own superego. What is usually called stubbornness in the behavior of adult persons is an attempt to use other persons as instruments in the struggle with the superego. By provoking people to be unjust, they strive for a feeling of moral superiority which is needed to increase their self-esteem as a counterbalance against the pressure of the superego (1202).

The moral superiority may be experienced either through the feeling of being unfairly treated itself or through making the “unfair” adult sorry afterward, which should enforce affection from him.

In other words, stubbornness, initially the combative method of the weak, later becomes the habitual combative method in the struggle for the maintenance or the restoration of self-esteem. Stubborn persons are filled with narcissistic needs,
whose gratification is required to contradict some anxiety or guilt feeling. Hence it must be concluded that stubbornness has an oral basis, too. However, it is decisively anchored in the anal stage and developed through experiences gained during the period of training for cleanliness. Persons who are afraid of being trapped, misused, and cheated of their narcissistic supplies are understandably more inclined to become stubborn. Frequently a tendency to keep open a line of escape determines stubborn behavior (444).

The objection has been raised that stubbornness may be acquired in social conflicts between the child and his environment during the training for cleanliness but that this does not necessarily mean that obstinacy is anal in nature (921, 1022). This argument does not take into account the findings of psychoanalysis, which show that the counterforces against the instincts are built up by the energies of the instinctual forces themselves which, under the influence of the environment, have changed their direction. The psychoanalysis of stubborn persons provides abundant proof that stubbornness is connected with anal sensations and gives an anal-erogenous pleasure (17, 21, 555, 563, 567, 593, 878, 1202, 1634).

The character trait of orderliness represents the elaboration of obedience. Tidiness, punctuality, meticulosity, propriety, all signify a displacement of the compliance with the environmental requirements in regard to defecation. In compulsion neurotics, the anal character traits, representing obedience, reveal themselves as reaction formations. The basic opposite mode of behavior breaks through or permeates them only too readily. It is the paragon of punctuality who in many instances is surprisingly unpunctual, the cleanest person who is in some curious respect astonishingly dirty. Abraham reported a number of such points of anchorage in the character of a perpetual struggle with the counter-cathexis: for example, persons who are scrupulously neat in regard to their top clothing and as much untidy in regard to their underclothes; others who keep their belongings in a very disorderly fashion but who from time to time must clear everything up, a practice that corresponds to the autoerotic habit of retaining feces for a long while and then “settling everything at once” (21).

Certain anal traits of character represent a diversion of the instinct by the ego, either to a new aim or to a new object. If this succeeds it may be called a sublimation. In compulsion neurotics it does not succeed, and the “displaced” activities become the scene of the same defensive struggle around frugality, stubbornness, and orderliness as were the original anal impulses. There are displacements of interest from the product, and others from the process of defecation.

Concerning the first ones, Freud has shown that the substitutes have a very complex relationship to the original (593). The connections of the concept of feces with the more genital ideas of penis and child are of less importance for
the psychology of compulsion neurotics than are those with the ideas of gift, money, and time.

To understand the relation between feces and money, operative in every compulsion neurotic, it is first necessary to have an understanding of the psychological significance of the concept of possession (21). The child learns to differentiate between ego and nonego, but this is a long and complicated process. In its course, the child passes the stage that Freud has called the purified pleasure ego (588): everything that gives pleasure is perceived as ego, everything that brings pain as nonego. The original basis of this classification is the idea: "Everything that is pleasurable I should like to put into my mouth and swallow; everything that is painful I should like to spit out" (616). But there are pleasurable things that cannot be taken into the mouth. Those things are, sooner or later, called "mine," and that means: "I should like to take them into my mouth, but I cannot do so; I declare them as 'symbolically-put-into-my-mouth.'" When the child realizes that he loses his feces, which represent to him a very precious substance, a part of his own body, he feels: "This is something that ought to be in my body; but it is outside now, and I cannot put it back." Again, he calls it "mine," which means: "I should like to have it inside my body, but that is impossible; so I declare it 'symbolically-put-into-my-body.'" Thus "possession" means "things that do not actually belong to the ego, but that ought to; things that are actually outside but symbolically inside." Though they are in the external world, they are catheted with "ego quality." Possessions, as a rule, are provided with attributes for the purpose of identifying them: "The blue one belongs to me." This, however, is not easily done with feces, which look the same in all human beings. Later on, the child learns that "money" exists, something which grownups esteem as a possession but which is not "blue" but always looks alike, no matter in whose possession. What money and feces have in common is the fact that they are deindividualized possessions; and deindividualized means necessarily looseable. Thus money, in the same way as was feces previously, is estimated and watched over as a possession which is in constant danger of losing its ego quality. Both substances, in spite of their high evaluation, are regarded with contempt because of their deindividualized, monotonous, unspecific nature. Actually analerotic persons who love money, love money that is not deindividualized; they love gold and shining coins or new bills, money that has still a "blue," individualized character. Ferenczi, in studying the paths of displacement that lead from feces to money, showed that shining things and stones are liked earlier than uncolored sand, and eventually money is accepted as a substitute (466). When this path of "sublimation" is disturbed because the old instinctual wishes referring to feces still determine the attitude toward money, the attitudes toward money become irrational. Money then becomes an object for pleasure (or for
punishment), that is, a substitute for feces rather than an objectively useful thing. It may be irrationally retained or irrationally thrown away (15) or these two contrasting behaviors may be combined in various ways (480).

Anal personalities are as disturbed in their attitude toward time as they are in their attitude toward money: in respect to time, too, they may be stingy or profligate or both alternately; they may be punctual or unpunctual; they may sometimes be accurate to the fraction of a minute, and at other times grossly unreliable.

Abraham's statement that "patients often save time in small amounts and squander it in large ones" (21) was clearly exemplified in a case observed by Garma. The patient was a man who had no occupation but spent his time in neurotic activities and hour-long daydreams. Whenever he wished to leave home, he would open a window to watch for the suburban train to the city. When he heard the train, he would call his maid, who would then open the door, holding his coat in readiness for him. The patient would seize the coat, rush down the steps to the station across the way, and catch the train just as it was pulling out. The whole procedure was a simple repetition of his childhood habit of waiting till the last moment before going to the bathroom.

In compulsion neuroses the regression has turned the patient's relation to time, like his relation to money, into an arena wherein his instinctual conflicts are fought out. Sometimes one may follow a false lead in looking for object-libidinal conflicts in irrational, compulsive behavior toward time. To a large extent this behavior may represent a form of autoeroticism. Some compulsion neurotics are tardy not because they want to irritate the person who is expecting them but because the suspension of activity gives them the same autoerotic tension and pleasure which, as children, they enjoyed while retaining their feces.

The reconstruction of the genetic relation between time and feces is not as easy as that between money and feces. Harnik has collated a good deal of anthropological data which show that the awareness of the flow of time, especially the ability to measure time, unconsciously is deeply rooted in anal eroticism (738). How often defecation has to take place, at what intervals it has to be done, how long the process itself should take, how long it may be successfully postponed, and so on, are the situations in which the child acquires the ideas of order and disorder regarding time, and of measurement of time in general.

These remarks are not intended to mean that the concept of time is gained in anal-erotic experiences exclusively. A much more basic role in this respect is played by kinesthetic sensations which convey internal biological rhythms within the body (breathing, pulse) (172, 1455). Anal experiences are of more importance for the measurement of time and for the development of schedules as a means of mastering reality (738, 1193). Neurotic disturbances in the subjective experience of the course of time actually occur more often in cases with unconscious conflicts around the eroticism of depth sensibility and equilibrium, whereas
neurotic disturbances in the practical use of time and time systems as protections against unforeseen events are more characteristic for typical compulsion neuroses with unconscious anal-sadistic conflicts (338, 1385).

The childhood attitude toward feces is often found transplanted into the later attitude toward the individual's personal achievements. A person may have a self-satisfied admiration for what he has done, or he may be discontented with all his achievements, or he may vacillate undecidedly between these two extremes, according to the outcome of his anal-instinctual conflicts.

A patient's tendency toward ruthless self-criticism was traced back to her third year of life, when she was afflicted by an intestinal illness that made her incontinent after she had already been trained in toilet habits. From this time on, she was convinced that she could produce nothing properly. Another patient, an author, dreamed of the galley proofs of her book being squeezed out of a small opening.

The anal retention, which always contains the two components, fear of loss and enjoyment of a new erogenous pleasure, may also be displaced to another object. Cupidity and collecting mania, as well as prodigality, have their correlating determinants in the infantile attitude toward feces.

As sublimations concerning the product of defecation may fail if anal eroticism is retained, sublimations concerning the function may fail, too. If reaction formations are at work instead of sublimations, painting, for instance, may have retained the unconscious meaning of anal smearing, which leads either to the failure of the person as an artist or, if the ego, recognizing the forbidden impulse, enters a protest, to an inhibition of the ability to paint. The displacement of cathexes from defecation to speech and to thinking activities is sometimes betrayed by irrational modes of retaining or expelling words or thoughts; it can be seen in inhibitions of these functions as well as in their irrational hypercathexis.

In addition, the behavior of anal personalities is pervaded by manifestations of the sadism that is always simultaneously present or of reaction formations against sadism. The fact that the child in retention finds narcissistic satisfaction in his ability to control the sphincters also forms a point of departure for sublimations or reaction formations. A strong desire for power may be derived from the sense of power that accompanies the control of the sphincters. The power desired may be obtained through self-control or through the control of other persons, and the longing for this power in general is determined by the fear of losing self-esteem.

Many other conflicts, once connected with anal eroticism, may be reactivated in compulsion neurotics. The renunciation of pleasure in consideration of objects, whether through love or fear of them, is the main achievement of the training for cleanliness. The individual learns to give, whereas during the oral period his interest was mainly in receiving. Disturbances during this period,
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Therefore, occasion subsequent disturbances in relation to objects, so that no equilibrium can be reached between giving and taking.

Abraham's classic description (21) also attributed a number of less fundamental traits to conflicts around anal eroticism: the tendency, for example, to look at everything "from the rear" (which is the basis of many compulsive symptoms); the fear of "starting" which causes the beginning of all new activities to be postponed as long as possible, although once started, an interruption is difficult; the tendency to have others do everything for one, if enemas figured in the history of infantile anality, and the tendency to decide everything for oneself, if demands for anal regularity had been met with protest in childhood; the tendency to do many things all at the same time for the purpose of "saving time," which depends on autoerotic games played while defecating, often continued as a compulsion to read while sitting on the toilet, which means to regain material while other material is lost.

This description of anal character traits extends beyond the field of compulsion neurosis, and we shall have to come back to it when discussing character anomalies (see pp. 487 f.). However, these traits are characteristic for the typical compulsion neurotic. No compulsion neurotic can handle money and time rationally, though the difficulties manifested may vary greatly in nature and intensity.

**Compulsive Systems**

"Orderliness," which has been used as a protective measure against dangerous instinctual demands in the original anal-erotic period, regains this protective function in a subsequent compulsion neurosis. The compulsion neurotic who is threatened by a rebellion of his (regressively distorted) sensual and hostile demands feels protected as long as he behaves in an "orderly" manner, especially concerning money and time. The unconscious anal-sadistic drives, however, usually sabotage orderliness and clinging to a "system." They reappear in the form of disorder or events that disturb the system, or they may permeate even the orderly syndrome itself.

Lucille Dooley, in an interesting paper, collated material concerning orderliness and systems in regard to time, clung to by compulsion neurotics for whom any disturbance of "routine" unconsciously means murder and incest (338). Many compulsion neurotics have an exaggerated interest in all kinds of timetables. They may even regulate their entire life according to systematized timetables. As long as the timetable functions as the regulator of their activities, they are sure that they are not committing the sins they are unconsciously afraid of; and as long as they know beforehand what they will do afterward, they are able to overcome their fear that their own excitement may induce them to do things they are afraid of.
OBSESSION AND COMPULSION

"Orientation in time" is a typical reassuring measure. Many a fear of death means a fear of a state where the usual conceptions of time are invalid. States in which the orientation in time becomes more difficult—dusk or long evenings in winter or even long days in summer—are feared by many compulsion neurotics. However, fears of this kind may also be rooted simply in the fact that frightening events in childhood took place at that time of day that is feared later on (599).

Compulsion as such is used as a similar protection; it ensures against the menace of dangerous spontaneity. Everything that is done in a compulsive way is done as routine, according to a prearranged plan, from which the objectionable impulses are supposed to be excluded. As long as the rules are followed, nothing can go wrong. However, the compulsion neurotic is aware that he has instincts nevertheless. He never can achieve the satisfying feeling that he is actually following the rules, that enough rules are provided to govern all possibilities, and that he knows all the rules sufficiently.

Things become more complicated when other persons are needed as "witnesses" as to the validity of the compulsive demands of orderliness and system. The patient does not only feel compelled to keep systematic order himself but also requires others to accept the same system. The others as a rule refuse to submit to his system. This increases his hostility and makes him try various means to compel those around him to do as he wishes; he becomes afraid of the hostility expressed in these attempts and this fear in turn increases his systematic needs, starting a vicious circle. Things become still more complicated if the systems of different compulsion neurotics clash in such a way. And since compulsion neurosis is based on increased anal eroticism, which again is partly determined by constitution, several cases of compulsion neurosis occur frequently in the same family. Severe family troubles may be created in this way.

There is a compulsion neurotic counterpart to hysterical pseudologia (437). Some patients find certain gross falsifications of facts compatible with their obsessive conscientiousness and exactness, and even with an obsessive fanaticism for truth. Consonant with the compulsive tendency toward "displacement onto a little detail," the falsifications frequently concern unimportant details only. The actual small modifications of truth represent more important intended ones; and these more important modifications serve the purpose of forcing the world into a definite system. The facts are supposed to be not as they are but rather as the obsessive system demands them to be. The falsification expresses also the tendency to press the same system upon others: "You are not supposed to see things with your own eyes but in the way I am showing them to you." A violence of this kind, used against his fellow men, may satisfy the compulsion neurotic's sadism and anal obstinacy. The main aim of such behavior, however, is a more specific one. Freud once compared the spontaneous memories of early childhood with the creation of myths in which "historical facts are falsified according to wishes (596). In compulsive attempts to force "witnesses" to accept
obsessive systems, the creation of such myths frequently can be observed directly.

The patients' adherence to their systems does not at all mean that they are able to maintain them. Once more, what has been warded off enters into the methods of warding off. More and more the patients may feel that the systems into which they would like to force the world have been violated. They may react with attempts to increase the rigidity of the systems; but they are never assured that the demands of the system are entirely fulfilled. Usually these demands ask for an isolation of things that represent unconscious trends originally belonging together. The patients, therefore, often see a strict "either-or" cleavage where actually an "as-well-as" relation is in effect.

A compulsion neurotic who played chess occupied himself for hours with the obsessive problem whether to use more "strategy" or more "tactics"; he thought of this only in the abstract, not in any way in a concrete situation in a concrete game. His either-or idea made him actually lose every game. The doubt was based on the unconscious doubt as to whether he should defeat his opponent or let his opponent defeat him, which meant whether he should assume a masculine or a feminine attitude.

Related is the phenomenon which Graber has designated "neurotic typing" (710). Compulsion neurotics have the tendency to make false generalizations, to classify hastily all ideas into certain mutually exclusive categories, and then to get into a state of doubt concerning the nature and evaluation of the categories. "I know already in which category a given phenomenon belongs" generally means "I do not need to be afraid of it as of a possible temptation or punishment." The more surprising an event, the more dangerous it is. The "typing" tries to exclude the possibility of surprises and to falsify new events into "already known" things.

To order the unknown according to known categories is the task of science. Compulsive systematizing, performed not for the purpose of mastering reality but rather in order to deny certain aspects of it, falsifying reality, is a caricature of science (618).

The compulsion neurotic is ambivalent. He is so even toward his own systems and rules. When he takes side against his dangerous instinctual impulses, he needs systems and rules as protection. When he turns against his superego, he also turns against systems and rules imposed by the superego. He may openly rebel against them or he may ridicule them by tracing them ad absurdum (567).

OTHER DEFENSE MECHANISMS IN COMPULSION NEUROSIS

The alteration of character, typical of compulsion neurosis, is not always directly due to regression. It is also caused by the use of other defense mechanisms after the regression, namely, of reaction formation, isolation, and undoing. The
use of these mechanisms, it is true, also depends on the pathognomonic regression, because reaction formation, isolation, and undoing are applied much more against pregenital strivings, while repression proper is related more to genitality.

Reaction formations become deeply imbedded into every compulsion neurotic’s personality. In fighting unconscious hostilities, the compulsion neurotic tends to be a gentle person in all his relationships and in a general way. This may bring great narcissistic satisfaction, which creates an unfortunate difficulty for psychoanalytic treatment.

However, even the fixed reaction formations are rarely successful; the mind of the compulsive patient remains occupied with a perpetual struggle between reaction formation and the still-effective original impulse.

As for isolation and undoing, their appearance in compulsive symptoms was described previously (see pp. 153-159).

A few more examples of typical isolation may be added. A patient with obsessive doubts found it very difficult to comply with the analytic procedure, protesting strongly against the basic rule of free association. It turned out that he did so because he attempted to keep secret the existence of a certain girl friend—not because he did not wish to speak of this matter at all, nor yet because he did not wish to expose the particular person, but because in his analysis he had spoken of masturbation, and he wished to keep her image isolated from everything that had to do with masturbation. He felt that he would be able to speak about her if he were only sure that he would not think of masturbation during the same session. Later in analysis it became clear how unsuccessful this isolation was; a compulsive symptom which the patient regarded most anxiously and took the most pains to conceal was that whenever he saw the girl in question or heard her name, he obsessively had to think “Little whore.” This symptom stood for the incestuous instinctual demand, against which the ego was defending itself. It offers an example of an unsuccessful attempt to isolate tenderness from sensuality.

It was interesting to observe how the patient, who had a certain tendency toward paranoid reactions, combined in his defense against instinct the mechanisms of isolation and projection. Once, in order to demonstrate the absurdity of psychoanalysis, he stated that free association was nonsense because people had only those ideas they wanted to have. He was told that this was not true, for he had the idea “little whore” without wanting to have it. A few days later he threw up to the analyst the analyst’s sensuality and vulgarity in calling his friend a little whore and in misusing his confessions to accuse him of low behavior (411).

Sometimes compulsive patients effect a remarkable isolation by means of marriage. They resolve that their connubial life should have no connection with their infantile sexuality. “Now I am married; thus I do not need to worry about sexuality any more.” Marriages on this basis cannot be happy. The patients erect severe compulsions and obsessions at points where infantile sexual strivings might enter the marriage despite the isolation.

It has been mentioned that the most important special case of isolation consists in the isolation of ideational content from its emotional cathexis. Typical
compulsion neurotics appear to be cold, abstract, and emotionless; actually their emotions may be finding expression in some incongruous way.

An example of how "isolated" such expressions may be is represented by a patient who made a note that he should not "forget that he was angry."

The difficulty compulsion neurotics have in associating freely in analysis is due to their isolating propensities. They cannot associate freely because they are always on guard to prevent those things that originally belonged together from again making contact. They cannot let themselves be surprised either by feelings or by perceptions that have not as yet been put into categories. Thinking in compulsive categories represents a caricature of logical thinking: logical thinking, too, is based on a kind of isolation. But the logical isolation serves the purpose of objectivity, the compulsive isolation that of defense (618).

Isolation, it has been mentioned, is related to the ancient taboo of touching (618) (see p. 159). Numerous compulsive symptoms regulate the modes in which objects should be or must not be touched. The objects represent genitals or dirt. "Clean" things must not communicate with "dirty" ones (989). An application of the taboo of touching to the magical fear of changing a present situation and starting a new one (see p. 284) is presented in the frequent threshold rituals (30, 390).

Isolation frequently separates constituents of a whole from one another, where the noncompulsive person would only be aware of the whole and not of the constituents. Compulsion neurotics, therefore, frequently experience sums instead of unities, and many compulsive character traits are best designated as "inhibition in the experiencing of gestalten."

"Repetition" as a form of "undoing" has been mentioned (see pp. 153 f.). The idea is that for the purpose of undoing, an activity has to be repeated with a different intention. What once was done with an instinctual intention must be repeated with a superego attitude. The warded-off instinct, however, tends to enter the repetition also; thus the repetition has to be repeated. Usually, the number of necessary repetitions quickly increases. "Favorite numbers," the choice of which may have their separate unconscious meaning, are set up and determine the number of necessary repetitions; eventually, the repetitions may be replaced by counting.

The favorite numbers as a rule are even ones. Only even numbers give the guarantee that neither instincts nor superego will overbalance. Most "symmetry" compulsions have the same meaning (479).

It would be wrong, however, to believe that all compulsive counting is motivated in this way. Counting may have various other meanings. Frequently it represents a counting of seconds, that is, a measuring of time. The need for measuring time may have various determinants. Sometimes it is simply a means of
making an isolation certain. It may be forbidden to start some activity immediately after another one, and the counting is to ensure the necessary time interval. The basic connections between time measuring and anal eroticism have been mentioned. The time measuring, being originally a measurement of the interval between two occasions of being placed on the toilet, may then be used as a defense against the temptation toward anal masturbation, and may eventually become a substitute for anal masturbation (737).

Compulsive counting can also be a defense against wishes to kill, for counting things is a reassurance that none of them is missing. But the defense may be invaded by the impulse, and counting unconsciously comes to stand for killing; then it, too, must be warded off (88). This is facilitated by the circumstance that counting in itself has the meaning of taking possession, of mastering; "counting" may mean "counting one's possessions."

A very simple example of the mechanism of undoing is the frequent washing compulsion. Washing becomes necessary as a means of undoing a preceding "dirtying" action (real or imaginary) (703, 989).

This dirtying action is, as a rule, masturbation or, later, the idea of a remote possibility of masturbation (503). The anal regression is responsible for the dirt conception of sexuality (485). Anal masturbation in childhood was actually betrayed by soiled or odorous hands, and this possibility of betrayal could be avoided by washing. Occasionally, patients with a compulsion neurosis can make all their scruples disappear by bathing or changing their clothes, "bad feelings" being conceived of as dirt that can be washed away. Ritual bathing as a means of washing away sins is also a manifestation of undoing. It is probably for this reason that neurotic ceremonials during the latency period so frequently are related to washing. Obstinate children, who refuse to wash, are really refusing to give up their pleasurable instinctual impulses. It is true, however, that rituals around undressing and going to bed are also prevalent for another reason: these occasions present a temptation to masturbate.

Many typical compulsive symptoms strive at undoing aggressive actions, usually imaginary. This intention is sometimes manifest, as in the compulsive closing of gas jets or the taking away of stones from the street; sometimes the intention is revealed in analysis only, as in the various symptoms with the unconscious meaning of penance. There is no sharp borderline between penance symptoms and creative sublimations performed as counteractions against infantile sadistic strivings (1422, 1424).

The use of regression, reaction formation, isolation, and undoing makes superfluous the employment of the defense mechanism of repression proper. This answers the question as to how it is possible, in compulsion neuroses, for offensive impulses to come to consciousness. The conscious impulse to kill, for example, is, through isolation, so far removed from any possible motor expression that there is no chance for the impulse to be materialized, and thus it may safely become conscious. Hence when the idea becomes conscious, it is "stripped of emotion"
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(1954). The result of the disruption of the original connection is that a spontaneous consciousness of the pathogenic childhood events cannot be directly used by the analyst. Since the corresponding emotions are lacking, the analyst knows as little as the patient which of the childhood memories are important and in what their importance consists; even were he aware of it, he could not tell the patient before having overcome his resistance against seeing the true connection.

The lack of repression proper in compulsion neurosis, however, is but a relative one. The compulsions and obsessions themselves may undergo a secondary repressive process. Sometimes the patients are not able to tell what their compulsions consist of; the compulsions have a colorless, vague, dreamlike quality, and it takes a good deal of analytic work to remove the repressions sufficiently for the text of the compulsions to become legible.

Sometimes compulsive symptoms are secondarily repressed because the patient feels that his compulsions do not fit into his system; that is, they represent not only defensive forces but also the warded-off instinct intruding again. Trying to fit his compulsions into his system, he falsifies and obscures their original content. His own compulsions, like the whole world, have to be adapted to the system which is his only guarantee of security.

The displacement in compulsion neurosis often is a "displacement onto a small detail." Many compulsion neurotics have to worry very much about small and apparently insignificant things. In analysis, these small things turn out to be substitutes for important ones. The best known example is the "thinking compulsion" (Gruebelzwang) in which the patient is compelled to spend hours brooding about very abstract matters. This symptom is based on an attempt to avoid objectionable emotions by escaping from the world of emotions into that of intellectual concepts and words. This escape fails; intellectual problems, to which the patient tries to flee from his emotions, acquire, by the return of the repressed, the highest emotional value.

THE DOUBLE FRONT OF THE EGO IN COMPULSION NEUROSIS

Not only are the specific defensive mechanisms characteristic of compulsion neurosis but so also is the direction in which they are used. The relative preponderance of the ego's dependency on the superego in this neurosis makes it comprehensible that the ego is obliged not only to obey the superego in warding off instinctual demands but also to try to rebel against it. It may use the same defensive measures against the superego that it usually employs against the id impulses. This activity, too, needs a continuous expenditure of energy. It has been mentioned that the compulsive idea, "If you do this or that, your father will die," is an awareness of the superego's warning, "If you do this or that, you may be tempted to murder your father." The ego may react to such a threat with
a counterthreat. When the rat-man had his first sexual experience, he had the obsessive idea, “This is glorious! One might murder one’s father for this!” (567). Actually the ego behaves toward the superego as it did previously toward its educators: obediently, rebelliously, or obediently and rebelliously simultaneously. The ambivalence of the ego toward the superego is the basis of the frequent preponderance of religious symptoms in compulsion neurosis (560).

The ambivalent conflict in regard to the superego can be best observed when it produces a biphasic behavior. The patient behaves alternately as though he were a naughty child and a strict punitive disciplinarian.

For obsessive reasons a patient was not able to brush his teeth. After not brushing his teeth for a while, he would slap and scold himself. Another patient always carried a notebook, in which he would make check marks according to his conduct to indicate praise or blame.

In dreams, absurdity signifies a mocking and malicious intention of the dreamer (552). Similarly, the crass absurdity of many of the pseudo problems which are the subjects of obsessive thoughts indicates a malicious and mocking attitude on the part of the patients toward their superego, often, during analysis, represented by the analyst. Thus the patient’s absurdities are a continuation of the child’s ridicule of the father (567).

A patient, in his first consultation, asked the analyst whether analysis would relieve him of his excessive masturbation. The analyst assured him that if the analysis were successful at all, it would help in this respect, too. Many months later the patient reported that at this moment he had thought: “I wonder how it will be possible for analysis to make me stop masturbating if I do not stop it myself”; and he made the resolution not to stop, just to see how the analyst could perform the task of making his masturbation stop without effort on his part.

The regression to anal sadism has not only modified the ego, whose sadism and ambivalence are then directed against the superego as well as against external objects; it also has modified the superego itself, so that it becomes more sadistic and presents automatic and archaic features, such as working according to the talion principle and obeying the rules of word magic. The sadism of the superego, resulting from the regression, increases the more the ego refrains from externally directed aggression. One might suppose that a person strict with himself and outwardly unaggressive may be refraining from aggression because of his strictness; actually the blocking of the aggression is primary and the strictness of the superego secondary; the sadism, no longer directed against objects, is turned inward as the superego’s aggression against the ego (613).

The morality demanded by the archaic superego of the compulsion neurotic is an automatized pseudo morality, characterized by Alexander as the corruptibility of the superego (37). If the ego makes a concession to an instinctual urge, it must comply with demands for atonement; when it has atoned, it may use
the act of atonement as a license to engage in other transgressions; the result is an alteration of "instinctual" and "punitive" acts. The need for a relative stability between the two attitudes may be expressed in magical symmetry compulsions.

Symmetry compulsions have very manifold forms. They all consist of avoiding "disturbances of equilibrium." Whatever happens to the right has to happen to the left; whatever is done upward has to be done downward; no counting may stop at an odd number, and so on. All this may have special significance in individual cases. It always has the general purpose of preventing the mental equilibrium from being disturbed by the warded-off impulses; any "instinctual" movement is "undone" by the symmetrical countermovement (479).

Schilder collated forms of compulsions around symmetry that are based on conflicts around equilibrium eroticism (1384, 1386) and forms that manifest themselves in abstract drawings (1395).

To understand the "corruptibility" of the superego, one should consider the economic relation that has been discussed by Rado as idealization (1237). By fulfilling the demands of the superego, the ego gains a narcissistic pleasure which may bring with it such an exhilaration that it temporarily suspends or weakens its function of objectively judging reality and impulses.

The ideas that any suffering entitles one to the privilege of a compensating pleasure and that a threatening superego may be placated and forced to renew its withdrawn protective powers by means of voluntary suffering are very archaic ones. The same ideas are expressed in the attitudes of sacrifice and prayer. In both practices, the sympathy of God is bought, and more intense punishments are avoided by means of the active and voluntary acceptance of an unpleasantness as "prophylactic punishment." The extremes of this attitude are those actions that can be called prophylactic autocastrations. Buying God's sympathy may turn into blackmail. In impulsive and depressive neurotics we find many variations of such blackmail. Ultimately the circle, deed—punishment—new deed, can be traced back to the circle, hunger—satiation—new hunger (see p. 411).

The vacillation between deed and punishment is frequently expressed in obsessive doubts, which really mean: "Shall I follow the demands of the id, or those of the superego?" Severe compulsion neuroses may terminate in states in which the conscious ego, having become a football for the contradictory impulses of the id and the superego, is eliminated completely as an effective agent (109, 1292).

In defending itself against the demands of the sadistic superego, the ego may use a countersadistic rebellion as well as submission (ingratiation), or both attitudes simultaneously or successively. Sometimes the ego seems willing to take upon itself punishments, acts of expiation, and even torture to an astonishing degree. This "moral masochism" appears to be a complement to the "sadism of the superego," and this submission may be performed in the hope of using it as a
license for later instinctual freedom. The ego's "need for punishment" is, in general, subordinated to a "need for forgiveness," punishment being accepted as a necessary means for getting rid of the pressure of the superego. Such a need for punishment on the part of a compulsive ego, however, may become condensed with masochistic sexual wishes. Then, in the words of Freud, morality, which arose from the Oedipus complex, has regressed and has become Oedipus complex once again (613) (see p. 364).

In general, a need for punishment is but a symptom of a more general need for absolution; this is clearly seen in the attempt to avoid punishment by attaining absolution without it, through using external objects as "witnesses" in the fight against the superego (1288, 1289, 1599).

A patient invented a method for dispensing with scruples and hypochondriacal fears. After having masturbated, he would go to a physician who would make a physical examination and assure him that he was in good condition. Analysis showed that the assurance of the physician represented the renunciation by a "castrator" of his right to castrate; the declaration of health represented the needed absolution. This absolution ended the patient's bad conscience and made any other means of doing so unnecessary; in particular, the patient no longer needed to punish himself.

A reliance on the assurances of others to maintain his self-esteem often determines a compulsive patient's social behavior. The patient feels relieved when he finds that other persons do not regard his guilt as gravely as he does himself. It is as if he told his superego: "It cannot be so bad after all, since so-and-so does not condemn me." By this process, the fear of the superego is changed back into a social fear. This reprojection of the superego is found to a greater extent among persons with paranoid trends; but the analysis of simple compulsion neurotics, too, frequently shows that their social anxiety is a fear that their attempt to ease a severe sense of guilt may fail. The feeling that they are nevertheless guilty may be turned into a chronic social fear. And naturally a person who unconsciously is very aggressive toward the external world has every reason to fear that the world will not like him (see p. 519).

Although the conflicts of the compulsion neurotic are more internalized than are those of a hysterical, compulsion neurotics try to use external objects for the solution or relief of their inner conflicts. Hysteros who are afraid of being castrated or of not being loved any longer may try to influence the people around them directly, in order to dissuade them from doing the things they fear. The compulsion neurotic, more fearful of losing the protection of his own superego, of being compelled to despise himself, needs other people as an indirect means of gaining relief. Whatever the objects do or say is looked upon as either forgiveness or accusation. Various attempts, real and magical, are made to influence the testimony of these "witnesses." Sometimes the patient tries to induce objects
simply to give signs of sympathy. Sometimes the objects are expected to do what the patients themselves do not dare to do. Sometimes they are expected not to do what the patients themselves do not dare to do because this would create a too intense temptation.

According to Freud the unconscious basis of the concept of justice is the idea: "What I am not permitted to do, no one else should be permitted, either" (606). The urge for justice is rooted in the tendency to maintain a prohibition by insisting that everyone else be subject to it, too (40). There is a relationship between "justice" and "symmetry." Some longings for justice mean simply: "It is fair that what happened to the right must happen to the left." And sometimes the longing for symmetry means: "Symmetry is achieved if what happened to one child happens to the other brothers and sisters as well."

Freud stated that persons who have put the same object in the place of their superego identify themselves with one another (606). Following Redl (1258) we may add: so, too, are persons who use the same "witness" united by mutual identification.

In extreme cases, eventually the patient's behavior may become entirely unreliable. Whatever he does, he does for the purpose of impressing a fantasied audience or rather a jury.

An ambivalent dependence on a sadistic superego and the necessity to get rid of an unbearable guilt tension at any cost are the most frequent causes of suicide. Thus the question arises: If it is true that these factors play so prominent a role in compulsion neurosis, why is suicide so rare among compulsive patients? Freud gave the following answer. In compulsion neurosis, in contrast to depression, the libido of the individual is not totally involved in the conflict between the ego and the superego; a large part of the patient's object relationships is preserved, and this circumstance protects him from ruin; it may even be that the regressive distortion of these remaining object relationships, that is, their sadistic nature, contributes to this favorable effect: because the compulsion neurotic succeeds in actually expressing so much aggression against objects, he does not need to turn so much aggression against himself (608).

Guilt feelings nevertheless cause compulsion neurotics to suffer a great deal. The patients enter an ever growing cycle: remorse, penitence, new transgressions, new remorse. The compulsion neurotic tends to develop more and more displacements, to extend the range of his symptoms (analogous to the "phobic façade") and to increase the instinctual significance of the symptoms at the expense of their punitive significance.

The prevalent need to use objects for finding relief in inner conflicts, overshadowing all direct feelings toward objects, is not the only factor that generally distorts the object relationships of compulsion neurotics. A second one is the simple fact that the anal-sadistic regression prohibits the development of mature object relationships. It produces an unreliable, ambivalent attitude toward objects,
conflicts of bisexuality and retention of the aims of incorporation. A third circumstance that disturbs object relationships is the isolation of emotions so that the object relationships lack genuineness and warmth. The cathexes, which are attached to symptoms and autoerotic substitutes, are absent when the patients have to deal with objects (see pp. 242, 508, and 515).

THINKING IN COMPULSION NEUROSIS

The regression toward anal sadism and the continuous conflict with the super-ego influence the thinking processes of the compulsion neurotic in a characteristic way: they become permeated or replaced by their archaic forerunners.

In contrast to the visual daydreams of the hysteric, the fantasies of the compulsion neurotic are verbalized and bring back the archaic attitudes that accompanied the first use of words.

The ego’s function of judgment by anticipation is immensely facilitated by the acquisition of words. The creation of this replica of the real world makes it possible to calculate and act out in advance in this “model world” before real action is taken (see pp. 46 ff.). Words and worded concepts are shadows of things, constructed for the purpose of bringing order through trial acting into the chaos of real things. The macrocosm of real things outside is reflected in the microcosm of thing representatives inside. The thing representatives have the characteristics of the things, but lack the character of “seriousness” which the things have; and they are “possessions”; that is, they are mastered by the ego; they are an attempt to endow the things with “ego quality” for the purpose of achieving mastery over them. He who knows a word for a thing, masters the thing. This is the core of the “magic of names,” which plays such an important part in magic in general (916). It is represented in the old fairy tale of Rumpelstilzchen, in which the demon loses his power once his name is known.

A patient knew several hundred names of birds; as a child he had been afraid of the stork, as the demon of birth and death. A child knew all railway stations by heart; his analysis showed that he had had a phobia concerning railways several years before. Another child had an extraordinary memory for persons’ names; it was a way in which he mastered an original social anxiety.

The compulsion neurotic, being afraid of his emotions, is afraid of the things that arouse emotions. He flees from the macrocosm of things to the microcosm of words. Being afraid of the world, he tries to repeat the process by which, as an infant, he learned to master the frightening aspects of the world. This time, however, under the pressure of warded-off impulses, the attempt fails. When he tries to flee from the emotion-arousing things to the sober words, what has been warded off comes back and the sober words do not remain “sober” but become emotionally overcathected; they acquire that emotional value which things have for other persons.
The first words acquired in infancy are magical and "omnipotent" because the microcosm is not yet differentiated enough from the macrocosm but still has its emotional value (457). Blessing and cursing are expressions of the still effective macrocosmic quality of words. In the further development of the faculties of thought and speech, the gay world is made drab in order to facilitate its management. Only certain irrational thoughts and words remain gay, like daydreams or obscene words (451). In compulsion neurosis, thinking and talking have become substitutes for the emotions connected with reality; they regain their original qualities, become "sexualized" and lose their value for practical use. Words once more become powerful blessings or curses (1154).

Words again can kill and resurrect. They can perform miracles and turn time back. By a mere verbal statement, the compulsion neurotic, unconsciously, believes that he can coerce reality into pursuing the course he desires. Because words and thoughts are believed to have such real effects, they are also dangerous. A careless word might make effective the sadistic impulses that have been warded off with so much care. Words and thoughts have to be handled cautiously and, if necessary, warded off and undone. Their misuse calls for the same punishment as a misdeed. They become the regressive substitutes for deeds (567).

Because the omnipotence of words (457) is especially preserved in obscene words, which have kept their magical power, causing the speaker and hearer to experience the things mentioned as if actually perceived (451), they are often the subject of compulsive symptoms. An embarrassed reticence that prevents the utterance of obscene words (often disturbed by a sacrilegious compulsion to utter just these words in the most embarrassing connections) is a defense against a specific impulse to say them. This impulse, which may appear as a perversion (see pp. 350 f.), is more frequently felt as a compulsion. It has the goal of magically compelling the hearer to have a sexual experience. This, however, is usually not a simple sexual wish. It serves, rather, the purpose of combating some anxiety that is unconsciously connected with sexual ideas. The sadistic factor in this urge is obvious, as is the fact that anal words bring anal pleasure and sexual speaking itself is an oral-libidinous gain. Coprolalia is a matter of "regressed libido" and therefore plays a great part in the symptomatology of compulsion neurosis.

The fear of the omnipotence of his thoughts (457, 567) makes the compulsion neurotic dependent on his thinking. Instead of mastering the world by means of thinking, his (compulsive) thinking, replacing his uncontrolled sexuality, masters him.

The tendency to use "omnipotent" words as a defense against danger explains the fact that secondary defensive measures against compulsive symptoms often have the compulsive form of worded magical formulae. The relation of compulsive formulae to the magical formulae of primitives has often been discussed (579).
A patient who worried obsessively that the analyst might die during one of his sessions was, in consequence, compelled to turn and look at the analyst, and to reassure himself by uttering the formula: "The living doctor is sitting behind me at a distance." "At a distance" reassured him that he did not violate a taboo of touching.

Freud showed that the belief in the omnipotence of thought corresponds to a real fact. Thoughts, to be sure, have no such external efficacy as the compulsion neurotic imagines; but within himself, thoughts are really much more powerful than in normal persons. Compulsive thoughts are really compelling, and this quality is their power (567). This power is partly a derivative of the biological force of instincts and partly a derivative of the power of the father's demands. Compulsion neurotics, although dependent on their compulsions, actually are not aware of this connection. They really underestimate the internal power of thought as much as they overestimate their external force.

The retreat from feeling to thinking succeeds, as a rule, in one respect: compulsive thinking is abstract thinking, isolated from the real world of concrete things.

Compulsive thinking is not only abstract, it is also general, directed toward systematization and categorization; it is theoretical instead of real. The patients are interested in maps and illustrations rather than in countries and things.

But in another respect the retreat, as a rule, fails. The cleavages and contradictions that permeate the emotional life of compulsion neurotics are displaced to the sexualized intellectual problems, resulting in obsessive brooding and doubt. Doubt is the instinctual conflict displaced to the intellectual field.

A patient, looking at a door, was compelled to spend much time brooding about the problem: What is the main thing, the empty space, filled out by the door, or the substantial door, filling out the empty space? This "philosophical" problem covered the other doubt: What is the main thing in sexuality, woman or man? And this again meant: What is the main thing in me, femininity or masculinity?

The unconscious content of obsessive doubts may be manifold; yet the manifold conflicts are but special editions of a few general questions. They are conflicts of masculinity versus femininity (bisexuality), of love versus hate (ambivalence), and especially of id (instinctual demands) versus superego (demands of conscience).

The last formula is the decisive one. Bisexuality and ambivalence do not form conflicts in themselves; they do so only if they represent a structural conflict between an instinctual demand and an opposing force as well.

Certain obsessive doubts are of a somewhat simpler nature. Some doubts as to the validity of one's own perceptions or judgments represent the wish that what is doubted should not be true. The doubted facts may stand for primal scenes or
for the anatomical sex difference. The relatively frequent symptom of obsessively doubting the news of a death is, first of all, a fear of the omnipotence of one's own thoughts: the patient tries to deny the news because he wants to ward off the idea that it might be his own fault. If the doubt becomes so torturing that the patient says "Thank heavens!" in relief at the very confirmation of the news, the psychological connection is the following. If the doubt were justified and the idea of the death had originated in a misapprehension, the fact that the patient had been thinking such bad thoughts would become obvious. Therefore the confirmation of the news is felt as a relief which nullifies the suspicion that one might have thought maliciously about a person's death.

An insight into the nature of obsessive brooding and doubting furnishes a simple technical rule: never to discuss with compulsion neurotics their obsessive problems. By doing so the analyst would confirm the patient's isolation mechanisms. As long as the patient's thoughts are isolated from his emotions, only this isolation should be the subject of analysis and not the content of what has been isolated.

Connected with the shift of emphasis from acting to thinking is the following idea. Thinking is preparation for action. Persons who are afraid of actions increase the preparations. In the same way as compulsion neurotics think rather than act, they also prepare constantly for the future and never experience the present. Many compulsive symptoms have the nature of preparations for a future that never becomes present. The patients behave like Tyll Eulenspiegel, rejoicing in the walk uphill because he thought of the future downhill trip, sad when going downhill because a later uphill trip was coming.

The main cause for exaggerated preparation is certainly the fear of the "real thing." Simultaneously, the tendency to prepare expresses an anal forepleasure, the infantile postponement of defecation, which in itself also had a double nature: striving for the avoidance of a sudden loss of control and for the achievement of an erogenous pleasure. The "trifling" parts toward which the compulsion neurotic displaces the emphasis from the important whole represent the "preparations" instead of the "real thing."

The compulsion neurotic, busy with preparations, acts according to the rule: the status quo is better than anything a change might bring. The status quo is a lesser evil.

The fear of any change from the known present condition to a possibly dangerous new state makes patients cling even to their symptoms. The neurosis, uncomfortable as it is, is well known and a "lesser evil," as compared with the possibilities any change might bring. Such an attitude often forms a latent resistance which limits the otherwise good progress of an analysis. To the patient, then, the neurosis is an old acquaintance. Some forms of "negative therapeutic reaction" to the analytic cure (608) express such fear of any change (818, 1315).

The fear of change may be replaced or accompanied by its opposite, a tendency to change continuously. Actually the world does not obey any patient's compul-
sive system. Hence some compulsion neurotics have the tendency to change everything everywhere, trying to bring the world into accord with their system.

Good examples of the belief in the omnipotence of thought, of guilt feelings due to this belief and an attempted defense against the guilt feelings by orderliness are shown by the following case:

In the days before the outbreak of the war, a patient was hanging up his coat in the closet. He suddenly felt the compulsive command: “You have to hang the coat especially neatly.” He answered with a resistance: “I am too lazy.” He felt the compulsive threat: “If you do not hang the coat neatly, war will break out.” He did not care.

A few days later war broke out. The patient remembered immediately the episode with the coat. He knew, of course, that it was not his carelessness that had caused the war, but he felt as if this were the case. He had, earlier, been convinced that he would die in a war; now he felt it a just punishment for his carelessness in hanging the coat.

The patient’s interest in war had a long history. As a child he was very much afraid of his tyrannical father, and warded off his anxiety by frightening his little brother. He behaved rather sadistically towards this little brother, especially when playing war. When the patient was adolescent, the brother died of an illness. The patient reacted with the obsessive idea that he, the patient, would die in a war. This obsessive thought expressed the unconscious idea: “I killed my brother while playing war; therefore I have to expect the talion punishment of death in war.”

The patient’s father stressed orderliness very much. Hanging up the coat correctly meant obedience to his father. Arguments like “You have to hang up the coat,” “I am too lazy” had taken place frequently between the father and the patient. Later on, orderliness, meaning obedience to the father, acquired the unconscious meaning of an assurance that he would not kill the father. “Carelessness” meant “taking the risk of killing and of being killed.” On the day when the incident with the coat occurred, the patient had experienced a professional frustration and was especially angry.

The connection of the “microcosm” of words with the idea of “mastering possessions” makes it comprehensible that wherever a sexualization of thinking occurs, the sexuality attached to the thinking has an anal quality. During analysis, compulsion neurotics frequently equate, consciously or unconsciously, the production or nonproduction of associations with the production or nonproduction of feces.

A woman patient, who often had to speak in public, showed the obvious equation of her words not with feces but with urine. When speaking, she often used to “lose control” of her words, which gushed from her mouth. Sometimes they suddenly stopped, and she experienced a kind of stage fright, not knowing what to say and feeling that she had run out of material. But she invented a simple trick for overcoming this inhibition: she had to have a bottle of water on her desk, and after having “filled herself up” with water, she would let the words run out again.
Analysis can also demonstrate that details in the manner of speaking or thinking of a much more delicate nature frequently are repetitions of corresponding details in infantile toilet habits. The fantasies of omnipotence that are connected with thoughts and words turn out to be repetitions of the infantile narcissistic overestimation of the excretory functions (19).

In accordance with the anal sexualization of thoughts and words is the fact that neurotic manifestations in head and vocal organs are often found in analysis to be dependent on anal eroticism.

This finding is not inconsistent with the fact that thought and speech are often used as symbols for the penis, and the ability to think or speak is thought of as a sign of potency (215, 520). The concurrence of anal and phallic significance in obsessions and compulsions is due to the regression.

It may be that the physiological relation between the blood volume of the head and that of the abdominal organs helps to establish this unconscious connection of "thoughts" and "feces."

An obsessive patient, who suffered from chronic headaches, referred to this symptom by saying: "My nerves are hurting me."

"Nerves" he imagined as white or pinkish threadlike structures, an idea he had acquired at the dentist's, where he saw a "nerve" of a tooth. Once he dreamed of his "vagus nerve," that is, of the nerve that "wanders." He referred to a white thread that might have pushed its way into his head from below and now might walk around within his head and in this way cause his headache. This idea was connected with a definite childhood experience: he had had threadworms. Unconsciously he supposed these worms now to produce as many head symptoms as they had produced anal symptoms when he was a child.

MAGIC AND SUPERSTITION IN COMPULSION NEUROSIS

The overvaluation of intellect often makes compulsion neurotics develop their intellect very highly. However, this high intelligence shows archaic features and is full of magic and superstition. Their ego shows a cleavage, one part being logical, another magical. The defensive mechanism of isolation makes the maintenance of such a cleavage possible.

The superstition of the compulsion neurotic was the subject on which Freud first demonstrated "similarities in the mental life of savages and neurotics" (579). It is based on an augmented narcissism, connected with the regressive re-establishment of the more or less original infantile omnipotence (457). Obsessive games around this omnipotence are aimed at contradicting feelings of dependence and unconsciously are equivalents of "killing the father."

A patient derived much pleasure from playing with a little paper bouquet which changed its form when shaken, somewhat like a kaleidoscope. Analysis showed that he was "playing God," magically creating new worlds. Another pa-
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tient, performing ceremonials with his bedcover, used to fantasy as a child that he was God creating the world. Analysis showed that "creating the world" meant "creating children," and that unconsciously he played the part of his father, having intercourse with his mother. This world-creating intercourse, however, was perceived as an anal act, and the pretended omnipotence was an outcome of the infantile narcissistic overestimation of the excretory functions (19). Another patient, whose analysis had sharpened his faculty for self-observation, found himself thinking how queer it was that he had to open a door in order to pass through it. He actually expected that his wish would be sufficient to make the door open by itself. The rejection of this idea by the upper levels of the ego differentiates such a belief from a delusion of grandeur.

The complement of creating worlds by magic is the "wishing away" of an undesired piece of the world, the strange ability to deny reality at the point where it opposes the patient's wishes. A true loss of capacity for testing reality is a characteristic feature of psychoses (611). In neuroses, the typical "turning away from reality" is "introversion," a turning away from real objects toward the images of infantile objects. In this respect, the compulsion neurotic, because of his "omnipotence," stands a step nearer to psychosis than does the hysteric. An unconscious part of the ego may repudiate parts of reality, while the conscious personality at the same time really knows what is true and what is false.

Because of his obsession for neatness, a patient with geographical obsessions was troubled by the artificial boundaries between countries. It was his wish that there should only be countries that are geographical units. Therefore, he referred to the entire Iberian peninsula as "Spain," ignoring the existence of Portugal. One day he was introduced to a foreigner. The patient asked him what his nationality was. The man said "Portuguese." The patient described the reaction he had to this statement in the following words: "I said to myself, 'I suppose he is Spanish. He calls it Portuguese!' " This example shows the relationship of "denial in fantasy" and "splitting of the ego" (see p. 145).

Children who, convinced by reality, have to give up their belief in their omnipotence believe instead that the grownups around them are omnipotent. Also, traces of the idea of the omnipotence of grownups persist in compulsion neurotics.

During the latency period a patient was still convinced that adults were omnipotent because they had the power to find out when she was resisting an impulse to defecate.

Later, the quality of omnipotence is displaced from the adults to God, and this omnipotent figure is the focus of severe ambivalent conflicts in compulsion neuroses. There is hardly a single compulsion neurosis without religious features: for example, obsessive conflicts between faith and impulses to blaspheme, which may occur in convinced atheists as well as in consciously pious persons (468, 560, 599).
A patient suffered very much from the impulse to yell during the church service. Once, in childhood, his father was sick, and the patient was told to be quiet. It was on this occasion that the compulsion to disrupt a "holy" silence by a blasphemous noise first appeared. Subsequently, God stood for the father, and the impulse to yell for the wish to kill him. Further analysis showed that the disturbing noise originally had not been thought of as yelling but as passing wind. The aggression against the father was an anal one and at a deeper level simultaneously expressed an archaic kind of love.

Since most patriarchal religions also veer between submission to a paternal figure and rebellion (both submission and rebellion being sexualized), and every god, like a compulsive superego, promises protection on condition of submission, there are many similarities in the manifest picture of compulsive ceremonials and religious rituals, due to the similarity of the underlying conflicts. Freud, therefore, has called a compulsion neurosis a private religion (560); likewise, the ceremonials of compulsion neurotics have been called rituals because of their similarity to religious rites. However, there are also basic differences between a compulsion and a religious rite, the discussion of which lies beyond the scope of this book.

The symptomatology of compulsion neuroses is full of magical superstitions, such as compulsive oracles or sacrifices. Patients consult oracles, make bets with God, fear the magical effect of the words of others, act as if they believe in ghosts, demons, and especially in a very malicious fate, and yet otherwise are intelligent persons, completely aware of the absurdity of these ideas.

Consulting an oracle, in principle, means either forcing permission or forgiveness for something ordinarily prohibited or an attempt to shift the responsibility for the things about which one feels guilty onto God. The oracle is asked for a divine permission, which may act as a counterweight against conscience.

A patient remembered that he habitually performed an oracular ritual to decide whether or not he should give in to the temptation to masturbate, that is, whether masturbation might be permitted just once more. If luck was with him, he gave way to the urge, hoping that he might displace the guilt onto the gods. If luck was against him, he invented an excuse in order to repeat the oracular process until he obtained the desired permission. Of course the displacement of guilt was unsuccessful; he did not escape his pangs of conscience and felt the absurdity of thinking that the same gods who had first forbidden masturbation should permit it on this occasion. An oracle of this kind is a device to accomplish the impossible: that the parents who forbid certain activities should be made to permit and even to encourage them.

Another patient's superstition was clearly aimed at getting forgiveness for masturbation. He used to differentiate all activities into those that bring "good luck" and those that bring "bad luck." Whether an activity belonged in the first or in the second category was not decided by his behavior but by fate; he could merely guess what brings good luck and what brings bad. In analysis it turned out that this superstition had first appeared in adolescence with the idea:
"Putting my hands into my pockets brings bad luck." This obviously meant: "Masturbation will be followed by punishment." The charm, then, was displaced from "pockets" to "clothes." Certain suits were lucky, others unlucky, according to whether the patient had worn them on lucky or unlucky occasions. The patient greatly enjoyed being well dressed; he wanted to be handsome and was constantly afraid he might be homely. "Handsome" meant "masculine," "homely" meant "castrated." By being well dressed he was provoking spectators to assure him that he was not castrated. In the superstition, "fate" was supposed to give him the same reassurance by telling him which suits would bring good luck.

The ambiguous meaning of oracular predictions corresponds to the contradictory demands of the ambivalent oracle seeker, who wants permission to gratify his instinctual needs and expects a refusal. He tries to interpret a prognostication of double meaning as a permission, but is unable to rid himself of the feeling that he should have interpreted it as a prohibition and a warning of punishment. Kris called attention to the connection between the interpretation of ambiguous prophecies and the solution of riddles. An individual who tries to repress his guilt and the significance of his acts is unable to solve a riddle, just as he is unable to understand a prophecy correctly. And the hero who solves every riddle must have been wise not so much because of his intelligence but because his emotional freedom, unhindered by repression, enabled him to recognize the hidden truth.

The motive of the misapprehended oracle also expresses a conflict of this kind. It consists in interpreting a warning utterance of an oracle as a reassurance, and thus is an attempt to repress guilt feelings. The frightening way in which the real meaning of the oracle becomes clear at last represents the return of the repressed guilt feeling out of the repression (442).

Besides enforcing permission or forgiveness the oracle is also a means of shifting the responsibility; this also is doomed to fail.

The projection of guilt-laden impulses onto fantastic "doubles" of the ego in an attempt to escape responsibility is frequent. Children often give themselves other names when they are naughty: "I am not the one who did that, but X." Remnants of such a primitive attempt to escape conscience are typical of certain character disorders (see p. 500).

Superstition may be used in still other ways in the fight against conscience. Many persons try to combat their guilt feelings by making various charms, with the aim of undoing the act they feel guilty about or of denying its guilty character or the danger of punishment. In some cases fantasy not only substitutes for an unpleasant reality but even denies reality (magically perceived) altogether.

For one patient, thinking was a charm to keep what had been thought from coming true. She said to herself it was very improbable that anything would happen just the way she had thought about it beforehand; so she imagined what she did not want to have happen. She constantly imagined: "Because I thought it, it is not true." Eventually she doubted reality altogether. During analysis she found out that she was under a chronic tension, constantly waiting for a curtain to fall so that at last the play would end and real life begin. With a kind of de-personalization she sometimes felt amazed that people eat or go to the bathroom,
as if she had believed that instinctual things are only thought about but never actually done. She used to daydream horror stories about lunatics; her first great anxiety spell occurred when she suddenly witnessed a real temper tantrum of a psychotic.

The well-known phenomenon of "dream in dream" (552) may serve a similar purpose. It attempts to deny the reality of instinctual pleasure in order to render possible the enjoyment that is "only dreamed of," in spite of a fear of punishment. This attempt also may fail.

A patient remembered that, as an adolescent, he used to experience in dreams tempting situations which he did not dare to enjoy, doubting whether this was dream or actuality. He tried to escape from this dilemma by making the following mental note in the daytime: "Whenever I feel a doubt whether something is reality or dream, I may be sure that it is dream; when actually awake, I do not feel such doubts." It was of no avail; he doubted again in the next sexual dream.

THE PHYSICAL ATTITUDE OF COMPULSION NEUROTICS

That the morbid process in compulsion neurosis is more internalized than in hysteria does not mean that no physical symptoms occur. Most characteristic is the isolation of all the overemphasized thinking processes from the corresponding emotions, and therefore from physical expression. The tendency toward the separation of the body executive from the thinking is usually reflected in a general physical rigidity, manifested either by a muscular spasm, general or local, or by a general slack hypotonus. Certain physical attitudes of patients serve the purpose of "not letting the body be influenced by what is going on within the mind." They have been described by Reich as the "physical armor" which those patients have donned and which has to be broken through if an analysis is to be successful (1271, 1279). The whole physical state of the compulsion neurotic is typically a rigid one, characterized by retention and by an unreadiness for flexible reaction. Corresponding to the preponderance of anal eroticism, the patients are usually constipated or else have trained themselves to a rigid regularity in bowel matters.

THE PROBLEM OF DIFFERENTIAL ETIOLOGY

The basic conflict in compulsion neurosis is the same as in hysteria: the defense against the objectionable tendencies of the Oedipus complex. Nor does the prevalence of anxiety among the motives for the defense in hysteria and of guilt feelings in compulsion neurosis make a difference in principle, since guilt feelings appear also in hysteria and anxiety in compulsion neurosis.

Pathognomonic for the symptom formation in compulsion neurosis, as compared to hysteria, is the anal-sadistic regression. This regression must depend on
one of three factors or on a combination of them—namely, on the nature of
(1) the residuals of the anal-sadistic phase of libido development, (2) the phallic
organization, and (3) the defending ego (396).

1. The outcome of the original anal-sadistic phase is probably the crucial fac-
tor. In general, regression occurs the more easily, the greater the fixation. Under
the influence of castration anxiety, those persons will regress to the anal-sadistic
state of organization who have the strongest anal-sadistic fixations. And fixa-
tions may be caused by (see pp. 65 ff.) (a) constitutional factors; heredity in
compulsion neurosis shows that a constitutional heightening of anal erotogenicity
is of importance (549, 1630); (b) unusual gratifications; (c) unusual frustra-
tions; (d) an alternation of unusual gratifications and unusual frustrations (the
greater the previous gratifications, the more apt are later frustrations to be ex-
perienced as traumatic); (e) a concurrence of instinctual gratifications with secu-
ritv gratifications, that is, with some denial of or re assurance against specific an-
xieties.

The anal-erotic drives meet in infancy with the training for cleanliness, and the
way in which this training is carried out determines whether or not anal fixations
result. The training may be too early, too late, too strict, too libidinous. If it is
done too early, the typical result is a repression of anal eroticism, characterized
by a superficial fear and obedience and a deep tendency toward rebellion; if it is
done too late, rebellion and stubbornness are to be expected; strictness causes
fixations because of the frustration involved; a libidinous behavior on the part of
the mother causes fixation because of gratification; however, such gratification
is often a limited one, because the mother excites the child but prohibits gratifica-
tion of the excitement. Laxatives are apt to increase tendencies toward depend-
cy; enemas create enormous excitation and anxiety at the same time (626).

2. Concerning the phallic organization, its weakness might promote regres-
sion; it is easy to give up something that is not very important. But what is a
“weakness” of the phallic organization? Clinically, this condition probably coin-
cides with the previous one, for the more intense the pregenital fixations, the
weaker the subsequent phallic organization. Regression appears to be facilitated
also if the threat of castration comes upon children in a traumatic fashion, that is,
if the phallic position is weakened suddenly.

3. The ego that is especially apt to resort to the use of regression for defense is
“strong” in one respect and “weak” in another. The critical function of the ego
and the need for preparatory thinking must have developed especially early, cer-
tainly in the phase when the thinking functions were still magically oriented;
but this very necessity for the defensive ego to start functioning so early causes
the methods used to be archaic and immature ones. The ego of compulsion neurotics
must be strong enough to enforce its protests against the instincts at a
very early date, yet it must be too weak to fight out this conflict by more mature
methods. In contrast, many persons who are inclined toward introverted day-
dreaming and who later develop conversion symptoms show a relative inhibition of their intellectual functions.

The question may be asked whether all compulsion neuroses are actually based on a regression. Is it not possible that disturbances of the development during the anal-sadistic stage might have entirely prevented the development of a full phallic Oedipus complex (618)?

Cases of this kind do occur. However, they do not represent the typical compulsion neurosis. The great importance of the Oedipus complex, of castration anxiety, and of masturbation in the typical compulsion neurosis is well established. The disturbances of development during the anal-sadistic phase produce, rather, personalities without pronounced compulsive symptoms but with a character similar to that of compulsion neurotics, mixed with general infantile traits (see p. 531).

**COURSE AND SUMMARY**

Compulsion neuroses in adults fall into two groups: the rare acute forms and the more common chronic forms. The acute cases are precipitated by external circumstances. These precipitating circumstances are not different from those that might precipitate any other neurosis; they are remobilizations of repressed infantile sexual conflicts, disturbances of a hitherto effective equilibrium between repressing and repressed forces, increases, either absolute or relative, in the strength of the warded-off instincts or in the opposing anxieties (see pp. 454 ff.). To bring about a compulsion neurosis, the precipitation must affect a person who has had an appropriate predisposition since childhood, that is, a person who had carried out an anal-sadistic regression in childhood. This regression, it is true, may have embraced only a small part of the libido, so that genitality might be sufficiently preserved to allow puberty to develop without insuperable difficulties; nevertheless, the infantile defense must at one time have chosen the path of regression, else it would not be possible for a disappointment in later life—with a renewed flaring up of the Oedipus complex—to create a regression to the anal-sadistic level.

The chronic type is much more frequent. Compulsion neuroses of this kind usually continue more or less without interruption from adolescence, though particular external circumstances may precipitate exacerbations from time to time. Succeeding slight compulsive symptoms at the time of the Oedipus complex, compulsive rituals appear more definitely during the latency period when the intellectual faculties develop. The sexuality that emerges at puberty takes a course analogous to that pursued by the sexuality of early childhood, and another regression to the anal-sadistic level takes place. The superego, with whose protests the new wave of anal-sadistic sexual wishes now comes into conflict, is itself unable to escape the effects of the regression. It has become more sadistic and rages
against the anal and sadistic instinctual demands not less than previously against 
the genital ones. It rages equally relentlessly against the offshoots of the phallic 
Oedipus wishes proper, which have persisted along with the anal-sadistic drives. 
"Thus the conflict in the compulsion neurosis is made more acute for two reasons: 
the defense has become more intolerant, the matter to be defended against more 
unbearable, both through the influence of the one factor, the regression of libido" 
(Freud, 618).

The continuous struggle on two fronts and the adjustments the ego makes 
to the symptoms (secondary defensive conflicts, countercompulsions against comp-
ulsive symptoms, further reaction formations, the tendency of the symptoms to 
evolve from defense to gratification) complicate the subsequent development. 
Reaction formations may give rise to secondary narcissistic gains, for example, 
to pride in being exceptionally good, noble, or intelligent, frequently forming 
resistances most difficult to overcome in the analysis of compulsion neurotics.

As among phobias, there are among compulsion neuroses stationary cases, in 
which the defenses are relatively successful, as well as progressive ones. In the 
latter, either "breakdowns" of relative, compulsive equilibriums occur, with the 
open production of anxiety and depressions (which may be favorable for anal-
ysis), or there is a continuous increase of the compulsive symptoms toward the 
feared final states of full paralysis of the conscious will.

A simple example of the increase in symptomatology: A patient had the com-
pulsion to avoid the number three because that meant to him sexuality and 
thoughts of castration. He used to do everything four times, to make sure that 
the three was avoided. A little later, he got the feeling that four is too near to 
three; for security's sake he began to prefer five. But five is odd and therefore bad. 
It was substituted by six. Six was twice three, seven was odd—so it became eight. 
And eight remained the patient's favorite number for years.

It is not easy to say what determines whether the course of the illness comes to 
a standstill or turns out to be progressive (see pp. 551 ff.).

A complication that may occur even in milder cases is represented by the afore-
mentioned breakdown of a relative equilibrium which hitherto has been main-
tained by means of expiatory symptoms or other compulsive limitations of the 
ego.

Upsetting events, unforeseen by the patient's systems, may break through a 
compulsive rigidity. The opposite of a "traumatic neurosis" is a "traumatic cure" 
of a compulsive character.

Such an occurrence demonstrates the connections between the compulsive 
symptom and the original actual-neurotic state and anxiety: the anxiety is 
"bound" secondarily by the development of the obsessive and compulsive symp-
toms. Compulsive rituals that replace previous phobias demonstrate this binding
of anxiety most clearly. It is true, however, that this anxiety is always more or less tinctured with guilt feeling.

Anxiety and guilt feelings that have been covered by compulsive symptoms make their appearance again when these symptoms are analyzed. Frequently, because the patients are in the habit of warding off their affects and of not recognizing them, they appear in the form of physical and actual-neurotic anxiety equivalents.

In summary, it is the concept of regression to the anal-sadistic level of libidinal organization that explains the differences between the symptom formation in compulsion neurosis and in hysteria. The seeming inconsistency that the warded-off impulses in compulsion neuroses are comprised of phallic tendencies associated with the Oedipus complex and at the same time are anal-sadistic in nature can be explained by recognizing that the defense is first directed against the phallic Oedipus complex, replacing it by anal sadism, and then continued against the anal-sadistic impulses. Many differences in the clinical picture are due to the fact that in hysteria, repression alone is used as a defense mechanism, whereas in compulsion neuroses, reaction formation, undoing, isolation, and overcathectis of the world of concepts and words (a special case of isolation) play their part; the use of these particular defense mechanisms is due to the fact that not genital but anal-sadistic wishes have to be warded off. The use of different defense mechanisms explains also the difference in the scope of consciousness in the two kinds of neuroses. Correlated with the factor of regression is the relatively later onset of compulsion neurosis. The introjection of the parents, meanwhile, into the superego in turn explains the differences in internalization, in the predominance of the superego, and in the relative predominance of punitive and expiatory symptoms over gratification symptoms. Furthermore, the regression is also responsible for the peculiar severity of the superego, since the superego cannot escape the regressive pull toward sadism. The fact that aside from the production of symptoms the illness affects the total personality of the patient to an extent much greater than in hysteria must also be related to the fundamental phenomenon of regression.

THERAPEUTIC PSYCHOANALYSIS IN COMPULSION NEUROSIS

As to the analytic therapy, compulsion neurosis is regarded as the second type of "transference neurosis" and as the second great field in which psychoanalysis is indicated. Nevertheless, consideration of the implied mechanisms shows how much more difficult analysis is in compulsion neurosis than in hysteria. As a matter of fact the difficulties are so great that, in severe cases with a history of many years' duration, one should be very cautious in making promises of cure. Often one must be satisfied with a greater or lesser degree of improvement.
OBSESSION AND COMPULSION

What is the nature of the implied difficulties?

1. The particular type of countercathexis characteristic for compulsion neurosis makes compliance with the basic rule very difficult or totally impossible. This is due to a continuous censorial attention which does not forsake the patient for one moment and which compels him to flee continuously from unsystematic free association into programmatic substantial ideas that conform to reason. It is as though the patient, instead of giving voice to his subjective experiences, presented the analyst with a conscientious but incomplete table of contents, or of the names of his experiences. Attempts to instruct the patient in what is really required of him frequently serve as food for hairsplitting obsessions. Overconscientious through compensation, the patient wishes to do all that is required of him, but he applies his industry in the wrong direction, thus revealing that unconsciously he wishes the opposite of what he consciously intends. To find a way for the patient to learn what it feels like to associate freely, and at the same time to avoid holding theoretical discussions and furnishing him with new material for brooding, is perhaps the main technical task in the analysis of a compulsion neurotic.

2. The internalization of the conflict and the role played by the superego make the task of analysis much more difficult. Hystericis regard their symptoms as something alien to their ego; the ego forms an alliance with the analyst in the combat against the neurosis. This ideal working atmosphere is never present in the case of compulsion neurotics. The ego is split. The analyst can confidently depend on one part of the ego only. The remainder of the ego thinks magically, not logically, and practically takes sides with the resistance. The conscious part of the personality may be very co-operative, but to the degree in which this part is isolated from the unconscious magical part, the best-comprehended interpretations remain inefficacious, unless this isolation is broken up.

3. The regression implies that the analysis actually has to penetrate one more level than in the case of hysteria.

4. The regression also means that the nature of the patient’s object relationships has changed; they are governed by anal-sadistic trends, especially by ambivalence and stubbornness, which are manifest in the transference, too. The mixed feelings of compulsion neurotics are exhibited in rebellious tendencies against the analyst and in simultaneous efforts to submit to him. Every impulse is accompanied in some way by its direct antithesis.

5. The isolation of ideational content from the corresponding emotions forms a special difficulty. There is always a danger that the analysis might be experienced by the patient as an intellectual understanding only; this kind of experience remains useless, of course, as long as it is not analytically worked through as a resistance against emotional experience.

6. The thinking and talking of compulsion neurotics are sexualized. Thought
and speech, however, are the instruments of psychoanalysis. The situation, therefore, in the case of compulsion neurotics is that they must be healed with the aid of functions that are themselves affected by the illness.

A patient made a comparison that fits the case. He said it was as if he had fallen into the water with a towel in his hand, and someone were trying to dry him with the towel which had become wet along with his body.

Apparently, there is no solution for this dilemma. However, practically, in so far as the conscious personality of the patient can form a judgment about the irrationality of his behavior, this piece of intact ego can be utilized to carry out the first bit of analysis, in the hope that the process will resuscitate another bit of usable ego.

7. Secondary gains are certainly effective in hysteria, too, but are never so integrally bound up in the personality as is the narcissistic gain from the reaction formations in the character in compulsion neurotics. Many analyses have failed because the analyst could not succeed in persuading the "good" compulsion neurotic that it would be to his advantage to be somewhat "corrupted" by analysis. The analyst does not only represent the patient's superego; he may also represent the seducer, the agent of the dreaded id, against whom the patient fights as a matter of course.

8. It also must be mentioned that the appearance of anxiety, and of physical vegetative symptoms representing anxiety, in the course of the treatment may create severe complications in persons who are not accustomed to affects and whose symptoms used to be limited to the mental sphere only.

All of these difficulties are not insuperable; but they must also not be underestimated. Because of them every analysis of a compulsion neurosis is a difficult and time-consuming undertaking. There are, to be sure, acute compulsion neuroses that clear up relatively quickly. But the analyst is more accustomed to see the severe cases of long standing, persons who have had their compulsion neuroses uninterruptedly since their latency period. These are the cases that need the notorious "long" analyses. Yet it is fair to say that these long analyses and the great energy expended are often worth while, and that a cure has often been attained even in cases of very long duration.

In each particular case, only the course of a trial analysis can convey an impression as to the degree of the difficulties outlined above, and thus permit an evaluation of the prognosis. Cases of short standing are the most amenable to analysis; "terminal states," transitions to schizophrenia, and developmental disturbances that never did reach the phallic phase, are least amenable. However, since other types of therapy are fruitless in such cases, it is pertinent to advise that any compulsion neurotic should at least try psychoanalysis, whenever external circumstances permit.
Chapter XV

PREGENITAL CONVERSIONS

GENERAL REMARKS ABOUT PREGENITAL CONVERSIONS

In the symptoms of conversion hysteria, genital wishes from the realm of the Oedipus complex find a distorted expression in alterations of physical functions; in compulsion neurosis these wishes have been changed by regression, and conflicts around the regressively distorted tendencies are expressed in the symptoms. There is a third type of neurosis whose symptoms are doubtless conversions, but the unconscious impulses expressed in the symptoms are pregenital: while the symptomatology is of the nature of conversion, the patient’s mental structure corresponds to that of a compulsion neurotic. The pregenital orientation has changed the patient’s behavior just as it did that of the compulsion neurotic; again, the increased ambivalence and bisexuality, the sexualization of the processes of thinking and talking, and the partial regression to the magical type of thinking make their appearance. Since the external clinical picture of such neuroses is that of a hysteria, only psychoanalysis was in a position to discover that their inner structure is different.

Theoretically it might be expected that a pregenital psychological content would be more frequently found in conversion symptoms that are directly related to the pregenital erogenous zones—for instance, anal-erotic material in cases with intestinal symptoms. This expectation actually is fulfilled to some extent. In the childhood of many subsequently compulsive individuals an account of psychogenic intestinal disturbances is found; these disturbances may be reactivated in the course of an analysis and appear again in the form of transitory conversion symptoms (599). Residues of these infantile disturbances, such as constipation and diarrhea, also occur as spontaneous symptoms in some compulsion neuroses. Yet not all intestinal conversion symptoms are of this nature. The role played by the pregenital fixation may be limited to the selection of the organ that becomes the seat of the symptoms.

STUTTERING

Those functional disorders of speech that are more than simple inhibitions are typical examples of the group of pregenital conversion neuroses.

The symptom of stuttering reveals more readily than other conversion symptoms that it is the result of a conflict between antagonistic tendencies; the patient shows that he wishes to say something and yet does not wish to. Since he consciously intends to speak, he must have some unconscious reason for not wanting
to speak. This is necessarily due to some unconscious significance of speaking, either of the particular thing that is to be spoken or of the activity of speaking in general.

If a person makes a slip of the tongue, it is due to the fact that unconsciously he is somehow resisting what he consciously intended to say (553). The analysis of a slip discloses what tendency has disturbed the original intention to speak. If a person instead of making a slip of the tongue merely begins to stammer a little, it is obvious that some unconscious motive has disturbed his intention, but we cannot guess what the motive is (596). If such an occasional stuttering occurs regularly as a response to a specific stimulus, knowledge of the stimulus can be used as a starting point for an analysis of the disturbing factor. If, however, a person stammers not only as a reaction to certain stimuli but does so more or less whenever he talks, the disturbing factor must be rooted in the fact that the very intention to speak has an objectionable significance. Thus some types of occasional stammering may be due to the unconscious instinctual significance of the thing the person is going to say; whereas in severe cases of stuttering the function of speech itself represents an objectionable instinctual impulse.

In the discussion of compulsion neurosis, it became clear that certain factors and conditions led to a sexualization of speech, that such a sexualization is regularly of an anal nature and that this has specific consequences (see pp. 295 ff., esp. 299). All this holds true for stuttering.

Psychoanalysis of stutterers reveals the anal-sadistic universe of wishes as the basis of the symptom. For them, the function of speech regularly has an anal-sadistic significance. Speaking means, first, the utterance of obscene, especially anal, words and, second, an aggressive act directed against the listener.

The anal-erotic nature of speech is seen best when, in analysis, a specific situation, which either provokes or accentuates stuttering, proves to be an anal temptation. Unconsciously, speech in general or in certain situations is thought of as a sexualized defecation. The same motives which in childhood were directed against pleasurable playing with feces make their appearance again in the form of inhibitions or prohibitions of the pleasure of playing with words. The expulsion and retention of words means the expulsion and retention of feces, and actually the retention of words, just as previously the retention of feces, may be either a reassurance against possible loss or a pleasurable autoerotic activity. One may speak, in stuttering, of a displacement upward of the functions of the anal sphincters (708, 1406, 1461).

Two conditions frequently encountered which provoke or increase stuttering are correlated with its sadistic significance. Quite often a patient begins to stutter when he is particularly eager to prove a point. Behind his apparent zeal he has concealed a hostile or sadistic tendency to destroy his opponent by means of words, and the stuttering is both the blocking of and the punishment for this
tendency. Still more often stuttering is exacerbated in the presence of prominent or authoritative persons, that is, of paternal figures against whom the unconscious hostility is most intense.

Garma once observed a patient who, in addition to severe stuttering, suffered from a fear of injuring someone; the girl believed, in particular, that in sexual intercourse the woman might injure the man; in addition she had various daydreams in which, by a look, she could destroy the whole world and kill all men.

In dreams, to speak is the symbol of life, and to be mute the symbol of death (552). The same symbolism holds true in stuttering. When the stutterer is unable to talk, his hesitation often expresses his desire to kill which has been turned against his ego.

For the same reasons as in compulsion neurosis, an anal-sadistic sexualization of the function of speech also means a remobilization of the infantile stage when words were omnipotent (457). "Words can kill," and stutterers are persons who unconsciously think it necessary to use so dangerous a weapon with care.

The circumstance that obscene words and curse words have retained more of their original magical significance than other words (451, 1154) (see pp. 296 and 350 f.) is important in the psychoanalysis of stutterers. For many of them, any talking is an unconscious temptation to use obscene or profane words, intended to attack the listener, violently or sexually.

The anal-sadistic significance of the symptom is also in keeping with the typically anal-sadistic personality make-up of the stutterer, which is identical with the personality make-up of the compulsion neurotic.

The anal-sadistic regression which is interpolated between the original Oedipus fantasies and the symptom sometimes can be directly observed.

Alfhild Tamm reported a case of a young man who first had a period of conflict over genital masturbation; subsequently he replaced this practice by anal masturbation; and only following the suppression of these anal practices did he begin to stutter (1527).

That anal-sadistic wishes play the most prominent role in stuttering does not mean that other eroticisms or component impulses take no part in it. As in other symptoms, any kind of infantile component instinct may participate accessorially, along with the dominant sexual component. Three component impulses usually play a characteristic part in the symptom of stuttering: the phallic, the oral, and the exhibitionistic.

1. **Phallic impulses**: The function of speech is frequently connected unconsciously with the genital function, particularly with the male genital function. To speak means to be potent; inability to speak means castration (214, 215, 220, 520, 892). Boys frequently reveal that their eagerness to talk well has developed as a substitute for phallic competition ("Can I talk as well as my father?") (473).
Girls with a similar ambition have the unconscious wish to function genitally like men. Thus all conflicts involving the ideas of potency or castration can find expression in the symptom of stuttering, though in a regressively distorted form. The theme of having the tongue cut out is frequently met with in myths, fairy tales, dreams, and neurotic fantasies as a symbol for castration; the tongue, as the organ of speech, appears as a phallic symbol.

A patient whose public speaking had an exquisite urethral (potency) significance has been mentioned (see p. 299). When she “ran out of words” she had to drink water, after which she was able to function again.

Another woman patient was convinced that a surgeon who had removed her tonsils when she was a child had, in error, taken out her uvula. Only after analysis of her castration complex was she able to convince herself that her uvula was normal.

The appearance of phallic tendencies in stuttering is a proof that the anal orientation of the patient was brought about by a regression. Cases in which these phallic elements are missing may occasionally also be based on an arrest of development at pregenital stages.

2. Oral impulses: Speech is, in the broader sense, an oral-respiratory function. Erogenous pleasure in speech is in itself oral-respiratory eroticism; and actually the fate of the oral-respiratory libido is a significant element in the development of speech disorders. The regression in stuttering frequently has not ceased at the anal-sadistic level; oral eroticism, too, comes to the fore, with conflicts around wishes for the incorporation of objects as well as around autoerotic oral desires. The severity of a case depends upon the relative importance of the oral component.

Occasionally the words that should and should not be uttered have, on the deepest level, the significance of introjected objects. Conflicts that originally took place between the patient and an object are now expressed through a conflict between the ego and its speech products (signifying feces).

The stutterer may not only unconsciously attempt to kill by means of words; at the level now being discussed his symptom also expresses the tendency to kill his words, as representing introjected objects.

Coriat, who studied many cases of stuttering (291, 292, 293), was impressed more by the participation of oral autoeroticism than by conflicts around introjection. Instead of using the function of speech for purposes of communication, he states, the stutterer uses it for attaining pleasurable sensations in the speech organs. Coriat even denies the conversion nature of the symptom, stating that nothing has been “converted,” since the person simply yields to the tendency to play around in order to achieve pleasurable oral sensations (291). However, all stutterers probably would agree that the symptom is embarrassing and painful.
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and in no way pleasurable, and that they are as completely unaware of the anal-and oral-sadistic fantasies that are expressed by the symptom as of their Oedipus and castration ideas. Thus although stutterers seek oral-erogenous pleasure, stuttering remains basically a pregenital conversion neurosis.

Intense oral erogeneity is frequently also expressed in a highly developed ambition in the field of speech. Sometimes this ambition develops after the symptom and constitutes an overcompensatory reaction to it. Demosthenes was not the only man who became a great orator because he had stuttered.

A patient's pronounced interest in foreign languages and philological problems, combined with a high and specific ambition in respect to them, could be explained by analysis as an overcompensation of inferiority feelings due to a forgotten period in childhood when he had stammered and had been teased about it.

In other cases the ambition developed first and the symptom of stuttering followed, after the ambition had become the representative of forbidden sexual or aggressive tendencies. In some cases of stuttering, this oral ambition is not limited to speech, and its origin is even older than the ability to talk. Infantile narcissistic desires to be able to make more (oral or anal) noise than adults may reappear in rather grotesque forms (120, 463). Sometimes the original meaning of such wishes lies in the idea of being able to eat as much as adults do; this may be a defense, by means of "identification with the aggressor" (541), against a fear of being eaten.

At times oral ambitions of this kind stand out definitely not only in the function of expressing words but also in that of "taking in" words, by hearing or reading, both unconsciously meaning "eating" (124, 1512).

Before speech became a practical means of communication, the activities of the organs of speech had a purely libidinal and discharging function. The development goes from the level of autoerotic babbling or screaming (1419), through the levels of magically influencing the environment by means of the vocal apparatus (457), to the gradual acquisition of the understanding of words (249, 251, 252), to the final attainment of the level at which speech is used as a purposive means of communication; this development is a highly complex process, subject to disturbances at various points. Unfortunately, this developmental process has not yet been studied in detail psychoanalytically. Severe cases of stuttering offer opportunity to study this developmental process through understanding the nature of its disturbances.

Speaking is a means of communication. In less severe cases of stammering, communication with objects has been sexualized, entirely or in specific associations, and therefore speaking has become disturbed. In more severe cases of stuttering the function of communication has been given up entirely; the organs of speech are again intended to be used autoerotically.
3. Exhibitionistic impulses: That exhibitionism plays a decisive part in stuttering has already been indicated by stressing the connections between stuttering and ambition. In cases where only public speaking evokes the symptom, obviously an inhibition of an exhibitionistic tendency is at work. Stuttering only when speaking in public resembles other neuroses built on the basis of inhibited exhibitionistic impulses, like erythrophobia, stage fright, and social fears. An actor, struck by stage fright, might not only forget his lines but actually begin to stammer (501, 522).

Exhibitionistic stuttering is based on the notion of magically influencing an audience by means of omnipotent words. When this intention becomes forbidden, the inhibition of speech is necessary. The unconscious aims of the objectionable exhibitionism are not only direct erogenous ones; as in perverse exhibitionism, the reaction of the audience is needed for a reassurance against castration anxiety or as a satisfaction of some narcissistic need; and the means by which this reaction is demanded may unconsciously be very sadistic. Because of the unacceptable sadistic way in which the reassurance is sought, the castration fear, against which reassurance was needed, is still further intensified; this makes an inhibition of the exhibitionism necessary and the stuttering is the result. In men, this type of stuttering means: "The exhibitionistic charm by which I sought reassurance against castration may actually bring about my castration." In women, the exhibitionism, displaced from the genitals, attempts to bring reassurance against a feeling of inferiority because of the lack of a penis. This type of stuttering means: "It will turn out that I actually have no penis" (see pp. 346 f.).

Speaking means charming. The aim of the orator is to get the applause which he needs for fighting his fears. If there is danger that he may not succeed, the sadistic orator may feel that he must force the audience by violence to give him what he needs; he may feel that he even has to castrate or to kill them. Or he may try to achieve his ends in another way: to ensure influence over an audience, he must show that he has power over the audience. Stammering, under such circumstances, means: "Stop talking before you have actually killed or castrated your audience" or "Stop talking before it turns out that the truth is not that they are dependent on you but that you are dependent on them" (446).

The ego of the stutterer, like the ego of the compulsion neurotic, has to develop a double front: against his objectionable impulses, and also against his super-ego, now sadistic and archaic through regression. Many stutterers produce their symptom only when it puts them into a disadvantageous position. The impression arises that they use their symptom to gratify the demands of an oversevere superego. If the symptom appears only in the presence of persons of authority, this is not only because the patient is especially aggressive toward them but also because he may anticipate serious consequences from the failure.
Numerous secondary gains may be connected with stuttering. Two types are particularly characteristic: (1) Superficially, the stutterer, it is true, may appear funny; nevertheless he arouses pity which he may utilize. (2) On a deeper level, stuttering offers an opportunity for the gratification of a feeling of spite, increased by the pathogenic regression; the stutterer may obtain a bit of real gratification of the aggression latent in the symptom.

In less severe cases the symptom may be confined to definite letters or to definite word combinations. In such cases, analysis shows an associative relation between those letters or words and the infantile sexual conflicts, just as in inhibitions of reading or writing (see p. 181).

Concerning psychoanalytic therapy for stutterers, the main difficulty is that the function of speech is disturbed, and talking is the very instrument of psychoanalysis. But this is not the only difficulty that has to be overcome. Having gone through a pathogenic regression to the anal-sadistic level, stutterers in general present the same difficulties in analysis as do compulsion neurotics. The prognosis for such analyses, therefore, is in general the same as in compulsion neuroses. When stammering represents a rather simple "inhibited state" the prognosis is much more favorable, and quick cures have been reported (154, 155, 213, 292, 346, 1406, 1527). The deeply pregenital types of stuttering are as difficult to influence as are other pregenital neuroses. However, it is a favorable fact that the symptom of stuttering itself can often be eliminated before the underlying pregenital elements are thoroughly worked through in analysis. In general, psychoanalytic treatment should be advised, and a trial analysis undertaken with the same caution as in a compulsion neurosis (cf. 212, 1026, 1027, 1115, 1119, 1415).

PSYCHOGENIC TIC

The symptom of psychogenic tic owes its origin to the mechanism of conversion. Just as in the case of cramp, paralysis, contracture or major attacks in hysteria, here, too, the voluntary musculature of the body refuses to serve the ego and functions independently of the will. Yet even the external clinical picture shows tic to be different from hysteria. Long before psychoanalysis existed, clinical observers differentiated tic from hysteria. The stereotyped nature of the tic is unusual in simple hysterical symptoms and seems to give the tic a character nearer to catatonic manifestations. Actually, the tic patient shows all the archaic features of a "regressed" personality. He not only has a compulsive character, but as a rule shows a narcissistic orientation as well. Probably the term psychogenic tic covers a continuous series of links from conversion hysteria to catatonia. Some forms of tic even seem to have more connection with compulsions. The typical tic, it is true, has a different mode of manifestation. Compulsive individuals carry out their motor patterns voluntarily (obeying, of course, an ego-
alien command), whereas the tic occurs independently of volition and is an automatic action; nevertheless, compulsive motor patterns of long standing may gradually become automatic tic movements (1018).

Tics may occur in any part of the voluntary musculature. They are comparable to the specific motor symptoms in traumatic neuroses which, as was pointed out (see pp. 119 f. and 124), are movements originating in past situations, either expressed or arrested at the moment of expression. In traumatic neuroses the overwhelming quantity of excitement determined the subsequent involuntary motor expressions. In tics, the whole action, of which the movement forms a part, has been repressed, and the repressed motor impulses return against the will of the ego.

The repressed situations, whose motor intentions return in tic, are highly emotional ones representing again either instinctual temptations or punishments for warded-off impulses. In tics, a movement that was once the concomitant sign of an affect (sexual excitement, rage, anxiety, grief, triumph, embarrassment) has become an equivalent of this affect, and appears instead of the warded-off affect.

This may occur in different ways: (1) The tic represents a part of the original affective syndrome, whose mental significance remains unconscious. (2) The tic represents a movement whose unconscious meaning is a defense against the intended affect. (3) The tic does not directly represent affect or defense against affect but, rather, other movements or motor impulses that once occurred during a repressed emotional excitement, either in the patient or in another person with whom the patient has made a hysterical identification (492, 493).

These connections are clearest in those cases that resemble in their structure hysterical spells. Genital masturbation, after repression, may be displaced from below and make its appearance as a tic (357, 467, 733, 1265). Other tics represent movements of rage or movements used to ward off hostile impulses or movements of a person with whom the patient has unconsciously identified himself.

A patient's tic, consisting in a jerking movement of the jaws, which on a more superficial layer had the significance of a reassurance against the fear that the jaws might be paralyzed, turned out to represent an imitation of the yawning of the patient's father. This yawning had been perceived as a sexual threat and had been answered by an identification with the aggressor.

Many tics are not only involuntary motor equivalents of emotional activity in general but rather disturbances of one particular emotional function, not yet investigated sufficiently by psychoanalysis: the mimetic expression of feelings and emotions (986). The archaic discharge syndromes of affects consist, in part, of innervations of the mimetic musculature. This fact turns mimetic expressions into an archaic means of communication between persons. For infants, before the ability to speak is achieved, it is the only means. Among adults, it still governs many of their relations with one another (525, 998, 1517); even when full emo-
tional spells have become rare, the facial expression signifies an involuntary equivalent of affects which, by means of empathy, informs spectators of the nature of the subject's feelings (see pp. 424 and 438).

The involuntary play of the facial musculature can be looked upon as a normal model for tics. In some types of tic an affect representative of mimetic expression has made itself independent.

A patient with a tic and who was close to hysteria had been trained "never to show emotions." The tic represented the mimetic expression of a suppressed crying of which he was not aware. It occurred whenever something came up that might have provoked crying or that reminded him: "You should not express your emotions." Actually, he had a tendency to cry easily, and during a certain period of his analysis, after the tic as a suppression of crying had been analyzed but the unconscious meaning of the crying itself had not, he actually cried a great deal. The tendency to cry had a urethral meaning, and the conflicts around "not expressing emotions" meant conflicts around bedwetting.

In another case a facial tic turned out to be the representative of an intended, but forbidden, triumphant laughter directed against the patient's father and later against his own superego.

What has been said about the exhibitionistic component in stuttering holds true for tic as well. The exhibition is directed toward gaining narcissistic reassurance; this intention may fail and end in a new narcissistic hurt.

There is a definite relation between tic and children's (and actors') play with their facial expressions. "Making faces" is a game liked by all children, and "Don't make such an ugly face, it might freeze that way" is the customary threat against it. Some tics look as if they were fulfillments of this threat.

What is the unconscious meaning of the game of making faces? (1) The active play of being ugly is enjoyed as a proof that the person controls beauty and ugliness, that is, that one is not castrated for good, since one can bring about and undo castration at will. (2) Being ugly means being able to frighten others, that is, being powerful, which is felt as a reassurance. (3) To play the part of the ugly (castrated) one is an archaic means of misleading the powers that want to make one ugly (to castrate) (296, 483, 500, 634). (4) To play being ugly (castrated) serves as a magical gesture, an attack on the spectator: "I show you how ugly (how castrated) you ought to be."

The uncanny feeling that the facial muscles no longer obey and act independently means that these techniques have failed, that one does not control the castrating powers, and that the punishment of permanent ugliness (permanent castration) is at hand.

The independence of the emotional motor impulses from the organized ego thus is the main problem of tic. It has been stated before that certain simpler types of tic seem to differ little from hysterical seizures. A previously repressed impulse makes its appearance out of repression in a disguised form. The more
characteristic cases, however, seem to be disturbed in a much deeper sense. The ability for ego control of motor disturbances seems lacking or insufficient. Instead of acting as a means for voluntary and directed action, the musculature has become again, to a greater or lesser degree, an instrument for immediate discharge (1012, 1100). A lack in ego organization is present. Individual impulses or affects are not integrated into a whole. This lack of integration determines the difference between a typical tic and a conversion hysteria. It may have an organic basis, at least in certain cases. Psychologically it is always connected with a deep pregenital regression (or a pregenital arrest of development) which has become interpolated between Oedipus complex and symptom.

A study of the personality of tic patients shows that their mental life is clearly pregenital in orientation. The tic, again, represents a "pregenital conversion." As a matter of fact, this designation was introduced by Abraham for the purpose of describing the nature of tics (22).

The two important factors observed in the mental life of tic patients, according to clinical writers on the subject (22, 321, 492, 493, 954, 976, 996, 1049), are, first, their well-defined anal character and, second, their marked narcissistic make-up. In severe multiple tics (maladie des tics) all these characteristics are still more outspoken than in patients with isolated and individualized tic movements. The anal orientation of patients with maladie des tics reveals itself frequently at first glance by the coughing, spitting, twitching, swearing, and coprolalia which are a part of their syndrome (492, 1100). The use of the musculature for immediate discharge rather than for directed action is here a symptom of an intolerance for tension and waiting, comparable to the corresponding intolerance in other infantile personalities (see pp. 367 ff.).

The anal character has the same origin as in compulsion neurotics and in stutterers. It mainly represents an anal-sadistic regression from the Oedipus complex. In a minority of cases it may represent an arrested development at the pregenital level. In the same way that the anal-erotic increment intensified the oral-respiratory eroticism of speech in stuttering, it augments an intensified muscular eroticism in tic. This muscular eroticism is manifest in cases in which the tic represents a simple equivalent of masturbation (357, 733, 1265).

The narcissistic orientation appears in cases of tic in various degrees and measures. In some cases one finds, at least in unconscious fantasies, as much capacity for relationships with objects as in the average compulsion neurotic. Other cases seem to have secluded themselves from the world of objects much more thoroughly. The muscles which behave like personalities independent of the ego may really represent introjected objects, and the involuntarily moving muscles may be feared and hated by the patient on a narcissistic level in the same way that threatening objects have been feared and hated previously. The relation between the ego and the rebellious muscles supplants, in narcissistic per-
sonalities, object relationships that have been lost. Object cathexes, by a narcissistic regression, have been replaced by cathexes of organ representations; the muscles try to discharge the cathexis of their “representations” which is accumulated as in hypochondriasis. Ferenczi referred to “muscular memory traces” which are “abreacted” in the tic. Whereas in hysteria the memory of repressed experiences in the form of object-libidinal fantasies breaks through against the will of the ego, in the narcissistic tic the corresponding organ-libidinal narcissistic memory traces break through (492).

Since belated motor discharges of exciting impressions are a typical symptom of traumatic neuroses, it is understandable that tics frequently occur in neuroses that are a mixture of traumatic neuroses and psychoneuroses (see pp. 541 ff.), for example, in neuroses developed under the influence of a frightening primal scene.

A very interesting case of tic, reported by Kulovesi, proved to be determined by a primal-scene experience in early infancy (996). In the excitement attending this experience, the frightened little boy suppressed certain motor impulses, particularly impulses to scream and weep. The motions he curbed at that time then occurred subsequently throughout life in the form of a tic. He remained fixated on the primal scene, and regressed to it whenever he suffered a disappointment in later life. Melanie Klein’s contention, that in cases of tic the primal-scene experience has unfailingly been apprehended through hearing, does not seem convincing (954). It is more probable that the specific muscle-erotic orientation, with which patients of this type probably experience the primal scene, is connected with exciting sensations of depth sensibility and equilibrium. Generally, psychogenic dysfunctions of the muscular system are closely interwoven with defenses against body feelings and kinesthetic sensations (410). It is not rare that a memory of a primal scene is displaced and represented by a memory trace of the semicircular canals (526).

As to the prognosis for psychoanalysis of tic patients, first of all, cases of an organic origin have to be excluded. In other cases the outcome will depend on the specific mental structure. Hysterical and compulsive forms of tic will respond to treatment just as hysterias and compulsion neuroses do; catatonic forms will prove as refractory as catatonias. In view of the fact that it is characteristic for the more typical severe cases of tic to be narcissistically oriented, psychoanalytic treatment will be difficult. This certainly holds true for the severe ego disturbances in maladie de tic. However, in cases where there was an adequate capacity for transference, prolonged analysis has achieved therapeutic success.

BRONCHIAL ASTHMA

Bronchial asthma has already been discussed as an organ neurosis of the respiratory tract (see pp. 251 ff.). It was mentioned that in practically all cases con-
version symptoms are involved as well. Now it must be added that these conversion symptoms are pregenital in nature. In the discussion of the organ-neurotic basis of bronchial asthma, it became clear what physical conditions make conversions of this type possible. The unconscious content of the conversions is regularly seated in deep oral-respiratory conflicts around the mother or a mother substitute. In general, psychogenic disturbances of breathing are, primarily, anxiety equivalents. Whenever these equivalents are expressed primarily in the respiratory system, the anxiety, whether originally over loss of love or over castration, is perceived as a fear of suffocation (735, 741). In the asthmatic attack, the expression of such a fear is combined with a cry for help directed toward a mother figure, thought of as omnipotent and still perceived on a pregenital level, protection and sexual satisfaction remaining undifferentiated from each other. As a rule, this "protective sexual satisfaction" is unconsciously perceived as the aim of a respiratory introjection (420).

It is in accordance with the pregenital character of the basic conversion that patients with asthma mainly present a compulsive character, with all the features of an increased anal-sadistic orientation (ambivalence, bisexuality, personality deviations through reaction formations, sexualization of thought and speech). The anal orientation of the patients, as a rule, has developed from an interest in smelling to an interest in breathing.

The physiological model for "respiratory introjection" actually is smelling (202, 1184, 1190). In the act of smelling, a particle of the external world is actually taken into the body. The lower senses generally show a closer relation to pregenital eroticisms than do the higher ones (777). The repression to which pregenitality as a whole is subject makes the sense of smell in the average man much duller than it was in his childhood (624). It appears that the olfactory eroticism which has undergone repression becomes revived whenever there is a regression toward anal and respiratory eroticism.

As in the case of tic, the anal orientation in asthma is also closely related to tendencies rooted in still earlier phases of development. Asthmatic patients turn out to be passively-receptively directed, orally and temperature-erotically dependent, possessed by a very great narcissistic need to regain their lost omnipotence. Sometimes incorporation aims are in the foreground to such an extent that conflicts between the patient and his respiratory apparatus may represent conflicts that originally existed between the child and external objects. The asthmatic attack signifies, in the final analysis, a reaction to the separation from the mother, a cry of appeal to the mother (675, 1340, 1615). In a case described by Weiss (1563) the illness actually set in as a reaction to the loss of the mother and to a subsequent narcissistic identification with her. The research done by French and Alexander (534, 535) came to exactly the same conclusions.

As to psychoanalytic therapy for asthma, in view of the similarity of its uncon-
scious structure to that of other pregenital conversion neuroses, the indications are about the same. The organ-neurotic and organic (allergic) features, however, complicate the prognosis. In asthma, it is more difficult to achieve a symptomatic cure than it is in stuttering; the analyst’s task is the complete analytic treatment of the pregenital structure that underlies the symptom.

In discussing the problems of differential etiology, the conditions for regressions have been studied as the differentiating factor between hysteria and compulsion neurosis. In this respect, the pregenital conversion neuroses certainly fulfill the conditions of the compulsion neuroses. They, too, are based on regression. What, then, determines whether a compulsion neurosis or a pregenital conversion neurosis develops? Actually, the pregenital conversion symptoms very often are combined with compulsion-neurotic trends. Concerning their differentiation, it has to be admitted that no definite answer can yet be given. It may be assumed that in the pregenital conversion neuroses the same factor that brought about the regression in compulsion neurosis must be combined with a somatic compliance in the affected organs, either of a constitutional or of an acquired nature.
Chapter XVI

PERVERSIONS AND IMPULSE NEUROSES

GENERAL REMARKS

Perverse activities and the impulses of “psychopaths” (such as the drive to run away, kleptomania, or drug addiction) sometimes are designated as compulsions because the patients feel “compelled” to carry out their pathological action. But the way in which they experience their impulses is so characteristically different from compulsive experiences that it can be immediately assumed that there must be specific structural differences corresponding to the manifest difference. This manifest difference, however, is not adequately defined by the statement that, in general, perversions and morbid impulses are pleasurable or, at least, are performed in the hope of achieving pleasure, whereas compulsive acts are painful and performed in the hope of getting rid of pain; this rule has exceptions: guilt feelings may disturb a perverse action to such a degree that it actually is felt as painful; certain compulsive games may assume a pleasurable character. More characteristic is the difference in the way the urge is felt. The compulsion neurotic feels forced to do something that he does not like to do, that is, compelled to use his volition against his own desires; the pervert feels forced to “like” something, even against his will. Guilt feelings may oppose his impulses; nevertheless at the moment of his excitement he feels the impulse as ego syntonic, as a something he wants to do in the hope of achieving positive pleasure. The impulses in question have, in contrast to compulsive impulses, an “instinctual” character; they are felt in the same way that normal instinctual impulses are felt by normal persons. Because of this difference, perverts and impulse neurotics are sometimes not called neurotics at all but psychopaths.

PERVERSIONS IN GENERAL

Perversions manifestly are sexual in character. When the pathological impulses are given in to, orgasm is achieved.

A starting point for the investigation of perversions was initiated by Freud when he discovered infantile sexuality and disclosed that the sexual aims of perverts are identical with those of children (555). In the perversions sexuality is replaced by one component of infantile sexuality; the cause and the nature of this substitution constitute the problem.

Even before psychoanalysis, some observers had pointed out that perverse acts are a one-sided and exaggerated distortion of acts which in a less exclusive and less definite form also occur in the sexual behavior of normal persons, especially
in introductory activities before intercourse. The condemnation of perversions as "constitutional inferiorities" is one expression of the universal tendency toward the repressio...
too, have specific pathogenic repressions. They have an unconscious Oedipus complex and an unconscious castration anxiety. Thus the overemphasis of one component of infantile sexuality does not exclude the possibility that other parts of their infantile sexuality are warded off. In fact, the pervert symptom, like the neurotic symptom, gives discharge to a part of the cathexis of impulses that originally had been warded off, and thus facilitates the warding off of the rest (58, 601, 1252). The difference between neuroses and perversions lies in the fact that the symptom is "desexualized" in the neuroses, but is a component of infantile sexuality in the perversions, and that its discharge is painful in the neuroses, but brings genital orgasm in the perversions.

The main problems can now be put in the following way: (1) What determines the disturbance of genital primacy? (2) Why does the gratification of a special partial instinct undo the disturbance of genital primacy?

1. The factor that primarily disturbs genital primacy is identical with the factor that has the same effect in neurotics: anxiety and guilt feelings, directed against the Oedipus complex. However, among the neurotic anxieties that motivate the defense, anxiety over loss of love is less important in perversions, nor can anxiety over one's own excitement be of much importance, since the attainment of orgasm becomes eventually possible. Thus castration anxiety (and guilt feelings, which are derivatives of castration anxiety) must be the decisive factor.

In perversions, adult sexuality is supplanted by infantile sexuality. Something must be repulsive in adult sexuality, and something especially attractive in infantile sexuality. While the latter factor is variable, the former is constant; it is always the castration complex that interferes with the capacity for enjoying full genital sexuality. Actually the differences in the male and in the female castration complex directly correspond to the differences between male and female perversions.

2. After genital enjoyment has become impossible because of castration fear, the person will try to regress to that part of his infantile sexuality to which he is fixated. However, it is not merely that some infantile component that has not been feared is substituted for the feared genital sexuality. Explicit, decisive parts of this infantile sexuality are repressed, and apparently the hypertrophy of one sexual infantile component is used for the purpose of strengthening this repression.

The stressing of the fact that fixation determines the choice of the infantile component that is overcathected in the perversion (245) means, first of all, that there is a grain of truth in the old assumption that perversions are "constitutionally" determined. It is, however, surely not so simple as some writers who facilely employ Latin neologisms would have us imagine. Merely to allot to each component impulse a specific hormone, an exceptional amount of which is supposed to be present in the case of the corresponding perversion, is not convincing.
Besides, the fact that normal persons may under certain conditions become pervert definitely restricts the importance assumed for constitutional factors.

That perversions have to do with fixations on childhood experiences was known before psychoanalysis. However, the childhood experiences that were quoted by preanalytic authors were not the cause but rather the first manifestation of the perversion. To state that the first sexual excitement was experienced simultaneously with certain attendant "accidental" circumstances, and that thereafter the individual's sexual reaction remained bound to such circumstances, is an evasion of the question: what caused the sexual excitement to occur just at that time? Such events of childhood prove, in analysis, to be not merely fixating experiences but screen memories which serve as a disguise for the real causes of the fixation. This is further revealed by the fact that incidents of this kind are easily consciously remembered, and that the individual seems only too ready to ascribe to them the origin of the perversion.

A patient recalled that when once, during his adolescence, he saw a girl with bare legs, he felt the "command to remember": "You must remember this throughout life—that girls, too, have legs." Later the patient developed foot-fetishistic interests. At the time of the incident the patient, out of castration fear, was unconsciously longing for some experience that might enable him to believe that girls have penises. Thus the perversion did not arise because "accidentally" the boy was sexually excited by the sight of girls' legs, but rather he became excited because the sight of girls' legs alloyed his castration fear, which would otherwise have disturbed his sexual excitement (423).

Among fixating experiences at the basis of perversions, one type is prominent: experiences of sexual satisfactions which simultaneously gave a feeling of security by denying or contradicting some fear. The pervert, when disturbed in his genital sexuality by castration fear, regresses to that component of his infantile sexuality which once in childhood had given him a feeling of security or at least of reassurance against fear, and whose gratification was experienced with special intensity because of this denial or reassurance. To put it schematically, the pervert is a person whose sexual pleasure is blocked by the idea of castration. Through the perversion he tries to prove that there is no castration. In so far as this proof is believed, sexual pleasure and orgasm become possible again.

The hypertrophy of the reassuring infantile partial instinct simultaneously serves as a safeguard to maintain the repression of the Oedipus complex and of other warded-off remainders of infantile sexuality. This is achieved by a "partial repression" of infantile sexuality, whereas other parts of it are exaggerated (601).

In discussing the defense mechanism of denial, the psychology of screen memories became clear: a person who tries to repress a memory is seeking associatively connected substitute scenes which he may offer his memory (409, 553). This phenomenon finds a parallel in the symptom formation in perversion.
Whereas under other conditions everything that is related to the repressed also becomes the object of repression, in perversions, as in screen memories, the work of repression is apparently facilitated through something associatively connected with the repressed being consciously stressed. The fact that certain impulses, usually forbidden, remain in consciousness guarantees the repression of the Oedipus and castration complexes (1331).

Some people think that perverts are enjoying some kind of more intense sexual pleasure than normal people. This is not true. Their discharge has become possible after hindrances and through distortions only and is therefore necessarily incomplete. They are, as Freud states, poor devils who have to pay a high price for their limited pleasure (601). The opposite opinion is probably rooted in the fact that the perverts, although experiencing less pleasure than normal people, in a certain sense experience more pleasure than neurotic people, whose repressed infantile sexual longings are not gratified. Neurotics, who have repressed perverse longings, may envy the perverts who express the perverse longings openly.

The following examination of the conditions obtaining in specific perversions will test this theory.

MALE HOMOSEXUALITY

Choosing a sexual partner of the same sex cannot simply be called an infantile partial instinct. However, in children the sex of the partner is far less important than it is in adults, and in the latency period and in adolescence, under present cultural conditions, a certain amount of more or less manifest homosexuality appears regularly (see p. 112).

Initially, everyone is able to develop sexual feelings indiscriminately, and the search for an object is less limited by the sex of the object than is commonly supposed.

It is of great practical importance to bear this fact in mind. A poem composed by a patient in his childhood, in collaboration with his older brother and sister, remained obscure for some time in his analysis. Three men and three women appeared in this poem; it was impossible to understand whom these characters represented, until analysis revealed that they were a double representation of the three siblings. Regardless of their sexes, they appeared at one place as men and at another as women.

The “countersexual” transference, that is, a patient’s mother transference to a male analyst or father transference to a woman analyst, is a frequent occurrence in analytic practice.

For the majority of patients, the sex of the analyst is not very important. Both men and women patients can and do develop both father and mother transferences toward their analyst, whether male or female. However, a minority of patients
may have a completely different reaction toward men and toward women analysts. This minority of patients consists of persons who are more under the dominance of their castration complex than others, and includes the homosexuals.

The fact that in a normal person the object choice later becomes more or less limited to the opposite sex is a problem in itself. This problem offers less difficulty for the boy, because the mother, his first love object, is a person of the opposite sex; the development of the girl in the direction of normal choice of object is more complicated because her first object was a homosexual one (see pp. 89 ff.).

A certain amount of sexual feeling toward one's own sex remains in everyone as a residue of the original freedom of choice.

This freedom may be ascribable to a biological "bisexuality" of man. However, this term does not have a very definite meaning (216, 1243). The fact that female hormones are found in men and male ones in women is certainly connected but not identical with the fact that every embryo has the anlage of both the Wolffian and Müllerian duct, or with the fact that both sexes have a number of rudimentary characteristics of the opposite sex. These facts, again, are probably connected but certainly not identical with the facts at the basis of the cytological theories that every single living cell contains a material (female) and a locomotor (male) component, and that sexuality is a purely relative character, so that one and the same cell may be feminine with reference to a more masculine cell, and masculine with reference to a more feminine one (752).

Nor is the term bisexuality clear in the psychological realm. Three aspects, which have frequently been confused with each other, should be differentiated: (a) whether a person chooses an object of the same or of the opposite sex, (b) whether a person has the sexual aim of actively introducing a part of his own body into that of his object, or whether he has the wish to have something introduced into his body, (c) whether a person in general has an active, go-ahead kind of attitude in life, or a more passive, wait-and-see attitude. These three aspects of "masculinity" or "femininity" sometimes coincide in the same individual, but in other cases vary independently of each other, so that there are very active male homosexuals and very passive female ones. Actually what is called masculine and feminine depends more on cultural and social factors than on biological ones. Certainly impulses with active aims as well as with passive ones occur in both sexes.

The problem of homosexuality thus reduces itself to the question: Since the homosexual, like any other human being, originally has the capacity to choose objects of either sex, what limits this capacity to objects of his own sex?

The first question to be asked in this connection is about the role played by physical constitutional factors. Under the pressure of certain conflicts, some
individuals are more inclined to employ the mechanisms to be described than others; and among the determinants of this readiness, biological (hormonal) factors are decisive. The nature of these factors may become more comprehensible after the psychogenic causes of the blocking of heterosexual object choice have been clarified (see pp. 337 and 365 f.).

In certain situations where there are no women, for example, at sea or in prisons, men who under other circumstances would have remained normal establish homosexual relationships. This is called accidental homosexuality (555) and proves that latently every man is capable of this type of object choice. Normally a man prefers women as his sexual objects; if women are not available, however, men are his second choice.

Just as in accidental homosexuality the actual absence of women induces men to resort to their second choice, so in homosexual men some other reason must exclude the possibility of the first choice. The search for this other reason reveals an impressive fact. The rejection of women by homosexual men is in general distinctly a genital one. Many homosexual men make good friends with women and respect them highly, but any idea of genital contact is repulsive or frightening. Whenever the difference in the genitals of the sexes is of outstanding importance to an individual and whenever his relationships to his fellow human beings are in every respect determined by the sex of the others, such an individual is under the influence of a strong castration complex. This is true of homosexual men, analysis of whom regularly shows that they are afraid of female genitals. For them the sight of a being without a penis is so terrifying that they avoid it by rejecting any sexual relationship with such a partner (160, 162, 1345). The homosexual man, Freud says, is so determined on the existence of a penis that he refuses to do without it in his sexual partner (566).

The sight of female genitals may arouse anxiety in a boy in two ways: (1) The recognition of the fact that there are actually human beings without a penis leads to the conclusion that one might also become such a being; such an observation lends effectiveness to old threats of castration (566, 599, 612). Or (2) the female genitals, through the connection of castration anxiety with old oral anxieties, may be perceived as a castrating instrument capable of biting or tearing off the penis (814). Quite frequently a combination of both types of fear is encountered.

Mythology and the dreams of men with castration anxiety are filled with ideas of "terrible phallic women," like Medusa's head, the snakes of which definitely are phallic symbols, or witches, with one protruding tooth, riding on a broomstick. These figures are not frightening because they are phallic but rather though they are phallic. The phallic characteristics are attempts to deny and to overcompensate the lack; however, the attribution has not proved successful, and the figure remains frightful even after this addition (634).
A castration shock provoked in boys by the sight of female genitals is by no means characteristic for homosexuals. It is found frequently in the history of heterosexual men as well. What is decisive is the reaction to this shock. Homosexual men react by refusing to have anything to do with such frightening sights thereafter.

A few homosexuals, namely, men who in their early childhood had an unusual fixation on a man (cases where there was no mother figure so that the father had to assume the place usually taken by the mother), regress, after the acquisition of this attitude, simply to their point of fixation and choose men who remind them of their primary object (1621). Most homosexuals, however, cannot so easily free themselves of their normal biological longing for women. They continue to be attracted by women but, not being able to endure the idea of beings without a penis, they long for phallic women, for hermaphrodites, so to speak. This acute longing for objects with a penis compels them to choose boys, but the boys must have a maximum of girlish and feminine traits. Such persons still adhere to their original love objects, but since the physical attributes of femininity are repulsive to them, the objects must appear in masculine guise. In the practices and fantasies of homosexuals, men in women's clothes as well as girls in men's clothes play a large part, and the homosexual ideal of the "page boy" proves that they actually are looking for the "girl with a penis." Psychoanalysis reveals that homosexual men usually do not cease to be sexually aroused by women; they simply repress this interest and displace the excitement, originally aroused by women, to men (555). Very often the male objects of homosexuals show certain characteristics of the patient's mother or sister.

A friend of a homosexual patient bore a striking resemblance to his sister, and in addition his name was almost the same as hers.

The majority of homosexuals not only present an Oedipus love for their mothers, just as do neurotic individuals, but for the most part the intensity of the mother fixation is even more pronounced. Sometimes the devotion to the mother is not unconscious at all but frankly talked about.

Following the loss of an object or disappointment in an object, everyone tends to regress from the level of object love to that of identification; he becomes the object which he cannot possess. Thus the homosexual individual identifies himself with the object, after having been disappointed by its genitals (608, 1364); what determines whether he will become homosexual is how and in what respect this identification takes place. The homosexual man identifies himself with his frustrating mother in one particular respect: like her, he loves men.

In quite a number of male homosexuals, the decisive identification with the mother was made as an "identification with the aggressor," that is, in boys who were very much afraid of their mothers.
After the decisive identification, the further development may go in various directions:

1. The type of individual who is more narcissistic than "feminine" endeavors first of all to secure a substitute for his Oedipus strivings. Having identified himself with his mother, he behaves as he previously had wished his mother to behave toward him. He chooses as love objects young men or boys who, for him, are similar to himself, and he loves them and treats them with the tenderness he had desired from his mother. While he acts as if he were his mother, emotionally he is centered in his love object, and thus enjoys being loved by himself.

This schematic outline of development may be subject to a number of complications. The woman with whom the patient has identified himself may be not his mother but rather a sister, or some other woman from the infantile environment. The transference from the mother to this other person may have occurred at a very early age, or simultaneously with the regression from love to identification.

This type of development produces "subject homoerotic" individuals who actively seek younger persons as objects (164, 465). Being narcissistically in love with themselves and their penises, being "phallic characters" (see pp. 495 f.) and fixated to that period of life when the decisive turn occurred, such persons usually love adolescent boys, who represent themselves at the time of their own adolescence (555). Most often they behave very tenderly toward their objects; but it may also occur, if their sexuality was previously masochistically distorted, that they behave rather sadistically toward them.

A young man with character difficulties presented himself in analysis as very gentle and feminine, always ready to step aside in favor of others; his manifest sexual life was limited to masturbation; he had numerous men friends in whom he was more interested than in women. In the course of his analysis, he frequently was occupied with psychological commentaries about his friends, which actually were valid for himself. Thus it became obvious that his friends were selected on the basis of the narcissistic type of object choice. The patient devoted himself to his friends with a tender care that could only be termed maternal. Gradually he came to realize that his passive nature resembled that of his placid mother. He once said: "My mother and I, we must stick together, for we are fellow sufferers." These words, while having a definite conscious meaning, concealed his genital identification with the "castrated" mother, whom he unconsciously imitated in choosing friends who resembled himself.

Another patient, whose personality and neurosis were governed by an identification with his mother, was perversely desirous to have his sweetheart urinate in his presence, while he encouraged her in a friendly manner. He was playing the role of his mother, who used to put him on the chamber pot when he was a baby.

The same mechanism occurs in heterosexual individuals as well. Narcissistic men who during childhood or puberty liked to think of themselves as girls later
may fall in love with (more or less boyish) “little girls” in whom they see the re- 
incarnation of themselves, and then treat these girls as they would have liked to be 
treated by their mothers (416). These men do not love their feminine partners 
as individual entities but rather they love in them the feminine parts of their 
own ego (1565). A castration anxiety, similar to that in cases of homosexuality, 
may result in an unconscious constellation in which the narcissistically chosen 
girl, loved with the tenderness once desired from the mother for oneself, repres-
ents not only one’s own person in adolescence but specifically one’s own penis 
(428). Certain character types are governed by a need to give to others what they 
did not get themselves, enjoying the “getting” by means of identification with 
the person to whom they give (607). Anna Freud has described such a type of 
altruism” wherein certain pleasures, which the persons are inhibited from grant-
ing themselves, are given to others and enjoyed in identification with these 
others (541). The love felt for the privileged friends, then, may be a very 
ambivalent one mixed with envy and turn into immediate fury if the girls are not 
as happy as the patients wanted them to be.

The mechanism basic in this type of homosexuality is probably also the root of 
another perversion, pedophilia (247, 927). It is true that sometimes more super-
ficial reasons may suffice for persons to be attracted by children. Children are 
weak and remain approachable when other objects are excluded through anxiety 
(Freud stated that pedophilia is the perversion of “weak and impotent” persons) 
(555). But usually a love for children is based on a narcissistic object choice. Un-
consciously the patients are narcissistically in love with themselves as children; 
they treat their child objects either in the same way as they would have liked to 
be treated or in the completely opposite manner (950).

In a sublimated form, the same motives that produce pedophilia may produce 
a pedagogical interest. Love of children usually means: “Children ought to be better 
off than I was”; in a minority of cases, the opposite is true: “Children should not 
be better off than I was” (128).

A repression of a pedophilic attitude may result in a kind of fear of children 
or lack of understanding of children. Some persons are more or less embarrassed 
when forced to deal with children or adolescents; for the most part these are per-
sons who are obliged to repress what they themselves felt as children or adoles-
cents. (In a minority of cases the “other children” do not represent one’s own 
person but other children from the patient’s childhood history—for example, 
siblings.)

2. The clinical picture is very different if, following the identification with 
the mother, an anal fixation determines the subsequent development. The wish 
for sexual gratification with the mother becomes transformed into the wish 
to enjoy it in the same manner as the mother does. With this as a point of de-
parture, the father becomes the object of love, and the individual strives to sub-
mit himself to him, as the mother does, in a passive-receptive manner (555). In 
the discussion of compulsion neurosis, it became clear what conditions favor anal
regression, and likewise that an anal regression in men results in an increase in feminine reactions (see pp. 305 f.). The femininity that was warded off and remained latent in compulsion neurotics becomes manifest in the homosexual of this type. This is the basis for the development of "object homoerotic" individuals (465). In such cases the Oedipus complex was resolved by the assumption of the negative Oedipus attitude characteristic for the opposite sex (608).

Whereas patients of this type, being "feminine," manifestly behave in a very kind and tender fashion, they unconsciously may be governed by more or less hostility toward the father figures they are submitting to. Nunberg has described a subcategory of this type of homosexual, which is characterized by an unusual intensity of such latent hostility (1181). The passive submission to the father covers the unconscious idea of robbing him of his masculinity on this occasion, the homosexual intercourse meaning active castration. Actually "feminine" men often have not entirely given up their striving to be masculine. Unconsciously they regard their femininity as temporary, as a means to an end; they regard the condition of being a masculine man's "feminine" partner as learning the secrets of masculinity from the "master," or as depriving him of those secrets. In such cases, the passive submission to the father is combined with traits of an old and original (oral) identification love of the father (147). Every boy loves his father as a model whom he would like to resemble; he feels himself the "pupil" who, by temporary passivity, can achieve the ability to be active later on. This type of love could be called the apprentice love; it is always ambivalent because its ultimate aim is to replace the master. After having given up the belief in his own omnipotence and having projected it onto the father, there are several ways in which a boy may try to regain participation in the father's omnipotence. The two opposite extremes are the idea of killing the father in order to take his place and the idea of ingratiating, of being obedient and submissive to such a degree that the father will willingly grant participation. Homosexual men of the type here discussed may be found along the entire scale between these two extremes (436).

Some homosexuals are governed unconsciously by their ambivalent love for "bigger boys" who dare do things they themselves do not dare. To participate in the sexual adventures of "the boys on the other side of the tracks" offers the advantage of sexual pleasure with a decrease of responsibility: "Not I, but the others have done it." Love for them may be combined with all degrees of hostility toward and fear of them.

Not only an unconscious hostility toward the father may be overcompensated by such a type of love but also an earlier fear of the father. "I do not need to be afraid of father, since we love each other." But this attempt to escape does not always succeed. The ways in which denial of anxiety is attempted may arouse new anxiety. Having tried to escape castration as a punishment for sexual wishes
about the mother, he now fears castration as a prerequisite for sexual gratification by the father (599).

Femininity in men, that is, the sexual goal of having the sexual partner introduce something into one's body, usually connected with the fantasy of being a woman (163), is frequently but not necessarily combined with homosexuality: with the choice of a partner of the same sex. Its basis is an identification with the mother in regard to instinctual aim. This type of identification occurs when there has been a previous fixation on the passive-receptive incorporation aims of the pregenital period; as a rule, the anal-erogenous zone is the leading one. There is also a "passive genital zone" in men, that of prostatic endogeneity; but, practically, it is inextricably interwoven with anality (see pp. 82 f.). The fact that the pregenital aims of incorporation are much more similar to subsequent feminine genitality than to masculine genitality is the basis of "femininity" in men.

Actually, femininity in men is always connected with castration anxiety:

(a) The decisive identification with the mother may arise out of castration fear, connected with the sight of her genitals. Certain men, who are not homosexual at all, exhibit love that is full of features of identification with their sexual partner; the identification serves the purpose of fighting anxiety. A patient who loved women with this type of "identification love" wanted to prove to his girl friends: "See how well I understand you and all your interests; see what a degree of empathy I am capable of, that actually there is no difference between you and me!" A relatively late, traumatic observation of a woman's genitals had disturbed this boy's development. He experienced the sight as something entirely strange. He condensed all his earlier castration fears into a fear of this strange thing, which he perceived as an oral danger. He attempted to master this anxiety by denying that women are different; he assumed the attitude: "Women are exactly the same as I am; there are no frightening discoveries to be made, because I know everything about female matters." He identified himself with the object of his anxiety and became "feminine."

(b) In other cases of femininity in men the following attitude is decisive: "Because I am afraid that men might castrate me, I do not want to have anything to do with them; I prefer to live among women." These persons, of course, are heterosexual though feminine. They have to repress their homosexuality because homosexuality would mean having contact with men. Men of this type are interested rather in feminine homosexuality, they want to be a "girl among girls," and are interested in feminine games and activities. Frequently, this type of "femininity" holds anxiety in check only as long as the fact that women have no penises can be denied by some other means.

Femininity as a protection against the danger of castration may fail entirely if the person cannot deny that "becoming a girl" would mean losing his penis. We find in feminine men manifold attempts to keep up this denial; they try to stress the fact that they actually have a penis, while acting as though they were girls; thus there are girls with penises. A similar frequent unconscious reasoning can be formulated as follows: "I am afraid that I might be castrated. If I act like a girl, people will think that it has already been done, and in this way I shall escape."

Femininity in men, generally, is an expression of infantilism, of regression to passive types of mastery. Initially, also, the phallic love of the little boy for his
mother was not an active one (1071). As a baby, the boy—like the girl—enjoys, passively, being taken care of; "feminine" behavior in men may be actually an infantile behavior, and therefore does not need to be directed toward persons of the same sex but may be directed toward mother substitutes.

In the discussion of inhibition states, types of men have been described whose activity is inhibited generally, in the main because unconsciously they have an intense aggressiveness of which they are afraid (see pp. 178 f.). Men of this type sometimes feel that if they were a woman, they would not be expected to be active, and thereupon develop feminine longings. The warded-off aggressiveness may then return, and the unconscious leading thought be changed into: "If I were a woman, I would have the opportunity to take revenge on men."

In bisexual men it is, at times, not easy to determine whether the positive or the negative Oedipus complex has played the primary role. As a rule, a better understanding will be attained if it is assumed that the normal Oedipus complex forms the deeper level, whereas the reverse Oedipus complex is a reaction to the normal one.

3. Since narcissistic and anal fixations may occur in the same person, combinations of both types of homosexuality occur. Terms like subject homoerotic and object homoerotic have only a relative significance. Active homosexuality in a man may serve to repress a deeper passive homosexual longing and vice versa. These types constitute the majority of all male homosexualities, but occasionally other types occur.

4. The possibility that a person who has been brought up without a mother may react to a castration shock with a loss of interest in women altogether and a return to the masculine objects of his childhood has been mentioned (1621).

5. Freud has described some "mild" homosexuals, in whose cases the early masculine model for fixation was not the father but an older brother (607). An extreme friendliness between siblings of the same sex frequently is found in analysis to be an overcompensation of a primary hatred. The affectionate attitude toward the brother developed after a period of hostility, and the original hatred may still betray itself in some signs of ambivalence in the later love. Homosexual love of this type which, according to Freud, contributes largely to that which later forms "social feelings" (606) is mixed with characteristics of identification. Younger brothers who have successfully overcome an envious hatred of their older brothers regard them with affection as soon as an identification goes far enough for them to consider their brother's successes their own. They then no longer feel "He is successful, and I am not," but "We are successful." Such mechanisms often play a decisive part in pathological hero worship.

A patient with a very successful brother had succeeded in "sharing the brother's glory." However, the primary envy was betrayed by his obsessive rumination as to whether this or that hero was "greater."
This type of overcompensating love through identification well serves the purpose of getting rid of a disturbing and hopeless hatred, for the patient need no longer compete with his brother. He and his brother may divide, as it were, the fields of activities between themselves. Certain fields of endeavor will be given over to the brother because the brother's success supplies all the gratification needed. In this way competitive collision with the brother is avoided. This, again, is the basis of certain types of "altruism" in which the envied success is willingly left to the other person (604). In identification with him, the other's success may be enjoyed, while guilt feelings would make the enjoyment of one's own success impossible (541). The field of sexual activity is particularly subject to the influence of this type of evasion. If a person is homosexual and desires the brother himself as an object, sexual competition with the brother is thereby evaded.

It is clear that there are many points of contact between this type of overcompensating identification love and the types of homosexuality described before. The brother toward whom one behaves "altruistically" may simultaneously represent the image of what one had desired to be oneself. An identification with the mother certainly does not exclude the simultaneous presence of an identification with a brother on some other level.

In general, identification plays more of a role in homosexual love than in heterosexual love. Homosexual objects resemble the patient's own person more than heterosexual ones, which explains the intimate relationship between homosexuality and narcissism (1364).

Insight into the mechanisms of homosexuality makes it possible to come back to the problem of its differential etiology. Pregenital fixations, especially anal ones, and the readiness to substitute identifications for object relationships are the necessary prerequisites. This readiness must be combined with a special intensity of secondary narcissism, of self-love, that is. The probability of homosexual orientation is increased the more a boy tends to identify with the mother. Children in general tend to identify themselves more with the parent from whom they have experienced the more impressive frustrations. This explains Freud's findings that those men are more inclined to become homosexual who have had a "weak" father or no father at all (555), who, in other words, were frustrated in crucial things by their mother. However, the opposite also is true. Boys who have had no mother are also inclined to become homosexual, but for different reasons: the enjoyment of the passive pleasures of pregenital times, at the hands of a man instead of a woman, creates a disposition toward homosexuality. Freud made the suggestion that the extent of male homosexuality in ancient Greece may have been due to the fact that children were brought up by male slaves (555).
FEMALE HOMOSEXUALITY

The castration shock, which has as its origin the sight of the female genitals, is the principal factor that makes the female sex unacceptable to male homosexuals. Is it possible that the sight of a penis may disturb the sexual pleasure of some women in a similar manner? The answer is in the affirmative, if certain differences are noted. The sight of a penis may create a fear of an impending violation; more frequently it mobilizes thoughts and emotions about the difference in physical appearance. These fears, thoughts, and emotions may disturb the capacity for sexual enjoyment to such a degree that sexual pleasure is possible only if there is no confrontation with a penis. Insofar, female homosexuality actually is analogous to male homosexuality. But another factor complicates the picture. With women, the exclusion of heterosexual genitals can be achieved by a regression. The first object of every human being is the mother; all women, in contradistinction to men, have had a primary homosexual attachment, which may later be revived if normal heterosexuality is blocked. Whereas a man in this situation has only the possibility of regression from "object relationship to mother" to "identification with mother," a woman can regress from "object relationship to father" to "object relationship to mother" (328, 329, 626, 628, 1007).

Thus in female homosexuality, two etiological factors have to be considered: (a) the repulsion from heterosexuality originating in the castration complex, and (b) the attraction through early fixations on the mother. The two factors supplement each other, for fixation on the mother may have a protective and reassuring function, balanced against the forces of the castration complex; thus the general formula for perversions is again valid: that those fixations are revived which tend to give sexual satisfaction and security simultaneously.

With respect to the factors that repel normal heterosexuality, female and male homosexuality are analogous. Freud described a case in which the crucial factor in the development of a female homosexuality was a severe disappointment caused by the father when the girl was adolescent. The patient responded to this by identifying herself with her father; from that time on, she selected as her love objects women who resembled her mother. In her case, secondary gains obtained through the avoidance of competition with the mother, as well as through the opportunity of taking revenge on her offending father, were very evident (604). This case corresponded to those male homosexualities designated above as type (2) (see pp. 333 ff.). After identification with the mother, the men of type (2) developed the desire to be loved by the father as he loved the mother; here there is, after identification with the father, a desire to love the mother in the way the father loved her.
The crucial disappointment in Freud’s case (604) was the birth of a sibling during the patient’s puberty, that is, at a time when she herself unconsciously wished intensely to have a baby by her father. In his discussion of the case, Freud asks whether the development of that particular homosexual orientation might not have been due to the fact that the decisive disappointment was experienced by the girl at the time of puberty and not earlier. It seems more probable that the event in puberty produced so severe an effect because it was perceived as a repetition of some analogous infantile experience. It might be expected that this infantile experience was connected with the castration complex; however, the incomplete analysis of the case reveals nothing to that effect; we only know that, in addition to the child born at the patient’s puberty, there was another sibling born three years earlier.

This type (2) seems to be frequent among homosexual women. The patients respond to disappointment over their Oedipus wishes with an identification with their father, and consequently assume an active masculine relation to women who represent mother substitutes. The attitude of these active “masculine” homosexual women toward their (mother-equivalent) objects often is combined with all the features of the “wish-fulfillment” type of female castration complex described by Abraham (20). Just as Freud’s patient used her homosexuality as an aggression against her father, so other patients may combine homosexuality with hostility toward men in general, as if they wished to demonstrate: “I do not need any men; I can be a man myself.”

In describing normal sexual development, it was stated that clitoris sexuality in women is more apt to disturb normal sexuality than prostate erogeneity does in men (see p. 83). This is one reason why “masculinity” in women is more important than “femininity” in men. Another is the different treatment accorded men and women under present cultural conditions.

“Masculinity” in women, that is, the sexual goal to insert something into the partner’s body, originates analogously to “femininity” in men: through an identification with the heterosexual parent (or with a brother). Whereas the “feminine” goal in men corresponds to pregenital aims of incorporation, the goal of “masculine” women is in opposition to them. In cases where frustration of the wishes for incorporation has led to a sadistic attitude of taking by force what was not given, this force, originally often thought of as a penetration into the mother’s body (958), may be remobilized in later “masculinity.”

Again, “masculinity” in women is not necessarily connected with homosexuality. Women may also behave in a very “masculine” manner toward men. Women of this type have identification traits closely interwoven with their love. In their male partners, they see and love themselves as men (1565). They may stress the virility of their male partner, react intensely to his penis, and are often very interested in the idea of male homosexuality. Often girls think that they are not loved by their fathers because they are girls, and that they would be loved if they were boys. In their later love life, they may act the boy loved by the father, as well as the father loving the boy.
Whether or not "masculinity" in women will be combined with homosexuality depends on two circumstances: (a) on the intensity of the early fixation on the mother, and (b) on the special configuration of the castration complex.

There are also feminine analogies to type (1) of masculine homosexuality. Some active homosexual women, after having identified themselves with their father, choose young girls as love objects who serve as ideal representatives of their own person. They then behave toward these girls as they wished to have been treated by their father.

In childhood, a patient had been exposed to incestuous attacks by her father. He used to put the little girl’s hand on his penis and masturbate with it. The patient’s homosexuality began with the following incident. At puberty, she got into her younger sister’s bed and put the little sister’s hand on her own clitoris. In other words, she behaved toward her little sister as her father had behaved toward her. The incestuous experiences had caused the patient to develop an extraordinary fear that her genitals might be injured; the father’s large penis might enter her small body, split her or tear her. As a result of this anxiety, she objected to the penis in general and could love only if the penis were eliminated. In her heterosexual relations, she favored impotent men. However, she preferred women to men, and with them she would repeat the childhood experience with her sister. She took over the father’s role and tried to do to women what her father had done to her (415).

This type of love, in which the homosexual woman behaves toward an object representing herself "altruistically" in the way she would wish to be treated, may be as ambivalent as the analogous masculine type.

A patient loved "beautiful" young girls. She had an extreme ugliness complex and an intense longing for being as beautiful as her objects. In front of a mirror she would play that she was her beloved object. She was also very jealous of her growing daughter. Her behavior in her ambivalent homosexual loves had obvious characteristics of identification with her father.

Finally, an antagonism between sisters may also become overcompensated and develop into a mild homosexual love, interwoven with identification.

A woman patient, while not overtly homosexual, had an unusual number of women friends. She was constantly preoccupied with feelings of the most tender concern for her older sister; she would reproach herself severely for every little pleasure that she enjoyed and that her sister had to forego. She was very altruistic and would enjoy her sister’s pleasures as if they were her own. In this case, it was not difficult to demonstrate the presence of an underlying original hatred for this sister.

In women, the turning away from heterosexuality is a regression that revives memory traces of the early relations to the mother. Female homosexuality therefore has a more archaic imprint than male homosexuality. It brings back the behavior patterns, aims, pleasures, but also the fears and conflicts of the earliest years of life. The actual activities of homosexual women consist mainly in the
mutual playing of "mother and child" (328, 329); also the empiric fact that oral eroticism usually is in the foreground in female homosexuality (as is anal eroticism in male) is consonant with its archaic nature.

Women in whom the passive-receptive attitude toward the mother is in the foreground of their homosexuality are not necessarily "masculine" in their general behavior.

Comparing the analysis of homosexuality with what has been said about perversions in general, it can be stated: neither the Oedipus nor the castration complex is conscious, and yet analysis has demonstrated that both these complexes are decisive. Homosexuality has proved to be the product of specific mechanisms of defense, which facilitate the persistence of the repression of both the Oedipus and the castration complex. At the same time, the aim of homosexual object choice is the avoidance of emotions around the castration complex, which otherwise would disturb the sexual pleasure, or at least the attainment of reassurances against them (601, 1331).

FETISHISM

The next form of perversion to be discussed, fetishism, likewise does not simply consist in the hypertrophy of an infantile partial instinct; the function of denying castration fear, however, is here especially evident.

The prepsychoanalytic literature on fetishism described it as being determined by some childhood experience which established a sort of conditioned reflex. The fetishistic impulse was supposed to be due to a displacement of sexual excitement onto a circumstance that accidentally accompanied the first sexual manifestation. Analytically, those "accidental" incidents must be evaluated as screen memories. The foot fetishist who became fixated on the incident of seeing his governess expose her foot (596) had some unconscious reason why the sight of a foot, ordinarily innocent enough, aroused his sexual excitation. The real significance of this screen memory becomes clear through the symbolic equation of foot and penis. The memory seems to conceal the following unconscious thought: "I saw the penis of my governess" or "I saw that my governess has a penis." The patient surely could not have seen anything of the kind. Quite obviously this thought was utilized by him to deny that he had seen that his governess did not have a penis. It was this unpleasant memory that was kept repressed by the repudiating screen memory. The sexual excitement he experienced upon seeing the foot could be described as follows: "The thought that there are human beings without a penis, and that I might myself be one of them, makes it impossible for me to grant myself sexual excitement. But now I see here a symbol of a penis in a woman; that helps me shut out my fear, and thus I can permit myself to be sexually excited." The same mechanism then operates persistently throughout the
patient’s life. He is able to respond sexually to a woman only if and when her foot expressly reassures him that “a woman does have a penis.”

As Freud has pointed out, most of the typical fetishes are penis symbols: shoes, long hair, earrings. Fur serves as a symbolic substitute for pubic hair, the sight of which might make a child question whether or not it covers a penis. Sexual interest in women’s underwear is increased, as an allusion to female nudity, when complete nudity has to be avoided. When less typical fetishes are employed, the history of the individual’s early childhood reveals experiences in which this fetish subjectively acquired the significance of a “female penis” (621).

A patient in analysis related the following memory. At about the age of four he was lying in his parents’ bed. Through an accidental uncovering, he saw his father’s penis and was frightened by its size. He asked himself whether his mother might have an equally large penis. He waited for an opportunity when he could unobservedly lift her nightgown a little; he saw a large penis, and was very satisfied with the discovery. The patient, of course, understood the absurdity of this story; but the incident was so vivid in his memory that he had a feeling that he could guarantee its correctness. The contradiction contained in this story, that first the size of the penis in the father terrified him, but then in the mother satisfied him, became the starting point for the analysis of this screen memory. It became probable that the real facts were reversed. The boy probably saw, on the occasion of an accidental uncovering, the mother’s genitals, was terrified by the sight, wondered whether the father also looked that way, lifted his shirt, and with great satisfaction saw a large penis (437).

This patient did not turn into a fetishist. The perception which he used as a denial of the mother’s lack of a penis arose from the observation of the father’s body. It can be imagined that, if he had used some penis substitute connected with the mother’s body for the same purpose for which he actually used his father’s penis, he would have become a fetishist.

An objection to this theory of fetishism (621) seems to be presented by cases in which the fetish represents a symbol not for a penis but for feces, urine, or objects once connected with pregenital activities (77, 677, 987). Some fetishists choose hollow objects as their fetishes, into which they introduce their fingers, or objects having penis significance, or even their penises; such a fetish even seems to represent a vagina (476). Moreover, in fetishists, the possessive urge to be the sole owner of the object is particularly stressed, and some fetishists are “collectors” (1597); the fetish may be an object with little intrinsic value but takes on an immense importance through the fetishistic overvaluation. Often the odor is decisive.

This material does not contradict the thesis that the principal significance of the fetish is to represent “mother’s penis.” Individuals in whom castration anxiety is provoked very suddenly and intensely are candidates for later fetishism; but they are also those who tend to escape the castration dangers by regression to pregenital levels (1072, 1515). Thus the pregenital characteristics of fetishes
can be considered in the same way as compulsive phenomena in which genital and pregenital drives and anxieties are mutually interwoven, or like the phallic attributes of dreadful phallic mother figures.

The analysis of a man with a fetishistic preference for certain odors, a preference that clearly was analy determined, revealed surprising unconscious fantasies as the determinants of his preference. The patient’s mother had died in his early childhood, and he was reared to believe that his stepmother was his real mother. However, he suspected the truth and expended much energy in order to repress his suspicion. It turned out that his pronounced feminine behavior was determined by the idea of showing his father that he would have been a better substitute for his dead mother than was his stepmother. This identification with the dead mother was based on a “respiratory introjection” of her “soul” (420); and the preference for odors represented this preference for nasal introjection. However, this pregenital “respiratory introjection” was closely interwoven with genital tendencies originating in the castration complex. The feminine wishes of the patient were blocked by an intense fear that a fulfillment of his wish to be a woman would endanger his penis. He tried in many ways to reassure himself that it was possible to become a woman and nevertheless retain his penis. (He was simultaneously a transvestite.) The inhalation of feces, which at one level meant the inhalation of the dead mother, meant simultaneously the inhalation of the “spirit of penis,” which ensured the possession of the penis.

It may be that, for certain men, every woman provokes castration fear. Then, the object that represents the woman’s penis arouses sexual excitement only as long as it is not connected with a woman’s body. The original object remains entirely repressed, and only the fetish, which once had been a part of it, remains conscious with exaggerated intensity. Desire is felt not for shoes on women but for women’s shoes, isolated from women. Freud spoke of a “partial repression” which makes it possible for a pars pro toto to be retained in consciousness, while the totum remains repressed (621; cf. also 4, 1215).

Certain types of fetishists also show pronounced sadistic features. They may obtain their satisfaction by performing “symbolic castrations” in connection with their fetishes. It is as if their castration fear pushes them close to the idea of castration whenever they become sexually aroused (220). “Braid cutters” are hair fetishists. How a kind of castrating activity can reassure against castration fear will be discussed in connection with braid cutting and sadism (see pp. 349 and 355 f.).

Fetishism as an attempt to deny a truth known simultaneously by another part of the personality presupposes a certain split of the person’s ego. Persons whose childhood history has enabled them to make an exceptionally intense use of the defense mechanism of denial are, therefore, predisposed for the development of fetishism (633, 635, 694, 1215).

There is a relation between fetishism and the normal, subjective preconditions for love. In part these preconditions simply represent infantile fixations ("ana-
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critic type") (585). To a greater degree, however, they are built according to a mechanism analogous to fetishism. The conditions asked for unconsciously represent reassurances against dangers believed to be connected with sexuality.

This theory of fetishism seems to be applicable to masculine cases only. The emphasis on a penis symbol could not enable a girl to maintain the belief in her possession of a penis. Actually, female fetishists are very rare, at least much rarer than male ones. However, the cases that have been studied make it probable that exceptional circumstances actually enabled the women in question to do what is improbable in general: to accept the presence of a penis symbol as a soothing factor against the emotions connected with the idea of lacking this organ. The chief role in female fetishism, too, is played by the castration complex, with stress on the “wish-fulfillment” type (20). The fetish in these cases also represents a penis, simultaneously feared and desired, the penis which the woman wishes to possess by virtue of an identification with her father (824).

TRANSVESTITISM

The homosexual man replaces his love for his mother by an identification with her; the fetishist refuses to acknowledge that a woman has no penis. The male transvestite assumes both attitudes simultaneously (161, 416). He fantasizes that the woman possesses a penis, and thus overcomes his castration anxiety, and identifies himself with this phallic woman. Hence the fundamental trend of transvestitism is the same as that found in homosexuality and fetishism: the refutation of the idea that there is a danger of castration. However, the identification with the mother is established not by imitating her object choice but rather her “being a woman.” The transvestite act has two unconscious meanings: (a) an object-erotic and fetishistic one: the person cohabits not with a woman but with her clothes, the clothes representing, symbolically, her penis; (b) a narcissistic one: the transvestite himself represents the phallic woman under whose clothes a penis is hidden. Transvestites who are exhibitionistic about displaying their female attire show their symbolic penis in the same manner and for the same reason as true exhibitionists actually show their penis. Behavior of this kind presupposes a rather narcissistic orientation. At deeper levels, fantasies of introjections are found, in which the penis is equated with an introjected woman. On a more superficial level, the transvestite, identified with a phallic woman, seeks new objects, chiefly, as in the homosexual type (2), the father to whom he seems to say: “Love me as you love mother” and “It is not true that this wish of mine endangers my penis.” A frequent accidental factor is that the female identification may represent not an identification with the mother but with a “little girl”—for example, with a (real or imaginary) little sister and, on a deeper level, with one’s own penis (428).
As for female transvestites, the putting on of men's clothes certainly cannot give the wearer the illusion of having a penis under them; but it may give the illusion that spectators might believe in the existence of such a penis, and it has the significance of playing "being a man." "Making believe that one possesses a penis" and "playing father" are the unconscious meanings of female transvestitism. The difference between transvestitism in men and women respectively is that the man, in spite of "playing woman," actually has the possibility of demonstrating to himself that the penis is not lost by the game, whereas the girl is not in a position to reassure herself in the same manner; she can only pretend. Thus transvestitism in women is a displacement of the envy of the penis to an envy of masculine appearance. Male transvestitism has a more serious character; female transvestitism has a "pretending" character.

EXHIBITIONISM

In exhibitionism a denial of castration is attempted by a simple overcathexis of a partial instinct. Exhibitionism in children certainly has the character of a partial instinct; any child derives pleasure from the display of his genitals and, in pregenital times, of the other erogenous zones and their functions (see p. 72). Perverts regress to this infantile aim because the stressing of this aim can be used for denial of a danger that is believed to be connected with normal sexuality. Reassurance against castration can be attained by an exhibitionistic man in the following ways:

1. He unconsciously says to his audience: "Reassure me that I have a penis by reacting to the sight of it." Inner doubt impels the individual to call upon objects as witnesses.

2. He unconsciously says to his audience: "Reassure me that you are afraid of my penis, that is, that you fear me; then I do not need to be afraid myself" ("identification with the aggressor") (541); this is especially clear when exhibitionists derive their pleasure from performing their perversion before little girls only, who have not seen a penis before. (Sometimes there may also be the fear that, because of the penis' inferiority, little girls only would be impressed, but not adult women).

A sadistic significance of male exhibitionism may by an outgrowth of infantile ideas of urethral attacks and be related to the aggressive significance of bedwetting, and thus to some types of ejaculatio praecox.

3. The exhibitionistic act is performed as a kind of magical gesture. It means: "I show you what I wish you could show me" (555). On this level exhibitionism is not only a mask for scotophilia but also the exhibition of a penis is thought of as a magical means of achieving a situation in which the attacked girls can display the very same thing, that is, a penis and not a female organ. In this sense,
the exhibitionist acts like the transvestite: he acts "the girl who shows her penis."

In reassuring the individual against castration, the partial instinct of exhibitionism may engage all of the sexual energy, thus facilitating the repression of the other parts of infantile sexuality, especially of the Oedipus complex.

A case of exhibitionism showed a remarkable combination of the castration complex with a "family romance." The patient’s fantasy was that his father was not truly his father but a mean stepfather who wished to castrate him. The patient’s penis, which he overvalued narcissistically, furnished him with visible evidence of his exalted origin. In exposing his penis, he was asking for recognition of this fact, a recognition needed for shielding him from the danger of castration.

This interpretation of exhibitionism as an attempt to overcome castration fear cannot, however, apply in the case of women. Actually, genital exhibitionism as a perversion does not exist in women. However, the nongenital exposure of all other parts of the body for the purpose of foreplay is more common in the female sex than in the male.

Harnik explained this difference in the development of exhibitionism in the two sexes by the difference in the male and the female castration complex. The very fact that the girl has no penis and feels this as a hurt to her narcissism makes her displace her exhibitionistic impulses and replace her infantile desire to expose her genitals by a desire to expose all of her body with the exception of the genitals (736). For this reason the displaced exhibitionism is not adapted to serve as reassurance and cannot develop into a perversion.

Both sexes have the original partial instinct of exhibitionism. Whereas the man, who fears the possibility that he might lose the penis, can reassure himself by showing that the penis is still present, the woman, who actually has no penis and feels this as a narcissistic injury, tries to conceal this lack. Thus in men the original infantile genital exhibitionism tends to reassure against castration fear. Consequently, men’s exhibitionism remains genital and may develop into a perversion; that is, men show their potency; women’s exhibitionism is displaced away from the genitals; that is, women show their attractiveness. Where the displacement is insufficient, exhibitionistic women are afraid of being ugly or ridiculous or subject to injury. Women, too, attempt to use exhibitionism for magical purposes, that is, to charm spectators to force them to give what is needed. But they never are free of the fear that attempts of this kind are doomed to fail. Exhibitionistic women always behave as if they were pretending and are afraid that the truth might come out. The idea of being exposed in their "castrated" state is the main unconscious content of many a female anxiety hysteria. It is also the typical meaning of female stage fright. (The fact that analogous ideas are to be found also in the stage fright of men arises from the fact that men, too, may develop a “feminine” type of castration complex, that is, the idea that at one time they actually were injured, and that their genitals will turn out to be inferior if compared to those of other men [501].) Under certain circumstances a paradoxical exhibitionism of ugliness may be the outcome of a stubborn revenge type of the female castration complex, a “magical gesture” aimed at castrating men by forc-
ing them to look at the "castration wound" (483, 634, 739, 1249). All the neurotic conflicts around "exhibitionism as a means of enforcing narcissistic supplies" which have been discussed in connection with erythrophobia (see p. 207) and social inhibition (see p. 180) are also operative in perverse exhibitionists.

However, sometimes a frank tendency to exhibit the genital organs plays a role in the forepleasure of women. Analysis shows that this happens in women whose experiences have enabled them to retain to a high degree the illusion of possessing a penis.

A preference for genital exhibitionism in women is usually connected with a preference for cunnilingus, which affords opportunity for an especially intense display of the genitals to the man. A patient had the masturbatory fantasy that she had to cut a piece out of her dress so as to expose her genitals; this exhibitionism was combined with a predilection for cunnilingus. She had the unconscious idea of taking revenge on men by charming them into dependence on and fright of the very organ they once "despised." Showing herself as being castrated was a magical gesture aimed at castrating the spectator. On another level the patient unconsciously believed that she had a penis. Her perversion demanded that men should "look more carefully"—then they would find the penis.

It is understandable that an exhibitionistic tendency of this kind more frequently appears as displaced from the genitals to some "symbolic penis." A patient was extremely proud of her beautiful feet, liked to go barefoot and to show photographs of herself barefoot. She also had the neurotic symptom of feeling a need to stretch and spread her toes during sexual intercourse.

Female exhibitionism, though it cannot reassure against the feeling of being castrated, may be used for revenge purposes in a double way: (a) by the display of female beauty and charm, which may have the unconscious attitude of humiliating men by making them admire and become dependent on what they formerly despised—the method of Circe, who turned men into pigs by seducing them through her beauty; (b) by the exhibition of the "ugly" genitals, which has the unconscious attitude of humiliating men by threatening them stubbornly: "I am castrated; very well, by showing this, I am going to castrate you, too!"

If these unconscious sadistic attitudes are strong, they arouse guilt feelings and fears. An example of fear so determined is experienced by children if the game of "making ugly faces" is succeeded by a fear that the pretended ugliness might remain permanent (see p. 319).

VOYEURISM

In the unconscious of voyeurs, the same tendencies are found as in exhibitionists. The childhood experiences on which voyeurs are fixated sometimes are scenes that gave reassurance—for example, such scenes as the incident in the case of Freud's foot fetishist (596). More frequently, voyeurs are fixated on experiences that aroused their castration anxiety, either primal scenes or the sight of adult genitals. The patient attempts to deny the justification of his fright by repeating the frightening scenes with certain alterations; this type of voyeurism
is based on the hunger for screen experiences, that is, for experiences sufficiently like the original to be substituted for it, but differing in the essential point and thereby giving reassurance that there is no danger (1198). This tendency may be condensed with a tendency to repeat a traumatic scene for the purpose of achieving a belated mastery (see p. 120).

This unconscious significance of scoptophilia is most clearly seen in those cases in which gratification is obtained only if the sexual scene the patient wishes to witness fulfills very definite conditions. These conditions then represent either a repetition of conditions present in the important childhood experience or a denial of these very conditions or of their dangerous nature.

Abraham reported the case of a pervert who obtained gratification only under the condition that a man and a woman have intercourse in an adjacent room. The patient would begin to cry; then the woman would have to leave her partner and rush to the patient. Probably this represented the wish that remained unfulfilled when as a child he actually experienced the primal scene. Sabina Spielrein described a peeping perversion in which the patient tried to overcome an early repression of genital and manual erogeneity, provoked by an intense castration fear (1454).

The fact that no sight can actually bring about the reassurance for which the patients are striving has several consequences for the structure of voyeurs: they either develop an attitude of insatiability—they have to look again and again, and to see more and more, with an ever increasing intensity—or they displace their interest from the genitals either to forepleasure activities and pregenitality or generally to scenes that may better serve as reassurances than does actual genital observation.

Because of the insatiability, the desire to look may acquire a more and more sadistic significance. In female voyeurs, in whom the idea that other girls have penises could not serve as reassurance against the castration complex, peeping may from the beginning be a substitute for sadistic acting. "I didn't do it, I only watched the other fellow do it" is a very frequent excuse given by children (see p. 498). In the same way, voyeurs displace their interest from destroying (castrating) on to looking, in order to avoid feelings of responsibility and guilt; as a rule they fail, and the looking acquires the unconscious significance of the original impulse.

Curiosity in women sometimes is more or less openly aimed at witnessing catastrophes, accidents, war scenes, operations, hospital scenes, and the like; such curiosity represents active sadistic castration tendencies, reduced from action to observation.

The longing to substitute looking for acting makes persons who are in conflict about whether or not to follow some impulse long for someone else to per-
form the act. The release from responsibility which they achieve in this way explains the effectiveness of the “seducing example” (1258).

BRAID CUTTING

As a supplement to the discussion of exhibitionism and voyeurism mention should be made of a specific form of sadism which is related to these perversions and may serve later as a starting point for the examination of sadism. This perversion, braid cutting, for obvious reasons has become rare nowadays. It combines a sadistic attack with a fetishistic preference for hair and is mainly due to the same reassuring mechanism operative in exhibitionism: the identification with the aggressor. The meaning is: “If I cut others’ braids off, my own will not be cut off. I am the cutter, and not the one who is cut.”

However, symbolic castration appears here in an amazingly thin disguise. Harnik, in the analysis of a braid cutter, was able to show that in the patient’s unconscious the idea “I am the castrator and not the castrated one” was condensed with another one: “I am only performing symbolic, not real, castration.” In the fantasy of this patient, the idea that the hair of the attacked girls would grow again played the outstanding role. Through analysis other conditions were also found, which served to repudiate the idea of castration (740).

The reassuring pleasure that a game of symbolic castration is no real and final castration is manifest in the delight that boys show in tugging girls’ hair, undoubtedly a watered form of braid cutting. Preferences for crippled girls (307a) or other apparent emphasis on the sexual partner’s castration reveal themselves in analysis as a combination of the two reassurances against castration anxiety: “I am the castrator and not the castrated one” and “She is only symbolically castrated, not really.” Perversions of this kind are very closely related tocounterphobic attitudes in the individual’s character (see pp. 480 ff.).

COPROPHILIA

If an adult person still has his sexual excitability connected with the excretory functions (either with those of his object or autoerotically with his own), he clearly shows that his sexuality is on an infantile level. But in these cases, too, the regression serves as a defense against genital wishes, not only in a general way as in any compulsion neurotic but also in a more specific way, the coprophilic fantasies regularly representing attempts to deny the danger of castration. In pronounced anal perversions we find very often that this interest was increased at the expense of an originally equally intense urethral interest, because there is no sex difference in anal functions. The stressed anality expresses the wish to have sexual pleasure without being reminded of the difference of the sexes, which would mobilize castration fear. On a deeper level the symbolic equa-
tion *feces* = *penis* (593) is valid. A male scoptophilic pervert, who wants to watch women defecate, thus unconsciously expresses the idea: "I wish to see that something resembling a penis does come out of the woman's body after all." In a similar way, women who are sexually interested in their own anal functions have the feeling: "I have an organ that protrudes after all." The conception of "child" (gift) forms a bridge between the conception of feces and genital ideas.

Frances Deri observed a case of coprophilia which was determined by the fact that the patient as a little boy watched his mother defecating. The unconscious meaning of this experience was analogous to that of the fetishist who observed his governess' foot. The mother's feces were perceived as a symbol for a penis.

Urethral-erotic perversions, especially a sexual interest on the part of men in female urination, direct the attention, apparently, in particular to the difference of the sexes; consequently it does not seem adapted to giving reassurance against castration fears. The analysis of these cases, however, shows that special experiences in childhood actually made it possible to use even female urination for the purpose of achieving such reassurance.

A case in which sexual interest was concentrated on women's urination proved first that this interest meant generally: "Whenever I am sexually excited, my castration complex is mobilized." It turned out that the perversion meant primarily an intense rejection of any idea of a penis. It was developed in order to assure the repression of early anal-homosexual experiences. The significance of women's urine was that it was "not men's feces." The patient, as a child, had thought that women have but one opening and urinate from the anus. The perversion, thus, was an attempt at gaining sexual pleasure without being reminded either of penis or of feces. Women's urination appeared as clean and playful; it did not mobilize the fearful thoughts implicit in men's moving their bowels. The perversion was conditioned by a simultaneous inhibition against looking which enabled the patient to hold onto the fantasy of women urinating through the anus and thus to avoid again being reminded of castration by the sight of a urinating woman. On a deeper level, the interest in watching urinating women meant the hope of finding out that they, too, have a penis. The "urinating girl" herself had the significance of a "urinaing penis" (428).

A combination of coprophilia, exhibitionism, and sadism is expressed in coprolalia, that is, in the joy of uttering obscenities and in an exaggerated interest in pornography (366). Obscene words retain remnants of the old magical power which language in general originally had. They force, or are intended to force, the listener to visualize with hallucinatory clarity the objects they denote (451). Readers of pornographic literature frequently imagine that an "innocent" hearer is present (or they picture themselves as such innocent hearers) who plays the same role as the "frightened" objects of the exhibitionist or of the braid cutter (and therefore coprolalia can be substituted by swearing) (1154). Coprolalia dur-
ing sexual intercourse makes use of the sexual partner for the same purpose of getting reassurance. The use of obscene words gives the feeling that the dangerous “demons of sexuality” are under control (see p. 296).

In lovers of pornography one frequently meets two contradictory, reassuring attitudes: (1) The fact that sexual details are described in print proves the objective existence of sexuality; by the mechanism of “sharing guilt” it relieves guilt feelings by making sexual fantasies more “objective.” (2) Nevertheless the feared sexuality is not quite real; it is enjoyed in empathy by reading about it in a book, not by experiencing it actually, and thus it is less dangerous.

Masturbation with the help of pornographic literature is nearer, in one respect, to normal sexuality than is masturbation without it, the book being a medium between sexual fantasy and sexual reality. In adolescents or persons with perverse inclinations who are ashamed of admitting their wishes, the book or picture may simply represent a substitute for a sexual partner.

The very terms pornography and coprolalia stress the connection with anal eroticism. Sometimes anal obscenities are actually preferred to genital ones, but even if that is not the case, the pleasure in genital obscenities is often connected with the conception that these obscenities are “dirty.”

The “negative” of coprolalic impulses plays a great role in the psychology of stuttering and tic and in many compulsive symptoms, where the unconscious sexualization of words regularly has an anal significance. The connection of words with anal eroticism is obvious in the common compulsion to read while sitting on the toilet; it is due to the idea that while matter is expelled from the body other matter has to be taken in.

ORAL PERVERSIONS

A preference for the oral zone as an instrument of sexual gratification seldom occurs as a perversion complete in itself, excluding the possibility of other modes of sexual gratification. Again, analysis shows that the mouth becomes a preferred substitute for the genitals in those cases in which genital activity is inhibited by castration fear (13). This is clear in those cases of fellatio which, on analysis, are seen to be denials of, or equivalents of, biting off the penis. In preferring cunnilingus, too, both sexes may be influenced by a tendency to exclude the penis from the act or by the fantasy of a concealed female penis.

The analysis of a male patient who preferred cunnilingus revealed that he had the fantasy of being a woman enjoying female homosexuality. This fantasy was a flight away from the penis which mobilized castration fear.

EXTREME SEXUAL SUBMISSIVENESS

Extreme submissiveness as a condition for attaining sexual gratification is a perversion that occurs not infrequently in women and occasionally also in men.
(1200, 1261). It represents an extreme exaggeration of certain features that are present in any "falling in love"; that is, the entire emphasis is displaced from one's own existence to the personality of the partner; the patient lives only with and through the partner, feels himself to be nothing and the partner to be everything; he is ready to make any sacrifice for the partner's sake (and especially for the sake of rousing the partner's interest in himself). "Falling in love" as such is certainly no perversion; but it is a perversion if the only possible sexual excitement consists in the feeling of one's own insignificance as compared with the magnificence of the partner (606).

This description shows that the perversion in question is a transitional state between infatuation and masochism. In common with the former it has the monomanic character, with the latter the enjoyment of one's own insignificance.

The feeling "I am small, the beloved one is great" is certainly, first of all, an unconscious reminiscence of a time when this was literally true, that is, when the patient was a child and was in love with an adult person. "Submissiveness" hints at the Oedipus complex, and certain features of it are frequent in hysterical persons in general. When this submissiveness increases to form a kind of perversion, however, it not only reflects the child's love for his parents but especially one aspect of this love.

It has been mentioned that the full genital climax of an object relationship brings also a kind of regression to its earliest forerunner; it is an incorporation in so far as the feeling of union and a disappearance of the feeling of separate-ness occurs. Infatuation is characterized by the form this feeling takes: "We are one, but the partner is the more important 'half.'" Overestimation of the sexual partner means simultaneously: "I am participating in my partner's greatness." In this sense, every love is a "narcissistic gratification," a regaining of the lost and projected omnipotence (585).

In a more exaggerated way a similar feeling occurs in relationships that certainly should not be called love: in persons whose overestimation of their partners does not contradict the fact that they have no interest in and no idea about the real personality of this partner, and who can develop the same admiration for one object today and for another tomorrow. These are persons who have never become complete individuals in their own right, who therefore need "participation" in a greater union in order to be able to feel their own existence. They are the orally fixated persons, who always need proof of their being loved without being able to love actively themselves (see "love addicts," p. 382).

Necessary narcissistic supplies may be striven for in different ways. One way is represented by the fantasy of being incorporated by the object, of being nothing more than a part of a more powerful personality, and of overcoming one's own inadequacy in this way (265, 712). The idea of being incorporated simultaneously may be used as a defense against the sadistic idea
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of actively incorporating. If the feeling that the union with the partner is established without action by the subject can be achieved, no violent way of establishing it is needed any more (428). The denial of sadism, however, does not always succeed, and often it is quite obvious that the "love" of the submissive person for his omnipotent partner is of a very ambivalent nature.

The unconscious basis of the perversion "extreme submissiveness" is the fantasy of being a part of the partner's body. This fantasy attempts to refute the fear of being abandoned which previously disturbed sexual enjoyment.

In 1925, Josine Müller wrote in describing a case of this kind: "The patient imagined that she was the penis of her exalted father, and thus his favorite and most important part" (1160). Later, Frances Deri postulated the idea that the fantasy of being a part of the partner's body is the basis of "extreme submissiveness." Other authors have confirmed this thesis (428, 436, 1055, 1261).

The identification with the partner's penis is a fantasy that is met with in both sexes. The basic fantasy of male transvestitism, "I show myself as a phallic woman," is often condensed with the fantasy of acting as a penis.

A patient connected his femininity with the naïve narcissistic love for his penis which he called by a pet name; even the girl's name, which he liked to assume when acting a girl, was very similar to this pet name for his penis (416).

In girls an identification with the penis is even more frequent. Here the fantasy "I am a penis" is an escape from the conflict between the two contradictory tendencies "I should like to have a penis" and "I should like to love a man." The fantasy of being a man's penis, and in this way of being connected with the man in inseparable harmony, serves the overcompensating repression of the opposite idea: "I want to rob a man of his penis and am therefore afraid of his revenge."

The dangers denied by means of this fantasy may be of a different nature. Either the penis with which the patients are identified represents "mother's penis," and thus denies the existence of beings without penises, or it represents "father's penis," and thus denies anxiety by an "identification with the aggressor."

Wherever the relations to the penis are governed by fantasies of introjection, they are based on a pregenital history. The penis, with which submissive persons identify themselves, also represents child, feces (the contents of mother's womb), or milk. The penis is only the last link in a long chain of introjects (593).

An extreme submissiveness is likewise found in some forms of hero worship which are based on the unconscious fantasy of being a part of the hero. It is characteristic for one type of religiosity, in which devotion to God is connected with the fantasy that God without oneself would be as incomplete as oneself without God. The fantasy is developed that one is not only weak, helpless, and nothing but a part of the powerful partner, but also that one represents the part-
ner's most important and powerful part. Whereas one is actually dependent on the partner, the partner in turn is thought to be magically dependent on oneself.

Rilke
"Was wirst Du tun, Gott, wenn ich sterbe?
Ich bin Dein Trank, wenn ich verderbe,
bin Dein Gewand und Dein Gewerbe,
Ich bin Dein Krug; wenn ich zerscherbe,
mir verlierst Du Deinen Sinn."

Angelus Silesius
"Ich bin so gross als Gott: er ist als ich so klein:
er kann nicht über mich, ich unter ihm nicht sein."—
"Ich weiss, dass ohne mich Gott nicht ein Nu kann leben,
werd' ich zu nicht, er muss vor Not den Geist aufgeben."

Sadism

Can the general theory of perversions be applied to sadism; that is, is it conceivable that the torturing of an object may give a reassurance against castration fear? And if so, what determines the choice of precisely this form of reassurance?

If sexual pleasure is disturbed by anxiety, it is comprehensible that an "identification with the aggressor" (54t) can be a relief. If a person is able to do to others what he fears may be done to him, he no longer has to be afraid. Thus anything that tends to increase the subject's power or prestige can be used as a reassurance against anxieties. What might happen to the subject passively is done actively by him, in anticipation of attack, to others.

Among children who suffer from anxiety, older siblings are always in a better position than younger ones because they can threaten the smaller ones.

The idea "Before I can enjoy sexuality, I must convince myself that I am powerful" is, to be sure, not yet identical with "I get sexual pleasure through torturing other persons"; however, it is the starting point for a sadistic development. The "threatening" type of exhibitionist, the braid cutter and the man who shows pornographic pictures to his "innocent" partner, enjoys the powerlessness of the partner because it means "I do not need to be afraid of him," thereby making possible the pleasure that would otherwise have been blocked by fear. Sadists of this type, by threatening their objects, show that they are concerned with the idea that they themselves might be threatened.

Many persons are afraid not only that they might be the victims of some kind of castration during the sexual act but also of being harmed by their own excitement. Again, they can get rid of this fear if they succeed in rousing in others a like fear of excitement.

Analogous is the frequent obsessive symptom of laughter as a reaction to the news of a death. This symptom occurs not only after the death of a person against
whom the patient previously had had unconscious death wishes. It may be a much more general expression of reassurance against anxiety aroused by the news through stressing the triumph: "It is the other fellow who died, not I."

Frequently, sadists are fighting not only an unconscious anxiety over castration and over their own dangerous excitement but also certain self-destructive tendencies within themselves. The origin of self-destructive tendencies will be examined later (see pp. 358 ff.). But once such tendencies are established, they are fought by being turned outward against sexual objects. Since masochism, as a rule, is created by the turning inward of an original sadism, there may be a three-fold layer; the manifest sadism of the third layer is very different from the original hostility of the first layer. In Freud's study, "A Child Is Being Beaten," he described the typical historical development of such a three-layer formation (601).

Like the braid cutter, other sadists, too, not only proceed according to the formula "I am the castrator, not the castrated one" but also according to the complementary idea "I am only a pseudo castrator, not a real castrator." By castrating symbolically rather than actually, they reassure themselves through the experiences of their victims that the dreadful things they feared are not quite so dreadful after all. The perverse acts actually performed by sadists often have a playful character and have the same purpose as any kind of playing. Afraid that full sexual excitement would be connected with castration, the patient tries to learn to master this situation by actively and tentatively connecting sexual acts with "minor castrations."

In braid cutters the idea that the hair grows back and in coprophiliacs that feces are produced anew every day is used as a "proof" that castration need not be final (740, 1054).

The following case shows the same tendency in a somewhat more complicated way. The sexual fantasies of a compulsion-neurotic patient were filled with sadistic ideas of shaming women; the idea was to compel girls to show their sexual excitement in a humiliating way. In his childhood, the patient used to masturbate anally; he felt very much ashamed of it, and actually concealed this activity carefully. His neurosis was governed by the fear of being found out and by anticipatory shame. Unconsciously, as a child, he had longed to be found out, and he had even tried to provoke it. The motive for this provocation was not so much a need for punishment as an attempt to seduce others, a longing to turn away from autoeroticism to objects who might participate in his sexual activities.

In his sadistic activities or fantasies he did to others what he once had ambivalently thought might happen to him. His sadism had the following meanings: (1) What the patient is afraid of does not happen to him; instead he does it to others. (2) What he longed for but was afraid of has finally happened; he experiences it in an "altruistic" and therefore safe way, in that he feels with the girls to whom he does what should have been done to him. (3) What really happens is not castration but only the "lesser evil" of being ashamed.
The feeling of unity with an object, which results in reassurance against the anxiety of being abandoned, is achieved in extreme submissiveness by the idea of being a small part of the partner's huge body. It may also be achieved by the opposite idea, that the other person is but a small part of one's own body. And this feeling may be brought about by creating the situation where the partner is absolutely dependent on the patient and his whims.

A patient, as a boy, used to play the "sadistic" game of "hypnotizing" everybody. He enjoyed the idea of his victims' powerlessness. He previously had been a stammerer, and had been ridiculed by his sister. This memory had been used to screen other situations when the sister had ridiculed his sexual inferiority. The sadistic fantasy of hypnotism was a revenge on his sister. Through it, he proved his superiority and even omnipotence to her. By his sadism he denied his fear of being sexually inferior (castrated). The sister's doubts of his masculinity, however, were effective because they coincided with his own doubts. Dreams revealed that the idea of hypnotizing had replaced an older idea of being hypnotized by the father. Thus the sadism was used to contradict a dangerous masochism.

The reassurance that what is done to the victim is not really serious is not, however, generally valid for sadism, because sadistic acts occur in which the victim is hurt very seriously or even killed. In such cases, the ideas of avoiding a terrible passive experience by actively perpetrating it on others and of establishing a mystical union with the victim must be decisive.

No sex murderer has as yet been analyzed. But if account may be taken both of cases in which fantasies of this kind played a leading role (1444) and of experiences with less excessive sadists, it may be assumed that in such cases the superego plays a complicating role (1029). The sadistic act not only means "I kill to avoid being killed" but also "I punish to avoid being punished" or, rather, "I enforce forgiveness by violence." Persons who are in need of narcissistic supplies tend, when frustrated, toward intensive sadistic reactions. Under certain conditions such a tendency may grow until it culminates in an action that is a denial of the fear, "If I do something sexual, I have to be punished," by means of the other one, "I torture you until I force you, by the intensity of your suffering, to forgive me, to release me from the guilt feeling that blocks my pleasure, and thus, through and in your forgiveness, to give me sexual satisfaction." The sadist who pretends to be independent thus betrays his deep dependence on his victim. By force he tries to make his victim love him; the love he seeks is a primitive one, having the significance of a "narcissistic supply."

The model for this type of sadism is the Prussian King Frederick William, who used to beat his subjects, shouting: "You must not fear me, you must love me!"

Such complications arising from the superego undoubtedly play a role in the "lesser evil" type of sadism also.
PERVERSIONS AND IMPULSE NEUROSSES

The foregoing material shows that in the perversion of sadism actually the component instinct of sadism is used to obtain reassurance against the fear of castration. The tendency to master anxiety by this means depends, of course, on the earlier history of the component instinct of sadism (1157).

To begin with, this component instinct may be constitutionally especially strong. Some children show more pleasure in torturing animals than others. Sadistic fixations arise from the same causes as other fixations (see pp. 65 ff.). Frustrations especially intensify the sadistic quality with which the aim of the frustrated drive is eventually pursued. There is no doubt that sadistic characteristics are connected more with pregenital aims than with genital ones. Sadistic impulses are, of course, not limited to strivings from one specific erogenous zone. There is a manual sadism or, more correctly, a sadism correlated with muscular eroticism (1338, 1346); there is a skin sadism, which probably is a projection of the "erogenous masochism" of the skin and the source of sexual pleasure in beating (601, 613); there is an anal sadism (warded off in compulsion neurosis) (581); there is an oral sadism, whose distinctive features have been more specifically studied in the neuroses that represent "negatives" of these perversions, impulse neurosis and depression, than in the perversions themselves; however, Abraham (26) and Van Ophuijsen (1205) have shown that in the perversion of sadism also, the sexual aims may be derivatives of the destructive tendencies of the oral period. And there is also a pronounced phallic sadism (385). The fact that the idea of incorporation is connected, objectively, with the destruction of the object makes all object relationships with the aim of incorporation ambivalent; individuals who regress to aims of incorporation are the very ones who also tend to become sadistic.

In Freud's study, "A Child Is Being Beaten," he investigated the developmental history of typical sadistic (or rather sado-masochistic) fantasies in childhood (601). He was able to demonstrate that the conflicts around the Oedipus complex connect the idea of sexual excitement with hostilities, anxieties, and guilt feelings. The beating fantasies are results of these complicating connections.

The oft-recurrent idea "a child is being beaten" is the result of a development passing through several stages. On the deepest level the fantasy conserves a memory of the autoerotic period, the beaten child having the significance of penis or clitoris, the beating the significance of the masturbatory stimulation (617). The memory of infantile masturbation became distorted through a condensation of sexual pleasure with the idea that a hated person ought to be beaten. According to Freud, this hated person represents the rival, the other child: "Father's beating of the other child reassures me that he loves me" (601). It may also represent the hated mother (112). Guilt feelings about this hatred give rise to an identification with the beaten person, and the idea "Father beats me" becomes simultaneously an expression of punishment for entertaining bad wishes against the rival and a distorted substitute for the idea "Father loves me." The subsequent develop-
ment differs in the two sexes. For girls, the idea of being beaten by the father is dangerously close to the objectionable Oedipus wish. A repression occurs of the ideas that the father is the beating person and the subject the beaten one; what remains is an unclear fantasy of "a child (usually a boy) is being beaten," which may be experienced either in a sadistic or in a masochistic way (60). For boys, the fantasy remains decisive only if a negative Oedipus wish sexualizes the idea of being beaten by the father. Masochistic men supplant the unconscious idea of being beaten by the father with the less objectionable one of being beaten by a woman (by the mother); sadistic men change the initial idea by identifying themselves with the beating father, thereby denying that they themselves are the beaten child (112, 1432).

In this way the sado-masochistic perversions, too, serve to repress the usual offensive ideas of infantile sexuality, the Oedipus strivings and castration fear. Again, the sadist is a person who has kept conscious and even exaggerated a part of his infantile sexuality, in order to facilitate the repression of its more objectionable parts.

MASOCHISM

The problems of masochism are analogous to those of sadism, but are more complicated in one respect. Masochism apparently contradicts the pleasure principle. Whereas man generally tends to avoid any pain, in the masochistic phenomena pain seems to give pleasure and to be striven for (613).

An attempt to apply the general formula for perversions brings apparent contradictions. On the one hand, the conflict between drive and anxiety is obvious in masochists. They show openly the contradictory trends of striving for satisfaction and postponing it; they apparently prefer forepleasure to end pleasure and fantasy to reality (1297, 1299). On the other hand, it seems a paradox that a feared pain might be avoided or denied by actually suffering pain.

Clinical experience shows that this paradox actually is possible and does occur, if and when one or several of the following conditions are fulfilled:

1. Certain experiences may have so firmly established the conviction that sexual pleasure must be connected with pain that suffering has become the prerequisite for sexual pleasure, a prerequisite not originally aimed at but secondarily sought as a necessary price that must be paid in order to exclude disturbing guilt feelings (1277).

2. Masochistic activities follow the mechanism of "sacrifice"; the price paid beforehand is meant to appease the gods and to make them contented at a relatively small cost. Masochistic activities of this type are "a lesser evil" (1240); symbols of self-castration are used by masochists to avoid castration. Freud has pointed out that most masochists seek injuries and pain of all kinds except any type of pain or injury to the genitals (613).

3. Any anxiety can be fought by playful anticipatory action of what is feared.
It is the function of all play to anticipate actively what might be overwhelming when it comes unexpectedly, the ego determining time and degree (1552). In the same way that certain sadists torture others for the purpose of denying the idea that they might themselves be tortured, masochists torture themselves (or arrange for their torture through self-made plans and directions) in order to exclude the possibility of being tortured in an unexpected manner and degree (349, 350, 351).

4. A stressing of passivity, too, may serve a protective purpose. A regression to the oral-receptive type of mastery may represent a reunion with a protective omnipotent power, and a stressing of one's own helplessness and littleness may aim at appealing to the mercy of the threatening or protecting power. Of this kind is the masochism of the extremely submissive person discussed above (817, 819).

The four mechanisms described undoubtedly are operative in masochism. However, they are not sufficient to explain it. They may make comprehensible that a person must undergo a certain amount of suffering before attaining the capacity to enjoy pleasure. But this is not characteristic for the masochistic pervert, who seems to derive his pleasure through suffering rather than after suffering.

This is, in part, a question of exact observation. Some masochists actually feel pleasure after rather than through suffering. Masochists are individuals whose ability to achieve orgasm is obviously disturbed by anxiety and guilt feeling. They shift the emphasis, therefore, to the tensions of forepleasure and build up elaborate fantasy structures, a procedure that often makes masturbation more gratifying for them than an actual realization of their perverse activities which could not fulfill all the anticipated details (1297, 1299). Unquestionably the complicated fantasy systems try to overcome the fear that blocks the capacity for end pleasure. It is also characteristic that what happens to the patient has to be prearranged to be pleasurable. They are afraid of surprises, but can control their fear as long as they know beforehand what is going to happen.

But this cannot explain cases of actual "pleasure in pain" which doubtlessly exist. In masochism proper, the active anticipation of a lesser evil is complicated by another factor, which explains the simultaneity of pain and pleasure. As in other perversions, the reassurring measure is condensed with an erogenous pleasure. The existence of an erogenous masochism is ascribable to the fact that, like all sensations in the human organism, the sensation of pain, too, may be a source of sexual excitement (555, 601) (see p. 70). It may be so under certain conditions only: the pain must not be too intense and must not be too serious. Being beaten excites children sexually because it is an intense excitation of the erogenous zones of the skin of the buttocks and of the muscles below the skin. (The displacement of libido from the anus to the skin seems to be a characteristic ante-
ecedent of any pleasure in being beaten; for this reason an anal constitution and anal fixations encourage the development of masochism.) If the pain becomes too intense, the displeasure outweighs the erogenous stimulation, and pleasure ceases.

A longing for the gratification of erogenous masochism in children and also, later on, a longing for the gratification of a perverse masochism in adults may be hidden behind an apparently very active and even sadistic behavior. Many children (and older persons as well) know exactly how to be “naughty” to provoke others to beat them or to punish them in a way that is an equivalent of beating.

Fixations on erogenous masochism may occur for the same reasons as fixations on any other component instinct. If individuals with such a fixation are subsequently compelled by castration fear to use the mechanisms described, the result may be that suffering becomes not only a prerequisite for pleasure but even a source of pleasure.

Among the causes of fixation on erogenous masochism, one type predominates: the fixation based on simultaneity of erogenous pleasure and reassurance against fear. Security is achieved by undergoing a “punishment,” through which forgiveness is attained and sexual pleasure, previously blocked by guilt feelings, is made accessible again.

Passive aims are stressed in a person’s sexuality in particular under two circumstances:

1. After hostility has been turned against one’s own ego. Actually clinical experience shows that masochism represents a turning of sadism against one’s own self.

Freud’s conception of a primary masochism is based solely on his speculation concerning the existence of a death instinct (613). Clinically, masochistic strivings betray themselves as destructive tendencies which, through the influence of fear or guilt feeling, have changed their direction and turned against the ego.

It is of interest to quote a few passages of Freud’s which were written before the formulation of the hypothesis of the death instinct.

“First of all, we may be permitted to doubt whether masochism ever occurs in a primary manner, or whether it does not occur rather regularly by transformation from sadism” (555).

“With the pair of opposites sadism—masochism, the process may be represented as follows: (a) Sadism consists in the exercise of violence or power upon some other person as its object. (b) This object is abandoned and replaced by the subject’s self. Together with the turning round upon the self, the change from an active to a passive aim in the instinct is also brought about. (c) Again another person is sought as object; this person, in consequence of the alteration which has taken place in the aim of the instinct, has to take over the original role of the subject. Case (c) is a condition commonly termed ‘masochism.’ Satisfaction follows in this case also by way of the original sadism, the passive ego placing itself in fantasy back in its former situation, which, however, is now being given up to
another subject outside the self. Whether there is, besides this, a more direct masochistic satisfaction is highly doubtful. A primary masochism not derived, in the manner I have described, from sadism does not appear to be met with" (588).

"There seems to be a confirmation of the view that masochism is not the manifestation of a primary instinct, but originates from sadism, which has been turned around and directed upon the self, that is to say, by means of regression from an object to the ego. Instincts with a passive aim must be taken for granted as existing . . . but passivity is not the whole of the masochism. The characteristic of pain belongs to it as well . . . a bewildering accompaniment to the gratification of an instinct. The transformation of sadism into masochism appears to be due to the influence of the sense of guilt" (601).

Freud's analysis of the typical beating fantasy likewise showed that the wish to be beaten was preceded by the wish that the hated rival might be beaten (601).

2. In men, a stressing of passive aims, prerequisite for the development of masochism, is brought about by the development of feminine wishes; the idea of being tortured may be a distortion of the idea of having feminine sexual experiences ("feminine masochism") (613). The factors responsible for a turning toward femininity in men have been discussed (see pp. 335 f.). Passive pregenital (anal) strivings may be intensified as a defense against masculine wishes if activity is believed to be dangerous.

Femininity, on the other hand, may increase castration anxiety because of the idea that feminine satisfaction would be attainable only at the price of castration (599). Thus the connections between femininity in men, castration anxiety, and guilt feelings are very close. If such men also develop one of the mechanisms described above, they will distort their feminine wishes in a masochistic way. "Being beaten by a woman" (by the mother) covers up the deeper hidden idea of "being beaten by a man" (by the father), and the masochistic practices come to signify playing the woman's role in coitus or in giving birth (601, 613).

More pronounced than in sadism is the role played by the superego in masochism (cf. 337). The idea of being beaten is regularly combined with the idea of the beating being a punishment for bad behavior (for Oedipus wishes [642] and wishes that somebody else might be beaten). This, as a rule, is condensed with a "lesser evil" ideology; the beating usually is perceived as being no serious matter, with its locale the atmosphere of the nursery.

Sometimes masochistic arrangements give another impression. Just as traumatic neurotics again and again seek repetitions of painful traumata, so certain masochists seem unable to free themselves of castration ideas; they have to repeat certain allusions to castration again and again, probably striving for the soothing security "This time it assuredly is only a beating and not a castration, assuredly only a game and not serious"; but apparently they never can be quite sure, and again and again they need a reassuring approximation of acts similar
to castration. When sexually aroused, the upsetting unconscious fear of castration regularly interferes. "Being beaten" is chosen not only because this idea arouses erogenous masochism in skin and muscles but also because a not too serious punishment is attempted in the hope of getting finally rid of disturbing superego pressure.

Here again the condensation of guilt-laden aggression with erogenous pleasure is associatively connected with the Oedipus complex and serves the purpose of securing the repression of the Oedipus complex (121, 642, 1604).

As a child, a woman had been very much in love with her father, a misogynist who unrestrainedly let his daughter know his dislike of women. The patient had an older sister whom the father obviously preferred. The father was very strict in forbidding anal-erotic practices of any kind. The patient was thus confronted with the following problems: to love her father (as her instinct demanded) but to eliminate any awareness of the evidence of a penis (the basis of her troubles, since her lack of one had caused her father to dislike her); furthermore, she had to exclude from expression her strong anal wishes as well as her wish to avenge herself on her sister; she had to learn to endure her father's severity and contempt without ceasing to love him. She became a masochist, with the sexual aim of being beaten. The penis, offensive to her, was replaced by the beating hand; the anus, equally offensive to her, by the cutaneous surface of the buttocks. Unconsciously it was not herself but her sister who was being beaten, the punishment only secondarily diverted toward herself; and her father's real behavior could retain the capacity to satisfy her masochistically distorted Oedipus wishes.

Often a masochistic fantasy accounts for only half of a complete fantasy, the second half of which had been repressed; uncovering the second part will reveal the connection with the Oedipus complex.

The sexual aim of being beaten in the patient just referred to could be traced back to two childhood experiences. She remembered a little boy who was frequently beaten, and she remembered a little girl who used to exhibit her buttocks and genitals. The patient used to fantasy that this little girl was being beaten for her misbehavior, in the way the little boy had actually been beaten. She identified herself with the little girl, and her unconscious fantasy may be formulated as follows: "I wish to expose myself like this little girl, and then be beaten for it like that little boy." Pleasure in exposing herself was a prominent topic in her analysis. At first this exhibitionism had a female character and showed itself, for example, in the pride taken in being ill or in bleeding, which was condensed into fantasies of childbirth. Later, this pride in bleeding was seen to be an overcompensation of a great fear of castration. Finally, it became evident that all her feminine exhibitionism was a relatively late substitute for an original phallic exhibitionism which was inhibited through anxiety. From various dreams it was concluded that both the exhibitionistic little girl and the little boy who had really been beaten had exposed themselves before the patient and urinated. Hence the complete text of the sexual fantasy, of which beating was only a small part, would read: "I want to be able to display a penis like the little boy, so that father will love me. I refuse
to believe that they have castrated me (or would castrate me) for such an act. No, they will only spank me for doing it, for I see that this boy who has been spanked still has his penis" (cf. 326, 1008).

The connection between masochism and exhibitionism, displayed so conspicuously in this case, seems to be typical.

This connection is responsible for the demonstrative and provocative character of some of the masochistic arrangements (1297, 1299). Not only exhibitionism but also other perversions like fetishism and coprophilia are often condensed with or covered by masochism.

Masochistic characters customarily derive pleasure from exhibiting their misery. "Look how miserable I am" typically stands for "Look how miserable you have made me"; the masochistic behavior has an accusing, blackmailing tone; the sadism, which has been turned against the ego in masochism, returns in the way the patients attempt to force their objects to give love or affection. The skin eroticism which is the erogenous basis of the fantasy of being beaten expresses itself in the longing for the warming propinquity of the objects, which, if not given, is enforced by self-torture. The conflict characteristic for all persons with receptive longings—namely, the conflict between a sadistic destruction of the denying object and a masochistic total yielding to the object in the hope that the object will then not be able to resist—shows itself in this type of masochism. Such masochism is a compromise between these two attitudes; it is total submission, used for sadistic purposes (1277). The previously mentioned "exhibitionism of ugliness" (exhibitionism of inferiority and negative characteristics) is related to this type of masochism.

A girl patient who was afraid of sexual experiences made herself ugly so as to be unattractive to men. In analysis, she came to admit that she had a paradoxical masochistic satisfaction about being homely. She showed her masochism in other ways as well. She used to pull her pubic hairs until she had pain and developed dermatitis. When she was a child, her father used to powder her in the genital and anal region. There was no doubt that by creating a dermatitis, she tried unconsciously to seduce her father to repeat this activity. However, the experience of being treated by the father had not been pleasurable. The father, who was a very strict person, causing his daughter to become a masochist through his strictness, had given her the impression that the treatment was a punishment for masturbation. Her fear of sexuality was a fear that the fact (imagined by her) that she had ruined her body might be discovered. Her attempt to avert this discovery by making herself ugly resulted in the return of what had been warded off; the attempt to avoid the exhibition of her ruination resulted in a demonstration of that very thing. On a deeper level she was full of revengeful, active castration fantasies. Making herself ugly meant (a) forcing her father to do something sexual to her, (b) spiting her father by masturbating before his very eyes (making herself ugly = ruining herself = masturbating), (c) ruining the father by forcing him to see that she was ruined.
In this same category is the psychology of asceticism. In ascetics, who strive to mortify the flesh, the very act of mortifying becomes a distorted expression of the blocked sexuality and gives a masochistic pleasure. This type of masochism is, as a rule, a more anal one, characterized by retention and the capacity for tension. Related to it is the "pride in suffering" exhibited by many children who try to deny their weakness in sustaining tension.

In "moral" masochism it is not physical pain but humiliation and failure that are apparently sought, sometimes because they bring sexual pleasure, sometimes without any apparent connection with sexuality. The enjoyment of humiliation indicates that the idea of being the father's sexual object, initially transformed into being beaten by the father, has been further transformed into the idea of being beaten by God or destiny. Morals, genetically a derivative of the Oedipus complex, in this case have regressed again to the Oedipus complex (613).

More severe cases of moral masochism in which no connection with sexuality is manifest or in which the patient is not even aware that he is torturing himself cannot be regarded as sexual perversions. Unconsciously, character traits of this kind assuredly did not develop independent of sexuality. They represent attempts of the ego to cope with a severe superego. Two contradictory measures of such endeavors, rebellion and ingratiation, are condensed in moral masochism. One's own suffering is regarded as a demonstration of the degree of ingratiation, of the amount one is prepared to endure in order to gain the father's forgiveness. At the same time the masochistic behavior is an expression of rebellion, of demonstrating in a hostile manner what terrible deeds this father is capable of committing (see p. 400).

Actual severe self-destruction obviously cannot be explained as a "lesser evil." However, it may be "active anticipation of what otherwise might occur passively." Actually, it is not "beyond the pleasure principle" (605), because it represents an undesired consequence of something desired. The self-destruction may subjectively have been aimed at the destruction of the object which, after introjection, is represented by the ego; and this destruction of the object may even be condensed with an ingratiation of the object. The attempt to get rid of pressure from the superego is the aim of all self-destruction. This is especially clear in cases where self-destruction is connected with a kind of ascetic pride. The analysis of ascetic pride regularly exhibits the idea of self-sacrifice for the purpose of regaining participation in omnipotence, the pride signifying the triumph over having achieved this participation. "I sacrifice myself for the great cause, and thus the greatness of the cause falls on me." That is what priests do who castrate themselves in order to dedicate themselves to God. Their self-castration is a means of entering into the great protecting union (436).

Whereas initiation rites promise privileges and protection on condition of obedience and enforce this condition by symbolic castration (1284), masochists of
this type try to enforce their privileges and protection from the omnipotent persons by more or less really castrating themselves. After such sacrifice, the omnipotent ones must grant the promises (523, 1481). Whereas one extreme for the purpose of regaining participation in omnipotence would consist in the killing of the omnipotent person, the other extreme consists in self-castration, symbolizing the abandonment of all activity in order to attain a passive-receptive merging with the omnipotent person; and, paradoxically, it is possible that an attitude of the second extreme covers an unconscious attitude of the first extreme (see p. 387).

It may be that all real self-destruction, in the last analysis, represents remainders of the archaic reaction pattern of autotomy: a tension is overcome by abandoning the cathedcted organ (1242).

Freud lays great stress on the point that perverse inclinations appear as antithetical pairs, with both active and passive aims (555). The study of sadism and masochism shows why both strivings necessarily regularly appear in one and the same person.

COMBINATIONS OF PERVERSIONS WITH NEUROSES AND THE DIFFERENTIAL ETIOLOGY OF PERVERSIONS

Perversions occur sometimes in combination with neuroses, most frequently, because of the common pregenital fixation, with compulsion neuroses and psychoses. All three of the following possibilities are encountered: (1) Perversion and neurosis develop alongside each other. (2) A neurosis complicates a primarily established perversion. (3) A perversion is added to a primarily established neurosis.

The ego of the pervert, in its struggle with the Oedipus conflict, lends its approval to a representative of infantile sexuality. This, however, does not exclude the possibility that it simultaneously uses against the offensive impulses some other defense mechanism which may form the basis of a neurosis; then perversion and neurosis run parallel to each other. It may also happen that a person with a well-developed perversion may encounter a situation that either relates the perversion more closely to the Oedipus situation or that represents an increase in fear over castration; such situations then call for further defense measures which may create a neurosis. A sudden outbreak of an anxiety hysteria or of paranoid reactions, for example, may complicate a perversion of long standing; homosexuality in men may be complicated by an "impotence," that is, by loss of erections. And there is also the third possibility: that the symptoms of a long-standing compulsion neurosis become so gratifying that they assume the appearance of a secondary perversion (475).

As to the differential etiology of perversions, the following prerequisites must be fulfilled to make the development of a perversion possible. (1) Constitutional factors of organic compliance which require investigation by hormonal physiol-
ogy. In principle, this factor consists of a relatively augmented erogeneity of specific erogenous zones. Sadism and masochism probably are not only correlated with special experiences, especially frustrations, but also with constitutionally augmented oral, anal, cutaneous, or muscular erogeneity (549, 1630). (2) Experiences that led to the decisive pathogenic fixation. The fixations at the basis of perversions differ from those at the basis of neuroses in so far as they are, as a rule, founded on the simultaneity of sexual gratification and a feeling of security or reassurance which contradicts an inhibiting fear.

PSYCHOANALYTIC THERAPY OF PERVERSIONS

In considering the indication for psychoanalytic treatment of perversions, one factor absent in the neuroses complicates the problem. In perversions, the symptoms are, or at least promise to be, pleasant. Treatment not only threatens to rekindle the very conflicts the patient had evaded by means of his illness but it also threatens to destroy a pleasure, actually to destroy the only sexual pleasure the patient knows. Normal sexual pleasure, which the analyst promises him, is to him a bird in the bush. Hence it is hardly possible to analyze individuals who are inwardly at peace with their perversions (604). The prognosis depends first and foremost upon the extent to which the determination to get well is present, or to what extent this determination can be awakened. This determination, of course, may have many motivations. In addition to the patient’s discontent, he may be moved by considerations for persons close to him. A trial analysis, in such a case, will have as its main task the evaluation of the will to recovery. Therefore, paradoxically, the therapeutic prognosis will be best in cases in which the patient feels worst, that is to say, in cases that present a combination with a neurosis.

From time to time one encounters patients who state that they want to get rid of their neurosis but wish to preserve their perversion. It is quite clear that the very nature of psychoanalysis makes it impossible to promise any such result. It is, of course, possible that, when a homosexual person has secondarily developed anxiety, psychoanalysis may cure the latter without affecting the homosexuality. However, it cannot be said in advance whether that will be possible; it is much more probable that the patient will have to face the alternatives of all or nothing.

Aside from this particular problem, the analysis of perversions is, on the whole, no more difficult than that of pregenitally determined neuroses. Constitutional factors are not lacking in neuroses either. In cases of homosexuality in which the physical appearance shows definite traits of the opposite sex, that is, cases that represent a biological transition in the direction of pseudo hermaphroditism, analysis will be correspondingly more difficult. But even if one cautiously rejects all individuals with such characteristics, there still remains a great number for
whom psychoanalysis is indicated. Several authors have pointed out that the prognosis for psychoanalytical treatment of homosexuals is better than generally assumed (742, 1516). Certain modifications in the technique become necessary, analogous to those suggested by Freud for anxiety hysteria (600), the normal sexual situation representing the phobically avoided situation, the seeking of which the analyst may suggest at a certain point in analysis (742).

The need for reassurance expressed in the development of perversions is frequently due to an intensified narcissistic need, the capacity for "reassuring denials" to an instability of the function of reality testing. In consequence, there are many patients who show in their transference behavior as well as in their general demeanor in life a narcissistic character disturbance, or who may even present an almost psychotic picture (1215). In such cases, of course, psychoanalytic treatment meets the same difficulties as in the attending character disturbances or psychoses.

**IMPULSE NEUROSES IN GENERAL**

Other impulsive actions, which are ego syntonic though not sexual, likewise serve the purpose of escaping from a danger, of denying a danger, or of reassuring against a danger. (This formula, it is true, is only valid if "depressions" are included among the "dangers.") The aim of fighting the danger may be achieved, or it may fail.

The defensive purpose of the pathological impulses does not exclude the possibility that they simultaneously bring a distorted instinctual satisfaction of a sexual or aggressive nature. The way in which the striving for security and the striving for instinctual gratification are condensed with each other is what characterizes the irresistible impulses.

The impulses are not experienced as compulsions. They are ego syntonic and not ego alien. But nevertheless they are not experienced in the way normal instinctual drives are experienced by normal persons. They betray a characteristic *irresistibility*, which is different from that of a normal instinctual drive, and which is caused by the condensation of instinctual urge and defensive striving (99).

"Irresistibility" means that the patients in question are intolerant of tensions. Whatever they need, they must attain immediately. The infant, as long as he acts according to the pleasure principle (575), tries to discharge tension immediately, and experiences any excitement as "trauma," which is answered by unco-ordinated discharge movements. The overcoming of this state is based on two developmental factors: (a) the physiological capacity for mastering motility, that is, of changing un-co-ordinated discharge movements into purposeful actions, and (b) the ability to postpone immediate reaction. It is as if the impulse
neurotics had learned the first of these two developmental steps but not the second one. They carry out not un-co-ordinated movements but actions; but, significantly, they act instead of thinking. They cannot wait (114); consequently they have not fully developed their reality principle and misjudge reality in terms of past experiences. They still act as if any tension were a dangerous trauma. Their actions are not directed (or are less directed) toward the positive aim of achieving a goal but rather more toward the negative aim of getting rid of tension; their aim is not pleasure but the discontinuance of pain. Any tension is felt as hunger was felt by the infant, that is, as a threat to their very existence.

What makes these patients intolerant of tensions, and what determines the nature of the ego-syntonic impulses which aim at overcoming the intolerable tensions?

As to the first question, such patients are characterized by an oral- and skin-erotic fixation, which may be based on constitutional factors or on fixating experiences. Early experience of traumata, which increase the fear of painful tensions, also plays a predisposing role.

The actions chosen to get rid of tensions are of various kinds. In certain cases these actions come near to being perversions, as, for instance, those of pyromaniacs. In other cases the defense is in the foreground. In general, the impulse neuroses show, as does no other neurotic phenomenon, the dialectic connection between the concepts of gratification of an instinct and defense against an instinct. The earliest gratification, milk, brought the infant simultaneously gratification and security. The subsequent instinctual demands are derivatives of the infant's hunger, but so are the subsequent demands for security and the narcissistic needs. Patients who are afraid of instinctual danger may yearn for the security they had at the mother's breast, but they are in a serious dilemma if they conceive this longing itself as a dangerous instinctual tension. Their impulsive acts may then signify a striving for a goal which they simultaneously try to avoid because they are afraid of it. They make their objects responsible for not providing the needed relaxation, and they feel guilty for the aggressiveness with which they provoke their objects. This may cause them to evoke rebuffs which allay their guilt feelings by establishing the idea of unjust treatment, thereby rationalizing revengeful sadistic attitudes. The impulsiveness of these oral patients thus means either “I will give nothing because nobody gave me anything” or “I give to anybody to show that I am more generous than my parents were to me” (104, 106, 110). As a rule, these conflicts were first expressed in struggles around masturbation, and masturbation was subsequently supplanted by the morbid craving. (1440).

Impulse neurotics are fixated on the frequently mentioned early phase of development, in which striving for sexual satisfaction and striving for security were not yet differentiated from each other. They are dependent on being loved
or approved, on being accorded affection and prestige. The fact that they need these supplies for their very existence explains the intensity with which they fight for them. Being fixated on the oral phase, they tend to react to frustrations with violence. Their main conflict is one between this tendency toward violence and a tendency to repress all aggressiveness through fear over loss of love, that is, fear of receiving still less in the future. Objects are not yet persons, they are only deliverers of supplies, and thus interchangeable. This fixation is also characteristic for depressions (see pp. 387 ff.), and the fact that the basic disposition for pathological impulses and for depression is one and the same explains why most impulsive acts serve the purpose of avoiding depressions. Of course, it makes a great difference whether the supply is demanded from a real object or whether the patient is narcissistically regressed and directs his demands toward his own superego.

**IMPULSIVE RUNNING AWAY**

Impulsive running away (85, 1083, 1310, 1471, 1482, 1483) means either (a) running away from a supposed danger or from temptation or (b) running toward reassurance or toward satisfaction. The danger, as a rule, is represented by depression and feelings of guilt, which the "wanderer" tries to leave behind him. The act of running away may represent defenses against and equivalents of depressions. The relationship of wanderlust to manic-depressive states can be seen from the fact that in some cases the attacks occur at regular periodic intervals.

There is an analogy between the behavior of this type of patient, who runs away from an external situation but is actually trying to escape from an inner state of tension, and that of a phobic person, who projects an internal danger. His tragedy is that, wherever he runs, he takes himself with him. His typical restlessness is due to his intolerance of tension and to a regression toward passive-receptive forms of mastery. Thus "running away" means "running from a place where nobody helps to a place where protecting help is available." The running usually is complicated by the sadistic violence with which the patient tries to enforce the needed help, and by the fear of this aggressiveness.

The mode of escape from punishing or tempting situations by running away will be chosen by persons who in childhood have had occasion to apply this measure successfully. Bernfeld has pointed out that this is the case only in certain social surroundings, where the children can run from home into the streets or to friends whenever they feel uncomfortable, and come back later, when the danger is over (133).

That the place the runaways try to reach means a "helping oral mother," a "gratification without guilt," can be seen in the rare cases in which the whole neurosis is suddenly cured when the patients succeed in finding such a place.
Abraham has described the case of an impostor who reformed after having found a situation that permitted him a deep satisfaction of his Oedipus wishes and his oral mother fixation, without having to feel guilty about it (29). In a symbolic way, this pursuit of rest and of protection at the mother’s breast is expressed in the frequent yearning for the boundless ocean through which nostalgia is to be and yet never can be gratified (“long voyage home”). The usual restlessness in wanderers is rooted in the fact that for the most part the protection they seek once more becomes a danger, because the violence of their longing is felt as a dangerous instinct. To make comparative rest possible, the situation to which they are running must be near enough to the original unconscious goal to be acceptable as a substitute, and at the same time far enough removed not to create anxiety. When home, the seaman thinks this place will be at sea; when aboard, at home.

In addition the very act of running away may have a hidden sexual significance. Traveling is exciting to everybody because its connections with sexual partial instincts are manifold. To see the world gratifies scopophilia; to wander gratifies muscle eroticism; to travel in fast-moving vehicles gratifies equilibrium eroticism. Going away in general means “exogamy,” that is, going to a place where the incest taboo and the threats heard at home are not effective, and by way of the return of the repressed from the repression, on another level, it usually means to go on a quest for the winning of the mother (10). However, all these hidden sexual meanings will only produce the picture of an impulse neurosis if the symptoms simultaneously express the typical conflicts described above.

CLEPTOMANIA

Cleptomania means in principle to take possession of things which give the strength or the power to fight supposed dangers, especially, as before, supposed dangers of loss of self-esteem or of affection. Its unconscious formula is: “If you don’t give it to me, I’ll take it” (47, 92, 169, 248, 644, 756, 757, 912, 944, 955, 1043, 1112, 1401, 1408, 1526, 1533, 1606, 1646).

If it is true that the cleptomaniac is striving for a lost sexual satisfaction which has been protection, forgiveness, and regulator of self-esteem simultaneously, the property stolen must of necessity symbolically represent milk. But this deepest interpretation is not necessarily the only one. The cleptomaniac craving may also be the expression of a desire for objects corresponding to higher levels of organization—feces, penis, or child, if the desire for these objects is colored by a deeper “oral” way of longing. The relative importance of these different unconscious significances of the stolen object depends on the prevalent fixation points of the patient. In the cleptomaniac strivings of patients who are not very deeply disturbed, the significance of “penis” will be in the foreground. This explains
why cleptomania generally is more common among women than among men. “Stealing a penis” is the principal fantasy of some women belonging to the “revenge type” of the female castration complex (20), who are afraid of open aggressiveness and substitute “theft” for “robbery.” In boys, too, a wish to have a penis is not as absurd as might appear at first sight; they may wish for a different penis, a large one, like the father’s.

The most frequent complication in cleptomania is represented by conflicts between the ego and the superego. The patients try to convince themselves that since they did not get enough affection, they have a right to steal. But, as a rule, they do not succeed. Instead they feel guilty, try to fight this guilt feeling in different ways, and may even become “criminals out of guilt feeling” (592), stealing more and more, thus becoming enmeshed in a vicious circle (see p. 500).

Stealing (like wandering) may also have a direct sexual significance. For example, it may represent “doing a forbidden thing secretly,” and thus mean masturbation. In certain cases, this direct sexual significance is in the foreground, and cleptomaniacs of this type are close to perversion.

A woman of forty, who constantly reverted to thievery, reported that she was sexually excited whenever she stole and that she even experienced orgasm at the moment she accomplished her theft. In sexual intercourse she was frigid; while masturbating, she would imagine that she was stealing.

In cases of this type the oral taking which gives sexual satisfaction at the same time serves as a reassurance against the threatening possibility of castration, in the same way that the fetish does in fetishism. It is very probable that the objects stolen by “perverse cleptomaniacs” actually are their fetishes.

PYROMANIA

Sexual excitement at the sight of fire is a normal occurrence in children. It is not easy to explain. Analysis reveals the effectiveness of sadistic drives, which aim to destroy the object, and a cutaneous pleasure in the warmth of the fire. But in addition, there is something more specific about the excitement aroused by the fire. Regularly a deep-seated relationship to urethral eroticism is to be found. Freud took this as a starting point for a speculative hypothesis about the origin of the cultural use of fire (627). In the same way that there are coprophilic perversions based on urethral eroticism, perversions may also be developed based on the derivative of urethral eroticism, pleasure in fire. The pleasure in starting a fire (in reality or in fantasy) may become the indispensable condition for sexual enjoyment (229, 1221, 1623; cf. also 788). In an incendiary perversion, intense sadistic strivings govern the sexual life, the destructive force of the fire serving as a symbol for the intensity of the sexual urge. The patients are
full of vindictive impulses, which receive their specific form from their urethral-erotic fixation. Analogous to other impulse neuroses, the typical aim of this hostility is to force the object to give the affection or attention narcissistically needed.

**GAMBLING**

The passion for gambling, too, is a displaced expression of conflicts around infantile sexuality, aroused by the fear of losing necessary reassurances regarding anxiety or guilt feelings (116, 623, 1435). As a rule, the conflicts are those centered around masturbation.

The excitement of the game corresponds to sexual excitement; that of winning to orgasm (and to killing); that of losing to punishment by castration (and by being killed). Just as compulsion neurotics invent various kinds of oracles in their intention to force God to permit masturbation and to free them of their guilt feeling (which, as a rule, fails), the gambler, too, tempts fate to declare whether it is in favor of his playing (masturbating) or whether it is going to castrate him. As in all conflicts around masturbation, here, too, the activity serves as the scapegoat for the objectionable (hostile) fantasies of which it is the agent. The intensity of the conflicts around getting the “supplies” again hints at an oral fixation; besides, the anal element (the part played by money) also appears to be conspicuous.

All this, however, hardly suffices to explain the specific passion for gambling. Gambling, in its essence, is a provocation of fate, which is forced to make its decision for or against the individual. Luck means a promise of protection (of narcissistic supplies) in future instinctual acts. But what is more important is that the typical gambler consciously or unconsciously believes in his right to ask for special protection by fate. His gambling is an attempt to compel fate in a magical way to do its “duty”; however, gambling is a *fight* with fate. The gambler threatens to “kill” fate if it refuses the necessary supplies and is ready, for this purpose, to run the risk of being killed. Actually the unconscious “masturbatory fantasies” of gambling often center around patricide (623).

A passionate gambler in the lotteries behaved as if it were assured and inevitable that one day he would win the Grand Prize. This was simply a debt that fate owed him. Analysis showed that “fate” was a screen figure for his father. To accept or to take money from his father, or to reject this money, was the leitmotif of his life. The patient had been greatly spoiled during the first three years of his life; then his father suddenly deprived him of his privileges. Throughout his life he asked for compensation.

In honest gambling, the chance of losing is as great as the chance of winning. The gambler dares to compel the gods to make a decision about him, hoping for their forgiveness; but even to lose (to be sentenced or killed) seems to him preferable to a continuation of the unbearable superego pressure.
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If winning in gambling means rebellion in order to get what is needed, loss is unconsciously looked upon as gratification for the same purpose.

Actually, many impulsive actions tend to express not only instinctual drives but demands of a severe superego as well. The gambler may eventually be ruined, the arsonist and thief ultimately be caught. Impulsive behavior often makes its appearance among moral masochists with an intense need for punishment. Qualitatively, there is no difference in this respect between such impulses and compulsions or perversions; many compulsions aim to satisfy demands of the superego by means of punishment, and some exhibitionists feel tempted only when a policeman is in the vicinity. Quantitatively, however, there is a difference: the conflict with the superego more frequently dominates the picture in impulse neuroses (1133). The true gambler must eventually be ruined. The same is shown in the fact that impulse neuroses frequently, like manic-depressive states, present a periodic alternation between guilt-laden periods and periods in which the superego apparently is inoperative (see p. 411).

As an extreme example of this type, Freud described the "criminal out of guilt feeling" (592), that is, persons who are so oppressed by an unconscious guilt that they perform some reprehensible act in order to find relief by being punished and by rationalization of their guilt feeling, dissipating their guilt of unknown origin by connecting it with a known factor.

Gambling and masturbation have another typical point in common in that both are intended as a kind of play. The psychological function of play is to get rid of extreme tensions by the active repetition or anticipation of them in a self-chosen dosage and at a self-chosen time. Masturbation in childhood and puberty, in this sense, is "playing at" sexual excitement, acquainting the ego with this excitement and preparing it for the ability to control it. Gambling, in the beginning, is thought of as "playing," in the sense that the oracle is "playfully" asked how it would decide in a more serious situation. Under the pressure of inner tensions, the playful character may be lost; the ego can no longer control what it has initiated, but is overwhelmed by a very serious vicious circle of anxiety, violent need for reassurance and anxiety over the intensity of this violence. The pastime becomes a matter of life and death (984).

INSTINCT-RIDDEN CHARACTERS

There are also less typical impulsive actions. In certain persons with an oral-narcissistic fixation, any action may become enmeshed in the vicious circle described and may have to be performed in the pathologically impulsive way.

Analysis does not confirm the assumption that impulsive characters are happy "narcissistic psychopaths" who have no superego and can therefore gratify all their demands without any consideration for others (1603). Assuredly a lack of
lasting object relationships in early childhood or an oral fixation and traumatic experiences may make the complete and definite establishment of an effective superego impossible; for example, the parent figures may have changed in such rapid succession that there was objectively no time or opportunity to develop lasting relationships and identifications; however, persons of this kind also experience frustrations and develop reactions to them. Their superego is not lacking but incomplete or pathological, and the reactions of the ego to the pathological superego reflect the ambivalences and contradictions which these persons felt toward their first objects (84, 1122, 1266, 1525). Psychoanalysis of juvenile delinquents gives various examples of such distorted relations toward the superego (31, 756, 911, 1266). Cases of lesser severity are characterized by their chronic dissatisfaction; they are "hypersexual" and hyperinstinctual because of their state of being dammed up; cases of greater severity are governed by oral and cutaneous fixations, by extreme ambivalence toward all objects, by the identity of erotic and narcissistic needs, and by conflicts between rebellion and ingratitude.

Some impostors have a great ability to make their victims fall in love with them, only to betray them afterward. They are governed by the narcissistic need to prove to themselves that they are capable of being loved; they remain unsatisfied nevertheless, and take revenge for their dissatisfaction.

The anomalies are sometimes immediately comprehensible in terms of the childhood history. The typical anamnestic findings among delinquents of this type are a frequent change of milieu, a loveless environment, or a very inconsistent environmental influence; the Oedipus complex and its solution are correspondingly disorganized, weak, and inconsistent; some patients simply have never learned to develop object relationships.

There are various kinds of qualitative anomalies of the superego and of its relation to the ego that figure significantly in the problem of impulsiveness. One of these is the "bribing" of the superego, the purchase of instinctual liberties by the antecedent or simultaneous fulfillment of an ideal requirement or of a punishment (see pp. 291 f.). A more general mechanism which may or may not use this "bribing" was described by Reich as characteristic for instinct-ridden characters (1266): the "isolation" of the whole superego. Whereas ordinarily the ego endeavors to meet the requirements of the superego or occasionally takes steps to ward them off, here the ego appears to keep the superego actively and consistently at a distance. Experiences with the persons whose incorporation created the superego have made it possible for the ego to feel the conscience in one place or at certain periods (and for the most part in very distorted forms), but to be relatively free from the inhibiting influences of the superego, when tempted by the irresistible urge of strivings for instinctual gratification and for security. The impulse is yielded to immediately before any superego inhibition can de-
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The urge to develop, and "remorse" is felt later, frequently after a displacement in quite another connection.

An isolation of this kind is fostered if the ego has previously experienced both intense erogenous pleasure and intense environmental frustrations, especially if experiences of this kind were encountered by a person already characterized by an oral regulation of self-esteem and an intolerance of tensions, developed under the influence of early traumata or orally fixating experiences.

A patient had become extremely impulsive under the influence of a pathological and very inconsistent father who used to make generous presents one moment and take them back in the next, and to make promises that were not kept. Thus the son learned to take immediately and quickly whatever he could get before it was taken away again, and to follow any impulse as soon as possible, before any prohibition could be given.

The alternation of periods of action and periods of remorse shows the relationship of these types to manic-depressive disorders, the actions being analogous to mania, the remorse to depression.

Closely allied to the "isolation of the superego" is the formation of a kind of second, instinct-approving superego, of an idealization of instinctual activity, either by rationalizing one's own stubbornness as a "fight for a good cause" or under the influence of instinct-approving adults (840). This, however, is not so much characteristic for "impulsiveness" as it is for so-called asocial behavior, which sometimes is not impulsive at all (see pp. 504 f.).

Related to the problem of impulsive behavior is the problem of "acting out" in the psychoanalytic cure (445, 1570). Under the influence of transference, everyone whose infantile conflicts are remobilized by analysis may develop the tendency to repeat past experiences in present reality, or to misunderstand reality as if it were a repetition of the past, rather than to remember the repressed events in the appropriate connection. Certain patients, however, are more inclined to act out than others, and there is a type of neurosis in which this acting out is not limited to the analytic cure, but in which the patient's entire life consists of actions not adapted to reality but rather aimed at relieving unconscious tensions. It was this type of neurosis that was first described by Alexander under the name of neurotic character (38). These types will be discussed in more detail later (see pp. 506 f.). In general, they have the same oral structure as impulse neurotics; a complication, which is also valid for certain impulse neurotics, is given by the fact that the actions in question may also represent attempts to master traumatic experiences by repetition and by active "dramatization."

Drug Addiction

The same urge that governs other pathological impulses is operative in addicts: the need to get something that is not merely sexual satisfaction but also
security and assurance of self-assertion, and as such essential to the person’s very existence. Addicts represent the most clear-cut type of “impulsives.”

Certain kleptomaniacs get into fatal vicious circles because their stealing gradually becomes insufficient to give relief. They have to steal more and more. These persons could be called theft addicts. Other persons are compelled violently and impulsively to devour whatever food is in reach at the moment; they are food addicts. The word addiction hints at the urgency of the need and the final insufficiency of all attempts to satisfy it. Drug addictions differ in one point from these “addictions without drugs,” a point that makes them much more complicated, that is, the chemical effects of the drugs.

The usual effects of drugs used by addicts are either sedative or stimulating ones. There are many occasions in human life in which the longing for these effects may be very legitimate. If a person in such a situation uses drugs, and ceases to use them when he is out of the situation, he is not called an addict. A person suffering from pain who gets an injection of morphine has received necessary protection. Similarly, the euphoric drugs are protections against painful mental states, for example, against depressions, and are indeed often very effective. As long as the use of drugs remains purely a protective measure, there is no addiction. An addict, in contradistinction, is a person to whom the effect of a drug has a subtle, imperative significance. Initially the patient might have sought nothing but consolation; but he comes to use (or to try to use) the effect of the drug for the satisfaction of another inner need. The person becomes dependent on this effect, and this dependence eventually becomes so overwhelming as to nullify all other interests. Thus the problem of addiction reduces itself to the question of the nature of the specific gratification which persons of this type receive or try to receive from their chemically induced sedation or stimulation, and the conditions that determine the origin of the wish for such a gratification.

In other words, addicts are persons who have a disposition to react to the effects of alcohol, morphine, or other drugs in a specific way, namely, in such a way that they try to use these effects to satisfy the archaic oral longing which is sexual longing, a need for security, and a need for the maintenance of self-esteem simultaneously (1236, 1239). Thus the origin and the nature of the addiction are not determined by the chemical effect of the drug but by the psychological structure of the patient (691, 692).

The pre-morbid personality, therefore, is the decisive factor. Those persons become drug addicts for whom the effect of the drug has a specific significance. For them it means the fulfillment, or at least the hope of fulfillment, of a deep and primitive desire, more urgently felt by them than are sexual or other instinctual longings by normal persons. This pleasure or the hope for it makes genital sexuality uninteresting for them. The genital organization breaks up, and an
extraordinary regression begins. The various points of fixation determine which fields of infantile sexuality—Oedipus complex, masturbation conflicts, and especially pregenital impulses—come to the fore, and in the end the libido remains in the form of an “amorphous erotic tension energy” without “differential characteristics or forms of organization” (1236).

The previous study of impulsive behavior makes it easy to understand what kind of pleasure the addicts are seeking. Patients who are ready to give up all object libido necessarily are persons who never estimated object relationships very highly. They are fixated to a passive-narcissistic aim and are interested solely in getting their gratification, never in satisfying their partners nor, for that matter, in the specific personalities of their partners. Objects are nothing else for them but deliverers of supplies. Erogenously, the leading zones are the oral zone and the skin; self-esteem, even existence, are dependent on getting food and warmth.

The effect of the drug rests on the fact that it is felt as this food and warmth. Persons of this kind react to situations that create the need for sedation or stimulation differently from others. They are intolerant of tension. They cannot endure pain, frustration, situations of waiting. They seize any opportunity for escape more readily and may experience the effect of the drug as something much more gratifying than the original situation that had been interrupted by the precipitating pain or frustration. After the elation, pain or frustration becomes all the more unbearable, inducing a heightened use of the drug. All other strivings become gradually more and more replaced by the “pharmacotoxic longing” (1239). Interests in reality gradually disappear, except those having to do with procuring the drug. In the end, all of reality may come to reside in the hypodermic needle. The tendency toward such a development, rooted in an oral dependence on outer supplies, is the essence of drug addiction. All other features are incidental.

Analysis of drug addicts shows that genital primacy tends to collapse in those persons whose genital primacy always has been unstable. In analysis, all kinds of pregenital wishes and conflicts may reveal themselves in a confusing manner. The final stages are more instructive than the confusing pictures that appear during the process. The eventual “amorphous tension” actually resembles the very earliest stage in libidinal development, before there was any organization at all, namely, the oral orientation of the infant, who asked for gratification without any capacity for giving and without any consideration of reality. Oral and cutaneous tendencies are manifest in those cases where the drug is taken by mouth or by hypodermic injection; the syringe, it is true, may also have a genital symbolic quality; the pleasure, nevertheless, is secured through the skin and is a passive-receptive one. More important than any erogenous pleasure in drug elation, however, is the extraordinary elevation in self-esteem. During the drug
elation, erotic and narcissistic satisfactions visibly coincide again. And this is the decisive point.

Various findings of other writers (299) can easily be brought into harmony with this formulation. According to Simmel the use of drugs at first represents genital masturbation accompanied by appropriate fantasies and contents; but later, conflicts from deeper levels of development appear, extending back to the oral stage (1441). This corresponds to the gradual regressive disintegration of sexuality, the terminal point of which is certainly more significant than the midway positions. Simmel also showed that for drug addicts, the organs may represent introjected objects, which also is in accordance with an oral regression. Similarly the findings of Gross, that in the addict there is a dysfunction of the superego and of other identifications (721), are in keeping with the same point of view, for identification is the object relationship of the oral stage.

The identity of the decisive conflict explains the relation between drug addiction and the manic-depressive states. Simmel correctly designated the elation due to drugs as "artificial mania" (1441). In the final stages of their illness, drug addicts live in objectless alternating states of elation and "morning after" depression which, in the last analysis, correspond to the alternation of hunger and satiation in the mentally still undifferentiated infant (see p. 411).

The "morning after" depressions begin more and more to prevail in the later development of addictions. The decisive complication in the psychology of addicts is represented by the increasing insufficiency of the elation achieved. Physiological and psychological conditions, still to be investigated, negate the sufficiency or even the appearance of elation. The patient must resort to larger doses at shorter intervals. The lack of effect increases the longing. The tension, when the longing is not gratified, becomes more unbearable. Now the hypodermic needle is employed less for the purpose of obtaining pleasure but rather as an inadequate protection against an unbearable tension, related to hunger and guilt feeling.

The decrease of the effect of the drug certainly has a physiological root. But there are also psychological ones. If, after a drug elation, the same misery that initiated the use of the drug has to be faced again, it necessarily appears still more unbearable, necessitating more frequent and more intense escapes. It has also been mentioned that impulsive actions carried out for the purpose of protection against supposed dangers may become dangerous themselves, and thus a vicious circle may be created. This is what happens to addicts also. If addicts become aware of their progressive mental disintegration, they certainly perceive it as a danger; but they have no other means of meeting this danger than by increasing the amount of the drug. The idea that forcing the gods to give protection may be dangerous, and that because of this danger one has to force the gods still more, is valid for any impulse neurosis. In drug addiction, however,
the idea that the protective measure may be dangerous is, for physiological reasons, a very real one. It is a danger; the patients become aware of it and get into an unsolvable vicious circle. The manic-depressive circle between elation and "morning after" becomes more and more irregular, the elation being shorter and shorter and eventually disappearing, the depression becoming permanent.

As to the specific effects of various individual drugs on the personality structure, the problem of a psychoanalytic supplement to their special pharmacology, in spite of Schilder's program of a "pharmacopsychoanalysis" (1379), has as yet hardly been attacked (747).

The specific elation from alcohol is characterized by the fact that inhibitions and limiting considerations of reality are removed from consciousness before the instinctual impulses are, so that a person who does not dare to perform instinctual acts may gain both satisfaction and relief with the help of alcohol. The superego has been defined as the "part of the mind that is soluble in alcohol." Therefore, alcohol has always been extolled for its power to banish care; obstacles appear smaller and wish fulfillments nearer, in some persons through the diminishing of inhibitions, in others through withdrawal from reality to pleasurable daydreams.

Correspondingly the reasons for reverting to alcohol are either the existence of external frustrations, that is, states of misery one would like to forget and to replace by pleasurable fantasies, or internal inhibitions, that is, states in which one dare not act against the superego without such artificial help; among these inhibitions, depressive inclinations are of the greatest importance.

When the (external or internal) misery is at an end, the drinking may or may not be at an end. Persons in whom it is not are called alcoholics. They are characterized by their oral and narcissistic pre-morbid personalities, as described above for addictions in general. However, there are a few points that are specific for alcoholism. Knight (960, 963, 964) and others (2, 157, 260, 273, 301, 450, 685, 799, 856, 903, 926, 947, 1142, 1155, 1156, 1305, 1561) showed that in chronic alcoholics difficult family constellations created specific oral frustrations in childhood. These frustrations gave rise to oral fixations, with all the consequences of such fixations for the structure of the personality. In boys the frustrations resulted also in a turning away from the frustrating mother to the father, that is, to—more or less repressed—homosexual tendencies. The unconscious impulses in alcoholics typically are not only oral but also homosexual in nature.

It is only necessary to call to mind the numerous drinking customs to find confirmation of this fact. That latent homosexuals, seduced by social frustrations, are particularly fond of alcohol is more probable than that alcohol through its toxic effectiveness would be conducive to homosexuality.

It is very important to determine whether a person resorts to alcohol from external or internal (depressive) distress, leaving off when he ceases to need it.
Decisive also is whether the necessary supply is still demanded of an object, and the alcohol thus used as a means to facilitate the winning of this object, or whether the alcohol has become the supply in itself, the interest in alcohol supplanting any interest in objects.

With some degree of certainty the general behavior of the patient in relation to the environment gives an index of the extent to which his object relationships have disintegrated. Those who drink convivially with friends have a better prognosis than lone drinkers.

The periodic drinkers’ disorder is constructed along the same lines as the periodicity of the manic-depressive states. When alcohol has been used for an escape from external or internal misery this misery, after the elation, seems worse.

Whereas alcohol in general helps to get rid of depressive moods that return only in “morning after” effects, in some persons it may immediately precipitate depressions. Analysis sometimes succeeds in explaining this failure of the drinker’s intention in terms of his history. Any actual procurement of the needed supplies becomes a new danger or guilt. Drinking then plays the role of the “pathognomonic introjection,” precipitating depressions (see pp. 396 f.).

Psychoses in addicts, especially alcoholic psychoses, have been but little studied by psychoanalysts (205, 946, 1254, 1379, 1529, 1585). In so far as they are of a manic-depressive nature, the psychological relationship of the two conditions suffices as an explanation; when the addiction can be looked upon as a last means to avoid a depressive breakdown, it is understandable that the breakdown occurs when the addiction becomes definitely insufficient. The uselessness of the objective world, rendered superfluous by the pharmacotoxic orientation, evidently facilitates an eventual psychotic “break with reality.” Psychoses frequently begin during a period of abstinence, due to the fact that the withdrawal itself made the remainders of reality still more unbearable. In psychoses other than manic-depressive ones, it is not definitely established where the clinical symptoms originate, to what extent they are psychogenic, and to what extent organic or toxic. For a discussion of the paranoid symptoms, see the chapter on schizophrenia (pp. 427 ff.).

In a very instructive article, Tausk (1529) interpreted alcoholic occupational delirium as the expression of sexual excitement in patients who are erotically stimulated and at the same time rendered impotent by alcohol, and who are, on deeper levels, homosexual and narcissistic.
ADDICTIONS WITHOUT DRUGS

The mechanisms and symptoms of addictions may also occur without the employment of any drugs, and thus without the complications brought about by the chemical effects of drugs. A special category is that of the aforementioned food addicts, which includes several different types (99). In food addicts, no displacement has transformed the original object (food) of the strivings for simultaneous gratification of sexuality and self-esteem. However, later stages of development have added other unconscious meanings to the pathologically craved food; it may represent feces, child (embryo), and penis. In severe cases, the field of eating remains the only interest connecting the person with reality. Wulff has described a special type of food addiction, occurring in women only, which has a cyclic course and is closely related to manic-depressive disturbances (1619) (see pp. 241 f.).

Sometimes the food asked for is of a specific kind, dependent on forgotten experiences that incisively aroused the basic conflicts. A case in point was that of an addiction for sausages.

It is understandable that during pregnancy old unconscious fantasies around introjection become mobilized. Women with oral fixations and ambivalent attitudes toward their pregnancy will revive their former conflicts around oral strivings. Thus "specific food addictions" occur more frequently during pregnancy than in any other state (829, 1144).

Certain patients succeed in holding their "addiction" at a lower level, not quite as full blown as food addicts; they are persons who need coffee, milk, coca-cola, or even water in a more or less obsessive way, but who apart from this are relatively normal.

There is a characteristic relationship between food cravings and food phobias or certain types of anorexia. The latter conditions may be determined by the repression of morbid cravings. Sometimes analysis succeeds, in cases of food phobia, in uncovering a forgotten period of morbid craving in childhood for the kind of food subsequently avoided.

In other cases, distortion has made the food character of objects morbidly craved less obvious. An example is reading addiction, not infrequent among adolescents and occasionally among adults.

A patient with no capacity for waiting had obsessively to carry books with him in order to be able to read at any free second; he had to avoid being alone with himself. The book in his pocket gave him the same reassurance that morphine in the pocket gives to the drug addict. Analysis revealed that unconsciously reading was equated with eating. This significance is typical for reading addiction as well as for neurotic disturbances of reading (124, 1512). Reading phobias may originate in the repression of a craving for reading; compulsive reading rituals may represent conditions under which a craving for reading may again be
yielded to. The impulse to read while eating is an attempt to distract attention from an oral-erotic excitement, which, however, returns from the repression.

The same holds true for "hobbies" that tend to outgrow their hobby character and to evolve into an obsessive preoccupation, eventually becoming an absolutely necessary condition for well-being and protection against depression (99).

The most important type is represented by "love addicts," that is, by persons in whom the affection or the confirmation they receive from external objects plays the same role as food in the case of food addicts. Although they are unable to return love, they absolutely need an object by whom they feel loved, but only as an instrument to procure the condensed oral gratification. These "love addicts" constitute a high percentage of the "hypersexual" persons described previously (see pp. 242 ff.) and are often candidates for later manic-depressive disorders (see pp. 387 ff.).

A woman patient, as a result of certain infantile experiences, suffered from a severe anxiety of being abandoned. Just as a frightened child cannot fall asleep without a protecting mother sitting at his bedside, this patient in adult life had to be sure of a protecting union with others. In analysis, her principal resistance was that she had no other interest than to make sure that the analyst was taking her side. For this reason she was unable to say no to any man; whenever she was alone, she had to go out to find a man immediately. Apparently she had an active adult sexual life. Actually sex life was the same thing for her as a mother's reassuring hand is for the frightened child. Sexual behavior was a means of repressing her full sexual impulses which, of course, were of an oral-sadistic nature (see pp. 517 ff.).

All the morbid impulses as well as the addictions (with and without drugs) are, it may be stated again, unsuccessful attempts to master guilt, depression or anxiety by activity. As such they are related to counterphobic attitudes (see pp. 480 ff.).

The patients try to re-enact in "play" the dangers they fear, and thereby learn to master them. But frequently it happens that the game turns into the "real thing" and the danger they tried to control overwhelms them.

TRANSITIONAL STATES BETWEEN MORBID IMPULSES AND COMPULSIONS

This chapter has differentiated sharply between ego-syntonic morbid impulses and the ego-alien symptoms of compulsion neurotics. But there are also certain transitional forms; some of the "addictions without drugs" can hardly be distinguished from obsessions. Sometimes certain compulsive symptoms, for the most part of a relatively insignificant nature, become secondarily sexualized and serve as a source of pleasure for the ego. They might be called "pleasurable obsessions" and form a transition to perversions (475). Certain patients, for ex-
ample, habitually spend hours reading atlases or timetables, doing bookkeeping or making calculations, from which they derive a great deal of pleasure. Combining the habits with sundry compulsive little games, all hobbies of this type certainly represent derivatives sufficiently far removed from the original impulse to be tolerated but still close enough to give pleasure. They may also be looked upon as a transition between neurotic symptom and sublimation, but mostly the compulsive nature is too much in the foreground for them to be considered sublimations. To a certain degree, nearly every compulsion neurotic, in addition to the major symptoms, will show quite a number of such minor compulsive games that furnish an amusement the patient would not want to lose. The similarity between these compulsive games and children's games, in which strict rules have to be obeyed, leads us to expect that a secondary sexualization of activities originally serving as defensive measures also plays a part in the psychology of children's games. Certain hobbies and preferred or obsessive activities, which represent derivatives of infantile autoeroticism, occupy an intermediate position between compulsive acts and perversions (1159, 1304).

Their structure actually is that of perversions; that is, they represent condensations of erogenous strivings with reassurances against opposing fears. A patient with the hobby of excerpting everything he read and arranging the excerpts in different files enjoyed in so doing (a) an anal-erotic pleasure: what he read represented food; his files represented the feces, into which the food had been turned by him; he liked to look at his feces and to admire his "productivity"; (b) reassurance: the filing system was supposed to prove that he had things "under control."

Another patient had an obsessive pleasure in mail-order buying and a pride in being expert about all kinds of merchandise. As a child he used to study the Sears-Roebuck catalogues in minute detail, and in his later hobby he tried to show that he had not done this in vain. The story of this preference turned out to be a rather complicated one; however, to see its double nature as sexual activity and as reassurance, the following facts will be sufficient:

1. When the patient was a little boy, his father once showed him a picture of a statue of a nude woman in a catalogue, saying: "That is the way women look." The patient's memory was that he did not quite understand what his father meant and was rather confused. (In analysis, the hypothesis was made that actually the boy might have seen the picture spontaneously, been confused about the lack of a penis, asked the father, and got the reply: "That is the way women look.") His subsequent study of catalogues was analogous to a scotophilic perversion: in looking at the pictures, the patient tried to overcome and to deny his ignorance and confusion, and on a deeper level, his castration fear. However, the original nude woman was too frightening and had to be supplanted by "merchandise."

2. At about the same time the patient went alone to a hardware store to buy a few tools; but he did not know exactly what he wanted and was scolded and sent home by the salesman. This narcissistic hurt had to be compensated for, first, by acquiring an extraordinary knowledge of merchandise (the study of catalogues
being an obsessive "preparation" for the "real thing" of an actual purchase) and, second, by turning from personal buying to mail-order buying. Dreams and symptoms showed that the event in the hardware store served as a screen memory for a still earlier event. According to analytic reconstruction, the little boy had once wet his pants while in a store and felt ashamed about it.

3. The patient's mother was very critical and strict though most inconsistent in her criticisms. She not only frequently hurt the boy's masculine pride but also criticized the father for not being active and for letting others take advantage of him. An ambition of being a good buyer represented also the boy's Oedipus wish.

In studying catalogues the patient prepared for future tests of his masculinity and for the avoidance of repetitions of his failures and confusion. All merchandise signifies "nude women" whom the patient now understands sufficiently to be proud of himself and exhibitionistic with his masculinity. However, the obsessive character of the hobby and the stressing of mail orders, which actually is a buying phobia, show that he is not yet very sure of himself. Actually, he was, though highly ambitious, full of castration anxiety and inferiority feelings, the denial of which was intended in the pleasurable hobby.

A secondary pleasure in obsessions has to be distinguished from an obsessive performance of apparently sexual acts without (or without sufficient) sexual feelings. Symptoms that were created for the purpose of warding off masturbation, through penetration by the warded-off forces, eventually may be replaced by masturbation. A masturbation of this kind does not bring pleasure. The lack of satisfaction increases the striving for satisfaction. The protection-forgiveness of the gods, which would make a relaxing satisfaction possible, may be sought with the same aggressive fury by masturbating, with which it is sought by the gambler in his gambling. And like gambling, masturbation also may be performed for the purpose of punishment, being thought of as an equivalent of castration (412). The ego demonstrates its self-destruction to its superego, asking for forgiveness by ingratiating and by stubbornness. And the superego behaves as the gods did who punished King Midas' greediness by ruining him through the fulfillment of his wishes. The sexuality the ego wanted is granted, but in a painful and devastating manner. The same may hold true for certain perverse acts which thus could be called compulsive perversions. Instinctual behavior of this kind may also represent a desperate and inadequate attempt to discharge, in a sexual way, tensions of any kind. The act is carried out not only to obtain pleasure or to achieve punishment but also to get rid of an unbearable painful tension and to be relieved of a state of depression (665). In the same way that the drug may become insufficient in addictions and an ever increasing amount of the drug is needed, so the orgastic impotence (1270) in such cases may require more and more of the pseudo-sexual acts. In severe cases of "sexual addictions," sexuality loses its specific function and becomes an unsuccessful nonspecific protection against stimuli.
PERVERSIONS AND IMPULSE NEUROSES

Individuals of this type, who are preoccupied with sexuality without deriving sexual pleasure, may instead receive narcissistic pleasure from their supposed potency (see p. 515).

In some sexual activities, the sexual partner serves the same purpose as the drug in the addiction.

PSYCHOANALYTIC THERAPY IN IMPULSE NEUROSES AND ADDICTIONS

There is still much contention over the psychoanalytic therapy of persons with morbid impulses or addictions. An understanding of the mechanisms involved makes it plain that in principle such patients are amenable to psychoanalytic treatment, but that from a practical point of view there are particular problems to be overcome. Not only is the symptom itself pleasurable, so that the cases offer the analyst the same difficulties as do perversions, but besides, the pregenital, narcissistic constitution of the patients makes it necessary to work back to the deepest layers, and the intolerance of tension necessitates modifications of technique. It is, however, generally agreed that psychoanalytic treatment should be tried whenever possible. If the pre-morbid disposition of an addict is allowed to remain unchanged after a withdrawal cure, it will soon induce the patient to return to the use of the drug. It is not the chemical effect of the drug that must be combated but the morbid wish to be drunkenly euphoric.

The best time to begin an analysis is obviously during or immediately after withdrawal. But it is not to be expected that the patient will remain abstinent throughout analysis. If he has an opportunity he will probably use the drug again whenever the resistance in his analysis predominates. This is the reason why addicts are to be analyzed in institutions rather than as ambulatory patients (219, 964, 1440). No general rules can be laid down as to when and how the use of the drug is to be stopped in the case of relapses. From the general conception of the disorder it follows that the addiction runs the course of a chronic disintegrating process, and that the most important consideration from a therapeutic point of view is at what stage of disintegration the analysis is begun. The concept “drug addict” includes individuals with very different relationships to reality and with very different capacities for establishing transference (1440).

It must also not be overlooked that an addiction begins as a search for a protective guard against painful stimulation. In many so-called drunkards, drinking is essentially a retreat from unbearable external conditions. Therapy in such cases will be of no avail as long as these external conditions persist, and would become unnecessary if they were changed.

As to more internally determined cases, it may in general be stated that the more recent the addiction, the better the prognosis.
With regard to other forms of impulsive behavior, the prognosis depends first on the same factors as in perversions and second on the amenability to treatment of the intolerance of tension. Through a certain type of preliminary treatment, it may be possible to increase the patient's awareness that he is ill, and to strengthen his wish to be cured, before psychoanalysis proper begins; and a certain activity on the part of the analyst, such as has been mentioned before, may be necessary in dealing with the intolerance of tension and the tendency to "act out." For the necessary modifications of technique, reference is made to the special literature (438, 445, 491, 506, 669, 1271, 1279, et al.).
Chapter XVII

DEPRESSION AND MANIA

DEPRESSION AND SELF-ESTEEM

The understanding of the impulse neuroses and addictions provides the background prerequisite for the study of that most frequent and also most problematic mechanism of symptom formation, depression. To a slight degree, depression occurs in nearly every neurosis (at least in the form of neurotic inferiority feelings); of high degree it is the most terrible symptom in the tormenting psychotic state of melancholia.

Depression is based on the same predisposition as addiction and pathological impulses. A person who is fixated on the state where his self-esteem is regulated by external supplies or a person whose guilt feelings motivate him to regress to this state vitally needs these supplies. He goes through this world in a condition of perpetual greediness. If his narcissistic needs are not satisfied, his self-esteem diminishes to a danger point. He is ready to do anything to avoid this. He will try every means to induce others to let him participate in their supposed power. On the one hand the pregenital fixation of such persons manifests itself in a tendency to react to frustrations with violence; on the other hand their oral dependence impels them to try to get what they need by ingratiating and submissiveness. The conflict between these contradictory devices is characteristic for persons with this predisposition.

Methods of ingratiating often reveal in analysis that simultaneously they are methods of rebellion. Sacrifice and prayer, the classic methods of ingratiating, are often thought of as a kind of magical violence used to force God to give what is needed. Many depressive attitudes are precisely such condensations of ingratiating and aggressiveness.

These persons, in their continuous need of supplies that give sexual satisfaction and heighten self-esteem simultaneously, are "love addicts," unable to love actively; they passively need to feel loved. Besides, they are characterized by their dependence and their narcissistic type of object choice. Their object relationships are mixed up with features of identification and they tend to change objects frequently because no object is able to provide the necessary satisfaction. They require a behavior on the part of their objects that permits or encourages their participation by enabling them to feel at one with the partner (see pp. 510 f.). Without giving any consideration to the feelings of their fellow men they demand of them an understanding of their own feelings. They are always bent upon establishing a "good understanding" with people, though they are unable to
fulfill their own part of such an understanding; this need compels them to attempt to deny their ever present readiness to react hostilely.

In consonance with the early fixation of persons of this kind, the personality of the object is of no great importance. They need the supplies, and it does not matter who provides them. It does not necessarily have to be a person; it may be a drug or an obsessive hobby. Some persons of this type fare worse than others; they not only need supplies, but simultaneously fear getting them, because they unconsciously consider them dangerous.

As in the case of drug addicts, "love addicts," too, may become incapable of getting the desired satisfaction, which in turn increases their addiction. The cause for this decisive incapacity is the extreme ambivalence connected with their oral orientation (1238).

The understanding of this archaic type of regulation of self-esteem will be facilitated by a recapitulation of the developmental stages of guilt feelings (see pp. 134 ff.). In the life of the infant, the stages of hunger and satiety alternate. The hungry infant remembers having been satisfied previously and tries to force the return of this state by asserting his "omnipotence" in screaming and gesticulation. Later on, the infant loses belief in his omnipotence; he projects this omnipotence onto his parents and tries to regain it through participation in their omnipotence. He needs this participation, the feeling of being loved, in the same way that previously he needed milk. Now the succession of hunger and satiety is replaced by the succession of states in which the child feels alone and therefore experiences a kind of self-depreciation—we called it annihilation—and states in which he feels loved and his self-esteem is re-established. Still later, the ego acquires the ability to judge by anticipating the future. Then the ego creates (or rather uses) states of "minor annihilations" or small "diminutions" in self-esteem as a precaution against the possibility of a real and definite loss of narcissistic supplies. Still later, the superego develops and takes over the inner regulation of self-esteem. No longer is the feeling of being loved the sole prerequisite for well-being, but the feeling of having done the right thing is now necessary. Conscience develops its warning function; "bad conscience" again creates states of minor annihilations or small diminutions in self-esteem to warn against the danger of a definite loss of narcissistic supplies, this time from the superego. Under certain circumstances the warning signal of the conscience may fail and turn into the tormenting feeling of complete annihilation of melancholia, in the same way that in anxiety hysteria the warning signal of anxiety may suddenly turn into a complete panic. The explanation of such failure of conscience was postponed. The study of depression is the place to come back to it.

A severe depression represents the state into which the orally dependent individual gets when the vital supplies are lacking; a slight depression is an anticipation of this state for warning purposes.
The motives of defense against instinctual drives are anxiety or guilt feeling. In the same way that an anxiety motivating defense is still manifest in anxiety hysteria, a guilt feeling motivating defense is manifest in some simple depressions.

After times of long deprivation and frustration, everybody tends to become apathetic, slow, retarded, uninterested. Apparently even normal persons need a certain amount of external narcissistic supplies, and if these supplies cease entirely, they get into the situation of infants not sufficiently taken care of. These states are models of "simple depressions." There are transitory states between "depressions" of this kind and regressions to a passive state of hallucinatory wish fulfillment in which no demands are directed toward the real world any more and life is supplemented by an objectless passive vegetative existence, as in some catatonic states (see p. 123).

Neurotic depressions are desperate attempts to force an object to give the vitally necessary supplies, whereas in the psychotic depressions the actual complete loss has really taken place and regulatory attempts are aimed exclusively at the superego (597, 668, 1238).

This, however, is not an absolute difference. In neurotic depressions, too, guilt feelings and the fear of being abandoned by the superego play an important part; the affection of external objects, then, is needed for the purpose of contradicting the accusing superego. And in psychotic depressions, where the struggle takes place on a narcissistic level, the ambivalence toward external objects still remains recognizable.

**ORALITY IN DEPRESSION**

The pregenitality of these patients exhibits itself first of all in their anal orientation. Abraham showed that the personality of manic-depressive persons in the free intervals resembles, to a great extent, that of compulsive neurotics (5, 26). Combinations of depressions with compulsion neurosis are frequent. Very often money plays a significant role in the clinical picture (fear of loss of money and of poverty in depressions). Behind this anal orientation, definite trends of an oral fixation always are apparent. The refusal to eat is not only the most widespread clinical symptom of melancholia; it is a concomitant of every depression. Occasionally, this symptom alternates with bulimia.

In the chapter on organ neurosis a type of neurotic depression was mentioned in which the depressive phases were combined with bulimia, whereas the phases in which the patients restricted their eating were the ones in which they felt well (see p. 241).

Cannibalistic fantasies are demonstrable in the delusions of melancholia, and also in less severe types of depression, where they may be observed in dreams or as the unconscious significance of one or another symptom. Depressed patients frequently return to oral-erotic activities of their childhood—for instance, to thumb sucking. In addition, depressed persons show various oral traits of character (5, 13, 26, 597) (see pp. 488 ff.).
THE PSYCHOANALYTIC THEORY OF NEUROSIS

The unconscious ideas of depressed persons, and frequently their conscious thoughts also, are filled with fantasies of persons or parts of persons they may have eaten. To those who have no experience in analysis, it cannot be too strongly emphasized how literally this oral incorporation is conceived of as devouring (153).

In a previous chapter, a patient was mentioned who could not eat fish because fish have "souls" and therefore represented the patient's father who had died when she was in her first year of life. She had neurotic gastrointestinal symptoms and believed that her "diaphragm" ached. In these symptoms she was warding off her Oedipus wish which had assumed the form of a desire to eat her dead father. It turned out that in the dialect of German which she spoke, the word for diaphragm, Zwurchfell, was pronounced as if spelled Zwergfell (Zwerg meaning dwarf); she imagined that a little dwarf, jumping about, made a hubbub in her belly. Her Zwurchfell was her devoured father or, rather, his devoured penis.

Children show often enough that they believe emotionally in the possibility of eating a person and of being eaten up, even long after this idea has been rejected intellectually (cf. 177).

The characteristic receptive orality goes hand in hand with a receptive skin eroticism, that is, with a longing for a reassuring warmth.

A patient with a severe anxiety was unable to go to bed at night because she could not achieve the necessary relaxation and because she unconsciously regarded her not going to bed as a way of compelling fate to supply her needs. She managed to achieve a relative rest and relaxation by two acts that were love substitutes: (a) she would drink, and (b) she would sit on the radiator and enjoy its warmth. Aims of incorporation also mark a difference between the anality met with in depressions and the anality of compulsion neurotics. The anality of the depressed person does not attempt to retain its object; it aims rather at incorporating, even if the object has to be destroyed for this purpose. Abraham has demonstrated that this type of anality corresponds to the older subtype of the anal-sadistic stage. A regression to this earlier anal level is obviously a decisive step. With the partial loss of objects attendant upon this stage, the patient is free from all restraint and his libido regresses further back to orality and narcissism (26).

OUTLINE OF THE PROBLEMS IN THE MECHANISMS OF DEPRESSION

Experiences that precipitate depressions represent either a loss of self-esteem or a loss of supplies which the patient had hoped would secure or even enhance his self-esteem. They are either experiences which for a normal person would also imply loss of self-esteem, such as failures, loss of prestige, loss of money, a state of remorse, or they imply the loss of some external supplies, such as a disappointment in love or the death of a love partner; or further they may be tasks which the patient has to fulfill and which, objectively or subjectively, make him
more aware of his "in inferiority" and narcissistic needs; paradoxically, even experiences that for a normal person would mean an increase in self-esteem may precipitate a depression if the success frightens the patient as a threat of punishment or retaliation, or as an imposition for further tasks, thus augmenting his need for supplies.

Patients who react to disappointments in love with severe depressions are always persons to whom the love experience meant not only sexual gratification but narcissistic gratification as well. With their love, they lose their very existence. They are afraid of such a loss, and usually very jealous. The intensity of the jealousy does not at all correspond to the intensity of the love. The most jealous persons are those who are not able to love but need the feeling of being loved. After any loss, they try at once to find a substitute for the lost partner, by drinking, for example, or by looking for another partner immediately, an act which may increase their jealousy, namely, on a projective basis; their longing for another partner is projected and the patient thinks that his partners are looking for a new object (see pp. 433 and 512 f.).

In the phenomenology of depression, a greater or lesser loss of self-esteem is in the foreground. The subjective formula is "I have lost everything; now the world is empty," if the loss of self-esteem is mainly due to a loss of external supplies, or "I have lost everything because I do not deserve anything," if it is mainly due to a loss of internal supplies from the superego.

The patients try to influence the persons around them to return their lost self-esteem. Frequently they try to captivate their objects in a way characteristic for masochistic characters, by demonstrating their misery and by accusing the objects of having brought about this misery, and by enforcing and even blackmailing their objects for affection, in accordance with the aforementioned methods of Frederick William of Prussia (see p. 356). This can be more readily observed in neurotic depressions than in psychotic ones because the ingratiating attitude of the neurotic is directed more toward external objects.

It can even be observed in simple neurotic inferiority feelings and in "bad moods" (1617), which very often take the form "I am no good"; latent guilt feelings are common in neurotics because they feel that their warded-off "bad" impulses are still operative within them.

Neurotic inferiority feelings are generally rooted in the failure of the Oedipus complex; they mean: "Because my infantile sexuality ended with a failure, I am inclined to believe that I shall always be a failure" (585). They are also intimately connected with the castration complex, so that the patient, for instance, in comparisons he draws between himself and others, unconsciously is comparing genitals. But these circumstances alone do not determine the neurotic inferiority feelings. Their actual source is an awareness of the impoverishment of the ego due to the unconscious neurotic conflicts (585). Many a simple "neurotic depression" is due to the circumstance that since the greater percentage of the available mental energy is used up in unconscious conflicts, not enough is left to provide the
normal enjoyment of life and vitality. Still another determinant of neurotic feelings of inferiority arises from the latent guilt feeling because of the continued effectiveness of the warded-off impulses. Persons who tend to develop depressions try to get rid of the guilt feeling by influencing objects to give them affection; if the form of this influence becomes more sadistic, further guilt feelings are aroused and a vicious circle is created.

Even psychotically depressed persons are prone to accuse objects of not loving them and to behave sadistically toward external objects. This can be seen in certain modes of behavior of these patients which strictly contradict their conscious feeling that they themselves are the worst creatures of all. The depressed patient, who seemingly is so extremely submissive, is actually often successful in dominating his entire environment. Analysis shows that this is a manifestation of an intense oral sadism.

In one of his plays, Nestroy has a melancholic say: “If I could not annoy other people with my melancholia, I wouldn’t enjoy it at all.”

Again it must be stressed that the borderline between neurotic depressions, with ambivalent struggles about narcissistic supplies between the patient and his objects, and psychotic depressions, where the conflict has become internalized, is not a sharp one. Conflicts between the superego and the ego are effective in everyone who has narcissistic needs. And remnants of hope for external help may still be effective in severe depressive psychoses (1383).

Since depressions always start with an increase in narcissistic needs, that is, with the feeling “Nobody loves me,” it might be expected that the patient will feel that everybody hates him. Actually, delusions of this kind do occur. However, the feeling of being universally hated occurs more frequently in cases representing transition states to delusions of persecution. The classic depressions tend rather to feel that they are not hated as much as they should be, that their depravity is not sufficiently apparent to others. The characteristic position is not so much “Everybody hates me” as “I hate myself.” The depressed patient obviously can love himself no more than he can the external object. The depressed patient is as ambivalent toward himself as he is toward objects. But the two components of the ambivalence are stratified differently. In relation to the object, the love impulses (or at least the impulses toward being loved) are more manifest, while the hate is hidden. In relation to his own ego, it is the hate that becomes vociferous, while the primary narcissistic overestimation of the ego remains concealed. Only analysis reveals that the depressed patient often behaves very arrogantly and inflicts himself upon his objects.

Hostility toward the frustrating objects has been turned into hostility toward one’s own ego. This self-hatred appears in the form of a sense of guilt, that is, of a discord between the ego and the superego. The existence of the psychic
agency known as the superego was first recognized through the study of depression (597, 608). The effectiveness of the superego becomes definitely evident only when it is at odds with the ego; this, to be sure, is true in all states of bad conscience, but to an extreme degree in depressions.

A redirection of hostility, originally aimed at objects, against the ego and the resulting pathological conflicts within the personality are met with also in phenomena outside of the realm of depression. In hypochondriasis and in some pregenital conversion symptoms, conflicts between the individual and external objects are transposed into the personality, where they continue in the form of conflicts between the ego and the superego or between the ego and certain organs; and certain compulsive symptoms are designated as manifestations of the ego's attacks on the superego (see pp. 291 ff.). The internalization of the originally external conflict is accomplished in depression in the same way as in these phenomena: by an introjection, that is, by the fantasy that the ambivalently loved object has been devoured and now exists within the body. This introjection is simultaneously a sexual fantasy of the patient whose sexuality is orally directed.

It is characteristic for depression, especially for psychotic depression, that the attempts to re-establish the last narcissistic equilibrium by means of the introjection of objects fail. The introjection, because of its sadistic nature, is perceived as a danger or guilt, and the struggles originally carried on with the external object are continued within the patient's "stomach" with the introjected object. The fact that in the superego another introjected object is already present and becomes involved in this struggle complicates the picture. The depressed person, after the introjection of the object, experiences no rage of the kind "I want to kill him (me)," but rather the feeling "I deserve to be killed." It is, as a rule, the superego which turns against the ego with the same rage that this ego previously used in its struggle with the object. The ego, in turn, acts toward this superego as it formerly acted toward the object. The outcome is that the struggle subject vs. introject becomes complicated in two ways: in the foreground is the struggle superego vs. ego + introject; but the ego, in its ambivalence toward the superego, changes it also into a struggle of ego vs. superego + introject (26, 597).

MOURNING AND DEPRESSION

To clarify this introjection and its consequences, Freud compared the depression with the related normal phenomenon of mourning (597). If a child loses an object, the libidinal strivings, no longer bound to the object, flood the child and may create panic. In "grief" the adult person has learned to control this flood by retarding the necessary process of loosening. The tie to the lost object is represented by hundreds of separate memories; for each of these memories the
dissolution of the tie is carried through separately and this takes time. Freud designated this process the "work of mourning." Carrying out this work is a difficult and unpleasant task which many persons try further to retard by holding onto the illusion that the lost person still lives, and thus postponing the necessary work. An apparent lack of emotion in mourners may also be due to an identification with the dead person.

The illusion that the lost person still lives and the identification with him are closely related. Every mourner tends to simplify his task by building up a kind of substitute object within himself after the real object has departed. For this he uses the same mechanism all disappointed persons, including the depressed ones, employ—namely, regression from love to incorporation, from object relationship to identification. It can often be observed that a mourning person in one or other respects begins to resemble the lost object, that, for example, as Abraham reported, his hair becomes gray like the hair of the person he mourns (26); he develops cardiac symptoms if the object died of heart disease; he assumes one of the peculiarities of speech or gestures of the lost person. Freud pointed out that this process is not limited to the case of loss through death but holds good in the case of a purely mental loss as well. He referred to women who, after separation, take on traits of their lovers (608). Bulimia (institutionalized in the form of funeral repasts, reminiscent of the totem festivals of savages) (579, 1640), which unconsciously means the idea of eating the dead person, and the refusal of food, which means the rejection of this idea, come within the limits of normal grief. All this gives evidence of an identification with the dead person, subjectively perceived as an oral incorporation occurring on the same level as in psychotic depression but of lesser intensity.

The study of the folklore of death and burial customs offers convincing evidence for the universality of introjection as a reaction to the loss of an object (666, 1640). Black mourning apparel is a remnant of primitive mourning in sackcloth and ashes, which represents an identification with the dead person (1642).

All this supports Freud's formulation: "It may well be that identification is the general condition under which the id will relinquish its objects" (608). Many persons who have lost one of their parents early in childhood show signs of an oral fixation and tend to establish, along with their object relationships proper, extensive identifications, that is, to incorporate their objects.

Apparently, for a normal person it is easier to loosen the ties with an introject than with an external object. The establishment of an introjection is a means of facilitating the final loosening. Mourning consists of two acts, the first being the establishment of an introjection, the second the loosening of the binding to the introjected object.

Mourning becomes more complicated or even pathological if the relationship
of the mourner to the lost object was an extremely ambivalent one. In this case the introjection acquires a sadistic significance; the incorporation then not only represents an attempt to preserve the loved object but also an attempt to destroy the hated object. If a hostile significance of this kind is in the foreground, the introjection will create new guilt feelings.

A case of death is always likely to mobilize ambivalence. The death of a person for whom one had previously wished death may be perceived as a fulfillment of this wish. The death of other persons may cause feelings of joy because death came to somebody else, not to oneself. Narcissistically oriented persons, in the painful state of mourning, tend unconsciously to reproach their dead friends for having brought them into this painful state. These reactions create guilt feelings and remorse. Actually, even in normal death rituals, symptoms of remorse are never lacking.

Beggars and dishonest firms are well aware of the remorseful mood of mourners and know how to take advantage of it.

The identification with the dead also has a punitive significance: "Because you have wished the other person to die, you have to die yourself." In this case, the mourner fears that because he has brought about death through the "omnipotence" of his death wish, the dead person may seek revenge and return to kill him, the living. This fear of the dead in turn increases the ambivalence. The mourner tries to pacify the dead one (de mortuis nil nisi bonum) as well as to kill him again and more effectively. The pious rituals of holding vigils at the side of the bier and of throwing sand into the grave or of erecting monuments of stone are traceable to archaic measures which are intended to prevent the dead from coming back (591, 1640). Grief in general is a "taming" of the primitive violent discharge affect, characterized by fear and self-destruction, to be seen in mourning savages (see p. 162). Such outbursts are all the stronger the more ambivalent the attitude toward the lost object was. Our "mourning," extended over a period of time, is a defense against being overwhelmed by this primitive affect (332).

In summary it may be stated that mourning is characterized by an ambivalent introjection of the lost object, a continuation of feelings toward the introject that once had been directed toward the object, and the participation of guilt feelings throughout the process.

Similar mechanisms may be operative in other types of sadness. The affective state of being sad is characterized by a decrease in self-esteem. A slightly sad person needs consolation, pity, "supplies." A very sad person withdraws from objects and becomes narcissistic by incorporating the unsatisfactory object; and after its introjection the struggle for the re-establishment of self-esteem is continued on the intrapsychic level.
Under certain conditions the narcissistic need and the conflicts around introjection in a mourning or sad person will be more intense than usual. This is the case if (a) the lost object has not been loved on a mature level but rather used as a provider of narcissistic supplies, (b) the previous relationship to the object had been ambivalent, (c) the person has been orally fixated and has had unconscious longings for a sexualized “eating.”

The types described above as predisposed for the development of depressions have all these three characteristics: an increased narcissistic need, an increased ambivalence, and an increased orality. If such a person loses an object, he hates the object for having left him, tries to compel the object by violent magical means to make up for this loss, continues these attempts after an ambivalent introjection of the object, and, in attempting to decrease his guilt feelings, actually intensifies them. The highly cathexed continuation of the struggle against the introject constitutes depression. Depression is a desperate attempt to compel an orally incorporated object to grant forgiveness, protection, love, and security. The destructive elements liberated by this coercion create further guilt feelings and fears of retaliation. The depressed person is in an untenable position since he is afraid that the granting of the supplies, of which he is in such desperate need, may simultaneously signify the object’s or introject’s revenge.

Ambivalence may also enter the picture of mourning in conditions other than depression, as, for example, in obsessive self-reproaches following a death. Pathognomonic for depression is the depth and the definite and full character of the regression, which extends beyond the later anal phase into orality and narcissism (26, 608).

**THE PATHOGNOMONIC INTROJECTION**

It has been stated that depression is a loss of self-esteem, either a complete breakdown of all self-esteem or a partial one intended as a warning against the possibility of a complete one. This formulation must now be supplemented by the statement that the depressed person tries to undo this loss and actually aggravates it by a pathognomonic introjection of the ambivalently loved object. This supplies the key to the failure of the warning signal of the conscience and to the resultant feelings of utter annihilation. The oral-sadistic introjection of the object, whose love is wanted as a narcissistic supply, is the match that explodes the powder of the dammed-up narcissistic need.

The introjection, then, is not only an attempt to undo the loss of an object. Simultaneously it is an attempt to achieve the *unio mystica* with an omnipotent external person, to become the lost person’s “companion,” that is, food comrade, through becoming his substance and making him become one’s own substance (*see* pp. 40 f. and 63). Ambivalence, however, gives this introjection a hostile sig-
The wish to force the object to give his consent to the union ends in the attainment of punishment for the violence of this wish. After the introjection, the struggle for forgiveness is continued on a narcissistic basis, the superego now struggling with the ego.

The depressed patient complains that he is worthless and acts as if he has lost his ego. Objectively he has lost an object. Thus ego and object are somehow equated. The sadism that once referred to the object has now been turned against the ego.

This turning against the ego was discovered by Freud in analyzing the self-reproaches of depressed patients (597). Apparently meaningless self-reproachful statements proved to have a meaning if the name of the hated object was substituted for "I." The self-reproaches were originally reproaches against the object. Thus the introjection at the basis of depression really is the opposite of the defense mechanism of projection: the bad characteristics of an object which one dare not become aware of because one fears the hatred they would arouse are perceived in one's own ego instead. The depressed patient says "I am bad because I am a liar" when he wants to say "I am angry with X because he has lied to me"; or "I am bad because I am a murderer" when he wants to say "I am angry with X; he has treated me badly as if he wanted to murder me."

Some self-reproaches in depressed persons, however, impress one as being more or less objectively correct, rather than as delusions. Like paranoiacs, depressed persons are very sensitive to those portions of reality that are suitable to their mental needs, and react to them exaggeratedly.

By virtue of the introjection, a part of the patient's ego has become the object; as Freud puts it: "The shadow of the object has fallen on the ego" (597). This identification, in contradistinction to hysterical identification, must be called a narcissistic identification, for here the object is entirely replaced by an alteration of the ego (408). "Regression from object relationship to identification," "regression to narcissism," and "regression to orality" are terms that mean one and the same thing looked upon from different viewpoints.

It will be recalled that Helene Deutsch reported a similar identification with a hated object in the psychogenesis of agoraphobia (325, 327). The question arises, then, as to the way in which the identification in depression differs from that found in agoraphobia. The answer is not difficult. There is relatively less regression to the oral level in agoraphobia. "This difference is that the identification in agoraphobia is affected at a higher level of libidinal development and is consequently transient and corrigible" (327).

THE CONFLICT BETWEEN THE SUPEREGO AND THE EGO

After the introjection, the sadism enlists on the side of the superego and attacks the ego that has been altered by the introjection. Not rage, but guilt feeling is
felt. The sadism of the superego in depression exceeds the sadism found in the superego of compulsion neurotics as much as the depressed patient’s ambivalence exceeds that of the compulsion neurotic. The superego treats the ego in the same way that the patient unconsciously had wished to treat the object that was lost.

But there are still further complications. It has been mentioned that the struggle in melancholia does not always have the form superego vs. ego + introject, but sometimes the form ego vs. superego + introject; that is, the recently introjected object may also join with the superego.

Freud explained the depressive self-reproaches as accusations directed against the introjected object (597). Abraham added that often complaints appear to come counterwise from the introjected object in the form of accusations that the real object actually had made against the patient (26). This enlistment of the introjected object on the side of the superego is in consonance with Freud’s basic idea that the superego, too, originated in an introjection of objects.

Abraham reported a case in which two objects were introduced, the one into the superego, the other into the ego. The self-reproaches of this patient corresponded to complaints made by an introjected mother about an introjected father (26).

In melancholic depressions the delusion of being poisoned is not rare, originating in the feeling of becoming destroyed by some orally introjected force. Weiss demonstrated that this delusion reflects an introjection of the object into the superego (1566).

Such an interpretation does not necessarily conflict with the interpretation of this idea, on a more superficial level, as a fantasy of being impregnated. The dangerous introject, felt as a poison, may have different meanings on different levels; it may represent child and penis as well as breast and milk. The feeling of being poisoned contains a piece of psychological truth. The patient has introjected an object that now disturbs him from within. Thus the far-reaching hypochondriacal delusions in severe melancholia represent a distorted recognition of the process of introjection. The fear of being eaten up by something inside the body is a retaliation fear for the sadistic introjection. This “something” may be rationalized as a pathogenic virus, which forms a bridge to the more common phobia of being infected. And it is the idea of being eaten up by an introjected object that makes so many neurotics fear the mysterious disease of cancer (948, 1566).

In melancholia it seems as if the main emphasis of the personality has been shifted from the ego to the superego. The patient’s conscience represents his total personality; the ego altered by the introjection is the mere object of this conscience and is entirely subdued by it.

Freud has described a similar situation in a mood that is the very opposite of depression—humor (620). The mood of humor, too, is achieved by a displace-
ment of the emphasis of the personality from the ego to the superego. The difference is that in humor the overcathected superego is the friendly and protective positive ego-ideal; in depression, it is the negative, hostile, punishing conscience.

The superego has a double aspect. It represents a protective and a punitive power. Under normal circumstances the first aspect prevails and occasional punishments are accepted for purposes of conciliation. In depression, regression has abolished the first aspect of the superego. The ego, nevertheless, continues its attempts to achieve reconciliation. The whole depressive process appears as an attempt at reparation, intended to restore the self-esteem that has been damaged. The cutting off of narcissistic supplies has disturbed the entire psychic equilibrium. In the depressive process, the object that is believed to have brought this disturbance about is punished and destroyed for this very reason; but the object has become, by introjection, a part of the patient himself. In its attempt to destroy the bad object, the depressive ego meets the fate of Dorian Gray, who had to die in order to destroy his portrait.

The ego, persecuted by its superego to such a degree, has no other means at its disposal than has the ego of the compulsion neurotic when it is at odds with its superego: it reacts with submissiveness as well as with attempts at rebellion. The latter, however, cannot be successful because of the power the sadistic superego has acquired. Manifestly, in depressions the ego is more helpless and yielding to the attacks of the superego; the rebellious attitudes operate in a more hidden way only.

In the discussion of the submissiveness of the compulsion neurotic, it was stated that in yielding to its fate, the ego tries to ingratiate itself with the super-ego in the hope of achieving forgiveness. It chooses submission and even punishment as a "lesser evil," and besides it can, under certain circumstances, even obtain masochistic pleasure through these inflictions (see pp. 293, 364, and 501 f.).

The same is attended by the ego of depressed patients. The sadism of the superego, however, dooms the hope for forgiveness to failure and increases the suffering beyond any possibility of enjoyment.

Self-reproach in depression is not only (from the reproaching superego's point of view) an attempt to attack the introjected object; in addition it represents (from the reproached ego's point of view) a courting of the superego and a plea for forgiveness intended to convince the superego how much its accusations have been taken to heart.

With such an attitude the ego only repeats what it did at the time when the superego was created. The little boy, during the construction of his superego, said to his father: "You need not be angry with me; I will take care of that myself." By building a superego, he introjected the angry behavior of the father, thereby eliminating the necessity of the father's external anger, and preserving his "good" father as a real person. In the same spirit the melancholic person says to his
superego (and the neurotically depressed patient to his object): "Look, I am a good boy, accepting all punishments; now you must love me again." But the melancholic patient fails in this attempt. The inordinate sadism, inherent in the oral-instinctual orientation and remobilized by the regression, has been given over to the superego, and the full fury with which the ego unconsciously had wished to attack the object is now loosed against the ego (1238).

**SUICIDE**

The depressed patient's strong tendency toward suicide reflects the intensity of this struggle. In trying to appease the superego by submissiveness, the ego has reckoned incorrectly. The intended forgiveness cannot be achieved because the courted part of the personality, through the regression, has become inordinately cruel and has lost the ability to forgive.

The suicide of the depressed patient is, if examined from the standpoint of the superego, a turning of sadism against the person himself, and the thesis that nobody kills himself who had not intended to kill somebody else is proved by the depressive suicide. From the standpoint of the ego, suicide is, first of all, an expression of the fact that the terrible tension the pressure of the superego induces has become unbearable. Frequently the passive thought of giving up any active fighting seems to express itself; the loss of self-esteem is so complete that any hope of regaining it is abandoned. "The ego sees itself deserted by its superego and lets itself die" (608). To have a desire to live evidently means to feel a certain self-esteem, to feel supported by the protective forces of a superego. When this feeling vanishes, the original annihilation of the deserted hungry baby reappears.

Other suicidal acts have a much more active character. They assert themselves as desperate attempts to enforce, at any cost, the cessation of the pressure of the superego. They are the most extreme acts of ingratiation submission to punishment and to the superego's cruelty; simultaneously they are also the most extreme acts of rebellion, that is, murder—murder of the original objects whose incorporation created the superego, murder, it is true, of the kind of Dorian Gray's murder of his image. This mixture of submission and rebellion is the climax of the accusatory demonstration of misery for the purpose of coercing forgiveness: "Look what you have done to me; now you have to be good again."

"Neurotically" depressed children frequently have suicidal fantasies, the love-blackmailing tendency of which is obvious: "When I am dead the parents will regret what they have done to me and will love me again" (95, 135, 573, 639, 1587). When melancholic patients try to blackmail their cruel superego in a similar manner, they are worse off than children who court real parents capable of forgiveness and love.
This means that suicide is carried out because hopes and illusions of a relaxing gratification are connected with the idea of suicide. Actually analyses of attempts at suicide frequently show that the idea of being dead or of dying has become connected with hopeful and pleasurable fantasies.

Hopes of this kind are more in the foreground in suicides that are not of the melancholic type and in which introjection and struggles between the superego and the ego do not play any part (277, 1063, 1219, 1556). What is often striven for in suicidal attempts is not "destruction of the ego" but some libidinous aims which, through displacement, have become connected with ideas that objectively bring self-destruction, although they have not been intended as such (764). Such ideas may be the hope of joining a dead person, a libidinous identification with a dead person (1632, 1633), the oceanic longing for a union with the mother (641, 664), or even simply orgasm itself (1280), the attainment of which, through certain historical events, may have become represented by the idea of dying. The specific fantasies that are connected with the idea of dying (206, 207, 284, 699, 1153, 1330, 1631) can often be surmised from the method by which the suicide is attempted or planned (1540).

The hopeful illusions that are connected with the idea of suicide in melancholia are the attainment of forgiveness and reconciliation, which are to be enforced by the simultaneous maximal submission and rebellion, a killing of the punishing superego, and the regaining of union with the protecting superego—a reunion that puts an end to all losses of self-esteem by bringing back the original paradise of oceanic omnipotence (1238).

Self-destructive actions during melancholic states, carried out as self-punishment, as an expression of certain delusions or without any rationalization, have been designated "partial suicides" (204, 1124, 1131). This term is absolutely correct in so far as the underlying unconscious mechanisms are identical with those of suicide.

Sometimes, for reasons unknown, the ego's hopes seem not to have been entirely in vain. A mere change of cathexis frees the ego from the terrible forces within itself. The hopes which are illusionary in the case of suicide are to a certain degree actually achieved in mania. The bad superego is destroyed, and the ego seems united to a purified protective superego in narcissistic love. In still other cases, a depression may end without any mania, as a normal mourning ends after a certain time. The factors, doubtlessly quantitative in nature, that determine whether or when the result is to be a suicide, a manic attack, or a recovery are still unknown.

THE DECISIVE REGRESSION AND ITS CAUSES

The difference between a neurotic and a psychotic depression, it has been stated, is determined by the depth of the narcissistic regression. "Narcissistic
regression” means that the object relationships are replaced by relations within the personality; the patient loses his object relationships by regressing into a phase where no objects yet existed. Depressed patients become aware of this withdrawal of object cathexes by the painful sensation of feeling the world and themselves as “empty.” This withdrawal of object cathexes, however, is not necessarily a total one. Except in cases of severe melancholia, there are always remainders of objects as well as more or less successful attempts to regain the lost objective world (743).

The ego came into being with the awareness of objects. The establishment of objects simultaneously established the ego. In a psychosis, the conception of objects and therewith the structure of the ego are disturbed by a regression to the time before the establishment of the ego. The psychosis reawakens the factors that were characteristic of the archaic ego while in the process of coming into being. However, this “repetition” is not identical with the original; all psychoses contain elements that do not represent the repetition of infantile factors but remainders of the prepsychotic adult personality.

What determines whether or not a fatal narcissistic regression occurs?

The first possibility is that an unknown organic factor may be decisive. Actually, many psychiatrists believe that manic-depressive psychoses cannot be fully understood in mental terms. This view has been defended even more tenaciously in regard to manic-depressive psychoses than in regard to schizophrenia. Yet somatic research has revealed little in the way of positive findings for the one group or the other.

There are three considerations that suggest the operation of somatic factors.

1. The strict periodicity that frequently characterizes the alternations of mood. This periodicity appears to be independent of any external event and to indicate the operation of a biological factor.

2. Even in cases where the cycle is not markedly periodic, the spontaneity of the mood alternations which frequently occur without any apparent external precipitation argues against their being purely psychogenic.

3. In no other neurosis is there such definite evidence of heredity, the same type of disorder recurring in successive generations.

None of these arguments, however, is too decisive. The periodicity, it is true, seems to be endogenous in origin, but what appears periodically may well be understandable in psychological terms. The apparent absence of precipitating causes for the swings of mood will not be too impressive for analysts because this argument does not take into account the existence of the unconscious. So-called endogenous depressions have been distinguished from reactive depressions, according to the presence or absence of a demonstrable precipitating cause. But how would this type of differentiation stand the test if, for example, applied to hysterical seizures? Some of these appear to be brought on by immediate
precipitating events, but some of them arise spontaneously and without apparent external reason. Yet nobody distinguishes between "endogenous" and "reactive" hysterical seizures; instead it is assumed that apparently spontaneous attacks have an unconscious precipitating cause that escaped the notice of the observer. The same applies to depressions. In other neurotic disorders, likewise, a discrepancy between a slight provocation and an intense reaction is not attributed to an organic factor, which would be inaccessible to psychological study, but the discrepancy is understood as the effect of a displacement. It should be noted, moreover, that it is by no means true that the reactive cases (the cases with obvious precipitating factors) are the slight ones and the endogenous ones the severe. Often a severe and clearly psychotic depression may follow the death of a husband or wife; and often definitely nonpsychotic depressions or even mere bad moods occur spontaneously without the patient or an observer being able to assign any precipitating cause. According to Freud there is a complementary series of external precipitating causes and unconscious dispositional causes (596). This holds good for the manic-depressive group as well. A person predisposed to illness by oral and early ego fixation may fall ill as a result of mild precipitating circumstances that are not readily observable; however, even one with relatively little predisposition may fall ill if severe and obvious circumstances appear.

Nor does heredity, though more conspicuous than in other neuroses or psychoses, separate the manic-depressive disorders from other mental disturbances, where its effectiveness was not considered a hindrance to study them from a psychological point of view. Constitution and experience, as etiological factors, again form a complementary series. The manic-depressive disorders surely give no reason to change this point of view. The organic constitutional influence, which is undoubtedly present, need not be the sole determinant. Psychoanalytic study makes it probable that this constitution consists in a relative predominance of oral eroticism, just as in compulsion neurosis it consists in an enhanced anal eroticism.

What kind of accidental experiences favor the subsequent development of depressions?

In the discussion of the differential etiology of compulsion neurosis it was stated that those patients tend to react to conflicts with an anal regression, and thus with a compulsion neurosis, who, as children, under the influence of anal fixations, have used the same type of defense (see p. 305). This holds true for oral regression and depression as well. There is no depression that would not represent a repetition of a first decisive reaction to childhood difficulties, which formed the pattern for the later breakdown. The struggle to maintain their self-esteem is carried on by depressed patients in a way similar to that which they used as children under the influence of oral fixations. Abraham showed that
persons who tend to become depressed uniformly have suffered frustrations in childhood to which they responded by means of a similar mechanism. These frustrations-connoted severe injuries to their narcissistic needs and, in conformity with the pregenital fixation, occurred very early in life. Thus Abraham was able to formulate as an etiological prerequisite for the development of later psychotic depressions: "a severe injury to infantile narcissism through a combination of disappointments in love; the occurrence of the first great disappointment in love before the Oedipus wishes were successfully mastered; the repetition of the original disappointment in later life is the event precipitating the illness" (26). The subsequent depressions follow the path opened up by the infantile "primal depression," which fixed the fateful tendency to react in an analogous way to future disappointments.

A woman patient with a sexual perversion of the type of extreme submissiveness, whose life was a constant struggle for narcissistic supplies and whose behavior frequently was impulsive in character like that of an addict, apparently produced this neurotic behavior to escape from depressions. She was successful in her attempts and did not suffer from depressions of a severe nature in adult life. One day, the patient had a nightmare, the content of which she had forgotten; she was only able to describe the feelings in the dream. These feelings had been horrible; she described them with the exact same words that melancholics use to describe the most severe sensations of their depressions. The world, in her dream, had lost all value for her. She felt entirely drained, without connection to anybody else, and completely annihilated; simultaneously she felt as if she had committed the most dreadful sins. She cried in her dream and even after she awoke.

The phenomenon of a "psychosis in a dream" in a person who does not suffer from it when awake seemed strange. In the analysis of this dream, however, it was discovered that it was not so strange after all. What occurred in this dream was something that frequently occurs in dreams: forgotten memories became manifest. The depression in the dream was the repetition of a "primal depression" which the patient had experienced in her fourth year of life when a little brother was born. This primal depression had been forgotten, and her neurosis served the purpose of avoiding a repetition of this dreadful experience of her childhood.

The content of the "injuries to infantile narcissism," which precipitate the primary depression, may vary. These injuries may be extraordinary experiences of abandonment and loneliness, or they may, in especially predisposed individuals, consist in the usual and unavoidable disappointments such as the birth of siblings, experiences of minor humiliations, penis envy, or the frustrations of the Oedipus longings.

Abraham called the injuries causing primary depressions "preoedipal" to indicate that frustrations have this effect only when experienced as a "loss of essential narcissistic supplies." Usually a child who feels deprived in this way turns toward another person who may give what the first object had denied, that is, from
mother to father or vice versa. He is worse off if “a combination of disappointments in love” (26) occur. The Oedipus complex of subsequent manic-depressive patients, therefore, is frequently a “complete,” that is, bisexual, one, both components of which have terminated in narcissistic injuries (844).

Now at last we are in a position to understand which conditions actually make for the predisposition for subsequent depressions. The decisive narcissistic injuries must have taken the form of severe disappointments in the parents, at a time when the child’s self-esteem was regulated by “participation in the parents’ omnipotence.” At this time, a dethroning of the parents necessarily means a dethroning of the child’s own ego. Probably it is not only, so that after disappointments of this type the child asks for subsequent compensating external narcissistic supplies throughout his life, thus disturbing the development of his superego; he also tries to compensate for his parents’ insufficiencies by the development of a specially “omnipotent,” that is, strict and rigid, superego, and subsequently needs external narcissistic supplies in order to outweigh the unbearable demands of this qualitatively different superego.

That it is, in the last analysis, the “oceanic feeling” (622) of union with an “omnipotent” mother for which depressed persons are longing is manifest in those forms of depression called nostalgia (1170, 1488).

A child of four or five experiencing a “primal depression,” an adult person suffering from nostalgia, and any person exposed for a long time to severe derivations and frustrations—they all are psychologically again in the situation of a narcissistically hungry infant lacking the necessary external care.

Impulsive behavior and drug addiction can be utilized as a means of fighting off depressions, because these disorders represent other means of attaining the same end: the provision of the needed narcissistic supplies. Since depressions are states that develop if these supplies are missing, addictions and impulse neuroses, in so far as they still are able to achieve their end, are suitable for evading depressions.

The formulation can now be made that the disposition for the development of depressions consists in oral fixations which determine the reaction to narcissistic shocks. The experiences that cause the oral fixations may occur long before the decisive narcissistic shocks; or the narcissistic injury may create a depressive disposition because it occurs early enough to still be met by an orally oriented ego. It may also occur that certain narcissistic shocks, because they are connected with death (and the reaction to death is always oral introjection of the dead person), create the decisive oral fixation.

Regarding the factors that create oral fixations in the first place, the same holds true as for other fixations: the determinants are extraordinary satisfactions, extraordinary frustrations, or combinations of both, especially combina-
tions of oral satisfaction with some reassuring guarantee of security; actually
traumatic experiences in the nursing period can be found more often in subse-
quent manic-depressive patients than in schizophrenics.

In addition to the pregenital fixation, Freud emphasized the importance of a
narcissistic orientation as an etiological prerequisite for depressions (597); with-
out such orientation a regression from object love to identification would not
occur with such intensity. Before the onset of the illness the narcissism may show
itself in the type of object choice (585) and in the receptive and ambivalent na-
ture of the patient’s love.

In clinical psychiatry, the involutional melancholias are differentiated from
the true manic-depressive disorders. Psychoanalytically, not much is known
about the structure and mechanisms of involutional melancholias; they seem
to occur in personalities with an outspoken compulsive character of an especially
rigid nature (18, 938). In the climacterium the compulsive defensive systems fail;
in these cases the decisive oral regression seems to be due to physical alterations of
the economy of the libido.

Cyclothymia and variations in mood represent transitional states between the
manic-depressive disease and normality. The existence of these intermediate
states shows that the manic-depressive state is but a morbid exaggeration of
something universally present—namely, of struggles around the maintenance of
self-esteem. There are multifarious problems in normal psychology—for example,
the heightening and reduction of self-esteem (referred to sometimes as the
instinct for self-assertion), moods and humors, sadness and joy, the nature of
grief—all of which find their counterparts among the manifestations within
the manic-depressive field. All these normal phenomena differ from mani-
depressive phenomena first by the relatively small amounts of energy invested
and second by the absence of the narcissistic regression.

Under difficult social circumstances and in unstable times the number of depres-
sions and depressive suicides increases. This fact has been used as an objection
to the psychoanalytic theory of depression, in contrast to the often raised objec-
tion based on heredity. Perhaps depression is nothing but a “human way of
reacting to frustrations and misery”? But the connection is a more complicated
one. It may suffice to state that a society that cannot provide necessary satisfactions
for its members necessarily creates a vast number of persons with an orally de-
dependent character. Unstable times and economic depressions, by depriving peo-
ple of their satisfactions as well as of their power and prestige and habitual ways
of regulating self-esteem, increase their narcissistic needs and their oral de-
pendence. On the other hand persons who, as a result of childhood experiences,
have developed an orally dependent character are worse off under such social
conditions, since they are unable to take frustrations without reacting in a de-
pressive way.
MANIA

Until now only the depressive side of the manic-depressive phenomena has been discussed. Actually, this side is understood analytically much better than is mania.

Descriptively, an immense increase in self-esteem forms the center of all manic phenomena. The statement that conscience seems to be either abandoned or very limited in its effectiveness has the same meaning, because “feelings of conscience” and “decrease in self-esteem” are essentially identical. All problems of mania can be attacked from the point of view of this increase in self-esteem or decrease in conscience. All activities, after the abandonment of inhibitions, are intensified. The patients are hungry for objects, not so much because they need to be sustained or taken care of by them but to express their own potentialities and to get rid of the now uninhibited impulses that seek discharge. The patient is not only hungry for new objects; he also feels freed because hitherto effective blockings have fallen away, and he is more or less overwhelmed by this breaking down of dams; the freed impulses as well as the energies, which hitherto had been bound in the efforts to restrain these impulses, now flow out, using any available discharge.

In other words: what the depression was striving for seems to be achieved in the mania; not only narcissistic supplies, which again make life desirable, but a total narcissistic victory is at hand; it is as if all the supply material imaginable is suddenly at the patient’s disposal, so that the primary narcissistic omnipotence is more or less regained and life is felt to be incredibly intensified (869, 1367).

Freud stated that in the manic state the difference between the ego and the superego apparently disappears (606). Whereas in melancholia the ego is entirely powerless and the superego omnipotent, in mania the ego has regained omnipotence, either by triumphing in some way over the superego and taking back the omnipotence or by being united with the superego and participating in its power (436). The mirthful mood of the manic has to be interpreted economically as a sign of a saving in psychic expenditure (566). It demonstrates that the tension between the superego and the ego, which previously had been extremely great, must have been released abruptly. In mania the ego has somehow succeeded in freeing itself from the pressure of the superego; it has terminated its conflict with the “shadow” of the lost object, and then, as it were, “celebrates” this event.

As has been stated, the manic-depressive patient is ambivalent toward his own ego. In depressions he demonstrates the hostile element of this ambivalence. Mania brings to the surface the other aspect of this ambivalence: his extreme self-love.

What has made this change possible? In the same way that a bad conscience
is the normal model for the morbid state of depression, mania has a normal model in the feeling of "triumph" (436). Analysis of this feeling shows that triumph is felt whenever an expenditure becomes superfluous—an expenditure that had previously been necessary in the ambivalent reactions of a powerless subject to a powerful object. Triumph means "Now I am powerful again" and is felt the more intensely the more suddenly the change from lack of power to power is achieved. Triumph is a derivative of the pleasure the child feels whenever his growing ego achieves the feeling "I no longer need to be afraid, because I can master something which until now I looked upon as dangerous; now I am as powerful as omnipotent grownups are" (see p. 45). The methods by which participation in the reassuring power is achieved vary from the (original) killing of the omnipotent tyrant for the purpose of taking his place to an ingratiatory submission for the purpose of having the tyrant permit the participation. A man feels "elated" whenever he feels that he is rid of an obligation, liability, or general dependence hitherto effective (rebellious type of triumph), or whenever he achieves external or internal forgiveness, or whenever he passes any kind of "examination," when he is loved again or has the feeling of having done the right thing (ingratiatory type of triumph).

Is a similar real liberation from the superego's pressure achieved in mania? The clinical picture seems to indicate that this is the case.

There is no doubt that the depressive pressure is ended, that the triumphant character of mania arises from the release of energy hitherto bound in the depressive struggle and now seeking discharge. An abundance of impulses, most of them oral in nature, make their appearance and, together with the heightened self-esteem, produce the feeling "life is rich," as contrasted to the oppressive "emptiness" experienced in depression.

The apparent hypergenitality of the typical maniac has an oral character and aims at the incorporation of everybody. Abraham described this condition when he stated that the "mental metabolism" is increased in mania. The patient is hungry for new objects, but he also gets rid of objects very quickly and dismisses them without any remorse (26; cf. also 153, 345).

"Incorporation of everybody" has been confirmed by the findings of Lewin (1053, 1058, 1060), according to which multiple identifications are characteristic for manic states. He described a patient whose manic attacks corresponded to an acting out of a primal scene in identification with both parents (1053). The typical "nongenuine" behavior patterns of maniacs may be due to temporary and relatively superficial identifications with external objects.

In all societies the institution of "festivals" is found, that is, of occasions when superego prohibitions are periodically undone. Institutions of this kind are certainly based on a social necessity. Any society that creates chronic dissatisfaction in its members needs institutions through which the dammed-up tendencies
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toward rebellion may be "channelized"; through them a form of discharge of strivings hostile to existing institutions is provided, which entails the least possible injury to these institutions. Once a year, under ceremonial guarantees, under specified conditions, and in an institutionalized way, rebellious impulses are permitted to express themselves. From time to time the "superego is abolished"; the powerless are permitted to play "participation," and this creates a good mood in them and enables them to obey for another year (579, 606).

The good mood felt at festivals is certainly a correlate of mania. Freud stated that the periodicity of cyclothymia as well as of festivals may, in the final analysis, be based on a biological necessity. All differentiations in the psychic apparatus may need a temporary abolition from time to time. In sleep, the ego is submerged nightly into the id from which it arose. Similarly, in festivals and in mania the superego may be drawn back into the ego (606).

The tragedy is succeeded by the satyr play; after the serious worship of God comes the merry fair in front of the church; tragedy and satyr play, worship and the fair have the same psychological content; but this content is met with by different attitudes of the ego. That which is threatening and serious in tragedy and worship is play and fun in satyr plays and the fair (847). No doubt, this sequence goes back to a cycle of being hard pressed by a strict authority and of casting it off. An original sequence of pressure by authority and rebellion against it probably was later supplanted by a sequence of pressure by authority and institutionalized festivals. On an intrapsychic basis the same sequence is represented by the cycle of guilt feelings and unscrupulousness; later by the sequence of guilt feelings and forgiveness. What once took place between chiefs and subjects has become internalized and takes place between superegos and egos.

Freud, in Totem and Taboo (579), gave a phylogenetic hypothesis as to how this cycle might have come into being.

The manic-depressive cycle is a cycle between periods of increased and decreased guilt feelings, between feelings of "annihilation" and of "omnipotence," of punishment and of new deed; this cycle, in the last analysis, goes back to the biological cycle of hunger and satiety in the infant.

However, one decisive difference seems to remain between the normal model of triumph—based either on a real victory over external or internal tyranny or on a successful achievement of participation—and the pathological phenomenon of a manic attack.

The exaggerated manner of all manic expressions does not give the impression of genuine freedom. Actually, the analysis of a mania shows that the patient's fears of his superego as a rule are not entirely overcome. Unconsciously they are still effective, and the patient suffers in mania under the same complexes as he did in the depressive state. But he succeeds in applying, against them, the defense
mechanism of denial by overcompensation. The cramped nature of the manifestations of mania is due to the fact that they are of a reaction-formation type, that they serve the purpose of denying opposite attitudes (61, 330, 597, 1053). The mania is not a genuine freedom from depression but a cramped denial of dependencies.

The liberation frequently is a pretended one, repeating pretenses made by the child in his struggle against narcissistic shocks, using the primitive defense mechanisms of denial, and also other defense mechanisms. Projection is used by patients who in their mania feel themselves to be loved and admired by everybody, or even, in a more paranoid way, mistreated and therefore entitled to do whatever they like without consideration for anyone else (330). Some maniacs persecute those very traits in others which, during their depression, they hated in themselves. In some cases the continued effectiveness of the superego is manifest; a manic behavior may be rationalized or idealized as fulfilling some ideal purpose. The liberation, then, is maintained by a denying countercathexis, and endangered by the possibility of the outbreak of another depression.

In a cramped sort of protest, stressing "I do not need any control any more," all or many impulses—aggressive, sensual, and tender ones—are discharged; the child is thrown out with the bath water; reason is overthrown with the superego. A state is created resembling the original pleasure principle under whose operation impulses were yielded to, whenever they arose, without any consideration of reality. A reasonable ego, once more, is overwhelmed, this time not by a punishing superego but rather by an abandonment of limiting reason altogether. In mania, what actually happens is the very thing neurotics with a fear of their own excitement are afraid of: a breakdown of the organization of the ego as a result of the instinctual impulses discharging in an uncontrolled way. The patients again become narcissistic, though in a form different from that during the depression; they re-enact the omnipotence of primary narcissism, not only of being a person without guilt feelings but also of being a suckling who, having obtained his food, thereby loses the concept of objects.

That the maniac does not fall into a peaceful sleep but into a state of tense and irresistible impulses is probably ascribable to two circumstances: (1) In contradistinction to the baby, he has dammed up many impulses for many years and has invested all of his mental energy in "tonic" intrapsychic cathexes which now become superfluous and need to be abreacted. (2) His actions are cramped and exaggerated because they are denials of contradictory attitudes still effective in the unconscious.

It has been mentioned that morbid impulses can protect against deprivations inasmuch as they are different means for achieving the same ends. There is a definite relationship between specific morbid impulses and unspecific manic impulses, and many impulse neuroses are actually equivalents of mania.
The insight that the manic-depressive cycle can be traced back, in the last analysis, to the cycle of satiety and hunger once again brings up the problem of periodicity. Periodicity is a biological factor. It was first thought to be a mode of expression of a rhythm inherent in all vital processes. It was then supposed by Freud to be a biological necessity, correlated with a pressure that compels a periodic relinquishing of differentiations in the psychic apparatus (606). But the relation that apparently obtains between states without a superego and the satiated infant and between the pangs of conscience and those of hunger revealed another type of biological alternation. The alternation of hunger and satiety recurs of necessity (provided the infant does not starve); and this is indelibly imprinted in memory. Each subsequent alternation of pleasure and pain is sensed as if it followed the pattern of this memory. According to this pattern, pleasure is expected after every pain, and pain after every pleasure; and the primitive idea is set up that any suffering bestows the privilege of some later compensating joy, and any punishment admits of a later sin. Punishment and the loss of parental love were perceived as analogous to hunger, and absolution as corresponding to satiety. After the parents have been introjected, the ego repeats intrapsychically the same pattern in relation to the superego. In depressions, the ego no longer feels loved by the superego; it has been deserted, its oral wishes unrealized. In mania, the forgiving oral love union with the superego is restored (1107).

The recognition of this relationship still leaves much that is puzzling in regard to periodicity, especially the chief question: why in some cases there must be an evident or concealed external precipitant to bring about the changes in phase, whereas in other cases this change corresponds to a regular, apparently biologically founded rhythm. For example, it is true that in menstrual depressions, analysis can demonstrate that menstruation is felt subjectively to be a frustration, meaning "I have neither child nor penis" (322); yet it is impossible to get rid of the impression that additional purely biological factors are involved (257).

HISTORICAL SUMMARY

The basic psychoanalytic knowledge about the manic-depressive disorders is contained in a few separate, mutually supplementary publications. The best method of summarizing will be a brief review of these papers. Two important essays by Abraham, 1911 (5) and 1916 (13), were followed by Freud's essay, "Mourning and Melancholia," 1917 (597), which contained the formulation of fundamental concepts, which in turn were elaborated and extended by Abraham in 1924 (26). Finally, a publication by Rado in 1927 (1238) brought the solutions to certain important and pertinent problems still unclarified.

Abraham's first-mentioned publication (5) reported the fundamental dis-
covery that ambivalence is the basic characteristic in the mental life of the depressed patient, the influence of which appears to be much greater than in compulsion neurosis. The quantities of love and hate that coexist are more nearly equal; depressed patients are unable to love because they hate whenever they love. Abraham further found the pregénital foundation of this ambivalence, and stated that the patient is as ambivalent toward himself as he is toward objects. The sadism with which the depressed person attacks himself arises from the turning inward of a sadism originally outwardly directed.

Abraham's second publication (13) recorded his discovery that in depressed patients, oral eroticism is enormously increased. He showed that conflicts around oral eroticism were at work in the depressive inhibitions, in eating disturbances and in "oral" character traits. It became clear that the ambivalence and narcissism described in the first paper have an oral root.

Freud's paper, "Mourning and Melancholia" (597), starting with the analysis of the depressive self-reproaches, stated that depressed persons, after the loss of an object, act as if they have lost their ego. Freud described the pathognomonic introjection. He then showed how the depressive states proved the existence of a superego, and that struggles between the superego and the ego, after the introjection, replace struggles originally carried on between the ego and its ambivalently loved object.

Abraham's book (26) not only supplied a mass of convincing clinical material that corroborated the view that Freud had set forth as theoretical formulations but also added several valuable points of theory. He introduced the two subdivisions of the oral and anal stages of libidinal organization; he showed that self-reproaches are not only internalized reproaches of the ego against the object but also internalized reproaches of the object against the ego. The book further introduced new formulations of the etiological prerequisites (the most important of which is represented in the discovery of the primal depression of childhood) and a study of mania, which was an elaboration of Freud's remarks on mania in "Group Psychology and the Analysis of the Ego" (606).

The paper by Rado (1238) unmasked the self-reproaches as an ambivalent ingratiation of (the object and) the superego. The connections between depression and self-esteem were clarified. The dual introjection of the object into the ego and into the superego was explained, and the differentiation of the "good" (i.e., protecting) and the "bad" (i.e., punishing) aspects of the superego was used for clarification of the aims of the depressive mechanisms. Besides, Rado explained the manic-depressive periodicity as a special case of the general periodicity of transgression and expiation, as an outcome, in the last analysis, of the fundamental biological periodicity of hunger and satiety in the infant. Later papers brought elaborations and clinical illustrations (668, 844, 1078).
THERAPEUTIC PSYCHOANALYSIS IN MANIC-DEPRESSIVE DISORDERS

The therapeutic outlook for psychoanalysis is very different in cases of neurotic depressions and in severe manic-depressive psychoses. As to neurotic depression, the mildest cases do not need any special treatment; the solution of the basic infantile conflicts in the course of the analysis of the main neurosis automatically brings a solution of neurotic inferiority feelings and a relative harmony with the superego. More severe cases in which depression dominates the clinical picture present the same difficulties as compulsion neuroses, since they are based on a similar pregenital fixation.

The difficulties encountered in the psychoanalytic treatment of manic-depressive psychoses are of quite another nature. The more "internalized" the pathogenic processes are, the more difficult it is to establish the transference contact necessary for analysis. In narcissistic states, the analyst has no other means than to use nonnarcissistic remainders in the personality in attempts to increase the patient's object relationships sufficiently to start the analytic work. The modifications of analytic technique necessary for this purpose will be discussed in connection with the analytic therapy of schizophrenia (see pp. 447 ff.).

There are three special types of difficulties that analysis must overcome in the case of manic-depressive patients. A relatively slight problem is the first one, present also in neurotic depressions, namely, the oral fixation, that is, the remoteness of the crucial infantile experiences which the analysis must uncover (the history of the primal depression). Of greater severity is the second difficulty, consisting in the narcissistic nature of the illness and the consequent looseness of the transference relationship. Even where this relationship is established, it is persistently ambivalent, to a degree unknown in any other type of neurosis; and this relationship is constantly threatened by the tendency toward a sudden unaccountable narcissistic regression. The third difficulty is the most crucial one. In a severe depressive or manic condition the patient is inaccessible to analytic influence. The reasonable ego, which is supposed to learn to face its conflicts by analysis, is simply nonexistent. However, Abraham called attention to the fact, since confirmed by many psychiatrists, that even inaccessible depressed patients, agitated anxious ones as well as monotonously complaining ones without apparent contact with the objective world, are grateful to an attentive listener and may repay kind patience with a sudden contact—which, however, is no easy task with such patients (26).

The manic-depressive patients offer one natural way out of the last difficulty: the frequency of free intervals during which they are capable of object relationships. The free interval is obviously the period of choice for analytic efforts. Yet even in the free intervals the ambivalence and the narcissistic orientation re-
main as hindrances. Besides, there is the potential danger that an analysis begun in the free interval may precipitate a new attack. Abraham, on the basis of rich clinical experience, denies the seriousness of this danger, and in fact reports that analysis carried out during the free period tended to prolong the free interval (26). He also succeeded in effecting true cures, although only after very long treatment, the more prolonged because of intervening attacks of the illness (26; see also the case reports: 200, 246, 275, 330, 336, 386, 398, 509, 668, 844, 1053, 1060, 1094, 1217, et al.).

Taking into consideration the apparent futility of most other types of therapy and the hope that increasing progress in practical experience will show what modifications in technique are needed, one should also not overlook the fact that even if the analysis fails, the patient is temporarily relieved through the opportunity of unburdening himself by talking. On the basis of these considerations the manic-depressive patient, after he or his relatives have been informed of the doubtfulness of the prognosis, may be advised to undergo analysis. But one thing must be borne in mind: the analyst may be deceived by the patient’s dissimulation and by the abruptness with which things happen in depressions. In all severe depressions a grave danger of suicide is always present. Even though the analyst’s contact with the patient is different from that of the nonanalytic psychiatrist, he must never disregard the caution that psychiatry teaches. The more extensive, planned psychoanalytic study of manic-depressive disorders, needed both for the benefit of the patients and for the benefit of science, must be undertaken within institutions.

As to shock therapy a few remarks will be made later (see pp. 568 ff.).
Chapter XVIII

SCHIZOPHRENIA

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

The diversity of schizophrenic phenomena makes a comprehensive orientation more difficult than in any other class of mental disorders. Occasionally it has been doubted whether a comprehensive orientation is possible at all and whether the diverse schizophrenic phenomena actually have anything in common. The label "schizophrenia" is applied to so many different things that it is not even of value for the purpose of prognosis. There are passing "schizophrenic episodes" in persons who apparently are well both before and after these periods; and there are severe psychoses that end in permanent dementia. Sometimes, therefore, a distinction has been made between "schizophrenic episodes" and malignant "process psychoses" (see p. 442). Certainly "schizophrenia" is not a definite nosological entity, but rather embraces a whole group of diseases.

The group, however, is characterized by certain common features, although it is difficult to bring them into an exact formula. The common aspects include the strangeness and bizarre nature of the symptoms, the absurdity and unpredictability of the affects and intellectual ideas, and the obviously inadequate connection between these two. The question is: are these common characteristics due to common, specific mental mechanisms?

Freud succeeded in bringing schizophrenic mechanisms into consonance with his theory of neurotic symptom formation by grouping all the phenomena around the basic concept of regression. With such a grouping, no judgment was given as to the somatogenic or psychogenic origin of this regression. In different cases, the regression may have different causes and a different range, but it always has the same great depth. It reaches back to much earlier times than does any regression in neuroses, specifically, to the time when the ego first came into being.

The infant starts out in a state of "primary narcissism," in which the systems of the mental apparatus are not yet differentiated from each other, and in which no objects exist as yet. The differentiation of the ego coincides with the discovery of objects. An ego exists in so far as it is differentiated from objects that are not ego. Therefore, the following formulae mean one and the same thing, only varying in point of view: the schizophrenic has regressed to narcissism; the schizophrenic has lost his objects; the schizophrenic has parted with reality; the schizophrenic's ego has broken down (see p. 35).

Many phenomena seem to indicate that a schizophrenia is something basically different from a neurosis; still they have many features in common. It remains
to be learned whether the differences are due to a difference in depth and severity of principally similar processes or whether neurosis and schizophrenia have an altogether different etiology, each obeying different laws of pathology. Even if the irrationality of schizophrenic behavior seems to make it impossible to feel with the patients, one may legitimately attempt to understand in psychological terms this gap between the schizophrenic and the normal or neurotic mentality; and even if it were proved that the etiology of schizophrenia is essentially somatic, it would still be important to study the psychological aspects of this heterogeneously produced mental disintegration (193, 705). The psychoanalytic contributions to research in this field can only form a part of a general theory of schizophrenia, although an essential part (cf. 149, 200, 238, 596, 786, 1096, 1138, 1229, 1241, 1359, 1457, 1557). Besides, there remain the important fields of somatic problems and, on the psychological side, descriptive studies. The "microscopic" studies of psychoanalysis presuppose the "macroscopic" studies of psychiatry, in the same way that histology presupposes anatomy. The following comments require a knowledge of the "macroscopic" descriptions, and are concerned only with a discussion of "microscopic" findings.

Schizophrenia is today psychoanalytically understood and differentiated from neuroses adequately enough to make it probable that the role played by etiological somatic factors, though perhaps decisive, is in principle not different from that in neuroses. In the latter, it was understood that disposition and precipitating experiences form a complementary series; the physical constitution is a part of the disposition, more decisive in some cases and less in others.

The discussion in several places throughout this book of the various neuroses touched upon matters related to the field of schizophrenia. In some hypochondriacal states and in pregenital conversions, it was found that intrapsychic object representations had lost their cathexes, and that instead the organ representations became invested with it; object relationships were replaced by narcissism. Cases with widespread general inhibitions were characterized by loss of interest in the external world and by an almost total elimination of object relationships (see p. 186). Certain psychogenic tics gave the impression that a dammed-up organ cathexis was being expressed in the symptom (see pp. 320 f.). And in depressive states it was noted that conflicts that originally were fought between the patient and an external object continued within the patient's mind after the introjection of the object (see pp. 396 f.).

All these conditions are characterized by one common trait: a regression which, at least in part, extends back to the early narcissistic level. In schizophrenia the collapse of reality testing, that fundamental function of the ego, and the symptoms of "disintegration of the ego," which amount to a severe disruption of the continuity of the personality, likewise can be interpreted as a return to the time when the ego was not yet established or had just begun to be
established. Thus it may be expected that the study of schizophrenia will elucidate the processes of the earliest period in the infant's life, in the same way that the study of compulsion neurosis provided insight into the role of anal sadism.

Some schizophrenic symptoms are direct expressions of a regressive breakdown of the ego and an undoing of differentiations acquired through mental development (a primitivization). Other symptoms represent various attempts at restitution. The first category of symptoms embraces phenomena such as fantasies of world destruction, physical sensations, depersonalization, delusions of grandeur, archaic ways of thinking and speaking, hebephrenic and certain catatonic symptoms. The second category embraces hallucinations, delusions, most of the schizophrenic social and speech peculiarities, and other catatonic symptoms.

SYMPTOMS OF REGRESSION IN SCHIZOPHRENIA

WORLD-DESTRUCTION FANTASIES

The inner perception of the loss of object relationships causes, according to Freud, the fantasy frequently met with in the early stages of schizophrenia: that the world is coming to an end (574). The patients who experience such a feeling are correct, in a sense; so far as they are concerned, the objective world has actually broken down (709, 974). Sometimes only a part of the world is felt as losing its existence. A delusion, for example, that someone is dead represents the intrapsychic perception that the libidinal connection with this person has been withdrawn (142). The world is felt as vital and significant as long as it is invested with libido. When a schizophrenic complains that the world seems "empty," "meaningless," "monotonous," and that he feels as if something has changed, as if people were mere fleeting images, when he states that he feels perplexed and abandoned in this new world, he reflects in all this the withdrawal of his libido from the objects (1462). The same thing is expressed in a more localized manner by depersonalization, and more intensely and completely in a catatonic stupor.

It might be argued that after disappointing experiences, libido is withdrawn from reality even in neurotic and normal persons; how, then, can such a withdrawal be characteristic of schizophrenia? First it must be said that the withdrawal in neurotic and normal persons is of a different kind from the withdrawal in schizophrenics. It is a turning toward fantasy, called introversion. The place of the real objects, from whom the person turns in disappointment, is taken over by fantasy figures representing the objects of childhood. The schizophrenic, on the other hand, abandons his interest in objects entirely; Abraham, in his very first communication dealing with this problem (1), clearly pointed out that the difference between neuroses and psychoses depends on whether or not, in the
process of withdrawal from reality, object representations were preserved at all. While in depressive psychoses the object representations are somehow transplanted into the subject, in schizophrenia the withdrawal of the libido remains diffuse, in spite of special emphasis on certain erogenous zones.

There are many facts, however, that apparently contradict these statements. Any cursory visit to a mental hospital seems to prove the opposite. Schizophrenics display interest in objects—at times so very intensely that the visitor may immediately become the object of transference actions of the patients, whether tender, sensual, or hostile. Yet it is just these disorderly and intense types of reaction that vitiate the supposed contradiction to the theory, for the flighty and unreliable nature of the transference actions give the impression that these patients, leaving a narcissistic stage and attempting to regain contact with the objective world, succeed in doing so only in abrupt spurts and for brief periods of time. These types of behavior toward objects form a part of the “restitutional” symptoms.

Certain schizophrenic symptoms reveal the purposive nature of the loss of the objects. A mutism may not only express the fact that the patient has no longer any interest in the objective world but may also contain a certain amount of hostile antagonism. In the symptom of negativism, resentment against the external world finds open expression.

**BODY SENSATIONS AND DEPERSONALIZATION**

Many schizophrenias begin with characteristic hypochondriacal sensations. The theory of hypochondriasis, which maintains that the organ cathexes grew at the expense of the object cathexes, makes this early symptomatology intelligible. The beginning of the schizophrenic process is a regression to narcissism. This brings with it an increase in the “libido tonus” of the body (either of the whole body or, depending on the individual history, of certain organs), and this increase makes itself felt in the form of the hypochondriacal sensations.

The discovery of the ego (and of the objective world) is made by the infant in connection with the discovery of his own body, which is distinguished from all other parts of the universe by the remarkable fact that it is perceived through two types of sensation simultaneously: through external tactile sensations and through internal sensations of depth sensibility (1231) (see pp. 35 f.). Freud stated that the ego is primarily a bodily thing, that is, the perception of one’s own body (608). The “body image” is the nucleus of the ego (134, 1372). The hypochondriacal sensations at the beginning of schizophrenia show that, with the regressive alteration of the ego, this nucleus appears once again and is altered (68, 1531).

Body symptoms in incipient schizophrenia have not necessarily the character of intense sensations. Quite as frequently they consist in a feeling of lack of
sensations. Certain organs, body areas, or the whole body are perceived as if they did not belong to the person, or at least as if they were not quite the same as usual. This, too, can be explained on the basis of the same libidinal alteration. When the normal body feeling disappears from consciousness, this does not necessarily mean that the corresponding amount of libido has been withdrawn from the organ in question (387). It may mean that this organ has become charged with a large amount of libido which is concealed by an intense countercathexis (1291, 1366). Tausk has pointed out that such a period of estrangement of the body usually succeeds an earlier hypochondriacal period. Withdrawal of the object cathexis intensified the cathexis of the organ which first is felt in the form of hypochondriacal sensations; the ego, however, succeeded in warding off these sensations by means of a countercathexis, and the result is the estrangement (410, 1531). Both increase and decrease in body feelings necessarily change the patient’s body image and make him feel strange. The peculiar alterations of the body image are determined by the underlying mental conflicts and can be taken as starting points for their analysis (233, 387, 389, 391, 395, 746, 1366, 1418, 1605).

A schizophrenic episode began with a patient’s despair over the fact that a new hat did not fit. Analysis revealed that the patient felt different when he wore this hat; he believed that the shape of his head was altered by the hat. The body image of his head was changed. The exaggerated reaction to the hat was a distorted expression of the patient’s fear that something was wrong with his head. An exaggerated reaction to clothing means generally an exaggerated reaction to body sensations (521) (see pp. 36 and 261). Oberndorf described cases in which the uncertainty as to body feelings was due to an uncertainty about the patient’s own sex (1186, 1187, 1188, 1189, 1191).

In stages of estrangement, an increased narcissistic cathexis of the body is countered by defensive reactions; in depersonalization, an increased narcissistic cathexis of mental processes is handled in the same way. In depersonalization, overcharged feelings or conceptions are repressed. The patient, in observing himself, is aware of the absence of his full feelings in the same way that a person is aware of the absence of a forgotten name that is on the tip of his tongue. The experiences of estrangement and depersonalization are due to a special type of defense, namely, to a countercathexis against one’s own feelings which had been altered and intensified by a preceding increase in narcissism (402, 410, 1173, 1291, 1531). The results of this increase are perceived as unpleasant by the ego which therefore undertakes defensive measures against them. These defensive measures may sometimes consist in a reactive withdrawal of libido (1173); as a rule, however, they are built up by a countercathexis. The augmented self-observation and the feeling that the missing sensations are still in existence, like a forgotten name, are the clinical manifestation of this countercathexis (410).
Schilder expressly emphasized that “persons suffering from depersonalization do not lack feelings; the patients merely perceive, arising from within, an opposition to their own experiences” (1379); an intensified self-observation is the manifest expression of this opposition so that “we have in depersonalization two conflicting directions,” namely, the directions toward and against feelings of body sensations. “The organ which carries the narcissistic cathexis is the one more subjected to depersonalization” (1379).

The increase in narcissism is not in all cases of depersonalization necessarily so intense as in a beginning schizophrenia. Depersonalizations, as symptoms of attempts to ward off objectionable feelings and sensations, also occur outside the realm of schizophrenia. They may express a defense against feelings of excitement, especially against a pronounced curiosity (107, 1347), or against one’s particular type of thinking (1186, 1187, 1188, 1189, 1191).

What has been said of the feelings of estrangement and depersonalization, that is, that they represent a reaction of the ego to the perception of the increase in narcissistic libido, can also be said of the schizophrenic’s general perplexity, of his feeling that everything has changed. All these initial symptoms are due to an inner perception of the narcissistic regression and of the accompanying libidinal displacements.

**FEELINGS OF GRANDEUR**

A withdrawal of the cathexes of the objects into the mental ego does not necessarily manifest itself as depersonalization. Not always is the narcissistic increase warded off; under some circumstances it makes itself felt as a grand and pleasant inflation of the patient’s ego. A sudden merging of the cathexes of object representations and of the ego may cause a kind of manic state and ecstatic experience (574).

It has been stated repeatedly that the child, after having lost his feeling of omnipotence, believes that the adults are omnipotent and strives for a reunion with them. Psychotic individuals may succeed in simply denying their loss of omnipotence and in retaining or regaining the “oceanic reunion,” so that the objective world, after having fulfilled its function of procuring satisfaction, disappears again, as it disappeared when the satiated infant fell asleep (324) (see p. 35). Such individuals react to any narcissistic hurt in later life in the same way that they attempted to react to their first narcissistic hurt, namely, to the realization that they are not omnipotent; they deny the hurt and increase their self-esteem in overcompensation. For such persons a regression to narcissism is also a regression to the primal narcissistic omnipotence which makes its reappearance in the form of megalomania.

In discussing the mechanisms of defense, it was described how the normal
development of the ego and of its reality testing makes an extensive use of the mechanism of denial impossible (see pp. 144 f.). Sometimes, however, an extraordinary environment, which spoils the child and favors isolation, enables a person to cling to his narcissistic aloofness and to overcompensate all narcissistic hurts by developing a still higher opinion of himself. Other times the causes of a narcissistic fixation responsible for such overcompensation are less obvious.

An overcompensating narcissism of this kind may in some cases become the starting point for the development of ascetic-masochistic attitudes. In others, however, it is not elaborated further and the patient simply compensates for a loss of love by an increased self-love. It has been mentioned that in normal or neurotic persons a lost object may be replaced by an identification with this object, the ego offering itself to the id by becoming similar to the loved object (608) (see p. 394). In persons who have the possibility of regressing to their narcissistic omnipotence, the feeling of being more wonderful than any object supplants such similarity with the object. Love of objects is replaced by self-love, and the overestimation that is usually directed to a loved person is now directed to one's own ego. The patient is not only inclined to believe again in his omnipotence but may also indulge in passionate self-love, fancying sexual intercourse with himself. Self-love of this type clearly does not correspond to the primary state before the existence of any object (a regression to this state is represented by a catatonic stupor rather than by megalomania) (524). It does refer, however, to the "secondary narcissism" (585, 608) in which objects have become replaced again by the ego.

The belief in one's own omnipotence is but one aspect of the magical-animistic world that comes to the fore again in narcissistic regressions (cf. 1250).

That narcissistic daydreams are actually believed in and become delusions, that the patients feel themselves as king, president, or God is due to the loss of reality testing. The content of the delusions can be analyzed like the daydreams of neurotic and normal persons. That "grandeur" is felt is a direct expression of the reactivated narcissism; the delusions involving this feeling are constructed like other delusions (70) (see pp. 427 ff.).

SCHIZOPHRENIC THINKING

The way in which schizophrenic patients use concepts and words is by no means always disorderly. There is, as a matter of fact, a definite order in their thinking but it does not obey the laws of our "normal" logic. Schizophrenic logic is identical with primitive, magical thinking, that is, with a form of thinking that also is found in the unconscious of neurotics, in small children, in normal persons under conditions of fatigue, as "antecedents" of thought (1363), and in primitive man (1047). It is the archaic way of thinking (166, 234, 235, 236, 732,
930, 1042, 1550). What is found in compulsion neurosis to a slight degree is markedly developed in schizophrenia: schizophrenic thinking falls back from the logical to the prelogical level.

The regressive nature of schizophrenic thinking is confirmed by the fact that the investigation of this type of thinking proves it to be identical with the assumed archaic forerunners of logical thinking (see pp. 46 ff.). Schizophrenic thinking is relatively more concrete and active than normal thinking, not yet capable of realistic abstractions, less preparation for subsequent action and more a symbolic equivalent of action. Its concrete character is "relative" only, in so far as its concrete images do not correspond to objective realities, but are formed or influenced by the wish-fulfilling magical qualities of primitive thinking. Its active character is due to the fact that perception of stimuli and reaction to (subjective elaboration of) stimuli are interwoven with each other again (see pp. 36 f.).

In nonpsychotic persons, this mode of thinking is still effective in the unconscious. Therefore the impression arises that in schizophrenia "the unconscious has become conscious." Because the "primary process" and the archaic ways of thinking have come to the fore again, schizophrenics are not estranged by these mechanisms any more. Schizophrenics, for example, show an intuitive understanding of symbolism. Interpretations of symbols, which neurotics find so difficult to accept in analysis, are made spontaneously and as a matter of course by schizophrenics. Symbolic thinking for them is not merely a method of distortion but actually their archaic type of thinking (cf. 982) (see pp. 48 f.).

In respect to the ideational content, too, schizophrenics often express freely ideas that other persons deeply repress, for example, the Oedipus complex (181, 238, 806, 808, 973, 1506, 1625). This gives the impression that the ego of the schizophrenic has been overwhelmed by his intense instinctual demands which have broken through to consciousness. The ego being overwhelmed, however, may be brought about by a defensive regression. Sometimes it seems as if this regression has brought the patient from an objectionable and dangerous world to a pleasant, wish-fulfilling one. More often the conflict continues. The patient, letting himself fall into infantile sexual fantasies as a means of escape from a dangerous reality, is unsuccessful and the dangers from which he tried to escape return in the flooding infantile impulses.

The question "How can a schizophrenic be analyzed, since analysis consists of confronting the patient with his unconscious wishes, whereas in the schizophrenic these wishes are already conscious anyhow" can easily be answered by considering the defensive nature of the regression. The first interpretation to be given is not that the patient has an Oedipus complex but that he is afraid of certain aspects of reality. If analysis succeeds, the pursuit of these anxieties will lead to the patient's Oedipus complex from quite another angle. Here, as in neuroses, analysis has to try to confront the patient with the anxieties he tries to escape from, and not to participate in his attempts to escape (see p. 450).
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HEBEPHRENIA

In hebephrenia, the loss of the objective world or of any interest in it can be observed without any further complications. Here the passive nature of the defense mechanism of regression becomes most clear: the ego undertakes no activity for the purpose of defending itself but, beset by conflicts, "lets itself go." If the present is unpleasant, the ego drops back to the past; if newer types of adaptation fail, it takes refuge in older ones, in the infantile ones of passive receptivity and even, perhaps, in intrauterine ones. If a more differentiated type of living becomes too difficult, it is given up in favor of a more or less merely vegetative existence. Campbell called it schizophrenic surrender (239).

The absence of conspicuous restitutational attempts characterizes hebephrenia as the purely regressive type of schizophrenia. Often the loss of object relations is a very gradual one, but it may be inexorably progressive. Among generally inhibited persons, transitional states toward hebephrenia may be found. Often persons of this type, with a pregenitally colored Oedipus complex and a readiness to give up new achievements, keep relatively normal during the latency period but cannot cope with the somatically increased instinctual excitement brought on by puberty ("dementia praecox"). Occasional explosive outbreaks of excessive, destructive rage occur; the destructive impulses have previously been warded off by a "peaceful" acquiescence.

A patient, when a child, had frequently witnessed primal scenes. He had developed a sadistic conception of the sexual act, an identification with his mother and a consequent intensive sexual fear. The original reaction to the primal scenes, hostility toward both parents, especially toward the father, was warded off by means of an increasing indifference toward the world. The identification with the mother and the passive homosexual inclinations found a distorted expression in this indifference.

CATATONIC SYMPTOMS AS REGRESSIVE PHENOMENA

Tausk showed that numerous schizophrenic symptoms revive experiences of the period when the unfolding ego discovered itself and its environment (1531). The passive way in which the patients experience their own actions, as if they did not act at all but are made to perform certain motions or to think certain thoughts which they feel are "put into" their minds, is correlated with a primitive stage in the development of the ego. The same holds true for the belief in the omnipotence of words or gestures. Other typical schizophrenic patterns, such as negativism and automatic obedience (echolalia and echopraxia), which are not immediately recognizable as manifestations of the nursing stage, nevertheless certainly are archaic and primitive and betray an indistinct apperception of objects, indistinct ego boundaries, and a deep (oral) ambivalence toward the universe of objects. Automatic obedience corresponds to the imitative "fascina-
tion” in infants (130) (see p. 37). With the loss of emotional communication with objects, the connections between individual emotional attitudes also have been lost, and the individual emotions have become rigid and automatized. Certain symptoms—for example, catatonic postures and movements—suggest that there might even be a recurrence of impulses from the period of intrauterine existence (1531). After the regression has removed inhibitions normally present, archaic types of motility make their appearance again as catatonic motor activities (1460).

Many questions concerning these activities are still obscure. They appear to be manifestations of the deeper layers of the motor apparatus which, after the ego has disintegrated, have acquired a sort of independent effectiveness. In discussing psychogenic tic, “narcissistic memory traces” (492) were mentioned (see pp. 320 ff.) which had become relatively independent of the total personality in seeking an outlet; their striving for discharge is in conflict with an opposite tendency resulting in accumulation, which is nevertheless released through “short circuiting.” Catatonic movements are without doubt due to a similar short circuiting. In some stereotypies and bizarre attitudes, the original purposeful intention, which failed and became automatized by the disintegration of the personality and the deep motor regression, is still recognizable. In compulsion neurosis, it is not uncommon for the patient to smile in a friendly manner for purposes of defense, if he meets situations that remind him of something that threatens to arouse anxiety; in a similar way, many instances of “dull smiling” in catatonic patients, or many cases involving a “splitting of affect from ideational content,” are intended to deny and repudiate certain gloomy, fearful emotions, sometimes, perhaps, the idea of being mentally ill. The disintegration of the warding-off ego, however, changes this intention into a mere shadow, isolates it from the total personality and causes the “dull” character of the smiling. In normal and neurotic individuals, the facial expression is a decisive way of expressing feelings toward objects. If, however, object relationships are lost, the facial expression, too, loses its purpose and full character. It becomes “empty,” enigmatic, and represents only a faint remainder. However, very often stereotypies and bizarre attitudes are not only “remainders” of lost feelings but represent rather an unsuccessful attempt to regain them. Therefore, further discussion will be included under the category of “restitutional symptoms” (see pp. 437 ff.).

RESTITUTIONAL SYMPTOMS IN SCHIZOPHRENIA

WORLD-RECONSTRUCTION FANTASIES

In the same way that fantasies of world destruction are characteristic of the early stages of schizophrenia, various fantasies of reconstruction frequently occur in later stages. They consist either of delusions that the patient himself has
the task of saving the world, and perhaps has been chosen by God to bring order into the world again, or simply of the feeling that some kind of salvation or rebirth is to be expected (974). The world does not seem to be empty and meaningless any longer but instead particularly rich and full of new and indescribably grand meanings. Everything perceived has another meaning, sometimes a hidden, sometimes a clear one, but nearly always a prophetic and symbolic one. The patient may become subject to revelations of all kinds. These experiences are perceived as ecstatic by some patients, as very frightening by others. They all represent an inner perception of the tendencies to restore what was lost through the pathogenic narcissism, the promising or frightening nature of the experiences representing the hopeful or hopeless attitude of the patient to this task. However, the attempted restitutions are not necessarily very "progressive" ones. The salutations frequently are experienced in a passive-receptive way, showing signs of the narcissistic unio mystica, of the deepest oral reunion of the subject with the universe, and the re-establishment of the original "oceanic feeling" (622).

Religious delusions, as a rule, are rooted in longings for salvation of this kind, together with attempts to master the overwhelming, indescribable schizophrenic sensations by means of verbalizing them (939). The words used in this verbalizing are taken from religious tradition. Since religious tradition in our culture is a patriarchal one, a verbalizing of this kind offers a special opportunity for expressing the conflicting drives of the patients' father complexes. This is especially important for men, where the whole psychotic development was started by the defense against ambivalent homosexual feelings toward the father (574) (see pp. 427 f.).

Deeper than modern man's dependence on the patriarchal father (and on father gods) is every man's biologically determined dependence on the mother, who took care of the infant during his passive-dependent period. Therefore, it is not rare that religious delusions of schizophrenics show matriarchal features and resemble ancient mother religions (1559).

**HALLUCINATIONS**

Hallucinations are substitutes for perceptions after the loss or the damage of objective reality testing. Inner factors are projected and experienced as if they were external perceptions. The term "substitutes for perceptions" does not mean that there are no longer any real perceptions. Hallucinations occur along with perceptions, and even intermingled with them as "illusions."

Two questions have to be answered: (1) What causes certain impressions to have characteristic perceptual features, so that their objective reality is not doubted? (2) What is the content of hallucinations; that is, what determines what the patients believe they perceive?
The first question, why hallucinations occur at all, is not yet entirely solved. Physiology, too, will have to do its part in answering it. Before reality testing develops, there is a state of primary hallucinatory wish fulfillment (457). The conditions of this stage and of its recurrence in psychoses and dreams have been discussed by Freud (552). It is probable that the mental systems, the stimulation of which produces perceptions, become sensitive to stimuli from within whenever the acceptance of further external stimuli is blocked. A blocking of this kind may be caused in very different ways. In the state of sleep the doors to the external world are closed for biological reasons, and therefore thoughts are transformed into hallucinations (595); in schizophrenia, it is the pathogenic withdrawal of the object cathexes which has the same effect (590, 611, 614).

The second question, concerning the content of hallucinations, can immediately be answered for a certain type of acute hallucinosis, usually not included in the group of schizophrenia. Acute hallucinatory states which frequently develop after definite traumata, such as operations or childbirth (404, 1628), are often easily recognizable as wish fulfillments (62, 1368). A man whose leg has been amputated may develop an acute psychosis in which he denies the amputation and imagines that he still possesses a healthy leg (1612). Not being quite able to rid himself of unpleasant perceptions or sensations, the patient may project them and hallucinate his own defects on persons in his environment (1045, 1362). A psychosis of this type is a wish fulfillment by the abandonment of reality testing. An unpleasant reality is repudiated and a more pleasant one created in its place, in the same manner as is done in the dreams of normal persons (552, 595). A psychotic patient of this type escapes a conflict with reality through denying it; he does not "repress" the instinctual impulse that led to the conflict, but rather the perceptions that stand in the way of his wishes. This break with reality again follows the regressive path, so that the patient sinks back into the state of hallucinatory wish fulfillment in which he lived before acquiring the capacity for reality testing (611).

Although the hallucinations of schizophrenia differ from those of acute hallucinatory psychosis, they have certain features in common: the ego, after having broken with reality, endeavors to create a new reality that will be more suitable. Normal relations to reality never depend on memory images alone but require a supply of new perceptions; for the schizophrenic, hallucinations are a substitute for such perceptions, occurring where the acceptance of new real perceptions has been blocked. Thus relations to a newly created substitute reality are made possible (611, 614).

However, most schizophrenic hallucinations are not pleasurable and do not seem to represent simple wish fulfillments. Often they are extremely painful or frightening. Freud offered the suggestion that the anxiety frequently accompanying hallucinations is due to a reappearance of part of the reality that was repu-
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diated, analogously as in neuroses, where anxiety was due to the reappearance of repudiated parts of the id (611).

However, it is not only a repudiated reality that comes back in the form of hallucinations; it is also a repudiated id or superego. The hallucinations are not only expressions of the ego's escape but also of the failure of this escape, a distorted return of warded-off impulses in the form of projections (663). This becomes especially clear in a type of schizophrenic hallucination that represents the threats or punishments of the superego which the ego had tried to fight off. In accordance with the auditive origin of the superego, most of the "voices" the patients hear are of this nature (585).

Thus hallucinations are complicated phenomena, containing elements of perceptions, of thoughts that have been translated into sensations, and of pictorial memories (the "historical kernel of hallucinations")—the thoughts and memories being allusions to warded-off instinctual wishes and to threats of the superego. Hallucinations can be interpreted in the same way as dreams (141, 262, 294, 1365).

DELIUSIONS

Delusions have a structure similar to that of hallucinations. They are misjudgments of reality based on projection. While the elements of hallucinations are limited to perceptual sensations, delusions are built up of more complicated and sometimes systematized ideas. Like hallucinations, they sometimes are of a wish-fulfillment type, but more often they are painful and frightening. Representing an attempt to supplant the lost parts of reality, they often contain elements of the repudiated reality, which return nevertheless, and portions of warded-off drives as well as projected demands of the superego.

This may be shown in the example of delusions of persecution, the most thoroughly investigated but indeed complicated type.

The meaning of these delusions was first revealed by Freud in the case of Schreber (574) and has been corroborated since by many investigators (143, 319, 401, 452, 464, 587, 854, 1017, 1203, 1260, 1358, 1379, 1398, 1421, 1465, 1470, 1531). Schreber's delusional system was characterized by his ambivalent attitude toward God, and by his ideas of being emasculated. Freud convincingly interpreted this as an attempt by Schreber to overcome his father complex, particularly its passive-homosexual component. Schreber attempted through his delusions to protect himself from passive-homosexual temptations, originating in his infantile attitude toward his father. The fact that it was not the normal Oedipus complex but the negative one (homosexuality) that formed the infantile sexuality against which the patient had to defend himself turned out to be of general significance, since conflicts around homosexuality are encountered in the majority of paranoid schizophrenias. Homosexuality represents, so to speak, a state between the
love of oneself and the love of a heterosexual object. In a regression to narcissism, the level of homosexuality is an intermediary step, where the regression may temporarily stop; and a person who has regressed to the level of narcissism, in striving to recover and to return to the objective world, may fail to get beyond a homosexual level.

Schreber protected himself from his homosexual tendencies by means of denial and projection. "I do not love him, I hate him," the ego first says in self-defense, according to Freud (574); then the projection turns "I hate him" into "He hates me." In this way his own hatred is rationalized into "I hate him because he persecutes me." The persecution represents the homosexual temptation, turned into a fearful threat, threatening independently of the patient's will. The destruction of the function of reality testing gives this unsuccessful defense against homosexual temptation its delusional character. The form and content of the delusion, in correspondence with the deep regression of the ego, show all the features of magical and archaic ego levels.

It is interesting to note that the hatred is never projected at random but is felt usually in connection with something that has a basis in reality. Patients with persecutory ideas are extremely sensitive to criticism and use the awareness of actual insignificant criticisms as the reality basis for their delusions. This basis has, of course, to be extremely exaggerated and distorted in order to be made available for this purpose. Just as the "monsters" in a dream may represent an "amoeba" from daily life (1328), so the monster of a paranoid delusion may be a misapprehended real microbe. The paranoid individual is particularly sensitized to perceive the unconscious of others, where such perceptions can be utilized to rationalize his tendency toward projection. The paranoid person senses clearly the unconscious of others when this enables him to become deaf to his own unconscious (607).

The apparent transformation of love into hate on the basis of delusions of persecution is possible only if there has been a strong ambivalence beforehand—in other words, if the patient's attitude toward objects has always remained an archaic one (608). The latent homosexuality of paranoid patients is usually of the ambivalent-aggressive type, described by Nunberg (1181) (see p. 334), the hatred in the delusion being a manifestation of this original aggressiveness (968). As a matter of fact, it is possible to demonstrate in persons suffering from delusions of persecution the presence of the pregenital aim of incorporation which was the undifferentiated forerunner of both love and hate. Projection as such is based on a vagueness of the borderline between ego and nonego. Ideas of incorporation also correspond to this vagueness. The incorporated object has become a part of the subject's ego, and when this object is projected again it retains a certain "ego quality," even in the external world. The persecutor, like the instrument he uses, proves to represent not only the (ambiva-
lent) loved object but a projection of features of the patient as well, either of all of his body or of parts of his body or of specific parts of his mind. Staercke (1465) and Van Ophuijsen (1203) demonstrated that the persecutor, though representing a real object, is perceived in the unconscious, curiously enough, as the patient's own feces; the sensations of persecution represent intestinal sensations, which have been especially accentuated as a result of the narcissistic regression and then projected (49, 94, 119). Bibring reported a case of a woman who believed she was persecuted by a man named "Behind." She attributed to this man a number of characteristics which were in fact true of her own gluteal region (143).

The idea of meeting one's own body or parts of it in the external world is in correspondence with the patient's narcissistic orientation which makes the self-infatuated patient desire to meet his own ego, personified as an object.

It happens also outside the realm of delusions of persecution that an organ becomes the representative of an external object as a result of narcissistic regression and in connection with introjective fantasies, for instance, in hypochondriasis, pregential conversion neuroses, and depressions (1171, 1436). In delusions of persecution, however, the introjected object, in contrast to the other conditions, has become projected again. Freud's first finding that the persecutor represents the homosexual object certainly remains true; but the fact that the persecutor represents at the same time the subject's own features shows that this object, in the patient's fantasy, had been incorporated and reprojected.

To a slight degree, a "passing of an object through the ego" (1567), which bestows upon the object features of the ego, may also play a certain part in the object choice of normal love (1565).

It is interesting that among the organs projected onto the persecutor, feces and buttocks play a predominant role. According to Abraham, the process of incorporation in paranoid fantasies is thought of as performed by the anus (26). Anal introjection represents the object relationship at the level of the early anal-sadistic orientation of the libido; it is perceived as destruction of the object and is more archaic in nature than the anal-sadistic level to which the compulsion neurotic regresses, where the object is preserved.

However, the incorporation fantasies in paranoid schizophrenics are not limited to the anal zone. Fantasies of oral (57, 230), epidermal, or respiratory incorporation are found as well. This can be demonstrated by the presence of ideas of eating or being eaten up, of inhaling and being inhaled (1172).

One of the early symptoms of a young hebephrenic was a strong fear of dogs, combined with an inability to eat in the presence of his mother. Analysis showed that both symptoms were a defense against the wish to bite his mother and eat her up.
The analysis of the frequent idea of being influenced by machines, which are supposedly used by the patient's persecutors, shows that these machines are replicas of the patient's own body (1531). Often the apparatus represents one of the patient's organs which is valued most highly. Quite often it is a symbol of the genital organs; on other occasions, it stands for the buttocks.

Something similar can be said of the various inventions of schizophrenics which can be recognized as projections of their organs (945, 1077). The urge to make inventions is a projection of the urge to get rid of all the internal troubles.

The most remarkable fact about all these machines is that these replicas of the patient's body are not used in pleasurable fantasies but appear instead as cruel objects in the hands of imagined persecutors, in some cases as doubles of the persecutors. The defense has turned the intended erogenous pleasure into a threatening horrible pain.

Like elements of the body, one's mental characteristics, too, may be projected onto the persecutor. This occurs not only in the projection of the hatred which is basic for the delusion; also certain definite attitudes and expressions, which are ascribed to the persecutor, correspond to traits of the patient and especially often to demands of the patient's superego. The persecutor, then, observes and criticizes the patient; the persecutions themselves represent projections of the patient's bad conscience. This circumstance, which at first appears to make the picture more complicated, corroborates the theory that an introject has been re-projected; for the superego is the result of the introjection of external objects. Also organs affected by hypochondriacal conflicts often represent conscience. The above statements may be summarized in the following symbolic equation: 

\[ \text{persecutor} = \text{homosexual object} = \text{narcissistically hypercathected and projected organ (feces, buttocks)} = \text{projected superego.} \]

The projection of the superego is most clearly seen in ideas of reference and of being influenced (585). The patient feels that he is being controlled, observed, influenced, criticized, called upon to give an account of himself, and punished. The voices he hears utter criticisms of him, usually referring to his sexual activities which are depicted as dirty or homosexual. The patient hears himself reproached for his homosexuality and pregenital tendencies, just as severe parents might have talked to their naughty child. Or the voices prove that they are observing the patient by commenting on what he is doing while he is doing it: "Now he is eating, now he is sitting down, now he is getting up." Often the voices utter projections of inconvenient data of self-observation, like "He is crazy, he is insane!"

A patient with an extreme social fear of the erythrophobic type was afraid that everybody was laughing at him and saying that he was "feminine." He was not able to state exactly of what this femininity consisted. Anyhow, people were looking at him and making remarks that he was homosexual. The same patient used
to look into the mirror and imagine being in love with himself, fantasizing first that he was a handsome man and then that he was a beautiful woman.

The persecutor in a case reported by Schilder, called the “physiognomist,” enumerated all the patient’s sins by means of a complicated instrument, which corroborated Tausk’s interpretation of these apparatuses as doubles of the patient’s body (1379).

Delusions of this kind merely bring to the patient from the outside what his self-observing and self-criticizing conscience actually tells him (69, 936, 1369). In accordance with the auditive origin of the superego (608), external reproaches of this kind are usually heard in the form of voices (11, 838). Sometimes delusions are developed that express the idea of being punished and in this way relieve guilt feelings and justify the patient’s hostility. They are similar to the delusions of melancholics: ideas of being ruined, sick, ugly, evil-smelling. In most cases, however, there is an important difference between the reproaches hurled at the patient by voices and persecutors and the self-reproaches of depressed patients. In schizophrenia, owing to projection, the reproaches come from outside, and therefore usually are felt as unjustified.

The normal superego is, as a rule, an introjected object of the same sex. The marked increase of homosexual tension in schizophrenics causes a resexualization of the desexualized social and superego cathexes; this is true either because the homosexuality is reached as a midpoint between heterosexuality and narcissism on the regressive road of withdrawal of libido or because it is reached as a result of an attempt to recapture the objects in the process of restitution. Even before having introduced the conception of superego, Freud wrote: “Ideas of reference represent conscience in a regressive form; they disclose its genesis and why the patient rebels against it” (585). Thus the struggle against the superego represents again a struggle against the subject’s own homosexuality. “It is due to the fact,” Freud writes, “that the person desires to be rid of all these influences, beginning with those of the parents, and withdraws his homosexual libido from them” (585). Superego delusions are determined, however, not merely by defense against homosexual temptations. The superego, that part of the mind that copies external objects, represents the part of the personality that is, so to speak, closest to being an object. The superego is in a sense half ego and half outer world. Hence its functions are the ones that most readily appear when, after a narcissistic regression, the patient desires to regain the objective world but is unable to do so.

A patient with a rapidly developing schizophrenia showed with special clarity the phenomenon of clinging to objects for fear of losing them. He tried to inveigle everyone, even those who were indifferent to him, into long conversations, only in order to create for himself the feeling that he still had relationships with people. While he had lost all other object relationships, a severe social anxiety (a projection of his superego) became extremely accentuated. As far as people were
concerned, he wanted only to know what they thought of him, and whether he was doing what they expected of him. He finally developed ideas of reference. In his desire for object relationships he was unable to attain more than “superego relationships.”

In this sense, superego functions also are shadows of the objective world that has been lost. The feeling that one is looked at by everyone is the expression of a striving to regain a relationship with everyone.

The erotization of superego functions is found not only in ideas of reference but also in other schizophrenic symptoms. Freud sees in it the root of the tendency toward the systematization of paranoid trends (574).

The delusional creations, however, do not only threaten and punish the patient; often they also appear as tempters who lead the individual into sin, or who weaken his sexual potency. This can be explained by the fact that, as in the case of the persecutor, the hallucinations and delusions of reference represent not only the superego but also, at the same time, the (ambivalent) loved object; the sexual wish for this object is perceived as a destructive sexual influence that emanates from him.

Other delusional trends are constructed analogously to the persecution formula: “I do not love him, I hate him because he persecutes me.” Erotomania, according to Freud, follows the formula: “I do not love him, I love her, because she loves me” (574). A trace of this mechanism often appears even in schizophrenics without any clear-cut erotomania. Frequently, male patients become frantically attached to women or try in an exaggerated manner to fall in love; analysis shows that this disproportionate love for women or desire to be loved is a defense against an unconscious love for men. The delusion, then, is due to an exaggerated use of a mechanism that can also be observed in latent homosexual men who are far from becoming psychotic. Many men, who feel themselves to be in a state of extreme longing for feminine love and spend all their time looking for a feminine love object; are never able to achieve this goal; they are unconsciously denying their homosexuality in this fashion. Without being aware of it, such patients transpose their inquisitiveness, supposedly concerning women, onto the erotic adventures between women and other men, and in fantasies of how other men behave in order to conquer a woman, they identify themselves with the woman. Other patients who are closer to psychosis give the impression that, in their frantic search for a love object, the sex of the object does not play an essential role. In these cases, the crux is that they are vaguely aware of the imminence of an object loss, and they endeavor to escape this by frantically clinging to an object.

If this exaggerated desire for an object becomes projected onto the woman so that the man feels himself being “persecuted with love,” the erotomania is established. This type of delusion is more common among women than men;
it occurs especially often as a sensitive paranoia in women who, outside of this delusional realm, appear to be relatively normal.

The delusion of jealousy serves the same psychological purpose. It follows the formula: "I do not love him, for she loves him" (574). Delusional jealousy differs from normal or neurotic jealousy in that it appears without any objective justification. In analysis, it becomes evident that the patient, when suspecting his wife, is actually interested in the other man. The patient strives to rid himself of his homosexuality by means of projection (607, 1089). Also in the field of jealousy there are transitions from definite psychotic to normal behavior, and a bit of such projection of homosexuality is to be found in every case of jealousy (see pp. 512 ff.). Usually it can be demonstrated that a jealous man is irritated not merely because his partner is interested in another man but also because the man pays attention to her and not to him. Tormenting thoughts of a jealous nature lead to images of love scenes between the partner and the third person, and in these fantasies the jealous man unconsciously puts himself in the place of the woman (607, 897, 1035, 1207). Sterba pointed out that this circumstance is expressed in the fact that "being jealous of" is a term with a double meaning, applicable to the unfaithful person as well as to the rival (1404). A person who in order to keep his psychic equilibrium requires the narcissistic feeling of being loved unconditionally frequently is unconsciously warding off homosexual trends (113, 426, 1314). But even in neurotic persons in whom the homosexual component plays no more than the normal role, jealousy may be the result of a projection. The basis of jealousy in such cases is an unconscious tendency toward infidelity which is projected onto the partner (607).

The litigious type of delusion has not as yet been studied much psychoanalytically. Its narcissistic nature is evident, for these patients consider the outward establishment of their integrity and innocence as the most important thing in the world. Since this establishment is carried out through conflicts with courts and authorities, it is reasonable to assume that in this type of delusion, as in delusions of reference, there is a projection of the superego, particularly in its critical and punitive aspects. The salient feature in such cases is the hostile attitude toward the authority representing the superego. This hostility is based on an assumed self-security and overestimation of the patient's own person arising from the narcissistic regression. The hostile attitude is rationalized, in keeping with the paranoid tendency to systematize. Again the projection is not hit or miss but occurs in the field in which reality meets it halfway. The litigious paranoid sees the mote in his neighbor's eye. The type of defense known as "displacement to the minute" is nowhere so evident as in cases of litigious delusions. The pettiness of these patients was described long before the advent of psychoanalysis, but the "big" thing from which the emphasis was displaced could not be recognized without psychoanalysis. The persistent feeling of being wronged by every-
body is a projective defense against the opposite feeling of being guilty. It is an attempt of an ego, which has regressed to the “innocence” of a primitive narcissistic state, to fight the remainders of a guilt feeling which had initiated the regression as a defense. The conflicts around the guilt feeling ultimately may represent old conflicts with the father, and authorities are fought in the same way as the father had (or had not) been fought in childhood. As in delusions of reference, there is a sexualization (a “homosexualization”) of the spheres of guilt and punishment. In this respect, the patient’s need for a verification of his innocence is an attempt to defend himself against his homosexual impulses, while the fight to obtain this triumph is a reactivation of this very homosexuality which returns from repression. As in the case of ideas of reference, the homosexual conflict may mark an intermediary step in the process of regression to narcissism, or it may be the result of an attempt at restitution.

A fragmentary analysis in one such case demonstrated that all of the patient’s fights with authorities were intended to prove that his father had done him an injustice. The patient was brought up by his father alone, the parents having been divorced when the patient was five years old. What the patient wanted to prove in court represented unconsciously the idea that his father had wronged him by depriving him of his mother. All through the patient’s childhood his mother had been engaged in litigation with the father. The litigious drive of the patient represented an identification with his mother. There was an unconscious homosexual element in the patient’s reproaching his father. His idea was that his father had first deprived him of his mother, and then, although the two lived alone, he had not put the child in his mother’s place. He had, in the patient’s imagination, treated child and mother equally badly.

The actual precipitating factor of the parents’ divorce was a quarrel over how the boy should be brought up. Father and mother struggled for the child’s favor, each irritating the other. The child took an active part in many of these intrigues. No sense of guilt was visible in the external clinical picture of this patient. The tremendous indulgence, which made it possible for him to preserve his primitive narcissism and to face the world with the feeling that he was the most important person in it, enabled him also to project his guilt feelings. He did not actually feel guilty; but this freedom from guilt depended on his ability to compel outside authorities to confirm his state of innocence. For him, such confirmation proved the falsity of the idea that he had sought his mother’s ejection from the home. His father alone was guilty. Unconsciously, he was asking for a certificate that no sin of his own had made him unworthy of his father’s affection, but only the father’s arbitrariness to him and to his mother alike. The fact that he had to enter into more and more law suits showed that he could not obtain the proof he required.

The sex of the patient does not seem to influence the structure of delusions essentially. One could easily substitute “she” for “he” and vice versa in Freud’s formulae characterizing persecutonal, erotomanic, and jealousy delusions. In a case of jealousy paranoia in a woman thoroughly analyzed by Ruth Mack
Brunswick, the conflict in regard to homosexuality followed the same lines as those outlined by Freud for men. The patient was an infantile personality whose conflicts centered around her preoedipal relationship to her mother and who never had achieved a normal Oedipus complex (1089). In delusions of persecution and of reference, too, there is probably a close parallel. When a paranoid woman, in apparent contradiction to the general theory, believed herself persecuted by a man, Freud showed that the case actually followed the rule, for the man was only a screen figure for a woman (the mother) (587). The fact that feminine homosexuality is rooted in the earliest preoedipal attachment to the mother and tends to revive all the archaic conflicts of the earliest genital times makes itself also felt in the paranoid ways in which women fight against homosocial strivings.

Some authors, however, have suggested that the analogy in the etiology of delusions is not complete, and that homosexuality is not found as the basis of paranoid delusions in women with the same regularity as in men (142, 1358). The psychoanalytic literature has not, to the same degree as the psychiatric textbooks, differentiated paranoia from paranoid schizophrenia (cf. 968). One may assume that the same essential mechanisms are operative in both conditions. In paranoia proper, a more fortunate constellation of psychological forces permits a definite encapsulation of the pathological process. The patient's relationship to reality seems to be broken at one point only, and the gap is filled by the delusional system. The systematization itself, more intense than the systematization that occurs as a defense in compulsion neurosis (see pp. 284 ff.), is a means by which the paranoiac's ego achieves the encapsulation of the delusions. The break with reality does not take place abruptly and completely, but is rather a partial one. Freud says that in cases of paranoia with insidious onset and development the delusion appears as a patch on the otherwise intact personality, set in the exact place of the original rent in the relationship to reality (611).

There is a gradual transition between classic paranoiacs and those "eccentrics" whose ego agreed to "avoid a rupture by deforming itself, submitting to forfeit something of its unity, or in the long run even to be gashed and rent" (611) (see pp. 465 ff.). Frequently in schizophrenics delusional ideas of minor importance, less typical and systematized, are found; these represent misapprehensions of real events as a result of the narcissistic orientation of the patient. Whatever occurs has a "special significance" for him, being experienced in a subjective and irrational frame of reference. The projection of feared excitement onto nature or onto particular environmental situations, discussed in connection with anxiety hysteria (see pp. 203 ff.), occurs in a more outspoken and obvious manner in schizophrenia.
Cohn tells of a schizoid patient, annoyed by a severe constipation and longing for a violent evacuation, who was tremendously impressed by the sight of a powerful avalanche (283).

In summary, delusions, like hallucinations, are condensed mixtures of perceptual elements, thoughts, and memories, systematically distorted in accordance with definite tendencies; these tendencies represent warded-off instinctual wishes as well as threats from the superego. Delusions, too, can be interpreted like dreams (905); they reveal in analysis the "historical kernel" which has been distorted into a delusion (630).

A woman patient's delusion of having killed her children was revealed as an elaboration of the frequent fear that, by masturbation, she might have destroyed her ability to bear children. The "historical kernel" was the fact of her infantile masturbation.

OBJECT RELATIONSHIPS AND SEXUALITY IN SCHIZOPHRENICS

In the chapter on impulsive behavior, "love addicts" have been described (see p. 382). There are also "object addicts" who do not need love especially but, rather, more general proof of connections with the objective world. Persons of this kind cling to everybody and everything. They are glued to their objects, directed by an extreme fear of losing them, always discontented, and extremely wearing on the persons around them. It is not hard to see that these persons are either prospective schizophrenics fighting against an impending loss of objects or true schizophrenics, the symptom representing an attempt at restitution. Other patients cling with the same tenacity not to objects but to substitutes for objects, to ideas of any kind, to obsessions and monomanias, to inventions, to anything that represents to them a connection with the objective world. Representations of this kind, having lost their concrete and real nature, frequently concern abstractions. Many schizophrenics are full of ideas of saving mankind, projections of their awareness that they themselves are in need of salvation from their loss of objects.

Many schizophrenic patients are capable of very sudden and intense transference reactions, tender as well as sensual and hostile ones. The flighty and unreliable nature of all these reactions shows that the patients, leaving the narcissistic state, are attempting to gain contact with the objective world but can do so only in abrupt attacks and for short periods. The remarkable violence of their efforts is due to their fear of again losing the objects. The numerous and manifold sexual expressions of schizophrenics, a mixture from all levels of libidinal development, appear to be such attempts at restitution. The specific nature of these expressions is determined by secondary points of fixation between the early, decisive narcissistic fixation and the genital primacy. Autoerotic activities of all kinds appear; feeding difficulties ranging from the refusal of food to bulimia...
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(230, 1578); primitive manifestations of anal eroticism like incontinence, smearing, and coprophilia; primitive forms of relationships with objects, incorporation aims (57, 68, 1172), and magical overvaluation of the excretory functions (19). Open manifestations of the Oedipus complex are so conspicuous that they attracted the first attention of psychoanalysts (181, 228, 806, 808, 973, 1506, 1584). The genital impulses, however, usually appear in constant competition with pre-genital ones (1625), so it seems that the genital primacy has never been very strong in persons predisposed to schizophrenia.

All manifestations derived from the past development of the patient may be revived either as a symptom of the trend toward narcissistic regression or during the attempted restitution.

SCHIZOPHRENIC PECULIARITIES OF LANGUAGE

Freud showed that the remarkable way in which schizophrenics use words also must be understood as a phenomenon directed toward restitution. "The patient often devotes peculiar care to his way of expressing himself, which becomes precious and elaborate. The construction of the sentences undergoes a peculiar disorganization, making them so incomprehensible to us that the patient's remarks seem nonsensical. Often some relation to bodily organs or innervations is prominent in the content of the utterances. In schizophrenia, words are subject to the same process as that which makes dream images out of dream thoughts, the one we have called the primary process" (590). Freud explains this remarkable verbal behavior by the hypothesis that the schizophrenic, in his attempt to regain the objective world, regains something, but not all he wants; instead of the lost object representations he succeeds in recapturing only their "shadows," that is, the word representations; the loss of the objects forces him to substitute the word representations for the object representations, treating them in the same way that the neurotic treats the object representations (590). This hypothesis has since been confirmed and elaborated by several authors (931, 932, 1146, 1168, 1377, 1583).

The schizophrenic handles the exaggerated superego functions of observation and criticism just as he handles words. These functions, too, are shadows of the objective world that he had lost.

Not all peculiarities of schizophrenic speech are of this nature. Bizarreness, stereotypies, the archaic patterns of his thinking (see pp. 421 f.), and, last but not least, the patient's subjective frame of reference, which makes him use words with a meaning unknown to the listener, complicate his verbal expressions.

CATATONIC SYMPTOMS AS RESTITUTIONAL PHENOMENA

A restitutional striving toward the lost objective world is the root of many catatonic symptoms also. Jung, in his very first work on schizophrenia, recog-
nized stereotypies and mannerisms as morbid attempts to regain or to hold object relationships that are slipping away (905, 906). This was variously confirmed and elaborated (1016, 1171, 1558). In the chapter on tic, it was mentioned that gestures and mimetic expressions are a very important archaic mode of communication with objects. Its pathology (pathognomy) has not yet been studied enough psychoanalytically (986). The gross disturbances of catatonics show not only that their emotions toward objects are conflicting but also that they are not capable of whole emotions any more; stereotypies and mannerisms are substitutes for emotions, allusions to emotions, no longer aimed at communication. These “emotional remainders” have lost their connection with the total personality and with each other; this fact is reflected in the term schizophrenia. However, many stereotypies, mannerisms, and bizarre acts are less mere symptoms of the loss of object relationships than active attempts to regain them. In the same way that words or criticisms are grasped instead of objects or love, strange magical expressions, unintelligible to the observer, are grasped instead of complete emotions directed toward objects. The frequently quoted “meaningless smile” of schizophrenics is characteristic of an unsuccessful attempt to regain contact. In some mimetic expressions or bizarre acts the original sensual or (more frequently) hostile impulses, which have failed to express themselves fully, are still recognizable (70). The magical significance of the children’s game of “making faces” has been mentioned (see p. 319). Some catatonic mimetic expressions seem caricatures of this game (981). Fromm-Reichmann sees in stereotypies a compromise between the tendency to express certain (tender or hostile) object impulses and the tendency to suppress these impulses for fear of rebuff (660). The disintegration of the personality turns the complete expression of emotions into the allusions of stereotypies.

Echolalia, echopraxia, and automatic obedience also can be considered primitive attempts at regaining contact. The infant acquired the ability to use mimetic expressions for making contact with other persons by imitating the gestures of the persons around him, using the mechanism of primary identification. Catatonic patients try to regain what they have lost by regressing to this primitive mechanism. Their gestures frequently are intended as imitations of other persons’ gestures; but the failure of this intention makes the gestures “empty” and “meaningless.” Another circumstance contributes to the fact that the imitation of gestures turns into a kind of caricature of them: warded-off hostile impulses, still (or again) operative, express themselves in the manner of the imitation. Bizarre mannerisms, then, not only imitate what has been seen in the past; they also anticipate as “magical gestures” the desired behavior of other persons in the future (983, 985).

Catatonic rigidity reflects a conflict between the impulse to act and the de-
fense against it. Ferenczi made the remark that catatonia is really a cataclonia, a high-frequency alternation of activating and inhibitory impulses (492).

In the muscular spasms of hysterics or in the dystonic phenomena of normal persons, there is also a struggle between impulses to move and inhibiting impulses. But in these instances, both types of impulse express unconscious relationships to objects. In catatonia, both impulses are narcissistic or center around the struggle to regain objects. A dystonic hypertonus is related to catatonic muscular rigidity in the same way that the introversion of neurotics is related to the narcissistic orientation of schizophrenics.

Other catatonic attitudes seem to aim less at regaining objects than at denial of unpleasant feelings or of awareness of sickness. It is as if many catatonic mimetic expressions unsuccessfully intend to say: "You see I am not insane!" In still deeper states of regression, expressions of this kind become less and less specific, until eventually "raptus actions" seem to be nothing but un-co-ordinated discharge movements, tending to relieve an extreme tension (usually expressed in a "cataleptic" general muscular rigidity). In certain cases this tendency to get rid of the inner tensions at any cost may lead to extremes that seem to overcome all considerations of self-preservation (cf. 204). Autocastrations have been reported repeatedly in schizophrenic cases. These acts, probably, are psychologically comparable to autocastrations performed by religious fanatics who, by such radical denial of their active sexual wishes, try to regain "peaceful unity with God," that is, an extreme passive submissiveness, less of a feminine than of an early infantile "oceanic" nature (1127, 1131). That acts of this kind are performed in states of deep regression brings to mind the archaic biological reflex of autotomy, in which instinctual gratification and defense against instincts are still one and the same. Such archaic goals reappear in states of regression more easily if the sphere of the superego has been sexualized.

THE BREAK WITH REALITY

The fact that the nucleus of schizophrenia is the patient’s break with reality can be described from two different points of view. The first standpoint stresses the similarity between schizophrenia and neuroses. Psychoses as well as neuroses are based on the organism’s reaction to conflicts by regression; however, the depth of the regression is different. Early infancy has no "reality"; a subsequent "loss of reality" represents a regression to this early time. The ego returns to its original undifferentiated state; that is, it dissolves entirely or partly into the id, which has no knowledge of objects and reality.

The second standpoint stresses the contrast between psychoses and neuroses. According to Freud (611) the comparison can be made thus: in both cases a
basic conflict occurs between the id (an instinctual impulse) and the external world. The neurotic’s ego obeys the external world and turns against the id by instituting a repression. The ego of the psychotic, on the contrary, breaks with the external world that limits its instinctual freedom. This contrast, however, does not lead much further; whereas the ego of the neurotic, turning against the id, fulfills the demands of the external world, one cannot simply state that the psychotic ego, turning against the external world, takes the side of the id. This may be true of a certain minority of hallucinatory psychoses (62); in the majority of cases of schizophrenia, it seems that the break with reality does not serve the purpose of gaining more instinctual pleasure but rather of combating the instinctual drives directed toward objects; reality is repudiated less because of its frustrating effects than because it holds temptations (663).

The following quotation from Freud shows that the break with reality in schizophrenics may be not so much a break with the prohibiting and punishing but rather with the tempting aspects of reality: “I will take, for instance, a case analyzed many years ago, in which a young woman who was in love with her brother-in-law, and whose sister lay dying, was horrified at the thought, ‘Now he is free and can marry me!’ This scene was instantly forgotten, and thus the process of repression which led to the hysterical pains was set in motion. . . . The psychotic reaction would have been a denial of the fact of the sister’s death” (614). The sister’s death, however, is no punishing threat but rather a temptation.

This becomes especially clear in the analysis of ideas of persecution. Freud subsequently emphasized that this contrast is not a decisive one: for psychotics also have countercathexes against the id, and neurotics also may show traces of breaking with reality by unconsciously refusing to accept unpleasant facts—for example, in denying the absence of a penis in women (621, 633, 635).

In neuroses two steps must be distinguished: (a) the repression of the objectionable demand of the id, and (b) its return in a distorted form. In the development of psychoses two analogous steps can be seen: (a) the break with reality, and (b) the attempts to regain the lost reality (614).

However, as Freud has pointed out, there are characteristic differences (614). In neuroses, the second step, the return of the repressed from repression, is of more importance in producing the illness; in psychoses, loss of reality causes the pathological result. In neuroses, the id, against which the ego has tried to defend itself, asserts itself against the ego by means of the second step; in psychoses, the mechanism is somewhat analogous, since the parts of reality that were rejected may reappear in spite of the ego’s defenses; to a greater extent, however, it is again the id (and sometimes the superego) which, in its attempts to fight frustrating reality and to gain gratification, characterizes the second step.

According to the distinction between regressive and restitutional symptoms, it should be expected that every psychosis would begin with the first class of
symptoms, that is, with feelings that the world is coming to an end, hypochondriasis, depersonalization, delusions of grandeur, and certain catatonic symptoms, while such symptoms as world-saving fantasies, hallucinations, delusions, expressions of infantile sexuality, the schizophrenic speech peculiarities, and stereotypes would appear only during the later course of the schizophrenic process. And actually this is the case in many schizophrenias. World-destruction fantasies, hypochondriasis, and depersonalization are mostly described as "initial symptoms," whereas systematized delusions develop later. The less frequent cases in which the order of the symptoms is different do not necessarily contradict the theory. The loss of objects need not be abrupt and complete. There are quantitative oscillations between renunciation of the objective world and swings toward restitution. This is particularly evident in paranoid cases with insidious onset and development. The first symptoms to be noticed may be attempts at restitution, after a preceding period of renunciation of the objective world has escaped attention.

The precipitating factors in psychoses (403, 830, 1086, 1628) are not essentially different from the precipitating factors in neuroses. They are either quantitative increases in instinctual tension, as shown by the fact that schizophrenia frequently begins in puberty ("dementia praecox"), or circumstances that stimulate repressed infantile sexuality, especially homosexuality and anal eroticism (452, 790), or experiences that appear to justify or increase infantile anxieties and guilt feelings (see pp. 454 ff.).

Precipitating factors and disposition again form a complementary series (596). Frequently psychoses start during some crisis, that is, when some experience distorts the equilibrium that has prevailed until then and when the usual defensive methods of the ego have become insufficient. French and Kasanin described several cases in which the breakdown occurred after external events had proved the ego's methods of adaptation insufficient (533).

The psychosis that is precipitated in such a way is, however, less a new and pathological type of adaptation than the breakdown of any adaptation. The institutional symptoms can be looked upon as a first attempt to re-establish something like an "adaptation." When a new adaptation is reached, the psychosis is cured, possibly in an incomplete way by means of the development of pathological character traits or with other demonstrable scars remaining within the personality.

Not only the precipitating factors but also the first reactions to them are still the same in psychoses as in neuroses. They consist of a revival and intensification of infantile sexual impulses. The Oedipus complex is an essential factor. Indeed, it appears as if an especially intense fixation on the Oedipus complex creates a predisposition to psychosis, and, as a matter of fact, abnormal Oedipus gratifications are found quite often in the history of schizophrenics (1411). However,
the genitality appears rather weak and the Oedipus complex built upon a pre-genital foundation.

Decisive for the difference between psychosis and neurosis is the way in which the patient defends himself against this reawakening of his infantile instinctual conflicts. The psychotic “breaks with reality.”

This “break” can be described as a very archaic mechanism of defense, analogous to fainting as a response to a trauma (see p. 119). When the ego makes bad experiences, the ego is relinquished again. A tendency to apply this archaic mechanism of defense may be the essence of what is called “narcissistic fixation.”

The assumption that this is due to fixation on a time before the conception of reality was built up reduces the problem of etiology to that of the origin and nature of the narcissistic fixation. It must be admitted that as yet nothing specific is known concerning either constitutional factors or personal experiences that determine the malignant narcissistic fixation. Narcissistic disposition is certainly related to (but not identical with) the oral constitution which has been described in connection with the manic-depressive psychoses. Important pathogenic experiences in infancy, though they may be postulated in theory, have not been made so probable by concrete findings in schizophrenia as in the manic-depressive disorders. The pathogenic fixations of schizophrenia may tentatively be considered as related to a still earlier stage than those found in depressions—in Abraham’s classification (26) to the early, objectless oral period preceding the oral-sadistic phase. It may be assumed that unknown organic factors determine or contribute to the malignant depth of the regression. Perhaps the typical infantile anamnesis of schizophrenia reflects less a single trauma in very early life than a series of general impediments in all vital activities, especially in those activities directed toward objects. Most probably the actual cases represent different combinations of these three possibilities: organic disposition, early traumata, and manifold impediments.

Some authors have attempted to distinguish the “use of schizoid mechanisms on a psychogenic basis” from “real schizophrenic processes”—subsuming under the first category cases in which traumata and impediments cause a narcissistic regression—reserving the name “schizophrenic processes” for cases in which (unknown) organic factors are decisive (362, 670). If this distinction actually could be applied, it would be a great help in the problematic question of prognosis. Sometimes an ego, otherwise intact, is capable of temporarily turning away from an unpleasant reality in “schizophrenic episodes” of short duration, which were called “hysterical psychosis” or “amnesia” in older psychiatric terminology (see pp. 126 and 426). However, in the majority of cases both psychogenic influences and organic disposition are effective, forming a complementary series.

Gero discussed the criteria to be used when the concept of psychogeneity is applied to psychoses (670).
What occurs after the actual regression can best be understood as an outcome of the struggle over restitution. Later fixation points appear to be of great importance for the ideational content of the symptoms; their psychoeconomic relations determine the clinical pictures and their changes.

Schizophrenia in children is a very much disputed matter (185, 186, 266, 310, 734, 1487). From a psychoanalytic point of view, it can be generally said that infantile psychoses represent less "regressions" than, rather, severe disturbances in the development of the ego, which thus retains more or less archaic characteristics (1487).

Psychoanalytic insight into the psychological background of schizophrenic phenomena hints at a close relationship between schizophrenia and manic-depressive disorders. Both are based on a narcissistic regression, the consecutive loss of objects, and damage of ego structure and reality testing. This dynamic similarity is reflected in a certain clinical similarity; actually there are cases that present mixed features of both diseases, as, for instance, periodic catatonic states or persecutory delusions in melancholias. This relationship supplies an argument against using the differences between schizophrenic and manic-depressive phenomena as a starting point for classifying character types in general (see pp. 526 f.).

BORDERLINE CASES

Schizophrenic mechanisms are different from neurotic mechanisms. It certainly is not true that psychoses represent a kind of higher degree of neurosis. It is possible that the same person may develop both types of mechanisms. There are neurotic persons who, without developing a complete psychosis, have certain psychotic trends, or have a readiness to employ schizophrenic mechanisms whenever frustrations occur. They are sometimes persons who may be called potential schizophrenics; that is, they have not "broken with reality" yet, though they show certain signs of beginning such a break and, under unfavorable circumstances of life, may develop into psychotics; or they are persons who have "channelized" their schizophrenic disposition, so to speak, eccentrics who are crazy in one more or less circumscribed area and otherwise retain normal contact with reality.

Persons who without having a true psychosis yet show single traits or mechanisms of a schizophrenic type have been designated "schizoid" or "schizophrenia mitis" or "ambulatory schizophrenia" or the like. Terms of this kind do not mean that the psychiatrist is not yet able to see whether there is a neurosis or a psychosis. In regard to the operative pathogenic mechanisms these cases are actually both. Not the course of an internal process will finally show whether or not the patient really had a psychosis, but circumstances will decide whether the psychotic disposition will be provoked further or soothed.
To this group belong queer psychopaths, abortive paranoids, the many "apathic" individuals whom one may call hebephrenoid personalities, all the types who, as adults, retain or regain a large part of their primitive narcissism because they are able to answer narcissistic hurts with simple denials and with protective increase in their narcissism; they tend to react to frustrations with the loss of object relationships, although this loss frequently is only partial and temporary. Symptoms of object loss may occur in combination with depressions or with manias, with hypochondriacal sensations, feelings of estrangement in the organs, limited stereotypies and bizarre behavior patterns, or with other signs of a heightened narcissistic attitude (203, 1635).

Despite the contention of some psychiatrists, there are even transitions from pseudo hallucinations to real hallucinations, and from daydreams to delusions (1373, 1382). Often ideas with a typical delusional content are developed while the patient is still capable of full reality testing; he does not believe in the ideas and calls them "crazy"; thus by definition, they are not delusions but represent "daydreams" with the same ideational content as the typical delusions; under adverse circumstances, by minimal economic shifts, however, reality testing may be lost and daydreams of this kind turn into delusions (607).

Abortive ideas of reference, in the beginning of their development or, in schizoid personalities, continuously, may remain subject to the patient's criticism. "I feel as if everyone were looking at me, as if everyone knew what I am thinking; of course, this is not true." Or: "I had a crazy idea that somebody could put a microphone into the room to find out what I am thinking." A hypochondriacal patient once said in analysis: "It occurs to me now to say that my thoughts are put in my head by you. Of course, I know this is nonsense, but I feel this way."

Quite frequently it is impossible to differentiate between a "social anxiety," that is, a fear of being criticized by others in the future, and delusional ideas of being criticized in the present. Freud described the critical judgment which, at the outset, may keep watch over paranoid ideas already present (607).

Compulsion neurotics sometimes suffer from the obsessive idea of having committed a murder and are compelled, despite awareness of its utter unreality, to prove to themselves the falsity of their obsession. This is very different from a delusion of having killed a man. But there are "schizoid compulsion neurotics" in whom the fantasy at times appears as an obsession, at other times as a delusion—usually as an obsession, but under a certain mental strain as a delusion.

The following patient certainly was nearer to schizophrenia than to compulsion neurosis. He once left home after a quarrel with his mother in a very upset state. He then began to wonder whether he had beaten her to death, which was a frequent obsessive idea of his. But this time suddenly he felt that he had actually committed the act. He went to the police and declared that he had killed his mother. After the policemen who were sent to his mother's house returned to the
station and told him that it was not true, the patient "recalled" that he had not really committed the alleged murder.

Some forms of belief in the omnipotence of thought and of what Freud called "compulsion neurotic delirium" (567) must be included among these transitional clinical states. Sometimes compulsive movements and tics cannot be properly differentiated from stereotypies, especially when they have become entirely automatized (1018).

Cases in which reality testing has broken down for certain periods and is re-established at other periods should be differentiated from cases of true schizophrenia in which the patients have learned to conceal their real beliefs because they understand that others do not believe in their delusions and that they get along better by pretending not to believe in them. A doctor, trying to convince a patient of the error of his ideas, may achieve a "transference success" in training the patient to talk as he feels he is expected to, without any real change in his insight. Periods of (pseudo) insight and of delusions may then simply reflect periods of transference contact with the doctor and of object loss or prevalent negative transference feelings.

More frequent than cases with partial delusions, partial hallucinations, or partial stereotypies are schizoid patients in whom the symptoms concern the emotional behavior only. The emotions of these persons generally appear to be inadequate. Frequently emotions are entirely lacking in situations where they are to be expected. A lack of emotions which is due not to mere repression but to real loss of contact with the objective world gives the observer a specific impression of "queerness." Often a lack of emotion is disrupted by sudden and incomprehensible emotional spells. In other cases the emotions seem relatively normal, as long as certain conditions are fulfilled—for example, as long as the patient is able to feel that "things are not entirely serious yet." The patients seem normal because they have succeeded in substituting "pseudo contacts" of manifold kinds for a real feeling contact with other people; they behave "as if" they had feeling relations with people (331, 333). They may be surrounded by many people and indulge in many activities; but they have no real friends. Often schizoid personalities remain relatively normal as long as certain conditions of security are fulfilled, but break down as soon as these conditions fall away. The conditions represent circumstances that keep them in touch with the objective world. The most frequent condition for paranoid personalities is to have "followers." As long as people believe in them and their mission, the patients still cling to reality. When the followers begin to say "The man is crazy," they break down. The difficulty of contact with schizoid persons is also due to the fact that even if still far away from the schizophrenic use of words, they often do not connect the same meaning with their words as normal people do; the meaning of words for
them is determined by their autistic system of orientation, unknown to the listener.

The impossibility of adequate emotional outlet shows itself in other ways, too. Usually an extreme internal tenseness makes itself felt by hypermotility or hypertonic rigidity behind an external mask of quietness; at other times the opposite takes place—an extreme hypotonic apathy. The remainders of emotions or the substitutes for emotions usually refer to either rage and aggressiveness or to homosexuality.

A very good description of these types has been given by Zilboorg (1635).

Schizoid-types may present a great variety of clinical pictures. At one extreme are "genius children" with certain one-sided (autistic) talents, whose occasional bizarre behavior is indulgently overlooked because they can communicate their proximity to the unconscious, making their presence fascinating for their audience, though the patients themselves may have no emotional interest in this audience whatsoever. The other extreme may be marked by hebephrenoid persons, who give a rather stupid impression and who live, in an empty and inconspicuous way, a rather vegetative existence, totally impoverished of emotional vividness.

From a practical point of view, the most important task would be to distinguish between patients who are in danger of becoming psychotic and need a careful prophylactic treatment and those types who, by developing one type of eccentricity, remain safe from more serious psychotic breakdowns. This distinction is similar to the difference between paranoid schizophrenia and genuine paranoia. Certainly the difference is determined by psychoeconomic conditions; but a great deal of intuition is still needed to decide whether a patient belongs in the first or the second category.

QUESTION OF PROGNOSIS

The difficulty of gaining an exact insight into the economy of the forces responsible for the course of the psychosis makes prognosis extremely difficult. If a schizophrenic succeeds in re-establishing relationships, he may still be inclined to collapse if fresh precipitating events occur. It is easy to see that all environmental factors that are pleasant and attractive will influence the patient in the direction of health, and that those that are disappointing or lead him into temptation will be conducive to illness; but it is much more difficult to state which concrete factors are pleasant and attractive for the patient, since many patients perceive as threats experiences that would be attractive to the normal person. Thus a dynamic diagnosis about the dynamic-economic nature and depth of the loss of objects and of the intensity of the (organic) disposition toward it is needed for the purpose of judging the prognosis. First of all, the life history of
the patient may give the necessary information—the history of his inadequate emotional responses. In general, all acute cases (especially reactive ones, in which the psychotic reaction is an immediate answer to an acute and severe frustration or narcissistic hurt) are more hopeful than chronic cases that have developed slowly; cases with intense anxiety at the start seem to be better than cases which "surrender" to the schizophrenic process without much protest. Sometimes sudden schizophrenic episodes, which give an impression of severity because they entail a complete break with reality, occur as a response to acute frustration or strain and pass entirely and relatively quickly (1213). Probably this type of acute schizophrenic episode with good prognosis is the way in which certain disturbed persons react to excessive strain (see p. 126). The realization that acuteness is more favorable explains the paradox that sometimes cases that seem much worse have a better prognosis than a slowly developing apathy. However, not all acute onsets of psychoses are favorable. Often it turns out that an apparently acute onset was prepared by a very long prepsychotic development which did not come to the attention of observers. Periodic catatonic, sometimes diagnosed as mixtures of schizophrenia and manic-depressive states, are also favorable in so far as the individual attacks pass spontaneously. Therefore, besides a knowledge of the whole life history, knowledge about the kind and the course of the first psychotic attack provides the best means to make a prognosis about the probable course of succeeding attacks. This, however, cannot be used in the case of a first attack. In descriptive psychiatry many statistical approaches have been made in order to gain criteria for prognosis; from an analytic point of view, no single criterion can be looked upon as decisive; decisive is, rather, the interplay of all factors—the patient’s psychic economy (152, 184, 258, 259, 279, 1433).

THERAPEUTIC PSYCHOANALYSIS IN SCHIZOPHRENIA

Not very long ago, it was considered incontestable that, although the psychoanalytic view on schizophrenia might be of the greatest scientific importance, as a therapy, psychoanalysis was useless in cases of psychosis. Freud gave expression to this idea by contrasting "transference neuroses" and "narcissistic neuroses" (596) and has expressed the same point of view again in his posthumous "Outline" (633). This skepticism emphasizes the fact that psychoanalysis is based on the analyst's influence on the patient, that, therefore, an ability of the patient to establish emotional contact with the analyst is required.

Although it is impossible to conduct an analysis without emotional contact with the patient, one would no longer take this extremely pessimistic position today. An analytic effect on schizophrenics is possible because the regression to narcissism is never a complete one. An analysis can utilize the residues of reality relationships as well as the patient's spontaneous attempts at recovery. In the
case of an autistic stupor, it is self-evident that patient and friendly attempts to establish contact, however fleeting, are the sole possibility; and it is clear that if no contact is achieved, nothing can be done. However, psychiatrists who have developed the necessary patience and friendliness have been rewarded by inducing even patients with catatonic stupors of very long standing to respond. An attempt to invade the patient's autistic attitude, so that the doctor becomes a part of the patient's world, may be successful. One tries to insinuate oneself into the world of the patient, in order to lead him back gradually into the objective world (363, 657, 809, 924).

Fortunately not all schizophrenics are stuporous. They each have some kind of contact or substitutive contact. Whatever avenue is open has to be used.

Anyone who understands the schizophrenic mechanisms is aware of the extraordinary difficulties presented in an analysis of a schizophrenic as compared with the analysis of a neurotic. It has been emphasized that in the analysis of compulsion neurosis, as contrasted with hysteria, not the patient's whole ego but only a definite part of it is allied with the physician in combating the disease and the resistances. In schizophrenia, this co-operative part of the ego is small to the point of disappearance, and, what is worse, even this small remnant is unreliable. The assumption that psychotics do not transfer their infantile conflicts to their analyst is erroneous; they do, and often in a very stormy manner. Yet these manifestations of transference are all unsubstantial. There is always a tendency on the part of the patients to drop their relationship to the object. Most insignificant and unpredictable psychoeconomic alterations, in the attitude of the analyst or in everyday life, may lead to a cessation of the transference. One never knows for how long a contact once made will be sustained.

The tendency of such patients to defend themselves by means of a narcissistic regression against temptations may be used also against the temptations of transference. This is best seen in the analysis of paranoid cases. Such an analysis comes to grief when the analyst comes to represent to the patient the persecutor. Thus the attitude of the analyst must vary according to the part the delusion plays in the patient's total psychodynamics and psychoeconomics. When the patient needs his delusion for defense purposes, the analyst must respect this fact. Otherwise the analyst, as a representative of reality, provokes the patient's criticism. Any mistake may plunge the analyst into the patient's delusional ideas.

Sometimes cases in which the patient vacillates between transference feelings and total narcissism can be analyzed only while he happens to be in the transference phase; some analysts, in their work with catatonics, have shown that a periodic procedure of this kind may be successful (1172).

All these requirements demand modifications in the classic technique of psychoanalysis. Still, the therapeutic successes that are reported (87, 151, 218, 288, 397, 399, 661, 785, 914, 943, 964, 966, 990, 1009, 1088, 1089, 1093, 1172, 1260, 1451,
1477, 1541, 1549) are not yet sufficiently due to a systematic, scientific consciousness of the necessary modifications, but rather to the intuitive therapeutic skill of the respective analysts. However, the necessary technical modifications are much discussed (82, 87, 217, 274, 278, 283, 363, 394, 397, 399, 657, 659, 661, 674, 688, 785, 913, 1016, 1017, 1390, 1504, 1542, 1549, 1562). They consist of protecting or rebuilding the contact with reality and with reason.

Where there is little spontaneous contact left, the analyst will really have to "seduce" the patient by trying to make himself attractive; if necessary, the analyst must accept the patient's level. But since merely participating in the patient's fantastic world will never cure him, the analyst must bring him slowly to face the fantastic nature of this world and to become aware of the real one again.

The general advice that Abraham used to give was that in narcissistic cases one must try actively to establish and to keep a positive transference; moreover, one must first be the representative of reality, making the patient by all means aware of reality and of his attempts to escape from it; one must seize every contact he has with reality and strengthen it, even by discussing tiny details of everyday life. In accordance with this plan one must avoid disturbing the transference too soon by analyzing it, as one would do in the analysis of neuroses. However, advice of this kind is more easily given than carried out. First, the analyst is unable to foresee and evaluate factors—objectively very inconspicuous—that may disturb the transference. Second, one should not forget that the patient may feel the transference relationship as a dangerous temptation rather than as a gratification, and therefore as a provocation to withdraw. And, third, the transference, as a transference, is not reality. One cannot accept the advice not to analyze the transference unreservedly if one fully tries to be a "representative of reality." An analysis without analysis of the transference is impossible. However, it is true that many instinctual needs, whether expressed in the attitude toward the analyst or in real life, need not be analyzed immediately if they tend to increase the patient's interest in reality. On the whole, it can be said that analysis of a schizophrenia is divided into two phases. The first, preanalytic, phase aims solely to establish and preserve contact; the analyst strives to make the psychosis, in respect to transference, as nearly like a neurosis as possible. This achieved, he may start with the second phase, which is analysis proper. In actual practice, however, these two phases overlap. The preliminary period of object attachment certainly serves at the same time to awaken insight into the fact of illness and encourage the desire to be cured, and in certain patients one can start analyzing from the beginning. The procedure tending to awaken and reinforce contact with reality need not be limited to the relation with the analyst; often in discussing current conflicts, relationships, and attitudes of the patient, one can emphasize the relationship to reality. Observation of the patient's behavior not only during the analytic hour but throughout the day and the chance of influencing him through
extra-analytic measures are of paramount importance in this first period of analysis (1440). These are two distinct advantages of hospital practice (219, 397, 657, 661, 966, 1440). But also the second part will be different from the analysis of a neurosis, since the patient's readiness to react with loss of reality has still to be considered. The very concept of interpretation implies that it would be a real mistake in technique to give a schizophrenic patient explanations of symbols and complexes as long as there is no "reasonable ego" to evaluate and utilize these interpretations. The aim of the therapy is to make the patient face internal and external reality, not simply to participate in his unreal fantasies. But it may be necessary to participate for a certain time in order to show the patient that one understands him, and to gain his confidence and co-operation. It has been asked how interpretation is possible at all with schizophrenics, since in schizophrenia "the unconscious is conscious"—that is, the patients consciously understand their symbols and present material concerning the Oedipus complex or pregenital sexuality. The answer is simple. Interpretation means showing the patient those impulses which he is warding off, but which he nevertheless is capable of realizing when his attention is directed to them. In a schizophrenic who reverts from a threatening or tempting reality to states in which the primary process kept elaborating Oedipus fantasies without considering reality at all, the "warded-off impulses" of which he should be made aware are not these Oedipus fantasies but the reality from which he has withdrawn and the fact of his withdrawal.

Occasionally one may succeed in developing an "artificial paranoia," so to speak, channelizing the narcissistic attitude of the patients to a certain circumscribed subject. Waelder demonstrated in the case of a mathematician how he could make the narcissistic attitude of the patient conform to reality by limiting it to his mathematics, so that outside this realm the patient's behavior remained relatively undistorted (1549).

All these attempts may be summarized in this formula: In the introductory phases the patient's capacity to develop a transference should be established to such an extent that this transference may subsequently be abolished by analysis without bringing about a new narcissistic regression.

The most difficult task is to estimate the degrees. Too friendly an attitude on the part of the analyst might be taken by the patient as a seduction into a feared sexual relationship (possibly a homosexual one), from which he would wish to escape through a narcissistic regression. The analyst must steer between the Scylla of a too objective attitude, giving the patient no stimulus to turn to the objective world, and the Charybdis of a too friendly attitude, frightening the patient and driving him further into narcissism. It is always possible that unpredictable everyday occurrences may cause a transitory accentuation of the rejec-
tion of objects. For this reason alone psychoanalysis of schizophrenics should be conducted in institutions.

In periodic schizophrenics, analysis should be undertaken in the free intervals, when a reasonable ego is operative. But here another problem arises: the question whether it is worth while to take the risk of provoking a new psychotic attack by the analytic attempt.

The same consideration is decisive in judging the indication of psychoanalysis in borderline cases. The danger always exists that the analytic procedure, by straining the patient's conflicts, may force the patient into a psychotic episode. Only the estimation of the economic factors and the therapeutic skill of the analyst, watching carefully that he does not make undue demands on the patient, will prevent this possibility. In certain schizoid personalities a trial analysis may perhaps result in the insight that they are better off as they are, because any attempt at change might induce a psychotic breakdown. But there are other schizoid personalities who, by a timely analysis, can be saved from psychosis. Sometimes schizoid personalities react more favorably to analysis than one expects. Their narcissistic regression is a reaction to narcissistic injuries; if they are shown this fact and given time to face the real injuries and to develop other types of reaction, they may be helped enormously. There are also personalities who are able to maintain a sufficient contact with reality only when this contact is artificially aided. They are like invalids needing constant treatment.

Once in such a case a colleague made this correct diagnosis: "schizophrenia, by means of a psychoanalysis of decades' duration, artificially held on the level of a compulsion neurosis."

Another question is whether to analyze patients who in their past have suffered schizophrenic episodes that have healed spontaneously but left a scar. Cases of this kind, too, when analyzed, risk a relapse into psychosis. But sometimes the psychoeconomic circumstances are so favorable that the ego, in spite of the scar, is now able to face its conflicts and to solve them in a better way with the help of analysis.

It is evident that the analysis of a schizophrenia is quite a different undertaking from the analysis of a neurosis. The difficulty of the problem, however, should not prevent one from seeking a solution. The increasing literature on analysis of schizophrenia shows that it actually does not.

The conviction that the obstacles are mere difficulties of technique and the increasing number of reported successes should provide the courage to treat schizophrenics psychoanalytically. Still, everyone who analyzes psychoses is doing pioneer work. One cannot expect that a new undertaking, however promising, will be entirely successful. Anyone undertaking such work will estimate
its appropriateness after precise evaluation of the conditions of the particular case and will take the necessary caution. The patient's relatives should be warned of the dubious nature of the prognosis and about the possibility of a new psychotic attack. If possible, the analyst should treat the patient in an institution. He will keep in mind that the classic technique does not suffice, that in addition to the essential modifications suggested, the method must be adapted to the conditions of the individual case. With all these cautions, he may begin the actual treatment; he probably will achieve success in some cases, and, for the rest, he will at any rate learn a great deal.

In conclusion, it is well to emphasize once more the scientific importance of the analysis of schizophrenics. Neuroses represent a regression to infantile sexuality; the psychoanalysis of neuroses brought about the understanding of infantile sexuality. Schizophrenia represents a regression to the primitive levels of the ego; psychoanalysis of schizophrenics will permit understanding of the evolution of the ego.
D. Psychoneuroses, the Secondary Elaborations of Symptoms

Chapter XIX

DEFENSES AGAINST SYMPTOMS, AND SECONDARY GAINS

GENERAL REMARKS

Because of the nature of the subject matter it was necessary to include in the chapters on the mechanisms of symptom formation the discussion of the special forms of the neuroses. The methods of symptom formation influence the total personality, hence also the subsequent course of the neurosis. Therefore, also the ego’s reaction to its neurosis has necessarily been touched upon. The following summary of those scattered remarks may give a clearer insight into the shaping of neuroses once the symptoms are established.

A neurotic symptom is, for the ego, a new painful experience. The ego’s reactions to new painful experiences depend on its strength and development.

A very weak ego may be passively overwhelmed, the unexpected painful experience producing a traumatic effect. Then the ego learns to defend itself against painful experiences, either by simple denial or by other mechanisms of defense, following the pattern of the primal judgment: everything painful must be “spit out” (616). At the period of passive-receptive mastery, the ego has but one response to the experience of pain: the cry for help.

In contrast, a mature ego, reacting in accordance with the reality principle, is able to acknowledge the existence of painful experiences (575). By means of such recognition it can thereafter either avoid similar experiences or respond adequately to them, rendering unavoidable pain as harmless or even as useful as possible (507).

The ego that experiences neurotic symptoms is in much the same situation as an ego that for the first time experiences an emotional spell. Symptoms and emotional spells are similar in so far as both are painful and ego alien and nevertheless arise within one’s own personality. Actually, the ego is first traumatically overwhelmed by emotional spells, subsequently it tries to defend itself and find external passive protection against them, and finally learns to over-
come the archaic types of reaction, actively mastering the affects by using them for its own purposes (191, 440, 697, 1021). The success of the ego depends, of course, on economic circumstances. Its ability to apply mature methods of active mastery is determined by the ratio between its strength and that of the forces it has to master. A decisive factor that may weaken the ego is the amount of energy required to maintain countercathexes at other points. Crucial also is the developmental stage of the ego at the onset of the decisive conflict.

Neurotics are persons who tend to revert to archaic patterns of reaction. Therefore, mature attempts at active mastery are much rarer in regard to neurotic symptoms than in regard to affects. Such attempts presuppose the ability to learn, to classify new experiences according to past experiences, to understand the differences, and to modify behavior in terms of reasonable judgment. Neurotics are persons who lack this very ability and who tend to react instead with rigid infantile patterns. Therefore, the pathological forms of reaction to symptoms, being overwhelmed, forming defenses, and demanding external help, are much more frequently encountered than rational adaptation.

SYMPTOMS AS TRAUMATA, AND PRECIPITATING FACTORS IN NEUROSES

Those neuroses that have persisted uninterruptedly from childhood or adolescence, fluctuating only in intensity, cannot, of course, be experienced as traumata. Certain symptom neuroses, however, start abruptly and unexpectedly; and sometimes a previous neurosis may suddenly be exacerbated.

This occurs in anxiety spells and in "nervous breakdowns," which in some cases are merely anxiety spells and in others represent the dissolution of a neurotic stability, precariously maintained up to that time. The rigid, isolating restrictions that save compulsive characters from feeling anxiety and painful emotions may be broken down; the personality is suddenly flooded by anxiety and vegetative sensations, which are all the more painful since the patient, because of his defensive measures, has never learned to assimilate emotions and to adjust to them.

This is the place to ask what actually causes such sudden outbreaks or aggravations of neuroses. A theoretical understanding of the dynamic background of all neurotic phenomena makes it possible to summarize the potential precipitating factors in a schematic table. It must be borne in mind, however, that in practice the different factors interact and supplement each other, and that the actual precipitating factors represent combinations of the elements which are artificially isolated here (576).

A certain amount of neurotic conflict and pathogenic defense can be sustained by everyone without an actual neurotic breakdown. However, the more energy
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a person spends in latent defensive conflicts, the greater is his disposition to fall ill if a precipitating factor disturbs his mental equilibrium. An intense disturbance, however, may cause a neurosis even in a person with little predisposition. Disposition (intensity of latent defensive struggles) and precipitating factors form a complementary series (596).

Precipitating factors are experiences that disturb the equilibrium between warded-off impulses and warding-off forces, an equilibrium hitherto relatively stable (1513). Such disturbances may be of three kinds:

A. Increase in the warded-off drive. Such increase must not be so intense as to break down the countercathexis altogether; but it must be intense enough to render insufficient the previous defense against derivatives. It may be produced in several ways:

(1) The increase may be an absolute one. Many neuroses start at puberty or at the climacterium due to the physiological intensification of sexual drives at these times.

(2) It may be a relative increase in a specific warded-off drive at the expense of other instinctual demands. This may be caused by (a) experiences that consciously or unconsciously mean a temptation or a stimulation of this particular wish; (b) experiences that consciously or unconsciously mean a devaluation of other instinctual demands whose energy is then displaced toward the warded-off drive (581); disappointments in adult life stimulate regressions toward infantile longings; (c) external frustrations or blockings of instinctual satisfactions hitherto obtainable; any frustration in the realm of adult sexuality increases the intensity of the unconscious infantile sexual longings; (d) the blocking of any activity which, by previous displacements, has supplanted instinctual satisfaction; the blocking may result in a relative increase in the intensity with which the warded-off drives strive for release.

B. Decrease in the warding-off forces. Such decrease must not be so intense as to nullify the defense; but it must be intense enough to loosen the previous defense against derivatives.

(1) If the ego is generally weakened by fatigue, intoxication, sickness, or other exacting tasks, the defensive forces are weakened and what has been repressed comes to the fore. Tired persons are more inclined to make slips of the tongue and errors, sick persons to tolerate outlets that they would have blocked under other circumstances. Under certain conditions this may be enjoyed as a relief and even improve or cure neuroses.

Frequently neuroses seem to improve under real strains. This may give the impression that the neurosis was a kind of play which ceases as soon as real worries come up. In the search for this type of relief, people may turn toward potential "worries" or toward the diversion of "hard work." This kind of favorable in-
fluence is more likely if guilt feelings are dominant among the motives for the defense, so that sickness, "robot" work, strenuous tasks, or real misery are regarded as punishments that soothe the guilt feelings and bring privileges.

If, however, the weakening of the defense is less intense, it may have the opposite effect. Derivatives, hitherto blocked, may now find their outlet and make their appearance as symptoms. If the break-through threatens to become too dangerous, the ego may respond with a more intense type of "emergency" defense.

This is the case in some "pathoneuroses" (478). Frequently neuroses are precipitated by preceding exhausting strains. This is due to the fact that the consequent impoverishment of the ego diminishes its defensive powers or is felt as a danger signal. The straining experiences may, however, also have been experienced as castration threats or masochistic temptations.

(2) What holds true for general weakening of the ego holds true also for specific weakening of defensive attitudes by the relative strengthening of other portions of the ego. When the self-esteem of a person is heightened by success, fulfillment of ideals, or gains in love, power, or prestige, then the person feels elated and consequently diminishes his censorial activities. This may result in the opening of forbidden outlets and in relief (1237). Here again the diminishing of the censorial activities may result not in a real liberation but only in the production of symptoms; and too much relief of this kind may be felt as a danger signal.

C. Paradoxically, an intensification of the warding-off forces may also precipitate a neurosis. Some neurotic phenomena are more manifestations of the defense than outbreaks of the warded off. But also with every increase in the warding-off forces the entire struggle is intensified; the equilibrium is endangered, and greater suppression may be followed by greater rebellion. Thus anything that increases the anxiety or guilt feeling forming the motive for the defense may precipitate a neurosis.

(1) Anxiety may directly be increased: by the experience of new threats, by experiences that subjectively are perceived as threats, and by experiences that confirm certain hitherto unconvincing threats (566). In this way traumata experienced as castration or abandonment, the unexpected sight of adult genitalia by children, or an impending examination may provoke neuroses.

(2) Guilt feelings may be directly increased. Whenever a person is remorseful or when some authority gives him new standards of perfection, repressions may increase with the guilt feelings.

(3) Both anxiety and guilt feelings increase indirectly with the loss of anything that has served hitherto as a support or as a reassurance. A rationalization may lose its effectiveness; persons with an oral-dependent type of self-esteem may have a breakdown when the necessary narcissistic supplies decrease in intensity, that is, when a loss of love increases the fear of being abandoned. Since prestige, power, and self-confidence are used as reassuring weapons against anx-
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Intensity, any loss in prestige, power, or self-confidence can function as a precipitating factor. If self-confidence is weak and punishment is unconsciously expected, failure means that the expected punishment is at hand; moreover, success may mean the achievement of something unmerited or "wrong," bringing inferiority or guilt into the open. Freud described patients of this type as "those wrecked by success" (592). A success may not only mean something that must bring immediate punishment but also something that stimulates ambition and thus mobilizes fears concerning future failure and future punishment.

(4) An increase in the warding-off forces may also be a reactive one, following their temporary diminution in strength. The factors mentioned under (B) may become doubly effective in this way.

In general, pathological reactions to external events of any kind spring from the inherent dynamic-economic alterations in the defensive struggles. The events are misunderstood in the light of the person’s past and interpreted as temptations, threats, gratifications, or reassurances; they create changes in the strength of warding-off impulses or of warding-off anxieties and guilt feelings.

Most precipitating factors are experiences that are (objectively or subjectively) somehow similar to the childhood events that gave rise to the decisive conflicts, that is, experiences that are related to the person’s "complexes." The more unsolved defensive struggles within a person, the more he is inclined to interpret later experiences as repetitions of the events that once brought about the defensive struggle.

When an anxiety spell or a "nervous breakdown" acts upon the ego as a trauma, it may also provoke a traumatic neurosis which is secondarily imposed upon the primary psychoneurosis. The patient may become sleepless or dream only of his anxiety spell or feel compelled to recount the neurotic experiences again and again or develop affects or movements as a defense against the first anxiety spell, and he may lose all other interests.

DEFENSES AGAINST SYMPTOMS

Like painful affects, the "subjective affects" of neurotic symptoms may be warded off by the various mechanisms of defense. Since all symptoms are derivatives of warded-off instinctual impulses, they may be unconsciously recognized as such and warded off in turn. Daydreams that have become representatives of repressed drives may find an outlet until they have reached a certain degree of intensity; then they may be recognized as derivatives and repressed (see pp. 193 and 217). The same holds true for symptoms. As long as they are not too intense, or as long as their defensive significance prevails, they may be tolerated; when they become more intense or too obviously expressive of the warded-off instincts, they are combated.
All types of defense mechanisms may be used against symptoms. Even a simple denial may be tried.

A training candidate, after the mobilization of her character neurosis, produced acute symptoms, among others a violent vomiting; when the analyst mentioned her “conversion symptom,” she said: “Conversion symptom? I have no conversion symptom.” When she was reminded of her vomiting, she asked: “So you consider simple vomiting a symptom?”

The most frequent type of such denial is the denial of the psychogenic nature of the symptom, or of any connection between it and mental conflicts. “This is just physical,” the patient says.

Patients who succeed in this defense against their neuroses are very difficult to treat analytically. They may develop an inability to understand mental connections, clinging to “reasonableness” and refusing to consider in any way the “logic of emotions” (44).

It is worth while to mention that in modern times the opposite is also very frequent. Organic diseases are dangerous and uncomfortable. Many persons prefer to consider themselves neurotic. Whenever they feel symptoms, they say: “It is just psychogenic,” to ward off the unpleasant admission of sickness.

As an extreme, a doctor patient, when his elderly father developed disturbances of sensibility and speech and slight motor disturbances on one side of the body, stated that his father had become hysterical. This patient, due to a deep repression of his aggressiveness, did not like action at all; he preferred talking. In the same way he preferred psychogenic diseases to organic ones. Therefore he did not like medical activity either, and was interested in psychoanalysis which is operative through talking. But what had been warded off came back: he was afraid of Hitler as well as of his analyst, as of persons whose words are more effective than other people’s actions.

Another type of denial may be called a reaction formation against a symptom, namely, the denial of the ego-dystonic character of the symptom. The attitude “I have no symptoms, I just do what I like” is frequent; such patients behave, to use a simile of Freud’s, like the horseback rider who believes he controls the horse, whereas he really has to go where the horse takes him (608). This may be exaggerated to a kind of pride in neurotic behavior and may constitute the hardest resistance in analysis. Compulsion neurotics, who believe that they are better than others because of their kindness or cleanliness, or neurotic characters, who have some real success in life because of their neurotic behavior, do not easily renounce their neuroses. This type of “reaction formation,” however, forms a transition to the types in which the neurosis is not warded off but rather made use of for purposes of the ego.

Many compulsive symptoms are genetically secondary, directed against primary compulsion symptoms held in check by them. Their analysis provides
DEFENSES AGAINST SYMPTOMS, AND SECONDARY GAINS

plentiful examples of undoing and of isolation of symptoms or of reaction formations against them.

Examples are the biphasic symptoms, the second half of which undoes the first half, and the magical formulae with which obsessions may be exorcised (546, 560, 567).

Also a real repression of symptoms exists. Phobics often do not know what they actually fear, and compulsion neurotics often do not know the real nature of their compulsions, but tell them vaguely in the way unclear dreams are told. Frequently the wording of magical formulae becomes secondarily repressed.

One type of isolation of symptoms needs special notice: “It is true, I am queer in this or that respect, but that is of no importance because it has no connection whatsoever with my true personality.” This type of isolation is effective when a neurosis comes to a standstill at a certain point in development. Some phobic patients are actually not disturbed at all so long as they obey the phobic restrictions; the symptoms have become isolated from anything outside the avoided situation. Hysterics may develop the famous la belle indifférence; they have their symptoms but refuse to be touched by them in any way. Compulsion neurotics may have isolated obsessions or rituals, and remain relatively undisturbed otherwise. Probably the best example of successful isolation of a neurosis is represented by genuine paranoia. Psychotherapists have made manifold attempts to create similar situations artificially.

ORAL-DEPENDENT ATTITUDES TOWARD SYMPTOMS

In patients who have not learned to master new experiences actively, an increase in their oral-dependent attitude, with all its ambivalent features, is a frequent response to the appearance of symptoms.

To a certain degree something of this sort happens in every neurosis. All neurotics tend to regress, and whenever one feels miserable and one’s own activities are insufficient, the old longing for external help appears. Phobics become helpless children again; masochistic characters exhibit their helplessness; they all want to induce their salvation through a “magic helper” (653). Analysts are familiar with this longing because it expresses itself regularly in the transference.

Persons with oral fixations who are disposed to the development of depressions, addictions, and impulse neuroses show this phenomenon to a much higher degree. They react to the appearance of symptoms with an increase in their narcissistic needs, and consequently with an increase in their conflicts around their narcissistic needs. In depressed patients a vicious circle is thus created, the depression increasing the narcissistic needs, the narcissistic needs increasing the depression.

The archaic conception of talion makes people feel that any suffering and any
painful experience may undo guilt and entitle them to further compensating privileges. This conception encourages an oral-dependent reaction to neurotic suffering, that is, demands for compensation from the external world (from the "omnipotent" parents or from their successors, God, fate or those who decide about compensation). An extreme standpoint in this respect is held by the "moral masochists" who yield completely to their symptoms, blackmailing the environment and God to give them what they need (see pp. 501 ff.). To a lesser degree some persons think that because they feel bad, they are entitled to "feel good" and may virtuously grant themselves some pleasure (695), or that every suffering must in itself be something good, as stated in various religious ideologies.

MASTERING OF SYMPTOMS

All these attitudes are in strict contradiction to one other type of attitude the ego may take toward its symptoms: attempts at mastering them in a normal way. The ego may try to learn about the symptoms and to make use of them, to include them somehow in its organization.

This contradiction in the ego, that it tries to exclude the symptoms on the one hand and to include them on the other, is, as Freud has pointed out, not the fault of the ego (618). The ego would like to get rid of the symptoms; but the warded-off instincts continue their effectiveness, and the ego cannot do anything but accept them and make the best of the situation.

Exactly the same contradiction can be seen in a very different field of pathology: in the physical reaction of the organism to the intrusion of foreign bodies. Foreign bodies are either surrounded by a protective wall, and thus isolated from the tissues of the organism, or they are "organized" and gradually converted into a part of the organism. In the same way, neurotic symptoms are either isolated from the rest of the personality or gradually changed into a part of it.

The reaction formations of the typical compulsion neurotic, which become definitely established in the patient's character, and counterphobic attitudes are examples of the inclusion of symptoms into the organization of the ego. More complicated types of inclusion of symptoms will be discussed later (see pp. 471 ff.).

A mastery of symptoms, it is true, can never wholly succeed. To master means to cope with intruding excitements by discharge, binding, or elaboration. As long as the warded-off instinct still remains effective in the unconscious, the mastery is not complete. That the warded-off instinct does remain effective in the unconscious is the definition of the neurosis.

According to its "principle of multiple function" (1551), the ego may try to satisfy by its symptoms id and superego demands of any kind simultaneously.
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This tendency is manifested in the development of simple “secondary gains” as well as in more complicated phenomena of neurotic character traits.

SECONDARY GAINS FROM ILLNESS

When a neurosis is being established, it is, as a rule, very uncomfortable. But the ego tries to make a virtue of necessity and may use the neurosis for its own purposes. It may try to gain advantages from the external world by provoking pity, attention, love, the granting of narcissistic supplies, or even monetary compensation. It may try to relieve the pressure of the superego by demonstrating that the symptom is a punishment, by achieving pleasure on the basis that suffering entitles to compensating pleasure, by using the symptom to help the defense against some other impulse.

The possible secondary gains are very manifold; it would be worth while to compile them. Here, only a few unsystematic remarks will be added.

1. Secondary gains from the external world: It is often stressed that the main secondary gain consists in getting attention by being sick. But what type of person is especially in need of “getting attention”? Attention is needed either as a sexual satisfaction (a substitute for love) or, more frequently, as reassurance and a promise of help and protection. Sickness is also frequently perceived as a right to privileges; these privileges may consist of material gains or of more subtle mental gains. Very often this is no either-or; the most intense struggles for “compensation” are fought by patients who are much less in need of money than in need of a sign of parental affection and of assurance against abandonment.

No illustrative anecdote must be told to analytic patients as frequently as the story about the inmate of an asylum who implied, when special privileges of his were denied: “Then, what am I nuts for?”

Sickness brings all the advantages of passive-receptive behavior. “Now I am not the one who has to act; they have to do it for me.” The longing for the time of childhood when one was taken care of is revived in all emergencies (and this fact is widely abused in all authoritative societies); the same occurs in the emergency of a neurosis. This may in turn arouse guilt feelings, creating secondary conflicts and vicious circles.

2. Secondary gains from the superego: The pride in reaction formations or in asceticism belongs to this class, and likewise the appeasement of a severe superego by suffering. The privileges of being sick may include the loss of the feeling of responsibility, and a neurosis may be utilized for gaining “internal attention” in the same way as for gaining external attention.

The secondary gain in evaluating symptoms as punishment has been inter-
interpreted as primary and fundamental (37). But no one becomes neurotic just for the purpose of suffering.

In different types of neuroses various secondary gains are predominant: in anxiety hysteria, the regression to childhood times, when one was still protected; in hysteria, gaining attention through “acting” and sometimes the gain of material advantages; in compulsion neurosis, narcissistic gains through pride in illness; in organ neurosis, the denial of psychic conflicts by their projection onto the physical sphere.

Secondary gains are sometimes very obvious, sometimes hidden. Theoretically, they may be less interesting than the primary genesis of the neurosis; practically, however, they are of paramount importance. He who has succeeded in getting advantages out of his illness does not give it up easily. Analysis, therefore, first has to clarify and to work through the secondary gains. A secondary gain of the illness may even be the only pleasure of which a patient is capable. In this respect, a secondary gain may make the analysis of a neurotic as difficult as the analysis of a pervert. In other cases, a resistance of this type may be less substantial but still effective enough.

Defenses against symptoms have been distinguished from their inclusion into the ego. Actually, every neurotic develops both types of response. The ratio of these two attitudes is decisive for the further development of the neurosis.

Before continuing the study of this development, however, other and more complicated attempts at inclusion of neurotic behavior into the ego must be discussed—not only reactions to symptoms but simultaneous (frequently failing) attempts to prevent the development of further symptoms by prophylactic countercathexes. The study of the development of neurotic character traits will show the full variety of such phenomena.
Chapter XX
CHARACTER DISORDERS

BASES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF PSYCHOANALYTIC CHARACTEROLOGY

How neurotic symptoms or attitudes are blended into the personality cannot be considered without a knowledge of what "personality" is.

That psychoanalytic characterology is the youngest branch of psychoanalysis becomes comprehensible when this science is viewed historically. Psychoanalysis started with the investigation of neurotic symptoms, that is, with phenomena that are ego alien and do not fit into the "character," the customary mode of behavior. Psychoanalysis examined and understood the unconscious before it studied the conscious. It delved into the newly discovered universe of unconscious drives and their irrational manifestations before it undertook the consideration of surface mental experiences. Only then could it begin to understand that not only unusual and suddenly erupting mental states but also ordinary modes of behavior, the usual manner of loving, hating, and acting in various situations can be comprehended genetically as dependent on unconscious conditions; and that ordinary volition is determined just as are disorders of the will.

There were two factors that impelled psychoanalysis to evolve its "ego psychology." The first was the necessity to analyze the resistances, that is, the ways in which the defending forces of the ego made their appearance in the psychoanalytic cure. If, for example, a patient did not follow the basic rule, it became necessary not only to influence this unreasonable behavior through suggestion but to analyze it as if it were a symptom. Other material, associations, memories, behavior, or dreams had to be used to make the patient aware that he had resistances, why he had them, as well as why he had them in the particular form of disregarding the rule. It was discovered that even if the patient did not feel any fear at the moment, he had once been afraid of (or ashamed or disgusted or had had guilt feelings about) certain instinctual experiences, that this fear was still unconsciously operative within him, and that he therefore developed resistances against utterances that might be connected with these experiences. It was then discovered that attitudes of this kind fulfill the purpose of resistance not only in the psychoanalytic cure but that the same behavior patterns are also used in life for the same defensive purposes. In this way the first "psychoanalysis of character" was developed, namely, the analysis of the purpose and the historical genesis of certain attitudes as defenses (1269, 1271).

A second cause for the development of ego psychology was the interesting phenomenon that there has been a fundamental change in the clinical picture of
the neuroses during the last decades. In the classic neuroses an integrated personality was suddenly disturbed by inadequate actions or impulses. In modern neuroses, however, it is not a question of dealing with a hitherto uniform personality that is merely disturbed by some immediate event but, rather, with one that is patently torn or malformed, or at any rate so involved in the illness that there is no borderline between "personality" and "symptom." Instead of clear-cut neurotics, more and more persons with less defined disorders are seen, sometimes less troublesome for the patients themselves than for their environment. The formula, "in a neurosis that which has been warded off breaks through in an ego-alien form," is no longer valid, since the form often is not ego alien, the elaboration of the defense sometimes being more manifest than its failure.

It would be a fascinating task to investigate the cause of this change in the forms of neuroses. This, however, lies outside the competence of the analyst. It can only be suggested where an answer to this question may be sought. The method and manner in which the ego admits, repels, or modifies instinctual claims depend on the way in which it has been taught to regard them by its environment. During the last decades morality, and with it the educational attitude toward the instincts, has changed greatly. Classic hysteria worked with the defense mechanism of repression proper, which, however, presupposed a simple prohibition of any discussion of the objectionable drives. The inconsistency of the modern neurotic personality corresponds to the inconsistency of present-day education. The change in the neuroses reflects the change in morality. In order to understand this change, however, the social changes that have taken place in the last decades would have to be investigated.

The character of man is socially determined. The environment enforces specific frustrations, blocks certain modes of reaction to these frustrations, and facilitates others; it suggests certain ways of dealing with the conflicts between instinctual demands and fears of further frustrations; it even creates desires by setting up and forming specific ideals. Different societies, stressing different values and applying different educational measures, create different anomalies. Our present unstable society seems to be characterized by conflicts between ideals of individual independence (created during the rise of capitalism and still effective) and regressive longings for passive dependence (created by the helplessness of the individual with respect to security and gratifications as well as by active educational measures which are the outcome of the social necessity of authoritative influences) (see p. 587). Present-day neurotics have egos restricted by defensive measures. Psychoanalysis had to adapt itself to this new object, and that was the decisive reason for the interest psychoanalysis developed in character problems.
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS ON PATHOLOGICAL CHARACTER TRAITS

Some neurotic character attitudes show at first glance that they represent an adjustment to a neurosis, an attempt to make the best of established neurotic conditions. Between such attitudes and the original symptoms, there is a reciprocal relationship. Such traits are secondary elaborations of the neurotic symptoms, mostly of infantile anxiety hysterias; the neurotic character which has developed in this way acts as a defense against further symptoms, but may, nevertheless, be the basis on which new neurotic symptoms develop.

A neurosis is initially a breakdown of adjustments, a something that happens to the ego passively and against its will, not a planned, active arrangement of adjustments to conflicting conditions, as certain authors who have no feeling for the instinctual nature of neurotic phenomena prefer to believe (820, 821). But secondarily attempts are made at adjustments, intended to repair the original breakdown and to prevent further breakdowns; they involve a curtailment of the freedom and flexibility of the ego. In earlier chapters, constructions of this kind were encountered in the anchoring in the character of phobic disinclinations, of behavior patterns through which “dangerous” situations are avoided or reassuring ones induced, of “counterphobic” attitudes aimed at overcoming disturbing fears; they were encountered in the reaction formations of compulsion neurotics, in which the attempt is made to suppress the original instinctual attitudes.

Patterns of this kind are rigid, definitive, once-and-for-all formations. Acute struggles with the instinctual impulses are avoided by a chronic limitation of the flexibility of the ego which is stiffened as a protection against unwelcome external or internal stimuli. In extreme cases the rigidity is a total one; in less extreme cases a relative elasticity may be preserved so that the rigid pattern becomes pronounced whenever anxiety is felt, and is somewhat relaxed whenever an experience of reassurance or pleasure permits the individual to ease the barriers. But all patients of this kind are more or less restricted by their defense measures. They waste energy through constant countercathexes and lose certain differentiations of development through renunciations; they respond to external stimuli with definite patterns only, thus sacrificing liveliness and elasticity. Instead of a living conflict between impulse and defense, frozen residues of former conflicts are found. These ego-restricting modes of behavior are not necessarily experienced as alien; the patient may consciously agree with them or even not be aware of them.

Freud once wrote that “it is always possible for the ego to avoid a rupture in any of its relations by deforming itself, submitting to forfeit something of its unity, or in the long run even to being gashed and rent. Thus the illogicalities,
eccentricities, and follies of mankind would fall into a category similar to the sexual perversions, for by accepting them they spare themselves repressions" (611). Since the maintenance of these eccentricities, which correspond to the reaction-formation type, demands an expenditure of energy, it would be more exact to say that their formation corresponds to a single definite act of repression, so that the necessity for subsequent separate repressions, consuming more energy, and for separate anxiety experiences is avoided (433). To a slight degree every human being is an "eccentric" of this kind; in pathological characters the eccentricities prevail.

Fromm once made the remark that Freud showed how the "bad" sexual and aggressive impulses of man are repressed; but, says Fromm, Freud did not evaluate the fact that modern education, the anxiety of the father, and social forces make a child repress what is "good" in him, too (653). As a reproach against Freud this remark is unwarranted. Freud expressly stated that analysis is effective in again releasing a person's good potentialities which had been blocked by his repressions (596). But the facts Fromm had in mind are certainly true. The once-and-for-all type of repression, producing chronic changes and hardenings of the personality, inhibits the possibility of further development of the ego. Any pathological character trait necessarily reduces an individual's actual potentialities.

**WHAT IS "CHARACTER"?**

In ego psychology, psychoanalysis has the same subject matter as other psychologies; but due to its understanding of the unconscious drives, it is in a position to handle it in a different way. It is obvious that an apparatus whose function is to organize, to direct, and if necessary to suppress cannot be understood without a knowledge of what is organized, directed, or suppressed. The instincts, studied first, are relatively the same for everybody. Studying the differences of the individual egos as a product of the interplay of the unconscious instinctual demands and environmental influences, psychoanalysis can understand the differences of human beings from a causal and genetic point of view. Not only unconscious wishes but also the ego and its behavior patterns represent an outcome of this interplay of drives and inhibiting forces.

The concept of character evidently has a broader scope than "modes of defense anchored in character." The ego not only protects the organism from external and internal stimuli by blocking its reactions. It also reacts. It sifts and organizes stimuli and impulses; it permits some of them to find expression directly, others in a somewhat altered form. The dynamic and economic organization of its positive actions and the ways in which the ego combines its various tasks in order to find a satisfactory solution, all of this goes to make up "character."

Thus, there are many character attitudes that cannot be called defenses. But
here are none that would be independent of instinctual conflicts. No adjustment to demands of the external world remains uninfluenced by the individual’s demands in respect to this external world. “Ego attitudes” and “instinctual demands” are not only not incommensurable, but psychoanalytic characterology in a position to show how environmental influences change instinctual demands into ego attitudes. From the establishment of the ego on, the organization, direction, and sifting of instinctive impulses, which must be brought into consonance with experiences and which thus are modified and shaped by gratifications and frustrations, constitute the attitudes of the ego.

This description of character is nearly identical with that previously given for he ego (see pp. 15 f.).

Character, as the habitual mode of bringing into harmony the tasks presented by internal demands and by the external world, is necessarily a function of the constant, organized, and integrating part of the personality which is the ego; indeed, ego was defined as that part of the organism that handles the communications between the instinctual demands and the external world. The question of character would thus be the question of when and how the ego acquires the qualities by which it habitually adjusts itself to the demands of instinctual drives and of the external world, and later also of the superego.

Under the name of “the principle of multiple function” Waelder has described a phenomenon of cardinal importance in ego psychology (1551). This principle expresses the tendency of the organism toward inertia, that is, the tendency to achieve a maximum of effect with a minimum of effort. Among various possible actions that one is chosen which best lends itself to the simultaneous satisfaction of demands from several sources. An action fulfilling a demand of the external world may at the same time result in instinctual gratification and in satisfying the superego. The mode of reconciling various tasks to one another is characteristic for a given personality. Thus the ego’s habitual modes of adjustment to the external world, the id, and the superego, and the characteristic types of combining these modes with one another, constitute character. Accordingly character disturbances are limitations or pathological forms of treating the external world, internal drives, and demands of the superego, or disturbances of the ways in which these various tasks are combined.

A relevant quotation from Rado: “It may be that the individual elements in the mode of operation of the synthetic function will some day turn out to be the nucleus of that which may be called in psychoanalysis the ‘character of the ego’” (1237).

The term character stresses the habitual form of a given reaction, its relative constancy. Widely differing stimuli produce similar reactions; for example, any offensive instinctual impulse, nearing realization, may produce a spiteful reaction in some persons, passive compliance in others, truculence in others, and so on.
Anticipatorily it may be stated that this relative constancy depends on a number of factors: partly on the hereditary constitution of the ego, partly on the nature of the instincts against which the defense is directed; in most cases, however, the special attitude has been forced on the individual by the external world (see pp. 523 ff.).

Just as in other fields of psychoanalytic investigation, in the study of character the pathological was understood before the normal. And again “fixation” and “regression” are the basic concepts in this pathology. If an ego is not fully developed or has fallen back to early stages of its development, this ego’s habitual ways of reacting, called character, will be equally archaic. Many pathological attitudes become clarified through an understanding of the early developmental phases of the ego. The development of the ego is characterized by the following concepts: orality, anality, genitality; lack of objects, incorporation (identification), passive forerunners of love (ambivalent object relations), love; pleasure principle, reality principle; first traces of consciousness in feelings of tension and relaxation, incorporation as the most primitive type of perception, perception governed by instinctual needs, objective perception; judgment as to whether a stimulus brings tension or relaxation, judgment directed by wishes and anxieties, objective judgment; un-co-ordinated discharge movements, “omnipotence” of movements, purposeful actions; wish-fulfilling hallucinations, wish-fulfilling magical thinking, objective thinking; omnipotence, projection of omnipotence, tendency toward reparticipation in the lost omnipotence, control of self-esteem through narcissistic supplies, independent regulations of self-esteem with the help of the superego.

The primitive regulation of stimuli by a passive-receptive behavior, rooted in the fact that the human child goes through a prolonged phase of dependence, is gradually supplanted by activity; the memory of it, however, always admits of the recurrence of a regressive longing for substituting the earlier receptivity for activity. Any failure, hopeless situation, or decrease in self-esteem may mobilize this longing.

In many social situations the individual is presented with the alternative: whether to be active and independent and pay the price of feeling alone and unprotected or to “belong” and be protected and pay the price of losing his independence (653). Present-day education, for social reasons, increases the intensity of this conflict. This is the psychological basis of many social and cultural problems.

The latest complication in the structure of the ego, the erection of the superego, is also decisive in forming the habitual patterns of character. What an individual considers good or bad is characteristic for him; likewise, whether or not he takes the commands of his conscience seriously, and whether he obeys his conscience or tries to rebel against it. The structure of the superego, its strength
and the way in which the ego reacts to it, depends first on the actual behavior of
the parents and second on the instinctual reactions of the child toward the
parents, which in turn depend on constitution and the sum of previous experi-
ences. It is not only a question of what kind of persons the parents were; the
superego formation depends on several other factors as well: which of the
parents' attitudes the child adopts; whether he imitates their positive be-
vavior or their prohibiting attitudes; at which stage of development all this
happens, whether the remainder of the ego fuses with the part that has been
altered by identification or whether it sets itself up in opposition.

The superego is the carrier from one generation to another not only of the
content of good and bad but also of the idea of good and evil itself, of the pre-
vailing attitude toward this idea, and of the acceptance or rejection of an author-
ity that asks for obedience and promises protection if obedience is maintained. In
the superego there is a mirroring not only of the individual's parents but of his
society and its demands as well.

Cultural influences on the character structure of the youth of a society are by
no means restricted to the superego. The construction of the superego is, to a cer-
tain extent, a repetition of the construction of the ego itself. The ego "mediates
between the organism and its environment"; accordingly, it is different in differ-
ent environments. The ego, to a large extent, is a composite of various early iden-
tifications. Thus its nature varies with the qualities in the models for identifi-
cations.

An appreciation of the form and ideational content of the superego in respect
to character formation has led to attempts to explain empirical differences in
the character of men and women on the basis of the differences in the construc-
tion of the male and the female superego. Freud gave expression to the idea "that
he character traits for which women have always been criticized and reproached,
hat they have less sense of justice than men, less tendency to submit to the great
necessities of life, and frequently permit themselves to be guided in their deci-
sions by their affections or enmities," might be "due in large part to a differ-
ence in their superego formation" (617). According to Sachs, the frustration of the
Dedipus wishes in girls brings about a partial regression to orality and to attempts
to remain attached to the father through an oral incorporation. Only if this
incorporation loses its libidinous meaning and becomes "desexualized" does a
true superego formation take place (1333). However, the sexual differences in
the formation of the superego are certainly not the same under different cultural
circumstances. Their reflections in the character of boys and girls respectively
vary as the means and contents of child upbringing differ in accordance with so-
cial variations (655).

In addition to the construction of the superego, the formation and modification
of ideals in later life, too, are of importance in forming the character. Sometimes
certain persons, who serve as models, or certain ideas become "introjected into the superego" in the same manner as the Oedipus objects have been introjected in childhood; at other times the later "ego ideals" seem to remain more peripheral in the personality. The adjustment of a newly introjected object to the original superego may give rise to complications (603).

CLASSIFICATION OF CHARACTER TRAITS

The character as a whole reflects the individual's historical development. As a rule the most superficial layers represent the youngest acquisitions. However, this is not always so. Regressions and breakings through complicate the picture. The actual order in which the layers appear in analysis may differ as much from their original historical order as the relative depths of geological layers differ from their historical age.

Character attitudes are compromises between instinctual impulses and forces of the ego that try to direct, organize, postpone, or block these impulses. Some attitudes so obviously offer an occasion for instinctual satisfaction that psychoanalysis is not required to discover this. There are many more attitudes in which the purpose to master or even to deny and repress some instinctual impulse or to defend oneself against an instinctual danger is obvious.

This difference may be used for a classification of character traits. A dynamic criterion would base its differentiation on whether a character trait tends rather to serve the purpose of discharging some original impulse or of suppressing it. Freud stated: "The permanent character traits are either interchanging perpetuations of original impulses, sublimations of them, or reaction formations against them" (563). Thus psychoanalytic characterology will have to make the distinction between character traits in which, possibly after the alteration of aim and object, the original instinctual energy is discharged freely and those of the defensive type in which the original instinctual attitude, which is contrary to the manifest attitude, is checked by some countercathectic measure. The first category should be called the "sublimation type" of character trait and the second the "reactive type" (see the diagram about "sublimation" and "reaction formation," p. 152).

The relative prevalence of the one or the other category of traits cannot fail to be decisive for the personality.

THE SUBLIMATION TYPE OF CHARACTER TRAITS

The ego may, indeed, succeed in replacing an original instinctual impulse not merely with one that is somewhat less offensive but with an impulse compatible with the ego, one that is organized and inhibited as to aim. The ego forms a chan-
nel and not a dam for the instinctual stream. Freud had this type of defense in mind when, in earlier essays, he often referred to "successful repression" in contrast to the unsuccessful repression that is found in the pathogenesis of the neuroses (589). These "successful" mechanisms are not of much interest to the student of neuroses; but in the study of character they are of the greatest importance. The transformation of reactive traits into genuine ones of the "sublimation type" is the main task in character analysis.

Psychoanalytic knowledge of the "successful repressions" is still in the tentative stage. The relation between sublimation and repression as well as the conditions that favor the happy outcome of sublimation have been discussed (see pp. 141 ff.). The most intimately studied example of this type is the establishment of the superego by means of identification with the objects of the Oedipus complex (608). It is very probable that all sublimation is performed by mechanisms identical with or similar to identification.

The conditions creating reactive character traits are much better known than those responsible for the sublimation type. It can only be stated that the absence of conditions favoring the development of reactive traits is the main prerequisite for the building of sublimations. The experiences that interfere with primitive pregenital wishes must be neither too intense nor too sudden and forceful; they must be sufficient to effect a change in the drive without calling forth too strong a reaction. Environmental conditions must be present which aid in the establishment of the sublimation "substitute" by providing models and suggesting ways out of conflicts. Probably many sublimation traits have their roots in earlier stages of development than do reactive traits.

THE REACTIVE TYPE OF CHARACTER TRAITS

Character traits of the reactive type may be subdivided into attitudes of avoidance (phobic attitudes) and of opposition (reaction formations). They all betray themselves in one or more ways: by mere fatigue and a general inhibition due to economic impoverishment, by their cramped nature and rigidity, or by the warded-off impulses breaking through, either directly or in a distorted form, either in actions or in dreams. All reactive-type character traits, therefore, limit the flexibility of the person, for he is capable neither of full satisfaction nor of sublimation.

The habitual defensive attitudes can again be subdivided: some persons develop a defensive attitude only in certain situations, while others remain comparatively constant in their defensive attitudes, as if the instinctual temptation to be warded off were continually present. Such persons, for defensive purposes, are either impudent or polite, empty of affect or always ready to blame others. Their attitudes are unspecific and are indiscriminately maintained toward everybody. Such attitudes may be designated "character defenses" in a narrower sense.
In analysis it is urgent that the personality first be released from the rigidity of these attitudes because the pathogenic energies are really bound up in them. Even in cases where there is evidence of some active struggle between instinct and defense at some other place, it is of decisive importance that the analyst direct his attention to the rigid character defenses (433, 438).

If the analysis succeeds in remobilizing the old conflicts, the infantile instincts will not manifest themselves immediately; instead the patient develops more or less severe feelings of anxiety, and only analysis of this anxiety brings the instinctual impulses to the surface. A layer of anxiety had been interposed between the original impulse and the ultimate attitude. Actually many pathological behavior patterns are shaped by defenses against anxiety, and in most cases an infantile anxiety hysteria had been overcome by the reactive behavior.

As in the analysis of compulsive symptoms, it occurs frequently also in the analysis of reactive character traits that various vegetative and hormonal physical disturbances make their appearance; further analysis reveals that these symptoms are equivalents of anxiety, interpolated between original impulse and ultimate attitude.

A character that is pre-eminently of a reactive nature is necessarily inefficient. The behavior patterns of such persons are expressions of the warding-off counter-cathexis, but are very often interspersed with features of the warded-off impulses which again have broken through. Persons of this type can be called reactive characters (1073). Usually analysis reveals a complex structure of many different layers. The character is not only composed of reaction formations against original instinctual demands but also of reaction formations against reaction formations.

The most extreme examples of reactive characters are ascetics whose entire lives are spent in fighting instinctual demands; there are persons who permit themselves hardly any activity, because all activity to them has a forbidden instinctual significance. There are eccentrics who devote their lives to the combating of some particular evil which, for them, unconsciously represents their own instinctual demands. Other types within this category have been discussed in the chapter on inhibitions (see p. 183).

Examples of the rigidity of reactive traits are the "hard workers" who are under the necessity of working constantly to keep from feeling their unbearable inner tension. One of Reich's patients aptly enough called himself a robot (1272). It is obvious why work under these conditions necessarily is less effective. In this connection certain "Sunday neuroses" (484) should be mentioned; the patients become neurotic on Sundays because on workdays they avoid neuroses by a neurotic, that is, reactive, type of work. Such people do not flee from something in the objective world that for them means temptation or punishment toward
fantasy; they flee, rather, from instinctual fantasies toward some "reactive" external reality.

In spite of all rigidity of reactive traits, a break-through of the original impulses is a continuous danger.

If a fireman starts fires in order to have the opportunity to extinguish them, he betrays the fact that his interest in fire fighting has not really been of the "sublimation type."

A convinced vegetarian, who for many years had been in the forefront of the vegetarian movement, changed his occupation when external conditions were altered and became a butcher.

Reactive behavior is not only found in attitudes directed against instinctual impulses but also in conflicts around self-esteem. Many persons who manifest more or less arrogant behavior are actually fighting against becoming aware of their deep inferiority feelings; other persons who despise themselves for their insignificance are covering up a deep-seated arrogant attitude (1263). Many ambitions are based on the need to contradict a feeling of inferiority; many activities serve to cover up passive longings. Yet often enough, attempts of this kind fail and the deeper layer emerges.

A very frequent compromise between a superficial longing for active independence and a deeper one for passive receptivity is the idea that a temporary receptivity is necessary for the attainment of a future independence. Thus the independence may be enjoyed in anticipatory fantasy, while at the same time the dependence is enjoyed in reality. This simultaneity is one of the emotional advantages of childhood: the boy submits to his father's masculinity for the purpose of becoming masculine. The tendency to preserve this fortunate compromise is one of the reasons why so many neurotics unconsciously are interested in remaining on the level of a child or an adolescent.

Two basic types among the reactive characters may be distinguished. One is the entirely "frigid" person who has a "feeling phobia" and avoids feelings altogether; instead he has developed a cold intellect. The other type is hyperemotional; as a reaction formation against feared emotions, he developed counteremotions which give a false and theatrical impression. But as a rule, the counteremotions contain more of the original emotions than the patient knows. The intensity of his suppression of emotion is such that it causes a flooding of his personality with the dammed-up energy and a resultant emotional coloring even of intellectual and rational activity. Whereas the first type, in analysis, produces the resistance of intellectualization of the analysis, the second type may produce much emotional material but lacks the necessary distance and relaxation to consider it objectively.

Reactive character traits have been compared by Reich to a suit of armor
donned by the ego as a protection against both instincts and external dangers (1271, 1274, 1279). The armorlike character originated as a result of the continual clash of the instinctual demands and a thwarting environment, and "derives its strength and its enduring right to exist from current conflicts between instinct and environment" (1275). This armor is to be imagined as being perforated to admit communication. In the reactive character, the simile would state, the perforations are narrow and the material around them inelastic.

Since reaction formations are preconditioned by ambivalence, a correspondingly less important role is played by them, the greater the genital concentration of a person's sexuality. Thus reactive characters for the most part coincide with the "pregenital characters" to be discussed later.

Genital primacy brings with it another advantage for character formation, aside from that of overcoming ambivalence; the ability to achieve orgasm is a precondition for ending stages of being dammed up. It affords opportunity for an economic regulation of the instinctual energies (1270, 1272).

It is important to emphasize here that the classification of contrasting types necessarily is an abstract procedure. Actually every person has both types of character traits. The ideal, "postambivalent" character without reaction formations (25) is a pure conception.

In the chapter on homosexuality, the overcoming of an aggressive impulse toward some person through identification and consequent love was discussed (see pp. 336 f.). This change may be of the "sublimation type"; more often, however, accompanying traces of the original hostile attitude give evidence that the warded-off trends still persist in the unconscious, that is, that the change has been of the reactive type. A part of the original hostility may be "channelized" into identification, another part simultaneously preserved and suppressed through countercathexis.

According to Freud, the members of a group are identified with one another, and because the original aggressive cathexis is absorbed by this identification they cease fighting one another (606). Actually, this cessation is very often a conditioned one; the aggressive tendencies are very easily aroused again. The relative proportion of sublimation type and reactive type in the warding off of aggressive impulses in a social group is of great importance in determining its psychological structure. This ratio is conclusive as to how much of the stabilization or limitation of the aggression is dependable, and how much of it is merely specious, a mask preserved with great effort.

It is sometimes said that analysts simplify their task by assuming that the patient means the opposite of what he says or does. But it is not so simple as that. The reactive attitudes really cover the opposite, but other attitudes do not. Definite clinical criteria determine whether or not the opposite is meant, in the
same way as an interpretation is neither proven nor refuted by a patient's yes or no (see pp. 31 f.). Clinical manifestations (general impoverishment, rigidity, breaching of the defense) and the dynamic reactions of the patient to interpretations are decisive.

DEFENSE AND INSTINCTUAL IMPULSE IN PATHOLOGICAL CHARACTER TRAITS

It would be an unwarranted assumption to state that all pathological character traits are built according to the model of reaction formations. Some pathological attitudes give the impression of attempts to satisfy instincts rather than to suppress them. A person who likes to contradict, for example, does not only contradict his own impulses in a projective form but may also satisfy his combative nature; sadistic impulses may form the basis not only of kindness and justice but of cruelty and injustice as well. Instinctual tendencies may have become incorporated in and influenced by the ego organization, and may nevertheless be pathological. By means of the methods of rationalization and idealization (see pp. 485 f.) the ego may befog itself in regard to the true nature of its activities. Distorted gratifications, thus imbedded in character traits, are often vitally important for the entire libido economy. A person is not willing to dispense with them without much ado, and for this reason such character traits, too, appear during an analysis as "character resistance." It may even be that of all the attitudes an individual develops, those tending to grant satisfactions become chronic and build up the character. It has to be added that in this connection satisfaction does not only mean satisfaction of instinctual desires but also satisfaction of the longing for security.

Certain ego attitudes, which appear to be instinctual, nevertheless chiefly serve a defensive function. The expressions "instinct" and "defense" are relative. Neuroses have been mentioned in which the fundamental conflict seemed to take place between two instincts with contradictory aims (42); it could be shown that the instinctual conflict at the base of these neuroses is invariably a structural conflict as well, and that one of the opposing instincts is sustained by an ego defense or strengthened for the purpose of ego defense (see pp. 129 f.). It is not the case of one definite defensive attitude fighting against one definite impulse; there are always variations, an active struggle and mutual interpenetration. In addition to the three-layer arrangement, instinct, defense, instinct breaking through again, there is another three-layer arrangement: instinct, defense, defense against the defense.

A man, for example, who has become passively feminine through castration anxiety may overcome this defense by particularly accentuated masculine behavior.
Identification may represent a mechanism of true sublimation; on the other hand, in depression, the instinctual impulses warded off by identification continue to operate against the introjected object. The fact that identification is operative thus does not reveal whether the attitude in question is based on a sublimation or is of a reactive character.

An example of special importance for social relations in general is the psychology of pity. Pity is undoubtedly a character trait connected with an original sadism. One may suspect a reaction formation. This suspicion is confirmed often enough when, through analysis or through an instinctual outburst, sadism actually is found behind the façade of pity; but at other times, pity seems to be a sublimation, the sadism really being supplanted by it. And in both instances the basic mechanism appears to be an identification with the object of the original sadism.

Jekels investigated in detail the sublimation type of pity (848). A person may originally have wished, for example, that a brother should be beaten by the father; he would counteract this wish by the thought that not the brother but he himself who had entertained this evil wish should be beaten. The type of person described by Jekels would now reject this idea by means of the thought that he should not be beaten, that he wished to be loved. Thereafter the person treats objects as he had wished his father, or later his superego, to treat him. The pity he develops toward objects is a kind of magical gesture, which asks love for himself and denies the idea that he deserves to be beaten. We thus have the following development: hostility, guilt feeling, fear of retaliation, attempts to enforce forgiveness by a magical gesture. This type of pity is an attempt to settle narcissistic conflicts with the superego in terms of the environment, a not unusual procedure. Its psychogenesis is characterized by a rather complicated type of identification; and again the knowledge of this fact does not reveal whether or not the original instinctual tendencies are completely absorbed by the defense (848; cf. also 365, 851).

While pitiful persons of this type show through their "magical gesture" how friendly they would like to be treated by their superego, persons who are aggressive because of guilt feelings show how they would like to be punished by their superego.

To summarize: Character traits are the precipitates of instinctual conflicts; in principle, therefore, they are accessible to analysis. Character disorders, however, not only are a specific form of neurosis, difficult of definition and deserving a last chapter in a book on the specific neuroses; furthermore, all neuroses, except infantile ones, have their root in character, that is, in the particular variety of adjustment which the ego has made to the instincts as well as to the external world. Such adjustment originated in the individual history of infantile in-
stinctual conflicts, usually in the particular history of an infantile anxiety hysteria.

It is, of course, impossible to isolate from one another the four tasks of the ego: to come to grips with instinctual demands, with the superego, with the demands of the external world, and to unify these three interdependent realms according to the principle of multiple function. The treatment of the instictual demands determines the treatment of objects and vice versa. Nevertheless, there is no other way of reviewing the different types of neurotic character disorders than by studying separately anomalies that appear in solving the four tasks. Such a classification, however, is a very unsystematic one, useful only for an initial rough orientation.

PATHOLOGICAL BEHAVIOR TOWARD THE ID
GENERALLY FRIGID AND PSEUDO-EMOTIONAL TYPES

Neurotics are persons who are alienated from their instictual impulses. They do not know them and they do not want to know them. Either they do not feel them at all or they feel only a small part of them, or they experience them in a distorted way.

Two basic types of pathological behavior toward the id have been mentioned as examples of reactive character. The one is the "generally frigid" person who more or less avoids emotions altogether.

A patient, who hated his profession, his friends, and life in general because in no situation could he feel at ease, loved his only hobby: mathematics. For him it was the field in which there were no emotions.

Such persons have no understanding of the "primary process," the psychology of emotions and wishes (44); in analysis this resistance keeps them from understanding interpretations of emotional connections because they accept only logical connections. When analysis succeeds in changing these attitudes, the patients, not accustomed to affects, are easily frightened by their new experiences; frequently, they do not recognize their affects and experience somatic "affect equivalents" instead.

Certain persons of this type avoid becoming aware of their insufficiencies by proving to themselves that they are very "efficient"; theirs are cold natures incapable of sympathy for others, "fleeing to reality" from their feared fantasies, but to a dead and lifeless reality. Whereas an analyst sooner or later usually becomes rather well acquainted with the personalities in his patient's environment, he never knows anything about the personalities of the "friends" of these patients: since they themselves do not really know their friends, their associations cannot give a vivid picture. In extreme cases the lives of such persons become comparatively empty. Secondarily these personalities may learn to hide their insufficiencies and to behave "as if" they had real feelings and contact with people (331).
The second type is the man with intense but uncontrolled emotions, in whom emotions, not finding their natural outlet, have flooded and "sexualized" everything. Persons of this type are hyperagitated and cannot put any distance between themselves and their own feelings. They live too much in the primary process to be able to reflect about it.

A normal person is able to remember how he felt as a child. A "generally frigid" person has forgotten childhood emotions; the hyperemotional person is still a child.

In all the arts it is usual to distinguish between classicists and romanticists, that is, between personalities who are bound to traditional forms and systems and personalities who are impulsive and create new forms. One speaks of persons led by intellect and those led by feelings; the distinction between extraverts and introverts implies something similar. The two types described are the pathological extremes of these opposites. The development from the purely emotional pleasure principle to the controlling secondary process is a gradual one, and its special forms depends on the individual history. Sometimes the entire early world of the pleasure principle is repressed; this is characteristic of the "frigid" type. At other times the development is so disturbed by instinctual conflicts that the control of the ego, with its secondary formations, is defective. Whereas the first type flees from feared instinctual temptations to sober reality, the second type finds reality full of representatives of the feared instincts, and flees from it to substitutive fantasy.

Both generally frigid and pseudo-emotional types may further elaborate their attitudes in various ways. The "frigid" person may, for instance, cover up his frigidity by a readiness to accept all experiences with equanimity and thus to react with such apparent adequacy that his lack of feeling does not show. The hyperemotional person may get various secondary gains by the intensity of his (pseudo) empathy.

**CONDITIONALLY FRIGID TYPES**

Other persons are not entirely but only occasionally frigid. They can tolerate emotions as long as certain reassuring conditions are present. Usually they tolerate emotions until a certain height of excitement has been reached and are frightened if this intensity is surpassed. Emotions must be neither too intense nor too serious. Neurotic individuals are introverted. They have turned from real objects to substitutive fantasy. They have "daydream emotions" but try to avoid "real" emotions.

A favorable return from introversion to objectivity is opened to talented individuals through art (564).

Many children feel compelled to play the jester to make other people laugh; they cannot stand seriousness. Similar disturbances occur in adults, too. Such be-
behavior implies that the person fears being punished for his instinctual impulses; by pretending that he is merely jesting, he hopes to avoid punishment. Usually, however, the jesting is more than an avoidance of punishment; it has an exhibitionistic quality and is an attempt to get confirmation from the spectators, and to seduce them to participate in the jesting sexual or aggressive acts (556, 1294). The idea of making others laugh is a substitute for the idea of exciting them. Without the jest, this excitement would be frightening.

The “serious emotion” these persons try to avoid is frequently rage. Sometimes, however, rage has become a necessary component of their sexual excitement, and in fighting rage, they simultaneously are fighting sexual excitement.

CHARACTER DEFENSES AGAINST ANXIETY

The defense of many reactive character types is not (or not only) directed against the impulses but rather against experiencing the emotions related to the impulses. All the mechanisms that have been discussed as “defenses against affects” (see pp. 161 ff.) may be reflected in character attitudes.

Powerful quantities of countercathexis are often invested in the defense against anxiety. Many defensive attitudes are not directed against the situation in which anxiety may arise but only against the appearance of the anxiety itself (1629).

A frightened child needs, first of all, external affection, or rather narcissistic supplies, in order to be less helpless and nearer to omnipotence. He needs contact with mother’s hand, that is, with a “good” principle, in order to fight the “bad” anxiety within him: introjection.

The opposite type of protection against anxiety is frequent, too: projection. “Not I am frightened, the other fellow is.” Sometimes a certain amount of anxiety in other people is helpful against one’s own anxiety, whereas a higher amount may mobilize a panic (see pp. 211 f.).

Everything that increases self-esteem has an encouraging effect and is therefore sought by persons who are fighting anxiety. Certain persons seem to be absolutely governed by a need to collect reassurances against supposed dangers; more primitive persons by collecting narcissistic supplies, affection, confirmation, power, prestige; less primitive persons by collecting approval from their super-ego. Due to the fact that the real cause of a neurotic anxiety is unconscious and that it is connected with instinctual demands that originate in somatic sources, all the reassurances, as a rule, remain insufficient.

In general it can be stated that those who strive passionately for power or prestige are unconsciously frightened persons trying to overcome and to deny their anxiety. “Narcissistic characters” (see pp. 373 ff., 504 ff., and 531 f.) are not born as such; their attitudes are aimed at fighting fears, usually very archaic (oral) fears. It is interesting that types whose conflicts are centered around their need for narcissistic reassurance become more frequent as contrasted to types with genuine object-libidinal conflicts. What yields “power” and “prestige” is, of
course, entirely determined by cultural conditions. However, the concepts of
preflce, even within a given culture, vary greatly, corresponding to various
experiences of individual children.

A denial of anxiety may be attempted in two ways: by denying the existence
of a dangerous situation or by denying the fact that one feels afraid. A "reactive
courage" is frequently a simple reaction formation against a still effective anxiety.

Sometimes the original anxiety situations are not avoided but are sought, at
least under certain conditions; the person shows a preference for the very situa-
tion of which he is apparently afraid; even more frequently a person develops a
preference for situations of which he formerly had been afraid (435).

In seeking an explanation for such apparently paradoxical behavior, the na-
ture of phobic anxieties must first be considered. The phobic situation is a
temptation for instinctual drives. Only through a veto by the external world or
by the superego did the anxiety arise. The original striving may reappear.

The pleasure achieved by "counterphobic" behavior, however, is not identical
with the original instinctual pleasure. The obsessive manner of the search for
the once feared situations shows that the anxiety has not been completely over-
come. The patients continuously try to repeat the way in which in childhood
other anxieties gradually had been mastered by active repetitions of exciting
situations. The counterphobic pleasure is a repetition of the child's "functional"
pleasure of "I do not need to be afraid any more" (984) (see pp. 44 f.). And, as in the
child, the type of pleasure achieved proves that the person is by no means really
convinced of his mastery, and that before engaging in any such activity, he passes
through an anxious tension of expectation, the overcoming of which is enjoyed.
This functional pleasure is not due to the satisfaction of a separate, specific "in-
stinct to master" (766, 767, 768), but may be experienced in the realm of any
instinct when original hindrances and anxieties are overcome. According to
Roheim, it is a principal motive in any sublimation (1323). The functional
pleasure may be condensed with an erogenous pleasure that has again become
accessible through the very reassurance that created the functional pleasure. In
this sense, hobbies and counterphobic prides are structurally similar to perversion.
Since the defensive processes have cut off the original instinctual content
of the anxieties from consciousness, it will be possible only under especially favor-
able circumstances for a counterphobic attitude eventually to result in the dissipa-
tion of the original anxiety. But unquestionably this is what the counterphobic
individual really is striving for. He seeks out what was feared in the same way
as a child experiences pleasurably in play what he is afraid of in reality.

The active repetition of what has been experienced passively or, later, the ac-
tive anticipation of what may be experienced passively in the future (1552)
remain the principal mechanisms in fighting anxiety. Frequently the search for
situations formerly feared becomes pleasurable precisely because they are actively
sought. If the same situation arises at an unexpected time and without activity on the part of the subject, the old fear reappears.

There are several special subtypes of this turning of passivity into activity in the fight against anxiety. One of them is the intimidation of others. If one can actively threaten others, one does not need to fear being threatened (541, 784, 971, 1298).

Older siblings usually are in a position to frighten the younger ones. A patient of a masochistic character, with a readiness to harm himself to the advantage of others, had a childhood memory of once tormenting his little sister by asserting that noodles in the soup were disgusting worms. This seemed to be a screen memory of a sadistic period which later was turned into masochism. Further analysis confirmed this assumption, but it also showed an unexpected cause for the sadistic fixation. At a still earlier time the patient himself had been afraid of the solid particles in soup. By frightening his little sister, he was able to convince himself that he did not need to be afraid. His sadism, being a reassurance against fear, made his phallic aggressiveness possible again. This simultaneity caused the sadistic fixation which he subsequently tried to master by turning it against his own ego.

Similar in nature is the psychology of many individuals who can bear up under "bossy" authorities as long as they themselves can play the role of a "bossy" authority toward somebody who is subordinate to them. In classical patriarchal families the father often intimidated the children just as he himself was intimidated by social authorities.

Similarly, encouraging others may have a reassuring effect; it is a kind of magical gesture indicating the kind of treatment the individual wishes for himself.

Both mechanisms, the intimidation and the encouragement of others, are examples of the defense mechanism of "identification with the aggressor" (541). Identification is the very first of all object relations; therefore a regression toward it may be used in fighting off object relations of any kind, even fear. Anna Freud cites as an illustrative example of this mechanism children’s love for animals (541; cf. also 459). This love represents an outcome of an old animal phobia. By identifying with the "aggressive" animal, the child feels as if he himself participates in the animal’s strength. Eventually the animal, which once threatened him, is now at his disposal for the purpose of threatening others.

An anecdote is told about a child who was advised by his mother not to open the door in her absence. After leaving the house, the mother remembered that she had forgotten her keys and rang the doorbell. For a long time the child did not answer; then his voice was heard: "Go away, you dirty thief, there is a huge lion here."

A variation of this mechanism is the following. The patient’s activity, which supplants passivity, is not real but pretended. The patient’s aim is to make be-
lieve that whatever happens to him has been intended by him. This can also be observed frequently in the behavior of children. It is likewise the principal mechanism of certain neurotic characters who could be called "actors of reality" (702). They make believe or they may believe themselves that they actively cause what actually happens to them.

They are, to use Freud's simile again (608), like the horseback rider who thinks he directs the horse, whereas he actually has to go where the horse takes him.

A novel and play by Andrejew, The Thought, describes a failure of an attempted "denial by acting reality." An eccentric man suddenly gets the idea of simulating madness and killing his friend. After the murder, in the insane asylum, he begins to doubt whether it was all merely a game.

Persons of this type show a characteristic artificial behavior. Soon after the first analytic interpretation that they are pretending, a second interpretation becomes necessary: that they really feel as they pretend, but are afraid of these feelings.

Agitation in a state of anxiety may be partly due to an attempt to control the anxiety by means of this mechanism. The same holds true for talkativeness (117, 473). However, a "dramatization" is not always and exclusively a means to overcome anxiety by the method of "activity instead of passivity"; it may also be intended to provoke the reactions of spectators, either to give reassurance or punishment.

Children overcome their anxieties not only by reproducing in active play what has threatened them but also by letting a loved and trusted person do to them what they themselves fear to do, or they try to convince themselves that such a person's omnipotence will protect them in their activity. This mechanism, too, may be repeated by adults, and after the discussion of the "flight from passivity into activity," it must be added that a "flight from activity to passivity" also exists. A very common counterphobic precondition is that pleasure may be experienced so long as one believes in the protection of an outsider. There are many ways to secure a protective or permissive promise, actual or magical, before engaging in a dangerous activity.

A passive-receptive condition of this kind may even be bound up with a transformation of passivity into activity; the counterphobic individual can engage pleasurably in the activity he originally feared if during the procedure he demonstrates to an object with which he is unconsciously identified that he is protecting or pardoning it.

There are many means of collecting reassurances of a specific or unspecific nature, of collecting affection, admiration, prestige, or power. Once more it becomes clear that the "attitudes toward one's own id" cannot be isolated from the "attitudes toward the objects." External power is sought as a means against an in-
ternal dependence. This is doomed to fail, especially in persons who, while consciously striving for power, unconsciously are simultaneously longing for a passive-receptive dependence. Good conscience and the feeling of acting right in fulfilling ideals may be used for the same purposes as collecting external reassurances. Certain behavior patterns, which represent unconscious conditions for attaining release from anxiety, in analysis turn out to signify rituals with the import of atonement or punishment.

If the original infantile sexual excitation was feared because of its sadistic component, the collection of external reassurances may be operative in still another way. The promise of protection which the patient seeks to secure, or, in the case of identification, to give, is well calculated to contradict the unconscious belief in the violent nature of the intended act. The permission to engage in the activity in itself is supposed to signify that there is no harm in it. In other cases a permission of this kind may be supplanted by other attendant circumstances with a reassuring significance. These attendant circumstances are comparable to perversions, to conditions of potency or to compulsive systems aimed at an exclusion of danger. The simultaneity of instinctual pleasure and "functional pleasure" in overcoming anxiety adds an obsessive character to "hobbies" of this type (1159, 1304).

The analysis of an intense interest in literature in one patient showed that it was based upon a former phobia about picture books. The scoptophilia associated with the functional pleasure of no longer being afraid of books had become possible through an overcompensatory striving "to know all books." In this way the patient was protected against surprises (430).

In another case a similar mechanism was at work in a pronounced interest in railways, which went back to a forgotten infantile fear of railways. The observation of a primal scene, which had been displaced onto the excitement of traveling by rail, was thought of as the "overwhelming unknown." Through the heightened interest in and the knowledge of railway travel acquired as a result of it, this fear was eliminated and the previously feared sexual enjoyment of the rhythm of the railway again became possible.

In the chapter on compulsion neuroses, "systematization" as a defense against anxiety was discussed (see pp. 284 ff.). As long as the system functions, things are under control.

Sometimes a true sexualization of fear occurs in persons whose sexual lives have undergone a masochistic distortion. Like any other excitation, fear may be a source of sexual excitation but, as in the case of pain, this is true only as long as the exciting displeasure remains within certain limits and does not become too serious (602, 1001). An identification with the aggressor may combine itself with a libidinization of anxiety and result in a tender love. There are reactive forms of homosexuality, namely, identifications with the other sex for the purpose of denying fear of the other sex.
One patient, who felt a kind of identification love for women, used to demonstrate his feeling in a rather exhibitionistic manner, as if to say that by the degree of understanding he had for women, he showed that there was really no difference between the quality of his feelings and theirs. The development of this boy had been disturbed by a relatively late traumatic observation of female genitals. All earlier castration fears had been condensed by him into the fear induced by this strange sight. His whole behavior was an attempt to master this anxiety by denying the idea that women were different, and consequently that there were no terrifying discoveries to be made (428).

All of these mechanisms may be connected with a "flight toward reality." A real situation is sought to convince the subject that the imagined dreadful things connected with it are, indeed, imaginary. The situation must be sought again and again because, although experience has shown that on one occasion imaginary expectations did not materialize, this was no final proof (1416).

The significance of certain feelings of estrangement felt pleasurably upon the perception of something as "really true" is that the real occurrence is true, but the feared punishment associated with the occurrence is not true (631).

Since the fear continues to exist, the persons in question often try to keep alive the recollection that on this one occasion nothing did happen. This is one of the motives for collecting trophies: proof of having taken a risk.

In counterphobias, just as in reaction formations in general, leakages may occur. Behind attempts at repression or denial of anxieties, the hypertense nature of the attitude, general fatigue, symptomatic acts, or dreams may betray that the anxiety is still operative. Sometimes a leakage of this kind may be avoided at the last minute by setting in motion an emergency defense mechanism. There are combinations of counterphobic and phobic attitudes; to a certain degree and under favorable circumstances a counterphobia is effective, at a higher degree and under other circumstances the original phobia becomes manifest. Kris has described this phenomenon in certain forms of unsuccessful humor, and has mentioned the double-edged character of comic phenomena, that is, the ease with which they pass from pleasurable success to painful failure (983, 984). The same holds true for counterphobic attitudes. In the midst of the triumph which the counterphobic individual can enjoy because of his saving in emotional expenditure, displeasure may break out if something occurs which seems to confirm the old anxiety.

A failure of this kind can sometimes be observed in cases in which the fear of engaging in a fight has been overcompensated by a tendency to struggle and to compete on every occasion. For such persons the meaning of "I am not afraid, for I can already do that" and "I can even do it better than anyone else" unconsciously has turned into a wish to castrate everybody. Under certain qualitative or quantitative circumstances the pleasure fails, and in place of the intended castration a terrifying anxiety of being castrated appears.
The mechanisms of defense against anxiety which have been described as characteristic for neurotic characters are, in a lesser degree, to be found in everyday life as well. The most outstanding example is probably the field of sport (323). Another general class of counterphobic phenomena are certain works of art in which the artist, in a constant endeavor to shake off anxiety, seeks and describes what he fears in order to achieve a belated mastery. And, of course, there are similar phenomena in the realm of science. Here again some investigators devote themselves to research in a field which is actually a substitute for an object, onto which they have projected their anxiety. By getting control over it, they do not need to fear it. And finally one may assert generally that all abilities in which people take excessive pride fall within the same category (435).

The defenses against anxiety that become rooted in the character often undergo a secondary systematization. The uncovering of systems of character attitudes that fight anxiety, then, is the first step in analysis. However, this is not yet analysis itself, as some authors seem to believe (820, 821). If done correctly, it results in the patient's experiencing anxiety or various physical anxiety equivalents. This has to be followed by the analysis of the nature and history of the anxiety and the undoing of the dynamic constellation that created and still creates the anxiety to be warded off.

Jones used the expression "anxiety character" to characterize human beings whose personalities are dominated by the tendency to react to all stimuli with anxiety and who, therefore, in all their relationships have to defend themselves against anxiety (896).

**RATIONALIZATION AND IDEALIZATION OF INSTINCTUAL IMPULSES**

There are various conditions under which otherwise feared instinctual experiences may be tolerated. The mechanism of "rationalization" has been mentioned but not yet discussed in detail. Emotional attitudes become permissible on condition that they are justified as "reasonable." The patient finds one reason or another why he has to behave in this way or that, and thus avoids becoming aware that he actually is driven by an instinctual impulse. Aggressive behavior often becomes sanctioned on condition that it is viewed as "good"; a like situation holds true for sexual attitudes. The ego, afraid of its impulses, tries to vindicate them, and is able to yield to them as long as it believes in their justification (805, 868, 1084).

Probably various types of rationalization exist; one of them could be called idealization (696). The realization that an ideal requirement is going to be fulfilled brings to the ego an increase in self-esteem. This may delude it into ignoring the fact that through the idealized actions there is an expression of instincts that ordinarily would have been repressed. Each time an ideal requirement is fulfilled, the ego regains some of its early sense of omnipotence. In this state of
elation the ego relaxes its ordinary testing of reality and of impulses so that instinctual impulses may emerge relatively uncensored (1237). Reality, therefore, is much more readily misapprehended in states of elation, intoxication, or self-satisfaction. Many apparently unintelligible outbursts of instinctual activity occur when self-esteem is excessively heightened, which is clearly recognizable in manic states. Sometimes a glorification of instinctual activity proceeds so far that it seems as if the functions of the superego have been usurped during elated states by a kind of second ego ideal which welcomes instinctual expressions (840). Such a duality of ideals may be rooted in an original division of the parental figures into "good" and "bad" ones (1238). In the same way, primitive races do not regard the totem festival as a rebellion against the deity but as a religious rite that fulfills a divine commandment. Similar perversions of ideals admitting of instinctual expressions can be seen in various forms.

The New Yorker magazine published a cartoon in which Professor Freud raises his finger against a girl patient, saying: "Naughty, naughty, you again had a harmless dream."

A related phenomenon is the corruptibility of the superego (37): any "good" action sanctions a succeeding "bad" one; it is very probable that in cases of this kind the same mechanism of idealization is at work; the elation over the "good" deed impairs the function of judgment in regard to the subsequent "bad" one.

Rationalization takes place not only with respect to instinctual drives, giving opportunity for a gratification that would otherwise not have been permitted, but also with respect to other kinds of ego-alien phenomena. Defensive attitudes and resistances, which seem irrational because their real purpose is unconscious, frequently are "rationalized" by the ego's foisting other secondary purposes upon them. Even neurotic symptoms of various kinds are thus frequently rationalized.

Besides rationalization, there exists also a mechanism that could be designated "moralization," a tendency to interpret things as if they were in accordance with ethical standards, even where they are objectively in striking contrast to them.

Other Conditions of Tolerance of or Defense Against Instinctual Impulses

In still other cases, the instinctual activities are simply isolated. They are permissible as long as certain guarantees are fulfilled that ensure their not impinging upon the rest of the personality.

Examples were cited in the discussion of the mechanism of isolation (see pp. 155 ff.). Very frequent is the assignment of love and hate, originally pertaining to one and the same person, to different objects. Persons who have elevated this mechanism to a predominant character trait finally come to separate all persons and all things into completely antithetical categories (710). Another example is the isolation of tenderness and sensuality, so that sensuality is experienced only
toward objects with whom there is no emotional relationship (572). Under present cultural conditions prostitution gives men a good opportunity for such isolation.

There are even persons whose fear of their uncontrolled id is so intense or has developed so early that they have never had the relaxation and distance necessary for the development of ego forces to handle it. They are intolerant of tensions and unable to wait. Whenever they have to wait, they experience the waiting itself as a traumatic event. They try to protect themselves against it by every possible means. In any situation of excitement they look less for gratification than for an end to the intolerable excitement, thus revealing that the concepts of "instinct gratification" and "defense against instincts" are only relatively anti-

Persons of this type are always in a hurry, even if there is plenty of time. They are identical with the "traumatophilic" personalities (see pp. 543 ff.).

Often the difficulties of handling instinctual impulses are limited to special emotions, special partial instincts, or to impulses originating in special erogenous zones. Reactively kind persons cannot tolerate sadism but may become sadistic under certain circumstances; reactively courageous persons are irrational where anxiety is concerned, shameless persons in matters of shame, shameful persons in matters of exhibitionism.

ANAL CHARACTER TRAITS

The correlation of certain traits of character with definite eroticsisms was the first discovery in psychoanalytic characterology (563) and is its most widely studied phenomenon. In this particular field, the processes of displacement from the original instinctual aim or procedure to behavior patterns of the ego, and the relations of sublimation and reaction formations, have been clarified.

The typical anal character has been described and discussed in the chapter on compulsion neurosis (see pp. 278 ff.). The anal instincts, under the influence of the social conflicts around training for cleanliness, changed their aim or object, thus becoming incorporated into the ego. The anal character traits have developed in place of anal-erotic instincts. This is proven by the fact that analysis of conflicts resulting in the development of defensive ego attitudes transforms them into the original instincts again after the interpolated anxiety has been overcome (21, 194, 593, 832, 883, 1022, 1143, 1634).

The prevalence of anal character formation in modern times and the "drive to become wealthy" present a particularly good field for the investigation of the relation between social influence and instinctual structure (434). This relation has many subtle ramifications. The insight that money unconsciously is equated with feces has sometimes been misapprehended to mean that the institution of
money was created for the purpose of satisfying anal-erotic instincts (1321). But money fulfills a very rational purpose. To deduce the actual function of money from an anal-erotic misuse of money would be similar to drawing, from the hidden sexual significance of walking for the hysterical, the conclusion that walking in general fulfills sexual pleasure rather than that it is a means of getting from one place to another (1197). It is incorrect to state that a reinforcement of anal-erotic drives would have produced the reality function of money. The actual function of money, rather, influences the development of anal eroticism. Instinctual ideas of "retention" become connected with money matters or develop into a desire to attain wealth only under the influence of specific social conditions (434). However, social conditions also determine the importance and relative intensity of instinctual ideas of retention. Social institutions influence the instinctual structure of the people living under them through temptations and frustrations, through shaping desires and antipathies. It is not a matter of the instincts being biologically determined, whereas the objects of the instincts were socially conditioned; it is rather that the instinctual structure itself, particularly the relative distribution of libido between genitality and pregenitality, depends upon social factors. Unquestionably the individual structures created by institutions help conserve these institutions.

Every mental phenomenon is explicable as a resultant of the interaction of biological structure and environmental influence. Social institutions act as determining environmental influences upon a given generation. The biological structure itself has evolved from the interplay of earlier structures and earlier experiences. But how did the social institutions themselves originate? Was it not, in the final analysis, through the attempts of human beings to satisfy their needs? This is undeniable. The relations between the individuals, however, became external realities comparatively independent of the individuals; they shaped the structures of the individuals who then through their behavior again altered the institutions. This is a historically continuous process.

ORAL CHARACTER TRAITS

The influence of oral eroticism on normal and pathological character formation has been studied in detail by Abraham (24) and Glover (680, 681). The picture is not so clear as in the case of the anal character. This difference is ascribable to three factors. In the first place, many more oral elements persist as erotic activities than anal ones; second, it is very difficult for analysis to find oral character configurations free from later anal admixtures; and third, many elements, which are very clearly differentiated from each other later on, are still integrated in the oral phase of development.

Anal eroticism is important for the formation of the character because while being trained for cleanliness, children learn for the first time to relinquish immediate instinctual gratification for the sake of pleasing their objects; at the time of the still earlier oral eroticism, children became acquainted with objects and learned to assume relationships with them. How this happened consequently remains basic in determining the whole subsequent relationship to reality. All
positive or negative emphasis on taking and receiving indicates an oral origin. Unusually pronounced oral satisfaction results in remarkable self-assurance and optimism that may persist throughout life if frustration following this satisfaction has not created a state of vengefulness coupled with continuous demanding (24, 681, 933). Exceptional oral deprivation, on the other hand, determines a pessimistic (depressive) or sadistic (redress-demanding) attitude (104, 106). If a person remains fixated to the world of oral wishes, he will, in his general behavior, present a disinclination to take care of himself, and require others to look after him. In conformity with the contrasting aims of the two substages of oral eroticism, this demand for care may be expressed through extreme passivity or through a highly active oral-sadistic behavior.

A case of this kind had had several oral-fixating experiences. He was breast fed for a year and a half, while living with a doting grandmother who spoiled him in many ways; then he was suddenly removed and lived with his excessively severe father. The result was a character governed by one predominating motive: to be reimbursed by his father for the oral gratification of which he had been deprived. Failing in this, he resorted to force to regain it. The patient had no occupation. He lived on his father's money and persistently considered himself discriminated against by his father. The conflict between the tendency to respond to disappointment by applying violent measures (to take by force what does not come automatically) and the simultaneous tendency toward ingratiating submissiveness is characteristic for oral fixations.

Oral-sadistic tendencies are often vampirelike in character. Persons of this type request and demand a great deal, will not relinquish their object and affix themselves by "suction."

The adhesion of many schizophrenics to their objects suggests that during the period of oral dominance the fear of losing an object was especially great. It is this fear that causes the "suction."

The behavior of persons with oral characters frequently shows signs of identification with the object by whom they want to be fed. Certain persons act as nursing mothers in all their object relationships. They are always generous and shower everybody with presents and help, under favorable libido-economic conditions in a genuine and altruistic way, under less favorable conditions in a very annoying manner. Their attitude has the significance of a magical gesture: "As I shower you with love, I want to be showered."

Occasionally, this need to "make others happy" is very torturing for the environment, thus manifesting the original ambivalence. The same holds true for certain psychotherapists who want to cure their patients by "giving them love."

Other persons are completely ungenerous and never give others anything, an attitude tracing from an identification with a frustrating mother. Theirs is, in-
deed, an attitude of revenge: "Because I was not given what I wanted, I shall not give other people what they want."

Bergler showed that some cases of ejaculatio retardata are fashioned after this pattern. The penis represents the patient's breast, and the patients unconsciously refuse to feed their sexual partners (108, 110). Ejaculatio retardata, however, may also be an expression of an anal tendency toward retention.

It has been mentioned several times that oral characters are dependent on objects for the maintenance of self-esteem. They need external supplies not only for oral-erotic satisfaction but also for the narcissistic gratification of their self-esteem.

Thus both marked generosity and marked niggardliness may be attributed to conflicts around oral eroticism. Some persons show their receptive needs obviously; unable to take care of themselves, they ask to be taken care of, sometimes in a demanding, sometimes in a begging tone.

Frequently the demanding tone is prevalent in persons who are incapable of getting the oral-reassuring satisfaction they need; every real gift makes them long and demand for more; they are "immodest" like the fisherman's wife in the fairy tale. The begging tone is prevalent in persons who actually are satisfied when freed from responsibility and taken care of; they are "modest," very easily contented and ready to sacrifice ambition and comfort if they can buy the necessary care or affection by such sacrifice.

Others repress such desires and refuse exaggeratedly to "impose" on anyone, refuse all presents or are unable to ask for anything. Very often people need to be dependent and yet pretend to be entirely independent. Unconscious longings for passivity may be overcompensated by an apparently extremely active and masculine behavior. Today's evaluation of "masculinity" creates various types of make-believe masculinity; the underlying oral passivity, however, may betray itself in different ways.

One of them, according to Alexander (43), is the development of gastric ulcers (see p. 245).

Generous persons may occasionally betray their original stinginess, and persons who refuse to give may become overgenerous under certain circumstances. The variations are due to the ratio between sublimation and reaction formation in the characterological representation of oral drives (706).

The sight of a younger brother or sister at the breast often turns out to be the underlying factor in connecting envy and jealousy with oral eroticism (358, 1492).

A woman patient with a pronounced oral character had a very unclear screen memory: in her early childhood a man had humiliated her by grasping her breasts. She understood that this could not have actually occurred, but that was what her memory revealed. Since she had the "revenge" type of the female cas-
tration complex and constantly felt sadistic strivings as if to undo a "rape," we assumed that the screen memory might only have confused the erogenous zones involved. However, the solution to the riddle of the screen memory came in an unexpected way. It turned out that she herself had grasped her mother's breast while her younger brother was being nursed. Later, sexual approaches of men were experienced as humiliations because they were regarded as repetitions of the humiliation experienced at the hands of her mother who repudiated and ridiculed her.

In addition, many directly erotic ways of using the mouth for pleasure may be reflected in the character (attitudes toward food, drinking, smoking, kissing); these erotic enjoyments may be supplanted by sublimations or by reaction formations (1468). Symptoms expressing conflicts around oral-erotic impulses, such as speech difficulties, are sometimes fought by reaction formations in the character structure, which may persist even after the speech difficulties have long been overcome. Among the oral traits of character there are the antithetical qualities of volubility, restlessness and haste, and the tendency toward obstinate silence.

By displacement of the constellation "hunger" to the mental field, curiosity may become an oral trait of character, and under certain conditions assume all the voracity of the original oral appetite (249, 461, 1059, 1405). The means employed to quench curiosity, in particular reading as a substitute for eating, seem to represent specifically an oral-sadistic incorporation of alien objects, sometimes of feces. The analysis of reading disorders typically reveals conflicts of this kind (124, 1512). Linking the ideational fields of "looking" and "eating" may often be due to some historically important incident, such as a child having seen a younger sibling being nursed. Correlated with reading there is frequently an intense inquisitiveness, a spasmodic, voracious looking that can be recognized as a substitute for gluttony.

Such "oral" use of the eyes represents the regression of visual perceptions to the incorporation aims that were once connected with early perception in general (430) (see pp. 36 f.). An excellent account of the way in which oral impulses through instinctual and sublimated transitional links of "curiosity" evolve into a wish for intellect and knowledge was given by Vera Schmidt (1404, 1405).

Just as the essential connection between the anal-social conflicts and analerotic drives has been doubted, so also have the relations between dependence and oral eroticism (921). But their connection is an essential one. The biological basis of all attitudes of dependence is the fact that man is a mammal and that the human infant is born more helpless than other mammals and requires feeding and care by adults. Every human being has a dim recollection that there were once powerful or, as it must seem to him, omnipotent beings whose help, comfort, and protection he could depend on in time of need. Later, the ego learns to use active means of mastering the world. But a passive-oral attitude as a resi-
due of infancy is potentially present. Often enough the adult person gets into situations in which he is again as helpless as he was as a child; sometimes forces of nature are responsible, but more often social forces created by man. He then longs for just such omnipotent protection and comfort as were at his disposal in childhood. He regresses to orality. There are many social institutions that make use of this biologically predetermined longing. They promise the longed-for help if certain conditions are fulfilled. The conditions vary greatly in different cultures. But the formula “If you obey, you will be protected” is the one all gods have in common with all earthly authorities. It is true that there are great differences between an almighty God, or a modern employer, and a mother who feeds her baby; but nevertheless it is the similarity between them that explains the psychological effectiveness of authority (436, 651).

URETHRAL CHARACTER TRAITS

The relationship of urethral eroticism to the character trait of ambition was first pointed out by Jones (881) and later by Coriat (290) and Hitschmann (794). Analytic experience shows that competition in respect to urination is a dominant idea in infantile urethral eroticism. This connection of urethral eroticism with ambition and competition has to do with the relation of both to shame (see pp. 69 and 139). The urethral-erotic ambition may be condensed with trends derived from older oral sources. Under the influence of the castration complex it may be displaced to the anal field, particularly in girls because of the futility of urethral competition.

A patient, with a urethral character developed to an extreme, suffered in a morally masochistic way from his unhappy marriage; he had been unable to employ many of his talents and potentialities. It soon was apparent that all his life he had been atoning for an unknown guilt. It represented his infantile sexuality and was built around shame over an enuresis which had persisted past his tenth year. His inhibited ambition pointed to the intensity of his urethral eroticism: his exhibitionistic happiness about small achievements (he renounced big ones) had the unconscious meaning of pride in bladder control. Achieving awareness of his guilt feeling precipitated a depression which caused him to cry a great deal. Prior to analysis he had for decades allowed himself no outlet, closing his eyes to his fate. The relaxation seemed indicative of progress and he was encouraged to yield unashamedly to the impulse to cry. Eventually it turned out that the patient was misusing this suggestion. Crying in the analyst's presence apparently afforded him masochistic pleasure. Soon it was not merely his own situation that brought on tears; he became generally sentimental and wept even at the thought of a "good deed." It must be added that his moral masochism had much of the character of the "savior fantasy": he continued his miserable marriage for his poor wife's sake; he had chosen a vocation in which he could help poor people. In other words, he was the "good" man whose very goodness made him cry. It impelled him to treat others as he would have liked to be treated. His main fantasy placed him in the role of a Cinderella who suffers much because she is misunder-
stood, but who will some day be understood and be freed from her suffering by some Prince Charming. Dreams and fantasies revealed that the Cinderella child thought of this “understanding” as a sort of stroking. As a child, the patient had suffered from rickets. Having to stay in bed so much made him feel that he was a burden to the family. His neurosis was a reaction to attempts to master the resultant unconscious aggression by transforming the thwarted Cinderella into a redeeming Christ. He tried to bring about the materialization of his passive longing, which had the following content: “If my suffering is sufficient, a savior will come to me and stroke me; then I shall be permitted to cry and cry and cry.” At this point in the analysis the patient began an affair with a girl he pitied; he reacted with an ejaculation praecox. The analysis of this new symptom confirmed an earlier interpretation: his crying meant urination; the poor child was to be stroked until he wet his bed, a permissible and beneficent action that brought relaxation rather than guilt or disgrace. There was no longer any doubt what the “poor child” unconsciously represented; and this was finally confirmed by a dream. It was his own penis. The urethral fixation of this patient was a passive-phallic one, expressing the desire to be passively touched at his genitals. The patient wanted his poor little Cinderella penis to be stroked until it wets and is permitted to wet (428).

Urethral ambition may create various secondary conflicts. In connection with the Oedipus complex, the “success” which is the goal of the ambition may acquire the unconscious meaning of killing the father and therefore become prohibited. In connection with the castration complex the ambition may acquire the meaning of a reassuring refutation of the idea of being castrated. At the same time, castration fear may block every activity; the very thing that was thought to be a reassurance against the possibility of castration may induce castration. The patient may revert to passive-receptive attitudes and get into the same conflicts around dependence as oral characters do.

Not all ambition is based on urethral eroticism. Sometimes other childhood conflicts are reflected in it, as in the cases of two patients who had very ambitious mothers whose ambition for their sons reflected their discontent with their husbands. The ambition of these patients was primarily an acceptance of the mother’s ambitious suggestions and an identification with her. These ambitions showed all the conflicts and ambivalence of their mother fixation. On a deeper level, they had understood their mothers’ ambitions as suggestions to kill the father and to become the mother’s husband, and the inhibited ambition expressed their Oedipus complex.

CHARACTER AND CASTRATION COMPLEX

The close relationship between urethral eroticism and castration complex makes it comprehensible that the part played by urethral eroticism in forming the character cannot be isolated from the ways in which the castration complex influences the formation of the character (36). All the statements that have been made about character traits that combat anxiety in general hold true with respect to combating castration fear in particular. Counterphobic attitudes are frequent.
Children often play “being castrated”—for example, by pretending to be blind or crippled. Many a “modesty” in adults is of the same order. They are trying, in this way, to master the idea of castration. Their pleasure consists in (a) the satisfaction that the castration is pretended and not real; (b) the feeling of having “castration” under control; (c) a feminine sexual pleasure, for “being castrated” may mean “being a girl.”

A patient fearful of yet admiring in a feminine way his very tyrannic father loved to play the following game at subway stations. He would hold his arms out over the rails, imagining meanwhile that the train would cut them off. He would actually pull back his arms before the train came, but fantasy that this had been done at the very last moment. For him, his hands had nearly been cut off, but he had “things under control.” He also had various other daydreams of giants or gigantic machines that threaten to overwhelm people but still can be kept under control. The daydreams, again, condensed passive homosexual fantasies with reassurances against the castration anxiety connected with them.

It was interesting how this patient’s entire object relationships in later life were governed by the same type of game: he would “play” at provoking dangers but never take any real risk.

The effects on character formation of shame associated with the idea of being castrated deserves special consideration.

Every little girl evolves penis envy; but the subsequent development of this envy may vary greatly. If the envy is not too intense and has not been repressed, it may be dissipated, either partly or entirely; certain parts of it may be sublimated in various ways or may determine individual features in the sexual behavior. If it is intense, however, or repressed at an early age, it may play a crucial part in the pathogenesis of pathological character traits as well as of feminine neuroses. Abraham distinguished two types of elaborations of penis envy in the character: the wish-fulfilling type and the vindictive type. The former arises if a woman is characterized by a desire to assume the male role and by fantasies of having or acquiring a penis; in the latter, impulses are in the foreground to take revenge on the luckier male by castrating him (20, 887, 1618). Frequently these women have the idea that sexual intercourse is humiliating for one or the other partner. Their objective is to humiliate the man before they themselves are humiliated. The revenge may be perceived as a masculine one (“I’ll show you that I can be as masculine as you are”) or as a feminine one (“Because you have despised me, I’ll make you admire what you have despised”). Since the revenge impulses are directed against “men” in general rather than against a specific man, and since they can never be really satisfied, aggressive components of this kind are often determinants of “hypersexuality” in women (1204). Fantasies of being a prostitute are apt to express both ideas, being humiliated and taking revenge for it (617).
CHARACTER DISORDERS

Hayward compared the analyses of women of both types in order to ascertain the determinants for the development of the specific type (755). Apparently the revenge type experiences the shock of learning about the penis during the anal-sadistic phase of development, usually through a brother or another boy; the wish-fulfilling type develops penis envy at the height of the phallic phase, generally through experiences involving the father or some other adult man. However, the differentiation between the two types should not be taken too strictly; many women show vindictiveness and wish-fulfilling behavior concomitantly or alternately.

Wish-fulfilling attitudes of the female castration complex may be overcompensated by reaction formation. Exaggeratedly “feminine” women may be counteracting deeper male tendencies (1313). But the counterpart is also found. Karen Horney described ostensibly masculine women whose reactive behavior wards off feminine attitudes (812). In such cases disappointments connected with men, especially fears connected with incestuous longings for the father, resulted in regressions to the old pregenital penis envy (421, 626).

In boys whose castration complex, too, has acquired the form of a penis envy, that is, of envy of the father’s bigger penis, or who have developed the idea that they are already (totally or partially) castrated and have to hide this fact, the same formations occur as in girls. It is then possible to speak also of a wish-fulfilling and a vindictive type in men, the former covering deep unconscious inferiority feelings by an externally narcissistic behavior and clinging to various forms of “denial” of penisless creatures (1080), the latter entertaining conscious or unconscious hostility toward objects which for them represent the parents who are responsible for their supposed injury.

PHALLIC CHARACTER TRAITS

Reich has described a “phallic character,” also called the “phallic-narcissistic character” (1274, 1279), which, it seems, corresponds for the most part to the wish-fulfilling type of reaction to the castration complex (1080). Phallic characters are persons whose behavior is reckless, resolute, and self-assured—traits, however, that have a reactive character; they reflect a fixation at the phallic level, with overvaluation of the penis and confusion of the penis with the entire body (508, 1055). This fixation is due either to a castration fear prohibiting a full turning toward objects or to a defense against temptations toward an anal-receptive regression. An intense vanity and sensitiveness reveal that these narcissistic patients still have both their castration fear and their narcissistic needs, and that basically they are orally dependent, attitudes for which they overcompensate. Although reactive characters, they differ from typical compulsive ones by a lack of reaction formations against openly aggressive behavior; on the contrary, they employ an openly aggressive behavior as a reaction formation. As Reich stated: “The penis
in these types is less in the service of love than of revenge on the woman” (1279), of revenge because they are afraid of love.

Pride and courage, bashfulness and timidity in a person are developed around the conflicts of the castration complex. Much that impresses others as courage is an overcompensation for castration anxiety, and a decisive lack of courage, which figures so largely in Adlerian descriptions of neurotics, can usually be attributed to the castration complex.

THE GENITAL CHARACTER

A normal “genital” character is an ideal concept (25, 1272). However, it is certain that the achievement of genital primacy brings a decisive advance in character formation. The ability to attain full satisfaction through genital orgasm makes the physiological regulation of sexuality possible and thus puts an end to the damming up of instinctual energies, with its unfortunate effects on the person’s behavior. It also makes for the full development of love (and hate), that is, the overcoming of ambivalence (26). Further, the capacity to discharge great quantities of excitement means the end of reaction formations and an increase in the ability to sublimate. The Oedipus complex and the unconscious guilt feelings from infantile sources now can really be overcome. Emotions, then, are not warded-off any more but are used by the ego; they form a harmonious part of the total personality. If there is no longer any necessity to ward off pregenital impulses still operative in the unconscious, their inclusion into the total personality in the form of traits of the sublimation type becomes possible. Whereas in neurotic characters pregenital impulses retain their sexual character and disturb rational relations to objects, in the normal character they partly serve the aims of forepleasure under the primacy of the genital zone; but to a greater extent they are sublimated and subordinated to the ego and to reasonableness (1270).

PATHOLOGICAL BEHAVIOR TOWARD THE SUPEREGO

CHARACTER DEFENSES AGAINST GUILT FEELINGS

The mastery of guilt feelings, which are derivatives of anxiety, may become the all-consuming task of a person’s whole life, just as may the mastery of anxiety. What has been said about counterphobic characters also holds true for “counter-guilt” characters. However, in the realm of guilt feelings one complication has to be considered. The superego was created through an incorporation of the parents. The behavior of the ego toward the superego continues the past behavior of the child toward the parents, and not only the real behavior but the behavior that was unconsciously wished for as well. Rebellion as well as ingratiating are
continued intrapsychically, and external objects may secondarily be used as “wit-
nesses” in the various struggles between ego and superego.

Everybody who experiences guilt feeling tries to get rid of it through atone-
ment, punishment, or remorse; he may try to prove that it is unwarranted or use
various defense mechanisms against it (see pp. 164 ff.). Character traits reflecting
these attitudes may appear individually or in combination. The various attempts
to deny guilt feelings may even contradict one another, as in the anecdote by
Scholem Alejchem. The woman who failed to return a borrowed pot excused
herself: “I never borrowed the pot; furthermore, the pot was broken when I
borrowed it, and, moreover, I returned it long ago.”

Many characters are dominated by a constant drive to prove that it is the other
fellow’s fault. This may manifest itself in various ways. There are persons whose
lives consist of being outraged by injustices and by what people can get away
with; neurotic attitudes may unconsciously mean the collection of material
against other people in order to justify oneself. Masochistic self-reproaches are
sometimes used to force their refutation by “witnesses.” Very often stubbornness
is a demonstration of the fact that other people’s guilt is greater than one’s own.

The psychology of obstinacy was discussed previously (see pp. 279 f.). To be
obstinate means to hold to one’s own position in opposition to someone else’s. Origi-
nally it consists of attempts to prove that even a weak person has some power over
powerful ones. A proof of this kind may become extremely important for the
child’s sense of self-esteem and is developed particularly in connection with train-
ing for cleanliness. Subsequently, the powerless concentrate their attempted
proofs of power in the field of ethics. The stubborn child wants to show that he is
fairer than the grownups and provokes his parents to be unfair for this purpose.
Subsequently, the same methods are used against one’s own superego. The stub-
born behavior is maintained the more obstinately, the more an inner feeling exists
that it is impossible to prove what needs to be proven, and that one actually is in
the wrong.

The provocation to be treated unfairly may be rooted in a need for punishment.
But it may also simply aim at achieving a feeling of moral superiority. The feeling
“Whatever I do is still less wicked than what has been done to me” is needed as
a weapon against the superego and, if successful, may bring relief from feelings
of guilt (1202).

Stubborn attitudes may be condensed with attempts to blackmail affection by
the demonstration of one’s misery, as a proof of having been unfairly treated in
order to contradict the feeling that the misery was deserved (1277).

A patient devoted his life to proving that his own failure was the fault of
others: “You see, because X made this or that mistake, I could not succeed.” It
was grotesque how he believed trivial little “faults” of others to be responsible for
his own failure. Analysis showed that the patient’s stubbornness was aimed at
his own superego. It was an attempt stubbornly to prove that he had pun-
ished in an unfair and much too severe manner. Actually he was fighting a deep guilt feeling and trying to compensate for it by sticking to an unhappy marriage. The powerful resistances, exhibited by this patient during his analysis, meant: “You see, I cannot change so long as I live with a woman who has so many faults. You also know that I cannot leave. So you will have to find a way for me to leave her, without really leaving her. If you can’t it is your fault that I cannot be analyzed.”

Schizoid characters, who to a marked degree have the capacity for using the mechanism of projection, exhibit their tendency to prove that the other fellow is worse than themselves by seeing motes in their neighbors’ eyes. If this projection succeeds, the guilt feeling is turned into a moral campaign against the scapegoat. Many persons combat homosexuality in society instead of feeling guilt about their own unconscious homosexuality; or they are intolerant of some kind of behavior in others, while unaware that they, too, manifest it.

The longing for a scapegoat as a relief from guilt is socially very much misused (439). In analysis, patients very often attribute to someone else an action or feeling that because of guilt or shame they are incapable of recognizing as their own. Sometimes childhood memories are recalled as pertaining to a brother or a sister; later on, it turns out that they concern the patient himself.

It is not always indignation that is called forth by another person’s acts. If someone else does something (or is believed to have done it) which an individual has unconsciously been striving to do but has been inhibited from doing through guilt feelings, this may evoke admiration and bring relief, the meaning of which is: “Since others do it, it cannot be so bad after all.” For guilt-laden characters, other persons finally are only tempters or punishers, personifications of the id or of the superego.

This mechanism plays a decisive part in the psychology of art as well as in the psychology of group formation. The artist who has withdrawn from reality into his fantasies, which represent derivatives of his Oedipus wishes and about which he feels guilty, finds his way back to the objective world by presenting it with his work. The acceptance of this work means for him that the public shares his guilt, and this relieves him of his guilt feelings. The public, having Oedipus wishes of their own, admires the artist because he dares to express what they have repressed, and thus relieves them of their guilt feelings (1246, 1332). There is a decisive difference in the kind of success needed by the pseudo artist and the real artist. The pseudo artist needs to be accepted as a person, requiring applause at any cost. He adapt[s] himself to his audience to make sure of getting applause. The artist needs to have a specific fantasy of his accepted; he wants applause for his work, not for himself. He adapts the public to himself. This sharing of guilt through art is anticipated by the “common daydreams” of children who feel relieved of their guilt feelings if their comrades participate in their fantasies (1332).

A powerful force for group formation is the attainment of relief in the identical way and through the same initiatory act (1258). The admirers of an artist feel
themselves a community (606). To be united by the same “tempter” or “guilt reliever” is a special case of Freud’s general formula: a group consists of individuals who have set up the same person in place of their superego and, therefore, have identified themselves with one another (606). The relief of guilt feeling through becoming aware that others dare to do that about which one has felt guilt is one of the cornerstones of “mob psychology.” “If my whole group acts this way, I may, too.” It is well known that individuals acting as a group are capable of instinctual outbreaks that would be entirely impossible for them as individuals (606). This is often stated as “in a group higher, mental differentiations and sublimations become undone again.” However, neurotic blockings and distortions of adequate reactions, for example, aggressive ones, may become undone, too, and thus, through the “masses,” new pathways for new achievements may be opened.

The admission of facts accompanied by the denial of their guilt-arousing quality frequently takes the form of fresh and provocative behavior. This may be combined with a provocation of punishment in order to achieve the needed forgiveness. Freud described the “criminals out of guilt feeling,” who commit criminal acts because an unconscious guilt feeling troubles them so much that they hope some kind of punishment may bring relief (592). However, a “crime out of guilt feeling” may be committed not for the purpose of provoking punishment but rather as an attempt at demonstrating: “You see, I get away with such things without being punished; this shows me that I don’t need to be afraid of punishment; thus my guilt feelings are unwarranted.”

Provocative behavior may also be aimed at collecting compensations that a person regards as his due. This may be reactive in nature. A person who is afraid that he deserves no privileges whatsoever may behave as if it were a matter of course for him to demand all sorts of privileges. Freud named certain persons “the exceptions.” Of them he said that because of early frustrations, they arrogate to themselves the right to demand lifelong reimbursement from fate (592). There is an intensification of this behavior if they have to contradict a deep inner doubt as to their right to compensation. Activity instead of passivity is revealed in the frequently encountered attitude of anticipating criticisms in the hope of provoking a contradiction that may be used as an argument against one’s own superego.

In analysis, certain types of patients cannot accept the analyst’s amoral and tolerant attitude. They always expect criticism from the analyst and may develop various secondary mechanisms to combat the expected criticisms.

Sometimes people first project their superego and expect criticisms or punishment by everyone, but then reintroject what has been projected. They may either anticipate the expected criticisms, and even indulge in anticipatory, cramped self-reproaches in order to enforce the flow of needed narcissistic supplies, “masochistic characters” (1277), or they may begin to criticize others in the same way they unconsciously fear others may criticize them.
In the same way that older siblings frighten younger ones to avoid being frightened, they also criticize others to avoid being criticized.

A variation of this mechanism is created by a splitting of the ego: "It is not I who have committed the guilty act, but another bad child within me." Such attitudes are a frequent occurrence in children, certain aspects of a demonology of this kind persisting even in adults.

There is also the attitude: "Although I am not good, I am, at least, able to participate in somebody else’s goodness." This is a repetition of: "Although I am not omnipotent myself, I want, at least, to participate in adult persons’ omnipotence." This mechanism is operative in the shaping of ego ideals. People are not only grateful for an initiatory "bad" act which relieves their guilt feeling but also for the presence of a "good" person in whose presence no bad thoughts can occur, and in whose goodness they may participate. That is one reason why the picture of the person who represents the superego is hung up. The spectator, identifying himself with his ideal by incorporating it with his eyes, becomes incapable of doing anything bad.

The community of ideals in which the individuals want to participate is again a powerful factor in group formation (1258).

Reassurances against guilt feelings may be gathered from many sources. Certain characters use other persons only for this purpose; they may be kind in order to get forgiveness, or love and affection which mean forgiveness; or they may be unkind and thus provoke punishment to "have it over with" quickly or, if the pardon is not forthcoming, at least to attain the feeling that a terrible injustice has been done.

Power as a means of combating guilt feelings is easily comprehensible; the more power a person has, the less he needs to justify his acts. An increase in self-esteem means a decrease in guilt feelings. In the same way that "identification with the aggressor" is of great help in fighting anxiety, guilt feelings, too, may be refuted by "identification with the persecutor" by stressing the point: "I alone decide what is good and what is evil." However, this process may fail because the superego actually is a part of one’s own personality. Thus the struggle against guilt feelings through power may start a vicious circle, necessitating the acquisition of more and more power and even the commitment of more and more crimes out of guilt feelings in order to assert power (167). These crimes may then be committed in an attempt to prove to oneself that one may commit them without being punished, that is, in an attempt to repress guilt feelings (442, 852).

Instead of powerful rebellion one may seek ingratiation through sacrifices, through suffering, and through becoming the victim of unconsciously arranged accidents (412): by choosing "lesser evils" in the hope of paying an installment that may be accepted in lieu of the full sum (1240).
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There are persons for whom such hopes are doomed to disappointment; they attempt to ingratiate themselves with a superego that has become incapable of forgiveness. This is typical for depressions (see p. 399). There are also persons who experience accident after accident without ever being able to placate their strict superego (1126, 1127, 1253), or who arrange their lives so that they suffer one reverse after another in miserable “neuroses of destiny” (327, 592, 608).

MORAL MASOCHISM

The methods of ingratiating with (and hidden rebellion against) a severe superego may be sexualized in moral masochism; submissive and suffering attitudes directed at the achievement of or blackmailing into forgiveness may simultaneously serve as a distorted kind of passive sexual pleasure (613). After a wish to be beaten by the father has developed, it may be displaced from the father toward fate. The childhood history of cases of this kind shows that usually the parents forced the patients to sexualize the idea of punishment by blocking all other outlets for expression of the sexual impulses. Usually there are characteristic combinations of spoiling and prohibitions in childhood, and the patients show the same inability to wait as impulse neurotics (see pp. 367 ff.).

A patient of Alexander’s sexualized punishment and became a masochist after having been put into a chimney, a punishment that provided him with an intense anal-erotic satisfaction (37).

The childhood history of a moral masochist revealed a very weak father and a fantastic, religious, inconsistent and strict mother, who would constantly arouse the child’s sexual feelings by excessive cuddling and then whip him when he tried to demonstrate his feelings. The whipping became an expression of his sexual relationship with his mother. This relationship fixed his behavior not only toward other external objects but also toward his own superego, which was modeled after his mother. The sole intense relationship of which he was capable consisted of receiving condemnation from his love objects. A superficial obsequiousness actually concealed a profound rebellion against the standards of the model he had chosen. The unconscious passive desire to be beaten had been remodeled into a desire to be condemned, and the defensive fear of being beaten transformed into social anxiety. His principal symptom was a severe fear of examinations (412).

Even without such sexualization, an unsuccessful tendency toward ingratiating with a severe superego (“unconscious feeling of guilt”) (608) constitutes one of the most severe resistances (121, 713, 1288, 1289, 1599). Freud described the character type of “those wrecked by success” (592), persons who retain so strong a sense of guilt about their infantile sexuality that their severe superego does not permit them to enjoy any success.

In the analytic cure an unconscious guilt feeling may betray itself by a “negative therapeutic reaction” (608). Whereas partial analytic solutions and achieving awareness of unconscious connections through a correct interpretation
usually are followed by an improvement in the patient's neurosis, or at least by a decrease of resistances and the production of new and less distorted material, such patients react paradoxically by becoming worse and by increasing their resistances.

Not every negative therapeutic reaction justifies a diagnosis of moral masochism. It may also be determined in other ways. First of all it may be provoked by an incorrect timing of an interpretation. A much too early interpretation will not be grasped by the patient at all. But there is also a time when the ego, as yet unable to accept an interpretation, nevertheless understands enough to take it as a danger signal and to increase the defending resistances. However, a negative therapeutic reaction resulting from an economically wrong interpretation remains limited to this one occasion and is, therefore, easily distinguishable from a negative therapeutic reaction rooted in the patient's character. But also the latter is not necessarily masochistic. For many patients certain arrangements or neurotic attitudes have become guarantees of a relative mental equilibrium. They are afraid of any change and look at their present neurotic state as a lesser evil; therefore, they react negatively to any change of this neurotic state until this fear itself is analyzed (818, 1315).

A patient with a phobia of high places that was successfully attacked by analysis became aware, when approaching a high place, that the usual anxiety did not appear. This state frightened him terribly, and he developed a new anxiety spell because the usual anxiety spell was lacking.

Some persons combat their guilt feelings by projecting their superego to such a degree that they do not experience guilt feelings at all, but only anxieties about what others may think (see pp. 293 ff.).

All the ways of dealing with guilt feelings here described can be readily observed in certain religious customs and habits.

THE DON JUAN OF ACHIEVEMENT

Some persons pay the installments due their superego not by suffering but by achievements. Successes are thought of as undoing previous failures and guilt. Since no achievement succeeds in really undoing the unconscious guilt, these persons are compelled to run from one achievement to another, never being satisfied with themselves. They are the Don Juans of achievement.

A successful and rather prominent man was always dissatisfied with himself. He had external successes but no inner satisfactions whatsoever. He was always trying to increase his quite adequate income and unable to overcome his anxiety that it might be insufficient. He behaved in the same way in his love life: although women ran after him, he always felt inwardly dissatisfied, which was understandable since these relationships were completely lacking in tenderness. It is clear that the man was so dominated by an overwhelming narcissistic need that the libidinal aims were completely overshadowed. The man was married to a woman considerably older than himself, who, in some ways, behaved toward him as a
mother does toward her child; she acted as his guardian, and the big, successful man was more like a little child at home. He found this dependency very oppressive, it is true, and was in the habit of revenging himself on his wife by attacks of rage, by continual unfaithfulness, and by a complete lack of consideration. Each of them made life a torture for the other. The first defensive function of his persistently unsatisfied wish to be a great man was, therefore, to deceive himself with regard to the fact that he was a little child in many ways. This interpretation was supported by the fact that his wife was continually goading his ambition, just as his mother had in his childhood.

The patient’s admission that there was something behind his continued dissatisfaction, which persisted despite all his external successes, was elicited in transference analysis. As in every other province, he was very ambitious about his analysis and wanted to impress both the analyst and himself by quick success. At the outset, having read Freud, he brought forth theories about his childhood. He grasped comparatively quickly, however, that this was not what mattered, and then began to observe himself and his behavior and to behave like a “favorite pupil,” continually stressing the fact, however, that the analysis progressed too slowly and that he was not satisfied with himself. On one occasion, the last session before a holiday, he came late because just as he was starting for his analysis he had a sudden attack of diarrhea. This impressed him very much. That his bowels could unequivocally express themselves gave him a new awareness of the reality of the analysis. He began to realize that his continual haste only served the purpose of concealing something. Analysis revealed that this diarrhea was, first, an anxiety equivalent. Further, it related this initially incomprehensible anxiety to his anxiety about the inadequacy of his success, of his sexual affairs, and of his earnings. Eventually it was discovered that the patient’s character formation had already been complete in childhood. Even then he had been a pusher, cheeky, outwardly successful; he had always been the first, even in naughtiness. And yet he had been dissatisfied with himself. His behavior had been instigated by his ambitious mother, who kept urging him on to action. When analysis revealed that his mother had fundamentally despised his tradesman father and had said to the boy “You must be better than your father,” it became clear that his behavior represented a special form of the return of the Oedipus complex out of the repression. Precisely why it had taken this form was not evident. Soon certain pieces of childhood history made their appearance. His father had illegally sold certain goods, for which a permit was required; this situation made the policeman, therefore, a particularly dreaded figure to the little boy. It also diminished the father’s power in the boy’s eyes. He determined not to be frightened when he was big, but to make policemen fear him. (He remained faithful to this intention; when driving, he loved to entice policemen into unjustifiable accusations, and subsequently prove them to be wrong.) The circumstances at home were such that at times he had assisted behind the counter, even at the age of six. The customers liked the little boy and chose to buy from him; he felt this as a triumph over his father, whom he already considered weak. Two later experiences further accentuated both the need to show his superiority and the possibility of gratifying passive needs. At the age of fourteen he was seduced by a maid, with whom he had regular sexual intercourse from that time on. This episode had been changed
in memory to make it appear that it was he who, at this age, had seduced the grown-up girl. It needed analysis to convince him that the situation was actually reversed, and that his subsequent attitude was an unrelenting attempt to transform his painful memory in terms of his wishes. (Typically for his character, this attempt failed. His intention was that the numerous women whom he persuaded to have intercourse with him should affirm his masculinity which he unconsciously doubted. In the course of the analysis it became evident that he arranged matters so that the women showed a "willingness"—and only then was he unable to resist them.) Furthermore, at seventeen, he underwent surgery several times for an abscess on the lung, which kept him in bed for months and convalescent for years, necessitating his being nursed like a little child.

It gradually became apparent that he was afraid of the transference in analysis, afraid that he might become "enslaved" to the analyst. From the beginning his transference attitude was intended to repudiate this anxiety. He attempted to disparage the analyst and to find "policemen" superior to him. Soon afterward, there was a confirmation of his real attitude in childhood. The six-year-old could not actually feel superior to his father in the role of tradesman. His father used to beat him frequently and had been greatly feared by him in early childhood. His relation to him had completely overshadowed his relation to his mother and, in consequence, his being needed by his father for business purposes had an additional libidinous value. The passive-narcissistic attitude evolved in his early childhood through several special circumstances, including illness, strict prohibition of masturbation (which put an end to his early phallic attempts), and the severity of his father. The same set of circumstances caused him to fear this attitude. In this conflict, his mother's ambition, the disadvantageous comparison of his dreaded father with the policemen, and his own success as a salesman showed him a way out: by a continuous outward fight against his passive-narcissistic attitude, he was able to retain it at other points. The seduction by the maid and his illness after puberty then fixated these latter defensive attitudes in his character (433).

APPARENT LACK OF GUILT FEELINGS

Some persons apparently suffer from a lack of guilt feelings since they readily yield to impulses, the suppression of which is customary for normal persons. The superego anomalies of "instinct-ridden characters" (1266) and the ways in which they often mirror bad social conditions in the childhood environments of the "psychopathic" patients (31) have been discussed (see pp. 373 ff.).

The mechanism of "idealization" of an instinct activity, without any deeper disturbance in the formation of the superego, may sometimes lead to a situation in which instinctual behavior is felt to be consonant with the superego's demands (840). It may also be that an unusual childhood milieu has formed a superego whose valuations are contrary to those of the average superego in a given society (40); and it may also be that after a "normal" superego has been established subsequent circumstances create a contradictory "parasitic" double of this superego (603, 1235).
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CRIMINALITY AND MISIDENTIFICATION

Many cases of criminality, marked essentially by the execution of ordinarily suppressed instinctual acts, are to be reckoned among the "instinct-ridden characters" (1266) (see pp. 373 ff.), the "impulse neurotics" (see pp. 367 ff.), or that group of "neurotic characters," first described by Alexander (38), who tend toward the "acting out" of their neurotic conflicts (see pp. 506 f.). Other cases of delinquency, however, may be determined in several different ways (47, 756, 757, 927). In a discussion of this point, it must be stressed, first of all, that criminality is not a psychological concept; criminality is action contrary to the penal code (490, 649). Acts of this kind may be committed by every conceivable psychological type, normal as well as pathological. The opinion is warranted that so-called accidental criminality (40) comprises the greater percentage of all criminal deeds. Criminals of this category have a normal psychological structure and their crimes are of no special interest to psychopathology.

This statement does not mean that analysis of an "accidental criminal" would not reveal connections between the deed and unconscious conflicts. Everything in the mind has its unconscious connections.

It is likewise no special psychopathological problem if the content of some normal superego is other than the average in a given society or than the rulers of this society demand. Many things are called crimes which the criminals, in terms of their superego, do not consider cause for any bad conscience. From the standpoint of the existing penal code, criminals of this kind have identified themselves with the "wrong objects," but the quality of their identifications reveals no anomalies (133, 136).

Identifications are essential for the construction of the character. Therefore, anomalies in the formation of identifications as well as "identification with wrong objects" result in pathological character traits. Frequent and rapid changes in the child's milieu, consisting of the disappearance of loved persons and the entry of new persons into it, may make lasting identifications impossible. The persons with whom the decisive identifications have been made may in themselves be pathological; or circumstances may make the child identify himself with the wrong aspect of a personality; or the identification may be carried out with models of the opposite sex rather than with models of the same sex (1266). Undoubtedly what is considered "masculine" and what "feminine" is not so much biologically determined as culturally. (The anatomical and physiological "distinctions between the sexes," of course, have "psychological consequences" [617], too; but these consequences are necessarily always condensed with cultural and social ones [655].) Within the frame of a given cultural tradi-
tion, however, it makes an appreciable difference whether a man behaves in a masculine or in a feminine way. The principal identification is made with the parent who is felt to give the decisive prohibitions. It would be interesting to discover the social determinants for the increasing presence of "domineering" mothers nowadays (658). Whatever the cause, the result is that men today have to contend far more than formerly with feminine traits within themselves.

All this makes it evident that the influence of the social milieu is of even more importance in shaping the character than in giving form to a neurosis. Given cultural surroundings tend to produce similar character structures in the majority of the children who have grown up under their influences, by frustrating certain impulses, encouraging others, forming ideals and desires, suggesting modes of defense and ways out of the conflicts created by these suggestions; thus "character disorders" mean very different things under different cultural conditions; what is "order" in one milieu is "disorder" in another.

"Acting-out" Characters; Neuroses of Destiny

Equally disturbed in their behavior toward superego demands and toward external objects are the aforementioned types in whom transference, that is, an unconscious misunderstanding of the present in the sense of the past, is extraordinarily strong; the patients repeatedly perform acts or undergo experiences, identical or very similar ones, that represent unconscious attempts to get rid of old instinctual conflicts, to find a belated gratification of repressed impulses (instinctual demands as well as guilt feelings), or at least to find relief from some inner tension. For these persons the environment is only an arena in which to stage their internal conflicts. The patients may appear as restless, hyperactive personalities (38), or their activity may be hidden and their life history may give the impression that they are the toys of a malicious fate, the repetitions being experienced passively and rationalized as occurring against the person's will (327).

Accident-prone patients have been studied by Dunbar as a specific type of personality (342).

In the analytic cure, the phenomenon of acting out consists in the patient's attempting to use the transference not merely to give an account of his newly mobilized conflicts but also to experience them again in relationship to the analyst. Certain persons behave in this way even outside of the analytic situation. Their actions in real life are repetitions of childhood situations or attempts to end infantile conflicts, rather than rational undertakings. An actual situation, somehow associatively connected with a repressed conflict, is used as an occasion for discharge (445).
These persons differ from other neurotics in one respect: the typical neurotic symptom is autoplastic and occurs within the person, whereas here the capacity for alloplasticity is retained (38, 682). A relationship with the phenomena of the manic-depressive field is evidenced by the fact that actions satisfying instinctual demands sometimes alternate with actions satisfying the requirements of the superego with a certain periodicity (1266). Preanalytic psychopathology described certain categories of psychopaths that belong in this chapter by simply naming the character of the actions that are in the foreground: "the impulsive psychopaths," "the aggressive psychopaths," "the dependent psychopaths."

Regarding the question of this intimate connection of unconscious tendencies with motor activity, Alexander only stated that there is present "a more intense expansive power in the instinctual realm" (38). This is certainly true, but what is the origin of this expansive power?

The first answer that suggests itself is that this expansion may be established where the ego can find a possible rationalization of its actions. This, however, is refutable by the fact that neurotic acting out is not always well rationalized; there are persons who act out without any rationalization, who give in to every neurotic impulse without ever asking themselves why they are acting that way.

More adequate answers are found if these patients are regarded as related to impulse neurotics and to traumatophilic patients; the basis of their peculiarity is again an intolerance of tensions. They cannot perform the step from acting to thinking, that is, from an immediate yielding to all impulses to reasonable judgment. Their aim is avoidance of displeasure rather than attainment of pleasure. As to the primary causes of the intolerance, it can only be repeated that oral fixations and early traumata play a significant role.

In Alexander's opinion, neurotic characters of this type are more easily accessible to psychoanalysis than patients with symptom neuroses. He ascribes this prognosis to the fact that in the latter the patient has regressed from alloplasticity to autoplasticity; after successful analysis he must pluck up courage to take action in real life. This is superfluous for a neurotic character who is continuously acting out in real life (38). This thesis, however, does not seem very convincing. The pseudo-alloplastic attitude of the neurotic character cannot be changed into a healthy alloplastic one except by first being transformed, for a time, into a neurotic autoplastic attitude, which can then be treated like an ordinary symptom neurosis. Internal conflicts that have been projected into hardened pseudo-object relationships must first of all be changed back into internal conflicts and dealt with as such before normal object relationships can replace them (433, 438). The intolerance of tension may make this task extremely difficult and may necessitate modifications in the classical psychoanalytic technique (445).
Conflicts between the ego and the id or between the ego and the superego cause the ego to change its behavior toward external objects. (Hence many of these changes have already been mentioned.) The interest in external objects exists because external objects represent either a threat or a potential gratification. With the development of the reality principle, the ego learns that it protects itself best against threats and procures a maximum of gratification if it judges reality objectively and directs its actions accordingly (575). Neurotics are persons in whom this ability is somehow limited because too much of the original fear and consequently also of the original urgent instinctual demands have been retained. This makes any objective "learning" difficult, because learning takes time (527, 528, 529, 536). The reality testing of these persons is disturbed. Real objects are mere "transference" representatives of objects of the past and are reacted to with inadequate feelings. The hysterics meets only the objects of his Oedipus complex and is then necessarily disappointed because the objects actually are not the objects of his Oedipus complex; the compulsion neurotic is limited to the world of anal-sadistic feelings; the orally fixed neurotic sees in objects nothing but instruments for the procurement of food and self-esteem; persons with unconscious guilt feelings meet only punishing or forgiving authorities.

Cases in which the relationship to all objects is generally disturbed can be subdivided into those in which this disturbance consists in the relations having too infantile a character, caused either by upsets in development or by regressions, and cases where some predominant need, overshadowing everything else, more or less excludes real object relationships, because the objects are used only in order to satisfy the predominant need: "pseudo-object relationships."

Since the predominant need arose once in connection with objects in the past, the predominance of the need, too, is a kind of transference; however, the word transference is chiefly used in cases in which a certain object is reacted to with feelings that once were developed toward some other definite person; in pseudo-object relationships the relations are not personal at all, but objects are used, rather, as instruments for the purpose of relieving an inner tension.

In discussing the psychology of puberty it has been mentioned that the need for reassurance against anxieties concerning the new drives may give all object relationships an ungentrue character; they are mixed with identifications, and persons are perceived more as representations of images than as persons (see pp. 112 f.). Neurotic characters, who remain afraid of their drives throughout life, therefore often give an adolescent impression.
The analysis of neurotic characters offers extensive opportunity to study the various types of pathological reactions to current happenings. Latent conflicts make an adequate reaction impossible; current happenings are misunderstood in the sense of the past, either as temptations or as punishments. The discussion of the precipitating factors of neuroses (see pp. 454 ff.) showed examples for this.

Again, the generally frigid and the pseudo-hyperemotional personalities must be mentioned. Both types are incapable of a full and warm feeling contact with others. Instead, they have developed substitutive pseudo contacts of various types, for the most part masking narcissistic interests as interests in objects (cf. 1600).

**FIXATIONS ON PRE-STAGES OF LOVE**

The development of love and hate is a long psychological process (see pp. 83 ff.). Any stage of this development may be retained or revived in pathological cases. The infant's "love" consists of taking only; he acknowledges objects in so far as he needs them for his satisfaction; they may disappear when this satisfaction is attained; the satisfaction needed is simultaneously a sexual and a narcissistic one. Certain human beings remain fixated at this level. In all their relations with others the sole demand is the satisfaction of their immediate needs. For them the environment is a means of regulating their self-esteem.

Certain types, in this way dependent on external supplies, have no other interest than to fulfill the assumed expectations of others; they have no really defined personality of their own but are what they believe others expect them to be. They change completely, depending upon the persons in the immediate situation. The identifications of these persons are multiple and evanescent, and they seem to have nothing stable in their whole make-up (1334, 1537). Their attitude is that it is easier to take the risk of being refused if one plays the part of someone else—a part that may be given up, if a rebuff follows, as lightly as a dress is taken off.

Identification is the first type of object relationship. There are adult types of infantile relationships to objects that arise from the fact that all object relations remain too much based upon identifications.

"Oral characters" become easily enmeshed in the characteristic vicious circle: the very act of asking for the supplies makes them afraid of the intensity of their asking; thus they need more supplies, and thus they become more fearful. They need objects for one purpose only: to sit at their bedside as mother had sat at the bedside of the frightened child, as pacifiers, protectors, bringers of supplies, in short, as "magic helpers" (653).

Persons who are thus dependent on their environment are fixated on the level of ego development at which their original omnipotence was already lost and they were striving to get it back. Under certain circumstances, the still earlier period of primary narcissism which subjectively did not need any objects and
was entirely independent (because the external objects furnished care as a matter of course) may be retained or regressively regained in neurotic states. There are introverted personalities who live as if they were still in the state of hallucinatory wish fulfillment, persons for whom the fantastic substitute thinking has entirely replaced any preparatory thinking (see pp. 49 f.): eccentrics who have more or less succeeded in regaining the security of primary narcissism and who feel "Nothing can happen to me." Their analysis reveals that an extraordinary environment in their childhood spared them the everyday conflicts with reality that force other children to give up the archaic stages of repudiating displeasure and to turn toward reality (see p. 442).

A person who manifests such "omnipotent" behavior and who seems to be especially "independent" exerts an especially fascinating effect on all the previously described characters who need magic helpers. This narcissistic behavior which gives the dependent persons no hope for any real love arouses their readiness for identification instead; the "followers," united in their common fascination, struggle for permission to participate in the "omnipotent" narcissist's power (1200).

Talented types of "introverts" may find a renewal of contact with the objective world as artists whose creations open a way back to reality. Other introverted persons break down if the difficulties of life preclude the habitual withdrawal into fantasy or some substitutive pseudo contact hitherto effective.

Introverts who are supposed to be subjectively independent of real objects (which objectively, of course, they are only as long as they have food and money) become, also subjectively, very dependent again whenever external events, for example, loss of "followers" or undeniable failures, make them doubt their omnipotence. Then they again need participation in the projected omnipotence, and their striving for identification with the objects makes them very dependent (1250). Whereas erotic daydreams in general are independent of reality (and that is their very purpose), the daydreams of persons whose erotic needs are still narcissistic ones and whose object relationships are still identifications actually depend on the real behavior of their objects. Their need may be stated thus: the other fellow ought to behave in such a way as to make the desired identification possible or, more precisely, he ought to be what the person himself would like to be, so that he, by empathy, may participate again in his own ideal. The object must behave in a certain way. The object has to behave so as to admit of the identification that the subject needs as a narcissistic supply (1449, 1575).

Persons of this type try to influence the objects by force, by ingratiation, and by every magical means, not only directly to furnish the necessary supplies (as oral characters usually do) but also to behave in a special manner corresponding to the subject's ideal. This could also be put in the following way. Narcissistic persons may in the narcissistic sentence "I love myself" project the "myself" onto
Another person and then identify themselves with this person so as to enjoy the feeling of being loved by themselves. To achieve it, they need the objects to behave as their unconscious wish for identification desires them to. The patients may eventually be governed only by the striving to induce the object to do what they want him to do. This, then, is not an identification proper; it is not that the ego takes over characteristics of an object; it is rather that an object is to be induced to take over characteristics of the ego ideal, that the ego, in empathy, can again enjoy the same characteristics (353). This mechanism, as a rule, is not only used for the sake of narcissistic and erogenous pleasure but also as a defense against anxiety. The patients would like to know beforehand what the object is going to do. They would know it if the object were to act according to their own ego ideal.

A frequent mechanism for achieving this end is the "magical gesture" that Reik has described under the heading of "anticipation" (1296). A person behaves as he wants the object to behave, impelled by the magical expectation that the sight of his gesture will force the object to imitate it. Actually the magical gesture is not an anticipation of what the object is going to do but of what one wishes the object might do.

Clearly, the magical gesture, therefore, is different from objective "empathy," which consists of a temporary identification with an object for the purpose of anticipating what the object is going to do. Trial identifications for the purpose of empathy play a basic part in normal object relationships. They can be studied especially in analyzing the psychoanalyst’s ways of working (518). Trial identifications for the purpose of empathy are a repetition of the archaic types of perception in general. The archaic types of perception were characterized by being performed in two steps: (a) an imitative identification with the object, and (b) attaining awareness of the changes in one's own personality, and in this way of the outside world. Analogously, empathy consists of two acts: (a) an identification with the other person, and (b) an awareness of one's own feelings after the identification, and in this way an awareness of the object's feelings (132, 975, 1598).

The magical gesture is probably a model for all the functions of the ego that are characterized by its capacity for "anticipation" of the future.

Persisting Ambivalence

Another archaism in neurotic characters is undue ambivalence in all object relationships. This is characteristic for all neurotics with unconscious infantile instinctual aims. Since they actually are pursuing a goal that cannot be achieved, they necessarily experience every object relationship as disappointing; they may experience this frustration as a repetition of those they had once experienced as children and may react to them with the same aggressiveness with which they once had reacted to the original frustrations. Revenge is a special type of the old
magical “undoing” of frustrations or humiliations, based on an identification with the aggressor. There are persons whose unconscious need for revenge over-shadows all other needs and disturbs any attempt at a positive object relationship. In this category is the “revenge type” of the feminine castration complex (20). Other types are governed not directly by a need for revenge but rather by reaction formations against a need for revenge.

JEALOUSY

An inability to love based on a deep ambivalence is also apparent in those types whose object relationships are governed by jealousy (113, 426, 607, 897, 1089, 1314, 1494). Occasional jealousy may correspond to the intensity of love feelings; however, those types in whom jealousy is an ever present characteristic are precisely those who are not able to develop a genuine love because all their relations are intermingled with a narcissistic need. Jealousy is decidedly not most intense when hitherto love and gratification have been most intense; persons who are disposed toward jealousy are, on the contrary, those who change their objects continuously and readily and who are even jealous of objects in whom they have had no special interest until some extraneous circumstance aroused their jealousy. If jealousy were a simple painful reaction to a frustration, it might be expected that it would be warded off as much as possible; actually jealousy generally shows the opposite characteristic: an inclination to obtrude and to become an obsession. This shows that clinging to the conscious thoughts of jealousy serves the repression of something else.

The mixture of depression, aggressiveness, and envy with which a jealous person reacts to loss of love reveals a special intolerance for loss of love. And fear over loss of love is more intense in personalities for whom this loss means a diminution of their self-esteem. Since even the clinging to possessions may fulfill the same function for self-esteem as other external supplies do, a society in whose ideology one spouse is looked upon as the property of the other thus increases the probability that jealousy may be developed as a means to fight for self-esteem.

The obsessive character of jealousy is due, first of all, to the fact that the actual situation that aroused the jealousy reminds the person of a previous similar one that had been repressed. That an actual humiliation is consciously in the foreground helps to keep a past humiliation in the background. However, the frustration inherent in the Oedipus complex, which certainly is at the basis of all jealousy (585), has been experienced by everyone, even by persons who later are not inclined toward jealousy. Here Freud led the way through his understanding of jealousy paranoia (574, 607). In paranoia, jealousy is used to ward off two kinds of impulses by projection: impulses toward unfaithfulness and impulses toward homosexuality. Both types of unconscious impulses certainly also play a part in normal jealousy. Jealousies develop wherever a necessity to repress im-
pulses toward unfaithfulness and homosexuality meet with the characteristic intolerance of loss of love.

Jones describes the narcissistic dependence of the jealous person on his object ("for such a man love represents a therapeutic means which is supposed to cure him from a morbid state") (897); however, he puts less stress on the primitive (oral) mechanism of the regulation of self-esteem and more on the deep unconscious guilt feelings that are intended to be counteracted by narcissistic satisfactions. Jones also emphasizes that in persons of this type the intense longing to get something from their objects for the most part encounters an intense fear of gratification of this longing. A restless flight from object to object may be caused by this anxiety (1218). Jones states: "Marital infidelity has more frequently than one believes a neurotic origin; it is not a sign of liberty and potency but of the opposite" (897). However, still more frequent than a neurotic fear of ties is a neurotic tying, a fear of any change of the object.

SOCIAL INHIBITIONS AT POINTS OF "COMPLEXES"

Even persons with less deep disturbances are handicapped in their reality testing at those points where anxiety and unconscious temptations come too much into play. Neurotics are persons who are sensitized at the points of their "complexes"; it is at these points that they fail to maintain an objective perspective in their object relations.

Neurotics suffer under the persistence of their Oedipus complex. The fact that this persistence necessarily disturbs object relationships of the moment by arousing misjudgments, dissatisfaction, and consequent disappointments manifests itself, first of all, in the characteristics of love life.

Freud described several conditions of love due to the persistence of the Oedipus complex (572). They are the "need for an injured third party," the "love for a harlot," the formation of "long chains of love objects," the fantasies around the idea of "rescuing the beloved," and, last but not least, the cleavage between tenderness and sensuality. Abraham described types of "neurotic exogamy" who combat the danger of incest in all human relationships (10).

Because of the fact that "the behavior of a human being in sexual matters is often a prototype for the whole of his other modes of reaction to life" (561), the manifestations of an unduly persistent Oedipus complex are not limited to love life proper but are encountered in all types of social relations. Things abound in illusions and disappointments.

The normal person also, in choosing objects according to the anaclitic type (585), selects them because of their similarities with infantile objects. However, the part played by similarity is limited to the selection. The normal person is able to perceive the actual characteristics of the real object and to react adequately; the neurotic, however, whose Oedipus complex has not been resolved, misjudges his
After an experience that had again mobilized the anxiety connected with an early primal scene, she had stopped masturbating; after several years, she had resumed masturbation with great intensity as a sort of compulsive activity of a quite different character. Analysis showed that the new masturbation had been a defensive measure. She wished to fight her anxiety by convincing herself: "I am not afraid of my own body for it gives me pleasure."

Pseudo sexuality, as a rule, is used to combat inferiority feelings or castration anxiety, to obtain narcissistic satisfactions and discharges of hidden aggressive and pregential strivings. Sexual successes may imply a variety of unconscious meanings. For one man sexual success had an outspoken anal significance; his girl friends were, for him, concrete achievements in the sense that feces had been in his childhood. More frequently the significance of success is a urethral-erotic one, ambition being a urethral-erotic character trait. Still more frequently the need for sexual success in both sexes is rooted in the castration complex. "I have to castrate in order to avoid being castrated." Sometimes sexual experiences are needed as proof that "Other people like these naughty things, too'' (see p. 498 for the discussion of sharing of guilt, pp. 242 ff. for hypersexuality, and p. 382 for love addicts).

Some pseudo-sexual men, at first glance, seem very normal, even altruistic, as they are particularly interested in satisfying their sexual partners; however, they cease to feel consideration for the partners after their sexual satisfaction has been achieved. Actually, they never were interested in their partner’s happiness but solely in proving their own ability to satisfy her. As soon as they know that they have this ability, they are no longer interested in that woman; instead they begin to wonder whether they will have the same success with the next woman. This may be condensed with an unconscious identification with the woman.

Frequently identifications that serve as reassurance against various fears are masked as "love." "Feminine" men, whose phallic tendencies have been repressed in connection with their early relation to their fathers, may, in fear of their homosexuality, develop a pseudo-sexual behavior toward women which is characterized by trends of identification and pregentiality. Persons of both sexes may use their sexual partners as they used their mother in childhood when they compelled her to sit at their bedside when they were afraid.

The difference between reactive and genuine sexuality is often very striking; reactive sexuality has the same characteristics as any reaction formation: it is cramped, inhibited in aim, reveals the underlying anxiety in symptomatic acts, consumes vast energy. Sometimes, however, the reactive characteristics are less manifest.

Critics have reproached Freud for explaining all neurotic manifestations as sexual. They have stressed the fact that sexual acts may be engaged in for the sake of power or prestige. This is certainly true, and it would be a decided mistake if an analyst were not aware of the ungenuine nature of pseudo-sexual behavior. However, the narcissistic needs of patients who seek power and prestige are not their inborn "true instincts," in contrast to sexuality. These needs have rather to be analyzed in terms of the vicissitudes of early instinctual conflicts.
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The following is an example of the genesis of a character, based on pseudo-
sexual behavior. A woman patient suffered from a series of severe neurotic dif-
ficulties of a cyclothymic character. Her symptoms showed that she had not suc-
cceeded in resolving oral-sadistic conflicts. In contradistinction to other severe wor-
ries, she was not at all troubled about her sexuality. In this field she felt everything
was in order. She had frequent intercourse with various men, without apparently
being frigid. Usually she played the part of the seducer. She acted toward these
men with a motherly and friendly tenderness. The innocuous character of her
sexual behavior was stressed so much that it was not difficult to perceive that it
represented a reaction formation to aggressive tendencies. This reaction forma-
tion was built up by means of an identification with her mother who, although
frequently strict and frustrating, had been especially kind and devoted to the
patient during a long childhood illness. Hence the sexual behavior of the patient
could be paraphrased: "I do not want to hurt men; I want rather to be as nice to
them as mother was to me while I was sick." Analysis showed that the patient
unconsciously considered her sickness a punishment for previous aggressive be-
havior. Her mother's kindness, which differed so much from her usual behavior,
therefore represented forgiveness. The child had defended herself against fears
of retaliation, which had been mobilized by her sickness, by clinging to the
mother who was now so kindly taking care of her; later she had identified herself
with the kind mother.

When in later childhood she was disappointed by her older friends or when
her feelings were hurt, she looked for younger friends whom she could protect.
Thus the tender and kind behavior was a defense against aggressiveness, and also
against fear of retaliation.

Further analysis showed that the character of the patient corresponded to the
structure characteristic for feminine hypersexuality. Unconsciously her interest in
men meant exclusively an interest in the penis. The tenderness actually was di-
rected toward the penis, and the penis was also the original object of the under-
lying aggressiveness. What was warded off by her friendly and tender sexual
behavior were conflicts around oral-sadistic ideas of incorporation of the penis.
The men toward whom she behaved tenderly were selected on the basis of nar-
cissistic object choice, so that she might treat them as she wanted to be treated by
her mother; basically it was the penis of these men with which she had identified
herself.

Further analysis revealed details of the history of the oral-sadistic aggression
against the penis. This attitude had originally been developed in her relation to
her mother. A queer interest in cemeteries and anything connected with this
subject was characteristic for her. In her adolescence she used to sit hours at a time
daydreaming in cemeteries. She imagined the dead were especially "peaceful." Be-
hind the peaceful and tender character of her interest in the dead, there was
again hidden an intense sensual and aggressive interest in them. The idea of
sitting peacefully on a grave, that is, of being peacefully united with buried per-
sons, represented a successful attempt to refute her sensual death wishes against
her mother and the corresponding retaliation fears, just as she later denied
analogous anxieties by her tender behavior toward men. Again, the fear of death
was rooted in the time of her illness. Her mother's previous severity had precipi-
tated intense oral-sadistic wishes; during the illness, she had been kind and had alleviated the little girl’s fear of death. These were the underlying causes for the patient’s subsequent use of tenderness and sexuality as a means of combating anxiety.

The sexual behavior of this patient had the structure of a neurotic symptom. It was the expression of a deep oral-sadistic excitement. But the apparent expression of this excitement, after the interference of anxiety, was no longer orally sadistic but pseudo genital. The genital behavior did not correspond to genuine genital impulses but rather to the striving of the ego to master the dangerous oral-sadistic temptations. The patient believed that she loved objects she actually was afraid of. It was not surprising that, during the course of her analysis, the patient temporarily became frigid (423).

Disturbances in sexual object relationships reflect themselves also in extra-sexual behavior. The aim-inhibited forms of social contact and the identifications, which check aggressions and thus are the basis of all social relations, may be disturbed. Again, an overwhelming narcissistic need for external supplies and for being “accepted” may make any actual adaptation to real social conditions impossible.

Like sexuality, aggressiveness, too, may show the characteristic threefold stratification: reactive aggressiveness—anxiety—original aggressiveness. Not only overly kind persons may torment others by their excessive kindness. Besides passively compliant persons, who conceal a combativeness that must be uncovered through analysis, there are daredevils who overcompensate their inhibitions of aggressiveness (435, 1263). “Occupational neuroses” sometimes are based on conflicts around aggressiveness of this kind.

In the same way that reactive sexuality differs from genuine sexuality, so does reactive aggressiveness differ from genuine aggressiveness. A patient, apparently inclined to submissiveness and always anxious to please his environment, revealed the following infantile history. After an initial period of oral spoiling, he had been exposed to a sudden frustration. He developed intense temper tantrums; there was also a time of intense obvious sadism during which he very much enjoyed torturing animals. The character he later developed was a reaction formation to this aggressiveness. However, in the distorted form of a "third layer," the sadism made its appearance again. Despite his submissiveness, he was overbearing, ready to criticize others, and always aggressive in an indirect way.

SOCIAL ANXIETY

In the section on pathological attitudes toward the superego, the discussion of "social anxiety" was postponed. A constant fear of being criticized, ostracized, or punished is very closely related to the effect of shame (see p. 139). It stands halfway between the child’s fear of castration or loss of love and the adult’s bad conscience. The original content of the infantile anxieties is no longer manifest, but the danger is not internalized.
A consideration of the reactions of the environment to one's actions plays a large part in all human relationships. And, indeed, in a hundred ways every individual's existence depends on his taking other people's reactions into account. This can be called the rational component of social fear. It is very well founded; it can even be stated that an objective judgment of the probable reactions of the environment must, in normal persons, supplant the rigid and automatized superego reactions of the latency period and adolescence. The full development of the reality principle includes a certain reasonable reprojection of parts of the superego into the external world.

This rational component of social fear is definitely not pathological. Rather, a lack of it, the inability to foresee possible reactions ("lack of tact") is pathological and indicates a disturbance of the reality sense.

It is pathological, however, when social anxiety overshadows all other object relationships or when judgment of expected criticisms and punishments is objectively wrong. Social anxiety of this kind may represent either a part of the child's fear of the parents, which was never completely internalized, or a reprojection of the superego onto the environment.

The first variety of exaggerated social anxiety must be regarded as a corollary of increased ambivalence. He who hates everyone must fear everyone. Compulsion neurotics are frequently particularly polite, accommodating, and considerate. This is an expression of reaction formations that oppose aggressive tendencies. At the same time it may be an attempt to re-establish their self-esteem, lost or endangered through guilt feeling, by an appeal to the judgment or clemency of others (see pp. 293 f.). Anyone who needs the opinion of others to maintain his own mental equilibrium has good reason to fear this opinion, especially if he feels that he actually hates the person whose opinion is about to become decisive. It is necessary for these persons to remain on good terms with their fellow men, but their ambivalence makes precisely this extremely difficult. An impersonal variety of this type of anxiety is represented by an artist's fear of failure, or by the stage fright of an actor who requires applause to allay his sense of guilt. The original instinctual conflicts between the patient and the person whose introjection gave rise to the superego are reflected again in the conflicts between the patient and the persons whose judgment he fears. The ideas of pardoning and punishing may be secondarily sexualized.

A similar social anxiety is even more pronounced in persons with oral fixations, whose self-esteem still depends on their getting external supplies. Their social anxiety means fear over loss of this vital supply. Such persons not only long to be loved but cannot endure a state of not being loved. They become agitated when they perceive that some person to whom they are totally indifferent is indifferent to them; their fear of losing the affection of others is so great that they even fear losing an affection they never had.
Some persons are sufficiently developed so that their self-esteem is no longer exclusively regulated by getting external affection, but rather by the fulfillment of ideal demands; however, the decision as to whether or not an ideal is fulfilled is not made by the person himself but is left to persons in his environment. These individuals do not need “affection” but “confirmation.” There are transitional stages to paranoid ideas of reference in persons who feel criticized by others whenever they actually are discontented with themselves.

An impotent patient of this type would crouch behind the person in front of him whenever he was at the movies and hide his face behind his turned-up coat collar. He did not want people to see him there without a girl, for fear they would know he was impotent and laugh at him.

The predominance of fear over loss of love in social anxiety must not lead to the conclusion that castration anxiety does not play a part. On the contrary, it often very obviously is at the basis of social anxiety. Many patients are governed by the continuous worry of maintaining the favorable regard of physicians, dentists, barbers, or tailors (170, 498).

These “father images,” however, are not only castrators; they are also homosexual objects. The fear concerning them may be a fear of the homosexual desire for the father.

Social anxiety often necessitates an energetic suppression of all aggressive strivings and a development of submissiveness in order to make the environment well disposed; on the other hand, patients with pregenital fixations react to frustration with violent aggression. It has been mentioned repeatedly that conflicts between submissiveness and aggressiveness are characteristic for these persons.

Patients of this type often deliberately ignore or misconstrue other people’s remarks or behavior which, if correctly understood, would provoke them to contradiction; they do not wish to destroy the “cordiality” of any relationship. Disharmony is unbearable, particularly if they must separate before having completely cleared up the discord.

Frequently the desired harmony is sought by relinquishing certain fields of endeavor in favor of the object and becoming “altruistic” (541). In social anxiety the field relinquished is often the field of valuation. The patients do not dare to decide what should be accepted and what rejected; they only want to find out what others expect them to do, and act accordingly.

Social anxiety is not always accounted for by incomplete internalization or by a reprojection of the superego. It may also be due to a pathological form of the superego. Hoffmann has very correctly contrasted the normal autonomous superego with a “heteronomous” superego which, instead of demanding that the ego should behave in a “good” way, demands that it behave in accordance with what is expected (803). Such an anomaly arises when the parents had shown so
inconsistent a behavior that it became impossible for the child to foresee what conduct on his part would be most likely to ensure the continuance of their affection; whereupon, renouncing all attempts to distinguish between good and bad, he would take his bearings according to the demand of the moment. The heteronomous superego is the most extreme outcome of inconsistent upbringing. The relative prevalence of character disorders over symptom neuroses in recent times is due to the same indecisiveness on the part of parents and educators.

A neurotic symptomatic picture in which social anxiety is predominant is erythrophobia. It has been mentioned that in cases of erythrophobia, stage fright, or fear of examinations, the idea of being judged by others supplants the idea of sexual contact with others (96, 105, 118, 158, 405, 522, 585, 1085, 1256, 1481, 1568) (see p. 201). In pronounced cases of erythrophobia, paranoid components are interwoven. Indeed, all severe cases of social anxiety have certain paranoid trends, the difference being only that the patient with social anxiety feels “People might be against me,” whereas the paranoid patient feels “People are against me.” In ideas of reference this projection of the superego was due to a sexualization of the relation between the ego and the superego; or in other words, after regression to narcissism, the attempted reparative process could catch the “superego’s sphere” only. The projection of the superego then appears as a search for objects that have been lost (see pp. 430 ff.). Similar mechanisms are found in schizoid personalities. Some social anxiety has to be explained as a fear of losing objects.

In all these connections one particular partial instinct is of fundamental importance, namely, exhibitionism. The exhibitionistic aim is regarded as a magical means to influence the spectator to do what one wants him to do: either to show himself or to give some kind of reassuring affection. Certain experiences may transmute this aim into fear (see pp. 345 ff.).

The obsessional desire to find a counterweight to guilt feelings, the narcissistic need for an external source of supply, the flight from loss of objects, the regressive sexualization of social feelings, and conflicts around exhibitionism are not mutually exclusive but actually supplement each other. Most cases of social anxiety represent combinations of these mechanisms. Among compulsive characters those who have a high narcissistic need, originating in the oral period, will subsequently tend to settle conflicts with the superego by an appeal to the environment rather than by self-imposed expiations; and this tendency again will be stronger if the patient’s early development forced him to take the relationships of being observed and criticized as substitutes for sexual relationships (689, 940, 1389).

Any object relationship can be analyzed as to the relative participation of intaking, eliminating, and retaining factors. Alexander described analyses of this kind and called them the “vector analysis” of object strivings (44, 45). In the discussion of organ neuroses, its use for an understanding of the organs afflicted was
pointed out (see p. 246). For other purposes vector analysis seems to have less application. Actually the difficulties in object relationships do not consist of conflicts among the three basic types of attitudes but rather in conflicts between each of them and opposing fears or guilt feelings. Moreover, distortion mechanisms make it impossible to state apodictically whether mental phenomena express a higher percentage of “intaking” or of “eliminating” attitudes. Strivings with contradictory aims may exist side by side and may even find common derivatives; the distortion mechanism of “representation through the opposite” may cause a latent mental attitude to appear manifestly masked as its opposite (552).

PATHOLOGICAL INTERRELATIONSHIPS OF THE EGO’S DEPENDENCIES

Anomalies arising out of the ego’s relation to the id, the superego, and the environment have been discussed; still to be considered is the fourth type of anomaly, namely, disorders due to the mode of co-ordination of the urges from the three sources. However, how the ego condenses its various tasks according to the principle of multiple function depends upon the nature of the tasks; disturbances in the relations to the three authorities of the ego are also provocative of disturbances in the application of the principle of multiple function (1551). Again, only a dynamic and not a static point of view can do justice to the problem at hand. In character attitudes, conflicts between impulses and fears may be relatively frozen; still, life is an ever changing process: warded-off impulses may and do invade the warding-off attitudes, and the struggle must be continued at a different level. A given phenomenon is by no means either an instinctual impulse or a defense against it; derivatives are comprised of both. The defensive ego uses “tamed” id forces, and instincts may serve to suppress other instincts. The overcompensation of an impulse by means of an opposite impulse shows this most clearly.

In analytic practice the relativity of the concepts “instinct” and “defense” can best be seen in the application of the technical rule, “interpretation begins on the defense side,” to what might be called the “reversed transference interpretation” and the “reversed sexual interpretation” (438). An analyst giving a transference interpretation says, schematically: “It is not I toward whom your feelings are directed; you really mean your father.” But there are many patients who know about transference and defend themselves against emerging emotional excitement by referring to its transference nature. In such instances the “reversed transference interpretation” is necessary; “You are aroused at this moment not about your father but about me.” Not until the patient is convinced of this can the origin of such an emotion be discussed. The “sexual interpretation” says schematically: “This non-sexual action has actually a sexual meaning.” In the case of pseudo sexuality the “reversed sexual interpretation” must be given first: “This sexual action is not genuine; it is a defense, an expression of your fear of instincts.”

Defensive attitudes which, having been turned into derivatives, express simultaneously instinctual demands were compared by Freud with the “human half-
breed” (590). In a certain sense all defense is “relative defense” only; with reference to one layer it is defense, but simultaneously with reference to another layer, it is that which is warded off.

Harmonizing the various tasks of the ego is based upon a nicety of inner equilibrium so that the ego is not overwhelmed by the emotions, nor does it anxiously have to ward them off. Warded-off impulses with their tendency to develop derivatives impair the objective testing of reality; they preclude differentiated thinking and block the ego’s capacity to organize its experiences (527, 528, 534, 536). Laforgue spoke of the “relativity of reality” (1004). Reality is not the same for any two individuals. However, the realities of undisturbed characters are more nearly similar than are the realities of neurotic characters.

Thus again characters who are dominated by reaction formations and pre-genitally oriented are least capable of harmonizing the various demands. For this achievement, too, the attainment of genital primacy offers the greatest surety (25, 1272).

THE DIFFERENTIAL ETIOLOGY OF VARIOUS CHARACTERS AND TYPES OF DEFENSE

Constitutional factors are not accessible to psychoanalytic approach; hence the problem is to determine to what extent a given character structure or a preference for certain mechanisms of defense can be understood historically as the outcome of specific instinctual conflicts of the individual.

Neurotic characters, instead of reacting to their experiences adequately, respond more or less rigidly with the same reaction patterns. They are not only fixated to certain levels of instinctual demands but also to certain mechanisms of defense. Even normal persons who are flexible and able to react adequately show “habits” in this respect. By definition, character means that a certain constancy prevails in the ways the ego chooses for solving its tasks. The problem of fixation to certain defense mechanisms is but a special case of the more comprehensive problem of the relative constancy of character traits in general (369, 683). It is, however, the special case studied in greatest detail (100, 429, 541).

The fixation to certain defense mechanisms and character attitudes depends on the following:

1. On the nature of the instinctual impulses that pre-eminently have to be warded off. This is best seen in the examples of “anal character,” “oral character,” “urethral character.”

2. On the time when the decisive conflict was experienced. The earlier the conflict was aroused, the more intense are the later disturbances. An injury to a frog’s egg at the two-cell stage is more disastrous than an injury to the tadpole. Similarly disturbances in the oral period are more disastrous than those in the
genital period. At certain ages, certain defense mechanisms and attitudes, for different reasons, are more in the foreground than others: for example, introjection and projection correspond to a very early age; simple regression is more archaic than repression; reaction formation requires greater activity on the part of the ego. The specific stage of evolution of the instincts affected is equally important. If the prohibition meets a nascent instinctual impulse, the development of the instinct in question may be blocked entirely, precluding not only subsequent satisfactions of this instinct but also its sublimation, and thus impairing the developmental possibilities of the personality. If, however, the frustration occurs after the instinct has already developed, the consequences are different. The instinct cannot be really blocked any more, but it may be excluded from the rest of the personality; this calls forth the types of defense that require a constant expenditure of countercathetic energy.

3. On the content and intensity of the frustrations and on the nature of the frustrating factors. The personality of the frustrating parent is of importance not only because his attitude as well as his previous relation to the child determine the way in which the child experiences the frustration but also because as a rule a frustration provokes an ambivalent reaction toward the frustrating person which may result in an identification with him; the child then becomes either similar or markedly dissimilar to the frustrating person, or to one aspect of this person.

4. On whether or not other substitute gratifications were available at the time of the frustration. The routes remaining open for substitution or suggested as substitutes by the environment determine further development.

5. In most cases, however, analysis succeeds in showing that a special defensive attitude was forced on the individual directly by a particular historical situation: either it was the most suitable attitude in a given situation, and all later situations are then reacted to as if they still were the pathogenic one, or all other possible attitudes were blocked in a given situation, or the attitude was favored by some model in the child's environment, with whom the child identified himself, or the attitude is exactly opposite to that of a model whom the child did not want to be like. Unusual behavior can very often be traced back to unusual conditions in the childhood environment. And psychoanalyses of character disorders certainly give opportunity to study quite a selection of "unusual childhood environments"!

In analysis the phenomenon of "defense transference" makes its appearance; that is, not only warded-off instinctual demands of the past but defensive attitudes as well are repeated in the relationships of the immediate present. The defense transference depends upon two circumstances: (1) upon the tendency to react in terms of previous experience, retaining a proven expedient as long as possible and, upon the recurrence of danger, to apply that expedient even if changes in the interim make it unsuitable now; (2) of greater weight is the fact
that the individual wishes to transfer his instinctual impulses. He strives again and again for satisfaction; but again and again the ego responds to this striving with the memory of the facts that at an earlier time caused anxiety. In this sense, also, the extremely painful repetition of the “passing of the Oedipus complex” (612) in the analytic transference is not “beyond the pleasure principle” (605). The individual strives for the pleasure of gratifying his Oedipus impulses. But the memory that the environment prohibited this gratification by threat is mobilized again and this necessitates a repetition of the defense.

**TYPOLOGY**

The description of pathological character types is rather confusing. The different criteria that have been used for classification overlap one another and this necessitates frequent repetitions. It would be advantageous if psychoanalytic characterology were to give us a dynamic classification (730). However, none of the attempts made hitherto seems to have been successful. Choosing one aspect as the criterion of the division necessarily neglects other aspects.

The most important of these attempts were instituted by Freud himself (625). After having subdivided the mind into the categories of id, ego, and superego, he asked whether it would not be possible to distinguish types of human characters according to which of these three authorities is dominant. There may be “erotic” types whose lives are governed by the instinctual demands of their id; “narcissistic” types who feel so dominated by their sense of ego that neither other persons nor demands from the id or the superego can touch them much; and there may be “compulsive” types whose entire lives are regulated by a strict superego that dominates the personality. Freud also described “mixed” types in which a combination of two forces outweigh the third one.

Of these types the compulsive character is the only one whose description really seems satisfactory. As to the erotic type it must be stated that a person who is dominated by the demands of his id may make a very different impression, depending upon the nature of the prevailing id strivings and upon whether or not his demands are capable of satisfaction. What Freud described as the erotic type seems to suggest a person whose instinctual demands are not capable of gratification, rather than a person whose instincts are genuinely very strong. A pseudo-hypersexual person is not “dominated by his strong id” but rather by the consequences of his defenses against the id. Besides this, Freud stressed to such a degree the dependence of the erotic type on the object that he actually described those types of persons whom we called persons with increased narcissistic needs. A neurotic incapacity for satisfaction and archaic regulation of self-esteem (a high “narcissistic need”) seem to be more characteristic for Freud’s erotic type than the fact that the accent of the personality is on the id. As narcissistic, Freud
described types who have more or less preserved their primary narcissism and omnipotence; here again Freud does not have in mind persons governed by an ego whose strength would consist in reasonableness and adequate behavior rooted in genital primacy, but rather pathological types who have succeeded in subjectively remaining independent of the external world by simply not caring.

Besides the question whether Freud's descriptions of an "erotic" and a "narcissistic" type correspond to persons whose id or ego is accentuated, there is a more important objection to his suggested typology: Psychoanalysis is essentially a dynamic discipline. It evaluates given phenomena as a result of conflicts. It has never considered the characteristics in terms of the absolute strength of the forces operative, but rather with respect to the functional relations of these forces to one another. A categorization of "id persons," "ego persons," and "superego persons" is not a dynamic concept. What would be characteristic for dynamic types would not be either id or ego or superego but the various interrelationships of id, ego, and superego. That is why Freud's typology has not been used much for the comprehension of neurotic character disorders (400).

Similar objections can be raised to Alexander's suggestion of subdividing people into intakers, eliminators, and retainers (44, 45). It is by no means the case that one of these three attitudes necessarily prevails. It is not the existence or strength of these attitudes that is decisive but the relation of all three attitudes toward anxieties and guilt feelings, for example, whether or not the contradictory aims create conflicts (and what types of conflicts), and this depends on the development and character of defensive forces. Frequently economic changes may turn an "intaker" suddenly into an "eliminator," and vice versa.

Alexander's classification has some points in common with Jung's classification of extraverts and introverts (908). Again the objection arises that this distinction is not a dynamic one. The same persons may be extraverts under certain circumstances, introverts under others. However, the concepts of extraversion and introversion very adequately describe two opposite types of defensive behavior; certain persons when frightened by their own impulses "flee to reality" (1416); they become hyperactive in an attempt to convince themselves that reality does not bring the fearful things they have feared in their fantasy. Other types, fearing their impulses, withdraw and become hypoactive; they feel that as long as they limit themselves to daydreaming, they may be sure that their frightening ideas will not bring about any real injury. The normal person is able to face and judge his impulses; the extravert yields to impulses before he has time to face and judge them; the introvert protects himself by evading contact with reality.

Nor is Kretschmer's attempt to co-ordinate character types with types of body structure and to distinguish schizoid and cycloid personalities as two fundamental types very attractive to the analyst (980). Although a difference between schizoid and cycloid behavior is sometimes striking, that which both types have
in common seems of still greater importance: the tendency toward loss of objects and toward narcissistic regression. Schizophrenic and cyclothymic disorders are related to each other in the crucial features that distinguish them from the neuroses and from normality. Both together as narcissistic types are rather to be contrasted with the more normal object-libidinal types.

This criticism would be more fruitful if it were followed by a better suggestion. Unfortunately nothing of this kind can be offered. The differentiation of individual character traits into those of the sublimation types and reactive ones is not of much value in judging personalities, since every person shows traits of both kinds. And still it seems the relatively most useful approach to distinguish personalities in whom the sublimation type of traits prevails from those that are predominantly reactive. It had become customary to distinguish genital from pregenital characters; however, although the traits of anal or oral characters consist of both sublimations and reaction formations, pregenital traits become predominant only in cases in which countercathexes suppress still operative pregenital impulses; in other words, pregenital characters, as a rule, are also reactive characters, whereas the attainment of genital primacy is the best basis for the successful sublimation of the remaining pregenital energies.

The reactive characters, in their turn, are most satisfactorily subdivided by analogy to the neuroses, for the simple reason that mechanisms similar to the various forms of symptom formations are likewise operative in the formation of character traits.

PHOBIC AND Hysterical CHARACTERS

"Phobic characters" would be the correct designation for persons whose reactive behavior limits itself to the avoidance of the situations originally wished for. However, if there is an avoidance of open streets or high places, we speak of a phobia and not of a phobic character. The situation changes if it is not external situations that are avoided but seriousness or rage or love or intense feelings altogether. Types of this kind have been discussed in the chapters on inhibitions and anxiety hysteria (see pp. 178 ff. and 210 ff.).

The concept "hysterical character" is less unequivocal (1601). Considering the mechanisms of hysteria, it is to be expected that traits are manifested that correspond to the conflicts between intense fear of sexuality and intense but repressed sexual strivings and, further, to conflicts between the rejection of actuality ("introversion") and the tendency to find the infantile objects again in the actual environment. Hysterical characters have been described as persons who are inclined to sexualize all nonsexual relations, toward suggestibility, irrational emotional outbursts, chaotic behavior, dramatization and histrionic behavior, even toward mendacity and its extreme form, pseudologia phantastica.
The sexualization is of the character of pseudo hypersexuality (see pp. 242 ff.); because the sexual strivings are repressed, their energy is displaced and floods all relations. Suggestibility, as has been demonstrated in the relationship of hypnosis and infantile sexuality (449, 454, 606, 1378), is an expression of the patient's readiness to reactivate infantile types of object relationships. Irrational emotional reactions are analogous to hysterical attacks and consist, whenever an associatively connected experience occurs that might serve as a derivative, of sudden releases of the energies dammed up by repression. A chaotic behavior is usually due to traumaphilia; that is, it represents a striving to get rid of traumatic impressions by actively repeating them, and there may simultaneously be a fear of these very repetitions because of their painful character.

However, not all "chaotic" behavior is of this nature. One case, characterized by extreme disorder in respect to time and money as well as to all human relationships, and for whom the expression "chaotic behavior" certainly was appropriate, turned out in analysis to be suffering from a kind of "reaction formation against a compulsion neurosis." The patient, as a girl of six or seven, had undergone a brief compulsion neurosis. This neurosis, however, had not achieved its aim. The fear that she might violate the strict rules of order (set up by a strict governess), even in some unimportant detail, was as strong as the original fears of her sexual impulses which had brought about the compulsion neurosis. External circumstances (namely, a chaotic model) then offered the patient a way out: she denied her fears connected with orderliness by becoming extremely disorderly. Her later behavior actually can be described as a "compulsion to show that she was not compulsive." When the patient first came to analysis, she gave a hysterical impression. Only in the course of the analysis did the compulsive background become clear—when the patient realized that any attempt to interfere with the chaotic behavior provoked anxiety.

The histrionic quality depends upon hysterical introversion; it is a turning from reality to fantasy and probably also an attempt to master anxiety by "acting" actively what otherwise might happen passively. However, hysterical "acting" is not only "introversion" but is directed toward an audience. It is an attempt to induce others to participate in the daydreaming, probably both to obtain some reassurance against anxiety and guilt feelings (or to evoke punishment for the same reason) and to attain sexual satisfaction through another's participation (446). It is an attempt to return from introversion to reality, a kind of travesty of the process underlying artistic productivity (1332).

Mendacity, too, may generally be called an effect of the increase in fantasy. The fact, however, that in some fantasies there is a definite pretense of reality not only shows an attempt to get back to the objective world but also serves purposes of defense.

Making use of the infantile defense mechanism of denial constitutes the first lie. "Absolute denial" is soon replaced by "denial in fantasy" (541). And
the denying effect is intensified if other persons (as "witnesses") can be made to believe in the truth of the denying fantasy.

The main object of infantile denials and hence of subsequent pathological lies is represented by facts pertaining to the castration complex which injure the child narcissistically (1991).

Children try to facilitate the repression of an event by gathering associatively connected screen experiences (553). They may also construct screen experiences through fantasies and games (409, 413, 1437). The way in which this facilitates repression may be expressed as follows: "Just as this is only a fantasy, that (occurrence) was not true." Freud has shown that absurd games or fantasies often are aimed at ridiculing grownups (552). "Since you lie to me in your way, I shall lie to you in mine." Pseudologic behavior may very well be a revenge for having been deceived about sexual matters (949). However, there are similar games and fantasies that are not directed at the external world but that try to ridicule the individual's own memory. Perceptions one does not like to believe are intentionally made improbable by an absurd exaggeration. In this way, sometimes, games of a later period may aim at denying earlier sexual games by repeating them, but now without awareness of their sexual character and with an absurd and exaggerated kind of self-irony. The repression induced by such "screen games" is the more easily procured if the denial is participated in by the same brothers and sisters who originally engaged in common sexual experiences. On a deeper level, the sexual experiences are, of course, repeated in the game (1332). Pseudologia is an intermediate stage between the screen memory, the reality of which is believed in by the subject, and the usual fantasy which is strictly distinguished from reality. It does not require psychoanalysis to see that the telling of fantastic sexual experiences by a sexually inhibited woman represents a compromise between a longing to seduce and an opposing inhibition. But psychoanalysis can add that the lie serves the purpose of denial. The formula may be phrased: "If it is possible to make people believe that unreal things are real, it is also possible that real things, the very memory of which is menacing, are unreal."

Helene Deutsch has proved that the content of pseudologias consists of screen stories of something that actually happened. They are comparable to national myths which also contain historical facts, falsified by wishes (320). This must be supplemented by the statement that it is not solely a breaking through of repressed memories. The fact that the breaking through happens in this specific form, that is, as a fantasy presented as a reality, is an economic means for further entrenching the repression (437).

The object to whom the lie is told again serves as a kind of witness in the internal conflict between memory (or awareness of an excitement) and the tendency toward denial or repression (see pp. 145 f.).
In one case the lying appeared only at definite periods which, in analysis, were seen to be manic equivalents.

At first glance, one sees that a lie covers up the truth. Helene Deutsch showed that it nevertheless betrays the truth. To this it has been added that the manner of this betrayal anchors the denial.

Not all pathological lying necessarily has this particular structure. It may also express, in a less specific way, a person's struggles to maintain his self-esteem (cf. 198, 583, 1613, 1643).

COMPULSIVE CHARACTERS

The mechanisms of compulsion neurotic symptom formations reflect themselves in the character in various ways. First of all the generality of the reaction formations is characteristic; the typical attempts to overcome sadism by kindness and politeness and to conceal pleasure in dirt by rigorous cleanliness have been discussed (see pp. 287 f. and 471 ff.).

Besides, there is the lack of adequate feeling reactions induced by isolation. The patients may be entirely "cold," or they may produce only a limited number of feeling patterns, or they may express feelings only if certain reassuring conditions are fulfilled. The struggle for the maintenance of such reassuring conditions often characterizes the compulsive character. The total behavior of the patients may aim to prove that certain reassuring systems are valid. This may be combined with the described "neurotic typing" (710).

A patient felt well only as long as he knew what "role" he was supposed to "play." When at work he thought, "I am a worker," and this gave him the necessary security; when at home, "Now I am the husband who comes home from work to his beloved family."

This may be automatized into a kind of ego-syntonic ritual (e.g., the reactive robot type of work) of which the patient becomes aware only when it is interrupted (e.g., on holidays).

The object relationships of compulsive characters are characterized by their anal-sadistic nature. They are ambivalent and filled with assurances (often inadequate) against aggressiveness. Frequently all object relationships are characterized by the conceptions of "possession" and "presents." The thinking processes are changed in characteristic compulsive ways (see pp. 295 ff.). The regression to the anal-sadistic level makes the compulsive character to a considerable extent coincide with the anal character described before (see pp. 278 ff.). Finally the reflections in the character of the struggle against the superego and the tendency toward certain varieties of social anxiety must be mentioned. Within the group of character disorders, the compulsive character is the most clearly defined and lends itself most readily to diagnosis (1052).
There are exceptional cases where the diagnosis is not quite so simple. Secondary adjustments and restitutional "pseudo contacts" may have succeeded to such a degree that the resulting attitudes are best designated as "compulsive normality" or a "compulsion to prove that one is not compulsive." Patients of this kind betray their reactive and pathological structure only if their "normal" routines are interrupted. Then it turns out that they cannot do without them—that is, that the routines were compulsive in nature. Occasionally the "reaction formations against compulsive reaction formations" go so far that the individual refuses any regulation and shows a chaotic behavior which gives a hysterical or even impulsive impression (see p. 528).

Not much is known, however, about what determines whether a compulsive character is developed simultaneously with compulsive symptoms as a part of a compulsion neurosis or whether this character structure wards off (and replaces) definite compulsive and obsessive symptoms. Both types occur. It is possible that the compulsive character without symptoms represents an arrested evolution rather than a regression.

**CYCLIC CHARACTERS**

The expectation that the "cycloid" person has an "oral character" is confirmed by clinical experience. However, the concept oral character comprises very manifold phenomena (see pp. 488 ff.). It can be assumed that the mechanisms at the basis of the changes of mood are identical with those operative in true manic-depressives, varying only in degree. The persons are characterized by conflicts between the ego and the superego, and by the ways in which they try to solve these conflicts which reflect the adjustments once made with the objects of the Oedipus complex. The ups and downs in mood may be supplanted by physical "affect equivalents" (1183, 1622).

In this group are to be included many of the "neurotic characters" described by Alexander (38) in whom success and failure alternate. All those patients who periodically "act out" present definite signs of an oral character (445).

**SCHIZOID CHARACTERS**

Schizoid personalities have been discussed in the section on borderline cases in Chapter Eighteen on schizophrenia (see pp. 443 ff.). They are characterized by an augmented narcissism which may manifest itself in an intense need for approbation by others, but more frequently is of the nature of a primary and omnipotent narcissism, independent of other people and distorting the patient's reality testing (1380, 1635). The narcissistic fixation betrays itself in the readiness of the patients to react to frustrations with partial losses of object cathexes. In many ways object relationships and emotions may be supplanted by pseudo contacts and pseudo
emotions. The increase of narcissism is often a reactive one. The patients are unable to endure any narcissistic injury and reassure themselves against such injuries by regressing to primary omnipotence (524, 1250). The ability to retain or more or less to reactivate the attitudes of primary omnipotence is typical; it may sometimes be due to unknown constitutional factors; at other times the primary narcissism has been fostered by an abnormal environment. Since persons of this kind necessarily encounter many frustrations, they are always filled with unconscious hostilities. However, the hostilities, too, arewarded off and hence are usually not felt as such. Emotional responses may be supplanted by patterned behavior, by vacant smiles or by other catatonoid attitudes.

The characteristics of unstable and easily relinquished object relationships with archaic features have been described (see pp. 444 f.). So have the "as if" characters with their ungenuine pseudo emotions (331, 333). Paranoid characters, laden with suspicions and jealousy, represent abortive delusions of persecution or jealousy. Hebephrenoid personalities who are generally inhibited in all activities often are indicative of vast reaction formations against aggressive tendencies. Catatonoid behavior often implies a scar remaining from a psychotic episode which has perhaps not been recognized as such.

Regarding the principal distinction between schizoid characters, namely, between persons who are on the verge of becoming psychotic and persons who by some kind of bizarre character attitude seem to be assured against any psychosis, reference is made to Chapter Eighteen on schizophrenia (see p. 446).

DIGRESSION: TWO SHORT CASE HISTORIES

The insufficiency of a theoretical description of mechanisms becomes more evident in character disorders than in the case of symptom neuroses. This insufficiency is of a dual nature. First, the types described are an outcome of external influences on the biological structures and vary, therefore, with the external influences. What is not stressed enough in a mere description of types is the fact that they are types of today's world only. The prevailing character structures are especially characteristic for a given culture, and sometimes for a given stratum in a given culture. Specifically it is the conflict between the contradictory aims of "active independence" and "passive-receptive longing," both of which are stimulated by present-day social conditions that determine today's pathological character structures (819). Second, the types never correspond for point with the individual cases.

It may, therefore, be permissible to illustrate the historical determination of character disorders by brief condensations of two case histories previously published (433, 442a).

A patient was characterized by the haste with which she always undertook every more or less unimportant enterprise. She was physically as well as mentally continually in a state of tension, always occupied with the future, never living in the present. This continual activity of the ego remained on the surface to an
amazing extent. Her associations spread in every direction without ever getting any deeper. Her interests and occupations also bore the stamp of a superficiality that did not correspond to her intelligence and talents. She avoided everything that had a "serious" character. In describing her experiences she expressed a peculiar sense of inferiority: "Nothing that happens to me can be serious or real." Her superficial "playful" activity, her restlessness, and her continual worry about what would happen tomorrow served the purpose of forestalling any serious experience.

The patient, who was married, was passionately in love with another man. She could not leave him, although the affair aroused serious conflicts in her. In anxiety and trouble and, in particular, at the beginning of a depression, she escaped—much as a drug addict escapes by means of his drug—with the help of real or imagined experiences with this man. It soon became clear that it was not real love that drove her to him, but that he satisfied narcissistic needs whose fulfillment repelled anxiety or depression. However, it was not clear in what way he achieved this. Gradually it became apparent that the chief attributes of this man—and in this he was the diametrical opposite of the patient's husband—were that he was humorous, apparently frivolous and witty, and never called things by their right names. What the patient really sought from him was the reassurance: "I need not be afraid of sexuality; it's only fun." In an earlier analysis the patient had from the very beginning developed the resistance of not speaking, and no progress was made. This had happened because the analysis was "serious" and because its aim was to face reality, "to call things by their right names," which the patient wished to avoid at all costs. The second analysis, on the contrary, appeared to make very rapid progress. It took a long time to understand that this progress was apparent only and was the result of a particular resistance. The analyst had, by chance, laughed at some remarks the patient had made during her first sessions. This enabled her to work "in isolation." What she had was an analysis conducted "in fun," just as she enjoyed sexuality "in fun," so that the analysis really did not attack her anxieties about her instinctual life. Like a child at play, the patient anticipated in active games future events; but she never succeeded. Her anxiety was too great for her to make the step from play to reality. She always had to assure herself: "It is only a game and not serious." Analysis showed that "serious" sexuality had acquired its frightening character when, at the end of the patient's fourth year, the birth of a brother had aroused her sadism. She had the unconscious fear that if she yielded to her real impulses, she would tear the penis from men's bodies, and children out of women's bodies. The escape into "playing" was due, among other things, to one particular incident in the nursing of the younger brother. An elder sister had suggested to the patient that she should push over the perambulator to get rid of the intruder. From that time on the patient was terrified of touching him, particularly after she had once noticed how her mother and the nurse had laughed over the little boy as he was urinating. Her mother had tried to relieve her of this aversion to touching him by saying: "Take him in your arms; I'm standing here; you're only playing at being his mother; you're not really his mother."

Another patient revealed the following contradictions in his behavior. On the one hand he had clear-cut feelings of inferiority, which manifested themselves
in constant ambitious strivings (the impossibility of really satisfying his ambition together with certain disturbances of potency were the reasons for his coming to analysis). On the other hand he was in reality completely inert, lived a retired life, had no genuine object relationships, and felt contented when undisturbed by the outside world. His ambitious fantasies were of a very childish character and centered around the idea that he wanted to show himself as the stronger one; the imagined competition was extremely primitive—on the level of mere fights among boys. It was comparatively easy to see that the victory was of less importance to him than the recognition and affection that would be his because of the victory. The common goal of his ambition and his laziness was to live in narcissistic self-sufficiency with supplies flowing in from the outside. Although he was quite successful in his career and had developed pseudo contacts as substitutes for object relationships, so as to avoid the external appearance of being pathological, his inner life was astonishingly colorless. He regarded his professional work as a necessary evil that was to be got over with as quickly as possible. He had no particular interests, at least none on the level of his intellectual abilities. He tended to become depressed if he felt that he was not immediately loved by everybody. His relationships with women were so superficial that no long analysis was necessary to sense the latent homosexuality back of them. However, the relationships with men were also narcissistic in nature, and fundamentally consisted only of childish competitive fantasies. The better one knew him, the more one saw to what an extent he was dominated by a primitive narcissistic need. He expected that as soon as he felt a need, the object world should gratify it, without his showing the slightest inclination to do anything for others, indeed without his being able to feel that other people have needs.

It took time until the infantile elements of this narcissistic fixation became clear. One of these elements was the mother's nature. She had been a very active person who used to make incessant demands on both her boys in many ways, especially in regard to cleanliness. The patient recalled that he had felt "bothered" by his mother and her demands all through his childhood, and kept striving to evade them. However, a second element was of greater importance. Throughout his childhood there had been an old nurse in the home who had functioned in every respect as a "countermother." Through her the patient was enabled to realize the narcissistic spite fantasies, originally aimed at his mother. He was absolutely certain of the love of his nurse; he could do anything he pleased as far as she was concerned. He got everything he needed from her without ever having to recognize that she, too, was a human being with feelings.

Is this pampering of the primitive narcissism of a child sufficient explanation for a character fixation that permits the avoidance of every vital activity, not only of love relationships but of intellectual activities as well? Certainly not. There is no doubt that the avoidance of vital activities was equivalent to a general phobic attitude, that the patient tried to avoid the full intensity of life as an agoraphobic avoids going out on the street. That he carried out this evasion by clinging to a primitive narcissistic attitude was sufficiently explained by the existence of the nurse. This, however, did not explain what the dangers were that caused him to withdraw. The dreadful nature of the mother's demands had to be understood and supplemented.

The never ending competitive fight to which the patient abandoned himself in
his fantasies, but which he avoided in reality, as well as a corresponding attitude in the transference situation were a persistent reminder of the fact that he had a brother three years older than himself, and that his few childhood memories always showed him in the company of his brother and the brother's friends. His "fighting boys" point of view must have corresponded to the wish at some time to be stronger than the older boys around him, and the hopelessness of this wish obviously made him recoil from these boys to the nurse. It may be presumed that the attitude of oral demand toward the nurse was based upon a "return of the repressed from the repression," and that in its relation to the older boys a passive-receptive homosexuality had developed that had been overcompensated for by the wish to be stronger than they; and because this was unrealizable he had again regressed to receptivity. When this was explained to the patient, he responded with a surprising recollection. At about ten years of age and thereafter, he had surpassed his brother in physical strength. There were frequent fist fights between the two boys, and the patient was always the victor. This triumph resulted in his trying to repress his recollection of having been the weaker at earlier periods, by means of developing the ideal of the "fighting boys." The unconscious passive-receptive yearning for the period when he was the weaker was the reason why this ideal remained theoretical, and why in reality he lived on in the "world of the nurse."

When the patient could not surpass others, he always felt the impulse to attack or to insult them, and he was afraid that sometime he might yield to this impulse in a compromising way. Actually he avoided any active sadistic step, which would have served the purpose of denying a certain pleasure in being the weaker. But again, this kind of denial would not have been possible if in the depths there had not been some more fundamental sadism which betrayed itself in his continual fight fantasies as well as in the oral avidity with which he demanded immediate satisfaction of all his needs.

This sadism evinced itself likewise in his only hobby, hunting, which alone seemed to him to make life worth while. The analysis of this hobby resulted first in the realization that the joy in shooting animals was as little a direct genuine instinctual expression as the fantasy of suddenly beating to death those rivals whom the patient so feared that he avoided social gatherings. It was possible to bring the patient gradually to a point where he relived the still existing fear which he had not felt since childhood (except for several circumscribed fears—for example, a clear-cut syphilophobia from which he suffered). Various fears made their appearance at first in dreams, then in daytime symptoms as well, fears which increasingly assumed the characters of certain dreadful demands being made of him, and from which he tried to escape through stubbornness. He sometimes used to lock himself in his office and go to sleep, meanwhile experiencing great pleasure in the thought that others believed he was working and that no one could reach or disturb him. He observed that it was fear again that always caused him to break off his love affairs, as well as his friendships with men, when a certain intensity of feeling was reached. Finally, to his surprise, he noticed that the sole course of pleasure for him, the hunt, likewise had fear as a basis.

The hunt offered the patient opportunity to satisfy certain fetishistic traits: he loved high boots and rough clothing. Obviously he did not know the sexual character of this preference, inasmuch as the fetishistic character of boots and cloth-
ing was limited to masculine attributes. In speaking of the odor of rubber, he had an indistinct memory of rubber sheets that had been used in his bed in the nursery. Here for the first time the topic of enuresis was touched, and the impression arose that the “masculine” boots and clothing were intended to deny some sort of passive-childish ideal, just as the idea of conquering his brother covered the recollection of a time when he had been the pet of bigger boys.

The story of his passion for hunting brought out, also, for the first time, his relationship to his father. The father had not been a hunter but a fisherman. While he was standing in or near the water to fish, the youngsters were allowed to shoot small birds with popguns. During such outings the little fellow always felt very “manly,” a feeling he revived in his present joy in the hunt. But anxiety dreams relating to water, which occurred with ever greater frequency, led finally to the realization that this joy likewise had a hidden counterphobic meaning: “I am a hunter and not a fisherman.” His father’s fishing must have aroused anxiety in him. He had overcome this anxiety in a sort of counterphobic pride: that he was allowed to go off with his father on a masculine jaunt. Nevertheless, he could enjoy this pleasure only in the hunt, whereas it now grew increasingly clear that hitherto unconscious anxiety was connected with fishing and all activities associated with water. Several peculiarities of his behavior while hunting showed that he always strove to connect his hunting activity in some way with “water,” but with the wish that this connection never be too close. Although as a child he had been afraid of swimming, he now tried to force himself to swim, but it gave him no pleasure whatever. Dreams and fantasies brought out that the water he was afraid of represented dirty water, a fact revealed by the analysis of the inordinately intensive anal and urethral eroticism against whose demands his entire pathological character had been erected as a defense. Two further factors contributed to the development of the patient’s pathological character. The first is connected with the father, who had impressed the youngster as extraordinarily manly, whose chief interest was certain athletic activities, and who himself seems never entirely to have overcome the “fighting boys” point of view. Moreover, he laid great stress on the matter of clothes. The homosexual ties of the patient were directed toward the father, who often used to go out with the boy, especially to take him along to parties, and to show off with him. On these occasions the patient on the one hand experienced manly pride and, on the other, fear that as a little boy he was not equal to his manly task. For this reason he preferred to stick to his nurse and to his primitive narcissism. The idea of always being handicapped in social gatherings because he could not yet compete with the more adult men as well as the other idea of avoiding such gatherings because he might injure the others in a sudden sadistic outburst went back to his ambivalence toward his father, who had used him in an exhibitionistic way.

The second thing is that during the early years of childhood the patient shared a bed with his brother. That which he fantasied hazily as enticing and dangerous in connection with his father, he actually experienced with his brother. These homosexual excitations which he sought to re-encounter by regressing to a primitive oral narcissism, had found their expression in enuresis. The patient was made to feel ashamed, by his “demanding” mother, for this bedwetting. He resolved, as a revenge for her belittling him, henceforth to live only for his own gratifica-
tion and to have consideration for no one else. This determination finally was
shattered and led to secondary conflicts.

The pregenital fixation, which found expression on the one hand in bedwetting
and on the other in oral regression, went back to early stomach and intestinal
disturbances.

This crude and schematic résumé suffices to show how the character peculiarities
of this patient were determined by a combination of circumstances in his
childhood environment. The nurse who pampered him, the demanding mother,
the older brother, the fact that this older brother later was physically weaker,
the exhibitionistic, boastful character of the father—only when all these circum-
cstances are taken together does the development of this patient become under-
standable.

PSYCHOANALYTIC TECHNIQUE AND THERAPY IN CHARACTER
DISORDERS

Analytic therapy in the case of character disorders meets with specific difficul-
ties. The attitude of the patients toward their disorder differs from the attitude
neurotics have toward their symptoms. Although patients with symptom neu-
roses have their resistances, too, and although character cases may be very dis-
contented with themselves and may be striving for a change, nevertheless there
is a difference between a man who tries to get rid of a disturbance at the periphery
of his personality and a man whose "personality" itself is going to be attacked. It
is relatively easy as long as the person himself has insight into the pathological
character of his behavior patterns (even then the fact that the patterns are
alloplastic and more rigid than symptoms will create difficulties); it becomes
more difficult when the patient has no insight and recognizes neither his patho-
logical attitudes nor the fact that the chief part of the conflicting energies the
analysis aims to release is tonically bound in the attitudes, or when the very
nature of the attitudes is such as to interfere with the process of analysis.

The analytic procedure relies on the co-operation of a reasonable ego, to which
unnoticed derivatives of the unconscious are demonstrated by interpretation.
Freud, therefore, once said that "a fairly reliable character" is one of the pre-
requisites for a successful analysis (554). And yet we now are asking ourselves
whether "unreliable" characters can be cured by analysis.

This can be done only if the analysis succeeds in first making the patient aware
of the problematic nature of his behavior. After the patient has been wakened to
amazement about what he does, he must become aware of the fact that he is
compelled to act as he does, that he cannot act differently; then he has to under-
stand that it is an anxiety (or a guilt feeling) that makes this specific behavior
necessary, that he needs this behavior for defense purposes. He will learn to
understand historically why these defenses had to have their specific form, and
eventually what he is afraid of. If the mobilization of the old conflict succeeds, he will experience anxiety and subsequently the instinctual impulses in question, instead of his rigid and frozen attitude. Thus the character neurosis will be changed into a symptom neurosis, and character resistances into vivid transference resistances; afterward they will be treated the way symptomatic neuroses and transference resistances usually are handled (1279).

This, then, is the situation. Once there was a conflict, urgent and alive. The subject withdrew from this struggle by means of a permanent ego alteration. The forces that at one time opposed each other are now wasted in the useless and rigid defensive attitudes of the ego; the conflict has become latent. By separating the reasonable, observing ego from the automatic, defensive, experiencing element, the bound-up energy must be set free and the old conflict reactivated (1497).

It is comparatively easy to see what has to be done; the requisite analytic task is to thaw the frozen energies of the inert attitude. It is, however, much more difficult to fulfill this task, to find the point where the defensive system is most insecure, where the neurotic defense is less rigid—the points and times, in other words, where the fight between instinct and defense has remained most alive; what has to be done is to rectify displacements, undo isolations, and direct affect traces back to where they belong (433, 438).

As to the remobilization of old conflicts, which are not effective any more, Freud once doubted whether it could be achieved at all (629). In order to transform a latent instinctual conflict into a live one, he says, "clearly there are only two things we can do: either we can bring about situations in which the conflict becomes actual or we can content ourselves with discussing it in analysis." Concerning the first, "we have so far rightly left to fate" the task of bringing fresh suffering into life, and, furthermore, it would not be possible anyhow. The second is useless, since mere discussion will not help any more than reading Freud's works will cure a neurosis (629). It is easy to reject these two alternatives; but it is not certain that they are the only two possibilities. There is a third one: Latent conflicts are never completely latent. The analyst is accustomed to divining the presence of strong forces behind the smallest signs. It is his task to remobilize conflicts, not to create new ones. He must make these signs so objective that the patient can recognize them as derivatives of the more important latent conflicts that he had refused to feel. If the decisive part of the rigid instinctual energy is to be made capable of discharge and mental health to be restored, then indeed the task is first to "turn a possible future conflict into a present one" (629).

This means that situations must in fact be provoked in which the conflict becomes actual, not through the analyst's playing the part of fate in the real life of the patient nor by joining in the transference through artificial behavior on his
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part but by psychoanalyzing at those points at which the latent conflicts are actually hidden, by demonstrating the attitudes in question as derivatives, and by making it possible for the observing and reasonable ego again to face that which, due to resistance, had been evaded until then.

It is particularly urgent that the personality first be released from its rigidity, because here is where the pathogenic energies are really bound. Frequently, even in cases in which a vivid struggle between instinct and defense appears at other places, directing the attention to the rigid defenses may be of decisive importance (74, 75, 438, 1279).

The question may be raised whether there is any analysis that is not "character analysis." All symptoms are the outcome of specific ego attitudes, which in analysis make their appearance as resistances and which have been developed during infantile conflicts. This is true. And to a certain degree, really, all analyses are character analyses. Some part of the energies, which are spent in useless defensive conflicts and must again be placed at the disposal of the individual, is always bound in "character resistances." However, there still remains an appreciable degree of difference between the analyses of symptom neuroses and character analyses proper.

So much as to difficulties common to all character disorders. Besides them, the question of the indication for analysis varies greatly. Character disorders do not form a nosological unit. The mechanisms at the basis of character disorders may be as different as the mechanisms at the basis of symptom neuroses. Thus a hysterical character will be more easily treated than a compulsive one, a compulsive one more easily than a narcissistic one.

Besides the variations in underlying mechanisms, the insight, the will to recovery (1174), the readiness to co-operate, the mental elasticity necessary vary considerably. Concerning the secondary gains, a character disorder will be the more difficult to attack if the pathological attitude until then has brought the patient more advantages than disadvantages. If attempts, for example, at narcissistic overcompensations have not yet met with frustrations in reality, the patient will cling to them more than after severe disappointments. Certain neurotic character attitudes may even have helped to achieve some real success, or at least some pride and increase in self-esteem, and then the analyst's attempts to demonstrate their real purpose will be met with more intense resistance.

The depth of the regression, the intensity of the resistances, the readiness to understand and to co-operate, and the patient's mental elasticity will have to be judged in a trial analysis (see pp. 580 f.).

The aforementioned difficulties, particularly the necessity of making the patient aware of his behavior patterns and of thawing his frozen attitudes, in general necessitate a much longer time for character analyses than for symptom analyses. They also present special technical tasks that cannot be discussed here
However, there is no reason for discouragement (1361). What Freud once said about analysis in general is especially true of character analysis: Although it cannot alter the individual constitutionally and its effectiveness thus remains limited, it may change the patient into what he would have become had his life circumstances been more favorable (596).
The distinction between traumatic neuroses and psychoneuroses is an artificial one. This classification is very useful from a theoretical point of view; it is instructive to consider that the decisive state of tension forming the basis of a neurosis can be brought about by too much influx as well as by too little discharge. Actually, however, these two types of neurotic conditions interact. After the individual has experienced too much influx, he is afraid, cuts himself off from the external world and therefore blocks his discharges; an experience of a trauma creates fear of every kind of tension, sensitizing the organism in regard even to its own impulses. If, on the other hand, discharges are blocked, a little influx, otherwise harmless, may have the effect of one much more intense, creating a flooding. A neurotic conflict creates fear of temptations and punishments and also sensitizes the organism in regard to further external stimuli. “Trauma” is a relative concept (513).

In the chapter on the traumatic neuroses, it was stressed that there is no traumatic neurosis without psychoneurotic complications; a certain study of these psychoneurotic complications was necessary for an understanding of the clinical course of traumatic neuroses (see pp. 121 ff.). A few words must be added about the reverse, the traumatic elements in the psychoneuroses.

In general the symptoms of actual neuroses are very similar to those of traumatic neuroses; both are due to a state of being dammed up, which, it is true, is brought about differently in each condition. However, one element that is characteristic of traumatic neuroses is missing in actual neuroses: the characteristic repetitions of the trauma in dreams and symptoms. These repetitions represent attempts to achieve a belated mastery, fractionally, of the unmastered amounts of excitation (605). Repetitions occur in all psychoneurotic phenomena, too, but there they are of another nature; for example, symptoms may repeat childhood experiences over and over again, even if they were not pleasant. Neur-
Neurotic phenomena are characterized by the fact that the patients, instead of reacting vividly to actual stimuli according to their specific nature, react repeatedly with rigid patterns. The instinctual impulses themselves are also repetitive: they are felt periodically and tend to take the same course each time. Besides, there are unproblematic repetitions, like repetitions of actions or attitudes that once proved useful, that occur whenever similar conditions again prevail, or, generally, repetitions in response to repeating (or similar) stimuli.

Freud spoke about a repetition compulsion (605), and this conception has been much discussed in psychoanalytic literature (145, 431, 771, 977, 991, 992, 1064, 1180, 1182, 1469). However, the repetitions mentioned are of very different types. Neglecting the “unproblematic” repetitions, three categories must be distinguished:

1. The periodicity of instincts, rooted in the periodicity of their physical sources. It represents a somatic problem, but one with profound psychological consequences (102, 257). Not only do the instinctual drives recur periodically, but “derivatives” of instinctual drives also reflect this periodicity. Every kind of hunger is ended by satiety, and satiety, after a certain time, gives way to hunger. The periodicity of the manic-depressive phenomena probably belongs in this category.

2. Repetitions due to the tendency of the repressed to find an outlet. This is the core of the characteristic psychoneurotic repetitions (991, 992). They are most pronounced in the so-called neuroses of destiny, in which the patient periodically evokes or endures the same experience (327, 613). What happens is that a repressed impulse tries to find its gratification in spite of its repression; but whenever the repressed wish comes to the surface, the anxiety that first brought about the repression is mobilized again and creates, together with the repetition of the impulse, a repetition of the anti-instinctual measures. Neurotic repetitions of this kind contain no metaphysical element. They represent simply the continuation of the fight between the repressed and the repressing forces. What has not been gratified strives for gratification; the same motives that first denied gratification are effective later. Thus even the repetition of the most painful failure of the Oedipus complex in the transference during an analytic cure is not “beyond the pleasure principle” (605). The painful passing of the Oedipus complex (612) is not the thing the person tries to repeat; rather he is striving for the gratification of the Oedipus wishes. But this striving mobilizes anxiety, and the repetition of a painful experience is the objective result.

Repetitions in compulsive rituals (compulsive counting) constitute a section of this category (see pp. 153 f. and 288 f.).

3. Repetitions of traumatic events for the purpose of achieving a belated mastery. This type of repetition is seen first and most clearly in children’s games,
where what was experienced passively before is repeated actively in an amount and at a time chosen by the ego. The same pattern occurs in the repetitive dreams and symptoms of traumatic neurotics and in many similar little actions of normal persons who in thought, stories, or actions repeat upsetting experiences a number of times before these experiences are mastered (605, 1552).

The repetitive phenomena of psychoneuroses as a rule are of type (2), the repetitive phenomena of traumatic neuroses of type (3).

There is a category of neuroses in which elements of “neurotic conflict” and of “trauma” are simultaneously present, neuroses in persons whose motivations of defenses against instinctual impulses are based on specific traumatic experiences in their childhood (431). This can be recognized by the fact that the repetitions that occur in the course of these neuroses are at the same time of type (2) and of type (3).

Type (2) of repetition is not intended to be a repetition. When the excitement is “repeated,” it is done so in the hope that its outcome will be different, a gratification instead of the preceding failure. But this intention fails, and what actually occurs is a repetition of the frustration. Sometimes it is obvious that the ego is striving for a “repetition under different circumstances,” for example, in the presence of reassuring measures which would make possible the hitherto blocked gratification.

Type (3) is characterized by different features. The ego’s attitude toward the repetition is a very ambivalent one. The repetition is desired to relieve a painful tension; but because the repetition itself is also painful, the person is afraid of it and tends to avoid it. Usually, therefore, a compromise is sought: a repetition on a smaller scale or under more encouraging circumstances. The ambivalence toward this repetition shows itself in the phenomena of traumatophilia and traumatophobia (1070, 1244), in the fact that whatever these persons undertake turns into a trauma; they fear this, and nevertheless they strive for it. There are many varieties of this mixture of fear of repetition and striving for it. When the striving is unconscious, the patients, in spite of a fear of upsetting experiences, experience very upsetting things every day; they run from catastrophe to catastrophe; everything is disturbing and filled with emotion; there is never time, distance, or relaxation enough for them to quiet down. At other times, the wish for repetition is more conscious, and the patients long for one dramatic experience, to end their misfortunes once and for all (445).

It has been mentioned repeatedly that in certain neurotic persons the fear of castration or over loss of love is overshadowed by a more superficial fear of their own excitement which, through the blocking of its natural course, has acquired a painful character. Patients of this type, therefore, are afraid of end pleasure; when sexually aroused, they long for a “dramatic” experience and yet fear it.
This occurs in patients in whom the judgment "excitement is dangerous" has been brought about by the memory of infantile sexual traumata, either primal scenes or actual seductions. The symptomatology of these patients reveals a condensation of returns of the repressed instinctual conflicts with repetitions of the traumata, constructed according to the repetition type (3).

Patients suffering from these neuroses are worse off than those with acute traumatic neuroses because of the physiological character of sexual excitement. If someone has suffered an external trauma, for example, an automobile accident, he will, for a certain time, dream about the accident, be unable to enter a car, begin to tremble upon seeing a car, and so on. This will continue until the unmastered amount of excitement is discharged. After a while the symptoms cease. If, however, the trauma was of such a nature that it resulted in the ego's judgment, "sexual excitement is dangerous" (or rather, more specifically, "the loss of ego at the height of sexual excitement is dangerous"), this judgment causes the ego to interfere with the normal course of sexual excitement every time anew. This interference causes a displacement of the excitement from the genital apparatus to the vegetative nervous system. This is felt as pain (anxiety), confirming anew the erroneous idea of the ego about the danger of sexual excitement. The fact that sexual excitement is continuously renewed from physical sources never permits such a neurosis to subside. The patient has entered a vicious circle. The "belated mastery," which the repetitions strive for, is never obtained because every attempt to reach it brings about a new traumatic experience. It is as if a person who tries to enter a car after an automobile accident has to go through another accident each time.

Some types of morbid fear of death when analyzed turn out actually to be fears of orgasm, after the concept of orgasm has been turned into that of a trauma (see p. 209).

To a certain degree all primal-scene neuroses are of this type. The primal scene has made the patients fear sexual excitement. The fear turns excitement into painful sensations. The experience of these sensations is felt as a repetition of the primal scene. This is complicated by the fact that repetitions of the primal scene are also sought in the same way as the traumatic neurotic seeks repetitions of the trauma.

Certain neurotics give the impression that they labor in vain throughout life belatedly to master the impressions of a primal scene. A sadistically perceived primal scene may change the character of the world for a person in such a way that he vacillates between fearfully expecting the repetition of this trauma and actually performing it. The traumatic experience not only sets up a kind of inconclusive traumatic neurosis but simultaneously increases the disposition for the development of psychoneuroses, because the memory of the trauma increases the effect
of all later sexual prohibitions and frustrations. (Conversely also, preceding prohibitions and frustrations may cause a later primal scene to have a special traumatic character.)

Regarding the question of what sexual components are especially concerned in neuroses of this kind, it seems that any partial instinct may be involved. However, a few of them are usually paramount. The role played by the eroticism of sensations of equilibrium in the fear of one's own excitement has been mentioned (see pp. 203 ff.); so also has the role of muscular eroticism when a tic has eternalized the memory of a primal scene (996) (see p. 321). In men, the fear that the ego may be overwhelmed is certainly more intense if passive-feminine wishes are in the foreground; sadistic strivings, in both sexes, may have the same result. In traumatophilics, sexual and aggressive excitations are always inseparably interwoven.

What is valid for sexuality is also valid for aggression. Aggression, too, when gratified, is not dammed up. But if the emotion of rage as such is feared and blocked, a vicious circle is created just as when sexuality is blocked.

People who tend to "act out" in reality, who use external objects merely as instruments through which to find relief from their inner tensions, are very often of the traumatophilic type. Their actions correspond to the repetitions of a traumatic neurotic. The striving for experiences in order to ward off a danger or to gain or enforce a necessary protection may at the same time be aimed at a belated discharge of an overwhelming excitement. The experience of early traumata in such persons may underlie their characteristic intolerance toward tensions. The memory of the experienced trauma makes them fear that any tension at all may signalize a new trauma. They feel themselves to be miserable creatures, helplessly exposed to a dreadful world which heaps traumatic experiences upon them. The only way in which they can seek aid is to try again and again to anticipate actively and on a limited scale that which they fear; they usually fail, because of the vicious circle described above.

Some psychotherapists seem to be of the same type as these patients. By working with patients, they seek to deal with the unconscious, actively and "on a limited scale," because they are afraid that they might be overwhelmed by their own unconscious, passively and in a high degree. They prefer emotional upheavals and dramatic scenes in their treatments, and theoretically they defend the importance of "abreaction" and are not much in favor of "working through." Like all unconscious rewards a psychotherapist derives unduly from his work, this type of gain, too, nullifies or at least damages the objective work.

Concerning therapy, neuroses of this type are closer to psychoneuroses than to traumatic neuroses. (It is, however, an open question how high a percentage of so-called traumatic neuroses actually belongs to this category.) If one were content to wait for a spontaneous cure, one would wait in vain. The intervention of
the defending ego completely prevents “belated mastery.” And the defending ego interferes because of its apprehension of disaster. Psychoanalysis must undo the defense, must make possible a connection between the instinctual forces that have been excluded and the remainder of the personality. The pleasurable loss of the ego in a successful sexual experience is the best possible guarantee of mastering whatever excitation has remained unmastered since childhood because of experiences of painful loss of the ego. Since these persons have the same intolerance toward tension as patients with morbid impulses, the achievement of this “undoing of defense” is equally difficult; sometimes for this purpose the classical technique has to be modified. However, in principle, psychoanalysis works in the same way as in simple psychoneuroses. After all, simple psychoneuroses are not so different from these combinations, since every defense against instincts is performed out of anxiety, and anxiety, in essence, is the striving of the ego to avoid traumatic experiences.
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THE CLINICAL COURSE OF NEUROSES

SPONTANEOUS CURES

The interplay between defenses against neurotic manifestations and attempts at their inclusion into the organization of the personality determines the further course of the neurosis. The discussion about neurotic character disorders gave an impression of the complexity of this interplay. No general formula can briefly and conclusively answer the question why certain neuroses tend to cure themselves, to improve or to come to a standstill, whereas others run a malignant course.

Spontaneous cures or improvements may be subdivided into real and apparent ones. A "real" cure would presuppose a solution of the neurotic conflict. Theoretically, this could be achieved either through the disappearance of the motives for the defense, so that the warded-off instinct is not warded off any longer, or by the success of the opposing forces in inducing a condemnation of the infantile wish by better means, that is, by a displacement of its energy to other, nonobjectionable strivings. Both of these outcomes, however, seem impossible, since, by the pathogenic defense, its motives as well as the warded-off drives themselves have become inaccessible to reasonable judgment. Certainly things that have been upsetting for the child would not continue to be upsetting for the mature personality; but the very rational facing of the disturbance by the mature personality has been made impossible by the defensive measures of the infantile ego. Is there any possibility of outgrowing pathogenic childhood fears in spite of their exclusion from the ego?

In childhood neuroses, where the anxiety that motivates the repression is not yet fully incorporated, this anxiety can still be corrected by reality. If a child feels that a certain instinctual behavior, let us say soiling his pants, will be followed by a lasting loss of his mother's love or by some other severe punishment, this anxiety causes him to repress the instinctual impulse, and this repression may create neurotic symptoms. In such a case, a reassurance may suffice to overcome the anxiety and make repression and neurosis superfluous. The trust in a "good
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In childhood neuroses, where the anxiety that motivates the repression is not yet fully incorporated, this anxiety can still be corrected by reality. If a child feels that a certain instinctual behavior, let us say soiling his pants, will be followed by a lasting loss of his mother’s love or by some other severe punishment, this anxiety causes him to repress the instinctual impulse, and this repression may create neurotic symptoms. In such a case, a reassurance may suffice to overcome the anxiety and make repression and neurosis superfluous. The trust in a “good
mother” and better experience may succeed in overcoming the beginnings of a cleavage between instincts and personality. Actually, a certain percentage of infantile neuroses disappears later through the child’s gaining confidence either in persons around him or in his own abilities. Many infantile anxiety hysterias, like fear of darkness or of being alone, are outgrown under the reassuring influence of the environment as well as through the natural maturing of the child, his progress in his motility, his capacity for active mastery, and the self-confidence evolved. Confidence may also be increased by the developmental change of the leading instinctual demands; if a child was afraid of being punished for soiling his pants, he will lose this fear when, through normal development, anal impulses cease to be the general executive force of sexual excitement.

To a certain degree, similar improvements through reassurance may occur also in infantile adults, still afraid of being punished by external objects. In less infantile persons, a real cure of this kind will be impossible; however, improvements of a greater or lesser degree are possible through reassurance and confidence. The reassuring character of experiences responsible for such an improvement may be objective; or it may merely consist of the fulfillment of certain conditions which, according to the history of the individual, have assumed a reassuring significance for him. It is also conceivable that a phobic avoidance, which hitherto could not be obtained sufficiently or which had required a special expenditure, can be secured through some new conditions (e.g., external reasons induce a person with a phobia of city streets to move to the country). Compulsive rituals which unconsciously signify a reassurance may become superfluous when certain external events or a changed situation of life take over the fulfillment of the same function.

The possibility of such a happy outcome, however, becomes much less probable after the anxiety that motivated the repression has itself become unconscious to such an extent that it cannot any longer be corrected by experience.

Before Freud, the old practitioners used to advise hysterical girls to get married, meaning by that to start sexual relations. Advice of this kind could not be effective, for the patients, because of their repression, were incapable of experiencing sexual satisfaction; it was this satisfaction and not the mere opportunity for sexual intercourse that had been lacking. But it is correct that if some means could be found to enable hysterics to feel sexual satisfaction, they would be cured. In general, a disturbance in the capacity for satisfaction cannot be overcome simply by pushing the patient into a situation that to other persons would be satisfying. Nevertheless, an experience of a new kind of pleasure may encourage the patient to weaken his defensive attitude—perhaps temporarily only—to try further changes, and to make accessible other pleasures, which in turn may decrease the intensity of the defense. There is something which might be called “cure by seduction” or “cure by love,” in which a new experience of pleasure
(sometimes combined with a new experience of confidence in the "noncastrating nature of the environment") may succeed in crushing the walls of repression (559). The possibility of a "traumatic cure" of a rigid compulsive system has been mentioned (see pp. 260 f.).

Sometimes a spontaneous cure may be rooted in a decrease not in the anxiety opposing the instinct but in the force of the warded-off instinct itself. After neuroses of the climacterium, for example, postclimacteric spontaneous cures occur (sometimes, it is true, combined with regressions that may produce new symptoms).

Instead of complete spontaneous cures the factors mentioned may cause improvements or limited cures, effective only "until revoked."

"Apparent" spontaneous cures and improvements are based on alterations of the economic situation nourishing the neurosis, without complete abandonment of the underlying conflict. Changes in the life situation may in different ways change the economic-dynamic equilibrium within the personality, so that a genuine neurosis becomes superfluous. All experiences that change the relation between instinct and anxiety change the manifest neurotic picture as well (1317, 1502, 1610).

In the discussion of the precipitating factors of neuroses, the possible changes in the equilibrium between the repressed instincts and the opposing anxieties and guilt feelings were tabulated (see pp. 454 ff.). The same table, with reversed values, can now be used to clarify the possible ways in which experiences of life may decrease an established neurosis.

1. The changed situation may represent a decrease in the force of the repressed drive. This may be an absolute decrease, as in postclimacteric improvements, or a relative one.

Just as any unconscious temptation for a repressed drive may precipitate a neurosis, so any situation that excludes or limits the temptations for repressed drives has an ameliorative effect.

A relative decrease in the force of the repressed drive may be achieved by the opening of new outlets of any kind. Experiences that open or increase the gratifications of other instincts, especially of adult sexuality, relatively decrease the repressed forces ("improvement by seduction"). Anything that increases the evaluation of these other instincts may produce the same effect. A favorable break-through of rigid attitudes is analogous to such "seduction." Or the new outlets may not be direct instinctual activities but any other activity substituting for the repressed drive, or rather for the neurotic symptoms that have formed the first line of substitute activities. Something else takes the place of the neurosis, a kind of (ungenuine) "sublimation" or another "secondary" or "artificial" neurosis. In practice, the majority of all spontaneous cures or improvements belongs to this category.
Something of this type occurs, first of all, whenever infantile neuroses are overcome by the development of rigid character attitudes. These attitudes imply an impoverishment of the ego and therefore may be called neurotic; but they may be less obvious and disturbing than the primary neurosis.

Conditions of life may form a situation that dynamically serves as a kind of "secondary neurosis" making the primary neurosis superfluous. In this class belong the neurotics who get well if they fall physically sick or suffer a real misfortune, because suffering and misfortune take over the "punishment" significance that hitherto had been represented by the neurosis. But the substitutes need not necessarily be painful ones; cures by sublimate hobbies or self-cures of neurotic artists by creative work are also effective through opening pathways of substitute activities.

2. An increase in the warding-off forces may result in a temporary victory of the ego if it succeeds in creating a more energetic and successful suppression. The intensification of anxiety or guilt feeling may be a direct or an indirect one (see pp. 456 f.). It works like a hypnotic command directed against the symptoms. The effect of improvements of this kind, like that of such a command, is very limited; increased suppression will be followed, sooner or later, by increased rebellion.

External fear may bring relief from internal guilt feeling. Compulsive neurotics may improve upon meeting a strict boss or any frightening experiences.

3. Many spontaneous improvements, however, are due to a decrease in the repressing forces sufficient to lower the entire defensive struggle to a level where it is not disturbing any more. Experiences, reassuring objectively or subjectively or tending in any way to show that past threats are invalid, represent direct decreases in anxiety; the feeling of having atoned for any harm one might have done, the fulfillment of requirements of the ego ideals, or the acquisition of new standards (if they render harmless something heretofore apparently harmful) represent direct decreases in guilt feelings. Confession certainly may cure or improve the neurosis of a faithful Catholic. Anxiety and guilt feelings may be indirectly decreased by gaining love, especially if this "love" is felt as a narcissistic supply regulating self-esteem.

Forgiveness may bring relief from guilt feeling. Compulsion neurotics may improve upon meeting a kind boss or any reassuring experience. Many spontaneous "cures" are based on some permission to regress to the passive-receptive type of mastery, to let others take the responsibility. Abraham reported a very impressive spontaneous cure of this type in a case of an impostor (29) who was cured when a woman of the mother type fell in love with him and fulfilled his Oedipus wishes. In other cases the gained love may be of an impersonal nature, the love of God or the "belonging" to a greater unit, which permits one to give up activity and responsibility for the magic protective powers of "faith" (654).
The attainment of love may be replaced by the attainment of prestige, power, self-confidence, or by situations of life assuring phobic avoidances or providing reassuring rituals. Paradoxically, even failures and experiences that represent a loss of self-confidence may have a favorable effect if they are perceived as a permission to yield to passive-receptive longings.

4. Finally, even an intensification of the repressed drives might perhaps create an improvement if it were intense enough to break down the countercathexis altogether. The liberated impulses, then, would respond like impulses freed from repression by psychoanalysis: they would catch up with the maturity of the total personality, from which they had been isolated, and lose their infantile character. In practice, improvements of this kind always coincide with "improvements by seduction" discussed under (1).

The effectiveness of all these influences depends, of course, upon the entire dynamic-economic situation; the same external occurrences changing the equilibrium of the conflicts may bring exacerbation or improvement, depending upon economic factors. The difference in the dynamic-economic structure is also responsible for the fact that though spontaneous cures and improvements occur in all types of neuroses, they occur in various neuroses in different frequency—in mobile hysterias more frequently than in fixed compulsion and character neuroses. The curative effect of a passive-receptive attitude may be paralyzed by guilt feelings and secondary conflicts aroused by them.

STATIONARY NEUROSES

The fact that some neuroses become stationary at a certain point of their development may be due to the very same circumstances that in other cases produce a recovery. The favorable changes in the dynamic relationship between repressed impulses and anxiety suffice to control the further instinctual urge, the damming up of which continuously increases from physical sources, but they are not sufficient to undo the damage caused up to that time.

The standstill in the development of a neurosis has been compared to a seclusion of a foreign body in a pathological anatomical sense (see p. 460). This outcome represents a defense of the ego against the symptoms by means of isolation.

Examples of this seclusion are given by the successful projection of the instinctual danger onto an external situation in anxiety hysteria; by la belle indifférence of hysterics; by the compulsion neurotic who remains comparatively unmolested as long as he fulfills certain rituals; by the man who succeeds in turning a paranoid schizophrenia into a systematized paranoia; and by the cyclothymic who feels normal in the intervals between his depressive or manic spells.

In character neuroses the fight between impulse and anxiety may become stationary and rigid. Instead of a "mobile warfare," a "war of position" is fought.
The patient then may be easily fatigued and may suffer from a "general inhibition due to general impoverishment" (6r8), but otherwise remain relatively intact.

The progredience or the arrest of a neurosis is not decided once and for all, but rather is relative. A neurosis that had been relatively stationary for a certain time may become progredient again. Not only may cures and standstills of neuroses be spontaneous but also aggravations and progressions occur under the influence of external events. And the same dynamic-economic factors that decide whether an externally determined disturbance of the equilibrium has an improving or aggravating effect are also decisive in questions of progredience or arrest.

Improvement and aggravation, arrest and progredience are relative concepts. In certain cases it depends on the point of view whether an externally provoked alteration in a neurosis should be included in the one or the other category; certain qualitative changes may be improvements in one respect and aggravations in another. As an example, the replacement of an anxiety hysteria by a character disorder has been mentioned (1274). Similarly, external alterations may change the symptomatic picture. Compulsion neuroses frequently have a historically older "hysterical kernel" (599); rituals, especially, may have replaced phobias. If the rigidity of the compulsive structure is liquidated in later life, the hysterical features may come to the fore again. Even where this is not the case, a compulsion neurosis, losing its "neurotic equilibrium," may change into an anxiety neurosis or into a vegetative organ neurosis. More interesting are the complicated dynamic relations between compulsion neuroses and organ neuroses on the one hand and manic-depressive disorders and schizophrenias on the other. Manic-depressive patients usually show compulsive characteristics in their free intervals (26) and schizophrenias may "artificially be held on the level of a compulsion neurosis" (see p. 451) or be held in check by organ-neurotic symptoms (see p. 257). That is, persons with a disposition to use psychotic mechanisms may still be able to solve a certain amount of mental conflict by neurotic means; if life brings intensifications of this amount, they develop psychotic mechanisms; if the intensity of the conflicts diminishes, they become neurotics again.

Still another relation exists between manic-depressive disorders and impulse neuroses. The pathological impulses serve as a defense against and an equivalent of depressions. If external or internal causes make them insufficient, the depression becomes manifest.

Every neurosis has spontaneous ups and downs. The psychoanalysis of the precipitating causes of spontaneous alterations provides important material on the nature of the unconscious conflict.

**PROGREDIENT NEUROSES**

There are cases without these happy outcomes that are malignantly progredient. The instincts flow from somatic sources, and when no adequate discharge
is achieved the damming up increases more and more. Derivatives never give a full discharge; they only delay the catastrophe. In phobias, the conditions assume an ever increasing scope. Compulsive symptoms acquire more and more instinc-
tual significance, and ambivalences and doubts increase until no decision what-
soever can be made; in “compulsive final states” the personality seems to be fully consumed by instinct and conscience (109, 1292). There are also “phobic final states” in which all activities of life are blocked. A special form of progredience can be observed in the mixtures between psycho- and traumatic neuroses (431).

Neuroses that have been stationary for a certain time may suddenly become progredient again. The same factors that precipitate a first outbreak of a neurosis (see pp. 454 ff.) are also responsible for a second precipitation. Such second “nervous breakdowns,” which, for example, suddenly produce anxiety spells in persons who previously were successful in binding their anxiety tendencies, or which change a rigid “character neurosis” into a mobile “symptom neurosis” or an unemotional compulsive equilibrium into uncontrollable vegetative attacks, may be very painful for the patient; they are, from a therapeutic point of view, favor-
able.
Chapter XXIII

THERAPY AND PROPHYLAXIS OF NEUROSES

PSYCHOTHERAPY

There are many ways to treat neuroses but there is only one way to understand them.

Many attacks against psychoanalysts have been based on the notion that they “swear exclusively by their own method.” That is in no way true. There are many reasons why a nonanalytic treatment might be preferable to an analytic one. What is true, however, is that psychoanalysts are of the opinion that only psychoanalytic science understands what is going on in neuroses, and that there is but one theory to give a scientific explanation of the effectiveness of all psychotherapies.

Nonanalytic psychotherapy appears to the analyst to be an application of psychoanalytic knowledge, in the same way that a psychoanalytic psychology of propaganda or a psychoanalytic psychology of advertising would be. It has not yet been systematically studied (cf. 1281) and still involves a great deal of intuition. This application of psychoanalytic knowledge, therefore, is more difficult, and certainly more problematic in its outcome than the use, lege artis, of psychoanalytic therapy. Simmel, therefore, demanded long ago that any psychotherapist, no matter which method he intends to apply, should have undergone a full psychoanalytic training (1439).

In the case of traumatic neuroses, we have seen that psychotherapy can and should imitate both spontaneous ways of recovery—giving opportunities for belated discharges as well as reassurance, rest, and take-it-easy suggestions, and that the task is to find the correct blend of the two methods (see p. 127). Something similar can be said about acute and more or less “traumatic” upsetting events in the life of normal persons. A normal person who suffers a loss of love or a failure or a change in his standard of living or another type of shift must make an adaptation to the new conditions. In carrying out a “work of learning” or “work of adjustment,” he must acknowledge the new and less comfortable reality and fight tendencies toward regression, toward the misinterpretation of reality, toward the longing for passivity and dependence, toward wish-fulfilling fantasies. In such situations, counseling can be helpful. It works by the same means as therapy in traumatic neuroses: on the one hand we may verbalize and clarify the task set by reality, and help to suppress the tendencies toward irrational reaction by bringing them to the conscious level; on the other hand this help may be mixed with relative allowances for rest and for small regressions and compensatory wish fulfillments, which are recuperative in effect.
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Only a minority of mental difficulties are of a "traumatic" nature. However, there are precipitating factors for psychoneuroses or for nonneurotic acute upset states which can be compared with traumat. A person may have evolved from old infantile conflicts into a state of relative equilibrium between repressed and repressing forces. An external alteration may mean a disturbance of this equilibrium, and thus make a hitherto attained adjustment more difficult.

The nearer a given neurosis is to the traumatic end of the complementary series, the greater is the probability that external efforts to support the spontaneous attempts at regaining mental equilibrium may be successful; the more a success would presuppose the annulment of previous blockings, that is, of methods of defense and of the belief in the necessity of defense, the smaller is the probability of easy psychotherapeutic cure.

"Counseling" may make use of the rational aids at the disposal of psychotherapists. First of all, the verbalization of unclear worries alone brings relief, because an ego can face verbalized ideas better than unclear emotional sensations. The very fact that a doctor spends time, interest, and sympathy on a patient's worries may not only be "transference" of a past situation but also a very original and substantial relief for lonesome persons who have no friends to talk to, or for persons who have been misunderstood or scolded for their difficulties up to now. Information about emotional and especially sexual matters may help to set at ease excited souls. Further, if a patient sees connections between hitherto unconnected symptoms, worries, or parts of his personality, if he is helped to detect general patterns of behavior behind concrete actions, and if he even detects the relationship of such patterns to one another, all this certainly makes his ego relatively stronger in its relation to the deeper forces within his personality. (This strengthening, however, may be misused for purposes of resistance.) Certain authors believe that rational help of this kind constitutes psychoanalysis (820, 821); actually, it is frequently a first step in psychoanalytic cures, a necessary prerequisite for psychoanalytic work proper, which does not consist in detecting behavior patterns but rather in bringing about a dynamic alteration in the conditions that created the pathological patterns.

There are also physiological "rational measures." The relaxation of tense muscles has, for physiological reasons, a mental cathartic effect (334, 839, 1410) (see p. 249); the relaxing effect of sedatives may be helpful; the old advice of warm baths for nervous persons is effective not only because such baths supply pleasurable stimulation to skin eroticism and represent atonement but also because they create a peripheral vasodilatation, and thus work counter to the central tension all neurotics suffer from. The effectiveness of these rational methods can be further increased by advice that may lead the patient away from unnecessarily tempting or exciting situations, or may push him toward some reassuring position.

The effectiveness of all these rational methods is a very limited one. The more
acute a difficulty is and the less it represents a real neurosis (being primarily a task of immediate adjustment), the greater is the probability of success through rational methods. If, however, the difficulty represents a remobilization of old conflicts and latent neurotic patterns, then the effectiveness of rational methods will to a greater or less degree be limited to the significance of seducing rewards that may be made use of to secure positive transference feelings.

The neurotic conflict is the basis of every psychoneurosis. Only a change in the dynamic relations of the constituents of this conflict can change the neurosis. In principle, this could be done in two ways: either by an increase or by an annulment of the defense. An increase may endeavor to repress anew the whole neurosis as a derivative of what has been warded off previously. An annulment of the defense would, of course, end the whole conflict.

The first type of "therapy" is represented by the old-fashioned suggestion-hypnosis in which the authority of the doctor prohibits the patient from producing symptoms. The same temporary effect may also be attempted in an indirect way by techniques that increase the patient's anxiety and thereby his repressions, by threats, maltreatments, symbolic castrations, and reproaches. Measures of this kind try to induce the patient to "repress the whole neurosis."

In the first World War, war neuroses in Germany and Austria were treated by very painful electric shocks. The patients then feared the pain more than anything else, and "fled into health" as the lesser evil. Simmel once quoted a case history written by a hypnotist who stated that a patient could not be hypnotized "in spite of violent pressure on the testicles" (1439). Also some less drastic psychotherapeutic measures consist in combining the idea of symptoms in the patient's mind with painful associations, which would make the patient give up, that is, repress, his symptoms.

By a "repression of symptoms" the pressure of the repressed will necessarily be increased and sooner or later new symptoms will be formed. It may be, however, that the new symptoms are limited to the patient's becoming more afraid, more introverted, more rigid, more dependent on the doctor (consciously or unconsciously); in short, the patient may produce a new "substitute neurosis" in the place of his original neurosis; thus the cure by "increase in repression" would have turned into a cure by "establishment of new derivatives" to be discussed later (see pp. 557 f.).

The second type, the treatment by means of full annulment of the repression, is represented by psychoanalysis, in which the undoing of the repression enables the infantile sexual strivings to participate in the development of the personality and to turn into satisfiable adult sexuality.

Seemingly, these two methods are strictly contradictory. But actually many compromises exist between them in the sense that an undoing of a repression might be used for the intensification of some other repression, or that an increase
in a specific repression might result in the creation of some less distorted derivatives at some other place. Different types of this kind have been discussed as causes of spontaneous recoveries or improvements (see pp. 547 ff.). Nearly all psychotherapies are of such a compromise nature and represent an artificial imitation of the spontaneous improvements.

The use of a partial discharge of a derivative for assuring the repression of the rest occurs also in spontaneous neurotic symptoms and character attitudes, especially in the perverse symptoms.

The principle of these psychotherapies can frequently be seen at work in the course of a psychoanalytic treatment, when improvements occur before a real psychoanalytically induced change is achieved. It then happens that (a) the patient uses a new insight, acquired by a successful interpretation, for resistance purposes, that is, for a reinforcement of other repressions; (b) the patient’s feeling relation toward his analyst (his “transference”) changes the dynamic relation between repressed impulses and anxiety, the analyst being felt either as a threatening or as a forgiving and reassuring force.

Most psychotherapies offer the patient certain occasions for discharge, which are accepted as substitutes for the spontaneous symptoms, either because they really bring relief to the patient’s conflicts, diminish his inner pressure, and give occasion for the reinforcement of repression in other parts of the mind or because revenge measures on the part of the doctor are feared or rewards are hoped for unconsciously.

Glover once wrote a very interesting paper in which he investigated the ways in which incomplete or inexact interpretations, and also other psychotherapeutic procedures, influence the patient’s mind (690; cf. also 687). His answer was that these procedures offer artificial substitute symptoms, which may make the spontaneous symptoms superfluous. Actually, many of the psychotherapeutic measures have similarities with neurotic symptoms, and—partly reiterating, partly supplementing Glover—it may be stated: Exercises, baths, or other physical measures that are prescribed for neurotics may be looked upon as “artificial conversions”; that is, to the extent they are successful, they actually now serve in the life of the patient as a conversive expression of his conflicts. Prohibitions of any kind—the withdrawal of alcohol and tobacco and so on—represent “artificial phobias.” Exact advice as to the conduct of life or diets represents “artificial compulsions”; this is still more true about prescribed curative rituals like the prayers of Christian Science, or about the penances dictated by the priest at the confession, or about the magic formulae of “autosuggestion,” which are an artificial imitation of the word magic so many compulsion neurotics use spontaneously in their defense against their symptoms (28, 889). Many pieces of medical advice serve, if accepted by a compulsive patient, as compulsive symptoms with
the significance of penitence; baths, for example, have been used since ancient times as purgation and atonement by washing off the dirty substance of sin; in obeying the doctor, the patient purchases protection from his superego. Occupational therapy (754; cf. also 1440), in so far as the advised occupation, sport, hobby is pleasurable, may represent less an “artificial obsession” than an “artificial impulse neurosis,” or even a kind of “artificial perversion.” If the psychotherapist is either especially kind or especially strict, he creates an “artificial passive-receptive dependency,” under certain circumstances an “artificial masochism,” which even may make a patient react favorably to a doctor’s blaming his failure on the “unwillingness of the patient to be cured.” The treatment itself may assume the significance of an atoning ritual which renders the neurosis superfluous (1446). The extreme of “artificial passive-receptive dependency” is achieved in hypnosis, where the “rapport” between patient and doctor in itself forms a substitute neurosis, which might be called “artificial infantilism.” Drug prescriptions, in so far as the patient believes that “good stuffs” may neutralize “bad stuffs” in his interior, serve as a kind of “artificial paranoia” (12).

The efficacy of therapeutic methods of this type depends on whether or not the substitute offered is suitable to the dynamic structure of the patient. This suitability depends first on the type of patient; a hysteric cannot accept “artificial compulsions,” nor a compulsion neurotic “artificial conversions.” But besides, the substitute must (1) be pleasurable, that is, either have a secret sexual significance or a secret reassuring significance, and therefore be more attractive than was the spontaneous symptom. A secret sexual meaning, for example, is obvious in sports, hobbies, hydrotherapy (555); it is a little less obvious if a pleasure, hitherto inaccessible, is permitted by the doctor and gives substitute discharge, like games, playing theater, hobbies, books, the special nature of which may be chosen in accordance with the patient’s emotional needs (1141). A secret reassurance may be hidden in permissions of this kind or in other transference satisfactions. The effect will be better, circumstances permitting, if a patient who has looked upon his neurotic symptoms as a (deserved or undeserved) suffering accepts this pleasure as a “compensation” he feels entitled to, or as a sign of forgiveness which puts to an end his striving for revenge. (2) The secret significance of the substitute must, nevertheless, be sufficiently far removed from the original instinctual meaning of the symptom to be acceptable. The substitute has to fulfill the same conditions that a suggestion given to a “bored” person must fulfill (422): it has to be near enough to the original objectionable idea to be attractive, and it must be far enough removed from it to avoid its recognition as a derivative.

A substitute will be more readily accepted when it is most likely at the same time to bring relief on a rational basis. The “rational” measures which may cure acute difficulties of life, and which have been discussed above, may also bring
relief and thus create positive feelings toward the therapist in severe psychoneuroses.

The establishment of a transference neurosis is the most frequent and important substitute for a spontaneous neurosis. By “establishment of a transference neurosis” Freud meant that the repressed infantile instinctual conflicts find their representation in the feeling relations toward the analyst, and therefore do not need any other expression any more, or at least do not need as many other expressions as before (577, 596). The doctor is looked upon as a reincarnation of the parents, and as such he may be thought of as providing love and protection, or as threatening with punishments.

The doctor’s very presence may influence the dynamics of the patient in the same way that the educational measures of the parents once influenced him, because unconsciously the doctor’s presence is misunderstood as a repetition of what occurred in childhood. Improvements achieved on this basis are called transference improvements.

The mechanisms of transference improvements are identical with the mechanisms by which educators achieve their success. Either the idea of continuing the neurotic behavior becomes, in the subject’s mind, connected with the idea of some danger or the idea of improvement becomes associated with the hope for a specially attractive reward, or both these connections occur simultaneously (427, 1495).

Transference improvements of the threatening type work in the same way as castration threats which originally caused the child to repress certain impulses; now the belief in new castration threats causes the patient to repress the symptoms which are derivatives of the original repressed impulses. The reassuring type of transference improvement works because the patient, giving up his neurosis “for the doctor’s sake,” hopes to get sexual satisfaction through the doctor’s appreciation and love; mostly he needs this appreciation and love simultaneously for his security and self-esteem. Many therapists have great skill in applying threats and reassurances one after the other, thus combining the two types of influence and treating patients with a “Turkish bath method”—one day hot, the next day cold. Ferenczi discussed the effectiveness of this method in observing a horse tamer (462).

Just as there are transference improvements, so also are there transference aggravations. They occur not only in cases in which “transference has become resistance,” that is, in which the patient discontinues analytic work because he is interested in the fulfillment of his transference wishes only (449, 577), but also in cases in which a negative transference brings about an aggravation of the neurosis, in the same way that a negative feeling toward the educator makes a child naughty. A neurotic may become worse just to spite the analyst. If the patient becomes aware of this fact, of its transference nature, and of the history and purpose of his original spite, the resistance will be overcome.

Under certain circumstances, paradoxically, improvements out of transference spite may occur—for example, when a patient loses symptoms not only for the analyst’s sake in a positive sense but for the purpose of proving that the analyst
who tells him that he is not cured yet is wrong. Then the spite itself has become the substitute for the apparently cured neurosis, and it has to be analyzed if later relapses are to be avoided.

It even happens sometimes that a patient after apparently long and deep analysis still remains sick; he then may terminate his analysis to go to some other therapist, and be cured by him in a very short period of time. There is no doubt that the quick success of the second doctor then is comparable to the anecdote of the boy whose mother scolds a younger brother for having ruined his suit: "Your brother wore it for years, and nothing happened; you had it only for a few months, and it is ruined!" However, the patient is not completely wrong when he believes that his first analyst did not do a good job. The transference itself has not been sufficiently analyzed, and thus the cure by the second doctor is not trustworthy in the long run either.

Analysts know that not only expectations of being loved and of being punished are transferred but much more specific expectations, impulses, and emotions. In analysis, any transference, although it may provide the most important material and may be utilized for the purpose of the analysis, is in principle a resistance, because the wrong connection of past emotions with the present obscures the true connections, and because the patient, interested in the immediate satisfaction of his transference wishes, loses interest in overcoming his resistances. "Transference improvements" are likewise no exception to this rule, and the phrase "flight into health" is frequently justified.

The situation is different in psychotherapies that foster the wrong connection of the patient's unconscious wishes as the means of achieving their therapeutic success. They cannot let transferences develop spontaneously for the very purpose of studying their spontaneous features. They have to favor everything that provokes utilizable transference feelings, and to stop any negative transference that begins to develop. The difficulty is that this has to be done rather planlessly, because the dynamics of the patient's conflicts are unknown, at least in their details; knowledge of them can be gained only by letting the transference feelings develop spontaneously.

Everything that in analysis creates a transference resistance is capable of creating a "success" in a treatment where the transference is not analyzed. But the same factors are also capable of creating an unfavorable transference action, for example, a cancellation of the treatment.

The majority of therapists do not follow any conscious "system" but, rather, their intuition. The doctor guesses, acts parts, changes his behavior according to the patient's manifest reactions, without understanding them. A good "born psychologist" will succeed, a bad one will fail.

A therapist who has studied psychoanalysis is in a somewhat better situation. In terms of his dynamic understanding of the patient's symptoms and utterances,
he will try to judge what might favor and what might hamper transference successes (see p. 565).

It is clear that transference improvements are not trustworthy. They do not undo the pathogenic conflicts of childhood, but simply displace and repeat them. Any change in the feeling relationship toward the doctor or any external experience that motivates the patient to such a change endangers the entire success. This was the reason why Freud gave up hypnosis as a means of treatment. It turned out that the improved patients remained improved only as long as they remained on good terms with the doctor (586). They had become dependent on him, and this dependency was the condition of their being better. "The transference has not been analyzed."

Hypnosis reveals more about the nature of transference improvements. In hypnosis, it is not only obviously the dependency of the patient on the doctor, the "rapport," that serves as the substitute neurosis; hypnosis also shows what kind of rapport is the most effective one: after Ferenczi (449, 453, 456) and Freud (606) first stated that it is an infantile libidinal tie that binds the hypnotized patient to his hypnotist, later research (378, 651, 673, 872, 880, 994, 995, 1048, 1081, 1234, 1370, 1378) clarified the question of which type of infantile sexuality is the decisive one. In "dependency," the hypnotized patient receives satisfaction of a sexuality that has not yet been differentiated from narcissistic needs. The patient reverts to the phase of passive-receptive mastery. The first two years of life, in which external "omnipotent" persons took care of us, protected and provided us with food, shelter, sexual satisfaction, and reparticipation in the lost omnipotence, gave us a feeling of being secure in a greater unit, while, at the same time losing our own individuality. This memory establishes in every human being a capacity for nostalgia for such a state whenever attempts at active mastery fail. It is this type of regressive longing that is satisfied in hypnosis.

This regressive longing is not equally developed in all persons. The oral type of patients, those who are disposed toward the development of depressions, addictions, and impulse neuroses, produce this longing most intensely.

It is the same longing that receives social significance when, in states of general frustrations, it is developed in the masses in a high degree, taking the place of the tendency toward the active mastery of difficulties (436).

It is an old technique of authorities and educators to reply to subjects or children, who are dependent on them and who are begging for protection and "narcissistic supplies": "You will get what you need—but on condition! If you obey, you will get protection and love, which you need. If you don't obey, you will be destroyed." The initiation rites of primitive (and less primitive) peoples always combine frightening experiences with the solemn establishment of a permission (1284). The meaning is: "You may now enjoy the privilege of being adult and
of participating in our society; but don't forget that you may do so only as long as you obey our rules; and the pains we inflict on you should remind you that much greater pains will be inflicted upon you in case of disobedience." The participation in power is permitted—but in a restricted sense, on condition, and the subjects and children, because they are in need of this participation, are ready to pay the price of this limitation.

Psychotherapeutic transference improvements may be achieved in the same way: if the patient is a "good boy" and does not behave neurotically, he gets love, protection, and "participation" from the omnipotent doctor; if he does not obey, he has to fear his revenge. In this respect, the psychotherapist is in good company: he uses the same means of influencing that God uses.

And the psychotherapist of this type is actually near to God. Medicine in general, and psychotherapy in particular, has long been the realm of the priests (1636). And frequently it still is today. The healing power of Lourdes or of a Catholic confession is still of a much higher order than that of the average psychotherapist (156, 965). Neurotics, who are persons who have failed in actively mastering their surroundings, always are more or less looking out for passive-dependent protection. The more a psychotherapist succeeds in giving the impression of having magical powers, of still being the representative of God as the priest-doctors once were, the more he meets the longing of his patients for magical help. Christian Science and other institutions or sects, which promise health and magical protection as a reward for faith and obedience, may, due to their history and surrounding awe, achieve better and quicker cures than many scientists.

That does not necessarily mean that the psychotherapist will be the more successful the more he uses visible magical instruments and behaves like a sorcerer; for more modern patients, magic is not necessarily represented by large apparatuses, but rather by a certain unapproachability on the part of the person in authority. However, the importance of all the age-old instruments of impressive magic and of the ancient magical power of faith should not be underestimated either (289, 965).

The magical power, projected onto the doctor, does not necessarily need to be used directly as a prohibition of neurotic symptoms. It may also, as in cathartic hypnosis, be used for an annulment of certain repressions. However, any recovery achieved in this way remains dependent on the patient's passive-dependent attitude toward the doctor. The patient's ego instead of being enabled to mature is definitely established as immature.

This is the decisive limitation of cathartic treatment (188, 510, 731). If the patient's resistances are overcome by the short circuit of a hypnotic command, he may become able to remember forgotten memories and so to provide important material. But the therapeutic value of this knowledge is not very great. The dynamic changes brought about by the patient's working through the history that necessitated the ego to develop its defenses and the coercion of a mature ego
to face and to solve its conflicts are missing. Resistances that have been overcome by “force” instead of by having been analyzed will come back.

Previously, “abreaction” was considered the therapeutically decisive factor (504, 543, 554). And it is true that a liberation of hitherto blocked emotions takes place with any correct interpretation. However, no true and permanent dissolution of the defense struggle can be achieved in this way. Analysis, to be sure, consists of a summation of such discharges of derivatives; but it is a gradual summation that is required, because the ego must be made capable of assimilating this summation. Not only must previously bound energies become free in a single act but somatically newly produced instinctual tension must permanently be enabled to get discharge as well. In analysis, “abreaction” is a source of material, sometimes of significance, at other times only in the service of resistance; it is an occasion for demonstrating to the patient the existence and intensity of his emotions, and an introduction to the ensuing therapeutically effective working through of what has come to light in the patient’s acting out. In hypnosis or narco-synthesis, when no working through follows, its effectiveness is limited to the immediate relief that emotional expression can bring. This immediate relief is most intense in traumatic neuroses, still intense in psychoneuroses with a more or less traumatic background, but minimal in chronic character disorders.

The hypnotist takes over the functions of the patient’s superego (and even some of the functions of the patient’s very ego) as a temporary, “parasitical double of the superego” (603). As such he tries to undo the previous work of the superego that gave rise to the defensive struggle. A very interesting and promising attempt to overcome the limitations thus created for the hypnotist’s effectiveness was made by Erickson, who did not tell his patient that the moral instruction she had received from her mother was wrong and no longer had to be considered; instead he suggested to her that the mother (who was dead), if alive, would change her opinion today (377).

Erickson also described other means that enable the hypnotist to use the temporary dependence of the patient on him for creating a basis for later independence (371, 372, 373, 374, 375, 376, 378).

Recently, new and very promising attempts have been made at “hypnoanalysis,” that is, to use hypnosis or chemically induced half-sleep states not only to achieve “abreactions” but actually to overcome the drawbacks of the ego’s not facing its conflicts and of its continued dependency (673, 994, 995). It is not yet possible to predict where such promising devices will lead. Of course, the therapeutic effectiveness of “hypnoanalysis” remains more or less limited to symptom analysis. The same hopes and the same limitations hold true for the use of drugs in order to overcome amnesias and other resistances. Although the effect of the drug is more “objective” than the hypnotist’s command, it, too, creates an artificial ego state.

Many psychotherapists try to achieve their effect by “augmenting the patient’s self-confidence” (cf. 1609). Since self-confidence generally diminishes anxiety, this would actually be a good device. (Unfortunately, an increase in self-confidence is very difficult to achieve without analysis in neurotics who suffer from inferiority feelings.) However, an attempt at augmenting self-confidence by any
gestion is a two-edged sword. If a patient has self-confidence because a doctor has told him to have it, he has more confidence in the doctor than in himself. The self-confidence is a borrowed one and is lost again when the participation in the doctor’s power is lost.

Psychotherapy, which makes the patient dependent for the purpose of telling him to be independent, is in a situation similar to that of present-day education in general. Present-day education also simultaneously sets the contradictory ideals of active independence and obedient submission. How the poor child or, in the case of psychotherapy, the poor patient is to extricate himself from this tangle is his affair.

When the circumstances are favorable, he usually does it in the following fashion. Under the mask of independence and activity (of which he is consciously very proud) the patient unconsciously enjoys passive-receptive dependence. The dependence may be thought of as being temporary only and preparing for a later (and in fantasy anticipated) independence. This is the mental situation of children and adolescents, and this makes so many neurotics tend to remain children or adolescents.

There are many situations in life where in a similar way an apparent independent activity covers a deep actual dependent passivity. Many neurotics, and perhaps not only neurotics, look at the army in this way. “Being a soldier,” consciously, seems to them to be the quintessence of active masculinity. However, “being a soldier” means to be dependent on superiors, to be a part of a great machine, and to be fed and clothed. The more intense this inner security through dependence is, the greater the disappointment will be should the protecting forces turn out to be unable to provide actual protection (see p. 122).

A climax of dependence masked as independent power is achieved by the methods of autosuggestion where a weak and passive ego is controlled by an immense superego with magical powers. This power, however, is borrowed and even usurped (28, 889).

In which way does “wild psychoanalysis” work, that is, all the methods of psychotherapy using a limited amount of interpretation, either “without going so deep as Freud, because that is not always necessary,” or “by directly attacking the patient with deep interpretations”? It may work in different ways, and if a success is achieved at all, this may be due to a combination of the following mechanisms: (1) Transference improvements, achieved by dynamic changes due to the feeling relation to the doctor and more or less independent of the specific content of what the doctor says. Improvements of this kind can frequently be observed in the beginning of an analysis. (2) Rational help by verbalizing conflicts, showing connections, giving advice in actual difficulties. (3) Unspecific help by directing the patient’s attention to matters he had not considered hitherto, that is, by giving him courage to think and talk about forbidden topics
(570). (4) More specific help of the same kind, that is, real analytic influence, which, it is true, because limited in depth, is used as resistance against further analysis. Frequently an analytically gained new insight is misused for the purpose of increasing some other repression. The shifting of the emphasis from actuality to childhood, promoted by some psychotherapists, may mean the further repression of, or illusions about, present worries. (5) All the artificial neuroses that are created by nonanalytic therapeutic measures may also be inaugurated by limited and inexact interpretation (690, 885).

There is no doubt that the psychoanalytic understanding of the ways in which nonanalytic psychotherapies work can be utilized for a planned systematization of the procedure to be chosen. As long as any psychotherapeutic school had its own “theory,” the results were unpredictable and dependent on chance, or rather entirely on the therapist’s intuitive skill. The methods of psychotherapy, therefore, have remained the same since the times of the earliest witch doctors; the results were perhaps not bad, but they were not understood and thus were unreliable. You never could tell whether or not they would be achieved at all.

A short psychotherapy, based on psychoanalytic knowledge, can change this state of affairs. An analyst is able to use the patient’s symptoms, history, behavior, and utterances for the purpose of establishing a “dynamic diagnosis” about the patient’s leading conflicts, the relative strength of the repressing and repressed forces respectively, of the defense system and its weak spots, of the patient’s rigidity or elasticity, of his general accessibility. This dynamic diagnosis will enable him to predict with a certain degree of probability what the patient’s reaction to certain measures will be. Combinations of limited interpretations, provocations of certain types of transference, providing well-chosen substitute outlets, alterations of the environment, suggestions or prohibitions of unconsciously tempting or reassuring situations or activities, the verbalizing of actual conflicts, and advice about mental hygiene can very well be systematized. This has not been done yet on a large scale, but there are promising beginnings, from Aichhorn (33, 34, 35) and Zulliger (1639, 1641, 1646) to the Chicago Psychoanalytic Institute (55) and many American psychiatrists and psychiatric institutions (122, 297, 370, 679, 727, 787, 870, 941, 951, 964, 966, 1037, 1108, 1138, 1226, 1390, 1562).

In a limited degree, a “brief psychotherapy on the basis of psychoanalytic knowledge” was tried out at the Berlin Psychoanalytic Institute as well as at the Psychiatric Service, Los Angeles, California. Concerning the results, the criteria that the psychoanalyst is accustomed to must be very much restricted, of course. But after such restriction, there is no doubt that help can be given in this way. Sometimes it is touching how grateful patients are for the mere honest attention and readiness to help on the part of the doctor. However, concerning the duration of the success—that is another question.

“Play therapy” with neurotic children (59, 237, 300, 646, 1038, 1040, 1066, 1169, 1319, 1326, 1447, 1448, et al.), as well as a well-chosen occupational therapy (754;
cf. also 1440), works through "catharsis" and through procuring of new outlets, which may be combined with limited interpretations.

It can be hoped that, under the pressure of bitter practical necessity, a psychoanalytic theory of nonpsychoanalytic influences will be advanced soon (569, 1114). This is the more necessary, as already various resistances against psychoanalysis misuse the banner of "brief psychotherapy."

Psychotherapy works in quite another way when it attempts not to change the structure of the patient but rather the patient's environment, that is, to use "situational therapy."

A change of environment is most effective in cases of children in whom the neurosis has not yet become definitely internalized. If a child is neurotic because he is afraid of unfriendly surroundings, a change in these surroundings will change his fear and therewith his repressions and his neurosis. Sometimes a change of environment may also be effective in the opposite way. The surroundings may mean to the child a constant excitement and temptation, and a cessation of this external stimulation may decrease the intensity of the instinctual demands sufficiently.

After the neurosis has become more internalized, simple cures of this type become impossible. Psychotherapy often is thought of as a re-education. But repression has made the consequences of the bad influences of the education inaccessible to new experiences. However, a re-education may be conceivable if the bad consequences of the education do not consist in something this education has done but in something this education has omitted. Then, what has been omitted may be inserted later on. This is to be seen, for example, in so-called psychopaths, whose superego deficiencies are due to a disturbed childhood during which they never had occasion or time to identify themselves with any "good parent" figures. Aichhorn gave many examples of a very effective psychotherapy in such cases, based on the idea of providing later what was not provided in childhood (31, 32, 33, 34, 35).

However, in other types of neuroses as well a change of environment may be helpful. Such an improvement, then, is due less to a real undoing of the pathogenic anxieties than to an exclusion of precipitating factors that provoke exacerbations either of anxieties or of temptations. Phobic or compulsive ceremonial conditions of relative health, which somehow had been lost in reality, may be found again in a new environment.

An improvement based exclusively on change of the environment will remain dependent on this change. If the neurotic is forced to go back to his old milieu, he will fall sick again. A stay in a sanitarium as a curative element, therefore, again is a doubtful measure.

However, a change of environment may be made very beneficial by applying
psychotherapy while the patient is in the more favorable environment. If the case is studied in the sanitarium and the daily routine is arranged to meet his specific needs (abreaction, reassurance, transference), this may be very helpful (87, 219, 261, 962, 964, 1138, 1440, 1443, 1477). In certain types of cases an arrangement of this kind may also greatly facilitate the task of a lege artis psychoanalysis (1440). The sanitarium is certainly indicated when the task consists of overcoming a certain period of emergency (attacks of depression), or when psychoanalysis or other psychotherapeutic measures cannot be performed in the usual environment (addictions, schizophrenia, depressions). It also has to be admitted that sometimes everything is gained, if time is gained. After a "nervous breakdown" a limited time under changed conditions may suffice to let the ego regain its lost equilibrium or a substitute for it. The old advice for nervous people "to have a vacation," that is, to leave the conditions that provoked the neurosis, certainly contains an element of truth.

An overwhelming number of patients as well as of theoretical considerations has induced certain authors to try group psychotherapy. Although the transference relations become much more complicated in a group (the object relationships of members to each other, like love, hatred, jealousy, envy, as well as identifications and the influences of "good" and "bad" examples, complicate the picture), other psychological characteristics of a group seem to be favorable for psychotherapeutic purposes. The hypnotic situation has been called by Freud a group of two (606), indicating that the libidinal bindings in a group are similar to the hypnotic rapport. This similarity can be made use of for psychotherapeutic purposes. The examples of the others with whom the patient can identify himself, and the general tendency to undo instinctual derivatives and mental differentiations when in a group, may help to overcome resistances. For an analytic working through, however, the situation of intimacy with the doctor alone seems indispensable. It is understandable, therefore, that Thomas, when summarizing all attempts at group psychotherapy hitherto made, states that the "repressive inspirational" methods outweigh by far the analytic ones (1535). One may wonder whether the authors who, like Schilder, believed in purely psychoanalytic effects in group therapy (1388, 1390, 1393, 1394) were not in error about what they themselves were doing. "Repressive inspirational" methods, however, may be of various kinds. Magical effects become intensified in the presence of many believers with whom the novice may identify. Many attempts of this kind have been made, ranging from those initiated by Pratt as far back as 1906 for tubercular patients (1230), to the practices of Christian Science and other sects, as well as of those communities united by common sacred or profane theatricals (1145), and to the work of Burrow who, by "phyloanalysis," tries to bring his patients to a reconsideration of their natural ways of functioning (224, 225).
SHOCK THERAPY

Since this book contains chapters on the manic-depressive disorders and on schizophrenia, it is probably expected that it will discuss shock treatment also, at least briefly. There is no agreement about the nature of the effective forces. Since agents of such a different nature as insulin, metrazol, and electric shock are likewise effective, this effect is probably based on the experience of "shock" rather than on any specific factor.

The experience that insulin is more efficient in certain schizophrenias, electric shock and metrazol more efficient in manic-depressive disorders and involutorial melancholias deprives this conclusion somewhat of its plausibility.

But what is shock? Certainly it is something that afflicts the organism physically as well as mentally. The author of this book has no personal experience with shock treatment. He has, however, personal experience in analyzing doctors who apply shock treatment. The (conscious or unconscious) attitude of the doctors toward the treatment was regularly that of "killing and bringing alive again," which idea, of course, provoked different emotions in different personalities. It may be that the impression the treatment gives to the doctors corresponds to an impression it gives to the patients. It seems that they, too, experience a kind of death and rebirth. "Killing the sick person and creating the patient anew as a healthy person" is an ancient form of magical treatment. This statement, however, does not tell anything about the objective and nonmagical alterations that may occur within the organism while the patient is having a magical experience.

Those psychoanalytic authors who have discussed shock treatment (231, 362, 718, 724, 1046, 1212, 1392, 1431, 1518, 1554, 1560) are of the opinion that objective alterations, that is, deep changes of the entire functions, probably especially of the metabolism of the body (of the brain cells), correspond to the ideas of death and rebirth. This is clearer in regard to death. The shock probably initiates a momentous and deep regression, an undoing of differentiations, a reduction of the organism to a very primitive level. This alone would not produce any curative effect. The "rebirth" after this artificial "death" seems to be more problematic and of more importance, and in this respect two contradictory theories have been developed: (1) Some authors are of the opinion that after the undifferentiation of the personality, a new development takes place which may bring a better and more lasting adaptation than the first spontaneous development, especially if a simultaneous psychotherapy makes good use of the opportunity offered by the shaking of the unconscious through the shock regression (231, 1392). This shaking may be due to a blocking of cortical impulses by the shock, which sets mental inhibitions out of function, so that instinctual impulses, previously repressed, come to
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the fore, especially aggressive impulses. Some authors state that even all the original developmental stages of ego and libido are repeated once more after the shock in quick succession (1431). The trauma of the shock is believed to have destroyed the narcissistic protective patterns of the patient, who may make a better adjustment to reality during the repetition of his development in the restitututional phase after the shock (231). (2) Other authors, however, are more skeptical about the readaptation; they are afraid of lasting detrimental effects of the shock (362, 1560). The full differentiation of the personality may never be reenacted again, its niveau may remain on a lower level for good, characterized by a permanent lack of emotional depth and of differentiation of personal contacts. The curative effect may be based on the fact that adjustment is achieved more easily in a simple vegetative existence than in a highly developed personality (362). Sullivan found the most radical formulation for this point of view when stating: “The philosophy [of shock therapy] is something to the effect that it is better to be a contented imbecile than a schizophrenic” (1518), and Eissler, therefore, is of the opinion that “metrazol treatment should be administered, if ever, after psychotherapy has definitely proved unsuccessful” (362).

PSYCHOANALYSIS AS A THERAPEUTIC METHOD

In sharp contrast to all other types of psychotherapy, psychoanalysis attempts the real undoing of the pathogenic defenses. This is the only means of freeing the patient of the bad consequences of his pathogenic conflicts for good, and of placing again at his disposal the energies that hitherto have been bound in this conflict. Thus psychoanalysis is the only causal therapy of neuroses. Its aim is achieved by making the patient’s ego face what it had previously warded off. The transference is not immediately used for therapeutic aims but is rather analyzed; that is, its true nature is demonstrated to the patient. What previously had been excluded from the personality finds this connection again and attains a belated maturation. The majority of the instinctual energies hitherto bound in the defense conflict can be discharged, the minority can be warded off by better methods (874, 1114).

This is important enough to be clarified by further comment, although possibly repetitious of what has already been said.

In the neurotic, the pathogenic defenses remain effective because anxieties and guilt feelings, developed once in childhood, still are at work, being beyond reach of the reasonable ego. Freud once designated as the essence of neurosis the retention of anxieties beyond the period when they were adequate (618).

The retention of a belief in a danger that is obviously not present is in itself a consequence of the defense established in childhood under the influence of that very anxiety. The anxiety that led to the defense has become unconscious,
together with the objectionable impulses. It does not participate in the development of the rest of the ego and is not corrected by later experience.

The therapeutic task, then, is to reunite with the conscious ego the contents (both unconscious anxieties of the ego and instinctual impulses of the id) which have been withheld from consciousness by countercathexis, that is, to abolish the effectiveness of the countercathexis. This becomes possible through the fact that the warded-off impulses produce derivatives.

If the basic rule of psychoanalysis is followed and the purposive tendencies of the ego thus are excluded as far as possible, these derivatives come more clearly to the surface. Every interpretation, either of a resistance or of an id impulse, consists in demonstrating a derivative as such to the judging portion of the ego, against the resistance. To name unconscious contents that are not yet represented by preconscious derivatives, and that therefore cannot be recognized as such by the patient merely by turning his attention to them, is no interpretation. The demonstration to the patient that he is defending himself, how he defends himself, why he does it, and what the defense is directed against acts as an education of the defending ego to a tolerance of more and more undistorted derivatives. In discussing what is practically the most important instance of interpretation—the interpretation of the transference resistance—Sterba has shown how it becomes effective through a sort of splitting of the ego into a reasonable, judging portion and an experiencing portion, the former recognizing the latter as not appropriate in the present and as coming from the past (1490, 1497, 1498). This leads to a reduction in anxiety and consequently to a production of further, more undistorted derivatives. The cleavage is accomplished by utilizing positive transference and transitory identifications with the analyst.

It remains to be investigated how this desirable “splitting of the ego” and “self-observation” are to be differentiated from the pathological cleavage and self-observation that are directed at preserving isolations and serve to prevent the production of derivatives.

The “analytic atmosphere” that convinces the patient he has nothing to fear in tolerating impulses formerly warded off seems not only to be a prerequisite for any transference interpretation (see p. 30); it is also the decisive means of persuading the ego to accept on trial something formerly repulsed.

The fear has been expressed that this might lead to an isolation of the analysis from real life, because the patient may feel that here he is only playing at his impulses, whereas in real life, where they are serious, he must continue to defend himself against them (910). This objection, it is true, may occasionally be well founded; in such cases this resistance must be analyzed. But this possibility certainly does not counteract the advantages of the atmosphere of tolerance. “Acting out,” which impedes the ego from being confronted with unconscious material, often affords the analyst valuable insight; however, it is in principle no less a
danger than the opposite resistance, a sort of theoretical analysis that talks about the past without noting that it is still present; for “acting out” relates only to the present and does not make the patient conscious of being dominated by his past (445). Analysis should show the past to be effective in the present. Freud once said that when the patient talks only of his present reality, the analyst must speak of his childhood; and the analyst must bring in present reality when the patient relates only childhood reminiscences. Theorizing about childhood relates only to a past that is not connected with present reality, whereas “acting out” is present reality, without its rootedness in the past becoming evident.

Although in analysis all methods available are used to induce the patient to lessen his production of defenses (596), the desired effect is the more lastingly and efficaciously obtained, the more the analyst succeeds in using no other means of eliminating resistances than the confronting of the patient’s reasonable ego with the fact of his resistance and the history of its origin (1271, 1279). This confronting, bringing to the patient the recognition of the unconscious part of his resistance, also renders the resistance itself superfluous.

That this confrontation is done as far as possible at the instance of the transference distinguishes psychoanalysis from all the other psychotherapies. Any psychotherapeutic method makes use of transference, but only in psychoanalysis does this use consist in interpretation of the transference, that is, in making it conscious. The analyst makes this interpretation effective by not reacting emotionally to any of the patient’s emotional wishes, to his love, hatred, or anxiety; he remains the “mirror” that does nothing but show to the patient what he is doing.

He refuses to participate in any of the patient’s transference actions, because his is another task, incompatible with such participation: to be the patient’s doctor and to cure him. To be his “mirror” does not mean to deny this real task. An analyst who would misunderstand the “mirror” rule as if he were to become inhuman and to function like an automaton would, of course, become a failure soon, and rightly so. (Cf. the discussion of this point in 438.)

The fact that the pathogenic conflicts, revived in the transference, are now experienced in their full emotional content makes the transference interpretation so much more effective than any other interpretation (46, 432, 1514).

Since neurotics are persons who in their unconscious instinctual life have either remained on an infantile level or have regressed to it, that is, persons whose sexuality (or aggression) has retained infantile forms, it might perhaps be expected that after the pathogenic defenses are abolished, perverse strivings might come to the fore. Practice shows that there is no such danger. The warded-off portions of instincts have retained their infantile character only because they have been warded off. If the defense is undone, what has been excluded regains connection with the mature personality and fits itself in with it.
When analyzing the rat-man, Freud "illustrated" this point "by pointing to the antiques standing about in the room. They were in fact only objects found in a tomb, and their burial had been their preservation: the destruction of Pompeii was only beginning, now that it had been dug up" (567).

The main achievement of an adult instinctual economy is genital primacy. Warded-off pregenital sexuality has resisted this primacy; after it is freed from entanglement in the defense struggle, its forces are included into the genital organization. It is primarily the experiences of satisfaction now made possible that once and for all abolish the pathogenic damming up. Instinctual excitations are periodic processes, which after satisfaction disappear for a time and only gradually accumulate again. If the individual has a normal capacity for satisfaction, the ego need have no fear of an excessive quantity of instinct.

Single "abreactions" cannot accomplish this. They give momentary relief but no abolition of the defense struggle and no liberation of the energy bound up in it. This relative belittling of the therapeutic importance of abreaction and of the dissipation of repressed instinctual excitations in the act of becoming conscious, in contrast to the importance of facilitating the development of a well-regulated sexual economy, diminishes the relative therapeutic value of the single eruption of affect, however much it may be welcomed in certain analytic situations. What is more important is the subsequent "working through" (584). This working through, according to Rado comparable to the work of mourning (1235), consists of demonstrating again and again the unconscious impulse, once it has been recognized, in its manifold forms and connections, and in attaining thereby the cessation of the pathogenic defense.

The study of the ego and the defense mechanisms contributed much to the systematization and effectiveness of psychoanalytic therapy (541). It made possible an exact dynamic and economic timing of interpretations, which increases their effectiveness (433, 438). However, it did not alter the main disadvantage of psychoanalysis—its long duration. But now at least we know what necessitates this long duration: the education of the ego to tolerate less and less distorted derivatives, until the pathogenic defense is undone. It is, for instance, impossible to use the knowledge of the part played by regression in compulsion neurosis to abbreviate the analysis by skipping the anal-sadistic wishes, since they are only distortions anyhow, and immediately "attacking the Oedipus complex"; for talking about the Oedipus complex would not touch the patient dynamically at all—so long as its cathexis actually is displaced and bound on the anal-sadistic fantasies. The same holds true for all resistances. The analyst's interpretations must follow the patient's resistances in all their ramifications and unmask them, one after the other, their nature and history; the uniqueness of every case in its individual history forbids any short cuts.
Concerning the attempts to shorten the time required for psychoanalysis, the cartoon from the *New Yorker* may be cited: A couple is driving fast; the woman says: “And please, no short cuts today; we have no time!”

The abolition of the defenses also makes possible other kinds of discharge that had previously been blocked. Quantitatively, however, sublimations play a lesser role in the adjustment of the instinctual economy of the former neurotic than does adequate sexual satisfaction.

After an understanding of the therapeutic principles, it is not very difficult to decide whether or not to call a given treatment psychoanalysis. Freud once said any treatment can be considered psychoanalysis that works by undoing resistances and interpreting transferences (586), that is, any method that makes the ego face its pathogenic conflicts in their full emotional value by undoing the opposing defensive forces, effective as “resistances,” through the interpretation of derivatives and especially of the derivatives expressed in the transference. This alone is the criterion. Whether the patient lies down or sits, whether or not certain rituals of procedure are used does not matter. For psychotics and children as well as for certain character cases, the “classical” method must be modified. That procedure is the best which provides the best conditions for the analytic task. A “nonclassical procedure,” when the classical one is not possible, remains psychoanalysis. It is meaningless to distinguish an “orthodox” psychoanalysis from an “unorthodox” one.

How psychoanalysis actually is done, the questions of psychoanalytic technique and of special technical problems—such considerations certainly do not belong in a “Theory of Neuroses” (*cf. 438, 684, 855, 1422, et al.*).

INDICATIONS FOR PSYCHOANALYTIC TREATMENT

Psychoanalytic treatment, working by undoing pathogenic conflicts, is indicated whenever neurotic difficulties represent the outcome of a neurotic conflict; the connection between the neurotic manifestations and the pathogenic conflict may be direct or indirect.

From a therapeutic point of view, Freud has subdivided the neuroses into *transference neuroses* and *narcissistic neuroses* (596). Practically, this distinction coincides with the usual distinction between neuroses and psychoses, but the new terms stress a circumstance which, therapeutically, is the decisive one: in neuroses the warded-off impulses are striving for an expression in connection with a longing for objects—they produce transferences.

Transferences are developed constantly and everywhere; in the analytic cure, however, this tendency is emphasized for two reasons: first, the basic rule, by excluding secondary conscious motives, gives special opportunity for the develop-
ment of derivatives; second, whereas in ordinary life the reactions of the objects complicate the picture, the behavior of the analyst puts the transference nature into sharp relief (see p. 130).

In contrast, the psychotics, having regressed to a phase before the establishment of objects, are not interested in having contact with others, or at least their attempts to make contact are rendered unreliable by a tendency toward withdrawal.

Since the interpretation of the transference is the main tool of psychoanalysis, transference neuroses are its indication, but in narcissistic neuroses psychoanalysis seems inapplicable.

However, this general rule, which Freud still held in his *Introductory Lectures* (596), has important exceptions. The distinction between the two kinds of disease is not an absolute one. The remainders of object relations in psychoses and the longings to regain such contacts may be used as a basis for a first analytic influence; if successful, this may gradually re-establish a minimum of transference ability. However, where this basis is lacking, psychoanalysis is not applicable; where it is very small, a modification of the technique is necessary (see pp. 447 ff.).

Not only the ability to develop a transference but also the nature of the feelings that are transferred are significant. The closer the transferred feelings to the normal emotions of love and hatred and the closer the transferred aims to the normal genital aim, the easier is the analytic work. The closer the transferred emotions are to the archaic "incorporation" world of the infant, and the more pregenital the transference aims are, the more difficult does the task become. In general, therefore, the difficulty of an analysis corresponds to the depth of the pathogenic regression. Thus using analytic knowledge about the depth of the decisive fixation points in the respective neuroses, the neuroses may generally be classified, according to their accessibility to analysis, in the following order:

1. *Hysteria*: If there are no special contraindications, the prognosis for analysis is absolutely favorable; early cases of anxiety hysteria have the best outlook.

2. *Compulsion neuroses and pregenital conversion neuroses*: Their pregenital regression makes the outcome more doubtful. Cases in which the rigidity has broken down, which show anxiety and in which the pathogenic conflicts have come to life again, are more favorable than cases in a relatively stable and harden equilibrium.

3. "*Neurotic*" *depressions*: that is, slight ones, which are still aimed at objects, and cyclothymias. The oral element makes analysis more difficult in these cases than in compulsion neuroses.

4. *Character disturbances*: Character neuroses are always and in principle more difficult to approach than symptom neuroses because no reasonable and reliable ego opposes an unreasonable neurosis, the ego itself being included in the disease. However, the character disorders represent disturbances of very dif-
different degrees and depth of regression. These differences correspond to a great variety in the difficulty of the cure. Besides, there are differences in the readiness and ability to co-operate and also in the flexibility or rigidity of the personality.

5. Perversions, addictions, and impulse neuroses: In principle neuroses of this kind are comparable to severe character disorders. However, they are always especially difficult, first because the symptom is either pleasurable or at least promises to be pleasurable, providing a new and severe form of resistance, and second because the pregenital orientation, usually oral, is prominent.

6. Psychoses, severe manic-depressive cases, and schizophrenias: The organ neuroses have not been included in this classification because they are too different in their structure. A case of organ neurosis may correspond in category to any other neurosis.

This classification is of general value only. Complications may make the analysis of a hysterio especially difficult or of a schizophrenic relatively easy. Many other circumstances must be considered in making the prognosis: the general dynamic relationship between resistances and the wish for recovery, the secondary gains, the general flexibility of the person. Acute cases always present a better indication for psychoanalysis than chronic ones, fresh cases a better one than old ones. The neuroses perceived as ego alien are better than those included in the total personality (795).

Special indications in the particular neuroses have been mentioned in the respective chapters.

CONTRAINdications FOR PSYCHOANALYTic TREATMENT

None of the following factors constitutes an absolute contraindication. But as relative contraindications they must be considered before a decision is made whether or not psychoanalysis should be tried.

1. *The age:* The ideal age for the undertaking of an analysis lies between fifteen and forty. But certainly analysis is not impossible either earlier or later.

The significance of age is that psychoanalysis presupposes both a certain reasonableness and a certain flexibility of the total personality. Little children still lack the reasonableness, older persons may have lost the flexibility.

However, the reasonableness needed is not too great, and children are more clever, especially in grasping unconscious connections, than is usually assumed. Thus a real lower age limit may be marked only by the ability to speak (175). However, child analysis, which has become a special field of psychotherapy in recent years (179, 253, 538, 539, 541, 826, 953, 958, 1245, 1400, 1639), has to adapt its technique to its particular object. Children can rarely obey the rule of free association. Other ways of collecting material must be substituted, such as the observation of their play, their artistic expressions, and their general behavior.
In children's analysis, the transference plays a different role: as long as the ego is not definitely established, grown-up persons can still participate in this establishment, and the analyst not only "represents mother" but is still an original second mother in the life of the child (538, 539). Therefore, transference analysis has to be handled differently, and it may even be that certain educational attitudes must be combined with the analytic ones. Children are much more dependent on their environment than grownups are. If a child is analyzed and later has to return to the same unfavorable environment that created the neurosis, the neurosis will be created anew. Moreover, related to this actual dependence of children is the other problem of child analysis: that the analyst has to handle not only the resistances of the child but those of his parents as well (826).

The main curative factor in adult analysis is the fact that after the removal of the repressions, genital primacy is established and regular satisfactions enable the patient to regulate the economics of his instinctual life; the possibilities for real instinctual satisfaction for children are very limited, however, in our culture (842).

All these circumstances complicate children's analyses as compared with adult ones; but they do not make children's analyses impossible. On the contrary, children's analyses are often more promising than those of adults, since the neurosis is still less incorporated and reassurances may still powerfully accelerate the analysis; children's analyses may also be of great prophylactic value, contrasted with analyses of adults. Details may be found in the special literature (cf. 175, 179, 221, 222, 300, 539, 541, 646, 666, 715, 716, 753, 825, 826, 841, 842, 934, 935, 953, 955, 958, 1062, 1066, 1097, 1110, 1185, 1245, 1316, 1400, 1401, 1415, 1424, 1487, 1553, 1639, 1641, 1646).

Advanced age certainly limits the plasticity of the personality, but it does so in varying degrees and at very different ages so that no general rule can be given. Several authors who have tried analyses with patients of very advanced age report considerable success (18, 725, 859, 951, 1025). In considering analysis at advanced age, the entire situation of the patient is decisive. If he has possibilities of libidinal and narcissistic gratification, analysis seems more hopeful than if the analysis would only bring the insight that life has been a failure without offering any opportunity to make up for it. For removing a specific symptom, analysis may be tried even with old persons; if, however, a deep character change would be necessary to achieve the cure, it must be remembered that the possibility of change is very limited in older persons.

2. Feeble-mindedness: Since analysis consists of making the ego face its conflicts, cases in which the capacity to do so is lacking cannot be analyzed. Feeblemindedness is a contraindication.

However, even this contraindication is not absolute. Apparent feeblemindedness may be a psychogenic "pseudo debility." In such cases the analyst
may be able to modify his technique so as to gain a first contact with the person, and then use this contact to broaden the possibilities of the ego (103, 173, 393, 957, 1019, 1020, 1099, 1379, 1403).

Even in genuine feeble-mindedness, where psychoanalysis is certainly impossible, the use of certain aspects of psychoanalytic procedure in the treatment may be possible and helpful (1069).

3. Unfavorable life situations: Even in younger persons one occasionally has the impression that a successful analysis might make a person more unhappy than he is in his neurosis. This is the case if he is living in a situation that excludes any possibility of gratification, and where the neurosis provides a kind of illusion (596); or sometimes one has the impression that it would do no good to provoke longings that cannot be fulfilled.

The decision as to whether the sick, the crippled, or the otherwise handicapped should be analyzed requires an insight into the dynamics of the personality. Strong personalities will be able to adapt themselves even to unfavorable external realities, and their neurosis may be a hindrance to such an adaptation. But in weaker persons, the neurosis itself still may provide the best type of adjustment. The same holds true for persons who probably will be unable to find sexual satisfaction after an analysis.

4. The triviality of a neurosis: Just as a surgical operation should only be performed when really necessary, so certain neuroses give the impression that their analysis would not be worth the effort. The time, money, and energy necessary do not correspond to the degree of disturbance. Whenever a therapeutic success seems possible by lesser expenditure, the greater one had better be avoided.

5. The urgency of a neurotic symptom: There are neurotic symptoms requiring immediate removal, either because they are physically dangerous or because the condition is unbearable. Psychoanalysis takes time, and therefore such urgent states form a contraindication.

However, this contraindication is not an absolute one either. It may be possible to apply other therapeutic measures first, until the state of emergency is over, and then to change to psychoanalysis.

6. Severe disturbances of speech: Since talking is the method of psychoanalysis, psychoanalysis is not applicable when talking is impossible.

Again this does not form an absolute contraindication. Talking may be replaced by some other means in analysis, for example, by writing. It probably would be impossible to conduct a whole analysis in writing, simply because of the time required. However, it is possible (and it has been done successfully) to substitute writing for talking over a limited period of time, if, for example, the symptom of hysterical mutism has developed.

7. Lack of a reasonable and co-operative ego: This is the point which has the greatest practical importance and which is the most difficult one to judge.
The method of psychoanalysis is based on the co-operation of a reasonable ego. Thus it seems to be impossible if such ego is lacking. Often, however, it can be established in a "preanalytic" period by nonanalytic methods. In schizophrenic patients, a preanalytic procedure may establish a transference which then forms the basis of a later analysis. In psychopaths with superego deficiencies, an educative behavior may make up for omissions of the original education, until the readiness for co-operation is attained.

If a person, out of stubbornness or for other reasons, actually refuses to co-operate, he certainly cannot be analyzed. But the possibility of analysis may be established if the analyst succeeds in convincing the patient that he does not simply not wish to co-operate (as he believes) but that he is incapable of doing it. He may then become interested in this inability; and this interest can be used as the first motive for co-operation, in the hope that more motives may come later. This hope may or may not be realized. The problem of establishing a cooperative ego is the most difficult one in most character cases, and sometimes it may be unsolvable (438, 511, 512, 539, 1279).

The two extreme types of character resistance described as "generally frigid" and "pseudo emotional" (see pp. 477 f.) usually present this problem in special intensity. The former may refuse to understand the "logic of emotions" (44) at all; the latter may lack the necessary detachment to form judgments about his own emotions.

Fortunately, psychoanalysis, being a scientific method, does not ask for any "faith" on the part of the patient. He may be as skeptical as he likes (and if he is not skeptical at all, the suspicion is warranted that he is repressing negative transferences) so long as he agrees to co-operate, to follow the basic rule, to try his best, and to give psychoanalysis "a fair chance." What analysis asks from the patient, Freud stated (578, 584), is a benevolent skepticism.

A similar difficulty is presented by patients who do not come to analysis for their own sake but either because somebody else sent them or because they themselves seek to fulfill some other person's wish. This is no good basis for an analysis. It may, however, be a usable basis for a few weeks of trial analysis, in which the analyst makes clear to the patient that his analysis is his own business, that he alone has to decide whether or not he wishes it.

8. Certain secondary gains: Some patients seem to live on their neuroses and to be unready to give them up. Much energy can be saved if this is realized in time.

In this connection, the problem of the analysis of artists may be touched upon. Often artists are afraid of losing their creative abilities if their unconscious conflicts, the source of their creativeness, were analyzed. No absolute assurance can be given that an impairment of creative abilities through analysis is impossible. However, experience shows that neurotic inhibitions of creation are removed by
analysis much more frequently than creativeness. Still, one must admit that in a
certain minority of artists, neurosis and work seem to be so closely interwoven
that it seems impossible to remove the one without impairing the other.

9. Schizoid personalities: In persons whose character gives the impression that
they are not psychotic but may become so if their childhood conflicts are stirred
up, the decision whether or not to start an analysis may be difficult. Doubtless
there are schizoid personalities in whom analysis may provoke a psychotic proc-
ess; but there are also others who may be saved by analysis from a future psy-
chosis. There is no general rule for deciding whether a patient belongs in the first
or the second category. Only a trial analysis, estimating the dynamic and eco-
nomic conditions of the particular case, can bring about the decision.

10. Contraindications to analysis with a particular analyst: Sometimes an
analyst feels that a given patient may work better with some other analyst, either
because the patient does not react to his personality in a favorable way or because
the analyst would not like working with him or would not be at his best. At
other times, the patient has corresponding feelings.

Since psychoanalysis is in the nature of a very close personal co-operation, two
persons may just not suit each other; they would form a "bad team." If one
looks upon this situation with analytic eyes, and provided that the analyst is a
good one, the possibilities are:

(a) A certain resistance on the part of the patient. The question arises whether
to give in to this resistance. In general the analytic procedure is to analyze re-
sistances rather than to give in to them. One must ask whether this type of re-
sistance is not deeply rooted in the patient's character, forms a part of his neu-
rosis, and would repeat itself with any analyst. But the rule not to give in to
resistances can be followed only up to a certain degree. If a resistance is too
intense, its analysis must be postponed and first be prepared by some other
analytic work. If an agoraphobic is unable to leave his home, the analyst, at the
beginning of the analysis, must go to the patient. In a similar way, the analysis
of an intense father complex may be prepared better if the man with whom the
patient has to talk about it does not actually resemble his father.

Whether a given patient would work better with a man analyst or a woman
analyst is a similar question. In discussing homosexuality, it has been mentioned
that in general the sex of the analyst does not make a decisive difference (see
pp. 328 f.). However, this general rule has frequent exceptions. Persons in whom
the castration complex is very marked may react very differently to a man or a
woman respectively. In such cases a too intense early resistance may be avoided
by choosing an analyst of the sex that provokes neither too much antagonism
nor too much of a soothing influence (516, 604, 822). However, changing over
to an analyst of the other sex whenever an analysis becomes too difficult is not
a general panacea. Rather, the difficulty must be understood; and only in the rare cases in which the insurmountable resistance seems dependent on the analyst's sex is a change in this respect indicated.

In all these cases, one should try to analyze the resistance first; only if the resistance turns out to be insurmountable under the given circumstances should the circumstances be changed (1536).

(b) The difficulty may be due to the analyst. Any honest analyst will admit that, even though he is very thoroughly analyzed, he does better work with certain types of patients than with others. However, this difference should never reach a degree at which work with certain personalities becomes entirely impossible. An analyst has to have the width of empathy to work with any type. If the reality in this respect differs too much from the ideal state of affairs, the mistake may be the analyst's; it may be rooted either directly in a negative counter-transference or in a disappointment because a certain type of patient does not fulfill some expectation that the analyst unduly and unconsciously connects with his work; in such cases the analyst himself should be analyzed more thoroughly (1501).

Any analyst will do well to avoid analyzing relatives, friends, or acquaintances. The fact that his own emotions in relation to these persons might disturb his work is, however, only one of the reasons for this rule. Another one is that the transference loses much of its specific character, or at least its demonstrability as a transference, if it does not originate within the analysis itself but has an analytically uncontrolled prehistory.

Even the analysis of relatives, friends, and acquaintances of the analyst's relatives, friends, and acquaintances may become doubtful for this reason. However, Freud added that certainly no analyst would refuse his help to persons for whom no other help is accessible; he has only to know that in doing so he takes the risk of losing his friends (584).

A trustworthy and detailed estimation of all these ten points in any given case is possible only during the analytic procedure itself. That is why patients are advised to have a few weeks of trial analysis; the final decision as to whether the patient needs a complete psychoanalysis is made after these weeks. The trial analysis is conducted according to the same rules as the final analysis; but the analyst's attention is directed toward judging the indication. He will in these weeks not only confirm (or change) his first diagnosis of the case; he will also perform a "dynamic diagnosis" of the leading conflicts of the patient, of the paramount resistances and their probable relative strength, of the patient's defense systems and their weak spots, of his general accessibility, his plasticity or rigidity. Any material is used in establishing the dynamic diagnosis: the patient's history, his behavior, his utterances, and also his first dreams (1554). However, it is important not to confuse a general, dynamic diagnosis with special
hypotheses about childhood experiences, which cannot and should not be set up in the very beginning, since they would direct the analyst's attention too definitely, limiting his susceptibility to new impressions and his readiness to let himself be surprised by new material (1293). The judgment of the contra-indicative factors is but a part of the dynamic diagnosis.

The question as to whether it is possible for a person to psychoanalyze himself has been raised several times. Freud himself is the best example of the fact that—to a certain degree—this is possible. In his book *The Interpretation of Dreams* he gave the classical example of self-analysis (552).

Certain other authors have propagandized self-analysis in literature (382, 383, 821). But in general, the possibilities of self-analysis are very limited. There are two reasons for this:

1. The overcoming of resistances without being helped by another person presupposes a very strong personality; it becomes entirely impossible if the resistance consists of a "blind spot," in just not seeing what one does not like to see. If the analyst is another person, he can demonstrate to the patient his blindness. In self-analysis, the blind spots remain untouched.

2. The feeling relationship to the analyst, called transference, is in two ways a tool of psychoanalysis that is nonexistent in self-analysis: directly, the wish to please the analyst is an important motive for overcoming resistances; indirectly, the form of the transference gives an irreplaceable model for the study of the patient's behavior patterns.

**ABOUT STATISTICS ON THERAPEUTIC RESULTS OF PSYCHOANALYSIS**

Statistics on the therapeutic results of psychoanalysis are frequently demanded. They are difficult to give. Their conclusions depend, first of all, on which cases have been selected. If cases are included in which there was a doubtful prognosis at the start, the statistics naturally look much worse than if the cases are more carefully selected. A second difficulty is that different physicians understand very different things by "cure" and "improvement." This fact must be kept in mind, especially when the results of psychoanalysis are compared with those of other methods; everybody agrees that the disappearance of symptoms is necessary but not decisive. "Capacity for work and enjoyment," however, can be interpreted in different ways, and analysts know the difference between a person who has attained this capacity in a limited and probably temporary sense by some transference success and a person whose dynamics were basically altered by psychoanalysis (78, 1503).

The difficulties of exactly defining "normality" and "health" from a psychoanalytic point of view have frequently been discussed (243, 693, 901, 1036, 1095, 1409), especially recently in a very impressive way by Hartmann (751). Fortunately, practice requires less exactness.
An attempt to collate statistically ten years' work of the Berlin Psychoanalytic Institute established very severe criteria for the task. The results may certainly be compared with statistics on any other medical treatment (417). In the meantime other statistics were published (287, 1195, 1348) and all statistics correlated (969), with similar results. There is no doubt that psychoanalytic therapy leaves much to be desired. There are failures and partial successes. But there is also no doubt that psychoanalysis, as the only radical method, is the best method available for the treatment of neuroses. Its main disadvantage is the great expenditure of time and money. Its virtue, of which all analysts are proud and which belongs to psychoanalysis alone, is that it is built upon scientific insight; and the therapy is also a research method affording further scientific insight that is not only useful in treating neuroses but that is also of more universal application.

PROPHYLAXIS

Everywhere in medicine a laudable tendency is growing not only to cure diseases but also to prevent their outbreak. Psychiatric prophylaxis is called mental hygiene (1581). Its work may be directed toward the individual or toward the masses. It tries to teach the individual how to behave in order to escape the likelihood of falling ill, and to direct social institutions so as to reduce the general frequency of psychoses and neuroses.

Since psychoanalysis has brought about the scientific understanding of what really goes on in neuroses, there can be no doubt that psychoanalytic points of view also must be decisive in mental hygiene. These possibilities certainly should not be underestimated. If a doctor understands the dynamics and “complex” points of a given individual, he will certainly be able to give advice for the avoidance of a dire mobilization of the latent conflicts (1500). Nevertheless, no exaggerated hopes should be placed on mental hygiene, especially in respect to the second task of mental hygiene—general prophylaxis.

The decisive element in general prophylaxis would be the correct rearing and education of children. Neuroses are based on neurotic conflicts, and neurotic conflicts are created in childhood between instinctual impulses and the fear of dangers connected with yielding to these impulses. Is it possible for educators to avoid or decrease pathogenic conflicts in children (64)?

Certainly the idea that instincts may be dangerous cannot be avoided. Instinctual acting is sometimes really dangerous. No human being can live according to the pleasure principle, doing at every moment simply what he feels like. Experience teaches any child (even without special educational measures) that such behavior is unreasonable. If he eats as much sweets as he likes, he will get a stomach-ache; if he grabs at a pretty fire, he gets burned; he who tortures his environment is tortured in turn. Thus life governed by the impulses of the moment is slowly
changed into life governed by reason. The reality principle is established by experiences that connect immediate pleasure with immediate or belated pain, and later also by experiences that connect events that are primarily painful with pleasurable rewards (427, 575, 1494) (see pp. 43 ff.).

Education certainly can help in this process. For the realization of the reality principle, one need not actually pass through all the pains of being burned. Education should, anticipating these pains on a small scale, help children to learn to bear displeasure and tension.

Nobody knows how a child would behave without any education, whether or not natural encounters with reality would suffice to develop reasonableness. But we do know for sure that in practice, education asks of every child more than reasonableness, and often education, producing artificial fears of impulses, exasperating the reality principle, becomes a hindrance to reason. Practically, not only sociability is demanded from the child but rather sociability in a certain limited sense, namely, adjustment to present conditions.

Certainly a society of individuals behaving instinctively like two-year-old children would be absolutely impossible. Questionable only is whether a two-year-old child, if not educated, would never change his behavior.

Thus it is clear what the dangers of education are: The reality principle says: "Do not give in to your instincts if such impulses are dangerous." Education now may give the child the impression that all, or at least too many, instincts are dangerous.

One hears the opinion that the child's sexuality will lead to danger if not repressed; and it is true that, if unregulated, sexuality may ignore the needs of the partner. But this is the only danger. Experience shows that unsatisfied instincts are much more difficult to master and much more dangerous than occasionally satisfied ones. People whose sexuality was not suppressed at all would not be inclined to constant sexual intercourse. They would desire it only periodically, and would be satisfied between the periods. If present-day sexuality so often seems greedy, antisocial, and therefore dangerous, this is a consequence of previous sexual repression. Some people are afraid that a child who did not suppress his sexuality would not become useful to society. He would use up all his libido in the original sexual field, and no energy would be left for sublimation (171). This conception is not at all justified. Sublimations are, it is true, performed by sexual energy—but by pregenital rather than genital energy; the suppression of sexuality does not bring the energy to sublimation but instead keeps the unsatisfied sexual instinct unchanged in the unconscious, resulting in the disturbance of the intended sublimation and of all action by the unsatisfied instincts.

Before Freud, science did not know of the existence of infantile sexuality at all. This shows how intense was the general resistance to infantile sexuality. Where does this resistance come from? Where did the superstition of the danger of
infantile sexuality originate? And where did a form of education arise that represses the instincts too much? All these attitudes, as well as ideas about morality, which are very different in different societies, are the result of the respective social situations and must be critically analyzed in terms of the social situations (131, 1278).

And now the skepticism expressed before becomes comprehensible. Mental hygiene is limited by social conditions. Mental hygiene as a practical movement is even created by the same social forces that limit its effectiveness (307). Neuroses are an evil originating under the influence of an education dependent not so much upon the opinions and personalities of individual educators but rather upon general social conditions which determine educative institutions as well as opinions and personalities of individual educators.

It is surely possible for the analyst to make a limited number of general suggestions about individual child rearing, for the purpose of avoiding later neuroses (833, 834, 1303, 1309, 1582): Whenever possible, unnecessary warnings about instinctual drives should be avoided, and whenever possible, unnecessary, strong excitations from without, increasing the instinctual demands beyond their spontaneous growth, should be avoided. It can be stated: (1) it is good to avoid letting children witness sexual scenes between grownups; (2) it is good to reduce seductions by grownups or older children as much as possible; (3) it is good to avoid direct castration threats; (4) it is good to train children to cleanliness in the right way, not too early, not too late, not too strictly, not too emotionally; (5) it is good to prepare children ahead of time for extraordinary impending events like the birth of siblings, operations, and so on; (6) it is better to understand the child’s needs than to use rigid disciplinary patterns.

All this is important and the list could certainly be continued. But it is not too important. The effectiveness of such suggestions is very limited. In saying this, we have in mind not only that traumata may occur in spite of the best care; this certainly would be no objection to doing one’s best. What limits the effectiveness of the suggestions of mental hygiene is the fact that chronic circumstances in the environment, which can hardly be changed, have much more influence than any isolated educational measure. The particular words with which a grown-up person reacts to an instinctual act of a child are not so decisive as the chronic and latent attitudes of the parents toward instincts in general. Reich showed in an excellent paper that the mental-hygienic value of a certain experience is determined less by its manifest content than by the total mental surroundings in which it occurs (1273). The mental structure of the child determines the gratifying or threatening effect of an experience; and this structure again depends upon the whole of his past experience as well as upon present influences.

The chronic circumstances that cannot be changed at will consist of (a) the unconscious of the educators, which determines not so much their “educational
measures” as their everyday behavior, and (b) the institution of family itself, the relation between the family and extrafamily groups, and cultural tradition. (This is more important than (a) and influences it.) One must realize that the real goal of education is identical neither with the goals listed in the textbooks of pedagogy nor with the conscious goals of the educators. The intentions and ways of thinking of individual parents or teachers are not of as much importance as the social institutions affecting them. These are: family and school. Family, a situation in which a couple who have sexual relations live together with only a few children, one of this couple being the more or less absolute ruler. School, an institution in which external habits and regulations (desks, fixed hours, schedules, and school curriculum) rule.

“Progressive education,” trying to avoid the errors of the preceding period in order to prevent frustrations, has sometimes gone to the opposite extreme, being thereby no less dependent on social forces than “authoritarian” education. “Avoidance of frustration” is certainly impossible. Reality necessarily brings frustrations; therefore an artificially protected childhood is a very poor preparation for it; the more early frustrations are avoided, the more small frustrations later have the same effect as intense ones do on persons normally brought up. The tendency of educators “always to be nice” further has the consequences that (1) the child receives the impression that aggressiveness is terribly forbidden; whenever he feels aggressive, he must repress it, and the outer leniency makes the inner superego (at least in its attitude toward aggressiveness) stricter, until the child may even long for an external strict authority as a relief (180); (2) the parents have to repress their own aggressiveness, which certainly will then make its appearance in an undesired manner and to an undesired degree.

“Modern education” frequently has the standpoint that “aggressiveness is bad.” We do not know what is “good” and what is “bad.” But we do know that aggressiveness is necessary in life in many situations, and a person who is not capable of using it is as much handicapped as a person who has lost his sexual abilities (1349).

There is no doubt that an artificial change of the education of a few individual children cannot spare these children severe conflicts. It is rather the opposite. Those children will sooner or later be driven into a more severe conflict because they will hear everywhere the opposite of what they are taught at home or at their special school.

Thus mental hygiene may give advice in individual cases. It is rather helpless when faced with problems of the public in general. Means and aims of education are not prescribed by analysts, but they have developed autonomically, under historical conditions and social conflicts through present (and past) social conditions. Not only to what extent infantile instinctual demands are permitted and to what extent they must be repressed is socially prescribed, but also the ways
in which the prescribed frustrations are applied, and the ways in which the child is obliged to react to these frustrations. "Comparative psychosociology of education" is a new scientific field of the greatest practical importance, which, however, cannot be treated or even further discussed here (131, 650).

Neuroses do not occur out of biological necessity, like aging; nor are they purely biologically determined, like leukemia. The helplessness of the human infant, it is true, and the differentiation of the organized ego out of the id are preconditions for the development of neuroses (618); but they are not the causes of neuroses any more than the existence of a stomach is the cause of stomach diseases. Neither are neuroses "influenced by social conditions" as tuberculosis is, where circumstances of residence and diet may decide the course of the illness. Neuroses are social diseases in a much stricter sense. While the repressed demands represent biological forces (and even this they do only in the last analysis), the fact that they have to be repressed at all is brought about by the pressure of the social environment. The necessity for the pathogenic defenses does not arise from privations growing out of infantile insufficiency but from those that parents and educators impose on the child, verbally or by their behavior. These educative measures again represent demands of civilization that are inimical to instinctual gratification (561, 1396). And it is the demands of present-day civilization with all its contemporary manifestations that make the neurotics of today (819). So far as we know, other civilizations have produced neuroses, too, but these differed from the neuroses of today because other civilizations demanded other privations and necessitated the development of other reactions to them. Many forms of reaction which today are designated as compulsion neuroses are normal and institutionalized in other civilizations; and a "devil neurosis in the seventeenth century," once studied by Freud (610), could not be fitted into any present diagnostic scheme. Indeed, we are able to observe how the clinical pictures of neuroses change parallel to changes in society. Here the psychologist must admit his inadequacy and agree that the problem of the etiology of neuroses is not an individual medical problem but one that needs supplementary sociological consideration (433).

Neuroses are the outcome of unfavorable and socially determined educational measures, corresponding to a given and historically developed social milieu and necessary in this milieu. They cannot be changed without corresponding change in the milieu.

If a society becomes unstable, full of contradictory tendencies, and the scene of struggles between its different parts, power alone determines how and toward what goals education is directed. The instability and contradictions of a society are reflected in its education, and later in the neuroses of the educated individuals.

The temptation is great to digress into the sociology of education and morals.
However, what has been said will be illustrated by two simple examples only.

The self-esteem of a person as well as the content and degree of his defenses depend upon his "ideals." The ideals are less developed by direct teaching than by the whole spirit in which a child's life develops.

An authoritarian society must promote the readiness to later submission in its members by drumming into them the idea of all authority; conditional promises. "If you obey and submit, you will receive (real or imaginary) participation in power and protection." A democratic society favors the ideals of independence, self-reliance, and active mastery. Societies in which "authoritarian" and "democratic" elements are struggling will be contradictory in their ideals as well. The child learns that he must submit and obey in order to get the supplies he needs; and he learns at the same time: "Stand on your own feet." Historically the authoritarian type of ideal was unopposed in feudalism; the subjects actually were provided for if they renounced their independence, and the mental readiness of the majority of people to accept such dependence was needed in order to preserve society. Rising capitalism brought the opposite ideal. Free competition needed the new ideals of liberty and equality. The subsequent development of capitalism, however, not only created anew a majority of people who had to be kept contented in relative frustration and dependency, but economic contradictions made the entire society unstable to such a degree that, with the disappearance of free competition, authoritarian necessities also appeared again. At the same time everybody feels endangered in any attempt to get solidly established—and even in his very existence; this makes the single individual's activities hopeless, and thus regressive longings for passive-receptive regulation come to the fore again. Old feudalistic ideals are revived and even increased, and the result is a mixture of ideals, conflicts, and, later, neuroses. The difference in the economic conditions as well as in the history is responsible for the enormous differences in the mixtures of "authority" and "democracy" that are encountered today in different countries. Generally, all capitalistic society, by preparing the children for the role that money and competition will play in their life, favors the intensification of anal-sadistic strivings. This is the more unfavorable as simultaneously genital sexuality is discouraged and frustrated (434, 1278).

A second even more general example: It is characteristic of present-day society that many people are not able to satisfy their needs, although the means for their satisfaction are present. The textbooks of psychopathology discuss at length the deficiencies of the superego in persons who steal. It seems that the problem should be formulated in another way: Why is it that so many people do not steal? It is true that in the first place they abstain because they are prevented by force. But the majority is not prevented merely by force and fear of punishment. Social reality has succeeded in awakening, in a special kind of conscience, an intra-psychic force, which opposes the needs that ask for satisfaction. One does not
steal, because "it is not right." Thus special social institutions cause the development of special counterinstinctual forces in its members. This necessity must be the decisive factor in the antisexual orientation of certain civilizations also.

Our comments make it plain that the insight into the formative power of social forces upon individual minds does not require any change in Freud's concepts of instincts, as certain authors believe (653, 820, 921). The instinctual needs are the raw material formed by the social influences; and it is the task of a psychoanalytic sociology to study the details of this shaping (650). Different "biological constitutions" contain manifold possibilities; yet they are not realities but potentialities. It is experience, that is, the cultural conditions, that transforms potentialities into realities, that shapes the real mental structure of man by forcing his instinctual demands into certain directions, by favoring some of them and blocking others, and even by turning parts of them against the rest.

Mental hygiene is socially limited not only by factors concerning the upbringing of children. In adults, too, we often find that the social situation makes it impossible to follow the advice a theoretical mental hygiene would give. The benefits of psychiatric social work should not be minimized. But most psychiatric social workers probably will agree that very often the fulfillment of the basic demands of mental hygiene depends on prerequisites that cannot be provided by mental hygiene. Would it not be the first task of such a mental hygiene to provide work, bread, and satisfaction of the basic needs for everybody?

It is true that real misery does not create neuroses in adult persons. But it does create frustrations and thus regressions. It does not create neuroses, but it may be a precipitating factor in their development. In this sense, the old ideas that modern nervousness is created by the "haste" and "competitiveness" of present-day civilization contains some truth. But besides, the real misery of adults may create neuroses in an indirect way, namely, in the next generation, educated by the frustrated adults.

It is strange that two absolutely contradictory judgments can be heard in respect to neuroses. Some people state that neuroses are a direct outcome of social misery, that it is not surprising that people who lack food and shelter become "nervous." On the other hand, some people say that neuroses are a kind of "luxury of the idle rich" and that a workman has other things in his head than to be nervous. Both statements are wrong and, in their clash of opinion, betray only the general emotional resistance against an unprejudiced study of the neuroses. The enormous extent of neuroses in present-day society does not recognize any class differences. This statement does not contradict the thesis that the neuroses are socially determined. It only illustrates the fact that morality, in spite of extremely different living conditions, is not too different in different classes of the same society (actually there are [smaller] class differences in neuroses, corresponding to differences in the children's actual experiences) (133, 136, 496).
A mental hygiene in the life of the adult would be effective as prophylaxis of neurosis if it were able to prevent new frustrations and resulting repressions, if it were able to provide satisfactions that "seduce to health," if it were able to create conditions that do not remobilize old childhood conflicts. It would be still more effective if it were able to prevent the pathogenic conflicts themselves; if it were able, wherever interferences with the child's impulses are necessary, to leave more ways of reaction open to the child, ways with less guilt feelings, more self-confidence, more activity, reason, and independent decision, with less archaic automatisms—if it could thus create strong egos able reasonably to anticipate the consequences of their actions. "Where id was, there shall ego be," said Freud (628). And this should even be supplemented: Also "where superego was" (that is, the automatic autonomy of unreasonable guilt feelings, the principle of talion, revenge, and automatisms) "shall ego be" (that is, a reasonable handling of reality). But such "shall" runs up against socially determined barriers.

Not because primitive instincts are still effective within us do we have wars, misery, and neuroses; rather, because we have not yet learned to avoid wars and misery by a more reasonable and less contradictory regulation of social relations, our instincts are still kept in an unfavorable form, which is used in wars and misery and which also produces neuroses.

We do not know whether under different social conditions there would not also be neuroses. But we do know that under the present circumstances social factors make the beginnings of a prophylaxis of the neuroses a task of Sisyphus.

But when, faced with the enormous neurotic (and nonneurotic) misery of today, we are sometimes near to despair, realizing that we can help only five to ten persons a year, we may find consolation in the insight that this limited psychotherapeutic work is at the same time the research method of a science which one day may gain the possibility of a more general application.
A comprehensive bibliography on the psychoanalytic theory of neurosis had been prepared. However, paper shortage necessitates limitations for the time being. The following list, therefore, only includes (a) all books and papers referred to in the text of this book and (b) a few publications of general importance for the subject. The bibliography is limited to English and German literature. Of books and papers that were published in both languages, the English editions are quoted. In general, the literature is considered until 1943 inclusive.
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Abandonment, fear of, see Loss of love
Abraham, Karl, on the symbolism of the spider 49, 214; on the origin of ambivalence 64; on subphases of the oral stage 64f; on magical estimation of excretions 67, 300f, 437; on oral eroticism 67f; on subphases of the anal phase 68; on ejaculatio praecoxx 69, 172, 191; on auditory eroticism 73, 107, 431; on female castration complex 80, 174, 176, 218, 244, 339, 344, 371, 494f, 512; on incorporation 84, 439; on the origin of love 86; on primal scenes 92, 215; on libido development 100; on projection 147; on psychogenic gynecological disturbances 175, 248; on stubbornness 176, 280; on inhibitions of scotophilia 177; on anal character 177, 279f, 487; on equilibrium sexuality 202; on hysterical dream states 225; on hysterical types of love 230; on epilepsy 265; on possessiveness 281; on throwing away of money 282; on the unconscious significance of time 282; on tic 320; on fetishism 343; on voyeurism 348; on oral per- version 351, 442; on oral sadistic aims 357; on exogamy 370, 513; on an impostor 379, 550; on alcoholism 379; on anal eroticism in depression 389f, 552; on oral character 389, 488f; on the superego in depression 393; on mourning 394f; on depressive disposition 396; on self-reproaches in depression 398; on the primary depression of children 403f; on involuntary melancholia 406; on mania 408; on manic-depressive disorders 411f; on psychoanalysis in manic-depressive disorders 413f; on schizophrenia and hysteria 417f; on psychoanalysis of schizophrenia 449; on the post-ambivalent stage 474; on genital character 496, 523; on autosuggestion 557, 564; on the effectiveness of drugs 558; on psychoanalysis in advanced age 576; bibliography 592
Abreaction, 563, 572
Abstraction, see Forgiveness
Abstract thinking, 50f, 297
Aburdity, unconscious significance of 391, 529
Accident, as precipitating factor 19, 122; phobias of 196; proneness 500f, 506
Accidental, homosexuality, 330; criminality 505
Achelis, Werner, 159, 288, 593
Achievement, and anal eroticism 383; Don Juan of 502f
Acting, and thinking 295f; out 375f, 505, 506f, 534, 543, 545, 570f
Action and discharge reaction, 41f, 320, 367f
Active, type of mastery 41f, 52f; anticipation of the passively feared 44f, 74, 79, 292, 358f, 364, 382f, 543f; repetition of passive experiences 44f, 120, 382f, 480f, 542f
Activity, instead of passivity 44f, 74, 79, 120, 292, 358f, 382f, 480f, 542f; and trauma 117; blocking of all 179
Actors of reality, 482
Actual neuroses, and masturbation 76; nature of 185ff; therapy of 192; and psychoneuroses 192; and organ neuroses 238
Adaptation, and reality sense 52f; in puberty 110f; and trauma 120f; and neurosis 465, 476f; work of 554
Addiction, 375f; without drugs 381f; therapy in 385f
Adiposogenitalis status, 260
Adjustment, see Adaptation
Adler, Alfred, 496
Adolescence, 39, 143, 455, 508; homosexuality in 112, 328
Adolescents, love for, in homosexuals 332
Adopted children, 514
Adoption, pregnancy after decision for 175
Adrenal tumor, 295f
Advice as to conduct of life, 557f
Affect, unconscious 17, 161f, 238f; and symptoms 20ff, 453f; spells of 20f, 119f; —, incommensurate 26f; —, and traumatic states 42, 119f; —, "taming" of 43, 133; as source of sexual excitement 61f; —, blocking (repression) of 161f; —, defenses against 161f, 477f; —, postponement of 161f; —, displacement of 163; equivalents 165, 237f, 477, 531; —, reaction formation against 163f; —, change of quality of 164; —, isolation of 164; —, projection and introjection of 164; —, inadequate, as symptom 193f; and conversion 215; strangulated 238; and vasomotor symptoms 253f; spell of and epileptic seizure 255; and obsessive ideas 269; and tic 318f; and mimetic expression 318f
Affectation, and warmth 70, 255, 320, 390; need for, see Fear over loss of love; Narcissistic supplies
Affective, instability 161f, 478, 528; rigidity 162, 287f, 444f, 477, 530ff
Age, of a patient and psychoanalytic treatment 575; advanced, psychoanalysis in 576
Aggravations of neuroses, 552f
Aggressiveness, in children, 38, 86; as an instinct 58f; and frustrations 58, 357; and Eros
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Aggressiveness (continued)
60; sources of 73; and masturbation 76; and hate 86; and guilt feeling 138; and art 143; inhibitions of 178f, 186, 474, 479; in exhibitionism 201, 345ff; and scopophilia 201, 348; in anxiety hysteria 206f; and enuresis 233; in colitis 246; and fatigue 249; and heart symptoms 252; and hypochondriasis 262; in epilepsy 266; and stubbornness 279; undoing of 289; in talking 312f; in tic 318; in homosexuality 334, 336, 339; in femininity in men 356; in fetishes 343, 349; in pathological impulses 368ff; in stealing 370f; in pyromania 371f; in gambling 372; in instinct-ridden characters 374f; in drug addiction 376f; in depression 392f, 397ff; in schizophrenia 418; in paranoid ideas 428f; and reactive character traits 474, 479; reassertions against 483; reactive 518; and social anxiety 520; and traumatophilia 545; necessity of 585

Aggression, identification with 315, 318, 331, 334f, 345, 349, 353, 354, 356, 481, 500, 512

Agitation in states of anxiety, 482

Agoraphobia, significance of "street" in 196; as a nosological unit, 200, 249f, 260f; and equilibrium eroticism 202ff; breadth and narrowness in 205; and depression 397

Aichhorn, August, 374, 504, 514, 565, 566, 593

Aim of instincts, 55

Albert, August, 110, 594

Alcohol, as toxin 63; and superego 379; addiction for 379f; therapeutic withdrawal of 557

Alcoholism, 379f; psychoses in 380

Alexander, Franz, on vector analysis 16, 246, 521, 526; on forerunners of castration anxiety 77, 276; on the superego 104, 504; on instinctual conflicts 129, 475f; on symptoms of the neurotic conflict 169; on regression in phobias 207f; on symptoms as punishment 230, 462; on the physiology of affects 238f; on psychogenic physical alterations 239; on peptic ulcer 245, 490; on conversions and vegetative nerves 246; on breathing 250; on asthma 251, 322; on hypertension 254; on treatment of organ nerves 265; on corruptibility of the superego 291f, 374, 486; on justice 294; on stealing 370; on neurotic character 375, 505f, 531; on ideas of persecution 429; on logic of emotions 458, 477, 578; on castration complex and character 493; on moral masochism 501; on delinquency 505; on auto- and alloplasticity 507; on psychotherapy 565; on transference interpretation 571; bibliography 593f, 614

Alexia, 37

Alienation, of one’s own feelings 182, 417ff; of one’s own body 229, 248, 304, 419; of organs 262, 419

Allen, Clifford, 326, 429, 437, 594

Allen, Frederick H., 665, 594

Allendly, R., 958, 594

Allergy in asthma, 251, 256, 323

Alloplasticity, 217, 507, 537

Almasy, Endre, 258, 410, 426, 440, 594

Altruism, 332, 336f, 340, 480, 520

Ambition, and urethral eroticism 60, 139, 234, 492f, 514f; and work 184; and shame 234; in talking 313f, 315; and Oedipus complex 495; of the “Don Juan of achievement” 502ff

Ambivalence, and introjection 38, 64; in infantile sexuality 61; and anal eroticism 67, 278; in object relationships 81, 511f; of girls toward their mother 90; and isolation 157; and inhibitions 184, conflict and displacement 198, 486; and need for a companion 208; in nymphomania 244; in compulsion neurosis 278; in altruism 333, 336f, 410; in male homosexuality 334, 336f; in female homosexuality 340; in submissiveness 353; in instinct-ridden characters 372f; in love addicts 388; in depression 392f, 396f; in mourning 395; in paranoid ideas 428f; and reactive character traits 474; split of the 486f; and character 511f; and jealousy 512; and social anxiety 519

Amenia, 426, 440, 442

Ames, Thaddeus H., 582, 594

Analitic type of object choice, 98, 343f, 513

Anal, introjection 67, 429; object aims 67f; fears 68, 196, 200, 276; penis 174; conflicts in eating inhibitions 176; inhibitions 177; phobias 196; retention and dystonia 248; conception of sexuality 276, 289; character 278f, 487f; retention 279, 283, 298

Anal eroticism, and sadism 66f; and ambivalence 67f; and bisexuality 67f; displacement of 75; and disgust 139; and undoing 155; and curiosity 181; and castration complex 200, 276; and foraculex 243, 248; in colitis 245f; in compulsion neurosis 273ff; in stubbornness 279f; and money 281f; and time 282f; and achievement 283, 502ff; and thinking 296f; in intestinal conversions 311f; and speech 312f; in tic 320; in asthma 322; in male homosexuality 335f; and pornography 351; in masochism, 359f; in gambling 372; in depression 389f; in schizophrenia 437

Anal-sadistic, stage 66f, 273f, 357; regression 273ff; fixation 305

Anderson, O. D., 19, 594

Andreas-Salome, Lou, 90, 595

Andrejew, 482

Angelus, Silesius, 354

Animal—s, experimental nerves in 19f; crack- ers 63; phobias 165, 198f, 213f; torturing of 357; love for in children 481
Anxiety, historical determination of 21, 34, 42; development of 42ff, 132ff; and traumatic states 42f, 123f, 132; primary 42, 132, 187; in traumatic neurosis 43, 119f; in danger 43, 133; as a signal 43, 133, 194f; contents of 43f; paralysis through 43, 133; of one's own excitement 44, 133, 170, 173, 197, 203f; 209, 354f, 543ff; of instincts 44, 51f; over loss of love 44, 99, 123, 136, 170, 173, 252, 270, 353, 387ff, 512f, 519f; over castration 44, 74f, 77ff, 99f, 123f, 170, 199f, 209, 250, 262f, 270, 276ff, 326f, 335, 338; mastery of 44f, 479f; over being eaten 63f, 196f, 315f; and equilibrium sensations 71; scopophilic 72, 139f; over castration in women 99f, 494f; in puberty 112f; as motive for defense 132f; readiness for 133, 161, 195. 237, 239f; unconscious 133, 161, 195, 237, 239f; triple stratification of 133f, 195f; and sexual excitement 138, 164, 202f; postponement of 162f; equivalents 163, 237f, 477, 531f; over loss of control 173f, 204, 233f; and inhibitions 179f; of falling asleep 190f; in anxiety hysteria 194f; and phobic situation 195f; and wish 196; and temptation 196f; and punishment 196f; over anxiety 210f; and conversion 234f; and spasms 247f; and respiratory 250, 322f; and dermatoses 255; in hyperthyroidism 259; hypochondriacal 262f; and epileptic aura 266f; and power 283, 354, 479f, 482f, 500, 516f; social 293, 316, 518ff; and compulsion 307f, 310f; increase in 456f; and character defenses 472, 479ff, 485f; agitated 481; sexualization of 483f; character 485f; Anxiety hysteria, 193f; and anxiety neurosis 194f; displacement in 195f; projection of one's own excitement in 203f; and animism 205f; regression and aggressiveness in 206ff; combinations with compulsion neuroses 208; stationary and prodigredient forms of 210f; repressing forces and repressed in 212f; in small children 213f; therapy in 215f; secondary gains in 462f; and character disorders 552f; AnxietY neurosis, 187f; and anxiety hysteria 194f; and hypochondriasis 262f; Apathy, and frustration 121, 135, 389; and primary depression 121, 389f; general, as symptoms 186; and rage 186f; Aphasia, 46f; Apperception, blocking of 118; Apprentice complex, 89, 277, 334, 473, 564; Arc de cire, 224; Archaelogy, 26f; Archaic, thinking 46ff, 295ff, 421f; superego 136, 291f, 303f, 374, 405, 486f; features in conversion 228ff; Arguments between the parents, impression on children 92; Armor, physical 304f; character as 473f; Army induction, 122; Arrest of a neurosis, 551f; Arrogance, 473; Art, psychology of 50, 141, 165, 478, 498f, 510, 528f; and aggressiveness 142f; and sharing of guilt 165f; inhibition in regard to 182f; counterphobic attitudes in 485f; and hysterical character 528; Arthritis, 429; Artificial, paranoia 450, 558; neurosis 549, 566ff; conversions 557f; phobias 557f; compulsions 557f; impulse neuroses 558; perversion 558; passive-receptive mastery 558, 561f; masochism 558, 561f; Artists, psychoanalysis of 578f; Asceticism, 111, 364, 472; As-if behavior, 445f, 477, 532; Asking of questions, obsessive, in children 72; Association, free 236; as extending in all directions 28f; free, and isolation 159, 230, 309f; free, and compulsion neurosis 288, 309; Asthma, bronchial, 251, 321f; Astronomy as science, 7; Atmosphere, analytic 570; Atonement, therapy as 558; Attack, emotional 20f, 119f; as protection against anxiety 211f, 354, 356f; hysterical 217ff; epileptic 266ff; asthmatic 321f; anticipation of 354, 356f; Attention, neurotic disturbances of 183, 267f; andrespiration 250; need for 461; Attitudes, unconscious, physical results of 239ff; unconscious, and hormones 240; Attractiveness of women, 346; Auditive, eroticism 72f; introduction 83, 315f; stimuli and superego 107, 431; Aura in epilepsy, 266; Authority, 41, 95f, 107, 109f, 201, 492, 561f, 587; Autocastration, anticipatory 79, 292, 358, 364f; in catatonia 439f;
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Autoeroticism, 61, 63, 67, 68f, 75, 76f, 83, 229, 232f, 314, 436
Automatic movements, 317f
Autoplasticity, 217, 229, 597
Autosuggestion, 228, 557, 564
Autotomy, 56, 77, 144, 565, 439
Avoidances, specific 169; see also Inhibitions
Awkwardness, 180

Backache, lower 249
Bacon, Catherine, 245, 595
Bak, Robert, 418, 421, 431, 437f, 595
Baker, Doris M., 252, 595
Balint, Alice, 41, 71, 595
Balint, Michael, on primary object love 35; on masturbation 76; on love 84; on puberty 113; on fetishes 342; on character analysis 539; on criteria for “cure” 581; bibliography 595
Bally, Gustav, 36, 374, 449, 595
Balsar, Ben H., 366, 595
Barber phobias, 157f, 520
Barble, Harvey, 259, 662
Barinbaum, Moses, 254, 595
Barkas, Mary, 448f, 567, 595
Bartemeier, Leo H., on counting compulsion 154, 285; on micropsia 227; on epilepsy 265f; bibliography 596
Bashfulness, 496
Basic, rule 23ff, 570; language 163
Bathing habits, neurotic 70
Bathroom phobias, 200
Baths, magnetic significance of 289; therapeutic value of 555, 557f
Baudouin, Charles, 232, 370, 596
Beating as sexual aim, 235, 357f, 359f
Bechterew’s arthritis, 249
Bedwetting, see Enuresis
Beerman, Herman, 251, 657
Behn-Eschenburg, Hanns, 88, 596
Belle indifférence des hystériques, 234, 459, 551
Belligerency and military games, 50
Bender, Lauretta, 400, 429, 596
Benedek, Therese, on adaptation to reality 371; on oral sadism 64; on erythrophobia 201, 521; on hormones and psychology 238; on hyperthyroidism 259; on morbid cravings 367, 381f; on differential etiology of defense mechanisms 523; on periodicity 542; bibliography 596
Bergler, Edmund, on oral fantasies 64, 246, 489; on love 86; on impotence 171; on frigidity 173; on ejaculatio retarda 173, 490; on erythrophobia 180, 201, 521; on pseudo debility 180f, 577; on paralysis of will 182, 292, 553; on examination phobias 202; on oral revenge 246; on basing fantasies 357f; on the inability to wait 368; on oral impulsiveness 368; on gambling 372; on depersonalization 420; on jealousy 433, 512; on talkativeness 482; on oral pessimism 480; bibliography 596f, 625, 627
Berkley-Hill, Owen, 315, 420, 597
Berliner, Bernhard, 362, 601, 565, 597
Berner, Emma, 101, 597
Bernfeld, Siegfried, on Freud’s materialistic background 4; on psychology of the infant 33, 39, 511; on fascination 37, 427; on classification of instincts 59; on puberty 111, 113; on sublimation 141; on disgust against special food 176; on lack of musical interest 182; on reading 315, 381, 491; on running away 369; on suicide 400; on ego and body image 418; on criminality 509; on social determination of education 584, 586; on class differences in neuroses 588; bibliography 597f
Bernstein, Clarence, 256, 650
Bertschinger, Hugo, 427, 598
Bets with God, 302
Bibring, Edward, on classification of instincts 59; on schizophrrenia 417, 427, 429, 435f; on repetition compulsion 542; bibliography 598
Bibring-Lehner, Grete, 80, 334, 598
Bien, Elias, 598
Binswanger, Ludwig, 416, 598
Biological and social determination, 3, 6, 97, 488, 586
Biologicist thinking, 6
Biography and psychology, 5
Biphasic symptoms, 155, 270, 272, 291, 459
Birth, and anxiety 21, 34, 42; experience of 34; significance of, of a sibling 72, 92f
Bisexuality, and anal eroticism 67, 277; biological foundation of 82, 329; and hysterical spells 218; and enuresis 233; in compulsion neurotics 277f; and homosexuality 329
Biskind, Gerson, 630
Biting as oral aim, 64f
Bivin, George D., 218, 598
Bizarre attitudes in catatonia, 424, 438
Bjerre, Poul, 448, 598
Blackmailing, of fate 292; of narcissistic supplies 363f, 368f, 372, 376f, 384, 387f, 391, 396f, 400f, 497, 500, 501, 509
Blair, Donald, 447, 598
Blanco, Ignazio Matte, 390, 408, 598
Blanton, Smiley, 317, 598
Blasphemies, obsessive 157, 291, 301f
Blessing, 296
Bleuler, Eugen, 379, 599
Blindness, hysterical 16, 226; and touch eroticism 70; fear of 78
Blocking, of perceptions 37, 118, 130f, 144f, 148; of affects 161f
Blood pressure, 253f
Blum, Ernst, 202, 521, 599
Blumgart, Leonard, 148, 599
Blushing, 180, 230, 253
Body, and soul 3f, 304; feeling and reality sense 35f, 418f; feeling and ego 35f, 248, 418f; representation 36; image 36, 261, 418f; discovery of one's own 170f, 418f; feelings, alienation of 248, 594; libido 262; sensations in schizophrenia 418ff; = penis 495
Boehm, Felix, 83, 277, 330, 333, 335, 344, 599
Boeyman, 103
Bohnenger, Charles, 248, 648
Boisen, Anton T., 421, 599
Bonaparte, Marie, on children without a mother 94, 514; on frigidity 173; on time 282; on cleptomania 370; on striving for power 500; on fear of dentists 520; on educability of children 583; bibliography 599
Borderline, between mental and physical, instincts as 54; cases 443ff, 451; cases, therapeutic psychoanalysis in 451
Borelom, 15, 185, 558
Bornstein, Berta, on sublimation 142, on denial in fantasy 145; on pseudo debility 180f, 577; on intellectual inhibitions 184; on fear of sleep 190; on anxiety hysteria in small children 213; on child analysis 575f; bibliography 599
Bornstein, Steff, 333, 390, 575f, 585, 599
Bornsztajn, Maurice, 442, 437, 599
Borrowed guilt feeling, 166
Bos M., 261, 600
Bowen, Margaret, 443
Braatøy, Trygve, 113, 447, 600
Bradley, Charles, 443, 600
Braid cutting, 343, 349, 355
Brain disease, organic 258f; organ neurosis of the 266
Break with reality in schizophrenia, 426, 439f
"Breakdown, nervous," 454, 457, 553, 567
Breathing, instinct 55; hysterical disturbances of 219; dystonia of 250f; unconscious significance of 322; and anxiety 322; see also Respiratory ...
Brenman, Margaret, 561, 563, 619
Breuer, Joseph, 23, 219, 230, 238, 562, 600
Brief psychotherapy, 565f
Briehl, Walter, 600
Brierley, Marjorie, 21, 90, 454, 600
Brill, A. A., on the only child 93, 514; on neurasthenia 188; on hysterical dream states 225; on anal character 279, 487; on smelling 322; on psychic suicide 401; on psychoanalysis in psychoses 414; on psychiatry and psychoanalysis 416; on self-destruction 439; on schizophrenic personalities 444; on lying 530; bibliography 600f
Broadness of the street, significance in agoraphobia, 205
Bromberg, Walter, 208, 380, 401, 601
Bronner, F. A., 370, 623
Brooding, obsessive 156, 290, 297f
Brother, ambivalent identification love toward 336f
Brown, I. F., 601
Brown, M., 447, 644
Bruch, Hilde, 241, 260, 601
Brun, R., 317, 601
Brunner, M., 317, 601
Brunswick, David, v
Bryan, Douglas, 82, 300, 313, 329, 601
Bugs, fear of 213f
Bulimia, neurotic 177, 219, 389, 394; in schizophrenia 436f
Bullard, Dexter M., 385, 448f, 450, 567, 601
Bunker, Henry Allen, 313, 343, 601
Burial customs, 394
Buried alive, fear of being 204
Burlingham, Dorothy, 70, 133, 576, 601f
Burrow, Trigant, 567, 602
Buxbaum, Edith, 113, 234, 602
Bychowski, Gustav, 104, 371, 419, 421, 422, 429, 437, 586f, 602
Cafehaus, 211
Cameron, Norbert, 421, 602
Cameron, William M., 565, 602
Campbell, C. Macfie, 416, 423, 602
Cancer phobia, 398
Cannibalism, see Oral sadism
Cannon, Walter B., 12, 261, 602f
Cantor, Nathaniel, 581, 603
Capitalism, 587
Car phobias, 220f
Cardiac, neuroses as conversions 219f; neuroses as anxiety equivalents 237, 252; organo-neurotic disturbances 252f
Carmichael, Hugh T., 259, 603
Carp, E. A. D. E., 326, 603
Carver, Alfred, 414, 603
Cassity, O. H., 333, 603
"Castrated, playing at being 494; see also Anticipation, active, of castration"
"Castration, threats 77f; active anticipation of 79, 292, 358; and insanity 176f; ideas in hysteria 229f; and suffocation 250; wishes for one's own 277f; and mutism 300, 313f; symbolic 343, 349, 353, 358, 362, 556, 559; of priests 364; masturbation as 384
Castration anxiety, 44, 74f, 77f, 99f, 123f, 170, 199f, 209, 250, 262f, 270, 276f, 325f, 335, 338; in boys 74f; forerunners of 77, 276f; special forms of 78f; in women 99f, 494f; and trauma 123f; and impotence 170; and sleep 190f; and phobic situations 197, 520; and oral anxieties 190f; and anal anxieties 200, 276; and death anxiety 209; and fear of infection 209; and hypochondriasis 262f; in obsessive
INDEX

Castration anxiety (continued) threats 270, 277f; and toilet fears 276; in versions 326f; and femininity in men 335; in failing counterphobic attitudes 484; and social anxiety 530; and lying 539

Castration complex and exhibitionism 72, 205, 316, 362f, 521; in boys 74f; feminine type of, in boys 79; phylogeny of 79; masculine and feminine 81f; and Oedipus complex 91; feminine 99f, 494f; female, revenge type of 174, 176, 218, 244, 346f, 371, 494f, 512; and curiosity 181; and facial expressions 319; in male homosexuality 330f, 334; in female homosexuality 338; female, wish-fulfilling type of 339, 344, 494f; and fetishism 341f; and transvestitism 344f; and soroipophilia 347; and oral perversions 351; and sadism 354f; and masochism 358f; and inferiority feelings 391; and ideas of persecution 427; and character 493f; and reaction to men and women respectively 579

Cataplexy, 439

Catatonia, 423f, 437ff, 447

Catatonic stupor 417, 421; symptoms as regressive phenomena 423f; symptoms as restitutional phenomena 437ff

Catatonoid attitudes, 532

Cathartic treatment, 127, 562f

Censorship in dreams, 48

Ceremonials, see Rituals

Chadwick, Mary, on acquisition of speech 46, 315; on knowing 72, 181; on foster children 97, 514; on puberty 113; on fear of death 208; on kleptomania 370; on periodicity 411, 542; on curiosity 491; on child analysis 575; bibliography 603

Change, of objects in girls 89ff; fear of 398, 502, 513

Changing, compulsive 298f

Chaotic behavior, 528

Character, disorders and symptom neuroses 18, 463f; resistance 29, 475, 538; traits, reactive type of 152, 471f; development and enuresis 233, 492f; anal 278f, 487f; compulsive 306, 530f; disorders 463f; social determination of 464, 469, 488, 506, 532; and society 464, 469, 488, 506, 532; traits, pathological 456f; definition 466f; and ego 470f; and superego 488f; differences in the two sexes 469; traits, classification of 470, 532f; traits, sublimation type of 470f; defenses 471f; as armor 473f; defenses against anxiety 478f; oral 488f; urethral 492f; and castration complex 493f; phallic 495f; genital 496f; defenses against guilt feelings 496f; and Oedipus complex 513f; constancy in 513f; phobic 527f; hysterical 527f; cyclic 531f; schizoide 531f; disorder, case histories 532ff; disorders, therapy in 537f; analysis 547f; neurosis and symptom neurosis 538; neurosis and symptom neurosis 538; disorder and anxiety hysteria 552

Characterology, psychoanalytic, bases for the development of 463f

Charcot, 234

Chase, Louis S., 447, 603

Chassell, Joseph, 370, 567, 603

Chemistry, of the instincts 54; of sexuality 56; disturbed, of the unsatisfied person 238f

Cheney, C. O., 441, 626

Chiis, A. van der, 427, 603

Child, penis = feces 90, 214, 219, 276, 280, 285, 350, 353; analysis 184, 575f

Childbirth, envy 83; psychogenic disturbances of 175, 248; hallucinations after 426

Childhood, and psychoneuroses 143; neuroses 213f; schizophrenia in 441; neuroses, spontaneous cures in 447f

Children, anxiety hysterias in 213f; love for 333; fear of 333; suicide of 400f; schizophrenia in 443

Choice, of organ in conversion hysteria 227f; of neurosis 300f, 333, 337, 156f, 442f, 523ff; of defense mechanisms 523f

Christian science, 557, 562, 567

Christoffel, H., 40, 232, 352, 604

Cicire, 347

Circulatory system, organ neurotic disturbances of 252f

Civilization, and neuroses 586; frustrations of 586, 588

Claridy, E. R., 443, 604

Clark, L. Pierce, on torticollis 248; on organic brain disease 258; on epilepsy 265; on alcoholism 379; on suicide 401; on treatment of depressions 414; on prognosis in schizophrenia 447; on psychoanalysis of schizophrenia 449; bibliography 604

Class differences in neuroses, 588

Classicism and romanticism, 478

Claustrophobia, 197, 202f; in time 204

Cleanness, training for 42, 67f, 102, 278, 280, 305, 487; reactive 151, 177

Cleptomania, 370f

Climacterium, outbreak of neuroses at 14, 355; change of neurotic pictures at 275; spontaneous cure of neuroses in 549

Clinging to objects in schizophrenia, 436

Clitioris, as erogenous zone 80, 100; masturbation on 80ff; and vagina 82, 173f; eroticism and frigidity 174; eroticism and hysteria 231

Clothes, and body image 36, 261, 419; hypochondriasis about 36, 261, 419; symbolismo of 344

Club, 211

Cobb, S., 265, 635

Cohn, Franz, 208, 436, 449, 604
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Coitus interruptus, 187
Colds, psychogenic provocation of 239, 251
Colitis, 249f
Collateral partial instincts, 61
Collecting, psychology of 283, 342
Colliculus seminalis, 83
Colon, spastic 246
Color blindness, 182
Comedy, 409
Comic phenomena, 484
Command to remember, 140f, 327
Communion, magical 63, 395
Community of daydreams, 498, 528f
Companion, 63, 306; in agoraphobia 206ff
Compensation, financial, fight for 126f, 461, 499; need for 558
Complementary series, 121f, 403, 416, 441f, 455, 555
Complexes, sensitization at points of 122, 457; and social inhibitions 513f
Compliance, somatic 227f, 240, 322, 365
Compromise, symptom as 193, 212, 230, 269ff, 326, 522f; nature of phobias 212; compulsive symptoms as 269ff; perverse symptoms as 326; character of pathological impulses 367f; character of character traits 470, 475ff; psychotherapies as 556f
Compulsion, phenomenon of 269; as derivative 269; and instinctual urge 269; as a protection 285; character 306, 531; and anxiety 307; and perversion 334; and pathological impulses 382f; see also Obsession
Compulsion neurosis, symptoms and grief in 21; thinking in 50, 209f; reaction formations in 152, 288f; two-phased symptoms in 153, 270, 291; symptoms as repression 155, 270, 300f; final states in 182, 292, 553; as a nosological unit 268f; superego in 269f, 290f; symptoms and masturbation in 272; and Oedipus complex 272; regression in 273f; defense mechanisms in 286f; symptoms and system 290; double front of ego in 290f; magic and superstition in 300f; physical attitude in 304; differential etiology of 304f; disposition for 304f; acute and chronic 306f; course of 306f; and anxiety 307; therapy in 308f; and perversion 324; and schizophrenia 444f; delirium in 445; secondary gains in 462; reaction formation against 528, 531; and compulsion character 531; hysterical kernel in 552; artificial 557f
Compulsive, thinking 50, 288, 290, 295f; masturbation 191, 245, 271, 384, 516; systems 284f; character 306, 530f; movements and tic 377f; perversions 384; movements and catatonia 445; types 525
Concentration, neurotic disturbances of 183, 185
Conceptual goals and basic rule, 24
Conditions for love, subjective 171f, 343f
Confession, catholic 550, 557, 562
Confirmation, need for 520
Conflict, neurotic, definition 19f, 129; in puberty 111f; between opposing instincts 129f; instinctual and structural 130; neurotic and reality 130f; neurotic, superego in 132; neurotic, direct clinical symptoms of 168f; neurotic, and neurosis 168, 555; and functional disturbance 220f; latent 538f; neurotic, and trauma 541, 543f; neurotic, changes in the 556
Confusion, acute 426
Connell, E. H., 40, 209, 604
Conrad, Agnes, 228, 604
Conscience, 107, 134ff, 388, 396, 399; voice of 107; signal 134ff; pathological 136, 374f, 504f, 520f; inhibitions due to 183; defenses against 290f, 305f, 496f; and moods 391; abandonment of, in mania 407f; projection of, in schizophrenia 427; social determination of 469, 587f; see also Superego
Conscious and unconscious, 14f
Consciousness, contents of 16; conditions of 17, 34; genesis of 34; consolidation of, through words 43, 46, 49; hysterical disturbances of 225f
Constancy, principle of 12, 35f, 58, 59; of character, relative 468, 533f
Constitution, 177, 181, 188, 219, 245f, 311
Constitution, and milieu 5; and endogenous zones 65; in compulsion neurosis 305f; in perversion 326f, 365f; in neurotic, 305f; in sadism 357; in manic-depressive disorders 402f; in schizophrenia 416, 442f
"Constitutional inferiority," perversion as 325
Constriction of the visual field in hysteria, 226
Contracture, hysterical 224
Contraindication for psychoanalytic treatment, 573f
Control of stimuli, 18f
Conversion, and affect 216; concept of 216f; prerequisites for the development of 216f; -s and daydreams 217f; -s, monosymptomatic 219f; archaic features in 228f; general significance of 230f; and anxiety 234; and organ neurosis 235f; of hysterical 291, 311f; intestinal and anal eroticism in 311; artificial 557
Conversion hysteria, as a nosological unit 216ff; archaic features in 218f; course and treatment of 234f; and organ neurosis 236f
Convolutions, hysterical 218, 224; epileptic 265ff
Cook, S. W., 19, 605
Coprolalia, 296, 312f, 320
Coprophagy, 67, 155
Coprophilia, 139, 275, 349f; 355, 363, 437
Coriat, Isidor H., on the structure of the ego 35; on stuttering 176, 314, 317; on the Medusa 178, 319; on hallucinations 427; on psychoanalysis of schizophrenia 448; on ambition and
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loved 432f; of jealousy 433; litigious 433f; in women 434f; and daydreams 444

Demands, oral 460ff; see also Oral eroticism

Dementia praecox 423, 441; see also Schizophrenia

Democratic ideals, 587

Demosthenes, 315

Denial, and repression 131, 144ff, 148; in fantasy 145, 510, 528f; and memory 145f; and lying 146, 528f; and magic 301; and fetishism 343; inmania, 410; in schizophrenia 426; of symptoms 458; of anxiety 480; of guilt 499

Dentist phobias, 520

Dependency, enjoyment of the partner’s 356; and oral eroticism 491f; see also Passive-receptive mastery

Depersonalization, 161, 182, 417, 418ff

Depression, normal model for 106, 391; in traumatic neuroses 123, 125; primal, in children 123, 403f; refusal of food in 136, 389f; fatigue as equivalent of 249; anorexia as equivalent of 260; and wanderlust 369; and pathological impulses 369, 405; and “morning after” 378f, 380; and alcoholism 379f; nature of 387ff; and self-esteem’ 387ff, 396ff; neurotic and psychotic 389, 391f; oral eroticism in 386f; outline of the problems in the mechanisms 390ff; and mourning 393ff; the pathognomonic introjection in 396ff; conflict between superego and ego in 397ff; suicide in 400ff; the decisive regression in 410ff; differential etiology of 403ff; conflict between super ego and ego in 397ff; suicide in 400ff; the decisive regression in 410ff; differential etiology of 403ff; menstrual etiology of 411; historical summary of the problems of 411ff; therapy in 473f

Depth sensibility, eroticism of 70f

Deri, Frances, on sublimation 143; on insomnia 190; on coprophilia 350; on submissiveness 353; bibliography 606

Derivatives, definition of 17; intense emotional reactions as 21; interpretation of 25; development of 143, 148f; repression of 149ff; and symptoms 193ff; daydreams as 217; hypersexuality as 244; obsessions as 268; compulsions as 269

Dermatoses, 254ff

Dermatology, 254

Desexualization, 142, 180

Desires, their cultural determination 6f, 464, 532; psychology of 52

Despert, J. Louise, 443, 606

Destiny, neuroses of 501, 506f, 542

Destructive, drives in children 38, 86; instinct 58ff; aims in anal eroticism 66f

Destructiveness, sources of 73; and sublimation 142; and reparation 155; in epilepsy 266; see also Aggressiveness

Detail, displacement onto a small 285, 290, 298, 433

Deterioration, in epilepsy 267; in schizophrenia 426, 439ff

Dethronement of the parents, 109

Deutsch, Felix, on anorexia 177, 260; on conversions 221, 228; on affect equivalents 237; on the physiology of affects 238; on psychogenic physical alterations 239, 261; on asthma 251; on heart neuroses 253; bibliography 606, 660

Deutsch, Helene, on masochism 90, 353; on postponed grief 162, 395; in frigidity 173; on psychogenic disturbances of pregnancy and childbirth 175; on animal phobias 199, 213; on agoraphobia 260ff, 397; on tic 320; on female homosexuality 338, 341; on mania 410, 414; on menstrual periodicity 411; on ecstasy 420; on paranoid ideas 427; on as-if behavior in schizoids 445, 477, 523; on sport 485; on neuroses of destiny 501, 506, 542; on pseudologia 529f; bibliography 606

Devaluation of drives as precipitating factor, 455

Devil neurosis, 586

Dexter, Lewis A., 249, 555, 607

Diabetes mellitus, 260

Diaphragm, spasms of 247

Diarrhea, in neurasthenia 188; hysterical 219, 503; in compulsion neurosis 311

Differential etiology, of compulsion neurosis 304ff; of pregenital conversion neuroses 232; of homosexuality 337; of perversions 365f; of manic-depressive disorders 403ff; of schizophrenia 442f; of character types 523ff

Directions of mental phenomena, 13

Dirt, phobias 198, 210; and masturbation 289

Disappointment as precipitating factor of neuroses, 455

Discharge movements and action, 41ff, 320, 367f

“Disconnecting” (case history), 157ff

Disgust, as motive for defense 138f; triple stratification of 138f; signal 139; postponement of 163; against special kinds of food 176

Disintegration of the ego, see Ego regression; Split of the ego

Displacement, of mental energy 13f, 57, 143; as a means of distortion 26, 149f; of anal eroticism 75; of ego accentuation 86; of affects 163; in anxiety hysteria 195f; and ambivalence conflict 198; determination of the paths of 199f; onto a small detail 265, 290, 298, 433

Disposition, neurotic 108f, 121f, 143; for compulsion neurosis 304f; in drug addicts 376f; for depression 396, 403f; see also Constitution

Dissimulation in cells, and instincts 60

Dissimulation in schizophrenia, 445

Distortion, devices of 26f, 217; by means of regression 199f

Distraction, need for 211
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Dizziness, in high places 197; as neurotic symptom 253
Doctor phobias, 520
Dollard, John, 58, 607
Don Juan, 243f; of achievement 502ff
Dooley, Lucille, 206, 283, 284, 361, 607
Door knob phobias, 210
Dora (Freud's patient), 221, 224
Dorian Doubts, 153
Drawings, 149, 162
Dreams, 539, 541-423, 545, 546
Dreams, of little children 44; symbolism in 48; censorship in 48; of normal persons 198; in traumatic neuroses 120; repetitive 170, 543; obsessive 149; forgetting of 149; after monotonous movements 189; function of 189, 426; fear of 190; hysterical spells and 217; in dreams 304; and dynamic diagnosis 580
Dreyfuss, Daniel K., 118f, 265, 607
Drinking, customs 63, 379, 491; inhibition of 175; see also Alcoholism
Drueck, Charles J., 255, 607
Drugs, addiction to 375ff; chemical effects of 375ff; in psychotherapy 558
Dunbar, Flanders, 239, 249, 252, 260, 261, 506, 607
Dunn, William H., 252, 607
Duration of psychoanalytic treatment, 512
Duty, concept of 183
Dynamic, -s, mental 111f, 23; diagnosis 44f, 565, 580f; understanding in psychotherapy 560f, 569f
Dystonia, neurotic 247ff, 439; of breathing 250f
Earring fetishism, 342
Eaten, fear over being 63f, 199f, 315; fantasy of being 352f
Eating, habits 63, 491; problems in children 175f; inhibitions 175f, 195f; and superego 176f; phobias 195f
Eccentrics, 435, 510
Echolalia, 423, 438
Echopraxia, 423, 438
Economics, mental, 13f, 117f, 126
Ecstasy, 40, 420
Eddison, H. W., 408, 607
Eder, M. D., 104, 317, 607
Education, effectiveness of 559, 561f, 582f; dangers of 583f; social determination of 584ff
Effort syndrome, 252
Ego, definition of 25f; its relation to the id 16f, 44, 51, 111, 117, 129ff, 467; differentiation of 17, 34ff, 468; unconscious parts of 17, 170; regression, states of 34, 47, 53, 160, 267, 416f; earliest stages of 34f; and sense of reality 35, 46ff, 52f; and body image 35f, 201, 418f; constitution of 35f, 466f; identification in the structure of 37, 504f; oral orientation of the primitive 327; manifold nuclei of 49; weakness and strength 39, 117, 120, 160; its functioning through anticipation 42f, 45ff; and instincts 44, 51, 111, 117, 467; and anxiety 43ff, 132ff; and the faculty of speech 46; fixation 53, 523f; instincts 57; libido and object libido 57f; accentuation, displacement of 86; attitudes toward the superego 105, 132, 290f, 456f; -ideal 106, 399, 470, 486, 500, 510f; in puberty 111; and trauma 117f, 121; functions, blocking of or decrease in, in traumatic neuroses 118f; and id, conflict between 120ff; split of 131; 145, 157, 201f, 300, 343, 500, 570; and impotence 170; functions and pleasure principle 170f; states, ahaic, and sleep 215; states, past, identification with 221; in compulsion neurosis, double front of 200f; its structure in compulsion neurotics 505f, 500; and motor control 319f; feeling 419; boundaries 423f; and painful experiences 453; and symptoms 45ff; psychology 40f, 466f; social determination of 464, 490f; attitudes and instincts 467; and character 467f; dependencies of, pathological interrelationship of 524f; reasonable, and psychoanalysis 537ff, 577f; hypnotist as the patient's 563; analysis and technique 572
Egotism, of the child 38; libidinal 57
Faulkner, Thomas, 53, 263, 268, 359, 420, 511, 607
Eideic, research 36; types 53
Eisenbud, Jule, 150, 608
Eisendorfer, Arnold, 94, 514, 608
Eisler, Michael Josef, on psychogenic disturbances of pregnancy and childbirh 175, 248; on erythrophobia 180, 201; on insomnia 189; on masturbatory equivalents 322, 272, 318, 320; on siblings' envy 490; bibliography 608
Eissler, Kurt R., on vaginal eroticism 80; on anorexia 177, 260; on psychoanalysis in schizophrenia 442, 448f; on shock treatment 568f; bibliography 608
Eltingon, Max, 57, 608
Ejaculatio praecox, 69, 77, 172, 191, 233, 493
Ejaculatio retardata, 172f, 490
Ekman, Tore, 476, 608
Elasticity, mental 539; or rigidity of a person 575
Electric shocks, painful 556; in shock treatment 568
Electroencephalogram, 265
Eliasberg, Wladimir, 350, 608
Elimination and retention, 248
Elmore, Elliane, 226, 608
Falling, in love 89f; and sexual excitement 197; phobias 197, 202
Falstein, Eugene J., 202, 628
Family, and Oedipus complex 93, 97, 513f; morals 95; romance 96, 346; education 96, 585; and character formation 513f; institution of 585
Fantasy, and reality 50, 64; definition 50f; in masturbation 75; denial in 145, 150, 528f; and lying 146, 528f; in hysteria 217f, 528f; objects, identification with 222f; systems in masochism 359; flight to 478, 526, 528; see also Introversion
Farrow, A. Pickworth, 581, 609
Fascination, 37, 423f, 510
Father, normal role of 88, 90f; as model for the superego 104; identification in girls 338f; complex in delusions 427f; see also Family; Oedipus complex; Superego
Fatigue, postponement of 163; chronic 185f; 249; hysterical 226; and dystonia 249; as precipitating factor of neurones 455f
Faulkner, William B., 175, 609
Fear, as tested anxiety 43, 133; of masturbation 75f; of loss of control 173f, 204, 233; of dreaming 190; and wish 196; of the toilet 200, 275f; for the well-being of others 207; of death 208f, 285, 544; of anxiety 210; of change 298, 502, 513; of children 333; of the dead 395; see also Anxiety
Feces, as object 66f, 86, 147, 429; = penis = child 90, 214, 219, 276, 280, 350, 353; and money 281f; and time 282; and achievements 283; = words 299f, 312f; = object in ideas of persecution 429
Fechner, Gustav Theodor, 12, 14, 15
Federn, Paul, on paving-stone compulsions 159; on pseudo debility 180f, 577; on neurasthenia and hysteria 192, 195; on ego states of the past 223; on threshold rituals 288; on choice of neurosis 305; on phallic sadism 357; on melancholia 414; on ego feeling 419; on psychoanalysis of schizophrenia 448f, 450; bibliography 609f
Feeble-mindedness and psychoanalytic treatment, 576f
Feeling phobias, 473, 477f
Feigenbaum, Dorian, 147, 229, 414, 419, 427, 448f, 526, 610
Feldmann, Sandor, 180, 201f, 204, 426, 441, 521, 610
fellatio, 229, 351
Female, genitals, observation of in boys 78; type of castration fear in boys 79, 346; and male 81f, 329, 469, 505; castration complex 81f, 90f, 494f; erogenous zones 82f; receptivity, development of 90; sexuality and masochism 90, 361, 469; castration complex, revenge type of 174, 176, 218, 244, 346f, 371, 494f, 512; homosexuality, interest in, in men 335; homosexuality 38f; castration complex, wish-fulfilling type of 339, 344, 404f; fetishism 344; transvestitism 345; exhibitionism 346f; masochism 361; delusions 43f; and male character traits 469; superego 469
Femininity, and anal eroticism 67, 277, 333f; in men 79, 95, 170f, 277f, 333, 335f, 361, 506, 516, 515; and masochism 90, 361, 469; and masculinity 329, 469, 505f; love for one's own, in narcissistic men 333
Fenichel, Otto, on boredom 15, 185f, 558; on the ego and the affects 21, 43, 454; on questions of technique 32, 522, 571f; on constancy principle and stimulus hunger 35; on identification 37, 109, 221, 397f; on supplies on condition 41; on trauma 42, 121, 543; on fear of instincts 44; on triumph 45, 334, 353, 364, 407f; on counterphobic attitudes 45f, 152, 164, 172, 212, 268, 480, 481, 518; on death instinct 59; on the fear over being eaten 63, 200; on oral sadism 64; on equilibrium eroticism 7, 203f; on introjection through the eye 71, 83, 208, 229, 491; on scopophilia fears 72, 178; on respiratory introjection 73, 83, 251, 263, 332, 341; on vaginal eroticism 80f; on masculinity in girls 82; on precordial relations 90, 244, 495; on specific forms of the Oedipus complex 91, 108, 232, 514; on instincual conflicts 130; on attacks of disgust 139; on shame 139f; on fainting 144f; on screen experiences 145, 337, 529; on command to remember 145f, 327; on lying 146, 285, 520f; on isolation 156f, 287; on the misapprehended oracle 165, 303; on frigidity 173f; on dystonia 180, 247f; on repression of sensations 180, 217, 248, 419; on insomnia 180, 197; on stage acting and stage fright 201, 316, 528; on phobias 203f; on the cafeauz, 211; on laughing spells 218; on crying 218, 493; on the symbolism of the moon 225; on introjection in hysteria 229; on nervous coughing 251; on myopia 256; on object representations 261; on narcissistic object choice 333; on the "phallic girl" 333, 344, 350; on female homosexuality 340; on fetishism 342; on transvestitism 344; on extreme submissiveness 353; on acting out 375, 386, 506, 531, 543, 577; on compulsive masturbation 384; on depersonalization 419; on jealousy 433, 512; on character defenses 466, 472; on obsessive reading 483; on reactive homosexuality 484; on the drive to amass wealth 487f; on authority 492f; on the scapegoat 496; on the repression of guilt feelings 500; on need for punishment 500; on moral masochism 501; on pseudo object relationships 507; on pseudo sexuality 518; on
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free Association, 23f; and isolation 159, 288; in compulsion neurosis 159, 288, 309
rench, Thomas M., on learning 45, 508, 523; on equilibrium eroticism 70, 203, 321; on choice of neurosis 228; on psychogenic physical alterations 239; on asthma 251, 322; on precipitating factors in schizophrenia 441; on first dreams 580; bibliography 614
reuberg, Richard, 249, 644
reud, Anna, on anxiety over one's own instincts 44, 133; on puberty 46, 112f; on differential etiology of defense mechanisms 53, 523; on anxiety in children 133; on children's games 142; on pre-stages of defense 144; on denial in fantasy 145, 528; on identification with the aggressor 164, 315, 345, 354, 481; on intimidation of others 211, 481; on daydreams and masturbation 332; on altruism 333f, 520; on love for animals in children 481; on ego analysis and technique 572; on child analysis 575f; on preanalytic establishment of a reasonable ego 578; bibliography 614
reud, Sigmund, his place in the history of science 5ff; about his case histories 9; on Nirvana principle 12; on negation 12, 37, 139, 144; on the origin of instincts 12, 54, 97, 105; on the psychopathology of everyday life 13, 26, 193, 313; on psychoeconomics 13f; on tension and disinterest 15; on the mental apparatus 15; on primary and secondary process 15f; on the ego and the id 16f; on memory 17, 36; on repression 17, 96, 148f; on the superego 18, 104, 107f, 393, 433; on the historical source of anxiety 21, 34, 42f; on anxiety 21, 34, 42f, 119, 132f, 164, 483; on the patients' closing their eyes during psychoanalytic treatment 24f; on symbolism 27, 48f, 214; on transference 29, 559, 579; on correctness of interpretations 31; on analysis as a jigsaw puzzle 32; on body feeling and ego 35f, 418; on the "mystic writing pad" 36; on systems of memory and perception 36; on narcissism 36, 57f, 84, 257, 261, 421, 521; on identification 37, 221f, 394f; on the pleasure principle 39, 357; on oceanic feeling 39, 405, 425; on the purified pleasure ego 40, 229, 381; on traumatic states 42; on countertransfer 42, 231; on reality principle 42, 49, 508, 583; on the function of playing 44, 75; on the significance of words 46; on perceptual and instinctual stimuli 54; on the nature of instincts 54f; on sexual instincts 55; on infantile sexuality 55, 61; on the classification of instincts 57ff; on turning against the ego 58; on mixtures of instincts 59f; on "defused" instincts 60; on the latency period 62, 119; on the fear of being eaten 63f; on fixation and regression 65, 160; on the anal-sadistic phase 66, 273, 357; on repression of scopophilia 72, 177, 226, 256; on blocking of sexual curiosity 72, 181; on Medusa's head 72, 319, 347; on exhibitionism and scopophilia 72, 347; on masochism 73, 355, 358f, 360f; "beyond the pleasure principle" 73, 304, 525, 542; on the phallic phase 74, 79; on masturbation 75; on anal displacements 75, 214, 219, 276, 278ff, 350, 353; on the idea of the small penis 77; on castration threats 78; on the phallic phase in girls 80; on penis envy 80; on psychological consequences of the anatomical sex differences 81, 108f, 499, 505; on masculine and feminine castration complex 81, 277; on love in man and woman 85; on tenderness and sensuality 85, 156, 171, 487; on falling in love 86, 352; on group formation 87, 109, 294, 499; on the Oedipus complex 88f, 97f, 222, 291, 334, 513f; on object change in girls 89f; on the relation of Oedipus complex and castration complex 91; on primal fantasies 92; on primal scenes 92, 214; on family romance 96; on social determination of repression 96; on the phylogeny of the Oedipus complex 97f, 394, 409; on the types of object choice 98f, 406, 513; on the origin of anti-instinctual forces 103; on the passing of the Oedipus complex 103, 108f, 525, 542; on moral masochism 105, 166, 183, 501; on ego ideal 106; on superego and words 107; on superego and Oedipus complex 108; on art 108; on dreams 108, 189, 304, 426; on mental differences of the sexes 108f, 469, 505; on mass suggestions 109; on neurotic interior feelings 109, 159, 185, 391; on parasites of the superego 109, 470, 504, 563; on puberty 113; on protection against stimulation 118, 254; on repetition compulsion 120, 541ff; on complementary series 121f, 403, 441, 455; on traumatic neuroses 125; on neurotic conflicts 129; on instinctual conflicts 129; on persons with and without conflicts 130; on denial and repression 131; on neurosis and psychosis 131, 435f; on splits of the ego 131, 145, 157, 343; on disgust 139; on shame 139; on vicissitudes of instincts 141; on sublimation 141f, 471; on successful repression 141f, 471; on transformation into the opposite 143; on derivatives 143; on reality testing 144; on screen memories 145, 327, 529; on déjà vu 145f; on projection 146f; on introduction 147; on reaction formation 151f, 474f; on undoing 153; on isolation 155, 159, 166; on regression 160, 275, 307, 415; on defenses against affects 161; on impoverishment of the ego 161, 553f; on postponement of affects 162; on mourning 162, 393ff; on displacement of affects 163; on anxiety equivalents 163, 237; on the Schreber case 163, 427f; on sexuality
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and anxiety 16; on joking 165, 479; on borrowed guilt feeling 160; on Oedipus complex and impotence 170; on inhibitions 175, 179, 183f, 552; on intellectual inhibitions 181; on paralysis of will 182; on "these wrecked by success" 183, 457, 50f; on "criminals from a sense of guilt" 185, 371; 459; on apathy and rage 186; on coitus interruptus 187; on neurasthenia 188; on daydreams and symptoms 193, 217f, 414; on mixed neuroses 194, 275, 552; on phobic situations 197f; on the companion in agoraphobia 207; on fear of death 208; on touching 209, 288; on extension of phobias 210; on fear of being alone 212; on animal phobias 213; on technique in anxiety hysteria 215; on conversion 216, 236; on mechanisms of distortion 217; on hysterical spells 218; on hysterical pain 220; on hysterical identification 221f; on multiple identification 222; on the negative Oedipus complex 222, 314; on hysterical mutism 224; on arc de cercle 224; on sleepwalking 225; on hysterical disturbances of vision 226, 250; on counter-cathexis in hysteria 231; on enuresis 232; on hysterical indifference 234; on secondary gains 235; on conversion symptoms and organ neurotic symptoms 236; on strangulated affects 238; on unconscious affects 238; on the psychological basis of psychoneuroses 239; on the pseudo heterosexual of neurotics 243; on Don Juan 243; on neurotic constitution 245; on nervous coughing 252; on the narcissism of sick persons 257f; on epilepsy 265f; on affects and obsessive ideas 269; on two-phased symptoms 270; on scatological rituals 274; on the anal-sadistic orientation of compulsion neurotics 274; on regression in compulsion neurosis 275, 307; on anal character 278, 280, 487; on stubbornness 280; on personal myths 285; on science and compulsive systems 286; on logical and compulsive thinking 288; on Oedipus complex in compulsion neurosis 291; on religious obsessions 291, 301f; on the unconscious significance of absurdity 291, 529; on Oedipus complex and morality 293, 364; on justice 294; on suicide 294, 400; on magical formulae 296, 459; on omnipotence 296f, 352, 426; on negative therapeutic reaction 298, 301; on superstition 300; on dream in dream 304; on enemas 305; on heredity in neuroses 305, 366; on intestinal conversions and anal eroticism 311; on smelling 322; on perversions 324f, 326, 328, 341, 355; on partial repression 327, 343; on accidental homosexuality 330; on "phallic women" 330; on male homosexuality 330f, 332, 333, 335, 336f; on pedophilia 333; on ambivalence in altruism 337; on female sexuality 338f, 495; on fetishism 341f; on sadism and masochism 355, 360f; on beating as sexual aim 357f, 359f; on antithetical perversions 365; on psychoanalytic treatment of perverts 366; on the cultural use of fire 371; on gambling 372; on melancholia 389; on depression 393, 396f, 406; on object relationships and identification 394; on totem festivals 394, 409; on totem and taboo 394, 409; on self-reproaches in depression 397f; on humor 398; on disposition for depression 406; on mania 407, 410f; on manic-depressive disorders 411f; on regression in schizophrenia 415; on psychiatry and psychoanalysis 416; on world-destruction fantasies 417; on megalomania 420; on hallucinatory wish-fulfillment 426f; on hallucinations 426f; on ideas of persecution 427f; on paranoia 427f, 432, 435; on ideas of reference 430f; on the auditive origin of the superego 431f; on systematization 432; on erotomania 432; on jealousy 433, 512f; on apparent contradictions to the theory of paranoia 435; on the historical kernel of delusions 436f; on language in schizophrenia 437; on the schizophrenic break with reality 440; on daydreams and delusions 444; on compulsive neurotic delirium 445f; on transference neuroses and narcissistic neuroses 447, 559, 573f; on reactions to painful experiences 452; on types of neurotic nosogenesis 454; on reaction formations against symptoms 458; on contradictory attitudes toward symptoms 456f; on eccentricities 457; on the content of the repressed 456; on classification of character traits 470, 526f; on sexualization of anxiety 483; on estrangement 484; on prostitution fantasies 494; on "exceptions" 499; on neuroses of destiny 501, 542; on character and Oedipus complex 513f; on the importance of behavior in sexual matters 513; on representation through the opposite 522; on symptoms as compromises 523f; on libidinal types 524f; on hypnosis 528, 561, 567; on lying 530; on reasonable ego and psychoanalysis 533; on remobilization of old conflicts 538; on the possibilities of psychoanalytic therapy 540; on cure by love 549; on hysterical kernel in compulsion neuroses 552; on the sexual meaning of psychotherapeutic measures 558; on catharsis 563; on abreaction 563; on wild psychoanalysis 565f; on psychotherapy 566f; on the essence of neurosis 569; on questions of technique 571f; on working through 572; on definition of psychoanalytic treatment 573; on unfavorable life situation as contraindication for psychoanalysis 577f; on benevolent skepticism 578; on sex and transference 579; on self-analysis 581f; on preconditions of neuroses 586f; on frustration in civilization 586;
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on a devil neurosis 586; “where id was, there shall ego be” 589; bibliography 600, 614ff
Friedjung, Joseph K., 93, 139, 190, 409, 514, 618
Friedlander-Misch, Kate, 113, 209, 362, 401, 618
Friedman, M., 370, 618
Fries, Margaret E., 33, 555, 576, 618
Fright, sudden 19; over new experiences 111; postponement of 162; and inhibitions 177f
Frightening of others as protection against anxiety, 21ff
Frigidity, general, emotional 161, 182, 473, 477ff; sexual 173ff; and enuresis 233; and nymphomaniac 244; and dystonia 248
Frink, H. W., 267, 618
Fröhlich’s disease, 260
Fromm, Erich, on masculinity and femininity 81f, 469, 505; on love and self-love 85; on different fears in the two sexes 100; on ideals 106; on authority 110, 492; on the magic helper 459, 509; on the content of the repressed 466; on loneliness and independence 468; on criminality 505; on faith 550, 562; on hypnosis 561; on psychoanalytic sociology 586, 588; on “culturalism” 588; bibliography 618f
Fromm-Reichmann, Frieda, on domineering mothers 104, 506, 514; on migraine 253; on stereotypes 438; on psychoanalytic treatment of schizophrenia 448ff; bibliography 619
Frugality, 278f
Frustration, and aggressiveness 58, 357; as cause of fixation 65f, 524; and Oedipus complex 95; and apathy 123, 135, 389; and primary depression 123, 386; and regression 159f; and sadism 357; as precipitating factor of neuroses 455; in civilization 586, 588
Fuchs, S. H., 198, 619
Functional pleasure, 13, 45, 480
Funeral rites, 394
Fur fetishism, 342
Gair, Mollie, 128, 641
Gambling, 372f
Games, of children, function of 44, 75, 359, 382f, 480, 542f; and masturbation 75, 373; as forerunners of sublimation 142; autoerotic 233; obsessive 383f; as screen experiences 529
Garma, Angel, 131, 282, 313, 401, 427, 449, 619
Gastrointestinal disturbances, 245f
Gelered, Elizabeth R., 384, 619
Generosity, 490
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Lorand, Sandor, on anal aggression 68; on vaginal eroticism 80; on anorexia 177, 260; on fetishism 342; on depression 412; on inventions in schizophrenia 430; on reactive characters 472; on castration complex and character 495; on hypnosis 461; bibliography 637

Loss, of object relationships 417f (see also Narcissistic regression); of reassurance, as precipitating factor in neuroses, 456

Loss of control, anxiety over, 173, 204, 233 (see also Excitement, fear of one's own); and frigidity 173f; and enuresis 243

Loss of love, anxiety over, 44, 99, 123, 136, 170, 173, 252, 270, 353, 387f, 512f, 510f; and trauma 123; and impotence 170; and frigidity 173; and heart symptoms 252; in obsessive threats 270; in depression 387f

Loss of love, and death 209; and jealousy 512f

Lourdes, 562

Love, and hate 35, 38, 60, 84f, 428f; childish forerunners of 38, 41, 84, 243, 509f; as narcissistic supply 41 (see also Narcissistic supplies); loss of, anxiety over, see Loss of love; anal sources of 68; in man and woman 85; depressive elements in 85; and identification, 85f, 352; falling in 85f, 352; partner, over-estimation of 86; and impotence 171; subjective conditions of 171, 343f; object, identification with 221f; pre-stages of 243, 509f; addicts 352, 382, 387f, 436, 533; and hate in paranoia 428f; cure by 548f, 550

Low, Barbara, 12

Lowrey, Lawson G., 360, 637

Lundhold, Helge, 485, 637

Luizenberger, A. von, 201, 521, 637

Lying, and denial 146; in compulsion neurosis 285; as character trait 528f; in pseudologia 528f, 530

Macbeth, 165

McCord, Clinton, 576, 639

MacCurdy, John T., 441, 638

MacDonald, Mary E., 558, 623

Macfarlane, Donald A., 249, 638

Mack-Brunswick, Ruth, on object change in girls 89, 638; on the "wolf-man" 263; on jealousy paranoia 433, 434f, 448, 512; on lying 529; bibliography 638
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Meng, Heinrich (continued)
necrosis 187; on insomnia 189; on organ necrosis and psychosis 257; on pathoposes 258; on pathological thinness 260; on stuttering 317; on instinct-iden characters 374; on psychotherapy 566; on psychoanalysis as therapy 569; bibliography 609, 639

Menninger, Karl, on female castration complex 174; on psychogenic disturbances of pregnancy and childbirth 175, 248; on common colds 239, 251; on heart neurones 252f; on hypertension 254; on organic diseases 261; on epilepsy 265; on the superego of impulse neurotics 373; on partial suicide 401; on psychoanalytic psychiatry 415; on self-destruction 439, 501; on psychotherapy 565; on psychoanalytic treatment in clinics 567; bibliography 622, 639f

Menninger, William C., on anal cathexis of oral functions 75; on anal substitute formations 177, 274, 279, 487; on emotional factors in pregnancy 248, 381; on heart neurones 252; on alcoholism 379; on persecutory delusions 429; on bibliotherapy 558; bibliography 594, 640

Menninger-Lyle, Jeanette, 567, 640

Menstrual disorders, 240ff, 411

Menstruation, first 111; unconscious significance of 240

Mental, metabolism 408; hygiene 582, 584f, 588f

Mesorism, 5

Metabolism, mental 408

Method, of research in psychology 7; and theory 23; psychoanalysis as 23ff; - of investigating early phases of development 33f; - of regulation of self-esteem 40ff; - a of mastery, see Mastery

MetrAzol, 568

Mette, Alexander, 437, 640

Meyer, Albrecht, 39, 640

Microcosm of words, 295f

Mircrospia, 227

Midas, king, 221f, 271, 384

Middle child, 514

Migraine, 253

Milhorat, Ade T., 248, 648

Military, games and belligerency 50; situation 122, 125f, 564

Miller, Emanuel, 128, 641

Miller, Joseph S., 128, 641

Miller, Milton L., 252, 254, 641

Millet, John A., 189, 647

Mimetic expressions, 318f, 424, 438

Mind and body, isolation of 304

Misapprehended oracle, 302f, 372

Misapprehensions, neurotic, of reality 53, 131, 196, 301, 508

Misery, real, and neuroses 588

Misfortune, improvement of a neurosis after 550

Misidentification, 505f

Mixtures of instincts, 59

Mob psychology, 499

Models, for sublimation 142; good and bad 498ff

Modesty, 494

Moellenhoff, Fritz, 209, 401, 641

Money, and feces 28ff, 487f; fear of loss of 389

Monosymptomatic conversions, 210f

Montagu, M. F. Ashley, 206, 313, 350, 641

Moods, hysterical 218; variations in 391, 406, 531

Moon, symbolic significance of 224

Moonwalking, 225

Moore, Merrill, 253, 379, 641, 659

Moore, T. V., 357, 641

Moral masochism, 105, 166, 183, 292ff, 364, 373, 460, 501f

Morality, and psychology 4; and Oedipus complex 166, 293, 364; and stubbornness 279; and form of neurons 464, 584f, 587f; and society 584f, 587f

Moralization, 486

Morgenstern, Milan, 577, 637

“Morning After,” 378f, 380

Morris, Samuel, 245, 641

Mother, as first object 87ff, 91ff; and strangers 88; uniqueness of 88; relations of the girl with 89f, 420ff, 435, 495; as model for the superego 104f; and asthma 322; identification in male homosexuality 331, 505f; - religions 425; see also Oedipus complex

Motility, unconscious 16ff, 223ff, 225f; and perceptions 36f, 158; development of 41f; and ego control 41ff, 246ff, 319f; and trauma 117f; inhibitions of 186, 223ff; and sleep 225f; and dystonia 246ff

Motive of defense, 120ff

Motor, control of the ego 41f, 246ff, 319f; activity and trauma 117f; inhibitions 18u

Motor disturbances, in traumatic neuroses 120; hysterical 223f; compulsive 272; in tic 317ff; in catatonia 423f, 437ff

Mourning, work of 21, 394, 572; nature of 162, 393ff; postponement of 162, 395; equivalents of 163; and depression 393f

Mouth, — vagina 90, 245; — eye 227, 348, 491; see also Oral

Mower, James W., 383, 483, 641

Muller, Josine, 80, 353, 641

Müller-Braunschweig, Carl, 109, 179f, 641f

Müllerian duct, 329

Multiple, function, principle of 16, 460ff, 467, 522; personality 157, 222

Multiple identifications, 222, 398, 408, 509; in mania 408

Murder, sex 356; and suicide 400f

Murderous obsessions, 269f

Murray, C. D., 245, 642
INDEX

Muscular, eroticism 70f., 248, 320, 357, 545:
  system, organ-neurotic disturbances of 246ff.;
  memory traces 321, 424; eroticism and sadism
  357; disturbances, see Motor disturbances
Musicality, inhibition of 182
Mutilating operations, 258
Mutism, hysterical 181, 224, 577; and castra-
  tion 300, 313f.; and death 313; in schizo-
  phrenia 418
Myopia, 256f
Mysticism in psychoanalysis, 5
Myths, personal 285f.; national 529

Nachdrcngeng 149
Names, forgetting of 14; magic of 46, 295
Narcissism, primary 36, 83, 415, 420f., 444, 509f;
  secondary 40, 84, 421 (see also Identification
  and object relationship); and the classifica-
  tion of instincts 57f.; in exhibitionism 72f.
  206f., 316, 345ff.; in the phallic phase 77ff;
  and love 85; regression to 160f., 261f., 401f,
  415f., 418ff., 493ff.; in organ neuroses 257; of
  sick persons 257, 262; in hypochondriasis
  261f.; in epilepsy 266; in stubbornness 279;
  in superstition 300; in tic 320f; in homosexuality
  332, 337, 349, 428, 431; in transvestism
  344; in perversion 367; in instinct-ridden
  characters 374f.; in drug addiction 376ff., 379;
  primary, and mania 407, 410; in schizophrenia
  415f., 418ff., 439ff.; in pseudo sexuality 515f
Narcissistic, need, nature of 40; and sexual
  needs 41, 84f., 88, 192, 316, 367ff., 375ff., 387ff,
  391f., 396ff., 509, 523f., 561f. (see also Self-
  estem); supplies 41, 105, 135ff., 201, 423f.,
  255, 347, 352, 363f., 369ff., 372, 377, 387ff,
  391f., 396ff., 479, 492, 510f. 579f.; type of object
  choice 98f., 322f., 340, 387, 406, 513; gain in
  identification with parents 103; regression
  160f., 261f., 401f., 415f., 418ff., 439ff.; pride in
  suffering 264; psychopathies 373f., 504ff., 566,
  578; identification 397, 510f.; victory in mania
  407; memory traces 424; fixation 442, 531f;
  neuroses and transference neuroses 447, 559ff,
  573f.; personality, fascinating power of 510;
  type 525f
Narcolepsy, 226

Narcosynthesis, 563
Narrowness, in claustrophobia 197f.; in agor-
  phobia 205
Nature, human reactions to 205f., 435
Needles, William, 219, 642
Negation, 12, 37, 139, 144
Negative, Oedipus complex 88f., 90, 222, 334,
  358; hallucinations 130f., 226; therapeutic rea-
  ction 298, 501f
Negativism in schizophrenia, 418, 423
Nelken, Jan, 437, 642
“Nervous breakdown,” 454, 457, 553

Nestroy, Johann, 392
Neurasthenia, 185f., 188, 191, 243, 246, 262
Neurosis, definition of 18ff.; experimental 19f;
  and neurotic conflict 168; and psychosis 415f,
  552, 573f.; therapy of 554ff.; prophylaxis of
  582ff
Neurotic character (Alexander), 375, 505ff., 531
Neurotic conflict, definition 19f; external world
  in 130f; superego in 132; and neurosis 168;
  direct clinical symptoms of 168ff
Newell, H. Whitman, 565, 642
Niccolini, Wilhelm, 405, 642
Nicotine as toxin, 63
Niggardliness, 490
Nightmares, 189, 191
Nirvana principle, 12, 58
Normality, definition of 581
Nostalgia, 405, 561
Nuclei of the ego 39
Number magic, 154, 288
Nunberg, Herrmann, on the synthetic function
  of the ego 52f.; on the superego 104; on guilt
  feeling 136; on shame 139; on homosexuality
  334, 428; on depersonalization 419; on intro-
  duction in schizophrenia 429; on catatonia 429,
  437f., 448; on psychoanalysis of schizophrenia
  448; on will to recovery 539; on repetition
  compulsion 542; bibliography 642
Nymphomania 244f., 494, 517f

Oaths 47, 396, 350
Obedience, automatic, 423, 438
Oberndorf, C. P. on pseudo debility 180f.; on
  smelling and sniffing 250; on asthma 251,
  322; on urticaria 256; on time 262; on de-
  personalization 419f.; on cyclic characters 53f.;
  on child analysis 576; on therapeutic statistics
  582; bibliography 642f
Obesity 240ff., 260
Object, first longing for 35f.; representations 35,
  261ff., 418; finding 35f., 415, 439f.; relationships,
  archaic types of 35ff., 83f., 243, 509f.; love, pas-
  sive 41; of instincts 55; libido and ego libido
  57f.; -s, perceived as feces 66f., 86, 147, 429f.
  relationships and identification 84f., 221f., 331,
  338f., 387ff., 394, 396ff.; relationships besides
  love and hate 86f.; -s, as ideals and good ex-
  amples 87, 109, 300 (see also Ego ideal); -s as
  bad examples 87, 498f.; -s, as mere instru-
  ments 87, 515ff.; change in girls 89f.; choice,
  types of 98f., 333, 340, 397, 406, 513f.; rela-
  tionships at puberty 112f.; -s, represented by
  organs 265f., 416, 418, 427ff. (see also Intro-
  duction); -s, as witnesses in introspsychic con-
  flicts 28ff., 293f., 345, 497ff., 519, 529f.; rela-
  tionships of compulsion neurotics 294f.; choice
  and sex 328f.; -s of male homosexuals 334;
  -choice, anadic type 343f.; -s, interchange-
Object (continued)
ability of 369, 387ff (see also Narcissistic and sexual needs); hunger in mania 407f; relationships, loss of 417ff (see also Narcissistic regression); relationships in schizophrenia 436f; representations and word representations 437; — 4, pathological behavior toward 509ff
Obscene words, 47, 296, 313, 356ff
Obscenity, economics of 149, 208ff; and inhibition 184; hypersexuality as 244; as derivative 268; and phobia 268; and delusion 268; and compulsion 208ff; — 5, pleasurable 32af; hobbies as 32af, 480, 483, 55fl, 558, 565; and perversion 363f
Obsessional neuris, see Compulsion neur sis
Obsessive, masturbation 191, 244, 271, 384, 516f; thinking 288, 290, 295ff; hobbies, see Obsession; — (pseudosexual) 384f
Obstipation, 204, 278ff, 497, 535
Obstipation, 177, 181, 188, 219, 245ff, 311
Occupational, inhibitions 178, 183; neuroses 183, 518; delirium 360; therapy 558, 565ff
Oce an, longing for 370
Oceanic feeling, 39f, 86, 352, 356, 401, 405, 425, 439
Odler, Charles, 146, 134, 488, 643
O'Donovan, W. J., 254, 643
Oedipus, 320f, 372
Oedipus complex, and masturbation 75f, 233f; ontogeny of 88, 91f; negative 88f, 90, 222, 334, 358; feminine 90f; and castration complex 90f; definition and nature of 91f; special forms of 91ff, 513f; of the parents 93f; and family 97, 558; phylogeny of 97f; passing of 103, 108f; introjection of its objects 103f; undue persistence of 106, 513; in normal and neurotic persons 108, 513f; in puberty 111f; and isolation of tenderness and sensuality 156, 171, 287, 486f, 513; and mortality 166, 293, 364f; and impotence 170f; and frigidity 173; and conversion symptoms 218, 235ff; and enuresis 233; of Don Juan 243f; in nymphomania 244f; and compulsion symptoms 272; and sadism 277, 357, 362; in homosexuality 331, 339f; and masochism 357, 362; and inferiority feelings 391f; in schizophrenia 422, 437, 441f; and ambition 493; and jealousy 512; and character 513f
Olden, Christiane, 190, 279f, 354, 497, 510, 643
Oldest child, 514
Ol factory, eroticism 726, 322; orientation of com pulsion neurotics 278
Oliguresis, hysterical 219
Omnipotence, of movements 39; infantile 39, 300f, 420f; of gestures 39, 423; and self-esteem 39f; longing for reunion with 40, 64,
86, 105, 352, 359, 36f, 387f, 396f, 405, 407f, 439, 482, 492, 510, 561f, 587 (see also Oceanic feeling; Self-esteem); of adults, belief in 40, 405; of thoughts 46, 296f, 445; of words 46f, 296, 313, 423; and love 85; and trauma 123; obsessive games around 300f; and asthma 322; and depression 387f; and suicide 400f; and mania 407, 410; in megalomana 420f; as a defense 532
Only child, 93, 514
Operations, and castration fear 78; as trauma 123f; hallucinosis after 426
Oppenheim, L., 433, 643
Opposition, transformation into the 143; representation by the 198, 205, 522
Optimism, oral 489
Oracles, 302f, 372
Oral, orientation of the primitive ego 37f; introjection 37f, 63, 85; — destructive drives 38, 64, 90, 244, 280, 314f, 341f, 357, 368f, 376f, 389f, 488f; stage 62f; perversions 63, 351; fears 63f, 70, 109f; sadism 64, 90, 244, 357, 368f, 376f, 389f, 488f; fixation 94, 405f; inhibitions 175f; ambition 315; character 389, 488f; envy 490
Oral eroticism, nature of 62af; and hunger 63; and sadism 64, 90, 244, 357, 368f, 376f, 389f, 488f; and scopophilia 71, 201, 227, 346, 491; and guilt feelings 135f, 138; and disgust 139; and ejaculatio praecox 172; and intellect 180f, 491; and sleep 190; and nymphomania 244; and peptic ulcer 245; and skin eroticism 255, 332, 357; in stubbornness 286; in stuttering 314f; in tic 320; in asthma 323; in female homosexuality 341; in pathological impulses 368f; in instinct-ridden characters 374f; in drug addiction 376f; in alcoholism 379; in depression 389f; in schizophrenia 436f, 442
Orderliness, 151, 278f, 280
Organ neurons, classification of 337; therapy in 264f; secondary gains in 462
Organic neurosis, 236f; and conversion 236f; and psychosis 257
Organic-somatic symptoms, definition 236f
Organ projection, 246f
Organ representations 36, 257, 261ff, 321, 416, 418f; and object representations 261ff, 416, 418
Organic diseases, hysterical superstructure of 228; psychogenesis of 257f; of brain 258f
Organism, in children 74; and love 85; capacity for 85, 113, 204; and neurasthenia 188; fear of 204, 209, 401, 544 (see also Orgastic impotence); and death 209, 401; and hysterical
INDEX

Pathognomy, 438
Pathoneuroses, 257ff, 456; therapy in 265
Pathopsychoses, 258
Patriotism, 40
Patterson, Ralph M., 249, 644
Paving-stone compulsions, 159
Pavor nocturnus, 191, 215
Payne, Sylvia, 343, 357, 644
Pearson, Gerald H. J., 565, 608
Peck, Martin W., 414, 644
Pedagogics, interest in 333
Pedophilia, 333
Peine, Siegfried, 513, 644
Peller-Roubiczek, Lili, 401, 644
Pelvic muscles, neurotic spasm of 248; see also
Vaginitism
Penis, narcissistic cathexis of 77; idea of its small-
ness 77, 79; = child = feces 90, 214, 219, 276,
280, 350, 353; captivus 174; hypochondrias
264; obsessions regarding the, in women 277;
and female homosexuality 338; = body 353,
495; as object of stealing impulses 370ff; see
also Castration complex; Phallic
Penis envy, reactive forms of 81; primary 81, 90;
and object change in girls 90; and frigidity
173; in hysteria 229; and enuresis 233; and
nymphomania 244; and transvestitism 345;
and character formation 494
Pentothal, 563
Perception, systems of 36; and motor action 36f,
54, 511; archaic types of 36ff, 511; oral root of
371; — defensive blocking of 37, 118, 130f,
144ff, 148 (see also Painting); primal 39; and
emotion 39; — provocative character of 54;
hysterical disturbances of 226; — repression of
internal 227, 247f, 262, 419; and hallucina-
tions 425f
Perceptual, and instinctual stimuli 54; danger and
instinctual danger 199
Perfume addiction, 201
Periodic, drinking 380; catatonia 447
Periodicity, of instinctual and punitive acts 29lf,
411; in manic-depressive disorders 402f, 411;
of instincts 411, 542
Perplexity in schizophrenia, 420
Persecution, ideas of 147, 427f
Personality of the analyst, 579f; see also Charac-
ter
Perverse symptom as compromise, 326
Perversions, and infantile sexuality 56, 324ff; oral
63, 351; anal 139, 275, 349f, 355, 363, 437;
and impotence 171; and hypersexuality 244f;
and compulsions 324, 384; in general 324f;
latent 325; combination of nerves with 365f;
and constitution 36f; and psychoses 367;
and obsessions 383f; compulsive 384; artificial
558, 561f
Pessimism, oral 489

spells 218; in perversions 324f, 327; and sui-
cide 401
Orgastic impotence, 85, 204, 243f, 384, 515
Orgel, Samuel C., 150, 643
Orphanage, children, 514
Outgrowing of childhood neuroses, 548
Overestimation of the love partner, 86
Overprotection, maternal 66, 95, 574
Pain, as a hindrance in the production of free
associations 24; as source of sexual excitement
61, 73, 255, 357, 359f; and pleasure in hysteria
220; hysterical 220ff; in muscles, psychogenic
249
Painting, inhibition in regard to 182; and anal
eroticism 283
Panic, 43, 133ff, 194f; see also Anxiety
Paralysis, through anxiety 43, 133; hysterical
223f
Paranoia, projection in 147, 427ff; and homo-
sexuality 427f; in women 434f; genuine 435,
446, 551; — abortive 444f; artificial 450, 558
Paranoid, ideas 147, 427f; trends in social anx-
ity 521; characters 532
Paraprases, see Errors; Slips
Parasites of the super ego, 109, 125, 504, 563
Parcheninige, George, 565, 645
Paresis, general 258
Parker, G. M., 568, 644
Parmenier, R., 19, 594
Partial instinct (component instincts), 61, 71ff,
175ff; repression of 327, 343
Participation, on conditions 40, 106, 492, 561f,
587; in omnipotence, longing for 40f, 64, 86,
105, 352, 359, 364f, 387f, 390ff, 405, 407f,
429, 482, 492, 510, 561f, 587; in "goodness"
500
Paskind Harry A., 447, 644
Passing, of the Oedipus complex, the 103, 108f;
through the ego, of an object 429
Passive object-love 41
Passive-receptive forms of Oedipus complex, 95
Passive-receptive longings, in traumatic neuroses
119; and impotence 170; in neurosophia 192;
and enuresis 233
Passive-receptive mastery, 41, 53, 70, 74, 119,
192, 233, 245, 252, 322, 333f, 377, 425, 453,
459f, 468, 482f, 489f, 514, 550, 558, 561f,
587
Passivity, turning into activity 44f, 74, 79, 120,
292, 358f, 382f, 480f, 542f; turn toward, in
girls 89f; as protection 335f, 357ff, 359
Past and present, 28, 571; see also Transference
Patho-cure of neuroses, 260f
Pathogenic defenses, 143f
INDEX

Petrification, as punishment 72, 178; phobias 196
Pfister, Sigmund, 243, 644
Pfister, Oskar, 162, 371, 644f
Phallic, pride 77; impulses in stuttering 313f; woman 330f, 342f, 344, 346; character 332, 495f; sadism 357
Phallic phase, in boys 74ff; and adult sexuality 75f; in girls 80f; weakness of 305
“Phallus girl,” 333, 344, 350
Phantom extremities, 30
Pharmacotoxic, longing 377f; impotence 378f, 380
Pharyngitis, psychogenic 239
Phobias, 195ff; and delusion 210; stationary and progressive forms of 210f; and obsession 268; artificial 557
Phobic attitudes 471, 527ff; character 527ff; final states 553
Phobic situation, and anxiety 195; and temptation 196f; and punishment 196f; as a substitute 198
Physical, attitude of compulsion neurotics 304; armor 304; sensations 418f
"Physiognomist” (case of Schilder’s), 431
Physiotherapy, 557
Pichon, Edouard, 565, 645
Pictorial thinking, 47f
Pineal body tumor, 259f
Pity, 476
Plank-Spira, Emma, 181, 645
Play, denial in 145; therapy 565f, 575f
Playing, function of 44, 75, 359, 382f, 480, 542f; and masturbation 75, 373; children’s, as forerunners of sublimation 142; inhibitions of 184; failure of 373; as psychotherapeutic measure 558
Pleasure, economic explanation of 14f; principle 39, 73, 179f, 358, 367, 410, 478, 582; = ego, the purified 40, 146, 147f, 229, 281; principle and masochism 73, 358; and duty 183; and pain in hysteria 220; in perversions 328; principle and mania 410; experience of, as therapy 548f
Poetry, 47
Poetzl, Otto, 16, 645
Poisoning, ideas of 210, 398
Police dog and animal oracle, 5
Policemen, fear of 103
Politeness, reactive 178
Pollak, Franz, 416, 645
Polyphymous perversion, infant as 61
Pornography, 396, 350f
Possession, 67, 281
Postambivalent stage, 101, 474
Posthypnotic suggestion, 14
Postoperative, traumatic neuroses 123f; psychoses 258
Postponement, of reactions 39, 41f; of grief 162, 394; of affects 162
Postures, catatonic 424
Potency, conditions for 17f1; and speech 300, 313f; narcissistic pride in 515
Power, and anal eroticism 67; striving for 244, 283, 354, 479f, 482f, 500, 516; and triumph 408; see also Omnipotence
Pratt, John, 567, 645
Prayer, 292, 387
Preadambivalent phase, 64, 101
Precipitating factors, in neuroses 121, 124f, 454ff; in depression 390f; in schizophrenia 441
Preconscious, 15, 17, 46, 102
Pregenital, period 61; masturbation equivalents 77; conversions 251, 311f
Pregnancy, as incorporation 90; psychogenic resistance against 175; fantasies and eating disturbances 176; fantasies and tumor 257; cravings during 381
Prelogial thinking, 46ff, 217, 295ff, 421f
Premenstrual disorders, 240f
Procedual mother attachment, in girls 89f, 340f, 435, 495f; and frigidity 173; in nymphanomia 244; in female homosexuality 338f, 340; in female paranoia 435; and character 495
Preparations, obsessive 298
Preparatory thinking, 49f, 298
Present, see Past and present
Prestige, striving for 244, 354, 479f, 482f, 516
Prewyer, W., 418, 645
Pride, phallic 77, in neurotic behavior 458, 462; as character trait 496
Priests, castration of 364; = doctors 562
Primacy, genital 61, 74, 84, 142, 265, 326, 474, 496, 523, 572; genital, and perversions 326
Primal, fantasies 92; depression 123, 403f
Primal scene, 72, 92, 190, 214f, 321, 347, 408, 423, 543ff; substitutes 92; and insomnia 190; and tic 321; and mania 408
Primary process, 15, 16, 47, 48, 422, 477f
Primativization, in traumatic neuroses 119, 122f; in schizophrenia 415f, 423; through shock therapy 569
Process psychoses and schizophrenic episodes, 415, 444, 447
Prodigality, 283
Profession, choice of 514
Prognosis, in schizophrenia 446f; see also Psychoanalysis, therapeutic
Progredient neuroses, 210f, 307, 552f
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Progressive education, 585

Projection, as a restitututional attempt 40; of the superego 107, 109f, 165, 430ff, 498ff, 519ff; as mechanism of defense 146f, 426; reality basis of 147, 428, 433; and repression 149; of affects 164; of guilt feelings 165, 427, 430ff, 498f; in anxiety hysteria 199, 203ff, 211; in human reactions to nature 205f, 435; in mania 410; in ideas of persecution 428f; of the superego in delusions 430ff; in jealousy 433, 512f; in the fight against anxiety 479; of ideals 510f

Prophylaxis of neureoses, 582ff

Proprioeception, 38

Prostate, as erogenous zone 69, 77, 83, 100, 335; eroticism in ejaculatio praecox 172

Prostitution, 156, 487; fantasies in women 494

Protection, on condition 40, 106, 492, 561f, 587; against too much stimulation 118, 147, 254f

Provocation of beating, 360, 363

Provocative features, in perception 54; in masochism 365f

Prudishness, 177

Pruritus, 528ff

Psoriasis, 285, 528ff

Psoriatric social work, 588

Psychiatry, and magic 3ff; and psychoanalysis 416

Psychoanalysis, and psychology 7f, 11, 466; as a method 236f, 569ff; its limitations in regard to schizophrenia 416; and psychiatry 416; as science and as therapy 554; as a therapeutic method 569ff; indications for 573f; contraindications for 575ff; statistics on therapeutic results of 581f

Psychoanalysis, therapeutic, in traumatic neureoses 127f; in actual neuroses 193; in anxiety hysteria 215; in conversion hysteria 234f; in organ neuroses 264f; in pathoneuroses 265; in compulsion neuroses 308ff; in stuttering 317; in tic 321; in asthma 322f; in perversion 360f; in impulse neuroses and addictions 385f; in manic-depressive disorders 413f; in schizophrenia 447f; in character disorders 537f; in combinations of traumatic neurosis and psychoneurosis 545f

Psychoanalytic treatment, definition of 573; indications for 573f; contraindications for 575ff

Psychoanalytic understanding in nonanalytic psychotherapy, 560f, 565f

Psychology, and magic 3ff; and biology 5; general laws in 5; and morality 5; and society 5f; requirements for a scientific 5f; methods of 7; and psychoanalysis 7f, 11, 466

Psychoneurosis, definition of 19f; physiological basis of 239; and traumatic neurosis, combinations of 541ff

Psychopathology of everyday life, 13, 193, 222, 312

Psychopathic, 166, 324, 373ff, 444, 504ff, 566, 578

Psychosis, heuristic importance of analysis of 33f, 452; and organ neurosis 257; and psychology of sick persons 258; and pathoneurosis 258; postoperative 258; and perversion 367; psychoanalysis in 413f, 447ff, 574; and neurosis 415f, 439f, 443, 552, 573f

Psychosomatics, 216f; see also Organ neuroses

Psychotherapy, in traumatic neuroses 127f; effectiveness of 554f; rational components of 555f, 558f; and shock therapy 568f

Puberty, and neuroses 14, 455, 508; intellectual interests in 46; psychology of 110ff; homosexuality in 112, 328; prolongation of 113; outbreak of schizophrenia at 423

Public speaking, 316

Punishment, and masturbation 76; expectation of 76, 190f; prophylactic 79, 292, 358, 364f; by the superego 105, 134; need for 105, 138, 293, 360, 373, 497, 500; sexualization of 105, 166, 183, 292f, 364, 373, 460, 501f; expected in sleep 190f; and anxiety 191f; through apparent wish fulfillment 221f, 271, 384; symptom as 230, 461f, 559; and transgression, periodicity of 291f, 411; see also Castration complex; Loss of love; Superego

Purified pleasure ego, 40, 146, 147f, 229, 281

Pyromania, 371f

Quality of affects, change of 164

Qualms of conscience, 138

Queerness of schizoids, 445f

Quinke's edema, 253

Raalte, Fritz van, 191, 645

Rabiner, A. M., 261, 645

Rado, Sandor, on self-esteem 40; on autotomy 56, 77, 365; on "lesser evils" 74, 358, 500; on bisexuality 83, 329; on castration fear in women 99; on hypnosis 109, 125, 504, 561, 563; on emergency discharge 118; on traumatic neurosis 123, 125f, 543; on castration anxiety 181; on anxious mothers 207; on psoriasis 235; on idealization 292, 456, 485f; on drug addiction 376f; on love addicts 388; on depression 389, 400f, 411f; on manic-depressive disorders 411f; on psychiatry and psychoanalysis 416; on the definition of character 467; on "good" and "bad" parent-images
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486; on traumatophobia 543; on working through 572; bibliography 645f
Rage, displaced 20; in traumatic neuroses 119f; postponement of 162, 238, 267; and apathy 186, 479; and fear of death 208; latent 238, 267; and spasms 248; and tic 318; see also Aggressiveness
Railways, phobias about 202ff; obsessive interest in 483
Rangell, Leo, 320, 638
Rank, Otto, 577f, 646
Rapport of sense feeling 43, acceptance 147, if; of; phobias 479; in abreaction 563; bibliography 613, 646
Rapunzel, 119, 131; 432, 433, 439; and self-esteem 558; see also Transference
Rapture actions, 439
Rational components of psychotherapy, 555f, 558f
Rationalism in psychoanalysis, 4f
Rationalization, 176, 375, 410, 485f, 507
Rat-man (Freud’s patient), 270, 291
Rawson, Arnold T., 501, 646
Raynald’s disease, 253
Reaction formation, and repression 151; in hysteria 151f; as a mechanism of defense 151f; in compulsion neurosis 152, 280, 287f; and sublimation 152f; and undoing 153; against affects 165f; against guilt feelings 166; against reaction formation 167, 472, 531; as character traits as 280; against symptoms 458; and character 471ff; against aggressiveness 474, 479; against compulsions and obsessions 528, 531
Reactive, character traits 152, 471ff, 527; type of work 183, 472, 530; and pregential characters 474; character 527
Read, C. Stanford, 113, 380, 646
Reading, on the toilet 155, 284, 351; inhibition of 175, 227, 381; compulsions 227, 284, 381f, 483, 491; unconscious significance of 325; phobias 381; addiction 381f; while eating 382; obsessive 483, 491; as psychotherapeutic measure 558
Reality, sense of, and the ego 35, 46ff; first acceptance of 35, 144, 453; sense of, and body feeling 356, 418f; testing 42, 45, 131, 144, 147, 367f, 416, 426, 439f, 508, 513, 523; principle 42, 49, 51, 368, 453, 508, 519, 583; sense of, development 46ff; and fantasy 50, 510f; sense and adaptation 52f; neurotic falsification of 53, 131, 196, 301, 368, 508; relativity of 53, 543; and sexuality 61; in the neurotic conflict 130f; and repression 130f; basis of projection 147, 428, 433; and superego 166; and perversion 434, 367; break with, in schizophrenia 426, 438f (see also Narcissistic regression); flight toward 477f, 484, 526; actors of 482; principle, exaggeration of 583
Reasonable ego, lack of 577f
Reassurance, and simultaneous satisfaction as cause of fixation 66, 327, 360, 367f, 375f, 387f; and catharsis 127; in the perverse symptom 327; and therapy 547f, 559
Rebellion and ingratitude, 334, 352f, 365f, 374, 387f, 391, 396f, 399f, 408f, 496f, 500f, 509f, 526, 564
Rebirth and death, fantasy of 425, 568
Recovery, wish for 356, 539, 575
Redl, Fritz, 87, 165, 181, 202, 294, 349, 498f, 500, 521, 646
Reede, Edward Hiram, 267, 646
Re-education in psychotherapy, 566
Reference, ideas of 107, 430f; abortive ideas of 444
Reformism, limitations of 585
Refusal of food, in depression 389; in schizophrenia 436; see also Inhibitions, oral
Regression, of the ego 53; concept of 65, 140; and fixation 65, 140, 305; to identification 84f, 148, 221f, 331, 338f, 387f, 394, 396f; in traumatic neuroses 119; as a mechanism of defense 159f, 443; to infantile sexuality 160, 325; narcissistic 160f, 261f, 401f, 415f, 418f, 439f; as defense against guilt feeling 166f; distortion by 199f; in anxiety hysteria 266f; in conversion hysteria 227f; in enuresis 233; in compulsion neurosis 273f, 306f, 308; in stuttering 313; in tic 317, 320; in perversion 325; in female homosexuality 338, 340f; in fetishism 342f; in coprophilia 349; the decisive in depression 401f; in schizophrenia 415ff, 423f, 430f; in the make-up of character 468; in shock therapy 568; and indication for psychoanalysis 574
Reich, Annie, 352f, 427, 448, 646
Reich, Wilhelm, on latency period 62; on masochism 73, 358, 363, 497, 499; on masturbation 75f, 191, 219; on love and genital privacy 84; on orgasmic impotence 85, 243, 384, 515; on sight of adult genitals by children 92; on fore-runners of the superego 103; on dominant mothers 104; on puberty 111; on reaction formations 152; on instinct-ridden characters 166, 374, 504f, 507; on ejaculatio praecox 172; on reactive type of work 183, 472; on anxiety neurosis 187f; on neurasthenia 188, 191, 446f; on the course of sexual excitement 204; on orgasm and death 209, 401; on relaxation therapy 249; on epilepsy 265; on the prostaglandin value of genital primacy 265, 474; on physical armor 304, 473; on tic 318, 320; on technique 386, 571; on character as defense 465; on self-esteem and reactive behavior 473; .
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518; on character as armor 473f; on genital primacy and character 474; on phallic character 495f; on genital character 496, 523; on masochistic character 497, 499; on sexual misidentification 505; on Oedipus complex and character 514; on character analysis 538f; on anxiety hysteria and character 552; on preanalytic establishment of a reasonable ego 578; on social determination of education 584, 587; bibliography 646f
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Reik, Theodore, on animal oracle 5; on exhibitionism 72; on masochism 73, 358f, 363, 501; on initiation rites 79, 364, 561; on the super-ego 104, 107, 293; on voice of conscience 107; on jokes 165, 479; on inhibitions 184; on agoraphobia 202; on fear of the well-being of the parents 207; on intimidation of others 211, 481; on infectious forgetting 222; on sleepwalking 225; on final states of compulsion neurosis 292, 553; on need for punishment 293; on depersonalization 419; on moral masochism 501; on magical gestures 510f; on questions of technique 581; bibliography 647f
Reischuls, 178, 147, 254f
Relativity, of reality 53, 523; of sexuality 329
Relaxation, and pleasure 14f; and sleep 120; therapy 249, 555
Religion, and obsession 291, 301f; and schizophrenia 425; and psychotherapy 562
Religious, ecstasy 40; obsessions 291, 301f; submissiveness 353f; delusions 425
Remember, command to 145f, 327
Reparation of imaginative destruction, 155
Repasts, funeral 394
Repetition, active, in order to master 44f, 120f, 348, 480f, 525, 542; --s, neurotic 66, 120, 541f; in dreams 120; symptoms in traumatic neuroses 120f, 348, 541f; compulsion 153f, 542; and undoing 288; in neuroses, types of 541f
Repressed, the, as part of the unconscious 17; apparent magnetic force of 149; return of 212, 271, 303; and repressing forces in anxiety hysteria 212f; and repressing forces in compulsion symptoms 269f; decrease in the strength of 455, 549; increase in the strength of 455, 551; and repressing forces in character traits 470, 475f, 522f
Repressing forces, increase in 456f, 550, 556; decrease in 548f, 550, 556
Repressing forces and repressed, in anxiety hysteria 212f; in compulsion symptoms 269f; in character traits 470, 475f, 522f
Repression, as a specialized feeling 37, 119, 226; and the classification of instincts 57; of scoptophobia 72, 177f; and ego weakness 117, 126; latent, in normal people 121, 454f; and reality 130f; and denial 131, 148; and sublimation 141f, 153; successful 148, 153, 471; as defense mechanism 148f; of derivatives 149; secondary 149; and projection 149; and introjection 149; economics of 150; and reaction formation 151; of affects 151f; of guilt feelings 165, 303, 500; and inhibition 184; in anxiety hysteria 198; of internal perception 227, 247f, 262, 419; of symptoms 234, 459, 536, 559; and musculature 246f; in compulsion neurosis 289; in perversion 323f; partial 327, 343; and pathological character traits 466; and repetition 542; of a whole neurosis 556
Reptiles, disgust against 49
Rescuing fantasy, 513
Resistance, dynamic nature of 13; during free association 24; interpretation of 25, 463, 570f; distortions through 26f; types of 27f; through isolation of the analysis 156; and pathogenic defenses 168; stupidity by 180; ad hoc 181; in compulsion neurosis 308f; improvement as 557; against a particular analyst 579; analyst's, against a particular patient 580
Respiration, neurotic disturbances of 250f
Respiratory, eroticism, 250f; asthmata 251, 322
Respiratory introjection, 73, 83, 250f, 263, 322, 343
Restitutional symptoms in schizophrenia, 424f
Restlessness, external, as protection against internal restlessness 211
Retaliation, fear over 107, 266, 395
Retention, pleasure 66, 68, 245f, 279, 283; anal, as sexual aim 66, 279, 283; urethral, as sexual aim 68; and elimination 246; and dystonia 248; anal, and preparation 298
Revelations in schizophrenia, 425
Revenge, 490, 511f, 529
Revenge-type of the female castration complex, 174, 176, 218, 244, 346f, 371, 494f, 512
Reward by the superego, 134
Rheumatism, 249
Ribble, Margaret A., 33, 584, 648
Rickman, John, on oral sadism 64; on psychogenic disturbances of pregnancy and childbirth 175, 248; on alcoholism 379; on hobbies 383, 483; on psychoanalytically oriented education 584; bibliography 648
Riddles, 303
Riemer, Morris D., 369, 648
Right and left, symbolic significance of 224
Rigidity, of reaction formations 131f; neurotic 162, 465f, 471f, 539; physical, of the compulsion neurotic 304; in catatonia 438f; and elasticity 580
Rilke, Rainer Maria, 354
Ripley, Herbert S., 248, 648
Rituals, obsessive 268; obsessive and religious 302
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Rosenzweig, Saul, 94, 514, 649
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Run over, fear of being 197
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Rupp, Charles, 259, 662
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Sacrifice, 74, 105, 292, 352, 358, 365, 387, 500
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therapeutic successes 582; bibliography 649f
Sadism, as partial instinct 73; roots of 73; in
ejaculatio praecox 172; and frigidity 174; in
anxiety hysteria 206ff; and enuresis 233; and
skin eroticism 235, 357; in hypochondriasis
263; in epilepsy 266; in compulsion neurosis
273ff; undoing of 289; of the superego 291f,
356, 398, 405; and stuttering 312f; in homo-
sexuality 334, 336, 339; in femininity in men
336; in fetishism 343, 349; in exhibitionism
345ff; as perversion 354ff; and shame 355;
and self-esteem 356f; in pathological impulses
368f; in impulsive running away 369f; in
stealing 370f; in pyromania 371f; in gambling
372; in instinct-ridden characters 374f; in drug
addiction 376ff; in depression 392ff, 397f; in schizophrenia 418; in paranoid ideas
428f; in pity 476; in social anxiety 520; in
traumatophilia 545; see also Anal sadism;
Masochism; Oral sadism; Scoptophobia; Ure-
thal sadism
Sadistic, conception of sexuality 92, 276f; fixa-
tions 357
Sadness, mood of 395
Salvation, delusions of 425, 436
Sandstrom, Tula, 585, 650
Sanitarium, 566f
Satisfaction, of and defense against instincts 14,
144, 147f, 475, 487, 522; and excitement 61;
as cause of fixation 65; and simultaneous reas-
surance as cause of fixation 66, 327, 356, 367ff,
375ff, 387ff; chemistry of 238
Sathy play, 409
Saul, Leon J., on organ neuroses 238, 264; on
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250; on asthma 251; on hypertension 254; on
pruritus 255; on urticaria 256; bibliography
594, 650
Sauages, addiction for 381
Sauvage-Nolting, W. J. de, 427, 435, 650
Scapageoat, 498
Scar of the egn, after schizophrenia 451
Scatological rituals, 274
Schelven, Theodor van, 416, 650
Schikola, Hans, 181, 650
Schiller, Paul, on body image 36, 261, 418; on
the development of thoughts 46, 47, 421f; on
equilibrium eroticism 70f, 203; on social de-
termination of neuroses 86; on the superego
104; on anxiety neurosis 187; on neurasthe-
nia 188, 191, 246; on fear of death 208; on der-
matoises 254; on general paresis 258; on or-
ganic brain disease 258; on postoperative psy-
chose 258, 426; on hypochondriasis 421ff; on
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homosexuality 331, 337; on pharmacopsypo-
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on depression 392; on suicide 400f; on mania
407; on depersonalization 419f; on hallucina-
tions 426f, 431; on ideas of persecution 427,
431; on voices in schizophrenia 431; on lan-
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schizophrenia 449; on social anxiety 521; on
hypnosis 528, 561; on schizoid character 531;
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567; on shock therapy 568; on pseudo debility
577; bibliography 601, 650f
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sion neurotics 444f; characters, therapeutic
analysis of 451, 579
Schizophrenia, and hypochondriasis 262, 418ff;
as a nosological group 415f; psychological
aspects in 416; constitution in 416, 442f;
symptoms of regression in 417ff; megalom-
ania in 420f; thinking in 421f; restitutional
symptoms in 424ff; hallucinations in 425ff;
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senses 72f; sadistic conception of 92, 276f; and death 94, 209, 401; in traumatic neurosis 118f; and anxiety 138, 164, 202f; disgust for 139; infantile, regression to 160; infantile, and impotence 170f; infantile, and frigidity 173; of neurotics 242f, 509f; anal conception of 276f, 289; relativity of 329; and self-esteem 352; in schizophrenia 436f
Sexualization, of thinking 181, 295ff, 299f; of speech 300, 312f; of anxiety 483f
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Shortening sickness, sickness, shyness, siblings, Simmel, Silverman, Silverberg, Silberer, Isidor, Silver, William F., Silverman, Daniel, Samuel, Silverman, Ernst, Simmel, Ernst, on traumatic neuroses 120, 125f; on psychology of the military situation 122, 125f; on screen experiences 145; on depression 149; on organ neurosis and psychosis 257; on organic diseases 261; on hypochondriasis 263; on lust murder 356; on masturbation and pathological impulses 368; on gambling 372; on drug addiction 378, 385; on introversion 429; on psychoanalysis within a clinic 450, 567; on psychotherapy 554; on psychoneurotic castration threats 559; on occupational therapy 558, 566; bibliography 654
Situational therapy, 555, 566f
Skepticism, benevolent 578
Skin, introjection through 67, 70, 83; organ-neurotic symptoms of the 254ff
Skin eroticism, 60f, 233, 255; and enuresis 233; and sadism 255, 357; and masochism 255, 363; in pathological impulses 368; in pyromania 371f; in instinct-ridden characters 374f; in drug addiction 376f; in depression 390
Slavson, S. R., 567, 654
Sleep, and motor system 16, 225f; and hunger in infants 35; ego and id in 37; and relaxation 126, 188f; disturbances 120f, 187, 188f; and instinctual temptation 190; and expected punishment 190f; phobias 190f; rituals 191, 268; and archaic ego states 215; and hallucinations 426
Sleepwalking, 16, 225f
Slips of the tongue, 14, 193, 222, 312
Slutsy, Albert, 558, 654
Smearing, pleasure in 67, 70, 83; in schizophrenia 437; see also Introjection through the skin
Smelling, eroticism of 72f, 312
Smiling in catatonia, 424, 438
Smoking, 63, 175, 491, 577
Social, and biological determination 3, 6f, 97, 488, 586; institutions and individual structures 6, 464, 469, 488, 506, 532, 584f; feelings 86f; psychology, tasks of 87; position and Oedipus complex 96; position, unconscious significance of 96; inhibitions 175, 180, 184, 293f, 316, 513f; anxiety 180, 293f, 316, 518f; rituals 268; determination of character 464, 469, 488, 506, 532, 584f; determination of neurosis 464, 584f, 586f; inhibitions at points of complexities 513f; fear, rational component 519; determination of education 584f; work, psychiatric 588
Society, and psychology 5f; and puberty 111; and character 464, 469, 488, 506, 532, 584f; and neurosis 464, 584f, 586f; and education 584f; and ideals 587
Solomon, Joseph C., 565, 654
Somatic, language 216f; compliance 240, 323, 365
Somnambulism, 16, 225f
Soul and breathing, 251
Source, of instincts 54f, 238; of sexual excitement 61, 238
Space, experience of, in infants 39; sexualization of the sense of 70f, 203f (see also Equilibrium eroticism)
Spasms, hysterical 224; organ-neurotic 246f
Speech, acquisition of 42, 46, 295, 315; and thinking 49, 421f, 437; inhibitions of 181f; sexualization of 300, 312f; and potency 300, 315f; unconscious significance of 312f; and anal eroticism 312f; and life 313; in schizophrenia 437; disturbances of, as contraindication for psychoanalysis 577
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Sperber, Alice, 510, 654
Sperber, Hans, 46, 655
Sphere without conflict, 52
Sphincter, control, significance of 67, 278ff; 487ff; morals 102; spasm, displacement of 224, 247, 312
Spider, as a symbol 49; fears of 213ff
Spielrein, Sabine, on archaic perceptions 36; on learning to talk 46; on time 282; on voyeurism 348; on psychoanalysis in schizophrenia 448; bibliography 655
Spite, and enuresis 233; and spasms 248; aggravations and improvements, out of 559ff; in transference 559ff; see also Stubbornness
Spitz, René, 95, 514, 655
Split, of the ego 131, 145, 157, 300f, 309, 343, 500, 570; personality 157, 222
Splitting of the ego, through interpretation 26; into ego nuclei 39
Spoiling, as a cause of fixation 66; in maturation 76; and Oedipus complex 95
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Sprague, George S., 209, 424, 655
Spring, William A., 312, 417, 655
Staeckel, August, on castration complex 44, 77, 276; on persecutory ideas 147, 427, 429; on crying and laughing spells 218; on right and left 224; on psychiatry and psychoanalysis 416; on oral eroticism 491; on repetition compulsion 542; bibliography 655
Stage, fright 200ff, 316, 346, 519, 521; acting 316, 528
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Standards and ideals, 102ff
Stendahl, the neuroses, 551ff
Starting, fear of 284
Stationary and progressive neuroses, 307, 551ff
Statistics on therapeutic results of psychoanalysis, 581ff
Status quo as lesser evil, 298
Staub, Hugo, 294, 369, 504ff, 593, 655
Staudacher, C., 124, 655
Staehling, 370ff, 587
Steinmann, Margarethe, 261, 656
Steiner, Maxim, 170, 171, 656
Steinfeld, Julius, 37, 449, 567, 621, 656
Stekel, Wilhelm, 25, 224, 656
Stengel, Erwin, 201, 259, 365, 569, 521, 656
Stepchildren, 94, 514
Stephen, Karin, 43, 147, 148, 656
Stepmother, 157
Sterba, Editha, on anal displacements 75; on shame 140, 164; on oral inhibitions 176; on nostalgia 495; on schizophrenia in children 443; on child analysis 576; bibliography 656
Sterba, Richard, on the female Oedipus complex 99; on sublimation 141, 152ff; on reaction formation 152f; on fetishism 542; on jealousy 433, 512; on envy 490; on ego in analytic therapy 538; on the effectiveness of education 559, 583; on transference interpretation 570; bibliography 653, 656ff
Stereotypes, 424, 438, 445
Sterility, psychogenic 175
Stern, Adolph, 449, 519, 580, 581, 582, 657
Stewart, Wilton R., 182, 657
Stigmata, hysterical 219
Stimulation as precipitating factor of neuroses, 455
Stimuli, hunger for 35, 58, 59
Stocker, Arnold, 422, 437, 657
Stokes, John H., 228, 251, 254, 657
Stone, being turned to 72, 178, 196
Stone, Leo, 261, 657
Strachey, James, on reading 175, 227, 315, 381, 491; on precipitating factors in neuroses 455; on interpretation 571; bibliography 657
Strangers and mother, 88
Strangulated affects, 238
Strategy or tactics (obsessive doubt), 286
Strauss-Weigert, Dora, 342, 658
Street, significance of in agoraphobia 196, 205
Structural and insinctual conflicts, 130
Structure, individual, and social institutions 6, 454, 459, 488, 505, 532, 584ff; mental 15ff; and prospective potentialities 60
Stubbornness, 204, 278ff, 497ff, 533
Stupor, catatonic 417, 421, 448
Suttering, 181, 311ff; therapy in 317
Sublimation, 141ff, 470ff; and repression 141ff, 153; object of 142; incapacity for 142; and destructiveness 142, 155; and reaction formation 152f; type of character traits 470ff, 527; and identification 471; and psychoanalytic technique 573
Submission, see Ingratiation
Submissiveness, sexual 351ff; and masochism 359, 363ff
Substitute, impulses 143; phobic situation as a 198; neurosis 556ff
Substitutive thinking, 49ff
Success, those wrecked by 183, 457, 501; as precipitating factor in neuroses 456ff; and guilt feeling 502ff; as therapy 551
Sucking as oral aim, 63ff
Suffocation, fear of 202ff, 250, 322; and castration 250
Sugár, Nikolaus, 318, 367, 437, 651, 658
Suggestibility, 527ff
Suggestion, 109, 556
Suicide, in compulsion neurosis 294; in depression 400ff; psychology of 400ff; partial 401; and mania 401
Sullivan, Harry Stack, 568ff, 658
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Superego, definition 18, 103ff; forerunners of 102f; establishment of 103f; functions of 105ff, 134ff; and self-esteem 105f, 134f, 388; and external world 106f, 166 (see also Super-

ego, projection of); projection of 107, 109f, 165, 430ff, 498ff, 519f; and auditory stimuli 107, 427, 430f; and id 107f (see also Super-

ego, archaic); parasites of 109, 125, 504, 563; and subsequent intrajets 109, 393, 397f; vicissitudes of 109f; and trauma 124ff; in neu-

rotic conflicts 132, 291ff, 397ff; defense against 132, 164ff, 290ff, 303f, 496ff; archaic 136, 291f, 505f, 374, 405, 486; formation of, and sublimation 142, 470f; and eating 176; and inhibitions 183; in compulsion 269f, 291f; in stubbornness 279, 497f; sadism of 291f, 356, 398, 405; corruptibility of 291f, 374, 486; in stuttering 316; in sadism 356; in masochism 361, 363f; in impulsive running away 360f; in cleptomania 371f; in gambling 372f; in pathological impulses 373; isolation of 374f, 486; pathology of the formation of 374f, 504ff, 520f; in drug addiction 378f; in compulsive masturbation 384; in depression 393, 397ff, 405; in mourning 395; in mania 407f; in hallucinations 427; in delusions 430f; as being between ego and external world 431f, 433f; and homosexuality 431f, 434; secondary gains from 451f; and character 468f; social determination of 46f; sex differences of 46f; feminine 46f; favoring instinctual expressions 486; pathological behavior toward 496ff; hetero-

eronomous 520f; hypnotist as the patient's 563
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Surprise, and trauma 118; fear of 284ff
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Suter, 250, 658
Sutherland, I. D., 202, 658
Sveden, Margaret, 202, 628
Swearing, 296, 350
Sweating, nervous 188, 254
Symbolic, expression, aptitude of organs for 228; castration 343, 349, 355, 358, 362, 556, 559
Symbolism, as means of distortion 27, 48f; na-

ture of 48f; as a characteristic of archaic thinking 48f; in schizophrenia 422
Symmetry, magic of 154, 292; compulsions 288, 292, 294; and justice 294
Symonds, Percival M., 658
Symons, Norman J., 44, 203, 658
Symptom, neuroses and character neuroses 18, 463f, 538; neurotic 20, 193f; and affects 20ff, 453f; as, compromise character of 193, 212, 230, 236, 269ff, 326, 522f; and daydreams 193, 217f, 231f; psychoneurotic, nature of 195f; formation, mechanisms of 194ff; as pun-

ishment 230, 461f, 559f; as, repression of 234, 458f, 556, 559; as, defenses against 451f, 457f, 551f; as, trauma 454ff; as, mastering of 460f
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Syphilophobia, 200, 209, 308
Systematization, in compulsion neuroses 284ff, 290, 432f; in paranoia 412f
Systems, compulsion 284ff, 290
Szalai, Alexander, 222, 698
Szurk, Stanislaus A., 202, 374, 628, 658
Tact, 519
Tailor phobias, 520
Talent, lack of 182
Talion principle, 44, 77, 291, 459f
Talkativeness, 166, 482
Taming of affects, 43, 133
Tann, Alfild, 181, 313, 317, 370, 658
Tasting, sexual significance of 72f
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latio praecox 172; on libido tonus 262; on delirium tremens 380; on schizophrenia and body image 418, 430f; on depersonalization 419; on catacomata 423f; on ideas of persecution 427; on the influencing machine 430f; bibliog-

raphy 658f
Tears and urethral eroticism, 69, 218, 319, 492f
Teeth, and sadism 64f; grinding of 267
Temper tantrums, 518
Temperature eroticism, 69f, 255, 322, 357, 390
Temptation, trauma as 124; and anxiety 196f; as precipitating factor in neuroses 455
Tenderness, nature of 85; and sensuality 85, 156, 171, 287, 486f, 513; and impotence 171
Tension, and displeasure 14f; pleasurable 15; affects 21; in infants 34f; tolerance 42f; and instincts 54; intolerance for 320, 367f, 375, 377, 487, 507, 545f
Terry, Ella, 370, 659
Theater as psychotherapy, 558, 567
Theory and method, 23
Theory of neurosis, and therapeutic practice 8; its merits and limitations 8f; and somatic pathology 9
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Therapy, in traumatic neuroses 127f; of perver-

sions 366f; of neuroses 554ff; see also Physio-

therapy; Psychoanalysis; Psychotherapy; Shock therapy; etc.
Thinking, preconscious 46, 102; primitive (pre-

logical) 46ff, 217, 295ff, 421f; development of 46ff, 421f; wishful 47f; as trial acting 47f, 217, 295f; magical, see Magical thinking; and speech 49, 457; preparatory and substantive 49ff, 298; compulsive 50, 288, 290, 295f; concrete and abstract 50f; and isolation 159; sexualization of 181, 295ff, 299f; and acting
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295ff; and anal eroticism 299f; and depersonalization 420; in schizophrenia 421f

Thinness, pathological 360

Thirst, as an instinct 55; hysterical attacks of 219

Thomas, Giles W., 249, 567, 659

Thomas, Clara, 509, 580, 659

Thompson, I. W., 250, 659

Thorner, A. H., 401, 659

Thoughts, omnipotence of 46, 296ff, 445

Threats, obsessive 270; as precipitating factors in neuroses 456; and transference improvements 559; see also Intimidation

Threshold rituals, 159, 288

Thumbtucking, 63, 78, 389

Thunderstorm phobias, 211

Tic, in traumatic neuroses 120; psychogenic 317ff; therapy in 321; and stereotypies 445

Tickling, 355, 356

Time, measuring of 156, 282; claustrophobia in 204; phobias 206, 284f; unconscious significance of 282f; obsessive symptoms in regard to 284f

Timetables, obsessions about 284f

Timidity, 496

Toilet, training 42, 67ff, 102, 278, 280, 305, 487; phobias 200, 275f

Tolerance for tensions, 42f; see also Intolerance; Reality principle

Tone deafness, 182

Tongue, biting of the 267; phallic significance of the 314

Toxicology, 248

Totem and Taboo, 394, 409

Touching, eroticism of 70; taboo of 159, 288; phobias 200, 205f; rituals 268, 272, 288

Touraine, Grace, 241, 260, 601

Toxic states as precipitating factor in neuroses, 455f

Tragedy and satyr play, 409

Training analysis, 30f

Transference, 29ff, 506f, 559ff; actions 29f, 375 (see also Acting out); resistance 29f, 538, 559f, 570f; in everyday life 30; advantages of 30, 569f; analysis 29f, 503f, 569f; handling of 30f, 571; interpretation 30f, 569f; neuroses 308, 445, 559f, 573f; in compulsion neurosis 309f; and sex of the analyst 328f, 579f; in schizophrenia 418, 436f, 445, 448f; interpretation, reversed 52f; of mechanisms of defense 52f; of unpleasant experiences 52f; aggravations 559f; improvements 559f; in analysis and in nonanalytic psychotherapies 560f

Transcendentalism, 40, 48

Transvestitism, 344f

Trauma, concept of 19, 117f; and anxiety 43, 123f, 132; and ego 117f, 121, 542ff; and neurotic conflict 117f, 124f, 541, 543f; relativity of the concept of 117f, 126, 541, 545f; repetition of the 120ff, 348, 541f; as precipitating factor in neuroses 121, 124f, 456; and chronic stress 123; as a screening experience 124f; as temptation 124f; and superego 124f; and guilt 124f; cure by 307, 549; symptoms as 454f; sensitizing effect of 541, 545

Traumatic experiences, definition 19; states in the infant 42, 51; situation, primal scene as 72, 92, 190, 214f, 321, 347, 408, 423, 543ff; cure 307, 549

Traumatic neuroses, definition 19, 117ff; anxiety in 43, 123f, 132; symptoms of 118; blocking of or decrease in ego functions in 118f; emotional spells in 115f; dreams in 120; sleep disturbances in 120f; repetition symptoms in 120f, 348, 541f; psychoneurotic complications in 127ff, 541f; secondary gains in 126f; therapy in 127f, 554; irreparable type of 128; secondary 451; and psychoneuroses, combinations of 541f

Traumatophilia, 487, 507, 528, 543, 545

Truantophobia, 543

Travis, Lee, 181, 659

Tremor, 355

Tremor, in neuroses, 123f, 132; symptoms of 118; blocking of or decrease in ego functions in 118f; emotional spells in 115f; dreams in 120; sleep disturbances in 120f; repetition symptoms in 120f, 348, 541f; psychoneurotic complications in 127ff, 541f; secondary gains in 126f; therapy in 127f, 554; irreparable type of 128; secondary 451; and psychoneuroses, combinations of 541f

Trieb, 12

Triumph, 45, 355, 408, 484

Trophies, 484

Trowbridge, Lorell S., 253, 659

Tuberculosis and social conditions, 586

Tumor and pregnancy fantasies, 357

Turning, of passivity into activity 44f, 74, 79, 110, 293, 358f, 382f, 400f, 542f; against one’s own ego 58, 73, 209, 255, 291f, 313, 360, 365, 392f, 397, 400f

Twilight, phobias 206; states 225f

Twin, 514

TWitchings while falling asleep, 267

Typing, neurotic 286, 486, 515, 530

Typology, 529ff

Ugliness, fear of 198, 200; exhibitionism of 346f, 363; and masochism 363

Ulcer, peptic 245, 490

Unconscious, reality of the 7; and conscious 14f; perceptions 16f, 37, 118, 130f, 144f, 148; motility 16f, 223f, 225f; sensations, feelings, and emotions 17, 161f; affects 17, 161f, 238f; parts of the ego 17, 170; of the analyst as his working instrument 27f; attitudes, physical results of 239f; attitudes and hormones 230; is conscious in schizophrenia 422

Undoing, and reaction formation 153; and repetition compulsion 153f; as a mechanism of de-
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Undoing (continued)

- sense 153ff; in compulsion neurosis 288f, 292; and symmetry compulsion 292; of symptoms 459
- Utria mystica, 206, 356, 364, 396, 401, 425
- Unmusical people, 182
- Urethral, retention pleasure 68; object aims 69; sadism 69, 233; character 492f
- Urethral-erotic perversions, 350
- Urethral eroticism, 68f; and shame 69, 139, 233f, 492; and ambition 69, 139, 234, 492f, 534f; and crying 69, 218, 319, 492f; and enuresis 69, 233, 492f; in ejaculatio praecox 172; in pyromania 371
- Urination, instinct 55; as sexual aim 68f (see also Urethral eroticism)
- Urine, = tears 69, 218, 319, 492f; = words 299, 314
- Urticaria, 256

Vacation as psychotherapy, 567
- Vagina, dentata 79; as erogenous zone 80, 82ff, 90, 173f; = mouth 90, 245
- Vaginal, libidio organization 80; primacy 82; sexuality and pregenitality 90
- Vaginismus, 174, 224
- Values, of modern man 6f; origin of 52, 584ff
- Vampire fantasies, 65, 489
- Varendonck, J., 34, 46, 47, 659f
- Vasomotor symptoms, 253ff
- Vector analysis, 16, 246, 521f, 526
- Vegetarianism, 473
- Vegetative, system, conversions within the 228; neuroses as affect equivalents 237; and hormonal dysfunctions 240ff; neuroses 253; irritability of the skin 254f; symptoms in compulsion neurotics 310
- Vengefulness, oral 489
- Verbalization, of superego commands 107; advantages of 555
- Vigils, 395
- Violinist’s cramp, 183, 224
- Vision, hysterical disturbances of 226f; organ neurotic disturbances of 256f
- Voice, of conscience 107f; = hearing of in schizophrenia 427, 430f
- Voids due to repression, 149
- Vomiting, hysterical 175, 218f
- Voyeurism, 71, 347ff; see also Scoptophilia

Wædder, Jenny, 191, 660
- Wædder, Robert, on the principle of multiple function 16, 460, 467, 522; on the function of playing 44, 75, 359, 480, 543; on schizophrenic thinking 422; on treatment of schizophrenia 449f; on child analysis 576; bibliography 660
- Waggoner, Raymond W., 249, 644
- Waiting, incapacity for 320, 368, 375, 377, 381, 487, 507, 545f
- Walking, learning of 42, 202; sexualization of 179, 202; inhibitions of 179, 268; rituals 268
- Wall, Conrad, 568, 660
- Waller, John V., 177, 260, 660
- Wanderer, impulsive 369f
- Wanderlust, 560f
- War, superego 125; neuroses (see Traumatic neuroses)
- Warburg, Bettina, 401, 660
- Warmth, longing for 70, 255, 357, 390
- Washing compulsion, 268, 280
- Water metabolism, cyclic changes in 242
- Waterman, August, 271
- Weakness of the ego 39, 117, 126, 160
- Wealth, drive to amass 487f
- Wedekind, Frank, 100
- Weigert-Voniewinkel, Edith, 416, 425, 438, 568f, 660
- Weight, periodic changes of 242
- Wijl, Simon, 379, 660
- Weininger, Benjamin J., 449, 565, 660
- Weiss, Eduado, on the superego 104; on agoraphobia 201; on arc de cercle 224; on asthma 251, 332; on narcissistic object choice 333, 339, 429; on acting out 375; on delusions of poisoning 398; on erythrophobia 521; bibliography 660f
- Weiss, Edward, 175, 252, 254, 261, 661
- Weiss, Vanda, 510, 661
- Westernman-Holstyn, A. J., 219, 248, 437, 661
- Wet nurse, 87
- White, W. A., 225, 437, 582, 584, 661
- Wholey, C. C., 222, 380, 437, 661
- Wild psychoanalysis, 564f
- Will, psychology of 52; inhibitions of 182; paralysis of 182
- Wilson, George W., 239, 245, 251f, 259, 664, 594, 662
- Windholz, Emanuel, 190, 662
- Winnicott, D. W., 33, 323, 662
- Winterstein, Alfred, 293, 342, 501, 509, 511, 515, 663
- Wish fulfillment, hallucinatory 47, 144, 389, 426, 510; punishment through apparent 221f, 271, 384; type of female castration complex 339, 344, 494f
- Wishful thinking, 47f; see also Magical thinking
- Wishing away of undesired pieces of the world, 301
- Witches, 330
- Withdrawal, narcissistic 160f, 261f, 401f, 417ff, 418ff, 430ff; in addiction 385
- Witnesses, for compulsive systems 285f; in intrapsychic conflicts, objects as 285f, 292f, 345, 497ff, 519f, 529
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Wittels, Fritz, 104, 166, 362, 370, 373, 419, 527, 662
Witkower, Erich, 238, 252, 662f
Wolberg Lewis R., 549, 563, 663
Wolfian duct, 329
Wolf-man (Freud's case), 197, 198f, 213, 263, 277
Womb fantasies, 202
Words, magic of 46f, 295f, 313, 423; omnipotence of 46f, 296, 313, 423; = feces 299f, 312ff; = urine 299, 314; -representations and object representation 437
Work, inhibitions in 178, 183, 518; reactive type of 183, 472, 530
Working through, 31, 563, 572
World-, destruction fantasies 417f; reconstruction fantasies 424f
Worster-Drought, C., 267, 663
Wortis, Herman, 36, 426, 663
Wright, W. W., 441, 626
Writer's cramp, 183, 224
Wulff, M., on sexuality in traumatic neurosis 118; on syphilophobia 209; on hysterical spells 217f; on an oral complex of symptoms 241f, 381, 389; on asthma 251, 322; on homosexuality 331, 336; on food addicts 381, 389; on moods 391; on feminine castration complex 494; on lying 530; bibliography 663
Wyrobow, N. A., 531, 663
Yarnell, Helen, 371, 663
Yates, Sybille, 113, 663
Young, David A., 422, 437, 663
Zachry, Caroline, 113, 663f
Zilboorg, Gregory, as translator v; on history of psychiatry 4, 562; on culturalism 6; on anal displacements 75, 487; on fear of death 208; on ideas about death 209; on psychoses after childbirth 258, 426; on stubbornness 280; on constitution 305, 366; on suicide 401; on precipitating factors in schizophrenia 441; on ambulatory schizophrenia 444, 446, 531; on anxiety without affect 479; on magical sources of medicine 562; bibliography 664
Zulliger, Hans, on mourning 162, 394f; on specific disturbances of intelligence 181; on stealing 370; on lying 530; on psychotherapy 565; on child analysis 575f; bibliography 664